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MINERALS.
Recently collected by Dr. Foote, in Arkansas.

Quartz, From Hot Springs.

Rave modifications ! Beautiful inclusions !

Besides the clear crystals that havel)een famous for half a century, this
locality has recently produced most beautiful inclusions of Chlorite, Man-
ganese oxide, crystals of Albite, Pyrophyllite, etc.

In many cases these inclusions are deposited along the lines of the Quartz
crystallization, giving the effect of u phantom crystals. " These "phantoms"
are particularly striking when the effect is due to the green chloritic "moss,"'
a number of them having been cut as gems.
A few crystals showing the right and left-handed modifications, and the

twinning of the two, (Dana, '92 ed., p. 184, figs. 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10) ; remark-
ably flattened, curved and other distorted forms were obtained.
The beauty and variety of these can be fully appreciated only by those who

saw the great collection of Dr. G. W. Lawrence in the Arkansas building at

the Centennial.
For forty years the Doctor had collected while resident physician at Hot

Springs, and at his death, three years ago, his collection was unequalled in

Arkansas minerals. It had not been unpacked until purchased last month
by Dr. Foote, who at the same time got the pick of several other fine old pri-

vate collections, and had men blasting for him at Magnet Cove, during the
several weeks that he spent in and around Hot Springs.

These and other newer collections of Hot Springs Quartz that have just

reached us, aggregate nearly seven thousand pounds, and while the vast
majority of the specimens are beautiful clusters, and simple crystals, of the
type form, the lot embraces also many varieties that will probably never be
duplicated.

Quartz, clear single crystals, 5c. to $5.00 ; magnificent groups for open
cases, $5.00 to $35.00 ; smaller, but equally attractive, 2 to 8 inches diame-
ter, 5c. to $7.50. Inclusions of different minerals, showing the "phantom"
effect, 25c. to $15.00. Containing moving bubbles, 50c. to $5.00. Inclusions

of Pyrophyllite (unaltered blue-green) and Albite crystals, 25c. to $5.00..

Modified, bent, flattened, twisted, showing rare planes, 25c. to $10.00.

Cavernous, Distorted, Interpenetrations, etc., 5c. to $5.00.

From Magnet Cove.

Moilticellite, Vesuvianite in large single crystals and groups, Leucite

(a new discovery), Pseudoleucite, Brookite, Rutile rosettes, Eudialyte, Schorlo-

mite, Protovermiculite, Lodestone, Eloeolite, Aegirite, Ozarkite, Melanite,

Dysanalyte in gangue, etc., etc.

From Montgomery Co.

Wavellite in beautiful bright green radiations, and occasionally in balls of

terminated crystals, 5c. to $5.00. Variscite, finest color, 5c. to $1.50.

Utah. Selenite. In small crystals, and crystals and cleavages showing
moving bubbles, 25c. to $5.00. A few extraordinary specimens at higher
prices ; one limpid cleavage two and one-half feet long, with bubbles mov-
ing nearly the entire length, $50.00.

IMaspore ! The best six specimens in the world. Clear good sized violet

colored crystals in exquisite groups. Crystallized Margarite and Corundo-
philite all from Chester, Mass.

Realgar from Greece, Kylindrite from Bolivia, and many others.

Price Lists and Circulars Free on Application.

Catalogue of Minerals, 128 pp. with plates and illustrations, heavy
paper, 10c. Cloth, 25c. ; Boards, 20c. ; Half Morocco, 50c.
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Art. I.

—

Late Glacial or Champlain Subsidence and Reeleva-

tion of the St. Lawrence river basin / by Warren Upham.
(With Plate I.)

The accompanying map (Plate I) shows the maximum area

covered by the ice-sheet in the St. Lawrence basin and adjoin-

ing portions of the United States and southern Canada, with
approximate outlines of the glacial boundary at successive

stages of its retreat. The Champlain epoch or part of the

Pleistocene period including these stages of glacial recession

was begun and ended, respectively, by downward and upward
epeirogenic movements. It comprised the time of departure

of the ice-sheet, with many small and large glacial lakes tem-
porarily formed by its receding barrier, and with marine sub-

mergence to hundreds of feet above the present shore lines.

The Late Glacial subsidence appears to have been principally

completed before the retreat of the ice and deposition of the

Champlain lacustrine and marine beds ; but the following

uplift was in progress, advancing as fast as the ice receded,

from the beginning to the end of Champlain time.* Indeed,
considerable parts of the glaciated areas of North America
and Scandinavia are still undergoing small and slow oscillatory

movements, not having yet, during the short Postglacial period,

fully reached isostatic repose.

* For a discussion of the part of this movement reelevating the upper Missis-

sippi region, the area of the glacial Lake Agassiz in the basin of the Red river

of the North and Lake Winnipeg, and the country surrounding Hudson Bay, see

the Journal of Geology, vol. ii, pp. 383-395, May-June, 1894. The dynamic
causes of epeirogenic movements, and their relations to the Glacial period as the
probable causes of both its beginning and end, are partly considered in that

paper, but more fully in an appendix of Wright's Ice Age in North America,

1889, pp. 573-595, this Journal, III, vol. xlvi, pp. 114-121, Aug., 1893, and the
G-eol. Magazine, IV, vol. i, pp. 340-349, Aug., 1894.

Am. Jouk. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 289.—Jan., 1895.
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2 W. Upham—Champlain Subsidence and

Evidence from the Beaches of the Glacial Lakes in the St.

Lawrence basin.

Well marked old channels of outflow are fonnd extending
southward, at the levels of the deserted beaches, from Lake
Agassiz and from the glacial lakes which are now represented

by the diminished, but still large, modern lakes Superior, Michi-

gan, Huron, Erie, Ontario, and Champlain. The outlets prove
that the great Pleistocene water bodies which occupied these

basins were lakes, not gulfs or arms of the sea ; and the differ-

ential uplifts of the basins, increasing toward the central part

of the area of the continental ice-sheet, show that no land bar-

riers, but the ice itself in its retreat, held in these lakes on
their northward sides.

The basin of the St. Lawrence during the glacial recession

held successively, and in part contemporaneously, no less than
eight important glacial lakes, distinguished by their different

areas, heights, and places of outlet. They are named the

Western Superior and Western Erie glacial lakes ; Lake
Warren, the most extensive, into which the two foregoing

were merged ; Lake Algonquin, the successor of Lake Warren
in the basins of Lakes Huron, Michigan, and Superior ; Lake
Lundy, the glacial representative of Lake Erie ; Lake Iroquois,

in the basin of Lake Ontario ; Lake Hudson-Champlain ; and
Lake St. Lawrence, into which the two last named became
merged. The glacial Lake St. Lawrence, which is the only

one of the series hitherto unnamed, extended over the Ottawa,
Champlain, and St. Lawrence valleys previous to the melting
away of the ice barrier, remaining latest in the vicinity of

Quebec, by which event the sea, at a lower level than the

former lake, was admitted to these valleys.

The Western Superior glacial lake*—In the west part of

the basin of Lake Superior the receding ice-sheet held a lake

which outflowed southward through northwestern Wisconsin,

across the present watershed between the Bois Brule and St.

Croix rivers. The highest shore line of this lake at Duluth is

535 feet above Lake Superior (which has a mean level 602 feet

above the sea) ; on Mt. Josephine, about 130 miles northeast

from Duluth, its height, according to leveling by Dr. A. C.

Lawson,f is 607 feet ; and at L'Anse and Marquette, Mich.,

175 and 225 miles east of Duluth, it is found by Mr. F. B.
Taylor:); about 590 feet above the lake. The northeastward

*Proc. A. A. A. S., vol. xxxii, for 1883, p. 230. Geo], and Nat. Hist. Survey
of Minnesota, Final Report, vol. ii, 1888, p. 642; Twenty-second Ann. Rep. for

1893, pp. 54-66 (first use of this name). Bulletin Geol. Soc. Am., vol. ii, 1891,

p. 258. Am. Geologist, vol. xi. p. 357, May, 1893 ; and vol. xiv, p. 63, July, 1894^

f Minnesota Geol. Survey, Twentieth Ann. Rep. for 1891, pp. 181-289, with
map and profiles.

\ Am. Geologist, vol. xiii, pp. 316-327 and 365-383, with maps, May and June,

1894.
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uplift averages seven inches per mile ; and the eastward ascent

is approximately three inches per mile. The latest and lowest

of the Western Superior lake beaches observed at Duluth,
occupied by the "boulevard" or pleasure driveway, 475 feet

above the lake, on the bluffs back of the city, appears to have
an ascent of only about 35 feet in the distance to Mt. Jose-

phine, showing that the uplift of the land was quite rapidly

in progress while the ice-front still maintained the lake at the

St. Croix outlet. Not long after the glacial retreat passed east-

ward beyond Mt. Josephine and Marquette, this lake was low-

ered and merged with Lake Warren across the lowlands of the

northern peninsula of Michigan. The vertical interval between
the final stage of the Western Superior Lake and the level of

Lake Warren shown by its earliest beach at Duluth was about
60 feet. Thenceforward the outlet of Lake Warren past Chi-

cago carried away the drainage from the glacial melting and
rainfall of the Superior basin.

The Western Erie glacial lake*—Outflowing from the

southwestern end of the Lake Erie basin by a large abandoned
watercourse, which reaches from Ft. Wayne, Ind., where the

St. Joseph's and St. Mary's rivers unite to form the Maumee,
across the present watershed to the Wabash river, this glacial

lake formed two distinct beaches, named by N. H. Winchell
the Yan Wert and Leipsic ridges, separated by a vertical inter-

val of 15 to 20 or 25 feet. The upper or Yan Wert beach,

with its crest varying in altitude from 200 to 220 feet above
Lake Erie (whose mean height is 573 feet above the sea),

extends about 75 miles east to Findlay, Ohio, and nearly an
equal distance northeast past Bryan, Ohio, to the vicinity of

Adrian, Mich., if not farther. At Findlay the lake while
forming this beach, as Winchell and Leverett have shown, was
bounded on the north by the ice-sheet then forming the Blan-

chard moraine. The second or Leipsic beach of the Western
Erie Lake, ranging in height from 190 to 210 feet, runs from
Ft. Wayne eastward 175 miles to its termination, as described

by Leverett, at the line of a later moraine close southwest of

*G. K. Gilbert, this Journal, IIT, vol. i, pp. 339-345, with map, May, 1871;
Geology of Ohio, vol. i. 1873, pp. 540-556, with two maps. N. H. Winchell,

Proc. A. A. A. S., vol. xxi, for 1872, pp. 171-179
; Geology of Ohio, vol. ii, 1874,

pp. 56. 431-4H3, etc. J. S. Newberry, Geology of Ohio, vol. ii pp. 46-65, with
three maps and numerous sections. E. W. Claypole, "The Lake Age in Ohio,"
Trans. Geol. Soc. Edinburgh, 1887, p. 42, with four maps. G. F. Wright, The
Ice Age in North America, 1889, chapter xv (with reproduction of Prof. Clay-

pole"s maps, that of Lake Erie-Ontario being on p. 355). J. W. Spencer, this

Journal, III, vol. xli, p. 208, with map, March, 1891; Bulletin, Geol. Soc. Am.,
vol. ii, 1891, pp. 465-476, with map. Frank Leverett, this Journal, III, vol.

xliii, pp. 281-297. with map, April, 1892. Warren Upham. Bulletin, Geol. Soc.

Am., vol. ii, p. 259; Minnesota Geol. Survey, Twenty-second Ann. Rep. for 1893,

p. 62 (first use of the name Western Erie Glacial Lake).
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Cleveland. Northeast and north from the old outlet the

Leipsic beach reaches about 165 miles, past Adrian and Ypsi-
lanti to Imlay, Mich., being nearly level to Ypsilanti, but

thence in the 60 miles onward to Imlay having a rise of about
65 feet, to an altitude 849 feet above the sea. "With the reces-

sion of the ice-sheet and the extension of this lake to Imlay, a

lower outlet was opened over the watershed between the

Shiawassee and Grand rivers in Michigan, 729 feet above the

sea or 148 feet above Lakes Huron and Michigan, where the

Western Erie glacial lake became confluent with Lake Warren
and was thus reduced about 30 feet, falling from the Leipsic

or lower Western Erie beach to the Belmore or earliest beach
of Lake Warren in the Erie basin.

Upon a large area, extending from Ft. Wayne east to Cleve
land and northward to Ypsilanti and Detroit, the attitude or

general slopes and levels of the land have remained unchanged
since the departure of the ice-sheet, for these earliest beaches
and the lower beaches of Lake Warren in the same area are

still nearly horizontal. The whole country there, however,
has been uplifted, without tilting, about 110 feet, after the end
of the separate existence of the Western Erie lake, for this is

the height of the Belmore beach around the west end of Lake
Erie above the highest and earliest beach of Lake Warren at

Chicago. A greater and differential uplift, with rapid tilting

of northward ascent, was taking place north and northeast of

Detroit during the Belmore and lower stages of Lake Warren,
simultaneous with the uniform elevation of the Western Erie

glacial lake area. Further we learn that about half of the up-

lift of 110 feet for this region had occurred before the begin-

ning of Lake Algonquin and the date of the Algonquin beach,

since that beach has a height of 602 feet near the south end of

Lake Huron, being 60 feet higher than the correlative subla-

custrine terrace plane beneath the surface of Lake Michigan
near Chicago, which marks the old Algonquin shore there.

Lake Warren*—Like the Western Superior and Western

* J. W. Spencer, Science, vol. xi. p. 49, Jan. 27, 1888 (proposing this name in

honor of Gen. G. K. Warren); Proc. A. A. A. S., vol. xxxvii, for 1888, pp. 197-

199 ; Trans. Roy. Soc. of Canada, vol. vii, for 1889, sec. iv, p. 122 ; this Journal,

III, vol. xli, pp. 201-211, with map, March, 1891; Bulletin, Geol. Soc. Am.,
vol. ii, pp. 465-476, with map, April, 1891 ;

" A Review of the History of

the Great Lakes," Am. Geologist, vol. xiv, pp. 289-301, Nov., 1894 (containing

citations of many additional papers by Prof. Spencer and others). G. K. Gilbert,
" Changes of Level of the Great Lakes," in The Forum, vol. v, pp. 417-428,

June, 1888; "History of the Niagara River," in Sixth Annual Report of the

Commissioners of the State Reservation at Niagara, for 1889, pp. 61-84, with

eight plates (also in the Smithsonian An. Rep. for 1890, pp. 231-257); Geology
of Ohio, vols, i and ii. Frank Leverett, paper before cited ;

" Raised Beaches
of Lake Michigan," Trans. Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters,

vol. vii, pp. 177-192 (read Dec. 30, 1887). A. C. Lawson, " Sketch of the Coastal

Topography of the North Side of Lake Superior, with Special Reference to the
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Erie glacial lakes, the far more extensive Lake Warren at the

beginning of its existence occupied only the southern end of

the basin of Lake Michigan. It grew northward as the ice-

sheet retired, and in due time it received these two lakes to

itself , expanding thus into the basins of Lakes Superior, Huron,
and Erie. The maximum development of Lake Warren
stretched from Thomson, Minn., above and west of Duluth,
eastward to Lake Nipissing, a distance of nearly 600 miles

;

and from Chicago, where it outflowed to the Des Plaines, Illi-

nois, and Mississippi rivers, it extended eastward in its highest

stages across the southern peninsula of Michigan, and later by
way of the strait of Mackinaw and over Lakes Huron, St.

Clair, and Erie, to the west end of the Lake Ontario basin and
to Crittenden in southwestern New York. This area exceeded
100,000 square miles, being nearly equal to that of the glacial

Lake Agassiz. The Belmore and JSTelson beaches, the two
highest formed by Lake Warren in the basins of Lakes Erie,

Huron, and Superior, called by Spencer the Ridgeway beach
(a later name than N. H. Winchell's " Belmore ridge") in their

united course about the west half of Lake Erie, show that, since

the fullest expansion of this great glacial lake, the whole basin

of Lake Superior and the country eastward to Lake Nipissing

have been uplifted 400 to 550 or 600 feet, in comparison with
Chicago and the southern part of the Lake Michigan basin,

while the uplift at Cleveland has been about 115 feet, and
at Crittenden, N. Y., not less than 260 feet (more probably
about 300 feet).

In the vicinity of Chicago, Lake Warren formed three

beaches, belonging to lake levels successively about 45 to 50
feet, 15 feet, and 30 feet above Lake Michigan. That the

Abandoned Strands of Lake Warren," Minnesota Geol. Survey, Twentieth An.
Rep. for 1891. pp. 181-289. with map, profiles, and figures from photographs.

P. B. Taylor, this Journal, III, vol. xliii, pp. 210-218, March, 1892 (Mackinac
island); Bulletin Geol. Soe. Am., vol. v, pp. 620-626, with maps, April, 1894
(Lake Nipissing) : Am. Geologist, vol. xiii, pp. 316-327 (Green bay) and 365-383
(south coast of Lake Superior), with maps, May and June, 1894; id., vol. xiv, pp.
273-289 (east of Georgian bay), with map, Nov., 1894. The highest beach on
Mackinac island, which Mr. Taylor calls the " Algonquin beach," seems to be
correlative with his Nelson and higher beaches in the vicinity of Lake Nipissing,

regarded in this paper as marking the early high stages of Lake Warren. C.

"Whittlesey. Smithsonian Contributions, vol. xv, 1864, pp. 17-22. B.Andrews,
" The North American Lakes considered as Chronometers of Postglacial Time,"
Trans. Chicago Academy of Sciences, vol. ft. Nearly all the edition of this im-
portant paper was consumed in the Chicago fire of 1871. It is quite fully re-

produced by James C. Southall, in "The Recent Origin of Man," 1875, chapter
xxxiii (pp. 495-506, with sections) ; and in " The Epoch of the Mammoth and the
Apparition of Man upon the Earth," 1878, chapter xxii (pp. 348-367, with sec-

tions). N. H. Winchell, J. S. Newberry, E. W. Claypole, and G. P. Wright, as

before cited. Geol. Survey of Canada, Report of Progress to 1863. pp. 912, 913.

Warren Upham, Bulletin Geol. Soc. Am., vol. ii, pp. 258-265
; vol. iii, pp. 484-

487. Geology of Minnesota, Twenty-second An. Rep. for 1893, as before cited.

Am. Geologist, vol. xiv, pp. 62-65, July, 1894.
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beach at 30 feet was formed after that at 15 feet is shown by
the occurrence in some places of a peat deposit, described by
Andrews and Leverett, which passes underneath the 30 feet

beach and is continuous from its upper side down to the lower
beach. The peat marks a land surface over which the lake

rose to form the middle or third beach, after having stood

at the lower or second beach for some time. Still later,

however, it probably again stood at the lower level, corre-

sponding to the present watershed in the abandoned outlet.

This old channel of outflow, at its summit, as I am informed
by Mr. Ossian Guthrie from the canal survey, is now 11 feet

above the mean level of Lake Michigan, but the surface there

is postglacial silt ; at another point, where the channel bed
consists of till, and at a third place where the bed is rock,

its height in each case is only eight feet above the present

lake, or 590 feet above the sea. The mouth of Lake Warren
appears to have been at first near Lemont, on the Des Plaines

river about 25 miles from the lake, where the river valley

was obstructed by drift which suffered erosion, allowing the

mouth of the lake to be transferred gradually upstream, at

the same time being lowered, to its final position ten miles

from the lake shore in Chicago. Epeirogenic movements,
between the times of formation of the second and third

beaches, slightly lifted the outlet and adjacent portion of the

course of the Des Plaines river, as compared with the southern

and southwestern part of the Lake Michigan basin, causing the

old lake to extend a little farther on that side than before.

Toward the north and east, however, this change was doubt-

less more than counteracted by the rapid differential rise of

the land.

Fresh-water shells are found abundant in the 15 feet beach
at Evanston and elsewhere southward through Chicago. All

the species obtained, representing ten or more genera, are still

living in this region. Wood of oak and cedar, and the thigh

bone of a deer, have been also found in the same beach at

Evanston.*
For the distance of about 185 miles from Chicago north

to the south end of Green bay, the highest shore of Lake
Warren appears to be now nearly level, for Mr. Taylor finds

evidence of submergence only to a height of some 20 feet

above that part of Green bay and the neighboring lake shore.

Thence northward, however, the beach rises about 14 feet per

mile for 110 miles to Cook's Hill, near the north end of this

bay ; in 60 miles from that latitude north to Houghton, it has

an ascent of 260 feet, or 4-J feet per mile ; but in about 90

* H. M. Bannister, Geology of Illinois, vol. iii, 1868, pp. 241, 242. F. Leverett,
" Eaised Beaches of Lake Michigan," before cited, p. 189.
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miles onward, across Lake Superior to Kaministiquia, where
the shore is 455 feet above that lake, the rate of northward
ascent is reduced to only a half of a foot per mile.

Along a west to east course, the Nelson beach (named by
Taylor in the vicinity of North Bay, Lake Ni pissing, probably
not distinct from the Belmore beach in Ohio and northward to

Mackinac island) is 385 feet above Lake Superior at Duluth

;

410 feet at Houghton, having an eastward ascent of 25 feet in

150 miles; 414 feet at the Sault Ste. Marie, running level for

200 miles east from Houghton ; and about 538 feet at the

north side of Lake JSh'pissing, or 497 feet above that lake, and
1,140 feet above the sea. In the distance of 220 miles from
Sault Ste. Marie to Lake Nipissing this beach now shows an
ascent of 126 feet, or about seven inches per mile. These
figures, with the preceding from Houghton to the north side

of Lake Superior, justify to a remarkable degree Dr. Lawson's
opinion that the ancient shore lines of Lake "Warren in the

Superior basin remain parallel with* the water level of to-day.

A.s compared with Chicago, the country enclosing Lake Su-
perior has been uplifted 400 to 450 feet ; and the greater part

of the differential elevation, expressed by tilting, took place

upon the west to east belt of the northern peninsula of Mich-
igan.

Three beaches of Lake Warren are mapped by Spencer and
named the Ridgeway, Arkona, and Forest beaches in Ohio,

northwestern Michigan, and the province of Ontario north of

Lake Erie. These probably represent the three noted at

Chicago and about the south part of Lake Michigan. Farther
north the number of distinct shore lines is much increased.

In and near Duluth I find eight beaches referable to Lake
Warren, the lowest being 50 feet above Lake Superior. On
northern portions of the Lake Superior coast several of these

seem, as shown by Lawson's observations with leveling, to be
each represented by two or more shores, separated by vertical

intervals of 10 feet or more. Most of the northern beaches,

it should be remarked, are very feebly developed, even in the
most favorable situations for their formation, and are not dis-

cernible along the far greater part of the lake borders. Dur-
ing all the time of differential uplifting of the Lake Warren
basin and sinking of the water surface, whenever the dimin-
ishing lacustrine area was nearly unchanged for a few years or

longer, the erosion and deposition effected by the great waves
of storms, and the tribute of streams forming deltas, recorded
these shore lines.

*

* Prof. Spencer, in his latest paper ("A Review of the History of the Great
Lakes," Am. Geologist, vol. xiv, pp. 298. 301, Nov., 1894), supposes that an out-
flow from Lakes Superior, Huron, Michigan, and PJrie, passed by the way of
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Lake Algonquin*—When the glacial melting and retreat

at length permitted an outflow from the St. Lawrence basin

over a lower pass, which was through central New York to the

Mohawk and Hudson, the water surface of the basins of Lakes
Michigan, Huron, and Superior, fell only some 50 or 75 feet,

from the latest and lowest stage of Lake Warren to its short-

lived successor, Lake Algonquin. This lake appears to have
been ice-dammed only at low places on its east end, as at or

near the heads of the Trent and Mattawa rivers, lying respect-

ively east of Lakes Simcoe and Nipissing, where otherwise its

wTaters must have been somewhat further lowered to outflow

by these passes. Careful study and comparison of the work of

Spencer in tracing the Algonquin beach about the southern
part of Lake Huron and Georgian bay, and of Taylor in ex-

ploration of his " Nipissing beach " from Duluth east along the

south coast of Lake Superior and the north side of Lake Huron
and Georgian bay to Lake Nipissing, convince me that these

beaches were of contemporaneous formation, marking respect-

ively the southern and northern shores of Lake Algonquin, and
therefore both to be known by the name Algonquin beach of

Spencer, according to the law of priority. The earliest and
principal stage of Lake Algonquin is shown by these beaches

to have coincided closely in area wTith Lakes Michigan and
Superior, but to have been considerably more extensive east-

ward than the present Lake Huron and Georgian bay. It

held a level which now by subsequent differential epeirogenic

movements is left probably wholly below the level of Lake
Michigan by a vertical amount ranging from almost nothing to

about 40 feet. Its shores were nearly coincident with the

western shore of Lake Huron, but eastward they are now
elevated mostly 150 to 200 feet above that lake and Georgian
bay ; and in the Lake Superior basin they vary from about 50
feet above Lake Superior at its mouth, and along its north-

eastern and northern shores, to 25 feet at Houghton, and to a

few feet or none at Duluth.
The Algonquin beach at the south end of Lake Huron coin-

cides very closely with the land surface there and with the

Chicago to the Des Plaines and Mississippi rivers so lately as about 1,500 years

ago, when the Niagara river had cut back its gorge to the Johnson ridge, about

a mile north of the present site of the falls. This would have formed a beach 10

to 15 feet above Lakes Michigan and Huron, and about 20 to 25 feet above Lake
Erie, around all their shores; and the absence of such a modern and still horizon-

tal shore line, slightly higher than the present lake levels, upon all this large

area, forbids an acceptance of this hypothesis.
* J. W. Spencer, "Deformation of the Algonquin Beach, and Birth of Lake

Huron," this Journal, III, vol. xli, pp. 12-21, with map, Jan.. 1891; and other

papers before cited. G. K. Gilbert, F. B. Taylor, and Warren Upham, as before

cited for Lake Warren. G. F. Wright, Bulletin Geol. Soc. Am., vol. iv, pp. 423-

5 ; with ensuing discussion by Dr. Robert Bell, pp. 425-7.
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present St. Clair and Detroit rivers, by which the earliest out-

flow of the old glacial lake probably passed southward and
thence ran east as a glacial River Erie, at first tributary to

Lake Lundy. As soon as that very briefly existing glacial

lake was drained away, the river followed the lowest part of

the shallow bed of the present Lake Erie along all its extent,

which then had an eastward descent of probably 200 feet,

allowing no lake or only a very small one to exist in the

deepest depression of the basin ; and north of Buffalo it coin-

cided with the course of the Niagara river.

Gilbert, Wright, and Spencer, have thought that for a long

time the outflow of the three great lakes above Lake Erie

passed by the way of Lake Nipissing to the Mattawa and Ot-

tawa rivers. It seems to me far more probable, however, that

the epeirogenic uplift of the Nipissing region, which had ele-

vated it already about 400 feet during the existence of Lake
Warren, continued so fast that both the Trent and JNipissing-

Mattawa passes were raised the additional 50 feet needed to

place them above the level of Lake Algonquin before the

glacial retreat uncovered the country east of them so that out-

lets could be obtained there.

With the continuance of the uplift of the Lake Superior
basin after the formation of the Algonquin beach, the mouth
of Lake Superior and the Sault Ste. Marie came into existence

;

and this movement allowed the lake level at Duluth to fall

probably 40 or 50 feet beneath the Algonquin and present

shore line. Subsequent differential elevation of the eastern

and northern parts of the basin, as compared with Duluth, has
again brought the west end of the lake up to the Algonquin
shore, but not until the St. Louis river, while the water sur-

face stood considerably lower than now, had deeply eroded its

broad channel through the very gently sloping expanse of till

from Fond du Lac to the harbor of Duluth and Superior.

The differential uplift of the Algonquin beach, as compared
with Chicago and the previous mouth of Lake Warren, has
been about 60 feet near the mouth of Lake Huron and at

Duluth ; 110 feet at the mouth of Lake Superior ; 200 feet at

Lake Xipissing ; and 240 to 290 feet at Barrie, Lorneville, and
Orillia, on Lake Simcoe. A broad lobe of the waning ice

sheet, terminating on the highland area between the south end
of Georgian bay and the west end of Lake Ontario, appears to

have delayed the elevation of that district, so that subsequent
to the formation of the Algonquin beach more uplifting took
place there than at the north side of Georgian bay and about
Lake Xipissing. The ascent of the Algonquin beach in nearly
200 miles from the mouth' of Lake Huron northeasterly to

Lake Simcoe averages about a foot per mile ; and thence in
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about 135 miles north to Lake Nipissing it descends at an
average rate of about eight inches per mile.

While the eastern part of the Lake Algonquin area was
being much uplifted, with the formation of other beaches be-

low the first, probably the southern part of the Lake Michigan
basin remained with a very slight change of attitude or none,
having previously risen to approximately its present height,

which it has since held with little or no change. But the

northeastward elevation raising the country where Lake Al-
gonquin and now Lake Huron have outflowed, gradually

caused the water level at Chicago to rise some 40 feet above
its old Algonquin level, which is shown by a sublacustrine

terrace formed by the Algonquin wave erosion and beach
accumulation.

On the Saugeen river, Ontario, and near the south end of

Georgian bay, fresh-water shells are found in beds belonging
to stages of Lake Algonquin respectively about 40 and 100
feet below the main and earliest Algonquin beach, or 90 and
78 feet above the present lake and bay.

Lake Lundy*—From the Forest beach at Crittenden, Erie

county, N. Y., marking the latest level of Lake Warren, there

is a descent of 125 feet between 860 and 735 feet above the

sea to the earliest strand of the glacial Lake Lundy, which for

a time occupied the northeastern three-fourths of the Lake
Erie basin. A more conspicuous principal Lundy beach, 30
feet lower, on which is the "ridge road" named Lundy lane,

near Niagara Falls, has an eastward ascent of 30 feet in about
40 miles from Font-hill, Ont., to Akron, N. Y., live miles

north of Crittenden. Lake Lundy opened through a strait

about 30 miles wide into the Lake Ontario basin. Its outflow

passed eastward, across the country close north of the Finger
lakes, to the Mohawk and Hudson valleys, still partly tilled

by the receding ice-sheet and permitting a series of mouths of

Lake Lundy to be found at successively lower levels, until as

the ice-border withdrew the water soon sank to the lowest

point of the Ontario-Mohawk watershed at Rome, ~N. Y.,

where its level long remained, forming the Iroquois beach. One
of the stages of the sinking Lake Lundy or incipient Lake Iro-

quois, probably nearly midway in altitude between the Lundy
and Iroquois beaches, I find to be indicated by my studies of

eskers in Rochester and Pittsford, N. Y.f

* J. W. Spencer, " Deformation of the Lundy Beach and Birth of Lake Erie,"

this Journal, III, vol. xlvii, pp. 207-211, with map, March, 1894.

f Proceedings of the Rochester Academy of Science, vol. ii, pp. 196-198, Jan.,

1893.
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Lake Lroquois*—This glacial lake, outflowing at Rome to

the Mohawk and Hudson, occupied less area in the west part

of the Lake Ontario basin during its earliest stage than during
the later and probably longer enduring lake stage by which
the high Iroquois beach in that region was formed. Previous

to the date of the western development of the Iroquois beach,

the early water level stood at one time only a little higher than

the present Lake Ontario at Toronto and Scarboro Heights, 6

to 15 miles east of Toronto, as compared with the altitude,

doubtless absolutely lower than now with regard to the sea,

which the land then held in that part of the lake basin. This
is shown by the occurrence of fossil fresh-water mollusks of

lourteen species, and wood of ash, oak, and American yew, in

beds at Toronto, described by Coleman, which now are 33 to

51 feet above Lake Ontario, or 280 to 298 feet above the sea.

All the mollusk species are now living; but four are restricted,

so far as known, to waters tributary to the Mississippi. A
boulder-bearing surface deposit above these beds proves that

the front of the ice-sheet was not far distant ; but the climatic

conditions of that time, clearly indicated by the fauna and
flora, were as mild as now. There next ensued, probably, a

gradual rise of the lake, due to an uplifting of the country
about its outlet at Rome, until it stood at the level of the well

defined Iroquois beach, which has a height at Toronto of

about 200 feet above Lake Ontario. Thick fossiliferous delta

deposits had been, meanwhile, brought into the north edge of

the lake at Toronto and several miles eastward along the lake-

cliif section of Scarboro Heights, described by Hinde ; and re-

peated re-advances of the ice-front, one during, and another

after, the delta accumulation, formed, at the locality last noted,

two deposits of till or boulder-clay.

In a limited sense the Toronto and Scarboro fossils may be
called Interglacial, since they lie between deposits of glacial

drift ; but they seem better referred to moderate oscillations

of the ice boundary than to the distinct glacial epochs which
Coleman and Hinde infer from them. Both these beds and

* J. W. Spencer, "The Deformation of the Iroquois Beach and Birth of Lake
Ontario," this Journal. Ill, vol. xl, pp. 443-451, with map, Dec, 1890

; and
papers previously cited. Thomas Roy (in paper by Sir Charles Lyell), Proceed-
ings Geol. Soc, London, vol. ii. 1837, pp. 537, 538. Sir Charles Lyell, Travels in

N. A., in 1841-42. vol. ii, chapter xx. E. J. Chapman, Canadian Journal, new
series, vol. vi, 1861, pp. 221-22y, and 497, 498. Sand ford Fleming, Can. Jour.,

same vol. vi. pp. 247-253. GTeorge J. Hinde, Can. Jour., vol. xv, 1877. pp. 388-
413. A. P. Coleman, Am. Geologist, vol. xiii, pp. 85-95, Feb. 1894. Geol. Sur-

vey of Canada, Report of Progress to 1863, pp. 912, 913. James Hall, Geology
of New York. Partiv, 1843, pp. 348-351. Baron Gerard de Geer, "On Pleistocene

Changes of Level in eastern North America." Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol.

xxv, 1892, pp. 454-477, with map; also (excepting the map) in Am. Geologist,

vol. xi, pp. 22-44, Jan., 1893. G. K. Gilbert, F. B. Taylor, B. W. Claypole, G.

F. Wright, and Warren Upham, as cited for Lakes Warren and Algonquin.
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the richly fossiliferous Leda clays, which last overlie the latest

glacial drift in the St. Lawrence, Ottawa, and Cham plain

valleys, may be referred to the closing stage or Champlain
epoch of the Ice age ; and they both testify, like the partially

forest-covered Malaspina ice-sheet in Alaska, of the close

sequence of a warm climate, with luxuriant plant and animal
life, during and immediately after the recession of the ice-

sheet. The transition from the GTlacial to the Champlain
climate seems readily explained by the epeirogenic depression

which ended the Glacial period.*

The height of Lake Ontario is 247 feet ; and that of the old

Iroquois outlet crossing the water-shed at Rome is 440 feet,

above the sea level. Thence the Iroquois beach in its course

northward adjacent to the eastern end of Lake Ontario has a

gradual ascent of about five feet per mile along a distance of

55 miles to the latitude of Watertown, where the highest

beach is 730 feet above the sea, showing that a differential up-

lift of about 290 feet has taken place, in comparison with the

Rome outlet. From Rome westward to Rochester, the beach
has nearly the same height with the outlet ; but farther west-

ward it descends to 385 feet above the sea at Lewiston and 363
feet at Hamilton, at the western end of Lake Ontario. Con-
tinuing along the beach north of the lake, the same elevation

as the Rome outlet is reached near Toronto, and thence east-

northeastward an uplift is found, similar to that before

described east of the lake, its amount near Trenton and Belle-

ville above Rome being about 240 feet It is to be added that

northward from Rome the Iroquois beach becomes divided

into a series of distinct beaches, marking stages in the north-

eastward rise of the land and having near Watertown a verti-

cal range of 80 feet below the highest and oldest, which was
before noted ; and that westward a similar series of strand

lines also lies below the highest, likewise before noted, which
there, however, contrary to the order northeastward, was the

newest. The highest beach near Watertown was probably
contemporaneous with the fossiliferous beds of Toronto ; some
of the intermediate northeastern beaches corresponded to the

delta deposits of Scarboro ; and the lowest northeastward lake

level was continuous with the highest at Toronto, Hamilton^
Lewiston, and east to Rome.
Between Lakes Warren and Lundy the old water level near

the west end of Lake Ontario fell 125 feet, minus some amount
to be subtracted for the progressing northeastward elevation

of the land. The two Lundy shores are 30 feet apart verti-

* J. D. Dana, Trans. Conn. Acad, of Arts and Sciences, vol. ii, 1870, p. 67;
this Journal, III, vol. x, pp. 168-183, Sept., 1875. Warren Upham, G-lacialists'

Magazine, vol. i, pp. 236-240, June, 1894.
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cally. From the lower and mam Lundy beach the water fell

about 4S0 feet to the earliest stage of Lake Iroquois when the

Toronto fossil shells lived in the edge of that lake, excepting

that here again some undetermined amount must be subtracted

to compensate the concurrent rise of the land. Adding these

vertical intervals together, we have 635 feet, which probably
may be reduced 100 feet, more or less, for the effects of the

accompanying epeirogenic uplift. We have left some 500 or

550 feet, to be subtracted from the altitude of the old Chicago
outlet of Lake Warren, believed to have been then approxi-

mately as now, 590 feet above the sea, to give the earliest alti-

tude of the Koine outlet. It thus appears, as I concluded from
a similar computation four years ago, that the Rome outlet

was at first only 50 or 100 feet above the sea level.* It was
gradually uplifted, participating in the differential rise of the

whole Ontario basin, to about 300 feet above the sea while the

outflow continued here, and to probably 350 feet or more, lack-

ing less than 100 feet of its present height, by the time when
the much farther retreat of the ice permitted the extension of

the sea to Ogdensburgh and Brockville, on the St. Lawrence
river near the mouth of Lake Ontario. Intermediate between
Lake Iroquois and the Cham plain incursion of the sea, the

glacial Lake St. Lawrence, into which Lake Iroquois was
merged by the retreat of the ice-sheet from the northern side

of the Adirondacks, filled the Lake Ontario basin for a con-

siderable time at levels below the Iroquois beaches.

As the area of Lake Warren was being differentially much
elevated during the earlier existence of that lake, and as the

area of Lake Algonquin was similarly uplifted in part or

wholly contemporaneously with the Iroquois basin, so this

region was being rapidly raised and tilted upward to the north

and east while the lake level, held constantly without import-

ant downward cutting at the Rome outlet, inscribed many
shore lines on the slowly moving land. All the movement
throughout the whole region probably was upward ; but the

position of Rome, and its greater rise than western parts of the

basin during the existence of Lake Iroquois, caused the old

beaches westward to have now declining gradients.

Lake Hudson- Charwplain.\—The absence of marine fossils

* Bulletin Geol. Soc. Am., vol, ii, pp. 260-r262.

f Warren T7pham. Bulletin Geol. Soc. Am., vol. i. p. 566; vol. ii, p. 265; vol.

iii, pp. 484-487 (first using this name). C. H. Hitchcock, Geology of Vermont,
1861. vol. i, pp. 93-167, with map. J. S. Xewoerry, Pop. Sci. Monthly, vol. xiii,

1879, pp. 641-660. F. J. H. Merrill, this Journal. Ill, vol. xli, pp. 460-466, June,

1891. W. M. Davis. Proc. Boston Soc. Xat. Hist., vol. xxv, 1891, pp. 318-334.

S. Prentiss Baldwin, " Pleistocene History of the Champlain Valley," Am. Geolo-
gist, vol. xiii, pp. 170-184, with map, March, 1894. Baron de Geer, as cited for

Lake Iroquois.
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in beds overlying the glacial drift on the shores of southern

New England, Long Island, and New Jersey, and the water-

courses which extend from the terminal moraine on Long Is-

land southward across the adjacent modified drift plain and
continue beneath the sea level of the Great South bay and
other bays between the shore and its bordering long beaches,

prove that this coast stood higher than now when the ice-sheet

extended to its farthest limit. A measure of this elevation of

the seaboard in the vicinity of New York during the Cham-
plain epoch is supplied, as I believe, by the shallow submarine
channel of the Hudson, which has been traced by the soundings
of the U. S. Coast Survey from about 12 miles off Sandy
Hook to a distance of about 90 miles southeastward. This
submerged channel, lying between the present mouth of the

Hudson and the very deep submarine fjord of this river,

ranges from 10 to 15 fathoms in depth, with an average width
of 1J miles, along its extent of 80 miles, the depth being
measured from the top of its banks, which, with the adjacent

sea-bed, are covered by 15 to 40 fathoms of water, increasing

southeastward with the slope of this margin of the continental

plateau. During the whole or a considerable part of the time
of the glacial Lake Iroquois, this area stretching 100 miles

southeastward from New York was probably a land surface,

across which the Hudson flowed with a slight descent to the

sea. But northward from the present mouth of the Hudson
the land at that time stood lower than now ; and the amount
of its depression, beginning near the city of New York and in-

creasing from south to north, as shown by terraces and deltas

of the glacial Lake Hudson-Champlain, which were formed
before this long and narrow lake became merged in the glacial

Lake St. Lawrence, was nearly 180 feet at West Point, 275
feet at Catskill, and 340 feet at Albany and Schenectady. From
these figures, however, we must subtract the amount of de-

scent of the Hudson river, which in its channel outside the

present harbor of New York may probably have been once 50
or 60 feet in its length of about 100 miles.

Before the time of disappearance of the ice-barrier from the

St. Lawrence valley at Quebec, the descent of the Hudson
river beyond New York city may have diminished, or the sea-

board at New York may have sunk so as to bring the shore

line nearly to its present position ; but the Hudson valley

meanwhile had been uplifted, so that the outflow from the

Lake St. Lawrence crossed the low divide, now about 150 feet

above the sea, between Lake Champlain and the Hudson. This
is known by the extension of fossiliferous marine deposits

along the Lake Champlain basin nearly to its southern end,

while they are wholly wanting along all the Hudson valley.
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Indeed, the outflowing river from Lakes Iroquois, Hudson-
Champlain, and St. Lawrence, or the Hudson during the Post-

glacial period, channeled the lower part of this valley to a

depth of about 100 feet below the present sea level, proving
that the land there, as Merrill points out, stood so much higher
than now at some time after the ice retreated.

According to the observations of Davis, Baldwin, and Baron
de Geer, the highest shore line of the Lake Hndson-Champlain
is now elevated to about 275 feet above the sea at Catskill, 1ST.

Y. : 550 feet in Chesterfield, N. Y., on the west side of Lake
Champlain opposite to Burlington ; and 658 feet at St. Albans,

Vt. Assuming that the mouth of the lake, near New York
city, was 50 feet above the sea, the differential northward up-

lift of the originally level shore has been at the rate of about
two feet per mile for the 100 miles from the present mouth of

the Hudson to Catskill ; 1*7 feet per mile for the next 160
miles north to Chesterlield ; and about three and a half feet

per mile in the next 30 miles north-northeastward to St.

Albans. Perhaps a higher beach may exist in Chesterfield,

which would bring these gradients nearer to uniformity. The
series noted there by Baldwin comprises eight beaches refera-

ble to the successive water levels of Lake Hudson-Champlain,
Lake St. Lawrence, and the sea in the Champlain basin, their

heights above the sea level of to-day beino; 550 feet, 530, 470,

423, 386, 365, 335, and 290 feet The mean level of Lake
Champlain is 97 feet above the sea, and its maximum depth
402 feet. The lower four of these beaches belonged to the

Champlain arm of the enlarged Gulf of St. Lawrence, as shown
by the height of its sand deltas and associated fossiliferous

clays ; but the higher four represent stages of the Lakes Hud-
son-Champlain and St. Lawrence. These shore lines, like

those of the glacial lakes farther west to Lake Agassiz, were
probably formed during times of rest or slackening in the
somewhat intermittent epeirogenic elevation of the land.

Lake St. Laiorence*—The records of the Glacial and Cham-
plain epochs in the St. Lawrence valley have been most fully

studied during many years by Sir William Dawson, to whose
work chiefly we are indebted for detailed descriptions of the

evidences of the marine submergence of that region to a maxi-

* Sir J. William Dawson, The Canadian Ice Age (Montreal, ]893), p. 301, with
maps and sections, views of scenery, and nine plates of Pleistocene fossils. This
volume sums up the author's work since 1855 on the glacial drift and associated

lacustrine and Champlain marine formations of the St. Lawrence valley, embody-
ing the studies which had been published in many papers in the "Canadian
Naturalist and Geologist " and elsewhere. He had given a similar summary in a
pamphlet of 112 pages, " Notes on the Post-pliocene of Canada." in 1872. J. W.
SpeDcer. G-. K. Gilbert, Baron de Geer, S. Prentiss Baldwin, and Warren Upham,
as before cited for Lakes Warren, Algonquin, Iroquois, and Hudson-Champlain.
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mum height at Montreal somewhat exceeding 500 feet above
the present sea level. Earlier than that time of occupa-

tion of the depressed broad valley by the sea, it was filled

from Lake Ontario to near Quebec, by a great glacial lake,

held on its northeast side by the receding continental

ice-sheet. The directions of the glacial striae and transporta-

tion of the drift in the St. Lawrence valley, running south-

westward at Montreal and onward to the great lakes, but east-

ward from Quebec down the shores of the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, and southeast across Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
show that the latest remnant of the ice barrier blockading this

valley was melted away in the neighborhood of Quebec, then
admitting the sea to a large, low region westward. Until this

barrier was removed, a glacial lake, which here for convenience
of description and citation is designated as the Lake St. Law-
rence, dating from the confluence of Lakes Iroquois and Hud-
son-Champlain and growing northward and eastward, spread

over the Ottawa valley probably to the mouth of the Mattawa,
and down the St. Lawrence, as fast as the ice-front was melted
back.

When Lake Iroquois ceased to outflow at Eome and, after

intervening stages of outlets existing for a short time at suc-

cessively lower levels north of the Adirondacks, began to oc-

cupy the Champlain basin and the St. Lawrence valley north-

ward, changing thus to the Lake St. Lawrence, its surface fell

by these stages about 250 feet to the glacial Lake Hudson-
Champlain, which had doubtless reached northward nearly to

the St. Lawrence. After this reduction of the water body in

the Ontario basin, it still had a dqpth of about 150 feet over
the present mouth of Lake Ontario, as shown by a beach traced

by Gilbert, which thence rises northeastward but declines

toward the south and southwest. Its plane, which is nearly

parallel with the higher Iroquois beaches, sinks to the present

lake level near Oswego, N. Y. Farther southwestward the shore

of the glacial lake at this lower stage has been since submerged
by Lake Ontario. The Niagara river was then longer than
now, and the lower part of its extent has become covered by
the present lake. From the time of the union of Lakes Iroquois

and Hudson-Champlain, a strait, at first about 150 feet deep,

but later probably diminished on account of the rise of the

land to a depth of about 50 feet, joined the broad expanse
of water in the Ontario basin with the larger expanse in the

St. Lawrence and Ottawa valleys and the basin of Lake Cham-
plain. At the subsequent time of ingress of the sea past Que-
bec the level of Lake St. Lawrence fell probably 50 feet or

less to the ocean level. The place of the glacial lake so far

westward as the Thousand Islands was then taken by the sea,
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with the marine fauna which is preserved in the Leda clays

and Saxicava sands.

The Champlain Marine Submergence.

That the land northward from Boston was lower than now
while the ice-sheet was being melted away, is proved by the

occurrence of fossil mollusks of far northern range, including

Leda arctica Gray, which is now found living only in the

Arctic seas, preferring localities which receive muddy streams

from existing glaciers and from the Greenland ice-sheet. This
species is plentiful in the stratified clays resting on the till in

the St. Lawrence valley and in New Brunswick and Maine,
extending southward to Portsmouth, N. H. But it is known
that the land was elevated from this depression to about its

present height before the sea here became warm and the

southern mollusks, which exist as colonies in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, migrated thither, for these southern species are not
included in the extensive lists of the fossil fauna found in the

beds overlying the till.

In the St. Lawrence basin these marine deposits reach to the

southern end of Lake Champlain, to Ogdensburgh and Brock-
ville, and at least to Pembroke and Allumette island, in the

Ottawa river, about 75 miles above the city of Ottawa. The
isthmus of Chiegnecto, connecting Nova Scotia with New
Brunswick, was submerged, and the sea extended 50 to 100
miles up the valleys of the chief rivers of Maine and New
Brunswick. The uplift of this region from the Champlain sea

level was 10 to 25 feet in the vicinity of Boston and northeast-

ward to Cape Ann ; about 150 feet near Portsmouth, N. H.

;

from 150 to about 300 feet along the coast of Maine and
southern New Brunswick ; about 40 feet on the northwestern
shore of Nova Scotia ; thence increasing westward to 200 feet

in the Bay of Chaleurs, 375 feet in the St. Lawrence valley

opposite the Saguenay, and about 560 feet at Montreal ; 150 to

400 or 500 feet, increasing from south to north, along the basin

of Lake Champlain ; about 275 feet at Ogdensburgh, and 450
feet near the city of Ottawa. The differential elevation was
practically completed, as we have seen from the boreal charac-

ter of the Champlain marine molluscan fauna, shortly after

the departure of the ice sheet. With the areas of the glacial

Lakes Agassiz, Warren, and Iroquois, in the interior of the
continent, this coastal region gives testimony of a wave-like
epeirogenic elevation of the formerly ice-laden portion of the
earth's crust, proportionate with the glacial melting and closely

following the retreat of the ice from its boundaries of greatest

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 289.—Jan., 1895.

2
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extent inward to the areas on which its waning remnants
lingered the latest.

On the Green Mountains of Vermont, the White Mountains
region, and indeed probably over a large part of New England,
a tract of the departing ice-sheet remained after the access 'of

the sea to the St. Lawrence basin left the New England ice as

an isolated mass. This is known by the large tribute of strati-

fied drift quickly brought by streams from the melting ice of

the Green Mountains area and deposited as gravel and sand
deltas and offshore clays of the Winooski, LaMoille, and Mis-
sisquoi rivers, described by Hitchcock and Baldwin, in the

east border of the Champlain arm of the sea. On the west,

too, a considerable remnant of the ice-sheet seems to have
remained unmelted until this time on the Adirondacks, and to

have likewise supplied the deltas and marine clays of the An
Sable, Saranac, and Chazy rivers in New York. Deflections

of glacial striation down the valleys, with corresponding drift

transportation and formation of local moraines across some of

the mountain valleys, have been recorded by Hitchcock, Stone,

and others, in Vermont and New Hampshire ; but the time
allowed for such glacial action, under the warm Champlain
climate, was very short. The earlier melting of the ice along

the St. Lawrence valley than on these mountain tracts was due
on one side to the laving action of the waves of Lakes Iroquois

and St. Lawrence, and on the other side to the washing of the

ice-cliffs by the fast encroaching sea in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, until at last near Quebec the barrier was severed.

From the Champlain submergence our Atlantic coast was
raised somewhat higher than now ; and its latest movement
from New Jersey to southern Greenland has been a moderate
depression. The vertical amount of this postglacial elevation

above the present height, and of the recent subsidence, on all

the coast of New Jersey, New England, and the eastern prov-

inces of Canada, is known to have ranged from 10 feet to a

maximum of at least 80 feet at the head of the Bay of Fundy,
as is attested in many places by stumps of forests, rooted where
they grew, and by peat beds now submerged by the sea. As
in Scandinavia, the restoration of isostatic equilibrium is at-

tended by minor oscillations, the conditions requisite for repose

having been overpassed by the early reelevation of outer por-

tions of each of these great glaciated areas. The close of the

Ice age was not long ago, geologically speaking, for equilibrium

of the disturbed areas has not yet been restored.
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Art. II.

—

An Automatic Mercury Vacuum Pump • by
M. I. Pupin, Ph.D., Columbia College.

The pump which forms the subject of the following descrip-

tion is a combination of two distinct forms of apparatus. First,

a suction-pump capable of raising mercury to practically any
height and secondly, an ordinary Sprengelpump. The part

connecting the two is a syphon
barometer, properly disposed with
respect to the two parts which it

connects.

Referring now to the diagram I

shall describe each part separately

and shall then explain the modus
operandi of the combination.

1. The Suction Pump.

It consists of the reservoir A to

which are joined the short tube n
and the tube t v m which I shall call

the suction tube. A short branch
tube vw is connected by a rubber
tube w u to the wide tube u x. This
wide tube I shall call the valve tube.

The suction tube and the valve tube
dip in two separate mercury vessels

E and D which are provided with
specially constructed glass dishes 1,

2, 3, 4 containing concentrated sul-

phuric acid for drying purposes.

The two vessels are connected to

each other by means of a rubber
tube. A part of the suction tube

a b about 20cm long has a cross-sec-

tion one-half as large as that of the

rest of the tube.

2. The Sprengel Pump.

It is of the ordinary type and consists of the reservoir B
from which the mercury drops into a long tube^?^, the tube of
descent. This tube may be given any convenient length ; 160cm

will be found sufficient for rapid working. The tube of

descent carries a lateral extension which is connected to the

reservoir .B by means of the tube g h i. The object of this
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connection is to keep the gas pressure above and below the
mercury in the reservoir the same. Two ground joints h and
n are made air-tight by the mercury which fills the surround-
ing hoods. These joints connect this extension to a manometer
and the vessel F which is to be exhausted.

3. The Syphon barometer connection.

This is the part consisting of the bulb c and the tube cf.
The length of this tube is about 80cm

.

All the parts are made of glass.

The modus operandi.

First a little mercury is poured through z s into A until the
reservoir c is about half full, which is considerably more than
sufficient to fill the tube cf. By means of a rubber tube, z s is

connected then to a water-pump or any other suction pump that

may be available. Suppose that this auxiliary suction pump is

capable of reducing the pressure in A to say 40mm and suppose
also that the barometric pressure is 760mm . Owing to the

action of the auxiliary suction pump the gas pressure in A
is continually reduced and therefore also in F and in all other

parts connected with A. Mercury rises in the valve and suction

tubes and also in the tube of descent. The extremity m of

the suction tube is placed at such a distance below the initial

level of the mercury in E and D that when the mercury col-

umn in the suction tube is about 60cm long the mercury level

in E (which sinks rapidly on account of the rising of the mer-
cury into the valve tube) has just reached m. From that

moment on no more mercury gets into the suction tube. But
owing to the action of the auxiliary pump the pressure in A is

being still reduced, hence the column in the valve tube rises

still higher and the level in E sinks still lower. In the mean
time the column in the suction tube rises bodily owing to the

external air pressure until it reaches the narrow part ab when
it begins to lengthen out, and since ab is 20cm long and the

initial length o f' the mercury column is 60cm it follows that

this column will be lengthened out to 70cm and no more.

Hence as soon as the pressure in A has been reduced by TO ™

this column will rise with accelerated velocity until it is

injected by the external air pressure into the reservoir A. The
external air rushes then into A and through tvw into the

valve tube. The valve tube column sinks and the level in E
rises. But it will rise more rapidly in D than in E owing to

the friction of the narrow rubber tube connecting the two
vessels E and D. Hence it will continue to rise for a short

time even after it has reached m and by closing the suction

tube started again the action of the auxiliary suction pump.
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This retardation of the level in E is of considerable import-

ance, for if the suction tube had no contraction a b and if the

two levels in E and D were continually of the same height

then the mercury would be sucked up through the suction tube

not in form of solid columns but in form of numerous drops

separated from each other by air bubbles. This would render

the rapidity of action less satisfactory ; besides, it would also

cause a rapid oxidation of the mercury.

As soon as the quantity of mercury injected into A brings

the distance between the level in A and the point f into the

vicinity of the barometric height then the mercury begins to

overflow from the syphon tube into the reservoir B and the

exhausting of E begins. By squeezing the tube connecting E
and D tbe rapidity of supply to B is varied, iience the quantity

of mercury in B can thus very easily be kept within certain

desirable limits.

The simplicity and the convenience of the apparatus need
m comment. Suffice it to observe that it has no stopcocks and
that it can operate with a much smaller quantity of mercury
than required by ordinary mercury pumps.
My experiments with vacuum tube discharges suggested

long ago to my mind a pump of this type ; but want of time
and of a glass blower at a convenient distance prevented me
from giving my ideas on this matter a practical test, until last

summer.* I intend to publish soon numerical data concerning
the rapidity of working of the various forms of pumps of this

type. The vacua obtainable by it are, of course, the same as

those obtainable by the ordinary form of the Sprengel pump.
Electrical Laboratory, Dec. 17 th, 1894. Columbia College, New York.

Art. III.—On Graphical Thermodynamics / by
Rene de Saussure.

Translated by the author from vol. xxxi of the Archives des Sciences physiques
et naturelles, May, 1894.

1. Heat is usually regarded as a periodical motion of the

particles constituting the material bodies ; if this be true, the

variations in the physical state of *a substance are due to the

variations of the state of this periodical motion ; in other
words, the physical state of the substance is a function of the

state of the periodical motion. Since the periodical motion of

the particles can be defined by its kinetic energy and by the

* [More particular details of construction will be given to Messrs. Eimer &
Amend, 18th Street and 3d Ave., New York, and to Herr Kramer, Glasblaser,

Fridrich Str., Freiburg, Baden
]
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duration of its period, the physical state of the substance can
be completely defined by means of these two data, provided
that the weight of the substance remains the same.

It is by so defining the state of a body, that Clausius suc-

ceeded in demonstrating the fundamental theorems of thermo-
dynamics, with the help only of the laws of mechanics, without
making any hypothesis as to the form of the trajectories

described by the particles of the body.
But if it is desired to establish the theory of the transforma-

tions which take place in a substance under the influence of

heat, it is necessary to define the nature of the periodical

motions, as well as in the theory of light. We can assume for

instance, that this motion is a straight vibratory motion on
either side of a fixed center.

By this hypothesis, we still need two data to define com-
pletely the motion of the particles, i. e., the amplitude a and
the duration i of one period of the vibratory motion. And
since the state of the substance (whose mass is taken as the

unit) is a result of the state of motion of the particles, the

state of said substance can be considered as a function of the

two variables a and i.

2. On the other hand, to define the physical state of a sub-

stance by means of experimental data, the variables used are

:

the volume F, the absolute temperature T and the outside

pressure P (the mass being still taken as the unit).*

Hence, the state of a body can also be regarded as a func-

tion of the three variables : P, V and T. But these variables

are not independent, that is to say : the same weight of the

same body cannot occupy the same volume at the same pres-

sure and at different temperatures, since two variables are suffi-

cient to define the state of the substance. For each body,
there is a relation F(P, Y, T) = known as the equation of

said body, so that the value of either of the three variables

P, For Tis a direct result of the values attributed to the two
others.

Considering P, Fand T as three coordinates, the equation

F(P, Y, T) = represents a surface, any point of which corre-

sponds to a certain state of the body. This surface is there-

fore a "representative locus" of the different states under
which the body can exist, and is known as the " thermodynamic
surfaced

3. When the physical state of a substance is defined by the

first method, i. e., by means of the amplitude a and of the

period i of the vibratory motion which constitutes the heat,

the variables a and i can also be treated as two coordinates,

* In the following study, we assume that all the particles of the body are at

the same temperature, i. e., that they all have an identical vibratory motion.
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and the physical state can be represented on a piece of paper
by the point corresponding to these coordinates. In this case,

the piece of paper itself or a part of it, is the representative

locus of the different states under which the substance can

exist.

It follows that each point of the thermodynamic surface

F(P, Y, T) = corresponds to a point on the sheet of paper,

and conversely. If the variables P, Y and T vary continu-

ously, the variables a and i shall also vary continuously, since

the variation of the state of the body is itself continuous ; so

that the coordinates P, F, T are continuous functions of the

coordinates a and i.

P = \(a , i)

V= /l(a
f
t) (1)

T = v(a, i)

These three equations can be regarded as the general equation

to the thermodynamic surface in terms of two auxiliary vari-

ables a and i ; hence, by eliminating a and i between them,
the result must be : F(P, Y, T) = 0.

The variables a and i can be considered as the coordinates

of any point on the thermodynamic surface. Any relation

between a and i represents a curve traced on this surface, i. e.,

a cycle of transformations undergone by the substance. We
have just seen that the functions X, //, u must be such as to

lead to the relation F(P, Y, T) = by eliminating a and i

between equations (1) ; but as long as these functions are sub-

mitted only to this condition, the variables a and i are still

arbitrary variables and do not necessarily denote the amplitude
and the period of the vibratory motion, since there are an
infinite number of ways of representing the same surface by
means of two auxiliary variables. For instance, the equation

of the body : T =f(P, Y) can be put under the form :

F = u
V=v
T =f(u, v)

u and v being the two auxiliary coordinates chosen to repre-

sent graphically the cycles of transformations.

These coordinates u and v being equal to P and ^respec-
tively, the graphical representation thus obtained would be
the same as the one first introduced in thermodynamics by
Clapeyron, and would have the same property, i. e., the area

lying between the axis of V, two ordinates and the path

described by the body would be equal to the external work.
If other coordinates are chosen, the properties of the graph-

ical representation will change, for it is evident that these
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properties depend essentially upon the choice of the two aux-

iliary variables a and * ; therefore, they ought to be chosen in

such a way as to give the best possible graphical representa-

tion of the cycles of transformation, i. e., in such a way as to

enable us to determine graphically the greatest possible num-
ber of the physical elements depending upon the transforma-

tion, by means of geometrical magnitudes depending only

upon the form and position of the path described by the body
in the adopted system of coordinates. Before defining this

system, let us examine what conditions must be fulfilled by
the functions X, //, l>, in order that the auxiliary variables a and
* be respectively the amplitude and the period of the vibratory

motion.

4. Denoting by m the mass of one of the particles compos-
ing the substance and by u the mean velocity of the vibratory

motion, the expression JI»wj
is the actual kinetic energy of

the heat (the sum 2
1

being extended to all the particles).

Dividing this sum by the mechanical equivalent of heat E, the

result is equal to the amount of heat actually contained in the

body.
This amount of heat is proportional to the absolute tempera-

ture, hence

:

i2mu*= KTE (2)

K being a constant.

Denoting by/" the mean value of the force producing the

vibratory motion, the formulae :

fa = mu*

/=2*>£ (3)

can be established without difficulty, since in all vibratory

motions of small amplitude, the force producing the vibration

is proportional to the displacement of the particles.

Combining equations (2) and (3) and noticing that 2m = 1

and that the mean velocity u is the same for all the particles of

the substance, we shall obtain

:

-^2 -.2

T =—

-

(4)KE i
2 K)

which is the expression of Tin terms of a and i, and is there-

fore identical to the third of equations (1) ; in other words,

when the two auxiliary variables a and i denote the amplitude

and the period of the vibratory motion, the function v is no
longer arbitrary, and the equation to the thermodynamic sur-

face is

:

(P = A(a,i)

1 n* a 2
(
5
)

I KE €
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the functions X and [i being still submitted to the condition

that the result of eliminating a and i between equations (5) be

:

F(P, Y, T)= 0.

When the functions X and fi have been determined for a

particular substance, equations (5) do not only represent the

thermodynamic surface, but also the value of the two elements

(a and i) of the vibratory motion, corresponding to any state

of the substance defined by experimental data (J^, V, T).
The last of equations (5) is the same for all substances,

except that the value of the constant K changes from one
substance to another. The determination of the functions X

and jut will be investigated after we shall have studied the

properties of the graphical representation, which properties

can be found by assuming that these functions are known.
5. When a substance undergoes an elementary and reversible

transformation,* the amount of heat dJET, absorbed by the unit

of mass, is composed of two parts : the variation of the actual

energy of the heat contained in the substance, and the amount
of heat absorbed by the total work (external and internal).

The first part is the elementary variation of the expression

^ 2imu2

, as found above ; the second is the heat absorbed by
hi

the work done by the force /"for a variation da of the ampli-

tude. Hence

:

EdK = d2£mu* + 2fda
But, by differentiating equation (2)

:

d^,\mtf- KEdT
This relation shows that the constant JK is the quotient of the

variation of the actual amount of heat contained in the sub-

stance, by the corresponding variation of temperature, so that

iT is by definition the absolute specific heat of the substance.

We have also, from preceding formulae :

Whence finally

2fda = ^mif— = 2KTE—
a a

dR = KdT-f 2KT—
a

Such is the expression of dH in terms of 77

and a ; equation

(4) gives by differentiation :

da di , dT

* The formulae contained in this paragraph have been already established in

"La Thermodynamique et ses principales applications," by J. Moutier, Paris,

1885; we recall them here, as we will have to use them in some of the demon-
strations.
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By the aid of tnis equation and of the preceding one, the value
of dH can also be obtained in terms of T and i or of a and i :

' dH Tr/dT da \

dn ^rrf^T di\

aHda. __/ da di\

6. The two variables, which we intend to take as coordinates
in this graphical study, depend directly upon the amplitude a
and the period i of the vibratory motion of heat ; denoting
these variables by <p and s, we shall define them by the equa-
tions

'*=r-
( 7)

S = no 1

By the aid of equation (7), any of the formulae given above
and involving a and i, can be transformed into corresponding
formulae involving <p and s.

For instance, by solving equations (7) with respect to a and
i

9
and substituting the result in equations (5), we shall obtain

the equation to the thermodynamic surface in terms of <p and
s, as follows

:

I
V=g(cp,s) (8)

All the other equations can be transformed in the same
manner, so that it is understood that the two independent
variables are now <p and s, and that these two quantities shall

be taken as the coordinates of the point representing the phys-
ical state of the substance.

As these variables have been defined in an arbitrary manner,
let us first investigate their physical nature. To reach this

end, we must consider the vibratory motion of the particles as

the projection of a uniform circular motion on one of its

diameters ; the radius of the circle is then equal to the ampli-

tude of the vibration, and the velocity of the uniform motion
is equal to the maximum velocity of the vibratory motion. It

can readily be seen, that the centripetal force of the circular

motion is equal to the mean valuef of the force supposed to

produce the vibratory motion.
The total work (external and internal) absorbed by the sub-

stance during an elementary transformation is 2fda as seen

above. We can write identically :
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fda = (J-) (Inadd)

f
Let -— =

(fm . Since Ina is equal to the length of the circum-

ference, <pm represents geometrically the value of the centri-

petal force referred to the unit of length, i. e., a pressure, of

so many pounds per foot, supposed to be acting on the circum-

ference of the circle.

Let 2zada — ds or 7za~= s. Then s is the area of the circle.

According to these definitions :

2fda = 2(pmds

f
If now in the equation <pm = -^— f be replaced by its value

as given in equation (3), the result is

:

9m = —•—

and since 2m — 1

:

Whence :

2fda — 2(ep
inds) ={2cpm)ds = cpds

With :

m = — and s = 7ta^ i
2

The last two equations are precisely the ones by which <p and
s have been first defined.

Since tp = <pm when m = 1, and since <pm is the pressure sup-

posed to be acting on the circumference of the circle corre-

sponding to the particle of mass m, we can define the physical

nature of <p and s as follows : If the unit of mass of a sub-

stance be represented geometrically or symbolically by a circle,

the physical state of said substance can be completely defined

by the area s of the circle and by a pressure <p, supposed to be
acting on the circumference of the circle. The two data, thus

defining the state of the substance, are precisely the coordi-

nates <p and s, which determine the position of the point repre-

senting this state. For this reason, the abscissa s shall be
called the " symbolical volume" and the ordinate <p the " sym-
bolical pressure " of the substance.

As the considerations developed in this paragraph are some-
what abstract, it must not be forgotten that the graphical

method, which is the object of this study is quite independent
of these theoretical considerations, since the two variables <p
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and s can always be regarded as two variables defined by the

equations : <p = --• and s = 7ra
2

, whatever be their physical

nature ; moreover, we shall find other reasons for regarding <p

as a pressure and sasa volume.

Properties of the graphical method.

7. Let M be the point representing any physical state of a

substance, and <p and s its coordinates, then according to the

previous definitions :

a = y — and i = y —
9

So that a and i, hence the state of the vibratory motion, are
readily obtained from the actual value of the coordinates of
point M.

Denoting byR the total work absorbed during a transforma-
tion, we have found that

:

dK = 2fda = cpds

Whence by integration :

R — / cpds

a

i. e., if AB be the curve (fig. 1) representing the path of the

substance referred to the coordinates <p and s, the total work
(external and internal) absorbed during
the transformation is equal to the area

AabB limited by the path, the axis of s

and the two extreme ordinates.

Comparing this result with the prop-

erty of Clapeyron's graphical method, we
see that the symbolical pressure and the

symbolical volume are in the same rela-

tion with the total work, as the ordinary

pressure and volume are with the external

work.
8. The last of equations (8)

:

^5= KTE
holding true for all substances, shows that the area of the rec-

tangle MmOn formed by the coordinates <p and s, is equal to

the actual amount of energy contained in the substance at the

physical state M. Thus, if AB represents the path of the

substance the area of the rectangles AaOa and BbOfi is equal
to the energy of the heat contained in the substance at its

initial and final states.
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Since the energy of the heat : KTE is proportional to the

temperature T, we can also say that the area of the rectangle

MO is proportional to the temperature of the substance at the

state M.
When a substance undergoes a transformation, its tempera-

ture being maintained constant, the second member of the
equation <ps = KTE remains constant. Hence, the general

equation of the isothermal lines is

:

<p = constant

which is the equation of equilateral hyperbolas, whose asymp-
totes coincide with the axes of coordinates. The isothermal
lines are the same for all substances, since the equation : <ps =
KTE applies to any substance.

a 2

Remark : As cps = tt
2— = KTE, we see that the ratio of the

square of the amplitude to the square of the period of the
vibratory motion of the heat, is proportional to the tempera-
ture

; so that this ratio remains constant as long as the tempera-
ture of the body is maintained constant.

9. The amount of heat, dH, absorbed during an elementary
transformation, is composed of two parts : 1st, the variation of

the actual amount of heat contained in the substance, which

amount equals--^/ 2d, the heat absorbed by the total work

done during the elementary transformation, which is dR =
Hence : E<^H = d(cps) + cpds

Or : EdR= sdcp + 2 cpds ( 9)

Whence, for a finite transformation :

EH= / sdcp + 2 / cpds

We see from this equation, that the amount of

sary to let the substance describe a certain

path AB (fig. 2) is proportional to the area

Aa^B plus twice the area AabB (both of

these areas being determined by the path
AB).
When a substance undergoes a 'transfor-

mation without transmission of heat, the
path described is called an " adidbatic " or
" isentropic line." This path is determined
by the condition :

dn=

neces-

Or sdcp + 2 cpds =

6 S
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Whence by integration :

qjs
2 = constant

Such is the general equation to the adiabatic lines for any sub-
stance. These lines are of the third degree and belong to the
hyperbolic species.

10. Clausius? Theorem.—Equation (9) can be written :

Jfcffl = *»(** +2^)9
Or again, by the aid of the relation : <ps = KTE

:

dH vr/dq) ds\

1 \cp s }

Whence, for a finite transformation

:

B

J~Y = K(
loS WB-log cpA)

When the path is a closed cycle, A = B ; in this case

/' =

Graphical representation of the Specific Heat.

11. Let Jff be the initial state of the substance (fig. 3) ; and
suppose an elementary path MM' to be described in a certain

3
direction. Amongst the infinite num-
ber of directions around M, some are

of special interest

:

1st. The direction of the isothermal,

whose equation is : <ps = <p s ; <p and s

denoting the coordinates of point M.
This equation has been derived from
the condition : T = constant or dT= 0.

2d. The direction of the adiabatic,

whose equation is

from the condition

All the other directions of special

interest are found in the same way by
equating to zero one of the differential

quantities entering the equations. Thus,
we shall obtain

:

3d. The direction and equation of the path described by the

substance when its volume is maintained constant, by putting

dY = or Y = constant ; substituting to "Fits value in terms
of <p and s as given in equations (8), gives for the equation to

the curve of constant volume passing through M

:

g(<p, s)=g( (Po, s
o)

ps'
2

=<p s'
2

, derived
dK = 0.
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4th. The equation of the path described when the pressure

is maintained constant, by putting dY = or P = constant, or

again by the same substitution :

A<P,s) =A (Po> sJ

5th. The equation to the curve of constant symbolical vol-

ume; since s = na2
, the amplitude a is constant when s is con-

stant, hence this curve can be defined as the path described by
the substance when the amplitude of the vibratory motion is

maintained constant and its equation is found by putting

ds = 0, whence :

s = s

which is the equation to a straight line parallel to the axis of <p.

6th. The curve of constant symbolical pressure, which, since

<p = —
?
can be defined as the path described when the period

of the vibratory motion of the heat is maintained constant.

The equation of this curve is derived from the condition :

d<p = 0, whence

:

9 = 9,

which represents a straight line parallel to the axis of s.

7th. The path along which the total work dK = 0, or

ipds = 0, or :

s = s

which is the same as the equation to the curve of constant

symbolical volume.
8th. The path along which the external work dr — or

P£V = 0or:
V = constant

We see here again that the symbolical volume is in the same
relation with the total work as is the ordinary volume with the

external work.
We might also remark that since dH = along the curve of

constant symbolical volume, this curve may be defined as rep-

resenting a transformation in which all the heat furnished is

used in raising the temperature of the substance (or increasing

its heat-energy), no part of it being transformed into work.

9th. The path along which the internal work, <9?I = 0or:
dK—dT— or again : ipds—YdY *= O. Expressing P and V
in terms of tp and s, with the aid of equations (8)

:

cpds ~f(cp, s)d[g(q>, s)] =
which will furnish by integration the equation of the required

curve.

Such are the principal curves passing through any point If.

When M describes an elementary path MM\ the direction of
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MM' determines the value of the quotient — . The heat
as

absorbed in this elementary transformation is given by

:

EdH = sdcp+ 2 cpds

and the corresponding variation of temperature, by :

KEdT = sdcp + cpds
JTT

Dividing member to member, and putting —- = y for abrevia-
a l

tion, we have :

y = sdcp + 2 cpds

K sdcp -f- cpds
^

The quotient y — — may be called the specific heat of the
a l

substance at the state JIT and for the direction MM' (since y

varies with the value of -7-, i. e., the direction of MM').
dq>

ds

When -— has such a value that the direction MM' coincides
as

with that of the tangent to the curve of constant volume, the

corresponding value of y is evidently the " specific heat at con-

stant volume " at the state M
7
which specific heat we shall

denote by the letter c.

In the same way, when— has such a value that MM' coin-
as

cides with the tangent to the curve of constant pressure, the

corresponding value of y is by definition the " specific heat at

constant pressure " of the substance at the state M / this spe-

cific heat will be denoted by the letter C.

The value of y corresponding to a direction parallel to the

axis of cp may be called for the same reason : the " specific heat

at constant symbolical volume /" and that corresponding to a

direction parallel to the axis of s : the " specific heat at con-

stant symbolical pressure"
Now, equation (10) can be written :

s-^- + 2cp

y as

K —
den

Let us produce MM' until it intersects the axis of <p at

point A, and measure on this axis three equal lengths : om,

mP and PQ. each one of them equal to the ordinate tp of

point M ; then, we shall have:

mA=s~- mQ = %cp and mP = (p
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Whence, by substitution :

y mA+mQ AQ
K ~mA+mP ~AP

Thus we see that the specific heat corresponding to any direc-

tion MA is to the absolute specific heat of the substance as the

distances from point A (determined by the direction MA itself)

to the stationary points P and Q.
The specific heats c and C can then be easily obtained

graphically by tracing the tangents at point M to the curve of
constant volume and to the curve of constant pressure ; or, if

desired, we can also make use of the specific heats to find these
tangents. Let us study now the variation of the specific heat

y, when the direction of the element MM' changes, by revolv-

ing around point M.
1st. Suppose that MM' or MA be at first parallel to the

axis of <p • point A is then removed to an infinite distance

in the negative direction of the axis of <p and we have
:

£= = 1 or r = K. In other words, the specific heat at con-K AP
stant symbolical volume is equal to the absolute specific heat of

the substance, and therefore does not depend on its physical

state.

2d. When MA, by revolving ninety degrees around M, coin-

. , , y AQ raQ ^Tr .

cides witn Mm we have : £ == = ==_ = 2, or y = 2K, i. e.

:

J^ AP mY
the specific heat at constant symbolical pressure is equal to twice

the absolute specific heat of the substance and remains there-

fore also constant, when the state of the substance changes.

3d. When MA has reached the position Mn (n being the

center of mP), £ =^ =^ = 3, or y = 3K.K AP nP

This value is of some interest, since the specific heat at con-

stant volume of certain solid substances has been found to be

equal to three times their absolute specific heat ; hence, for

those substances, M?i is the tangent at M to the curve of con-

stant volume.

4th. When MA coincides with MP :

y_
_AQ__PQ_

K~AP~~ ="

Whence : y = —
1
™= °o or dT — or again T = constant. This

a jl

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 289.—Jan., 1895.

3
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tangent to the isothermal passingshows that MP is the

through M.
AQ

5th. From P to Q, the quotient —— becomes negative and

is decreasing, i. e., dR and dT have opposite signs.

6th. When MA coincides with MQ

:

r "AQ__O
r

K ap'
" PQ

=

whence : y = j^= or dK = 0. Hence MQ is the tangent to

the adiabatic passing through M.
AQ

7th. Above point Q, ^^r is again positive and increases

from zero (at Q) to one (at infinity).

Thus the tangents MP and MQ to the isothermal and to the

adiabatic, divide the space around point M into four regions.

When the path described by the substance passes from one of

these regions into another, a change of sign occurs either in

dHor in dT; this change taking place for dH on the adia-

batic, and for dT on the isothermal.

The points P and Q remain stationary, not only when MA
revolves around point .Jf but also when point M itself moves
on a parallel to the axis of s (since the position of P and Q
depends only on the ordinate <p of point M). Hence if we
trace the tangents to the isothermal and to the adiabatic at each

point of this parallel, these tangents will form two pencils con-

verging respectively at P and at Q. For the same reason, if

we draw the tangents to the carve of constant pressure or of

constant volume, at two different points on this parallel, these

two tangents shall intersect each other on the axis of <p (pro-

vided however that the two points be sufficiently near each
other so that the specific heats can be regarded as having prac-

tically the same value for both points).

12. We have seen that the area AabB (fig. 4) is equal to the

total work, P, absorbed during the transformation AP. In
order to determine graphically the value

of the external work T and that of the
internal work 7", trace the curve of con-

stant volume AC and also the curve PC
along which the internal work dl = 0.

These curves intersect at C and the area

AdbB is now divided into two parts : the

hatched part ACcbB being equal to the

external work T, while the remaining part

AacC is equal to the internal work, ab-

sorbed by the substance when describing

the path AP.
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The demonstration is based upon the fact that the internal

work depends only upon the initial and final states of the

body and not upon the path described, so that the internal

work along AB is equal to the internal work along ACB

;

but, by hypothesis, the internal work along CB equals zero

;

hence, the internal work from A to B is equal to the internal

work from A to C. On the other hand, the total work from
A to C is given by the area AacC ; but the external work
from A to C is equal to zero, since the volume remains con-

stant along the path AC ; hence the area AacC is also equal to

the internal work from A to C, which is the same as the inter-

nal work from A to B, as just seen.

The area AacC giving the internal work / along the path

AB, the remaining area ACcbB must be equal to the external

work T along the same path. Since the external work can be
easily computed in most cases, this demonstration gives us also

a graphical method for tracing, through any point B, the

curve defined by the condition d\ = : trace any path BA
through B, compute the external work from B to A and sub-

tract it from area AabB ; the result is the internal work from
B to A ; trace through A the curve of constant volume AC
and an ordinate cC cutting off an area AacC equal to the in-

ternal work previously computed. The point C thus obtained

is a point of the required curve. Other points can be found
in the same way, by moving point A on the curve BA. Since

the path BA is arbitrary, it must be chosen so that the ex-

ternal work can be easily computed ; for instance, if BA be
the curve of constant pressure passing through B, then the

external work

:

fPdV = pfdV = P(VA-V.)

Remark: When the path described by pointM is a closed

cycle, the area enclosed by it is equal to the total work ab-

sorbed by the substance ; but, since the final state is the same
as the initial state, the internal work is equal to zero ; hence
said area is also equal to the external work done by the sub-

stance, as this is the case in Clapeyron's graphical representa-

tion where P and T^are taken as coordinates ; this result can
be expressed by the equation :

Ccpds =/]FdV

which applies only to a closed cycle. We shall soon express
the same equation under a different form.
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Graphical representation of the various physical coefficients.

13. When a surface is defined by three equations giving the

value of the coordinates P, V, T of any one of its points, in

terms of two auxiliary variables <p and s, it can be divided into

an infinite number of infinitely small parallelograms by two
systems of curves, obtained respectively by putting <p = con-

stant and s = constant in the three equations to the surface.

The area do) of any one of these elementary parallelograms is

given by the formula :

doo= (A « +B 2 +C 2)Ws
in which A, B, 6y have the following values :

cZV dT_ dTdV
dcp ds dcp ds

dT dP dP dT
dcp ds dcp ds

c
__dP_dY_ dV dP

dcp ds dcp ds

The projection of the element do) on the plane PO V is

equal to : ±Cd<pds / and the area of this projection is equal,

according to the fundamental property of Clapeyron's graph-

ical representation, to the external work done by the substance

when describing a path corresponding to the outline of the

parallelogram da). On the other hand, when <p and s are taken

as coordinates, the element do is represented by a small rec-

tangle, whose sides are respectively dip and ds, since this ele-

ment is cut off by the curves : <p — constant and s = constant

;

the area of this rectangle is : dip. ds and is equal, according to

the last remark (§ 12), to the external work done by the sub-

stance when describing the outline of the same element do),

hence :

± Cdcpds = dcpds

Or: C=±l
Keplacing C by its value, we find a new condition to which the

functions/ and g (equations 8) are submitted, i. e.

:

dfa\_didf__
dcp ds dcp ds

This condition will be utilized in the determination of the

functions/ and g, as it is a more convenient form of the con-

dition found above :Jcpds=z^Pdv, for any closed cycle.

cps

By the aid of equation T == , we have

:
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dTT s c?T_ g>

<fo
~~ KE an

~^s
"" KE

Hence
f .. 1 / dV dV\

<< „ 1 / dP cZP\

These formulae give the value of A, JS, G corresponding to

any physical state of the substance defined by the coordinates

c and s.

If we now express each one of the physical coefficients in

terms of A, J5, G we shall be able to compute the value of

these coefficients for any state of the substance, by means of

equations (8), since A, jB, G are depending upon equations (8)

by means of equations (11).

When the thermodynamic surface is given under the ordi-

nary form T —f (P, V), it is always possible to introduce two
auxiliary variables, by putting :

(P = u

I
T =f(u, v]whence : ( T =/*(", v)

Under this form, the area de of the elementary parallelograms

cut off by the curves u = constant and v = constant, is :

de — (A/ + B; + C^dudv
in which :

dT _ dT _,

The element de is not the same as the element dco, but it has

the same tangent plane. If we measure off on the normal to

the surface a length :

X=(A 2 + B 2
-fC

2

)^

the components of JV parallel to the axes of coordinates shall

be respectively : A. B and C. Now, since the normal and the

axes of coordinates are the same for both elements and since

the components G and C\ are equal (C ==fc 1 = CJ, the other

two components must be equal to each other, thus

:

dT
B = B

1=±rfy
In other words
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dP 1 . +_ . .-==± — , k being constant
($ -L A
<*v 1 « , .-= = ± =5", x* being constant.
a 1 j5

The various physical coefficients can now be expressed in

terms of A and B

:

1st. Coefficient of dilatation at constant pressure (a).—We
have by definition :

1 dV n . .

az=.~j. -yp , F being constant

Hence : a = ± ^,5

2d. Coefficient of dilatation at constant volume (/9).—Again,
by definition

:

1 tfP T^ . .

p z=z — -j= , V being constant.

Whence: /3=±=—

3d. Coefficient of compressibility at constant temperature (jjl).

—By definition

:

1 dY
//=— — -, T being constant.

Whence: //= =£==-—
V .D

4th. /Specific heat at constantpressure (C).—We have found :

——= — — , the quotient —— being here defined by the con-K sdy + cpds ' ^ ds b J

dition : P = constant, or :

yn dP
7

dP _ ndP — —dy +—ds=zO
dcp as

By combining these two equations, we shall obtain

:

5th. Specific heat at constant volume (c).—Similar equations

lead to the similar result

:

~ <P dV
C — K = +^-r -r—~EA dq>

Remark : Subtracting this equation from the preceding one, it

gives

:

T 1
C - C=± EAB

6th. Latent heat of dilatation (I)

:

TdT__ T^

KdT —± EA
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Id short, all the different physical coefficients can be ex-

pressed very simply in terms of A and B, so that if the value

of A and B can be obtained by a graphical method, these

coefficients may also be regarded as known graphically.

A and B are the components of JV parallel to the axes OV
and OB, i. e. : parallel to the axes of coordinates used in

Clapeyron's graphical method. Hence if
KM represents the state of the substance

(fig. 5), defined by its volume and its pres-

sure, the component A will be parallel to

O V, while B will be parallel to OB and
the resultant R will be the projection of

i^on the plane BOV.
Now, if B be known both in length

and direction, the components A and B
(and therefore all the physical coefficients)

can be obtained graphically, so that it will

not be necessary to compute A and B from the equations to

the thermodynamic surface. The projecting plane of JV is

perpendicular to the contour lines of the thermodynamic sur-

face (i. e., supposing that the plane BO V is horizontal).

These contour lines are precisely the isothermal curves, hence
the direction of B can be obtained graphically by the condi-

tion that it be perpendicular to the isothermal MT passing

through M.
On the other hand, the length of B is determined by the

fact that the vertical component C is equal to the unit.

The altitude of pointM in space is equal to the temperature

T ; hence, since = 1, the altitude of the other extremity of

JV is equal to T+l ; in other words, this extremity is the

point where the normal to the thermodynamic surface inter-

sects the horizontal plane of the isothermal T+l, so that it can

be obtained graphically by a simple construction of descriptive

geometry, as follows :

Draw through M the normal to

the isothermal MT (fig. 6) and let

JV denote the point where this

normal intersects the isothermal

T-\-l ; draw MB tangent to the

isothermal and measure off MB=J
y;

join JV to B / draw at B a perpen-
dicular to NB and let Q denote the

point where it intersects the normal
MJV produced ; then MQ will be
equal to B both in length and direc-

tion.

The isothermal T+l can be re-

placed by the isothermal T+n, pro-
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vided that the result be divided by n, and also that the

portion MN of the normal be short enough to be practically

straight, notwithstanding the curvature of the surface. B
being obtained graphically, the components A and B are

readily obtained by drawing parallels to the axes of coordinates

through the points M and Q.
This graphical determination of B, does not apply when <p

and s are chosen as coordinates : in this case A and B have to

be computed by the aid of equations (11) ; but, when this has

been done, A and B can still be considered as two magnitudes
parallel to the axes o<p and os and they can be combined into a

single one B having a definite direction, so that in any case, all

the physical coefficients referring to a particular state of the

substance can be represented graphically by a single magnitude
of a certain length, drawn in a proper direction.

Research of the thermodynamic function.

14. The thermodynamic function of a given substance may
be known under the usual form : F(P, V, T) = 0, or it may
not be known at all, as is the case for most substances.

In the first case, the thermodynamic function can be ex-

pressed in terms of <p and s by the aid of the equations :

dR=cdT + ldV
dH=zCdT + hdP

d-T dcp ds

By combining these equations, they can be written :

j^V +(c- 2K)f=-K^ (12)

f^P + (C-K)f=l4

j^<flP+ (C-2K)f = - Kf
Let us take for instance the case of the perfect gases, whose

thermodynamic function is PV = RT, R being a constant.

If in the third of the equations to the thermodynamic sur-

face, which is <ps = KTE for any substance, <p and s be replaced

by their value in terms of P and V, obtained from the first
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two equations, the result will be the thermodynamic function

under the usual form : so that we might say that the thermo-
dynamic function of any substance expresses the fact that the

product of the symbolical pressure by the symbolical volume
is proportional to the absolute temperature.

But the thermodynamic function of perfect gases expresses

also that the product of the pressure by the volume is propor-

tional to the absolute temperature. Hence, for perfect gases,

the symbolical pressures and volumes can be respectively re-

placed by the ordinary pressures and volumes ; and since there

is the same relation between the total work and the symbolical

pressure and volume, as there is between the external work
and the ordinary pressure. and volume, it follows that for per-

fect gases the total work is equivalent to the external work, in

other words there is no internal work in perfect gases. So
that, for these gases :

fa-/1PdY

even when the cycle is not closed.

For the same reason, the curves of constant volume must be
the same as the curves of constant symbolical volume, i. e.,

they must be straight lines parallel to the axis of <p, for if s be
constant, els = or : (pels = YdV = 0, hence dY = or Y =
constant. And according to what has been said in the graph-

ical determination of specific heats, it follows also that the

specific heat at constant volume of a perfect gas is equal to its

absolute specific heat : c = K. All these results are well

known, but as they have been established only by experiment,
we have tried to show how they are direct consequences of the

laws of thermodynamics.
Xow that c = K for perfect gases, equation (12) reduces to :

I ds

On the other hand :

Hence, by substitution :

and by integration :

1—i f7Z- R
T~Ef/T"EV

E \~ s

KE

M being an arbitrary constant. We have also, for any sub-

stance :
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T— **~

~"KE
Substituting these values of Fand Tin the thermodynamic
function : PV = RT, it

R
cpsMKE

TCF
Finally, if we put —- = a for abreviation, the thermodynamic

function of perfect gases, expressed in terms of <p and s, is :

P= ^~ a

{ Y=Msa

T— *!L

Remarks : By differentiating the second of these equations

and multiplying the result by the first one, we see that T>dY=
(pds as stated above. The equation Y= Msa shows that the
volume of a perfect gas happens to be independent of cp, i. e.,

of the period of the vibratory motion. In other words, the

amplitude a keeps the same value as long as the volume
remains the same (V being constant when s or a is constant).

This is not true of other substances, as in the general case, the

expression of V involves <p as well as s(Y = g(<p y
s) ). This

example shows how the thermodynamic function can be ex-

pressed in terms of cp and s, when it is already known under
the usual form : F(P, Y, T) = 0. » In general, this problem
consists in transforming the given equation F(P, V, T) =
into three others giving the value of _P, V and T in terms of

two auxiliary variables <p and <?, which must satisfy the condi-

tions found above :

vs = KTE
cWdY_dYdP__
dcp ds dcp ds

Let us examine now the case in which the thermodynamic
function is entirely unknown. In Clapeyron's graphical pro-

cess, the path described by a substance can always be traced on
the paper by measuring directly the volume and the pressure

for a sufficient number of points along the path, whether the

thermodynamic function be known or not. When <p and s are

chosen as coordinates the position of the point corresponding
to any physical state of the substance can also be determined
directly from experimental data.
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Let us suppose first that the specific heat at constant volume
of the substance is constant, as is the case for a certain num-
ber of bodies, and let us find what would be in this hypothesis,

the general equation of the curves of constant volume. By
putting V = constant or dV= in equation (12) and replac-

ing— by : 1
, we shall obtain the differential equation :

T
. ^.dCp r.TT\dS(c—K)— + (c—2K)—=
v ' Cp

v
' s

Integrating and denoting the arbitrary constant by JV, the
general equation to the curves of constant volume is :

On the other hand : <ps = KTE is the general equation of

the isothermals. The value of the constant JV depends only
upon the volume V, so that as soon as the experimental data

V and T are given, these equations will furnish the corre-

sponding value of <p and s, provided however that the value of

the constant N be known for any given value of the volume V.

This determination can be made as follows : let VQ
and T

be the experimental data corresponding to the initial state of

the substance. The point representing
7

this state, is on the isothermal : <ps =
,

KT E ; but it can be chosen anywhere
on this isothermal, because the three

equations to the thermodynamic surface

involve always an arbitrary constant, as

seen in the case of a perfect gas. Let
A be the chosen point (fig. 7) ; ^ and
s , its coordinates ; then the value of

the constant JY, corresponding to the

initial value of the volume, is given by
the equation :

Let the substance describe any path, such as AB and let V
and T be the experimental data corresponding to any point,

such as B ; the coordinates <p and 6' of this point will be deter-

mined by the intersection of the two curves

:

DBT: g>s = KT^ )

and EBN: ^-K
s
c-2K =N [

N being given a value corresponding to that of the volume T
7

/

to find this value of JY, it must be noticed that the isothermals

AET , DBT and the curves of constant volume ADN„ EBN,
form a curved quadrilateral AEBD, whose area is equal to

the external work done by the substance, if it were made to
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describe the closed path AEBD. The amount of this work
can be easily computed from the experimental data and the
area of the quadrilateral can also be obtained analytically from
the equations of its sides :

AE: ?6— KT E
\

DJB: cps=KTE \

AD: (p
c ~K

s
c -'K=^l f

EB: <p
c-V-2K=N° J

Since the last equation involves the unknown constant IV, the
area of the quadrilateral will be obtained in terms of JV, and
by equating said area to the external work previously com-
puted in terms of "Fand T, we shall obtain an equation giving
the unknown constant JV in terms of the experimental data.

In short iTcan be considered as known, as soon as the vol-

ume T^is given, so that the two equations :

can be regarded as giving the value of the coordinates cp and
s in terms of the experimental data Tand T. These equa-

tions enable us to find the position of the point corresponding
to any given physical state of the substance, without having to

know its thermodynamic function, provided only that its

specific heat be known.
The equation to the curves of constant volume can also be

made use of, for the determination of the thermodynamic
function in terms of <p and s ; for, since we know how to find

the value of the constant JV corresponding to any given value

of the volume V, it may be possible to express iv in terms of

T^by an empirical function: 1ST — <p (V). In this case, the

general equation to the curves of constant volume can be
written :

y(V)= <p
c-K

s
c -2K

This equation gives V in terms of <p and s; hence it is one of

the three equations involved in the thermodynamic function.

All that has been said in this paragraph concerning the vol-

ume V, applies also to the pressure P, provided the specific

heat at constant volume c, be replaced by the specific heat at

constant pressure C. The general equations to the curves of

constant pressure would be :

X(P) =(pc -K
s
c -*K

(%{-P) being a function obtained empirically), and the complete

thermodynamic function of the substance would then be

:

(
j(P) = (p

c - K
s
c - 2K

KTE= q>s
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This form of the thermodynamic function applies only to the

case in which the specific heats are constant.

In the general case, the specific heats vary with the physical

state of the substance ; but as this variation is always compara-
tively small, the sheet of paper can be divided into a sufficient

number of regions, so that either one of the specific heats of

the substance may be regarded as constant inside of any one of

these regions. Then the equations given above will hold true,

provided that the specific heat be given a special value for

each region.

Another method consists in finding first the value of the

specific heat in terms of the volume and the temperature
;

since the variation of c is slow, it will be sufficient to take only

in consideration the first and second powers of F~and T, so

that it can always be assumed that

:

c = a + bV +kT+dT +eVT+fV2

a, b, k, etc., being constant coefficients determined empirically.

The differential equation to the curves of constant volume
being still

:

(
C _K)^ = K^

or, by replacing c by its value :

p»y+/y.-K +k+er+dyyT = KJ
We shall obtain by integration, V being constant

:

(
a+bV+fV2 -K) log T+(&+eV)T-|-4dT2 — Klogs-|- constant.

ws
Replacing T by its value ^=, the result will be the equation

of the curves of constant volume, involving only one unknown
constant, which can be determined by the method given above.

Conclusion.

15. The object we have been trying to fulfill in this short

study, was to determine which is the best system of coordi-

nates to adopt in graphical representations of thermodynamical
phenomena. Evidently, the best system is the one in which
the value of each variable depending upon the phenomenon
can be obtained graphically ; hence', each one of these variables

must be represented by a geometrical magnitude depending
only upon the form and position of the path described by the
substance with respect to said system of coordinates.

The system of coordinates <p, s seems to possess this property
to a higher degree than the system P, V, which is usually

adopted and known as Clapeyron's system.
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It is true that in the latter system, the location of the point

representing any state of the substance, is obtained directly

from the experimental data P and V, while in the system <p, s

the point has to be located by a more or less indirect way ; but
when the path of the substance has been traced in Clapeyron's

system, it does not give any information relating to the phe-
nomena (except the value of the external work, but this work
can usually be computed without difficulty) ; if it is desired to

know more about the transformation, it is necessary to trace

first all the isothermals and adiabatics ; this is a long work,
these curves being irregular curves in the system P, V. On
the contrary, when <p and s are chosen as coordinates, the path
itself is sufficient to give any information concerning the phe-
nomenon, because the various physical variables depending
upon the transformation are given by geometrical magnitudes
determined by the path itself, and also because the isothermals

R
and adiabatics, instead of being irregu-

lar, are geometrical curves whose equa-
tions are known, being the same for any
substance ; so that the curves : cps =
constant, and : <ps*=- constant, need to

be traced but once for all ; they can be
reproduced as many times as necessary

by the blue-print process or by any
other printing process.

The use of the coordinates <p and s
~~

s simplifies also the demonstration of

most of the theorems of thermody-

namics ; let us take, as an example, Carnot's theorem.

If a substance describes a closed path formed by two adia-

batics AD, GB (fig. 8) and by two isothermals DG, PA, and

if the amount of heat absorbed and abandoned by the sub-

stance be denoted respectively by H
x
and PT , the expression

XT TT

—~—
°, which is called the economical coefficient of the cycle,

is independent of the nature of the substance, and is equal to

T —

T

—l——-, T and T^ being the temperatures corresponding to

the isothermals.

Since there is no transmission of heat along the adiabatics

AD and GB, the amounts of heat H
x
and P

Q
correspond re-

spectively to the isothermals DG and BA. We have seen

that

:

= / sdcp + 2 / qEU=f sdcp + 2/ yds
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the equation to the isothermals being: <ps = KTE, the integra-

tion gives

:

EH = KTE (log <p+ 2 log s)

Hence

:

EH
X
= KT^Iog g>Ds\ -log <pcs\)

-EH = KT E(log cp
Bs\ - log <pA8\)

But the equation to the adiabatics being : (ps~ = constant, we
have also :

<fcs
2

c = ^b^b an-d ^vA = <Pas\i so that by dividing :

t,~t
which can be written :

5CzS-TizZt

Thus, the demonstration of the theorem consists simply in

the analytical measurement of areas, and the reason of it is

that the heat of transformation H, which is the unknown
quantity, is represented graphically by areas. This is not the

case in the usual graphical methods, and Carnot's Theorem can
only be demonstrated indirectly, by showing first that the eco-

nomical coefficient of Carnot's cycle is independent of the

nature of the substance, then computing its value for a perfect

gas. One can object to this method that a perfect gas is only

a theoretical substance, having no real existence.

The use of the coordinates cf> and 5, does not imply any
hypothesis upon the nature of the motion constituting heat, as

$ and s can be regarded simply as two auxiliary variables, with-

out attributing to them any special significance.

Another advantage of expressing the thermodynamic func-

tion in terms of <\> and s, is that each one of the specific heats

of the substance can be obtained separately from said function,

while the ordinary form of the thermodynamic function

F(P, V, T)= furnishes only the difference between the two
specific heats (C — c). Finally, if heat is really a vibratory

motion of the particles of matter, the state of this vibration

at any time is obtained from the experimental data, by solving

the thermodynamic function with respect to
<f>
and s.
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Art. IY.—On the Application of the Schroeder-Le Chatelier

Law of Solubility to Solutions of Salts in Organic Liquids /
by C. E. LlNEBARG-ER.

It has been found by two scientists, working independently,

that, by means of thermodynamical considerations, the solu-

bility of a substance may be shown to be the same in all

solvents ; the mode of deduction employed by each as well as

the nature of the experimental proof offered is quite different.

Schroeder* established these two equations :

and

l -<2 TT ' ( }

~f= Jp = constant, (Ibis)

in which s represents the solubility (defined by the ratio of the

number of the molecules of the dissolved substance to the

total number of molecules making up the saturated solution)

;

p, the latent heat of fusion of a kilogram of the dissolved

(solid) substance; T , the absolute point of fusion of the dis-

solved substance ; T, the temperature at which saturation takes

place ; and Q, the heat of solution of a kilogram-molecule of

the solid substance in almost saturated solution. Experiments
carried out with solutions of ^<2m-di-brom-benzene in carbon
disulphide, benzene, and mono-brom-benzene ; of naphthaline

in benzene, mono-chlor-benzene, and carbon tetrachloride ; of

meta-di-nitro-benzene in benzene, mono-brom-benzene, and
chloroform : corroborated fully the statement that " the solu-

bilities at equal intervalsfrom the temperatures of fusionfor
different solid bodies and in different solvents are the same"

For alcoholic solutions, however, this law was found not to

obtain even approximately ; this is undoubtedly due to the cir-

cumstance that the alcohols are made up of associated mole-

cules, although Schroeder did not take this view of the matter,

perhaps because, at the time of the appearance of his paper,

our knowledge of the molecular state of liquids was exceed-

ingly slight.

The law was further tested by Schroeder, by determining
the solubility of j?«ra-di-brom-benzene in mixtures of chloro-

form and benzene, which was found to be very nearly the same
as in either of the pure solvents.

The formula developed by Le Chatelierf runs thus :

* Zeitschr. f. phys. Chem., xi, 449, 1893.

f Comptes rend., cxiii, 638, 1894.
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0-002 Log nep s h — = 0, (2)

in which s has the same signification as in equation (1) ; L
is the latent heat of solution of a molecule of the dissolved

substance in a large amount of the nearly saturated solution
;

t is the temperature of saturation, and t
o
the point of fusion.

This formula leads at once to the conclusion that " the nor-

mal curve of solubility of a given body should be the same in
all solvents, because the equation contains no term having
reference to the solvent"

In a subsequent " Note," Le Chatelier communicated the

solubilities of sodium chloride in fused sodium carbonate, and
barium chloride ; also of lithium sulphate in fused calcium
sulphate, lithium carbonate, and sodium sulphate, these data

being found entirely in accordance with the law enunciated.

Neither Schroeder nor Le Chatelier claims that the law in

question expresses more than an approximate relation between
the quantities upon which it has a bearing. Le Chatelier as-

cribes any exceptions to its generality to differences in the

latent heats of solution, which may vary from solvent to sol-

vent. The law should, then, be restricted in its government
to chemically similar compounds, and, indeed, it is seen that

the compounds, experimented upon by each observer, belong
to the same general classes,—the normal organic preparations

(Schroeder), and the salts (Le Chatelier). But when we con-

sider groups of chemical substances of differing natures, we
perceive that all the regularity of the phenomenon, which has

been formulated into a law, disappears; the very fact, that

there exist substances, which do not unite with certain others

to form the homogeneous mixtures commonly called solutions,

is sufficient to warrant the restriction of the law to quite nar-

row limits. Nearly all inorganic salts are not at all, or, at

most, but sparingly soluble in the vast number of organic

liquids. Unhappily, our quantitative knowledge of the solubility

of salts in organic liquids is very limited
;
yet perhaps enough

data may be collected to permit of the drawing of theoretic

conclusions. The object of this paper is to discuss in the light

of the Schroeder-Le Chatelier law, the data we possess on the

solubility of inorganic salts in normal organic liquids. The
importance of this law, which, in its enunciation, is one of the

widest-reaching in the domain of solutions, makes it very de-

sirable that it be applied to all cases, in order that it may be
ascertained to what degree its approximation towards truth

may come.
The greater part of the determinations of the solubilities of

salts in organic liquids has been done with the alcohols, espec-

Am. Joub. Sci.—Tiiibd Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 289 —Jan., 1895.
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ially ethyl alcohol, as solvents. The choice of such solvents is

unfortunate, since, aside from the difficulty experienced in get-

ting and preserving them in a state of purity, they are made
up of associated molecules ; and this circumstance introduces

very serious complications, for not only is the relative propor-

tion of associated molecules different at different temperatures,

but also the dissolved substance must have some influence on
the degree of molecular association of the solvent, the com-
bined result being that the nature of the solvent varies

infinitely. Accordingly, from reasons that are obvious, only
"normal" liquids, that is, such liquids as possess the same
molecular mass in the liquid as in the gaseous state, will be
considered in what follows. By thus eliminating the difficulty

arising from the use of associated liquids, it may be possible to

get matters into a clearer light. In what follows, no preten-

sions are made to discuss all the data on the solubility of salts

in organic liquids ; only such data as seem to have the stamp
of reliability will be considered.

Etard* in the course of his extended investigations on the

solubility of substances, determined through wide ranges of

temperature the solubilities of the salts, mercuric and cupric

chlorides, in a number of normal liquids, mostly esters. As in

this case the solvents are chemically very similar, it seems
likely that, if the above law is at all applicable to the solubili-

ties of salts in organic liquids, Etard's data will permit of its

ascertainment.

According to fitard, the solubility of corrosive sublimate in

ethyl ether is as follows,—the numbers directly under the

temperatures being the number of parts of the salt contained

in 100 parts of the saturated solution

:

_47° _40° —35° —30° —19° 0° 13° 83° 100° 115°

5-6 5-8 6-1 5-9 5*6 5.8 5*8 8'4 8'V 9*0

From —47 to +60°, that is, throughout a temperature

interval of more than 100°, Etard states that the solubility is

the same ; the average of the above first seven data is 5*8,

which represents the mean solubility for the temperature inter-

val just mentioned. If this be recalculated in molecular pro-

portions, it comes out that 100 molecules of the saturated solu-

tion contain 1*65 molecules (of normal size, i. e. corresponding

to the formula HgCl
2 ) of the salt. Above 60°, however, the

solubility increases with rise of temperature (see Table I for

recalculated data).

Similar phenomena were observed in the case of the solu-

bility of corrosive sublimate in acetic ether, the data of which
are these :

* Ann. de chim. et de phys., "VII, ii, 560.
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50° —20° —14° —6° 0* 7° 19°

9-6 40.5 40-2 40-0 39-5 39-9 40*2

In an interval of more than 70°, the solubility seems to be
constant, 100 parts of the saturated solution containing on an

average 40*0 parts of salt, or, calculated in molecular propor-

tions, 17*80 molecules of salt are in 100 molecules of the solu-

tion. Above 40° the solubility augments with rise of tempera-
ture as shown thus

:

45° 66° 100° 131° 150° 180"

41-6 44-0 47'8 50-1 57*0 59'3

Etarcl gives also the solubility of mercury chloride as well as

of copper chloride in other ethers ; 1 will not reproduce the

data as presented by him, but will throw them into tabular

form, after having made the calculations necessary to change
them into solubilities defined by the ratio of dissolved mole-
cules to the total number of molecules contained in the solu-

tion.

Table I.

Solubility of Mercuric Chloride in Organic Liquids.

Names
of Liquids, —50° —47

c
' —40° —35° —30° —20° —19° —14° —6° —3° — C +7° 13° 19°

Ethyl Ether,

Ethyl formiate,

Ethyl acetate, 17*80

Methyl acetate,

Amyl acetate,

Ethyl butyrate,

1-65 1-65 1-65 1-65 1-65 165
10-48 10'4S
17-80 17-80 17-80 17-80 17-80
16-51

Table I, Continued.

•Names of Liquids, 20° 22° 24° 45° 46° 48° 55° 66° 71° 83° 100° 115° 131° 150°

Ethyl Ether,

Ethyl formiate,

Ethyl acetate.

Methyl acetate,

Amyl acetate

Ethyl Butyrate, 5-81

2-45 2-52

10-48 10-48

18-78 20-33 22-92 25*02 30 09
15-56 16-23

9-70 9-82

6-26 7-05

Table II.

Solubility of Copper Chloride in Ethyl Acetate and Ethyl Formiate.

-20° +20° 24° 37° 40° 50° 72°

Ethyl formiate. _ 5'88 4*33 4'21 4'08

Ethyl acetate 1*98 1*66 0*85

The data given in Tables I and II cannot be said to confirm
the predictions of the law under discussion. ' The solubility

of mercuric chloride in acetic ether and in ethyl formiate is

indeed nearly the same ; and so is that of copper chloride in

acetic ether, and of mercuric chloride in ethyl ether. These
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cases are, however, exceptional, and can be as likely due to

chance as to law. Now, as it may be laid down as a general

rule that, no matter in how many instances a " Jaw of Nature"
may be confirmed, one exception is sufficient to disprove that

generality which is taken to be the very essence of law, it is

apparent that the truth of the " law " in the case in hand is

very doubtful.

Arctowski* has investigated what may be termed the com-
plement of the case studied by fitard (loc. cit), for he deter-

mined the solubility of three very similar—as regards their

chemical constitution—salts, viz : the chloride, bromide, and
iodide of mercury, in carbon disulphide. Arctowski com-
municates his results in the same form as does Etard. To per-

mit of direct comparison with our " law," I have recalculated

his results in molecules, the data being given in Table III.

Table III.

Solubility of the Halide Salts of Mercury in Carbon Bisulphide.

Mercuric. -76i° -21° -10J° 0° 8' 13£° 19£° 25° 29°

Chloride, 0'003 0'004 0'005 0-099 0*011 0-016

Bromide, 0*011 0-018 0-024 0*029 0*038 0*041

Iodide, 0*008 0*013 0*017 0*029 0*039 0*044 0*050 0*056 0*079

Here again we see no confirmation of the " law " in ques-

tion. The solubilities of the salts are in direct proportion to

their molecular masses, and the curves with temperatures on
axis of abscissas and solubilities on axis of ordinates are very
nearly parallel.

In order to increase our knowledge of the solubilities of

salts in organic liquids, and to augment our store of data with
which to compare the law in question, I have made a number
of determinations of the solubility of several salts in benzene
and ethyl ether ; the results of this work are given in Tables

IY and Y.

Table IY.

Solubility of Cadmium Iodide, Mercuric Chloride, and Silver Nitrate in Benzene.

Temperatures. 10°*7 11°*4 16°-0 35°-0 38°-8 40°*5

Cadmium iodide, 0*01 0*02

Mercuric chloride, 0*11 0*12 0*23 0*25

Silver nitrate, 0*01 0*02

Table V.

Solubility of Cadmium Iodide in Ethyl Ether.

Temperatures. 0° 15°-5 20°*3

Cadmium iodide, 0*03 0*04 0*05

These data also cannot be said to be favorable to the law.

*Zeitschr. f. anorgan. Chemie, v, 263, 1894.
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It is evident from all the data which have been exhibited in

the preceding tables, that no trace of the applicability of the

Schroeder-Le Chatelier law is to be found. It may, now, be
urged that in our definition of solubility as the number of

molecules of dissolved substance contained in 100 molecules of

the solution, the value of the molecular mass of the dissolved

substance has rather arbitrarily been assumed to be equal to

that which it has in the gaseous condition, although nothing
positive in regard to the real size of the molecule in the dis-

solved state is known ; if the molecular mass of the substance

in the gaseous state be doubled, tripled, quadrupled, etc., when
it is in solution, the number, expressing the solubility in the

manner here adopted, must be changed correspondingly. But
even if our knowledge of the molecular state of salts dissolved

in organic liquids was sufficient to permit of the introduction

of this correction, its amount would not be large enough to

account for the very considerable differences in solubility of

even the same salt in different, yet chemically similar, organic

solvents, as any one can convince himself by a simple calcula-

tion. We conclude then, that the law enunciated by Schroeder,

and by Le Chatelier, although approximately true for the cases

investigated by them, is not applicable to the case of inorganic

salts in normal organic solvents.

Chicago, November 26th, 1894.

Art. V.

—

Preliminary Notice of the Plymouth Meteorite ;
by Henry A. Ward.

The Plymouth meteorite was found in the year 1893 by
Mr. John Jefferson Kyser, while plowing in a field on his farm
about five miles southwest of the town of Plymouth, Marshall

County, Indiana. Mr. Kyser had, about the year 1872, found
in the same field another, larger mass of the same iron. This
mass was pear-shaped, about four feet in length by three feet

in its widest diameter, narrowing to six or eight inches at its

upper end. It lay for a year or two so near the surface of the

ground as to be seriously annoying in plowing the field. On
that account, Mr. Kyser, aided by his son, dug a deep hole by
the side of the mass and buried it to the depth of one and one-

half to two feet beneath the surface, where it should thence-

forth do no more damage.
The account of this 1 had last June from the son, Mr. John

M. Kyser, now city clerk of Plymouth. Mr. Kyser well

remembers the circumstance of the finding of the large piece

and assisting his father in burying the same ; and he further
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thought that, notwithstanding the removal of certain land-

marks (a fence and tree), in the field, he would still be able to

locate it very closely. This he subsequently undertook to do
by trenching, but was unsuccessful in finding the mass. I was,

myself, present and assisted in a further search for it in Sep-
tember last, using a surveyor's magnetic needle, with the hopes
of the same being attracted to the mass and discovering it, but
all to no purpose. Mr. Kyser seems to feel very confident of

his knowledge of the immediate vicinity of the mass where he
buried it 22 years ago, but is unable to prove its presence by
re-discovery. Nor has he the aid of another eye-witness, his

father having died soon after the original finding and burying
as above mentioned.
The smaller piece which was, as before said, found in 1883,

was presented by
Mr. Kyser, Sr., to

Mr. W. S. Adams
who, at that time
kept a plow factory

in the city of Ply-
mouth. It was re-

tained in their
family until last
November, when it

was brought t o

Ward's Natural
Science Establish-

ment in Rochester,

N. Y. by Mrs.
Adams from whom
I procured it.

The mass, as rep-

resented in the ac-

companying cut

(fig. 1) is a length-

ened, tongue - like

form, not unlike a

rude Mound-build-
er's axe. Its greatest

length is 12-J inch-

e s ; its width 7f
inches ; its thick-

ness in the middle
about two inches,

from which, in the greater part of its length it slopes in a

somewhat even manner to a thin, rounded edge.
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Its surface is deeply eroded by oxidization, so that, although

sound and free from scales, it shows no signs of an original

crust. .The characteristic pittings of meteorites are also by
the same cause rendered somewhat feeble, although still quite

clearly visible. We have cut a number of thin slices from the

mass. These etched in dilute nitric acid give very clear Wid-
manstatten figures, which are well shown in the accompanying
cut (fig. 2.) There are, further, several small nodules of

troilite.

2.

A careful analysis of this iron has been very kindly made
for me by Mr. J. M. Davison of the Reynolds Laboratory of

the University of Rochester, and I give the same below.

Analysis of Plymcuth Meteorite.

Fe 88-67

NL-. 8*55

Co 0-66

Cu __ 0-24

P 1-25

Graphite 0*11

IS _ 0-07

99-55

This iron, herein briefly noticed, is interesting in many ways,
and it is much to be regretted that the large mass, of which the

record seems to me to be entirely reliable, cannot be re-dis-

covered.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On Diammonium.—The suggestion of Curtius, the dis-

coverer of hydrazine or diamide, that there should be a hypo-
thetical radical diammonium which bears the same relation to

diamide that ammonium does to ammonia, has been verified by
this chemist in connection with Schrader; they having prepared
a large number of double salts containing this diammonium radi-

cal. Diamide itself H
2
N—NH

2
is extremely unstable and its

separate existence is yet somewhat uncertain ; while its hydrate
N

2
H

4
, H

2
is very permanent. Moreover, diamide is also unlike

ammonia in the fact that it is a diacid base while ammonia is

monacid. The normal hydrazine chloride is C1H
3
N—NH

3
C1 and

the sulphate is (H
3
N—NH

3
)"S0

4
. The analogy thus shown be-

tween diammonium and the bivalent metals of the alkali-earths,

is further strengthened by the sparing solubility of its sulphate

and its inability to form alums with the sulphates of the alumina
group. On the other hand, however, certain properties of diam-
monium show that it resembles closely the alkali metals. Thus
its hydrate generally acts as a monacid base. Its chloride

N„H
6

. Cl
2
is decomposed below 100° into hydrogen chloride and

N
2
H

4
. HC1, which cannot be made to lose more hydrogen chloride

without destruction of the base. The hydrate N
2
H

4
. (H

20) 2
can

exist only in solution. On evaporation it passes into the hydrate
N

2
H

4
. H

20, which boils without decomposing. Ammonia gas
displaces only half the acid of the sulphate N

2
H

4
. H

2
S0

4
leaving

the stable sulphate (N
2
H

4 ) 2
H

2
S0

4
. Moreover only one nitrate

N
2
H

4
. HN0

3
appears to exist and only one thiocyanate N

2
H

4
.

SCNH. The authors conclude that diammonium may act as a

univalent radical (N
2
H

B
)* and also as a bivalent one (NgHJ", the

salts of the former being the more stable. Double salts of diam-
monium sulphate with the sulphates of copper, nickel, cobalt

iron, manganese, cadmium and zinc have been obtained, all of

which are anhydrous. They are readily thrown down as precipi-

tates on mixing strong solutions of the metallic sulphate and
diammonium sulphate. The latter may be either the sulphate

N
2
H

6
S0

4
or (N

2
H

5 ) 2
S0

4
. While the former of these sulphates is

difficultly soluble the latter is deliquescent; yet the sparingly

soluble double salts always contain the latter sulphate. More-
over salts of the type R /7S0

4
. (N

2
H

4 ) 2
and ITS0

4
. (N

2
H

4 ) 3
have

been obtained, the former containing zinc or cadmium, the latter

nickel or cobalt. All attempts to obtain alums containing the di-

ammonium sulphate N
2
H

6
. S0

4
have been unsuccessful.

—

J.prakt.

Ch., II, 1, 311, September, ] 894. g. f. b.

2. On Nitrogen Trioxide.—The actual existence of the triox-

ide of nitrogen or nitrous anhydride N
2 3 , appears to have been

established by Lunge and Porsohnew. Although the oxides
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N
2 2

and N
4
show scarcely any tendency to unite at the ordi-

nary temperature, the authors find that at —21°, these oxides

combine in exact molecular proportions to form N
2 3

which con-

denses as an indigo-blue liquid ;
98*3 per cent of the trioxide

having been obtained in one experiment. It is perfectly stable

at and below this temperature ; but at a slightly higher tempera-
ture, even under pressure, it begins to decompose, the dissocia-

tion becoming almost complete on conversion of the liquid into

gas. Hence it would seem that the trioxide is not capable of ex-

isting in the gaseous state ; although certain facts observed in

the investigation seem to indicate that a residue of N
2 3

mole-

cules may escape dissociation and may exist side by side with the

molecules of N
2 2

and N
2 4

into which the trioxide is decom-
posed.

—

Zeitschr. anorg. Chem., vii, 209, September, 1894.

G. P. B.

3. On the Physical Properties of Nitrogen 3Ionoxide.—The
physical properties of carelully purified nitrogen monoxide have
been studied by Villard. The gas was obtained pure either by
the decomposition of its hydrate or by fractioning the liquid

oxide; the gas in the latter case being passed through suitable

purifying and drying agents. It was then liquefied and allowed to

boil to expel the dissolved gases. As thus obtained, it is free

from the less liquefiable gases, its maximum vapor pressure is in-

dependent of the volume of the vapor, and a small increase of

pressure causes complete liquefaction. The densities of the gas
and of the liquid at various temperatures are given as follows :

Temperature 0° 5° 10° 17-5° 26-5° 32*9° 34-9° 36*3°

Density of liquid.. 0-9105 885 0*856 0-804 0-720 0-640 0*605 0-572

Density of gas 0-0870 099 0*114 0-146 0*207 0'275 0-305 0*338

The critical temperature of pure N
2

is 38*8°, the critical volume
is 0*00436, the critical density 0*454 and the critical pressure 77 -5

atmospheres.— C. P., cxviii, 1096, May, 1894. g. f. b.

4. On the use of the Refractive Pidex for determining Criti-

cal Temperatures.—By a careful observation of the interference

bands, Chappuis has been able to note the changes which take

place in the index of refraction of a liquefied gas in the vicinity

of its critical temperature. For this purpose the liquid was con-

tained in a cylindrical cavity in a steel prism, having apertures

closed by optically plane and parallel glass plates ; the whole
being immersed in a liquid whose temperature could be main-

tained constant. By means of a pair of Jamin mirrors, two
beams of light, starting from a Billet compensator, pass through
the liquid in the prism, traversing in their course the enveloping
bath, the sides of which also are made of plane parallel glass.

When liquid carbon dioxide is used, the refractive index is con-

stant and the bands remain stationary ; beyond this temperature
the refractive index increases rapidly and the bands.fall. At
31-61° the curve of the index shows a vertical tangent; and the

intersection of this curve with the straight line which represents

the index above this temperature, is the critical point of the
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index. The uncorrected results vary between 31 '60° and 31-62°

only, and the corrected value lor the critical point is given as
31-40°; in close agreement with Amagat's value 31 -35°. — C. JR.,

cxviii, 976, April, 1894. g. f. b.

5. On the Constants of Refraction of Carbonyl Compounds.
—In order to ascertain the influence exerted by the presence of a
number of carbonyl groups in a molecule upon its molecular re-

fraction, Nasini and Anderltni have determined the constants
of refraction of several carbonyl compounds. Mond and Nasini
had attributed the exceptionally high molecular refraction of

nickel tetracarbonyl to the fact that in this substance nickel is an
octad. But Gladstone had expressed the opinion that the equally
high molecular refraction of ferropentacarbonyl, is due rather to

the peculiar arrangement of the carbonyl groups than to the pres-

ence of iron as a decad. The substances examined were qui-

none, diacetyl, dipropionyl, tetrachlorotetraketohexamethylene,
dibromodichlorotetraketohexamethylene, leuconic acid and potas-

sium croconate
; the last two being examined in solution in water,

and the others (excepting the second and third) in solution in

benzene. The measurements were made for the line H« and the

results calculated both for the formula M(yu— l) / d and the formula
M(//— 1)/ (yu

2 — 2)o\ It was observed that the experimental val-

ues agreed well with the calculated ones. If, however, the atomic
refraction of potassium be taken as 8'1 as given by Gladstone,
the observed molecular refraction of potassium croconate be-

comes 58'20 for the first formula given above; so that if the ordi-

nary constant be assigned to the carbonyl groups, the atomic
refraction of potassium must be taken as 22*5 for the first, and
12-40 for the second, of these formulas. Since the measurements
made on the other carbonyl compounds show that the presence

of several carbonyl groups causes no abnormal increase in the

molecular refraction, the authors attribute the abnormally high
molecular refraction of this substance to the metal alone ; though
they admit that the anomalous results sometimes obtained with
such compounds may be due in part to the fact that they were
made in solution.— Gazzetta Chim. Ital, xxiv, i, 157; X Chem.
Soc, lxvi, ii, 301, August, 1894. G. f. b.

6. On the Electrolysis of Copper Sulphate in Vacuo.—It is a

well recognized fact that the electrolytic deposition of copper
from a solution of its sulphate does not conform rigorously to

Faraday's law ; Gray having shown that the deposit of metal is

heavier the higher the current density and the lower the temper-
ature. This appears to be due to the fact that copper is slightly

soluble in a copper sulphate solution. Since Schuster had sug-

gested that this solution of the copper is due to the oxygen
present in the copper sulphate solution, Gannox has made a com-
parison between the masses of copper deposited in two voltame-
ters in series, from one of which the air was exhausted. His
results show that with a neutral solution, the deposit of copper in

the vacuum tube is higher than that in the one under the atmos-
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pheric pressure ; although the percentage difference is not con-

stant. On adding a little free sulphuric acid to the air solution,

however, this difference becomes more constant and is higher than

before. On adding the acid to both voltameters the percentage

difference becomes constant within the limits of experimental

error. In this case, where the current density rises above 0*01

ampere per square centimeter of active kathode, there is no prac-

tical difference between the two deposits. For densities below
this value however the vacuum deposit is appreciably higher than
the air deposit. If a curve be drawn to represent the deposits

obtained in a vacuum at different current densities, it will be ob-

served to be more regular than the air curve, and to be approxi-

mately a straight line for densities below O'Ol ampere per square

centimeter.

In a paper following this, Schuster gives the details of cer-

tain experiments made by him some years ago, proving that

when copper is placed in a copper sulphate solution containing

free sulphuric acid, and the tubes are exhausted of air, the diminu-
tion in the weight of the copper is quite insignificant compared with
what takes place in the presence of air. In sulphuric acid alone

the metal behaves similarly.

—

Proc. Roy. Soc, lv, 66, 84, January,
1894. G. F. B.

7. On the Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Ice and
on the Dielectric Power of this Substance ;'"by M. Blondlot.—In
a previous note (Comptes Pe?idus, July 25, 1892) I enunciated
the following proposition :—The length of the waves which an
electromagnetic oscillation can emit is the same whatever be the

insulating medium in which the experiment is made; in other

words, the wave-length depends on the oscillator alone, just as in

acoustics the wave-length of a pipe depends only on the length of

the pipe.

The confirmatory experiments described in the Note cited re-

ferred to oil of turpentine and to castor oil; the law holds per-

fectly for both these substances, and everything leads to the

belief that this will be the same for other dielectrics.

There is, however, a doubt about ice, in* consequence of the

exceptional properties ascribed to it. The experiments of M.
Bouty (Comptes Hendus, March 7, 1892) show in fact that ice has
a dielectric power of 27, that is to say incomparably greater than
that of all other substances. Suspecting that the law relative to

the propagation of waves might not apply to a dielectric so differ-

ent from the others, 1 resolved to submit the question to experi-

ment.
For these investigations I availed myself of the intense and

prolonged frosts of the winter of 1892-93. M. M. Dufour has
helped me in carrying them out, which the rigour of the cold
rendered difficult and even painful. I thank him for his extreme
kindness on this occasion.

The method which I adopted was the following, which, with
slight modifications necessitated by the solid character of the
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dielectric, is the same as that I used in the case of turpentine and
castor oil.

Electromagnetic waves were transmitted along two tinned cop-
per wires 2 '5 millim. in diameter stretched horizontally and par-

allel to each other at a distance of 0*8 meter. A resonator of
gilt copper is placed in a fixed position between the wires ; the

portion of the transmitting wires beyond the resonator is con-

tained in a wooden trough 4 meters in length. The trough being
filled with liquid, the position is sought at which a movable
bridge must be placed, joining the wires beyond the resonator to

cause the spark to disappear ; the distance from the bridge to the

resonator is then a quarter of the specific wave-length of the

resonator; the position of the bridge is accurately noted.

That done, I surround the part of the resonator forming the

condenser with a water-tight bag of parchment-paper which I fill

with distilled water, and then freeze this water ; the layer of air

is thus replaced by one of ice. Measuring the wave-length afresh,

it is found to be considerably greater than in the first experiment,
141

having become of what it was.3 100
The trough is then filled with water which is frozen, and then

the position of the bridge for disappearance of the spark is again
sought. For this purpose the ice at the distant end of the trough
is broken and progressively removed. I ascertained that this

position is exactly the same as in the first case, when the dielec-

tric was air.

The experiment four times repeated, varying each time the

capacity of the condenser, always gave the same result. The
proposition relative to the wave-length is therefore true for ice as

well as for other dielectrics. Hence, as shown in my previous

Note, Maxwell's relation that the dielectric power is also equal to

the square of the refractive index also holds for electromagnetic

waves in the case given.

The preceding results, partly unforeseen, led me to determine
the dielectric constant of ice, using electromagnetic undulations.

The experiment cited above gave all the data necessary for this

determination.

For if X and X 1
are the wave-lengths corresponding to a given

resonator, working respectively in air and in a substance of

dielectric power K, we have

T=VK.
A.s stated above, I found

X' _ 141

X
~"

Too'

ence
K=2 in round numbers.

The experiment repeated a dozen times always gave the same
result. I consider the relative error does not exceed -g^, for the
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plate of ice was almost entirely free from air bubbles. Accord-
ing to this, ice does not present exceptional dielectric properties.

It remains to be explained how MM. Bouty and A. Perot ob-

tained values of a totally different order for the dielectric power
of ice. In the first place, in M. Bouty's method the charge and
discharge were enormously slower than in my experiments. Is it

not probable, then, that the physical magnitudes measured by
31. Bouty and myself were in themselves very different. In any
case we know at present too little about the dielectric properties

of bodies to be surprised at the divergences of numbers obtained
by two methods so dissimilar, however great they are.— Comptes
Pendus, October 8, 1894.

—

Phil. Mag., xxxviii, 578, Dec, 1894.

8. Potation of magnetic lines.—E. Lecher describes in the

Wiener Berichte an experiment performed to test whether,
when a magnet turns about its magnetic axis, the lines of force

remain at rest or turn writh the magnet. A magnet was divided

by an equatorial plane into two parts which could turn inde-

pendently. It was possible to obtain from the two extremities

of the magnet an induced current of such a magnitude as cannot
be explained by the cutting of the rotating lines of force by the

extremely short brushes employed. These currents can be ex-

plained if we suppose that a rotating magnet cuts its own lines of

force which remain fixed in space.

—

Nature, Nov. 22, 1894, p. 84.

J. T.

9. Magnetization of iron and nickel icire.—Klemencic has

measured the permeability of iron steel and nickel wire with the

rapidly alternating currents employed by Hertz. He employed
the method of a thermal junction previously described by him and
obtains the following values.

Soft iron _ jj. .— 1 1

8

Hard steel... /-t = 1 15

Bessemer steel ywr= 77

Nickel ._. jj.= 27

—Ann. der Physik und Chemie,~No. 12, pp. 705-720. J. t.

10. New Storage Battery.—In researches on the condensation of

electrolytic gases by porous bodies, particularly by metals of the

platinum group, M. L. Caillelet and E, Collardeau find

that platinum and palladium in the spongy condition and ruthe-

nium, iridium and gold in the finely divided state form poles

which condense electrolytic gases and hence produce a gas
battery, wirich on connection of the poles is capable of giving up
the stored energy for a short period. The storage capacity is

vastly increased by subjecting the poles to great pressure during
charging. With spongy platinum and.iridium a storage capacity
can be obtained which is greater than the capacity of lead ac-

cumulators per unit of weight. With finely divided palladium, a

storage capacity of 176 ampere-hours per kilograms of palladium
was obtained at a pressure of 600 atmospheres. The storage
capacity of an ordinary lead accumulator is about 15 ampere-
hours per kilogram of lead.— Comptes Pendus, Nov. 12, 1894.

J. T.
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11. Resemblances between the grouping offigures on soap films

and the arrangement of stars and nebulae.—In a leading article,

Professor Quincke, of Heidelberg, draws attention to the re-

markable resemblances between the figures produced on oily films

by the operation of water, and the grouping of stars and nebulae.

He suggests that the tendency of modern physics is to ignore any
qualitative differences between infinitely great and infinitely small

distances. The great masses of the fixed stars in infinite space
and the little masses of the infinitely near molecules in the soap
films must react upon each other according to the same laws.

The protoplasm of organic nature also resembles in structure and
movement phenomena, the structure and movements observed on
oily films.

—

Ann. der Physik und Chemie, No. 12, 1894, pp. 593-
632. j. t.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Glacial succession in Europe.—The following quotations from
the third edition of Geikie's The Great Ice Age,* will present to

our readers in concise form the latest views of the author upon
the glacial succession in Great Britain and Europe, and the chief

data upon which the interpretation is based.

I. Preglacial TiMES.f—The earliest indications of the ap-

proaching Ice Age are met with in the marine deposits of the

Pliocene system. The older Pliocene deposits introduce us to a

time when the waters of the North Sea were tenanted by a fauna
which is clearly indicative of genial climatic conditions. And
similar testimony to the warmth of the period is furnished by the

contemporaneous marine lacustrine and terrestrial accumulations
of other regions of Europe. In those days the sea occupied con-

siderable tracts in the east and south of England, in Belgium,
Holland, Northern and Western France, and the coast-lands of

the Mediterranean. As time rolled on, however, the genial con-

ditions gradually passed away. The southern forms slowly re-

treated from the North Sea, while at the same time northern and
boreal types came to occupy their place. Similar migrations were
in progress farther south, many British and boreal forms finding

their way into the Mediterranean. Upon the land like changes

* The Great Ice Age and its relation to the Antiquity of man ; by James
Geikie, third edition, largly rewritten, pp. 850. (Edward Stanford). Lon-
don, 1894.

f The general reader will quite understand what is meant by the term
" preglacial," but I ought to mention that it has been applied by geologists

to certain deposits which underlie the " lower boulder-clay " of the regions in
which these deposits occur. But, as we have learned, many accumulations
of so-called '

' lower boulder-clay " are not the products of the earliest epoch
of glaciation, and the fossiliferous beds which sometimes underlie them are,

therefore, not necessarily of preglacial age. I apply the term exclusively to

deposits which were laid down before the earliest appearance of glacial con-
ditions in temperate latitudes. These, so far as our present knowledge goes,

are the only accumulations which we are justified in classing as preglacial.
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were brought about—the luxuriant flora and the great mammals
of the Pliocene retreating gradually before the approaching win-

ter of the Glacial Period.

II. First Glacial Epoch.—Eventually a thoroughly arctic

fauna lived in the North Sea. Great snow-fields at the same time

came into existence, and a gigantic glacier occupied the basin of

the Baltic* The mountainous parts of the British Islands, we
can hardly doubt, must likewise have been ice-clad, but of this

there is no direct evidence. Farther south the Alpine Lands
were swathed in snow and ice, and great glaciers occupied all the

mountain-valleys and piled up their terminal moraines upon the

low-grounds at the foot of the chain. In Central France very
considerable glaciers also descended from the great volcanic

cones of Auvergne and Cantal, and deployed upon the plateaux.

And probably in many other mountain-districts similar conditions

obtained.

III. First Interglacial Epoch.—Eventually cold conditions

passed away. The arctic fauna retreated from the North Sea, and
at the same time dry land occupied the southern part of that sea

up to the latitude of Norfolk at least. Across this new-born land
flowed the Rhine and other rivers. A temperate flora, compara-
ble to that now existing in England, clothed the land in our lati-

tude, while the hippopotamus, elephants, deer, and other mam-
mals became denizens of our country. In other parts of Europe
similar genial conditions obtained—conditions which, to judge from
the flora, were even more genial than are now experienced in the

same regions. A luxuriant deciduous flora occupied the valleys

of the Alps, and flourished at heights which it no longer attains.

That flora was accompanied by a mammalian fauna (North Italy)

which embraced among other forms Elephas meridionalis. From
the amount of river-erosion effected during this epoch we may
gather that the stage was one of long duration. By-and-by, how-
ever, cold conditions again supervened—the temperate flora dis-

appeared from England, and was gradually replaced by arctic

forms.

IY. Second Glacial Epoch.—The appearance of that arctic

flora and the immigration into the North Sea of arctic mollusks
heralded the approach of the greatest of the European ice-sheets.

This enormous mer de glace covered all the northern part of the
Continent and flowed south into Saxony. At the same time the

Alpine glaciers reached their greatest extension, while in all the

other mountains of Europe snow-fields and glaciers made their

appearance. In extraglacial tracts, as in Southern England and
Northern France, and in many other regions, the formation of

rock-rubble was in active progress, and much movement of such
superficial accumulations took place. These physical changes

* The limits reached "by this earliest " great Baltic glacier " are not known.
In Southern Sweden, however, it occupied a wider area than the great Baltic
glacier of the fourth glacial epoch, its northern limits lying at least thirty
miles farther north than those reached by the latter.
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were necessarily accompanied by great migrations of flora and
fauna—arctic alpine plants coming to occupy the low-grounds of

Central Europe, and northern animals ranging down to the shores

of the Mediterranean.

V. Second Interglacial Epoch.—The enormous morainic
accumulations and fluvio-glacial gravels of the second glacial

epoch are sufficient evidence of its prolonged duration. Eventu-
ally, however, it passed away and the climate by degrees became
temperate and even genial. The arctic-alpine flora and northern
fauna retreated from the low-grounds and were replaced by tem-
perate and southern forms. The character of the plants which
then occupied North Germany and Central Russia is suggestive

of a milder and less extreme climate than is now experienced in

those regions—and the mammalian fauna of the epoch, which in-

cluded the hippopotamus and Elephas antiguus, was in keeping
with the flora. Britain would appear to have been connected
with the Continent at this time, and land-passages probably
joined our Continent to North Africa. Again, however, the cli-

mate began to deteriorate, accompanied by renewed migrations

of flora and fauna, and as the third glacial epoch approached,
much low-lying land in Northern and Northwestern Europe was
submerged. The long duration of this interglacial phase is

shown by the great depths to which the rivers of the epoch suc-

ceeded in eroding their valleys.

VI. Third Glacial Epoch.—At the climax of this epoch a

most extensive ice-sheet again overwhelmed the major portion of

the British Isles and a vast area of the Continent. It did not,

however, attain the dimensions of its predecessor. From the

Alps great glaciers again descended to the low-grounds, where
they dropped the terminal moraines of the " inner zone." These
moraines form most conspicuous objects, and extend . in curving
lines between the highly denuded moraines of the first and second

glacial epochs. Like these they are accompanied by well-marked
sheets and terraces of fluvio-glacial gravels. Many of the other

mountains of Europe were similarly snow-clad and glaciated,

while rubble-drifts accumulated in extraglacial regions.

VII. Third Interglacial Epoch.—The third glacial epoch
eventually passed away like its predecessors and was gradually

succeeded by temperate conditions. Of this change the most
direct evidence we have is that furnished by the youngest inter-

glacial beds of the Baltic coast-lands. It is probable, however,
that a considerable proportion of the old alluvial deposits of

Britain and Ireland, which have hitherto been classed as of post-

glacial age, really belong to this interglacial epoch. Amongst
these are the clays, etc., with Irish deer, red-deer, etc., which
underlie the older peat-bogs. In the Baltic area the interglacial

beds contain in some places arctic forms, in others a temperate
marine fauna, in yet others they have yielded mammoth, woolly
rhinoceros, horse, Irish deer, and urus. It is obvious that these beds
cannot be strictly contemporaneous. Some probably belong to
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the beginning, others to the middle of the third interglacial epoch,

while others again may pertain to its close. They show us clearly,

however, that after the disappearance of glacial conditions the

Baltic became tenanted by a temperate North Sea fauna, while

the adjacent lands supported a corresponding terrestrial fauna
and flora.

VIII. Fourth Glacial Epoch.—In the early stages of this

epoch the low-grounds of Scotland were submerged to the extent

of 100 ft. at least, while an arctic marine fauna lived round the

coasts. Eventually the various mountain-districts of our islands

were cased in snow and ice, large glaciers filling all the Highland
fiords and calving their icebergs in the sea—a condition of things

implying a snow-line not exceeding 1,000 to 1,600 ft. in elevation.

But the greatest development of ice was witnessed in the Baltic

area. The Scandinavian peninsula once more supported an ice-

sheet that broke away in icebergs at the mouths of all the fiords

of Western Norway. Finland was well-nigh overwhelmed, while

the Baltic basin was occupied by a great ice-stream which invaded
North Germany and Denmark. Later on, as the ice-sheet melted
away, a wide area in Scandinavia was submerged in a cold sea

which communicated widely with the Baltic. In the Alps large

glaciers flowed for long distances down the great valleys, but
came far short of attaining the dimensions reached by those of

the preceding glacial epoch. At the same time small local

glaciers appeared in the high valleys of some of the mountain-
ranges of Middle Europe.
IX. Fotjrth Interglacial Epoch.—At the climax of this

epoch temperate conditions prevailed, and extensive forests of

deciduous trees spread far north into regions where such trees

no longer flourish. The British Isles now formed part of the

Continent. The cold sea had retreated from Scandinavia, and
the Baltic was converted into a great lake. Eventually, how-
ever, submergence again ensued, but the sea, which now invaded
Scandinavia and communicated with the Baltic, was tenanted by
a fauna indicative of more genial conditions than obtain at pres-

ent.

X. Fifth Glacial Epoch.—This epoch is characteristically

represented by local or valley moraines in the British Isles, the
position of which indicates that the snow-line reached in Scotland
an average height of 2,500 ft. The disappearance of the genial
conditions of the preceding temperate epoch was marked by the
submergence of the Scottish coast-lands to a depth of about fifty

feet below their present level. Here and there in the northwest
of Scotland, glaciers reached the sea and dropped their moraines
on the beaches of the period. To the same epoch may be assigned
the formation of most of the corrie rock-basins of the British Isles

—each of these basins marking the site of a glacier of more or
less limited size. The submergence in Scotland probably com-
menced in the preceding temperate epoch, as it did likewise in

Am. Joue. Scl—Third Series, Vol. XL1X, No. 289.—Jan., 1895.
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Scandinavia. In the Alps the fifth glacial epoch is marked by
the moraines of the so-called " second postglacial stage "—moraines
that indicate a renewed advance of the glaciers of that region.

XL Fifth Interglacial Epoch.—This epoch was heralded by
the re-emergence of the land and the retreat of our valley-glaciers.

Again the British area attained a wider extent than at present,

but we cannot tell whether it became united to the Continent.

The upper " buried forests " in the peat-bogs of Northwest
Europe show that this epoch was characterized by drier condi-

tions and a remarkable recrudescence of forest-growth—condi-

tions recalling those of the preceding interglacial epoch.

XII. Sixth Glacial Epoch.—To this epoch belong our latest

raised-beaches, which indicate a limited submergence not exceed-

ing, in Scotland, twenty to thirty feet. The climate once more
became humid and less favorable to forest-growth. Hence for-

ests decayed while peat-bogs extended their area. The snow-line

stood at an elevation in Scotland of 3,500 ft.—and thus nourished

a few small glaciers in our loftiest mountain-groups.

XIII. The Present.—Marked in Britain by the retreat of the

sea to its present level, and by the return of milder and drier

conditions and the final disappearance of permanent snow-fields.

It will be observed that in this short resume I have abstained

from the use of the term " postglacial." The word has been ap-

plied to deposits of such widely different ages that it has ceased

to be of any value for classificatory purposes. From late Plio-

cene down to the close of the Pleistocene time we have the record

of a continuous series of geographical and climatic changes.

Early in the cycle the glacial and interglacial phases attained

their extreme development. The climax once passed, each suc-

cessive cold and genial epoch declined in importance. In a word,
the climatic and geographical changes became less and less

marked as the cycle drew to a close. From the point of view of

the present it seems absurd to speak of " fifth " and " sixth " gla-

cial epochs, seeing that these epochs were marked only by the

presence in Britain of limited snow-fields and small local glaciers.

When either of these epochs is contrasted with the conditions

that obtained in early glacial times they would seem to be more
properly described as temperate epochs. But they undoubtedly
belong to one and the same series of alternating cold and genial

conditions, and from this larger point of view cannot be desig-

nated otherwise than glacial.

In the following tabular statements the glacial and interglacial

succession is given in ascending order, beginning with the lowest
beds—the successive stages being indicated in the several tables

by the same numbers.
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Glacial Succession in British Isles.

1. Weybourn crag* and Chillesford

clay.

2. Forest-bed of Cromer.

3. Lower boulder-clays and associated

fluvio-glacial deposits.

4. Marine, fresh-water, and terrestrial

accumulation; basin of Moray Firth;

basin of Irish Sea; Lanarkshire, Ayr-
shire, Edinburghshire, &c. ; Hessle grav-
els: Sussex beach-deposits, &c. ; Settle

Cave, &c.

5. Upper boulder-clay and associated

fluvio-glacial deposits.

6. Fresh-water alluvia underlying old-

est peat-bogs: probably a considerable

proportion of our so-called " postglacial
"

alluvia.

7. Boulder-clays and terminal-mo-
raines of mountain-regions; 100-ft.

beach of Scotland; arctic plant-beds.

8. Lower buried forest.

9. Peat overlying "lower buried for-

est " ; Carse-clays and raised beaches

;

valley-moraines and corrie-moraines.

10. Upper buried forest.

11. Peat overlying "upper buried for-

est"; low-level raised beaches; high-

level valley-moraines and corrie-mo-

raines.

1. Marine deposits with pronounced
arctic fauna.

2. Temperate flora ; Elephas meri-
dionalis, E. antiquus. Rhinoceros etrus-

cus, Hippopotamus, &c.
3. Ground-moraines, &c. of most ex-

tensive ice-sheet.

4. Northern and temperate flora and
fauna; Elephas primigenius

y
Rhinoceros

tichorhinus ; reindeer, &c. ; hippopota-
mus, Elephas antiquus, Rhinoceros lepto-

rhinus, Irish deer, grisly bear, lion, hy-
aena, &c

5. Ground-moraine of ice-sheet which
extended south to the Midlands of Eng-
land.

6. Temperate flora and fauna; Irish
deer, red deer, Bos primigenius, &c.

7. Morainic accumulations of district-

and large valley-glaciers; arctic marine
fauna; snow-line at 1.000 to 1,600 ft.;

arctic flora.

8. Temperate flora and fauna.

9. Small glaciers in mountain-regions;
snow-line at 2,400 to 2,500 ft.

10. Temperate flora and fauna.

1 1

.

Small glaciers in the most ele-

vated regions; snow-line at 3,500 ft.

Glacial Succession in Northern Europe.

1

.

Lowest boulder-clay of Baltic coast-

lands.

2. Alluvia underlying lower diluvium
of Hanover, Brandenburg, &c.

3. Lower diluvium of Central and
Southern Germany, Holland, Central

Russia.

4. Fresh-water and marine deposits of

Baltic coast-lands, Griinenthal, Rixdorf,

Kottbus. Moscow, &c.

5. Upper diluvium of Central Ger-
many, Poland, "West Central Russia

;

second boulder-clay of Baltic coast-lands.

6. Fresh-water and marine deposits of

Baltic coast-lands.

7. Youngest boulder-clay of Baltic

coast-lands ; terminal moraines in South
Norway and Sweden. Baltic Ridge, and
Finland. Arctic plants under oldest

peat-bogs of Denmark. Norway, Sweden,
&c. ; Yoldia-clnx-i, &c

1. Ground-moraine of earliest Baltic

glacier.

2. Temperate flora and fauna, includ-

ing Cervus elaphus. C. capreolus, Bos,

sp., Rhinoceros, sp , &c.

3. Ground-moraines, &c, of most ex-

tensive mer cle glace.

4. Northern and temperate floras and
faunas; mammoth, Elephas antiquus,Irish
deer, horse, &c.

5. Ground-moraines, &c, of ice-sheet

which flowed some 40 or 50 miles south
of Berlin.

6. Northern and temperate floras and
faunas.

7. Accumulations of last great Baltic

glacier; submergence in Scandinavia;
adjacent lands clothed with arctic flora!
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8. Anctjlus-beds of Baltic area; older

buried forests generally; Littorina-beds

of Baltic area in part.

9. Peat overlying older buried forests

;

calcareous tufas. &c. ; Littorina-heds in

part; large valley-moraines in Norway.
10. Younger buried forests.

11. Peat overlying younger buried

forests ; high-level terminal moraines in

Norway.

8. Temperate flora and fauna ; climate

at climax of stage more genial than now

;

conditions become more humid in later

stages.

9. Humid climate
;
glaciers here and

there reach heads of fiords.

10. Temperate flora and fauna; drier

conditions.

11. Humid climate; relatively small

glaciers.

Glacial Succession in Central and Southern Europe.

1. Lowest ground-moraines ; terminal

moraines opposite mouths of great val-

leys
;

plateau-gravels (Alpine Lands).

Oldest moraimc accumulations of Cen-
tral France (?).

2. Hotting breccia; lignites of Leffe,

&c; so-called Upper Pliocene alluvia of

Central France.

3. Ground - moraines ; terminal-mo-

raines of outer zone ; high-level gravel

terraces (Alpine Lands); " Ceppo " of

North Italy; Pleistocene conglomerate

of Ligurian coast-lands ; torrential gravel

terraces of South-west Italy ; erratics of

raised beaches (France) ; older moraines
of Urals, Carpathians, and mountains of

Central Europe; of Central France, Py-
renees, Corsica, Appenines, Balkan Pen-
insula, &c ; lower breccias of Gibraltar

;

and rubble-drift, in part, of other regions.

4. Lignites of Switzerland, Bavaria,

&c. ; alluvial deposits; beach accumula-

tions underlying rubble-drift (Northern

France) ; terraces cut in older breccias of

Gibraltar.

5. Ground-moraines ; terminal mo-
raines of inner zone; low-level gravel

terraces (Alpine Lands); valley-mo-

raines in other mountain-regions; rub-

ble-drifts in part.

6. Alluvial deposits, &c. (?)

7. Terminal moraines in large longitu-

dinal valleys of the Alps ; small valley-

moraines in the higher valleys of other

mountain-regions.
8. Alluvial deposits, &c. (?)

9. Terminal moraines in higher val-

leys of Central Alps.

10. Alluvial deposits, &c.

11. High-level moraines in Western
Alps.

1. Accumulations of first glacial

;poch.

2. Flora indicates warmer conditions

than now obtain in those regions ; Ele-

phas meridionalis, Rhinoceros leptorhinus,

&c. ; valleys deeply eroded.

3. Accumulations of epoch of maxi-
mum glaciation.

4. Temperate flora; Elephas primige-

nius, E. antiquus, Rhinoceros Merckii,

Bos primigenius, Cervus elaphus, &c.

;

valleys deeply eroded.

5. Accumulations of third glacial

epoch..

6. Not yet recognized.

7. Accumulations of fourth glacial

epoch = " first postglacial stage " of gla-

ciation.

8. Not yet recognized.

9. Accumulations of fifth glacial

epoch = u second postglacial stage" of

glaciation.

,
,

' Not recognized.
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2. Changes of level in the region of the Great Lakes in recent

geological time; by Frank B. Taylor. (Letter to J. D. Dana.)

—

" First, as to the probable place of the highest shore line on the

north coast of Lake Superior. It seems to me that when we take

full account of all that is now known about the highest shore

line in the regions adjacent to Lake Superior we are bound to

conclude, pending further exploration, that this line probably
attains an altitude of at least 1200 to 1300 feet above sea level in

the Nipigon region at the north-northwestern extremity of the

lake, and at least 1100 to 1200 feet on the northeastern side at

Lake Missinaibi. The facts upon which this opinion rests are as

follows: The altitude of the Herman beach of "Lake Agassiz "

(ancient Gulf of Winnipeg) is 1055 feet at Lake Traverse, and
1220 feet at the international boundary. On the east side of

Red river in Minnesota this beach rises a little more rapidly. On
the southeast side of Beltrami island in northeastern Minnesota
it occurs at 1087 feet and on the northwest side at 1195 feet. At
Duluth, 1134 feet, and at Mt. Josephine on the northwest coast

of Lake Superior, 1207 feet. Near L'Anse and again near Mar-
quette on the south coast, 1190 feet. Near Sault Ste. Marie 1014
feet. Near Cartier, Ontario, about 1200 feet, and at the ancient
Nipissing strait at North Bay, Ontario, 1140 feet on the north
and more than 1220 feet on the south side.

It is noticeable that the lowest level of the line in this list is at

Sault Ste. Marie. If the highest shore line passes downward to

the north from this place, or even on a level, it must cut off the
supposed straits to the north of Lake Superior. But considering
the high altitude of the shore line in all the regions bordering the
lake, Green Bay only excepted, the chance of this seems extremely
small. The highest beach, rising northward from 1134 feet at

Duluth to 1207 feet on Mt. Josephine, (supposing Lawson's
observations at the latter place to be correct) must meet the
beach which passes northward from Sault Ste. Marie somewhere
in the north, because they are the margin of one water plane. It

seems almost certain, therefore, that the highest. beach must rise

more rapidly northward from Sault Ste. Marie than it does from
Duluth. For it starts from a level about 120 feet lower. I am
bound to conclude, therefore, for the present that the highest
shore line rises at least \\ to 2 feet per mile northward from Sault

Ste. Marie and keeps well up along the north shore, leaving the
open straits to the north, as stated in my paper. (As I remember
Prof. Lawson's figures, the Missinaibi pass is about 1044 feet

above sea level and the Kenogami pass 1109 feet.) I see no
escape from this conclusion, then, unless it be by some abrupt
and very exceptional dip of the ancient water plane downward to

the north. It would appear, therefore, that the mean height of

the highest shore line in the Superior basin can hardly be less

than 1100 feet or more than 1200. On present data the most
probable mean that I can name for the whole basin is about 1150
feet. I think this estimate is conservative and likely to prove
too low rather than too high.
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Second. As to the origin of the highest beach, I believe that it

was all made at sea level and that the Iroquois beach in the

Ontario basin, the highest beach in the northern parts of the

Huron and Michigan basins with that of the Superior basin, and
also the upper beach of the Red river and Winnipeg basin, are

all one continuous beach and of the same age in all parts. In the

Michigan and Huron basins this beach slopes downward toward
the south and passes under the present lake level, thus leaving

Lake Erie with all its beaches and also the Chicago outlet entirely-

above that plane. The Erie beaches are undoubtedly the shores

of an ice-dammed lake of the glacial recession. It was much the

largest lake produced in this way. But there were other smaller,

shorter lived ones at the south ends or sides of all the basins.

The Ontario basin was probably also partly filled by a large

temporary lake of this kind, emptying through the Mohawk valley.

But the record it may have left has been wiped out by the later

marine invasion which made the Iroquois beach.

Third. As to the relations of Niagara, Lake Erie, etc., I have
the data to show conclusively that the present period of the great

cataract's activity began at a point a few rods above the canti-

lever railroad bridge. Before that time the outlet of the upper
lakes was eastward over Nipissing pass and down the Ottawa
river, and greater Niagara was replaced for a long period of time

by a very much smaller stream (the " Erigan " river), which
drained only the Erie basin and possibly not all of that. This
smaller stream made the narrower, more shallow gorge of the

whirlpool rapids, extending from Foster's flat below the whirl-

pool up to the cantilever bridge. The time which was required

to do this must have been many times longer than Mr. Gilbert's

estimate of the age of the whole gorge from Lewiston up. I

should say that the multiplier would have to be tens rather than

units. As a measure of the duration of postglacial time, there-

fore, I do not see how the gorge can have any value worth men-
tioning. But without meeting this demand, it goes far enough
to show that postglacial time must have been much longer than

the current estimate.

But to go a step farther, there is considerable evidence to show
that the greater Niagara had another earlier period of postglacial

activity, during wrhich it cut out the gorge from Lewiston to

Foster's flat. Overhanging Foster's flat is the old fall ledge of

the greater cataract with the narrower gorge of the smaller

stream cut back on the south side. At this old ledge the great

cataract ceased for a long period of time, and when it returned the

smaller stream had cut back in the interval to the cantilever

bridge. Thus the great cataract has been intermittent in its

activity. It has had two active periods separated by the long,

almost indefinitely long, period during which the falls of the

smaller stream carried on the work. And all this plus a short

period for the Chicago outlet has been since the ice age. There
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is some evidence in the beaches of the north pointing to this

earlier period of the cataract. But this episode of the gorge is

not yet so strongly established as the other two.
Fourth. A word as to the nature of the changes that have pro-

duced these great alterations of land altitude. They are so ex-

tensive, so great, and above all so recent as to be almost appalling

when one thinks of them.
Of the whole amount of apparent elevation along the line of

the parallel of 46° 30', which passes close to Duluth, Sault Ste.

Marie and North Bay, I think I can make out fairly well that

between 600 and 800 feet of it are due to a change of the secular

kind, while the rest is of the paroxysmal sort, I have always em-
bodied this distinction (which is derived from Dana's Manual of

Geology) in my working hypothesis, and with good effect. I am
quite sure that it was the secular factor that changed the outlet of

the upper lakes this last time and brought Niagara into its pres-

ent state of activity—in consequence of a secular relative, differ-

ential, northward elevation. It seems probable that the earlier

episode of Niagara was also due to the same factor. But the

order of relative change was probably then in the opposite direc-

tion. I believe that maximum northern relative elevation coin-

cided with maximum glaciation, as you have said. But I believe,

further, that maximum relative northern submergence coincided

with the climax of the postglacial warm epoch now passing off.

Relative northward elevation has been in progress for some time
past and we are now advancing again toward a climax of cold."

3. Introduction to Geology as historical science. Einleitung in

die Geologie als historische Wissenschaft. Beobachtungen tiber

die Bildung der Gesteine und ihren organischen Einschltisse.

I Theil : Bionomie des Meeres. II Theil : Die Lebensweise der
Meeresthiere. Ill Theil : Lithogenesis der Gegenwart (by Jo-

hannes Walther), pp. i-xxx and 1055. (Gustav Fischer), Jena,
1893-1894.—The author describes the method employed in this
" Introduction to Geology " as the ontological method of investi-

gation, which consists in the interpretation of the events of the
past by the phenomena of the present. The aim he has held
before him while constructing this elaborate work has been to

bring together from many sources, from periodicals, monographs
and special treatises, all the facts bearing upon the general ques-

tion of the formation of rocks and upon the conditions under
which organisms have lived and died and been fossilized.

The work is divided into three parts : The first (Bionomie des
Meeres), on the marine conditions of life, was briefly noted when
it first appeared in 1893.* It is an elaborate description and
classification of the zones of life-habitat of the ocean following the
system of classification proposed by Haeckelf and gives a very
convenient and apparently exhaustive synopsis of the facts with
full references to sources.

*This Journal, III, vol. xlvi, p. 24 0.

f Plank ton studien, Jena, 1890.
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The second part (Die Lebensweise der Meeresthiere, pp. 197-532)
treats of the mode of life of sea animals. In its 335 pages are

brought together the facts known about the geographical distribu-

tion, bathymetric range and other conditions of adjustment to

conditions of life environment of the organisms whose remains
could be preserved as fossils. The facts are classified in sections

for each of the larger groups of organisms, the classes or branches.

Here also references to original sources are liberally given.

The third part (Lithogenesis der Gegenwart, pp. 535-1055)
describes the methods of formation of rocks on the present sur-

face of the earth. The first section is devoted to the statistics of

Lithogeny or dynamical geology, classified under the heads
of Weathering, Ablation, Transportation, Corrosion, Deposition,
Diagenesis and Metamorphism. The second section describes

and classifies the various areas of the present surface of the earth,

(Du Faciesbezirke der Gegenwart) distinguished by differences of

climate or physical surface as affecting the geological formations
or phenomena. In the last section the outlines of a comparative
Lithology are discussed under such headings as the correlation of

facies, the equivalency of rocks, changes of facies.

Although there is little original in the book, a large amount of

statistics scattered over a very wide range of literature are brought
together, concisely stated and classified in such a way as to be
helpful and suggestive to the geological student, to which end
the full references to original sources and the good indexes at the

close contribute no small share. h. s. w.
4. Alabama^ Geological /Survey— Geological Map of Alabama

ivith explanatory Chart. E. A. Smith, State Geologist and
Assistant. Two large folio sheets. 1894.—The map presents in

clear and yet not too strong colors the geological features of the
State, with division of the scale as fine as the classification in the

reports. The Chart presents an admirable synopsis of the impor-
tant features of the geological conditions of the State. In the
first column names, synonyms, classification and common fossils are

given for each of the recognized formations, opposite each division

in the second column are given thickness, lithological and topo-

graphical characters, area and distribution, in a third column, use-

ful products followed by a fourth describing the soils, character-

istic timber growth and agricultural features, and a final column
in which are listed the Reports in which each of the formations is

described, making a convenient index to the geology of the State

for the general reader as well as the geologist.

5. Manual of Geology ; by James D. Dana.—The new (fourth)

edition of this work, entirely rewritten and much enlarged, will

be ready about the middle of January.
6. Bulletin of the Department of Geology, University of Cal-

ifornia. A. C. Lawson, Editor, Berkeley, Cal.—This work has

been noticed in this Journal, vol. xlvii
; p. 147, 1894, and we are

now in receipt of Nos. 5, 6 and 7.

No. 5. The Lherzolite-Serpentine and associated rocks of the
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Potrero San Francisco; by Chas. Palache.—This presents the re-

sults of a study of this rock both in the field and in the laboratory.

The facts obtained show that it is the result of alteration of a very

basic igneous rock intruded into the San Francisco sandstone.

Xo. 6. On a rock from the vicinity of San Francisco contain-

ing a new Soda-Amphibole ; by the same author.—The rock con-

sists of fine grains of albite. Through this is thickly sprinkled the

amphibole in small acicular crystals, in simple forms. The optical

relations determined in thin section are b=h, c:a = 11° — 13° in

front : Pleochroism strong : a=sky-blue to dark blue, b=violet,

c=yellowish brown to greenish yellow. Absorption q^ 6> c. Is

often zonally built. A chemical analysis gave the following results :

SiOo Alo0 3 Fe 2 3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na2 K2 H 2 Sum.
5502 4 75 10-91 9-46 tr. 9'30 2'3S 7-62 0'27 ? = 9970

A consideration of the molecular ratios of the oxides from this

analysis shows them to be

Si0 2 •918 FeO •131

A12 3 •046 ) -114 MgO •233

Fe 2 3 •0(58
J

CaO •043 :J5h»K 2

whence (Na, K) 2 : E 2O s : Si0 2 : : .126: -114: 480:: 1-05: 0-95: 4

and RO: Si0 2 : : '407 : -437 : : 1 : 1.

From which it appears that the mineral is a mixture of the

actinolite (Ca, Mg, Fe)SiO , the glaucophane KaAl(SiO ) and
in

the riebeckite NaFe(Si0
3 ) 2

molecules. The author proposes for it

the name crossite after Mr. Whitman Cross of Washington.
The propriety of giving new names to indefinite mixtures of

isomorphous molecules is at best a very doubtful one, unless from
constancy and frequence of occurrence there is a positive demand
for such a term. By far the larger part of the work of chemical
mineralogy in the last few decades has been ridding the termi-

nology of just such synonyms; and one needs only to glance at

the index to the recent edition of Dana's Mineralogy to become
convinced of this fact. The best usage seems to require that

definite mineral molecules once established should receive definite

names, arid isomorphous mixtures should be classed under the one
prevailing.

No. 7. Geology of Angel Island ; by F. L Ransome.—This
is a very careful and excellent study of the geology and petrog-
raphy of a small island in San Francisco bay. The island con-

sists in the main of the San Francisco sandstone which is folded,

and intruded with serpentine and a "basic igneous rock classed by
the author under fourchite. It is accompanied by a detailed

geological map and plates, and Dr. G. H. Hinde adds a chapter
on the idiolarian chert found on the island. l. v. p.

7. Mineral Resources of the United States. Vol. IX. Calen-
dar Year, 1892, 850 pp. 'Washington, 1893. Vol. X. Calendar
Year, 1893, 810 pp. Washington, 1894. David T. Day, Chief
of Division of Mining Statistics and Technology (U. S. Geol.
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Survey, J. W. Powell, Director).—The latest volumes of this

valuable series are Nos. IX and X for the years 1892 and 1893
respectively. They have been issued under the able editorship of

Mr. David T. Day, and like the earlier volumes, contain a large

amount of interesting and useful data in regard to the present
condition and recent growth of the mineral industries of this

country.

8. Physikalische Krystallographie und Elnleltung in die kryst-

allographische Kenntniss der wichtigeren Substanzen ; von Paul
Groth. Dritte vollstandig neu bearbeitete Auflage, I und II

Abtheilung, physikalische und geometrische Eigenschaften der
Krystalle, 528 pp. 8vo. Leipzig, 1894 (Wm. Engelmann).

—

Ever since the publication of the first edition in 1876, the Phy-
sikalische Krystallographie of Professor Groth has been the
standard work in this subject for the mineralogists of all lands.

In the second edition, issued in 1885, the work was rewritten

throughout and much enlarged, and the same is true to even
greater extent of the present third edition. The author's keen
mind and long experience as a teacher have enabled him to
present the subjects of crystallography and the general physics
of crystals with rare clearness and system, as all know who have
used the earlier editions. This is conspicuously true of the work
in its present form, which contains much that is new and sugges-

tive particularly in the discussion of the symmetry of crystals and
their classification based upon this. Two parts of the third edi-

tion only have thus far appeared, but the third, upon the methods
of calculation applied to crystals, instruments and methods of

investigation, is promised in a few months.

9. A Manual of Microchemical Analysis; by Professor H.
Behrens, of the Polytechnic School in Delft, Holland, with an
introductory chapter by Professor John W. Judd of the Royal
College of Science, London. 246 pp. 8vo. London and New
York, 1894 (Macmillan & Co.)— Workers in Petrography and all

who have occasion to use the now well developed microchemical
methods will welcome this admirable volume. The original con-

tributions of the author to this subject are well known, but his

work on Mikrochemische Methoden is not readily accessible to the

English student and hence this translation made by him will be
highly appreciated. The value of the work is increased by the

fact that the author's manuscript has been revised by Prof. J. W.
Judd, who with the assistance of Mr. A. E. Tutton, has also seen

it through the press. A brief but interesting introduction, in part

historical, in part descriptive, has been added by Professor Judd.
10. Handbuch der Mineralogie ; von Dr. C. Hintze. Achte

Lieferung, pp. 1121-1280. Leipzig, 1894 (Veit & Co.).—The
eighth part of Hintze's great work has appeared recently. It em-
braces the close of the Pyroxene group, the Amphibole group and
the opening pages on the species beryl.
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III. Botany.

1. Lehrbuch der Botanik. Dr. Fraink, Berlin, 8vo, two vol-

umes, pp. 669, and 431 (1892 and 1893).—Professor Frank's text-

book follows the usual course of treatment, but gives ^reat

prominence to the subject of physiology. This part of his work
makes the treatise ot great value. The topics are fully treated

and the essential matters are kept in their proper relations, so

that the general result is symmetrical. The questions with which
Professor Frank has specially busied himself in his original work,
are discussed in an exceedingly interesting manner and with due
perspective. In a few instances, it seems on the first reading, as

if the author had stated some of his own conclusions in too posi-

tive a form for the requirements of a text-book for the general

student, but, as above said, the treatise is symmetrical, g. l. g.

2. Lehrbuch der Botanik. Dr. K. Giesenhagen, Munich, 8vo,

pp. 335, 1894.—The author has prepared this text-book with
reference to the needs of students who are reviewing their work
before examination. It is, therefore, a comprehensive volume in

which, the whole ground is covered in such a manner as to refresh

one's memory with regard to the results of personal laboratory
exercises in histology and physiology, supplementing this by
sufficiently full treatment of systematic and economic botany.
The newer results have been incorporated with the older in a

well-proportioned and well-balanced manner, so that the work
gives a clear and sound exposition of the present state of our
knowledge. The author has carried his work on under the advice
and with the assistance of Dr. Goebel, Professor of Botany in

Munich. g. l. G.

3. Lehrbuch der Botanik. Dr. F. Pax, Leipsic, 8vo, pp. 365.

—This is the ninth edition of Prantl's well-known work, already
noticed in this Journal. The revision has been thorough. In the

histological and physiological portions changes demanded by
recent investigations have been made, and important modifica-

tions have been made throughout the systematic part. It may be
remembered that the earlier editions gave a good deal of promi-
nence to species : in this edition, only those are referred to which
are of interest in economic botany, especially in medicine. The
number of illustrations has been increased from 326 to 355. The
improvement in the engravings since the first edition has been
very great. G. l. g.

4. Lehrbuch der Botanik. Dr. E. Strasburger, Dr. F. Noll,
Dr. H. Schenk, Dr. A. F. W. SckiMPER, Jena, 8vo, pp. 558,
1894.—Professors Strasburger and Schimper with the two Privat-

docents associated with them in botanical teaching in Bonn, have
carried successfully to completion the very hazardous experiment
ol preparing a composite text-book. The dangers which con-
front such an undertaking are obvious. Each specialist is likely

as we say to magnify his office, and give a disproportionate
amount ol space to the results which have been recently attained
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in his part of the field. It is exceedingly difficult to secure under
such circumstances anything which approaches careful editing.

Distortions of a serious character are very likely to result.

Furthermore it is very hard to avoid duplication, even when the

conferences and friendly discussions have been frequent and
critical. But the outcome of this experiment has been successful

in a high degree. Professor Strasburger has given the subject of

histology the fruits of his long and ripe experience in investiga-

tion and teaching. Within the, comparatively narrow limits of

130 pages, he has compressed without too much condensation, all

the essential facts of general and special anatomy of the external

parts and the internal structure. It is only when one looks over
this part of the volume a second time that he begins to realize

how much grain free from chaff has been made ready for the stu-

dent. Moreover all the material has been arranged in an orderly

and attractive manner. Dr. Noll has considered the subject of

physiology in a comprehensive fashion, dealing with the principal

phenomena presented by all the organs of flowering and flower-

less plants. He has presented his facts fully, but without pro-

lixity. The style is clear, and the illustrations like all which are

given in the volume, are of a high order considered both from a

scientific and a pedagogic point of view. We think he has done
well to give so much prominence to the experimental side of the

subject. Dr. Schenck and Professor Schimper divide the field of

systematic botany between them, the former taking the Crypto-
gams, and the latter the flowering plants. It is enough to sayT

that the work is satisfactory in every respect. New and admii-

able figures, many of them of the highest excellence, illustrate

the remarkably clear text. As might be expected, the subject of

adaptive modifications, although touched but lightly, has assumed
a peculiar charm at the hands of Professor Schimper. A good
deal of new light is thrown on the subject and the whole of it is

invested with a deep interest. Returning for a moment to the

matter of illustrations, attention must be called to the beauty and
accuracy of the colored figures which represent poisonous plants.

It is to be hoped that a translation into English of this admirable
work will soon be in the hands of English-speaking students.

G. L. G.

5. A Student's Text-Book of Botany j by Sydney H. Vines,
M.A., Professor in the University of Oxford. First Half, «vo,

pp. 480. London, 1894.—The author has based his work on the

well-known Lehrbuch cler ^Botanik, of Prantl, which, as will be
seen in another notice, has reached its ninth edition in Germany.
But the changes which he has made, are so numerous as to trans-

form this into a new treatise; the metamorphosis is almost com-
plete. A great deal of new matter designed lor the advanced
student has been skillfully interwoven, bringing the whole well

up to the most advanced knowledge of minute details. It is to

be remembered that there are scores of trained workers now
engaged in minute investigations in different parts of the field
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covered by this volume, and that the results of their investiga-

tions are swelling the periodical literature of the science at a

startling rate. It is indeed high praise to confess that a sym-
metrical resume like this is fairly abreast of the times.

One feels inclined to criticise the free use of the new terminol-

ogy adopted and in part suggested by Professor Vines, although
there can be little doubt of the utility of the introduction in an
advanced work of this sort of the new terms which are employed
so generally in monographs ; the work serves as an excellent

technical dictionary. Bat we own that we should have been glad
to see from Professor Vines, whose scholarship would have car-

ried great weight, a reform in the terminology. Our language
has, of course, lost its plasticity, and few new terms can be con-

structed out of English stems and roots ; we are driven back to

Greek for our materials and these serve every purpose ; but it

seems as if the new terms demanded by the advance of knowl-
edge could be framed with some regard to euphony. Perhaps no
one in English-speaking countries is so well prepared as Professor

Vines to undertake this task, and perhaps he will take it in hand
when he thinks the time is ripe. g. l. g.

6. Practical Physiology of Plants; by Fkancis Darwin,
F.R.S. and E. Hamilton Acton, M.A., Cambridge, 1894, 8vo,

pp. 321.—This is an outline of directions for experimenting.

Explicit directions are given for conducting, generally with simple

apparatus, the more conclusive experiments in nearly all parts of

the field. As is quite proper, the character of the results are

seldom announced ; the student must find out for himself. In

Detmer's Practicum and in the work of Oels, the student is gen-

erally helped towards his result by a brief statement of what he
may expect to discover if he is successful, and this is a good plan

for a certain class of students. But there is no question that the

method used by Mr. Darwin and Mr. Acton is pedagogically cor-

rect, and is capable of giving excellent results. The only draw-
back to physiological experimenting at the hands of students,

who are simultaneously pursuing other subjects, is the great

amount of time which is generally consumed while plants are

growing or reacting, and the consequent difficulty of arranging
hours so as to make a close economy of time. The student should
receive some hints as to what he might be getting ready for the

next study while he is patiently waiting for something to happen
to the plants which he has in hand, just as in the chemical and
physical laboratory he is taught to keep many things going at the

same time. It seems, ou first reading, that the authors have ar-

ranged the work admirably in order to secure the greatest econo-

my of every moment. This we are putting to a practical test.

G. L. g.

7. A practical Flora for Schools and Colleges; by O. R.
Willis, Xew York, 8vo, pp. 349, 1894.—After a very brief state-

ment of the subdivision of the subject of Botany, Professor Willis

begins with an analytical key to the natural orders, and thence
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passes to a description of certain orders. It is not easy to see

the principle which guided him in the choice of subjects ; in fact,

it seems as if hardly any principle at all had been followed, but
leaving this aside, it must be stated that a great amount of useful

material has been brought together, and in such form as to be
readily utilizable by a teacher. The work is a convenient hand-
book of Economic Botany. There are some unfortunate omis-
sions, but, on the whole, there is a larger mass of well-arranged
facts made ready for the hand of the teacher than we remember
to have seen in any English treatise on the subject. The name
of the valuable work seems to us a misnomer. Certainly it does
not suggest to instructors that in these pages they can find the

information regarding useful plants, in search of which they range
through cyclopedias of every sort. G. l. g.

8. Pflanzen- Teratologic, systematisch geordnet. Dr. O. Penzig,
Genoa, 1890, and 1894.—The first volume of Professor Penzig's
masterly work, comprising the polypetalous dicotyledons, was
published four years ago ; the concluding volume, in which are

considered all the other groups of plants in which monstrosities

have been thus far detected, was finished in June of this year, and
has just been issued. The minuteness of Professor Penzig's

search for recorded cases of monstrosities is shown by references

to some of the most obscure sources, such as local journals and
the like, and his care in stating the appearances of the distortions

has been such as to place in the hands of the reader exact and
yet much abbreviated descriptions which can be safely used in

generalizations. On the part of the author there has been no
attempt to state theoretical views in connection with the special

cases, except where such treatment appears absolutely necessary

;

but he gives, in a clearly written preface to the second volume, a

sound and clear exposition of modern speculations in regard to

this interesting subject. With this treatise and with the philo-

sophical work of Dr. Masters, the student of this subject is well-

equipped. G. L. G.

9. Practical Botany for Beginners ; by F. O. Bower, F.R.S.,

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow, London, 1894,

8vo, pp. 275.—With the caution given in the preface, this labora-

tory manual, an abridgement of the larger Course of Practical

Instruction in Botany, can be recommended without reserve.

The caution is worth heeding in many quarters. " Type-teaching

in Biological Sciences appears at present to be inevitable in ele-

mentary classes ; it lies chiefly with the teacher to avoid the evils

which are apt to arise from it. In order to use this book with

proper effect, his knowledge should extend far beyond the area of

the work here specifically described, and the larger edition may
help him towards this end. By grasping every opportunity of

comparison of the type selected with allied forms which show
differences of detail, he will then be able to guide the pupil to

distinguish essentials from secondary details, and to check the

dangerous tendency of beginners towards generalization from too

limited an area of fact." g. l. g.
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. New Tables of the JPlanets.—Prof. Newcomb in his report as

Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac announces the substan-

tial completion of the work of determining the fundamental con-

stants of astronomy and the elements and masses of the major
planets from Mercury to Saturn inclusive. He hopes to have the

tables from Mercury to Mars inclusive completed by the end of

the fiscal year. The tables of Jupiter and Saturn were completed
by Dr. Hill during the last fiscal year. This leaves only Uranus
and Neptune to be worked up.

Prof. Newcomb takes this occasion to present a general report

upon the nature and objects of this work. The best of existing

tables, those of Leverrier are by the lapse of time and by the

lack of homogeneity in the elements employed, quite unsuited to

the present needs of astronomers. There was needed a partial

or complete reduction of all good observations of the sun and
planets made since 1750. The actual number of separate meridian
observations of the sun and the three planets Mercury, Venus,
and Mars used by Prof. Newcomb was 62,030, against 10,893,

used by Leverrier. The work of computation required to utilize

all these observations and determine simultaneously the 23 un-

known quantities involved can be appreciated only by those who
have experience in such work. This immense labor has been
secured by means of extra appropriations of $3,000 to $4,000
annually, together with such economy in the regular work of the
Almanac office as was practicable.

Prof. Newcomb speaks of the increased demand for accurate
positions of a much larger number of fixed stars than have here-

tofore been given in the Ephemeris. This increase is greatly

needed, and in making it, we hope that the additional stars will

be selected after consultation with the superintendents of the
British, German and French Almanacs. A common list of stars

may or may not be desirable. If a common list is not desirable,

the differences in the lists should be for explicit reasons.

2. OstwaUVs Klassiker der exakten Wissenschaften. Leipzig
(Win. Engelmann).—This series of classical scientific memoirs
continues to grow in value as it grows in size. The papers, selected

for republication, are well chosen and the originals being for the

most part difficult of access, the library becomes of the first im-
portance to the student in the subjects which it embraces. The
latest additions are as follows:

No. 54. Anmerkungen und Zusatze zur Entwerfung der Land und Himmels-
charten von J. H. Lambert (17 72) 93 pp.

55. Leber Karteuprojection : Abhandlungen von Lagrange (1779) und Gauss
(1822) 101 pp.

56. Die Gesetze der Ueberkaltung und Gefrierpunktserniedngung. Zwei
Abhandlungen von Sir Charles Blagden (1788). 49 pp.

57. Abhandlungen uber Thermometne von Fahrenheit, Reaumur, Celsius (1724,
1730-33, 1742). 140 pp.

58. Chemische Abhandlung von der Luft und dein Feuer von Carl Wilhelm
Scheele (1777) 112 pp.

59. Otto von Guericke's neue " Magdeburgische " Versuche iiber den leeren
Raum (1672) 116 pp.
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Obituary.

Lewis R. Gibbes.—Dr. Lewis R. Gibbes, a scientist of very
varied learning, died on the 21st of last November at Charleston,

S. C, in the 85th year of his age. He was born in Charleston on
the 14th of August, 1810. He entered on a course of medical study
in 1830; but before the close of 1831 he was appointed Tutor in

Mathematics in the College of South Carolina, at Charleston.

At the revolution in the College, of December, 1834, when,
owing to opposition to the President, Dr. Cooper, all the officers

were requested to resign, he was set adrift with the rest. But in

the new organization which followed the next day, Mr. Gibbes
was made Professor of Mathematics. He resigned his position

the following year, and in 1836 visited Paris for the purpose of

completing his medical education, and gratifying his desire for

knowledge in other directions. In 1838 he was again a Professor
in the Charleston College, teaching mathematics, physics, chem-
istry and mineralogy. Botany and some departments of Zoology
were also among his special studies. He published various

papers on the Crustacea of the American coast, and showed
his comprehensive knowledge of the subject by his revision,

in 1850, of the species in the various United States collec-

tions, to which he added valuable notes and descriptions of

new species. His encyclopedic tastes and knowledge are further

shown by his astronomical work, especially between 1845 and
1854, when he published, besides other related papers, one on a

comparison and discussion of all the observations made in the

United States on the transit of mercury of May, 1845, and in

1849-50, while engaged in observing occupations of fixed stars

by the moon, devised and constructed an occultator for the pur-

pose " of obtaining the approximate times of disappearance and
reappearance with less labor than by calculation."

As President Shepherd in his tribute to Dr. Gibbes, says :

Astronomy was his passion, but he cultivated nearly every phase
of our complex modern science, and cultivated none that he did

not dignify and adorn. As a teacher he was lucidity itself. He
not only taught so that he might be understood by the pupil, but
so that he could not be misunderstood. He ever manifested a

spirit of absolute consecration to his ideal as a scientist, an insa-

tiable quest of knowledge, undiminished even in the view of

death, and respect and reverence for the eternal verities of the

Christian faith.

The death of Father Denza, Director of the Vatican Obser-

vatory, is announced by telegraph.



JANUARY OPENING SALE OF MINERALS.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

We expect to place on sale on January 2d, at noon,

all of the minerals secured by Mr. English during his

recent European Trip. This great display will doubt-

less attract mineralogists from far and near, and be

the greatest exhibition of brand new minerals in

America for a long time. We refer our customers to

our advertisements last month for an account of a

large number of the most important of these accessions
;

briefly summarized they were :

FROM RUSSIA: Dioptase, 16 specimens; Topaz, Alexandrites,

Beryls, Emeralds, Crocoites, Uvarovite.

FROM GREECE : Realgar, fine groups ; Orpiment.

FROM HUNGARY : Twins and rosettes of Hematite (new) ; fibrous

Orpiment ; Grossularite groups ; Amethyst groups.

FROM BOHEMIA : Cassiterite groups, very fine lot ; transparent

green Obsidian ; Carlsbad Twins of Orthoclase.

FROM STYRIA : Exquisitely beautiful Flos Ferri.

FROM TRANSYLVANIA: Wire, leaf and crystallized Golds.

FROM SPAIN: Crystallized Cinnabars; Aragonite and Dolomite in

loose crystals. -

FROM NORWAY : Wire Silver, one magnificent $80 museum speci-

men, several smaller ; Xenotime in monster crystals.

MISCELLANEOUS: Cimolite pseudomorphs after Augite ; clear

masses of Sanidin ; Crystallized Niccolite (!) ; crystallized HESSITE (!) ;

Lumachelle ; splendid lot of Manganites.

OTHER NEW ACCESSIONS.
FROM ENGLAND: An unusually fine lot of rare Cornish minerals

including CLINOCLASITE,. several very good ; PHARMACOSIDE-
RITE, extra fine ; and other arsenates

; a large lot of elegant little groups
of CHALCOCITE at 10c. to 50c. ; a number of very choice BOURNO-
NITES beautiful little groups of CRYSTALLIZED COPPER ; an ex-

cellent lot of the rare CASSITERITE and SANDSTONE PSEUDO-
MORPHS after ORTHOCLASE. CAMPYLITE, several very good

;

a splendid lot of tinted groups of Egrement CALCITE crystals and one
magnificent TWIN CALCITE, worth in their palmy days $60.00, but
now offered for $25.00. Many other fine and rare English minerals.

FROM MALAY PENINSULA:, BORNEO, etc.: A good lot of
ANTIMONY and Antimony minerals.

FROM AUSTRALIA : A splendid lot of the rare silver minerals, includ-
ing excellent IODYRITE ? BROMYRITE, EMBOLITE, CERARGY-
RITE, also a few fine groups of twinned CERUSSITE, and some choice
crystallized SMITHSONITES., a large lot of very fine rough OPALS,
etc. *

FROM NORTH CAROLINA : An unusually interesting lot of dark
brown, "cat's eye" CORUNDUM crystals, 50c. to $2.50, beautiful, odd
and well-formed.

FROM PENNSYLVANIA: CHESTERLITE, good crystals;
FRENCH CREEK PYRITE, odd groups.

New 124 page illustrated Catalogue, in paper, 25c. ; in cloth, 50c.

New 44 page illustrated Price lists., 4c, Circulars free.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO., Mineralogists.

64 East 12th St., New York City.
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NEW ARRIVALS OF MINERALS.
Leadhillite. Prof. Foote lias just visited the " Beercellar Mine" at

Granby, Mo., where he was fortunate enough to secure from the mine owners,
several fine specimens of this rare species. By working over the dump and
through purchases from former workmen, a few others were obtained. The
mine caved in, in the spring of '94 and it is the opinion there that it will not
be reopened. Crystals, some of good green color, 25c. to $10.00.

Calcite. Prof. Foote bought the entire collection of the discoverer of the
famous cave that furnished so large a part of the Missouri exhibit in the
mining building at Chicago.

Fine groups and single crystals of an Amethystine tint, showing '

' phan-
toms" of Marcasite, up to 150 lbs. in weight. Crystals, scalenohedrons, one
to ten inches diameter and doubly terminated, 5c. to $25.00.

The majority of these are museum size, but beautiful drawer specimens
can be furnished.

Also, octahedral Galena on immense crystals of Sphalerite • Bright cubic
Galena with Ruby Blende and iridescent Calcite ; Smithsonite colored by
Greenockite (" Turkey fat ore "), etc., etc., at very low rates.

A new find at the "Copper Queen" brings to us the most beautiful
specimens ever found at this famous mine.

Brilliant, almost translucent, crystals of Azurite, of good size and gem-
like perfection are sparingly " sifted" over velveted stalactites of Allophane
and Wad. Tufted Malachite adds another color to the background of these
lustrous Azurites, making up a combination that will charm collectors, while
the sharp crystallization showing a new habit, will attract every student.

Velveted Malachites, Azurites of every form, Chrysocolla, in a delicate

light blue, Cuprites, octahedral and cubical (now rare)

;

Stalactites, a few of the rare "curtain" form showing veining of a
delicate sea-green color. From an ounce up to fifty pounds weight. Prices,

5c. to $20.00.

Smithsonite from a new locality in New Mexico. Exceeding in lustre and
coloring that of the famous locality at Laurium, Greece.

Eich green botryoidal surfaces, occasionally with satiny brown "caps."
Stalactitic forms. 35c. to $7.50. Beautiful polished pieces $1.00 to $3.50.

Topaz, from Juab Co., Utah—a new find, of better quality than those
formerly advertised from Millard Co.

Pyrite. A new occurrence. Perfect cubes of good size in a gaugue of

hard white Kaolin (?). From the Ophir District, Utah. Attractive speci-

mens. 10c. to $2.00.

Kylindrite (?), Realgar, Allactite, Periclase, Paisbergite, etc., etc.

KARE AJVD VALUABLE BOOKS.
Audubon's Birds and Quadrupeds, complete, 11 vols., well bound. $125.00.

Reaumur, L'Histoire des Insectes. 1734. 6 vols., cf. $15.00.

Strecker, Lepidoptera. 15 col. pi. 1872. $10.00.

Henry, History of Petroleum. 5 pi., 27 Photo. 1873. $7.50.

Pennant, Arctic Zoology. 3 vols. $6.00.

Blanchard, Metamorphoses des Insectes. 1868 hmor. gilt. $5.00.

Harvey, N. A. Marine Algae. 50 col. pi. 4to. $15.00

Price Lists and Circulars Free on Application?"

Catalogue of Minerals, 128 pp. with plates and illustrations, heavy
paper, 10c. Cloth, 25c. ; Boards, 20c. ; Half Morocco, 50c.

MINERALS, SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL BOOKS,

DR. A. E. FOOTE, 1224-26-28 North 41st Street,

Philadelphia. Pa., IT. S. A.
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Art. VI.

—

On the Relation of Gravity to Continental Eleva-
tion ; by T. C. Mendenhall.

[Read at the November meeting of the N. A. S.]

Nearly all of the earlier determinations of the force of

gravity in the United States were made in the vicinity of the
Atlantic Ocean, not more than one or two stations in the

Mississippi Yalley having been occupied previous to the year

1890. A determination had, however, been made on the

Pacific Coast, at San Francisco, and pendulums had been
swung for the same purpose on the summit of Mount Hamil-
ton, at the Lick Observatory.

The development in the Coast and Geodetic Survey of the

system of gravitation measure by means of half-second pendu-
lums, to which reference has already been made in previous

papers, made it possible, at a vastly less expenditure of time
and labor, to execute an extensive series of gravity determina-

tions as near as might be along the 39th parallel, extending
from ocean to ocean, thus following nearly the line of the

great trans-continental arc.

In the year 1893, an officer of the French Geographic corps,

Colonel George Deflorges, widely known for his investigations

in connection with gravitation, visited this country, bringing
with him pendulums which he had swung at several European
stations, for the purpose of occupying the fundamental sta-

tions of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and observing at a

few isolated points which might be available during the period

of his stay. Colonel Defforges swung his pendulums at several

stations previously occupied by Coast Survey observers, and at
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one or two stations in the interior at which the Coast Survey
had not before observed. These fundamental stations, in con-

nection with those already occupied by the American observers,

made it possible to form a general idea of the variations of

gravity along the trans-continental line and to compare such
variations with elevations above the sea.

At a meeting of the National Academy in April, 1894, the

writer presented a brief resume of these results, including a

diagram showing the departures of actual gravity from what
might be called normal values.

During the summer of 1894 a very extended series of gravi-

tation observations were made, by the new pendulum appara-

tus of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, by a party in charge of

Assistant George R. Putnam. An examination of the details

of the results of this series of observations proves that they

were very carefully executed, and must be regarded as having
a high value from the standpoint of accuracy. The results are

of very great interest, and the special point to which attention

is now called is the relation of this series of relative values of

the force of gravity along this great continental arc to the

various elevations above the sea of the stations at which the

work was done. Below is a list of the stations occupied,

arranged in the order of their longitude, beginning with
Washington, near the Atlantic Coast, and ending with San
Francisco, Cala.

Abstract of preliminary results of relative gravity observations with half-second

pendulums.
Elevation g,

in g at Sea g,,
Station. Lat. Long. feet, observed. Level. Helmert. g—g,,

Washington 38
c 53' 77° 00' 46 980098 980-101 980047 +-054

DeerPark 39 25 79 20 2515 979-921 980-068 980094 —'026
Cleveland 41 30 81 40 689 980*227 980-268 980-280 — 012

Chicago 4147 87 36 597 980-265 980-300 980306 —"006
St. Louis 38 38 90 12 504 979987 980 017 980-024 —'007

Kansas City 39 06 94 35 913 979977 980-031 980-066 —-035

Ellsworth . 38 44 98 14 1470 979-912 979'999 980-033 —-034

Wallace 38 55 10135 3281 979-742 979 934 980'049 —'115
Colorado Spgs 38 50 104 49 6063 979-475 979-831 980-042 —-211

Denver. 39 41 104 57 5375 979-595 979-910 980-117 —"207

Pike's Peak 38 50 105 02 14140 978'940 979-769 980-042 —-273
Gunnison 38 32 106 55 7679 979-328 979778 980-015 —-237

Grand Jet... 39 04 108 30 4570 979-620 979-887 980-063 —-176

Green River 39 00 110 05 4079 979622 979-861 980-057 — -196

Grand Canyon ... 44 43 11029 7828 979885 980-344 980-571 —-227

Norris 44 44 110 43 7466 979-925 980-362 980-572 —-210

Lower Geyser Bas., 44 33 110 48 7219 979-918 980-341.980-556 — 215

Pleasant Valley .. 39 51 11102 7187 979*499 979-920 980*132 — 212

Salt Lake 40 46 111 54 4340 979-790 980-044 980-214 —'170

San Francisco 37 47 122 26 375 979-951 979-973 979'946 +-0265

It will be seen that there was no great variation in latitude

among these stations, and that in longitude they are quite well
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distributed, except that there remains for the time being a

break of a little more than ten degrees between Salt Lake and
San Francisco. It is to be hoped that the Coast Survey will

in the near future be able to fill up this break. The elevations

above sea level are also given, together with the force of grav-

ity at each station. These values of the force of gravity must
be accepted only tentatively, as it will appear that they are all

made to depend upon the value at Washington. This value

was adopted after an examination of several values for this

point, some of which were not very satisfactory absolute meas-
urements, and others the result of relative determinations at

Washington and various absolute stations in Europe. It is not

believed tbat the error of the assumed value is very great, and
hence the table of values given may be considered as very

close approximations to the absolute results. .Relatively the

degree of accuracy is, of course, very much higher.

Xow the question of the existence at any point of an excess

or deficiency of the force of gravitation is one which depends,

of course, purely upon definition. Strictly speaking there can
be no excess or deficiency of gravity at any point on the sur-

face of the earth, for it must be whatever it is ; but if compari-
sons be made of actual values with a theoretical distribution

of the force of gravity some interesting conclusions can be
drawn from an examination of the excesses and deficiencies.

Accepting any spheroid, as Clark's spheroid of 1866, and assum-
ing any distribution of gravity that may be chosen, the theo-

retical values may be calculated for any point on the surface

of the earth, and the difference between these theoretical

values and those actually observed would naturally lead to

some conclusion as to the correctness of the theory of distribu-

tion which had been adopted. However, the greater part of
the deviation of the observed values of the force of gravity at

the several points given in the table above, from the values as

distributed over Clark's spheroid, in accordance with the gene-
rally accepted formula, is due to the elevation of these points

above the sea level. Now in order to bring such observations

at elevated points into the same category as those observed at

or near the surface of the imaginary spheroid, it is necessary

to reduce them to the sea level, and in doing that we are

obliged to take account not only of the actual diminution of
the force of gravity due to the greater distance of the point
from the center of the earth, but also the attraction of the
continental mass which lies above the spheroidal surface. This
correction is usually made by the application of a formula due
to Bouger and used by him many years ago for making reduc-
tions of observations made by the Peruvian expedition of the
French Academy. This formula is :

—
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And it will be seen that it

involves the relation between
the density of the elevated

mass and the mean density of

the earth. It is usual to as-

sume this relation as being
equal to one-half ; that is, to

assume that the density of the
surface material is one-half

that of the mean density of the

earth, and hence that it is

about 2-75. On this hypothe-
sis the excess of the force of

gravity when reduced to* the

sea level over that as computed
for the theoretical spheroid, by
the use of Helmert's formula,

is obtained, and the difference

between these two quantities

will be found in one of the

columns of the table given
above. It will be seen that

nearly all of these differences

are negative ; that is to say,

that the gravity as actually

observed at the various points

across the Atlantic is less than

it should be in acccordance

with the hypothesis above re-

ferred to. The accompanying
diagram shows these variations

in a very much simpler way
than they can be exhibited in

the table, and by plotting side

by side the elevations of the

several points and the differ-

ence in the observed and com-
puted force of gravity referred

to, the relation between the

two is shown in a very strik-

ing manner. It will be ob-

served that the two lines rep-

resenting these quantities run
side by side very closely, indi-
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eating beyond a question a distinct relation between the devia-

tions in the force of gravity and the continental elevation. It

will be seen that even where small changes only take place in

proceeding from point to point they are, almost without excep-

tion, in the same direction in both curves. The proper inter-

pretation of this fact is perhaps not easy. In the formula of

Bouger, which is made use of in this reduction to the sea level,

the only quantity that can be at all in doubt, or at least seri-

ously in doubt, is the term involving the relative density of the

surface matter to that of the earth itself, the other terms refer-

ring only to the decrement of gravity due to elevation. It might
at first seem, therefore, that an adjustment of this term could be
made which would harmonize the theoretical value of gravity

and the observed values ; that is to say, it might appear that it

would be only necessary to alter our hypothesis in regard to

the density of the surface matter of the earth in order to

remove the discrepancies that are shown in the table and are

exhibited so vividly in the diagram. When this is attempted,

however, it is seen that no reasonable hypothesis with regard

to the density of the continental mass of the earth will account
for these differences. Indeed, to account for them would
require the assumption that the density of the surface matter
was not only not one-half of the mean density of the earth,

but that it was not even so much as one-third of the mean
density, or possibly not one-fourth, and in some cases, indeed,

that it must be nothing at all, so that it is difficult to make the

hypothesis accord with the facts.

It may be well to remark that the studies of the trans-conti-

nental system of triangulation, which is now nearly completed
along the 39th parallel, seem to show that the figure repre-

sented by Clark's spheroid is in very close agreement with the

reality as developed by this scheme, so that no large discrepan-

cies in the value of the force of gravity can he expected to

result from any possible error in the representation of the

geoid by this figure.

These results are certainly of much interest and importance
to geologists, and it seems that they may, when the subject is

sufficiently thoroughly investigated by further determinations

widely and properly distributed, throw considerable light on
the internal structure, and the formation of that part of the

earth lying nearest the surface. They evidently demonstrate
the great value and scientific interest of gravity determinations,

conducted as skillfully and as rapidly as have been these under
the direction of Mr. Putnam.

In connection with this subject, it may be of interest to add
that during this campaign a number of comparisons were made
of the half-second pendulum system, which was generally used
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throughout the work, and the system of quarter-second pendu-
lums for gravity purposes exhibited and described at a previous
meeting of the Academy. These little pendulums, not more
than five or six centimeters in length, have proved, under the
test to which they were thus submitted, to be quite accurate
and reliable in their performance, and their lightness and
convenience in transportation will doubtless render them of

considerable service in future gravity campaigns where the
conditions of travel and observation are difficult and trying.

It was also observed, by very careful comparisons of the periods
of the pendulums of both types, both before and after the
campaign made at the base station at Washington, that there
was almost, if not quite, no sensible wearing of the agate knife
edges, thus demonstrating the efficiency of the combination of

plane and edge which was a year or two ago first presented to

the National Academy.*

Art. VII.— Observation upon the Glacial Phenomena of
Newfoundland, Labrador and Southern Greenland ; by
G. Frederick Wright.

Dr. F. A. Cook's expedition to the Arctic regions in the

summer of 1894 met with many reverses, ending in the loss of

the Steamer Miranda and of the valuable collections which
had been made by the naturalists on board. But the oppor-

tunities for glacial investigation were on the whole as good as

could have been reasonably expected. The delays afforded

nearly a week for observations in Newfoundland, and about

the same length of time at three different points in Labrador,

namely at Henley Harbor, St. Charles Harbor, and the Punch
P>owl, while two weeks were at our disposal in Greenland in

the vicinity of Sukkertoppen in latitude 65*25, where the

inland ice sends a projection down to within fifteen miles of

the open sea. Besides spending a week in camp at the edge
of this portion of the inland ice, we made an excursion up
Isortoki Fiord to a distance of twenty-five miles, having oppor-

* Since the above was written I have received a letter from Mr. Putnam in

which lie informs me that he has since added two or three stations to the list as

given above. He also makes the important suggestion that a similar line of

gravity stations should be run across the southern part of the country. " We
would then," he says. " get in another latitude a variety of conditions not found

in the past season ; a sea coast free from the mountains, along the Gulf Coasts an

immense area of deposits, farther to the west a long, rising swell comparatively

little disturbed with mountains, and beyond a great depression below sea level."

It is earnestly hoped that he may be allowed to execute this interesting piece of

work.
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tunity to study the phenomena along each side to that point,

and to get extensive views of the inland ice and of the country
bordering it.

The glacial phenomena of Newfoundland have been very
carefully studied by Mr. Alexander Murray and fully recorded
in his paper before the Royal Society of Canada in 1882, pub-
lished in the Proceedings and Transactions of that year, Sec.

iv, pp. 55-76. I have little to add to what he has written,

except to set the facts in their connection with those observed
in Labrador and Southern Greenland, so as to assist in forming
certain general conclusions.

The west coast of Newfoundland presents a nearly straight

face to the sea, running about N.N.E. and S.S.W. The south-

western portion of the western coast rises in Cape Argnille to

a height of 1800 feet. The rounded or sloping escarpments
usually face to the westward, as if the ice-movement from that

direction had covered the whole island.

The southeast and east coast is deeply indented with numer-
ous large bays which for the most part trend in lines nearly

parallel with the western face of the island. Grand Pond,
whose surface is 116 feet above tide, has a depth of more than
1000 feet, its bottom being 988 feet below sea-level. The
evidences of former occupation by glacial ice are universal in

the island
;
glacial striae being found not only in the valleys

opening out into the Atlantic, but upon the highest headlands.

In the vicinity of St. John's the direction of the scratches

varies, according to Murray, from N. 64 E. to S. 76 E. upon
the higher lands, which are from 300 to 600 feet above the

sea. On the summit of Signal Hill, which is about as high a

point as there is upon the peninsula of Avilon, the direction

of the scratches is S. 86 E. At Torbay, a few miles north, at

300 feet above tide, the scratches are S. 76 E. On the Great
Belle Island in Conception Bay the direction is N. 38 E., or

very nearly in line with the axis of the bay. At Topsail

Head, however, which lies on the south side of the bay, just

opposite the island, and 650 feet above tide, the scratches

point, according to Murray, N. 43 W. It seems to me, how-
ever, a fair question, whether the direction of movement was
not here S. 43 E., bringing it nearlv in line with the scratches

upon the rocks on the highlands between Topsail Head and
St. John's.

So far as I could learn, the transported material in the

vicinity of St. John's is local, the bowlders on Signal Hill

being all traceable to outcrops a few miles west, where the

land is very nearly upon a level with the summit of the head-
lands. Taken altogether, and in connection with the phe-
nomena in Nova Scotia and Labrador, and with the soundings
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of the surrounding sea, there seems every reason to accept the
conclusion of Mr. Murray, that the glacial phenomena of

Newfoundland belong to a general movement which filled the

Gulf of St. Lawrence and extended some distance out upon
the Atlantic plateau in this latitude. 1st. The glacial scratches

which appear near the summits of the highlands are often at

right angles to those appearing in the shallow valleys, indicat-

ing a movement, at the climax of the period, which was
largely independent of local features. At St. John's there is

a considerable accumulation of till upon the southeast side of

the harbor up to about 200 feet ; but there are very few
indications of any vigorous movement of ice along the axis of

the harbor. It was with difficulty that I found any indica-

tions of movement at all underneath this till. The whole
appearance was that the harbor had been filled with nearly

stagnant ice, having but a slight movement making very fine

scratches in the direction of the axis of the upper part of the

harbor, which was northeast, or about at right angles to the

scratches upon Signal Hill, and to those near the summit of

the hill upon the south side of the harbor.

2. The depth of Grand Pond (988 feet below sea-level)

coincides with numerous other facts indicating a preglacial

elevation. In Conception Bay the general depth of the water
is from 100 to 140 fathoms ; but the depth across the mouth
is only 80 fathoms, indicating a bank which is most likely a

terminal moraine. The mouth of Holyrood Bay is crossed by
a similar bank, convex on the inside, and is covered by only

thirteen fathoms of water, while it suddenly deepens on both
sides to forty fathoms. As is well known, also (see especially

a paper by Prof. J. W. Spencer, Geol. Soc. of Am., vol. i, p.

68), the shallow water surrounding Newfoundland, and extend-

ing to Nova Scotia, is intersected by a deep channel extending
from the Saguenay River down the St. Lawrence and through
the Gulf, south of Anticosti Island, to the margin of the

plateau which suddenly breaks off into the profounder depths
of the Atlantic Ocean,, about 200 miles from the present land

margin. This channel is, throughout its entire length, more
than 1200 feet in depth, reaching towards its mouth a depth
of nearly 2000 feet. Throughout its entire length, also, it is

pretty sharply bordered by a margin of shallow water less than

500 feet in depth.

3. Along the coast of Labrador the most instructive feature of

the scenery is its subdued character, especially when contrasted

with the west coast of Southern Greenland. From the Straits

of Belle Isle to Hamilton Inlet the entire coast came within

reach of our vision. Everywhere the land rises pretty rapidly

to heights of from 1000 to 2000 feet. But though the rocks
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are of Laurentian age, consisting of granite and gneiss, which
would naturally weather into sharp peaks, the summits present

everywhere a flowing outline. So far as we observed, there

was not a single needle-shaped peak to interrupt the monotony
of the scene. At St. Charles Harbor and at the Punch Bowl
we spent several days in wandering over the hills near the

shore, some of them rising to an elevation of nearly 1000 feet.

But it was with the greatest difficulty that any glacial scratches

were found upon the rocks, while the absence of till and of

transported bowlders was equally remarkable. Similar absence
of these characteristic glacial signs was noted by Prof. Carl

Kenaston, who accompanied Mr. Bryant to the great falls on
Grand River, nearly 200 miles inland. Still there can be no
question that this whole region was enveloped in glacial ice.

The absence of till probably accounts largely for the absence
of scratches ; for in that inclement climate disintegration of

granitic rocks proceeds at a very rapid rate ; so that we have
few freshly exposed surfaces that have not suffered consider-

able disintegration. At Henley Harbor, which opens south-

ward upon the Straits of Belle Isle, large granite bowlders
were found upon the Devil's Dining Table, a remnant of an
extensive basaltic eruption, which rises 250 feet above the sea-

level. But around St. Charles Harbor and the Punch Bowl,
it was very difficult to find any bowlders at all. The natural

explanation would seem to be that we are here so near the

center of a great glacial movement that all the sharp peaks
were worn down, and the material carried away to points

nearer the margin of the movement. It seems altogether

likely that an ice-front stretched along near the border of the

continental plateau as far as the banks of Newfoundland. But
glacial conditions were, most likely, a concomitant of the

elevation, so that the confluent glaciers spread out there upon
the continent as they did in the interior portions of America.

Passing to Southern Greenland, one is deeply impressed by
the great contrast in the scenery, though the geological forma-

tions are essentially the same. We had a view of the Green-
land coast from the vicinity of Frederickshaab to the vicinity

of Holstenborg, a distance of about 300 miles. While from
Sukkertoppen, in lat. 65° 25', we were able to make extensive

tours into the interior up the tioivds and along the channels

and to make a minute study of a considerable section. The
rocks are principally gneiss, with occasional veins of granite

and trap. But instead of the flowing contour characteristic of

the mountainous border of Labrador, the scenery of this part

of Greenland as viewed from the ocean is extremely pictu-

resque—needle-like peaks of Laurentian rocks running up at

frequent intervals to heights of from 2000 to 4000 feet.
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Nothing in the Alps or the Rocky Mountains is more charac-

teristic of the forms assumed by such rocks under subaerial

erosion than the numerous sharp peaks to be found all along
this part of Southern Greenland. One has not far to go in

the interior, however, to find the same subdued topography
already noticed in Labrador. Upon penetrating Isortok Fiord
25 miles, the peak of Nukagpiak rises 4180 feet. From its

flanks a projection of the inland ice-sheet can be seen 15 or 20
miles to the north. This ice-field is penetrated by two or

three nunataks of about the same height with this mountain.
But the elevated region intervening between this point and
the eastern ice is characterized not by sharp peaks, but by
truncated masses that have been rounded and smoothed by
glacial, rather than by subaerial erosion.

On the contrary, the island of Sukkertoppen, which is about
five miles in diameter, and still farther north the island of

Sermersut, which is about ten miles in diameter and rises to

an elevation of 3300 feet, present on every side a continuous

line of conical peaks which show every characteristic mark of

having been sculptured mainly by water and subaerial agencies.

As seen from the channels to the southeast, their outline,

when thrown against the glowing sky of the north at mid-

night, is the most picturesque I have ever witnessed,—to be
compared with that of the Teton Mountains when seen from
the east or the west, and with the Aiguilles around the upper
part of the Mer de Glace ; while the view is scarcely less im-

pressive when seen from some of the adjoining heights. They
present none of the characteristics of a region which has been
completely covered with glacial ice. If they have ever been
so covered, an enormous time must have elapsed since the

recession of the ice-sheet on that part of the coast.

But while it is not probable that the ice ever covered these

marginal peaks, it is clear that at one time glaciers extended
through all the fiords and filled all the channels to the very

border of the sea. This is indicated both by glacial striae and
by transported bowlders. In Isortok Fiord, which is now
open back into the interior for 50 or 60 miles, and is bordered

all the way by mountains 2000 or 3000 feet high containing

local glaciers, glacial groovings are magnificently displayed

near its mouth, where I had opportunity to observe them upon
a scale scarcely inferior to that witnessed on Kelley Island, in

the western end of Lake Erie, or in the vicinity of Victoria on
the Island of Vancouver. (See illustrations in the Ice Age of

North America, pp. 156, 237-245.) So powerful was the

movement of ice at this point that it did not confine itself to

the direct axis of the fiord, but pushed obliquely upwards
toward a low promontory several hundred feet above sea-level,
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while the flank of this promontory facing to the southeast was
marked by two or three clearly defined moraines composed
mostly of pretty well rounded bowlders. Below the 200-foot

level these had evidently been partially rearranged by wave
action. But there was here a large amount, also, of till run-

ning down to the water's edge which had not been thus modi-

fied. This deposit of till was larger than any other which I

saw in Greenland.

In the fiord at Ikamiut, about 20 miles north of Sukker-
toppen, and directly east of the Island of Sermersut, the gla-

cial phenomena were of the most significant kind. This fiord

extends back from the open channel about eight miles, where
it is met by the perpendicular ice-front of an extensive glacier

which here projects from the inland ice. The height of this

ice-front is from 100 to 200 feet, and the width of the fiord

two and a half miles, but for about a third of its distance the

ice terminates on gravel deposits that had been laid down in

front of it. On the northern side of the glacier the ice is

much broken, rendering it impossible for one to traverse it.

The motion of the ice, however, is evidently very slow ; for,

though the front is perpendicular, the icebergs that break off

from it are small and few, even when compared with those

from the Muir Glacier in Alaska, and the water from the sub-

glacial streams is only slightly colored by the glacial sediment.

We ascended this glacier along its southern edge for a dis-

tance of six miles, reaching an altitude of 1800 feet, where a

very sharp and high mmatak divided the glacier which was
here from six to eight miles wide.

Upon looking back over the space we had traversed we
could see that at the head of Ikamiut fiord the glacier en-

countered a mountain rising 4000 feet which caused it to

divide and put off two branches, one to the northwest and one
to the southwest. The southern fiord leads directly down to

Sukkertoppen, and is twice as long as that leading to Ikamiut.

From our point of view we could easily see that the southern
fiord was much more encumbered by floating ice than the

northern. From this point, also, the rugged and angular con-

tour of the mountains along the coast were strikingly notice-

able. Upon looking to the east the ice-cap, covered with
freshly fallen snow, stretched away beyond the nunatak as far

as the eye could see. We were looking out upon the same ice-

field which we beheld two weeks before from Nukagpiak, at a

right angle on the south side of Isortok fiord and twenty miles

distant.

Among the most impressive phenomena upon this glacier

were the majestic swells in the ice as it broke against the

mountain barrier between the two fiords. In vast masses sepa-
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rated by long fissures the ice turns to the right and to the left

towards the head of the fiords, while opposite the mountain
barrier it is pushed up in a smooth dome-shaped protuberance,

so that when we were in the depression between the descent
from the ice-field to the ascent towards the mountain, the
appearance was almost exactly like that which often confronts
one in a " sag " in a rolling prairie.

Above the height of 1500 feet the glacier was so covered
with fresh snow that there was little opportunity for observa-

tion. Below this level there were numerous superglacial

streams of large size, which eventually plunged into moulins
several hundred feet deep. The surface of the ice from which
the fresh snow had melted contained a large amount of fine

dust corresponding, I suppose to Nordenskiold's kryokonite.

In shallow depressions this was occasionally an inch or two in

depth. We estimated that, over considerable areas, the aver-

age thickness of the dust was a quarter of an inch. The
height and bareness of the surrounding mountains favored

such an accumulation, as the winds had free access to them.
Unfortunately our specimens were lost, so that I have w t been
able to compare the dust found here with that described by
Nordenskiold and Hoist; but the general appearance was
similar to their specimens.

Numerous moraines, coming principally from the northern

side of the glacier, joined to form two main lines before

reaching the head of Ikamiut fiord. These stood considerably

above the general level of the ice. One of the moraines was
spread out over a width of fully a quarter of a mile,— that

appearing to be the distance to which the stones had rolled

transversely in the process of the lowering of the level of the

ice in recent times by ablation. The number of perfectly

rounded pebbles six inches or more in diameter interspersed a

mile or more back from the front with this morainic debris

upon the surface of the ice was such as to attract special

attention.

Ikamiut fiord presents one of the best object lessons con-

ceivable illustrating the process which went on everywhere in

mountainous regions during the closing stages of the ice

invasion. The fiord runs nearly east and west. The flanks of

the mountain upon the north side of the fiord facing the sun,

are entirely free from ice up to the border of the glacial front

;

but those upon the south side facing the north sustain a num-
ber of local glaciers fed by comparatively small neve-fields

and extending varying distances towards the water's edge. The
glacier nearest the mouth of the fiord comes down to within

about 1000 feet of the sea-level, a second, farther up the

fiord, reaches down to within about 500 feet of sea-level, a
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third descends still nearer, while a fourth comes to the water's

edge close to the ice-front of the main glacier. Still farther

eastward, and higher up the mountain, a glacier is moving
directly against the general ice movement. The face of the

rocks upon the south side of the liord are very plainly striated

in the direction of the axis of the iiord up to a height of 1000
feet or more ; while the present local glaciers are now produc-

ing scratches in numerous places at right angles to those pro-

duced when the fiord was full of ice, and a little above the

head of the fiord the scratches produced are directly opposite

to those which were made at the time of the maximum exten-

sion.

There is very little till to be found anywhere along this part

of the Greenland coast, and when one considers the indications

of the former extension of the ice down the fiords he is sur-

prised at the small number of bowlders upon the surface. It

is probable, however, that the bowlders have been largely

dumped into the fiords. The moraine upon the main glacier,

though very large, could easily disappear in the great depths
of Ikamiut fiord after the ice had melted away. In the

vicinity of Sukkertoppen there were a few bowlders of light

colored granite so different from the gneiss of the vicinity as

to furnish indubitable evidence of transportation by ice from
a considerable distance in the interior.

I could find no indications of high terraces along this part

of the Greenland coast. In a few protected places, however
(at Sukkertoppen and Ikamiut and at the locality already

referred to on the Isortok fiord), there was an arrangement of

large numbers of rather small subangular bowlders which indi-

cated a limited amount of water action up to a height of 200
or 300 feet. At Ikamiut shells were found in abundance in a

terrace about 50 feet above tide-level. I saw no evidences of
" englacial " till. The perpendicular face of the glacier seemed
to be pure ice.

The most important inferences to be drawn from the fore-

going facts are

:

1st. That the ice-sheet of Southern Greenland formerly sent

glaciers down through all the fiords, filling them to a height of

about 2000 feet, and pushing even to the very margin of the

continent. Greenland, therefore, dike the rest of the world
has had its ice age which has already partially passed away.

2d. During the maximum of the ice extension the mountains
bordering the sea in Southern Greenland formed innumerable
nunataks. The ice was not thick enough to cover them in

solid mass, and there is no probability that the ice extended
far out into Davis Straits.
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3d. On the other hand, it is pretty evident that in Labrador
and Newfoundland all the mountains were completely covered
with glacial ice, which extended far out over the bordering
continental plateau. But this was at that time probably ele-

vated above the sea-level, so that it is doubtful if the ice ever
extended far into the sea. The facts point to considerable

preglacial elevations of land followed in Labrador, at least, by
a period of extensive depression below the present level, and
subsequent partial elevation.

4th. The freshness of the glacial striae in exposed places and
the small amount of modification which has taken place in the
topography since the retreat of the ice sustains the abundant
evidence elsewhere found of the recent date of the glacial

period ; while the indications of recent changes of level point

to terrestrial rather than astronomical causes to account for the

vicissitudes of the glacial period.

Art. VIII.— On the Recurrence of Devonian Fossils in
strata of Carboniferous Age ; by Henry S. Williams.

[Read before the Geological Society of Ameiica at Baltimore, December, 1894.]

The fossils which form the subject of the following remarks
were brought to my notice by Dr. J. C. Branner during the

progress of the Geological Survey of Arkansas. They were
collected by various members of the survey from a dark
colored limestone and associated calcareous shales at Spring
Creek, a few miles west of Batesville. The first batch of fos-

sils sent me were in a rotten-stone, originally a sandy lime-

stone, and seemed to be identical with the Leiorhynchus
quadricostatum of the Devonian rocks of ]N"ew York, which led

to my reporting them to be of Devonian age. Afterwards
fossils from the same ledge were sent which were reported in

my correspondence to be of undoubted Carboniferous age. As
the presence of Devonian rocks wras looked for but had not

been definitely proven the find was of considerable interest,

but the confusion in my identifications led naturally to sus-

picion of either mixing of the evidence or error in the identi-

fications.

McChesney* had previously described a few fossils as com-
ing from dark shales near Batesville, Ark., and probably of Ham-
ilton (Devonian) age {Nucula Vaseya?ia, Nucula f rectangula

and Pleurotomaria nodomarginata). And the black shales

met with in the same part of the State and farther west, have

* Descriptions of fossils, Chicago Acad. Sci., vol. i, pp. 37, 40 and 47.
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been supposed to be equivalent to the " black shales " of Ten-
nessee and of Devonian age.

More fossils were collected and the Arkansas geologists

examined the locality with special care but with the result of
confirming the singleness of the horizon from which the fos-

sils came and the certainty of the duplicity of the testimony
of the fossils themselves. Finally, Drs. Branner, Penrose and I

went together and examined the locality with special care and
sent in a collector, Mr. Weller, to make full collections of the

fossils of the neighborhood, and the materials are now being
elaborated for a full report of the fauna. On account of the

importance of the facts this preliminary announcement is made.
The geological age of the Spring Creek limestone is estab-

lished to be younger than the Batesville sandstone and older

than the Boone chert, of the Arkansas survey nomenclature,
which makes it equivalent to the Warsaw or St. Louis lime-

stone of Missouri and the Mississippi Valley sections in general.

Three kinds of evidence confirm this determination : The
stratigraphy of the immediate neighborhood of Spring Creek,

and second the correlation of the fauna with faunas of the

same general region of higher and lower horizons, and third

the comparison of the species of the fauna with those of a

different geological province whose age is established on inde-

pendent evidence. The stratigraphical evidence is as follows :

The locality is in the northern part of Arkansas, geologically

on the southern slope of the Ozark uplift, which centers in

southeastern Missouri, where the upper paleozoic terranes lie

with a general dip southward and southwestward, with thin

upper edges graded toward the north so that outcrops are of

older and older rocks on passing northeastward from Spring
Creek, a point a mile or so west of Batesville. There is a fault

near the point where the fossils come from running north-

easterly, the southeasterly mass has fallen below the north-

westerly mass. The Spring Creek limestone is on the northwest
side of the fault hence the occurrence of the Devonian types

cannot be explained as having been caught in a fault, since the

other side of the faulted rock has been dragged down, leaving

more recent and not older rocks at the same horizon on the

opposite side.

The strata underlying the Spring »Creek limestone was shown
to be the Boone chert (= Keokuk-Burlington of Missouri, Illi-

nois, Iowa, etc.). The Batesville sandstone above it contains a

fauna closely like the fauna of the St. Louis limestones in some
of its species. At Mountain view some of the same species

are reported from a similar stratigraphical position. In its more
western exposures, according to the interpretation of the Arkan-
sas geologists, the same interval is occupied by the Fayett-
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ville shales. There is common agreement on the part of all

the geologists of the survey who have studied the region that

the stratigraphical position of the Spring Creek limestone

is between the Batesville sandstone (= Chester-St. Louis
horizon) and the Boone chert (= Keokuk-Burlington horizon).

The second method of determination is by identification of

the fauna with other faunas of known age. The general
Carboniferous age is clearly indicated by the presence of

Productus of the types of cora and semireticulatus, of

Spirifers of the 8. bisulcatus type of the Carboniferous
limestone of England and elsewhere, and further by the

identity of several of the species with those in the neighbor-
ing formation containing only faunas of the upper forma-
tions of the Mississippian series (" Subcarboniferous'

1

). The
species are not in general strictly identical with species of any
of the typical divisions of the Mississippi Valley Carboniferous,

and it is necessary to use the third method of correlation to

reach greater precision than a general correlation with faunas
of neo- Carboniferous age.

According to the third method we compare the species with
faunas of other regions whose age is determined, and this

reveals some of the more interesting features of the case.

Upon making close identification of the fauna it is found
that one of the most characteristic and abundant species in the

fanna of the Spring Creek limestone is identical with Walcott's

Rhynchonella Eurekensis* of Lower Carboniferous lime-

stone of Secret canon road Caiion and the Caiion of Pinto
Park of Eureka District, Nevada. This is a unique species,

no Phynchonella like it is reported from North America, but
it is represented by several European species from Devonian
horizons, or more ancient (cf. R. Dumonti Gosselet, Devonian
of Ardennes ; R. princess var. Barrande ; R. livonica v.

Buch, "Wenukoff, Tab. V, fig. 3. Russian Devonian). It

resembles also the striated varieties of the recent Rhy. psit-

tacea. Pleurotomaria nodomarginata McChesney, referred to

above, or a very closely allied form is among the Spring Creek
species. Walcott identified the same species in the Secret

Cafion road Canon locality in Nevada.
When the fauna is compared with the fauna of Eureka dis-

trict three-fifths of the genera are the same, and many of the

species closely allied. The same close generic resemblance is

seen on comparing the former with the Baird shale described

by J. P. Smitlrf from the TJ. S. Fisheries in Shasta County,
California, and both these western faunas are peculiar in hold-

ing species which are of markedly Devonian type, though the

* Monograph, Paleontology of the Eureka District, p. 223.

f Journal of Geology, vol, ii, Sept.-Oct., 1894, p. 594.
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majority of the species are so typically Carboniferous as to

leave no doubt of their Carboniferous age.

In describing the Lower Carboniferous fauna of the Eureka
district Mr. Walcott says :

There is also a certain commingling of upper Devonian species

with the lower Carboniferous fauna. We find Discina Newberryi,
Macrodon Hamiltonia, Grammysia Hannibalensis, G. arcuata,

Sanguinolites Aeolus, Pleurotomaria nodomarginata associated

with common Carboniferous species.

—

Pal. Eureka District, p. 8.

The same commingling of species is noted by J. P. Smith.*
He states that 29 of the 84 species of the Baird shales of

Shasta County, California, are identical with the

forms described by Walcott from the lower Carboniferous of the
Eureka district, and in this Baird shale fauna are such Carbonif-
erous species as Produetus Bnrlingtonensis, P. giganteus, P. JVe-

brascensis, P. punctatus and P. semiretiadatus, Spirifer Uneatus
and S. striatus. But in the California fauna 15 species are found
which are known Devonian fossils of Eastern America.

In my manuscript report on the Arkansas fauna to Dr.
Branner, I had suggested the relationship between the Spring
Creek and Eureka faunas, and Mr. Smith who had read it

before writing his paper on the Shasta faunas noticed the con-

firmation his species furnished of this interpretation. The
Shasta and Eureka faunas find an unmistakable representative

in the fauna of the Spring Creek limestones of Arkansas, and
the fact that they differ from the ordinary Carboniferous
faunas of the Mississippi Valley in the particulars which asso-

ciate them with these faunas west of the Rocky Mountains is

a strong argument for. the theory that this Spring Creek fauna
migrated into the seas over Arkansas from the west, was there

only temporarily and was soon withdrawn or destroyed, leaving

only this solitary record of its existence in the series of the
Mississippi Valley. Thus all the evidence in hand points to

the Carboniferous age of the Spring Creek limestone, and there

are sufficient reasons for referring it to the lower third of the

Carboniferous (the Mississippian) ; and its correlation with an
horizon about equivalent to the Warsaw, St. Louis, or the

Spergen Hill formations is strongly suggested.

As a general fauna, this Arkansas 'fauna is more closely allied

to those of Eureka District, Nevada and of Shasta County,
California, than to any other fauna in the Mississippi Valley or

farther east. Both of these western faunas, although presenting

species of Devonian type commingled with the Carboniferous
species are separated by considerable thickness of strata from

* Journal Geol., vol. ii, p. 597.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 290—Feb., 1895.

7
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the latest Devonian horizon of the local section ; by three

thousand feet of conglomerate in the Eureka District, and by
some, at present, unknown amount of sediments in Shasta

County, California.

The second point requiring verification is the presence of

actual Devonian species in this limestone of Carboniferous age.

There are two species both of which are represented by
numerous specimens in the same strata with the Carboniferous

species : they are Leiorhynchus guadricostatum Yanuxem, and
Productella lachrymosa, varieties stigmata, onusta, etc. Hall.

The first of these species was reported by Meek from the
White Pine Mountains, Eureka District (= White Pine shale

of Walcott) in 1877.*

The age of these shales, was, in the same report (p. 201),

referred to the Devonian by Hall and Whitfield on the evi-

dence of this species and a Lunulicardium (Z. fragosa, Meek
sp.) and an Avicula {A. equilatera), while the beds immedi-
ately above were called Carboniferous without hesitation.

Walcott noted the mixture of the Devonian and Carbonif-

erousf species in this White Pine shale, but concluded from
study of the section that the beds in question covered a fauna
uniting the two systems but of pre-Carboniferous age (p. 6).

The second species in some of its varieties is also reported

by Walcott from Upper Devonian limestones of the Eureka
District;}; associated with many typical eastern Devonian species.

The Phynchonella Eurekensis Walcott, found in the Lower
Carboniferous limestones of the Eureka District above, and
separated from the White Pine shales by 3000 feet of quartz-

ite conglomerate, is associated with the two above-mentioned
Devonian species in the Spring Creek limestone of Arkansas.

The two species L. quadricostatum and P. lachrymosa, have
been regarded by Meek, by Hall, Whitfield and Walcott as

Devonian species. They are characteristic of Devonian rocks

of New York, although the Leiorhynchus has been reported,

with early Carboniferous species in Pennsylvania, as it has in

Nevada. Not only the species but the subgeneric types in

both cases are Devonian ; both Productella and Leiorhynchus
are characteristic Devonian modifications of the genera Pro-
ductus and Rhynchonella respectively. These two species

then are not only characteristic Devonian species but De-
vonian subgenera, and where seen in Nevada they are still

below the fauna with which the general fauna of the Spring
Creek limestone is correlated in the Nevada sections.

* Geol. Expl. Fortieth Par., vol. iv, p. 79.

f Paleontology of the Eureka District, p. 5.

% 1. c, p. 132.
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The contrast between the Nevada and the Arkansas sequence

is seen in the fact that in the Arkansas section, the faunas

above and below the Spring Creek limestone are typically

Carboniferous and do not present admixture of Devonian
forms, while the Nevada and, from present reports also, the

California sections from Devonian far into Carboniferous time

present remarkable commingling of Devonian with Carbonif-

erous types. The 3000 feet of conglomerate in Nevada, re-

ported by Walcott as separating the White Pine shale from
the Carboniferous limestone with Rhynchonella Eurekensis,

suggests the cause of the appearance of this western fauna in

the Arkansas region, i. e. an elevation of the western area

sufficient to cause diversion of the ocean currents and shifting

of such species as endured the transport into the Mississippi

Valley area. In the Appalachian province the Devonian
species are still more sharply distinct from the Carboniferous

forms than in the Mississippi Valley.

These are the facts in the case : in northwestern Arkansas
is found a fauna in the Spring Creek limestone which by its

stratigraphical position and general fossil contents is shown to

be of Carboniferous age, separated by at least two well defined

and distinct faunas (the Kinderhook-Chouteau and the Bur-
lington-Keokuk) from the latest Devonian fauna of the Missis-

sippi basin province, but containing several species which in

the more eastern Paleozoic sections are, both specifically and
subgenerically, Devonian forms.

One of the species is known only from a Carboniferous
horizon of the western part of the continent, and others are

distinctive of more western faunas in which the comming-
ling of Devonian and Carboniferous species is conspicuous.

The recurrence of the Devonian species in the Arkansas
Carboniferous rocks is most readily explained as a case of

migration of species from a region in which they had con-

tinued to live unchanged, into a region from which they had
for a long time been absent or into which they had never be-

fore entered. It is an example of the living on of species in

one locality long after they had become extinct or were replaced

by other species in another region. This is not an anomalous
fact ; the Australian land fauna is a remarkable illustration

of the same law. Deep sea dredg4ngs have shown the same
fact in regard to some of the abyssal species which are of

Eocene or Cretaceous type, ancient characters having been pre-

served in the ocean depths while they have been superseded
by evolved successors in other environments. But the inter-

esting point in this Arkansas case is that we have here a sug-

gestion as to the cause of the unchanged continuance of the
species. The recurrent Devonian species were evidently asso-
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ciated with a generalized as contrasted with a specialized fauna.

The faunas of the Devonian and Carboniferous in Nevada
and California are peculiar for showing a very long continu-

ance of the same general fauna, with changes by the accession

of new species as time progressed, but with remarkable persist-

ence of early species unchanged. Walcott called attention to

the fact in his Nevada faunas. The great thickness of Devon-
ian rocks shows not only long range of species but such ming-
ling as to bring species supposed to be characteristic of Upper
Devonian in the east down at the base of the series in Nevada.
In the Appalachian series we find the opposite to be the

fact, the faunas are much broken up into distinct zones, with
very few species tying together the successive faunas. And
this breaking up of the faunas is plainly associated with
oscillating levels and general passage from pure marine condi-

tions up to brackish water, and finally by the closing of sedi-

mentation upon elevation of the bottom above the sea-level.

This is shown by the passage from limestones of the Lower
Devonian into shale, sandstone and conglomerate—in the suc-

cession of deposits that followed.

Taking the first full appearance of a characteristic fauna as

indicative of common horizon for each of the separate prov-

inces, we observe that in the Appalachian province the

Devonian species are more closely restricted to the Devonian
age. In the Mississippi province, after the Devonian stage is

sharply closed, this case of recurrence is seen well up in Car-

boniferous faunal succession, while in the western continental

border there was a mixture of Devonian and Carboniferous

species all along the way till the characteristic Carboniferous
species were present in full force in the prevalent fauna.

This later and later removal of the earlier types from the
prevalent faunas as we pass westward across the continent

is coordinate with the continental expansion occurring at the

same time. The conclusion seems evident that the cutting

off of the Devonian species was in some way associated with
the progress of the continental border westward during later

Devonian and the first half of Carboniferous time. The
coal measure conditions, were as early as the Warsaw and
St. Louis limestones in Pennsylvania, if not still earlier, and
limestone had ceased to be a factor in the deposits in northern
Pennsylvania and New York, before the Chemung began.

In the Mississippi Valley limestones continue up to the Ches-

ter, and then the sands, conglomerate and coal measure con-

dition suddenly appear.

Before we reach the central ridges of the Rocky Mountains
the limestone conditions are prevalent till the upper coal meas-

ure time, and still further west there are no indications of any
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continental lands sufficient to disturb the reign of the marine
faunas till near the close of the Carboniferous age. Thus in

the Appalachian province diversity and alternation of deposits

is marked by numerous successive and distinct faunas; in the

western continental border province uniformity of prevailing

calcareous sedimentation for long periods is marked by the

abnormally long continuance of many of the Devonian species;

while the central continental province midway between the

two is marked by the unmistakable recurrence of Devonian
species far up in the midst of Carboniferous sediments.

While theoretically such a fact might be expected, this

unique case of recurrence furnishes us with the evidence
connecting the three distinct geological provinces, and makes
it possible to correlate, with more than ordinary precision, the

chronological horizon of the several widely separated faunas.

This series of observations furnishes a demonstration of the

hypotheses that the persistence of species without modification

is associated with continuance of uniformity of conditions of

environment, and that change in the successive faunas of

geological time is associated with the change and rearrangment
of the conditions of environment to which the fauna is sub-

jected.

Art. IX.

—

Constituents of the Canon Diablo Meteorite •

by Orville A. Derby.

A specimen" of the Canon Diablo meteorite obtained from
Mr. E. E. Howell of Washington and stated to be one of the
original lot brought from Arizona by Dr. A. E. Foote, has
been treated in the laboratory of the Commissao Geographica
e Geologica de Sao Paulo by the fractional method of Prof. E.

Cohen with the following results. The chemical analyses

accompanying this paper have been kindly made for me by
Dr. Guilherme Florence, assistant to the Commission.
The specimen, weighing nearly 200 grams, was a perfect

meteoric individual ; that is to say, it presented no fractural

surfaces, but everywhere the rough pitted surface of meteoric
masses. In appearance it suggested a metallic bleb broken or

weathered out of friable, or more easily decomposable, material.

An examination of a considerable number of specimens of all

sizes in Mr. Howell's collection shows this to be a general
characteristic of the Canon Diablo group. Nothing in the
shape and aspect of the masses suggests the occurrence of planes
of slight cohesion (presumed to be the limits of crystalline
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individuals, such as in a paper now in press, I have described
under the name of Wollaston Planes, in the Bendego mass)
and which, by facilitating fracture either in the original place

of formation, or in the act of falling, have probably produced the
approximately plane faces and angular edges that characterize

that meteorite. Such faces and edges might be expected on
the Canon Diablo masses on the hypothesis of their being
fragments of a single homogeneous mass, which seems to be
required by the conditions under which they were found. A
rough, jagged and pitted surface is however common to all of
them, showing a perfect individualization and suggesting on a

large scale, the small, irregular metallic masses scattered through
the stony matrix of a mesosiderite. Referring them to a single

original mass, the hypothesis may be ventured that, on its

arrival in our atmosphere, this was not homogeneous but con-
sisted of a large mesosiderite with unusually large metallic

nodules that became separated by the explosions attending the
fall, and probably also by subsequent decay and disaggrega-

tion of the stony matrix.*

After freeing the specimen as far as practicable from its rust

crusts by scraping after a soaking in strong acid, it was treated

with cold hydrochloric acid of a strength of 1 to 10. The
solution was effected slowly with evolution of gas and a separa-

tion of a variety of grains with a metallic aspect and of a light,

black residue resembling coal dnst. A vein-like mass some
three millimeters thick, that showed through the rust crust

with the appearance of the pencil-like inclusions of troilite in

the Bendego meteorite, extended for about a centimeter into

the mass and not being acted upon by the acid, came away in

fragments. After fourteen weeks of treatment with frequent
changes of acid, the action almost ceased although a consider-

able mass still remained undissolved. This had much the

shape and appearance of the original meteorite though much
more irregular and jagged, and represents a nncleal portion less

soluble than the generality of the mass.

The undissolved residue was separated by screening through
fine bolting cloth, sorting under the lens, and with a magnetized
knife point, into the following groups : vein matter consisting

*I was also shown in Washington schistose masses of iron oxide found in the

same region, whose connection with the meteorite was considered doubtful.

These closely resemble the thicker masses of rust crust formed on the Bendego
meteorite and like it, as is well seen in sections prepared by Mr. Diller, show
minute particles with a metallic luster which are almost certainly grains of schrei-

bersite, as that mineral has been separated from the rust crust of both Bendego
and Sao Francisco do Sul. In view of its occurrence it can hardly be doubted
that these Canon Diablo specimens are due to secondary alteration of the meteor-

ite. As the iron masses in general have only a thin rust crust, indicating con-

siderable resistance to oxidation, it may be suggested that these thicker masses
of oxide may perhaps come from original pyrite as in the case of Sao Francisco

do Sul.
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of massive schreibersite with cohenite ; irregular jagged frag-

ments resembling the large nncleal piece and bristling with
needles of rhabdite (zackige Stiieke of Cohen ?) ; taenite ; coarse

schreibersite and cohenite from the general mass and not from
the vein (a considerable part of the schreibersite was free but

the grains of cohenite were so charged with it that no satisfac-

tory separation of the two could be effected) ; fine magnetic
residue for the most part schreibersite in the form of rhabdite

needles but with fine particles of taenite
;
granular schreiber-

site and cohenite, and a black, coal-dust-like residue highly

charged with rhabdite. The separation could not be completely
made except for the jagged pieces and coarser taenite, schrei-

bersite and cohenite. In the finer material the two last were so

lumped together that neither by sorting nor by gravity or mag-
netic methods could they be satisfactorily separated. An
attempt to separate the light, coaly matter by the use of the

Thoulet solution was only partially successful, as a small amount
of the black particles were carried down with the heavy metal-

lic grains and a larger portion of these were retained by the

spongy, coaly particles. The proportions given below, calcu-

lated for the dissolved portion after deducting the nucleal

piece and the vein matter, are therefore only approximate.

Original specimen 195 grams
Large jagged nucleal piece 9'1 85

5

Yein matter, schreibersite and cohenite 2-971

Small jagged pieces 1-4105 0*78$
Taenite __. 1-872 1-02

Coarse schreibersite and cohenite 7*5835 4*14

Fine magnetic residue mainly schreiber-

site, in part acicular (rhabdite), with
some taenite and cohenite .._ 1-4945 0*82

Fine non-magnetic residue with rhabdite 0*517 0*28

Dissolved _ 169*966 92*95

100*00

An analysis of 100 cc of the solution corresponding approxi-

mately to 0*5 grams of the meteorite (except for the copper
determination which was made with 500 cc

)
gave

:

Fe 91-264$
Ni and Co _ __. 8*252

P._ 0-440

C'n -. 0-044

100*000

This result agrees fairly well with the composition of kama-
cite (Fe 93*11, Ni and Co 6*89) according to the formula Fe

14
Ki
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as given by Cohen. As the proportion of phosphorus and
copper is higher than in the greater part of Cohen's analyses*

in which for the most part weaker acid was employed, it may
be presumed that the elements rich in nickel, taenite, schrei-

bersite and the coaly substance, were more strongly attacked,

giving an enrichment in nickel. Making allowance for this

circumstance, the dissolved portion may be considered as con-

sisting essentially of normal kamacite.

The large jagged piece which was only attacked with ex-

treme slowness by cold acid of a strength of 1 to 10 was tried

with acid 1 in 5 without much better results in the cold. On
heating on the water bath vigorous action commenced and con-

tinued even after the acid was much diluted. At times the

action would continue in the cold after removal from the bath,

at others it would almost cease in the hot acid and only recom-
mence with vigor on the addition of a considerable quantity of

fresh acid. At other times the action would continue until

the acid was completely exhausted and a precipitate began to

appear in the solution. These variations in the action of the

acid indicate a lack of homogeneity and varying degrees of

solubility in different parts of the mass. The residue was
similar to that of the original mass except that cohenite was
almost entirely lacking. The principal contrast in the two
residues was in the greater relative abundance of rhabdite and
the less abundance of granular schreibersite and of the coaly

matter in that of the jagged piece. The coaly matter was
evidently partially destroyed by the action of the hot acid and
the residue was entirely freed from it by treatment with strong,

cold acid, a white flocculent skeleton remaining.

The large piece was broken up as follows

:

Original specimen ._ „_ 9-1855 grams
Taenite 0*029 0*31$

, ., .. ( granular 0*0075 0'08$ ) - „ 00 n oeSchreibersite .. { &
. , ^™ e ~ ^ n* r -- 0*033 0'35

( acicular 0*025o 0*27 j

Non-magnetic residue 0*325 0*34

Dissolved _ _ 9 094 99*00

An analysis of the solution gave the following result (cop-

per was determined in the whole solution, the other elements

in 100 cc
:)

Fe 94*32

Ni and Co 578
P 0*15

Cu 0*05

100*30

* Annalen d. K. K. naturhistorischen. Hofmuscums, vi, 1891, p. 131 ;
vii, 1892,

p. 143; ix, 1894, p. 97.
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This composition agrees very nearly with that of the " zackige

Stiicke" of Toluca given by Cohen, and like that shows a higher

proportion of iron and a lower proportion of nickel and cobalt

than the general mass of the meteorite and of normal kamacite.

The occurrence of rhabdite is not noted in the case of Toluca
but may perhaps be presumed from the relatively high percen-

tage of phosphorus.

The non-magnetic residue consisted mainly of rust particles

and some dirt evidently derived from laboratory dnst. Noth-
ing of any interest that could be referred to the meteorite

could be detected in it by microscopic examination.

The small jagged pieces were dissolved in copper-ammonium
chloride with the view of determining the amount of carbon
but owing to an accident this determination was lost, and only

the relative proportion of granular (1*84 per cent) and of acicu-

lar (1*16 per cent) schreibersite was determined. The amount
of the coaly residue was apparently greater than with the treat-

ment with acid. The higher proportion of schreibersite may
be referred in part to the slighter action of the solvent, by
which more of the original content is recovered, but it is also

evident that this mineral, particularly in the acicular form of

rhabdite, is more abundant than in the generality of the mete-

oric mass.

An analysis of taenite, which was dissolved in copper-
ammonium chloride, gave

:

Schreibersite T65
Fe._ 66*46

M___ 30-28

Co ._ 0-68

Cu _ _.. 0-32

P ._ 0-30

99-69

In composition as well as in physical aspect (thin, tin-white

flexible lamellae) this agrees very closely with the group rich

in nickel and free from carbon of Toluca, Wichita, etc. as

given by Cohen. With Toluca also it agrees in the presence

of a determinable amount of copper. The phosphorus of the

above analysis indicates, as Prof. Cohen has already remarked,
that schreibersite is not wholly insoluble in the Cu-Am chlo-

ride.

Two analyses of cohenite were made, No. I being the free

grains from the general solution of the mass and ]So. II the
vein matter. Both were dissolved in copper-ammonium chlo-

ride and the percentages calculated for the difference in

weight after deducting the considerable residue of undissolved
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schreibersite, separated with the magnet from the carbon.

which was determined by burning in

and weighing as carbonic acid.

a stream of hydrogen

I.

Fe 92-88

Ni and Co _ 1-33

P _ 0-48

C._. _ 5-33

100-02

II.

91-67

2-43

0-09

6-07

100-28

The phosphorus is undoubtedly due to a slight action of the

solvent on the schreibersite, which as already remarked is not
wholly insoluble in copper-ammonium chloride. This result

agrees very well with the analyses of cohenite given by Wein-
schenk and Cohen and with an unpublished analysis of that of

Bendego by Dafert. In appearance the cohenite grains agree

with those of Bendego although they are richer in inclusions

of tabular schreibersite. Owing to the general distortion of

the crystals and the rounded character of the faces, no measure-
ments could be made, but the forms are undoubtedly identical

with those of Bendego, on which Hussak succeeded in demon-
strating that they belong to the cubic system.

Three distinct forms of iron and nickel phosphide occur

which although differing greatly in appearance and somewhat
also in chemical composition, are probably different phases of

a single mineral species. The most abundant individually are

the acicular forms known as rhabdite, though, owing to their

minute size, they do not equal in weight the granular and

tabular forms known as schreibersite. Both are generally dis-

tributed throughout the mass, the schreibersite form being par-

ticularly abundant, included in, or adherent to, the surface of the

cohenite grains, while the rhabdite needles are especially con-

centrated in the less soluble metallic portions and in the
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spongy, coal-like particles. Both are distinctly crystalline and,

as shown in the annexed figure, may occur in the same indi-

vidual. As Cohen has already shown the chemical identity

of the two types, no further proof seems necessary that schrei-

bersite and rhabdite belong to the same mineral species, for

which the former name, being the older, should be retained.

Diligent search was made without success for crystals that

would admit of measurement, the rhabdite individuals being
too minute and those of the schreibersite type too much dis-

torted and with strongly rounded faces. The general appear-

ance of the latter type is strongly suggestive of distorted

crystals of the cubic system, while the rhabdite needles are

apparently tetragonal prisms, although they might also be dis-

torted members of the cubic system. On crystals which will

be described later, separated from the Sao Francisco do Sul
mass, Dr. Hussak succeeded in proving that the crystalline

form of schreibersite is really tetragonal.

The third form of phosphide occupies the center of the vein

mass being enclosed between walls of cohenite. This is mas-

sive and extremely brittle, breaking with a conchoidal fracture

and in color and general appearance strongly resembling arseno-

pyrite." As shown by the analysis below (No. Ill) the compo-
sition differs from that of the typical schreibersite of the same
meteorite in the relative proportions of the iron and nickel.

The phosphorus is also higher in the complete analysis and
approaches more nearly to what Prof. Cohen considers as the

normal proportion, but in a separate determination (No. IV)
the proportion is nearly the same as in the normal granular

schreibersite with a slight admixture of rhabdite needles, iNos,

III and IV of the vein matter. In all the material was freed

from taenite and cohenite by treatment in copper-ammonium
chloride, and in No. II special care was taken in the washing
to make sure that the copper found in I and III previously

executed, really belonged to the substance and did not come
from this solvent.

I. II. III. IV.

p ... 12-82 13-17 14-58 12-98

Fe ... ... 54-34 51-25 66-72

Ni . .

.

... 31-48 ( 33-68 j 17-54

Co... ... 0-67 i \
Cu.._ ... 0-20 0-17 0*13

Sn.... 1-18 tr.

99-45 99-45 98*97

* The cohenite of the walls of the vein also forms a massive crust covered
however with crystalline faces on its outer surface.
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The most reliable published analyses of meteoric phosphide,
or phosphides, show very variable relative proportions of iron

and nickel and cobalt even in the same meteoric mass and as

regards phosphorus, a larger group with about 15 to 16 per

cent and a small group with about 12 to 13 per cent. The
above analyses place Canon Diablo in the latter group. Cop-
per is only reported in two, Schwetz and Seelasgen, both of

which have been reanalyzed by Cohen with very different

results and without copper, which possibly, however, was not
looked for. Tin has not been reported, possibly because the

solution has usually been made in aqua regia in which it would
only appear through a special research. In the present case

the solution was made in plain nitric acid and the tin ap-

peared as oxide and was verified by blowpipe tests. The pro-

portion in No. Ill was certainly as great as in No. II, but was
not determined for fear of losing the slight residue before a

qualitative test could be made. Curiously enough it did not
appear in Nos. I and IY, possibly from the accidental presence
of enough chlorine in the nitric acid to dissolve the small

amount of stannic oxide as fast as it formed. If this was not
the case, it must be presumed that the tin does not belong to

the schreibersite but to another mineral that is not generally

distributed throughout the meteoric mass, so that it only
appears in certain portions of the residue.

As in the course of this investigation, which was mainly un-
dertaken for the purpose of verifying the reported existence of

the diamond in the Canon Diablo meteorite, nothing resem-
bling that substance, or any other form of free carbon, could

be detected, it was suspected that possibly the polishing effect

produced by the residue of the dissolved mass and attributed

to the presence of diamond dust might be due to schreibersite.

Owing to the minuteness of the grains and their extreme brit-

tleness, it is difficult to determine the hardness accurately and
the figures given (7'01 to 7*22) may be too low. The means
at hand were too crude for an accurate test, but apparently dis-

tinct scratches were produced on a cleavage plane of topaz and
a depolishing effect on the polished face of a cut sapphire.

Specimens have been submitted to Mr. George F. Kunz with

a request to test the hardness with more perfect appliances, and
probably he will report upon them.
The non-magnetic residue consisted for the most part of

irregular, black, coke-like particles full of needles of rhabdite.

These dissolve quietly in strong hydrochloric acid, setting free

the crystals of rhabdite. In strong nitric- acid under the micro-

scope there is a rapid evolution of gas that tears the particles

to pieces, scattering the rhabdite and leaving an extremely
light, whitish flocculent skeleton.
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In the following analysis this coaly residue was treated with
strong nitric acid for a few minutes until the black color dis-

appeared and an attempt was made to collect the escaping gas.

As, however, abundant red fumes appeared, it was concluded
that the gas came from the acid and it was allowed to escape.

The great deficiency in the following analysis indicates, how-
ever, that a gaseous constituent may have been set free from
the substance. The heavy residue was separated by decanta-

tion and divided with the magnet into rhabdite and a non-
magnetic portion consisting of rust particles and grains of

sand evidently from laboratory dust, or dirt on the original

rust covered surface of the meteorite. Nothing of interest

that could be referred to the meteorite could be observed in it

under the microscope. The light, flocculent residue collected

on an asbestus filter was burned and determined as carbon by
collecting and weighing the gas given off. The other constit-

uents were determined in the nitric acid solution. The num-
bers given below can only be considered as approximative, as

the separation by decantation may not have been complete and
there may have been some loss in the mechanical separation of

the heavy residue. Still after making all due allowances for

defects in the process of analysis, the deficiencies are too great

to be accounted for in this manner and must be attributed to

one or more undetermined constituents, possibly gaseous. The
result obtained is as follows

:

Fe Ml
NiandCo 37*47

Cr tr.

Cu 2-84

P 0-88

C 5-60

Rhabdite 1 1 '65

Non-magnetic residue 8*30

68*30

The phosphorus can probably be referred to a partial solu-

tion of the rhabdite and the traces of chromium may perhaps
indicate an admixture of daubreelite. The whitish flocculent

substance giving carbonic acid on vburning is very extraordi-

nary, though something similar seems to have been observed
by Tschermak (as quoted by Flight, History of Meteorites, p.

163,) in the Goalpara meteorite. As a similar residue with the

same aspect and behavior with acids and with a strong nickel

reaction in the borax bead was obtained in small quantities

from Bendego, efforts are now being made to obtain a sufficient

amount for a more careful study of this curious substance.
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The non-magnetic residue of the above analysis contained
all the non-soluble and non-magnetic residue of the original

mass treated, together with all the dirt accumulated through-
out the long process of treatment. Nothing of interest that

could not be referred with almost absolute certainty to the

later source could be observed in it in a careful microscopic
examination. Evidently the mass treated did not contain

diamonds or anything remotely suggestive of them.

Art. X. — ft-Bromvalerianic Acid, CH^-CH^-CHBr-
CHi-COOH; by John G. Spenzer, Cleveland, O.

The first step in the preparation of /9-brom valerianic acid

was the preparation of propylideneacetic acids by the action

of hot, caustic soda solution on ethylidene propionic acid.

To one volume of pure propylideneacetic acid contained in

a small cylinder having a well ground stopper, \\ volumes of

hydrobromic acid saturated at 0° C. were added, on shaking a

clear solution resulted, it was allowed to remain quietly for 24
hours at the ordinary temperature ; the monobromide had now
risen to the surface of the hydrobromic acid as a light brown
colored layer. The cylinder was now vigorously shaken from
time to time, to bring any unaltered propylideneacetic acid,

which might be dissolved in the monobromide into intimate

contact with the hydrobromic acid. After this occasional

shaking had been continued for four or five days, the contents

of the cylinder formed two distinct layers, the reaction was

ended and all the propylideneacetic acid had been quantita-

tively changed into ^-bromvalerianic acid. The cylinder still

stoppered was now placed in ice water, to cause the new acid

to solidify, this, however, did not occur ; it was then placed in

a freezing mixture of ice and salt, and on agitating slightly the

monobromide at once congealed to a solid mass of fine needles

lying on the surface of the hydrobromic acid. The cylinder

stood for 15 hours at a temperature of 15° C. ; then the crys-

talline cake was broken through with a glass rod, distributed

through the hydrobromic acid and brought into a platinum

cone, where it was allowed to dry, being washed with small

successive portions of ice water, in order to remove the greater

part of the mineral acid.

The contents of the cone were now brought on to a watch

glass and placed in a vacuum over sulphuric acid and caustic

potassa; a dry sandy, white substance resulted, which was pow-

dered and recrystallized out of petroleum ether. So produced,

the /3-bromvalerianic acid is, after drying, perfectly pure, as the

analysis proves :
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0*233 o-. of the substance dried in a vacuum save 0-2410 As: Br.

Calculated for C 5H 9 Br0 2 .

44*20$ Br.
Found.

44-20$ Br.

/3-brom valerianic acid melts at 59° to 60° C, the melting
point not altering in the least by repeated determinations on
the same sample. It dissolves readily in ether, chloroform,

carbon disnlphide, less easily in benzene and petroleum ether,

and is almost insoluble in water of 0° C. If the cold, saturated

solution of the monobromide in petroleum ether be allowed to

evaporate spontaneously it crystallizes out in beautiful, color-

less, 8-sided prisms.

The crystals set up after Kallmann's System give the follow-

ing crystallographic measurements

:

/?-Bromvalerianic acid.

Crystal system : Monosymmetric.

& : ~b : c'= 1-4688 : 1 : 0*4900

/?= 79° 58' 45"

Observed forms: m =. |110jooP, a = { 100 ^ ooPoo,

+ PooooPoo, r= {011}Poo, d=z 101 e— 101

b=
4

-P^o
010

The crystals are mostly 2 to 5mm long by 1 to

2mm wide and possess a valerianic acid like odor.

Some crystals are without { 101 \ + Poo, as also

j 100 \
qo Poo

, while { 101 \
— Poo was only observed

once.

The faces were almost always smooth and pol-

ished giving excellent reflections.

The following angles were measured and calcu-

lated :

Measured. Calculated.

r : r == (on) (Oil) == *51° 31'

a m (100) (110) *55 21 30"

r m (011) (100) *99 1

m : m (110) (Ho) 110 43 110° 41'

m : b (110) (oio)

(010)

34 47 34 39 30*

r b (011) 64 6 64 14 30
a b (100) (010) 89 58 90
a d (100) (101) 99 2 99 12
r m (Oil) (110) 74 2 74 26
a e (100) (101) 61 59 62 44
r : d (101) (101) 36 33 36 29
r : m (Oil) (110) 63 33 63 28
r : d (Oil) (101) 31 8 31 45
d: m (loi) (loo) 80 11 80 48

The plane of the optical axes stands at right angles to the
clinopinacoid and is only slightly inclined towards the ortho-
pinacoid.

A cleavage could not,be found. Obtuse bisectrix =Taxis.
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Akt. XI.

—

The Inner Gorge Terraces of the Ujpper Ohio
and Beaver Rivers ; by R. E. Hice.

In all discussions of the terraces of the upper Ohio region a

sharp distinction has been drawn between the Upper Rock
benches, and the terraces lining the inner gorge, first, in the

character of the alluvium connected with each and, secondly,

in their structure.

The alluvium of the Upper Rock bench on the Beaver river

(below the glacial boundary), consists of clayey deposits, with
occasional pockets of gravel. On the Ohio, above the mouth
of the Beaver, the proportion of gravel is greater, but below
that stream the deposits partake more of the clayey character,

reaching however a much greater thickness than is generally

found on the Beaver.

The alluvium of the inner terraces, on the contrary, is

almost entirely gravel, with a large proportion of metamorphic
material, with its immediate origin in the morainic deposits a

few miles northward. It cannot be mistaken for, or confused
with, the gravels found on the higher benches, from which it

is distinguished (1) in the character of its deposition, (2) in

the proportion of metamorphic material, (3) in the shape of

the pebbles, (4) in the apparent greater age of the higher
gravels. These distinctions when once noted are not easily

mistaken, and taken together form a certain guide, irrespect-

ive of difference in elevation above present stream level.

The distinguishing feature of the upper terraces is the ever

present rock shelf. Prof. White in speaking of the most
prominent of the upper terraces says a rocky escarpment leads

up to at every point where it is seen.* In point of fact, the

true character of the upper terraces has been generally recog-

nized, in that they represent fragments of the bed of the

stream, left in the original excavation of the valley. They are

thus the earliest records we have of the cutting stream, and
evidence has been heretofore presented, both of a general and
local character, to show that the original stream flowed to the

north, and has been reversed.

On the other hand, it has been assumed heretofore, that the

distinctive mark of the terraces of the inner gorge was the

absence of any included rock shelf. This assumption presup-

poses that the inner gorge differs from the upper, wider, and
older valley, in its freedom from any remnantal benches, and
from their supposed absence it has, in turn, been assumed that

the cutting of the inner gorge was a short, quick, continuous

* For principal papers relating to subject, see list at close of paper.
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action ; that, when renewed activity had been given the cut-

ting stream, excavation proceeded without break, until the bot-

tom of the now buried channel was reached. A more careful

examination of the inner terraces shows, however, that to some
extent at least, the prevailing notions regarding them are not

correct. There are points, it is true, where the current descrip-

tions seem, in some features, entirely accurate, but it is believed

that sufficient is now known to show that the broad generaliza-

tions that have been drawn are incorrect.

Passing up the Ohio from the Pennsylvania and Ohio State

line, the inner terraces alternate from side to side of the stream,

and no appearance of an included rock shelf has been noticed

until Raccoon Creek is reached. On this part of the Ohio the

inner terraces, so far as observed, are made up bodily of allu-

vium, the gravel appearing to extend from the top of the ter-

race to the bottom of the now buried channel.

At the mouth of Raccoon Creek we find the alluvium reach-

ing to the height of the " third " terrace (about 120 feet above
river level) and along the river front it presents an unbroken
escarpment of gravel and bowlders. Raccoon Creek, which is

quite a rapid stream, shows, however, that the apparent uni-

formity in terrace material is a mistake. As this stream
emerges from the narrow valley it has cut for itself, into the

trough of the Ohio, we find it does not follow its natural

course, but, turning abruptly up the larger stream, it has cut

for itself a narrow canon through a rather massive sandstone.

The direct course of the stream we find cut off by the alluvial

deposit, and evidently the old channel of the creek, which was
cut when the now buried channel of the Ohio was being exca-

vated, was, on the coming of the alluvium, filled to the terrace

level, and when the Ohio re-excavated its channel in the gravel,

Raccoon Creek was turned in its new course and has cut the

channel we now find, which is in no way comparable in size

with the valley cut for many miles by the same stream. How
far the rock here underlying the terrace extends we have yet

no means of knowing.
Crossing the Ohio to the next fragment of inner terrace we

come to the point where the inner terraces have their greatest

development on the upper Ohio. On both sides of the Beaver
river the terraces attain a height of one hundred and twenty
feet above stream level. On the lower, or Beaver, side it

extends from a point about two miles below the mouth of the

Beaver up the Ohio, and thence up the Beaver for about one
mile. Where Two Mile run cuts across the terrace a modern
channel has been cut through the ferriferous limestone, which
here underlies the terrace in a broad, flat bench. How far this

rock bench extends cannot be told. It at no point shows on
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the escarpment of the terrace, and wells have been sunk at

Beaver, one mile up the stream, that reach river level without
finding rock. It may be, however, these wells lie in the course

of the buried channel.

Two hundred yards from the mouth of the Beaver we find

that stream flowing over the soft shales that overlie the Home-
wood sandstone. Of the extent of this bench, which here
lies at stream level, nothing is known. On the eastward a rock
escarpment cuts it off, to the west it is covered with alluvium.

Towards the Ohio, it, is cut off by the buried channel of that

river, and up the Beaver it is covered by the impounded
waters of that stream. -It' seems most probable, however, that

it is but a small-* triangular bench, lying between the buried
channels of the Ohio and Beaver rivers and the rock escarp-

ment, here rising on the eastern bank of the Beaver.

On the eastern bank of the Beaver, at Rochester, the rock
is seen passing under the higher portion of the terrace. The
Rochester terrace is triangular in shape, bounded by the Ohio
and Beaver rivers on the two sides, and the bounding hill of

the valley on the northeast. The face of the escarpment
along the Ohio has been cut by the railroad and no rock is seen.

It is impossible : herefore to assign any dimensions to the rock
shelf seen on the Beaver side.

Passing up the Ohio we find a rock bench showing along

the railroad cut below Baden and extending, almost continu-

ously, to Legionville. Here the rock shelf is plainly visible,

and even in a cursory examination it is evident that, measur-

ing from the bottom of the buried channel, almost the whole
terrace is rock in place.

The terrace at Economy, extending from Legionville to the

Allegheny County line, has long been considered entirely

gravel. Wells have been sunk at the town of Economy to

river level without finding rock, yet a short distance below the

town a quarry has been worked, right on the escarpment of

the inner terrace. Of the extent of the rock shelf we have yet

no means of knowing.
Returning to the Beaver and passing up that stream, we

first come to a small rock bench about twenty-five feet above
stream level, occurring at the mouth of Brady's run. This

stream at its mouth, is now flowing in a rock channel, while a

half mile up the stream it has a buried channel fifty feet, or

more, in depth. The old channel evidently passed into the

Beaver higher up that stream, and the present channel is a

post terrace one.

Passing up the Beaver to the upper end of Beaver Falls, we
reach a point where the Beaver, passing out of the narrow
gorge in which it is confined for some eleven or twelve miles,
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flows in a modern channel for about two miles. From records

it is known that the buried channel passes to the westward of

the present stream in a long curve and is crossed by the present

river, nearly at right angles, about one and a half miles below,

thence the buried channel, now passing beneath New Brighton,

makes a sweep to the right and the present channel pass'esinto

it a half mile further on.

The modern channel, from where it leaves the old one, at

the upper end of Beaver Falls, flows in a shallow trough, cut

in a rock bench left in the original cutting of the inner gorge,

and this modern channel represents the post-terrace work of

the Beaver. This stretch of the Beaver presents, in many
respects, the best place to study the inner rock benches, for a

rock escarpment is present for much of the distance. On the

New Brighton side, from the point where the uew channel
enters the buried one, rock is seen in a low shelf extending
under the inner alluvium and reaching to the point where the

old channel is crossed by the modern one. Above this point

the river runs close to the hill bounding the valley on the east,

until Eastdale is reached, at the upper end of the modern
channel, where quite a large shelf is seen, extending under the

whole of the inner terrace at that point. On the western side

of the stream, passing upwards, we tind a rock bench, corre-

sponding to the one at New Brighton. It occupies the triangle

lyiug between the present stream, Walnut Bottom Run, and
the western bounding hill, having a frontage of about one-

fourth mile on the Beaver and one-half mile on the Walnut
Bottom Bun side. About one-half mile above the mouth of

Walnut Bottom Bun rock is again seen in place, extending
continuously to the point of junction with the buried channel.

This shelf is nowhere seen on the Walnut Bottom Run side,

but is well defined by wells, and is known to extend about one
mile in a southwesterly direction, being but a few feet below
the surface until Twelfth Street is reached, from which point it

falls rapidly, owing to the proximity of the buried channel.

In the narrow gorge which extends from Beaver Falls to

Wampum, it was not expected that any fragments of inner

rock benches could be found, but an examination of the gravel

deposit at Clark's Run (Homewood) shows that it is resting on
a rock bench. In changing the line of the P. & L. E. R. R.
it was thrown into the hill, and the necessary cutting disclosed

a bench consisting of the soft shales underlying the Homewood
sandstone.

Passing out of the narrow gorge at Wampum, we have
passed into the glaciated region, and the inner benches are

somewhat harder to trace. The character of the inner gorge
also changes, becoming wider than at any point below. This
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is due to the character of the strata cut, here being much softer

than below where the gorge is cut in hard sandstones.

A short distance above Wampum a bench is seen, extending
some distance, and, crossing the river to Moravia (east side), a

corresponding bench is seen. The river at this point makes a

sharp reverse curve, cutting from side to side of the valley, so

that these two benches are really one, cut across by the river.

The bench at Moravia reaches well to the confluence of the

Shenango and Mahoning rivers.

Along the Mahoning river rock in place is frequently seen,

and some of the inner terraces are undoubtedly of this charac-

ter. The same is true of the Shenaugo valley, but neither of

these streams have yet been studied or mapped.
A glance at a map will show we have followed the Ohio

river from the Ohio and Pennsylvania line to a point but fif-

teen miles below the confluence of the Allegheny and Monon-
gahela rivers, a distance of twenty-four miles, and the Beaver
river its entire length, a distance of twenty-two miles. The
following table gives the terraces on the rivers studied and the

occurrences of rock where noted above. The flood plain is not

given except where underlaid by rock.

On the Ohio.

Georgetown, south side river,

Below Industry, north side river,
" " south "

Above " north "

Raccoon Creek, south

Beaver, north "

Bridgewater,
Rochester,
Monaca,
Baden,
Aliquippa,
Economy,
Shannopin,

On the Beaver.

Brady's run, west side river,

Fallston, "

New Brighton, east "

Beaver Falls (1), west "

" " (2),
" "

Eastdale, east "

Homewood, west
Wampum, u "

Moravia, east "

No rock observed.

south
north
south
north
south

Underlaid by rock.

No rock observed.

Underlaid by rock.

No rock observed.

Underlaid by rock.

No rock observed.

Underlaid by rock.

No rock observed.

Underlaid by rock.
u u

u a
« a

u a

a a

u a

It will be noticed there are twenty-two observed terraces,

and of these fourteen are underlaid by rock benches, to a
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greater or less extent. The first four, and those of Monaca,
Aliquippa and Shannopin are not favorably situated to show
the presence of an included rock shelf; no stream cutting

them in such a way as to reveal their structure.

It has not been possible in all cases to assign even approxi-

mate limits to the observed rock benches. At Raccoon, Bea-

ver, Rochester and Economy it is evident they underlie but a

portion of the terrace and there is as yet no data that will

enable any estimate of proportion of included rock shelf to

entire terrace to be made. At New Brighton the rock extends

only under the lower terrace, and whether it underlies more
than that portion of the terrace lying between the buried and
modern channels of the river has not yet been determined. At
Beaver Falls the limits of the rock are well defined, and esti-

mating from the bottom of the buried channel, one-half of the

whole terrace would seem to be rock. At Eastdale the rock

rises practically to the surface, and fully nine-tenths of this

fragment is rock. At Homewood the rock underlies the whole
of the gravel deposit and constitutes one-half of the whole (the

gravel here rising to the level of the outer rock bench). At
Wampum the greater portion of the terrace seems to be rock.

The shelf shows for some distance along the river front and
rises almost to the level of the terrace, which is also true at

Moravia. In the terrace extending from Baden to Legionville

the railroad cutting shows rock reaching practically to the surface

and constituting at least four-fifths of the entire terrace.

It will thus be seen that the data for forming an estimate is

not sufficient to judge accurately, yet it must be evident that

the included rock benches form no insignificant portion of the

inner terraces, and reduces by that amount the immense quan-
tity of alluvium which it has been supposed made up the ter-

races. From the present data the writer believes the propor-
tion of rock will be found over, rather than under, one-half of

the entire volume of the terraces, measured from the bottom of

the buried channel.

The attempt to correlate the rock benches has not been
entirely satisfactory. Taken as a whole the benches on the

Beaver (Moravia, Wampum, Homewood, Eastdale, Beaver
Falls, New Brighton) lie at about the same elevation above
present stream level (30' to 40'). The benches on the Ohio
(Economy, Baden, Rochester, Beaver, Raccoon) lie at a some-
what higher elevation above stream level (50'db), yet it seems
they belong to the same series found on the Beaver. The
Ohio is flowing over its buried channel in this region and has

eroded its post-terrace channel deeper than the Beaver, which
has been cutting a new rock channel within about two miles of

its mouth, and that through the hard Homewood sandstone.
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This view of the benches is in harmony with the facts as shown
on the Beaver. The rock benches at Beaver Falls and New
Brighton, where the Beaver is catting its new channel, lie

nearer stream level than the benches at Wampum and Mora-
via, where the Beaver is re-excavating its buried channel. It

may also be added that the greatly increased fall of the Beaver
in the last four miles of its course where it drops down from
the rock channel into its buried one, and thence into the Ohio,
is sufficient to compensate for the greater elevation of the

benches on the Ohio.

It would seem therefore that sufficient is now known to jus-

tify the conclusion that the cutting of the inner gorge is to be
subdivided into two periods. (1) The time required to cut

from the level of the lowest of the upper rock benches to the

level of the inner rock benches, when erosion seems to have
approached a base level, and (2) a second period of cutting

from the inner rock benches to the bottom of the buried chan-

nel. The first period evidently much the longer. The bench
at Homewood, for example, is some seventy feet above the

bottom of the inner gorge (the bottom of the buried channel),

and about one hundred feet below the lowest of the upper
benches. The work of erosion in the first period was here

through the Homewood sandstone in great measure, while the

cutting of the second period was in shales to a great extent

;

the lower portion of the gorge is also narrower than the upper
portion. It seems safe to say, therefore, the first period repre-

sents two thirds to three-fourths of the entire work of excava-

tion, and probably a larger proportion in time.

After the excavation of the buried channel, the next chapter

of the river history was the silting of the valleys to the top of

the inner terraces. It is not purposed in this paper to discuss

the inner alluvium, further than to call attention to a mistake

regarding it, evidently due to a study of the gravel escarp-

ments, without examination of the structure back from the

face. It has been described as quite coarse, ranging up to two
feet in diameter, and the impression prevails that it is uni-

formly of this character, from top to bottom, and from escarp-

ment to the base of the hills bounding the inner gorge.

It seems evident, and generally admitted, that the alluvium

should be considered as a whole, from the top of the highest

terraces s to the bottom of the buried channel. The records

that determined the existence of the buried channel were not

sufficient to furnish any knowledge of the character of the fill-

ing, and it is only recently any real knowledge has come to

light, and rendered it possible to form a correct idea of the

filling material and consequently of the stream that deposited

it.
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The writer has records, more or less complete, at four points,

one on the Ohio and three on the Beaver. The first of these

is at Dam No. 6 (Merrill) on the Ohio, near the mouth of Rac-
coon Creek. This set consists of a series of drill holes in a line

across the river, at regular intervals of one hundred feet.

Only two holes reach bed rock, one hundred and two hundred
feet respectively from the northern bank of the river. All

the other holes are deeper, but in no case reach rock. In all

cases after passing through the immediate bed of the stream,

the alluvium is much finer than shown by the escarpment of

the terraces.

The next record is at the mouth of Wallace's run. N"o accu-

rate records of strata are at hand, if indeed any were kept, but
it is well established that in passing through the 60' of allu-

vium the material grew successively finer, and about twenty
feet of it, immediately overlying the rock bottom, consisted of

a very fine silt.

The third set of soundings reach rock in all but one hole,

and consist of test wells sunk to determine the foundation for

piers, about one-half mile below the mouth of the Connoque-
nessing. The records of all these wells agree and it is possible

to form from them an accurate knowledge of the stratification

of the filling of the buried channel at that point. Three dis-

tinct strata are recognized, the top of each horizontal, and con-

formable to each other, but non-conformable to the rock
bottom on which they lie. Immediately overlying the rock
bottom is a layer of fine silt, reaching in the middle of the

channel a thickness of twenty-five feet, but thinning out to

nothing on the sides. The top is horizontal and the thinning
at the sides is due entirely to the rising of the rock bottom.
Overlying the silt is a fine sand, eight to ten feet in thickness

This also abuts against the rock at each side. Overlying this

in turn is a fine gravel. The top of this stratum has been
slightly eroded by the present stream, but it lies conformably
on the sand stratum. Over the gravel is a thin deposit of

river detritus.

The last of the records is at the railroad bridge between
Wampum and Moravia. This set is incomplete, as the wells

do not reach rock, but as far as they go they entirely agree

with the others in the successively increasing fineness of the
filling material, from the' surface downward.

It should also be said that in a number of excavations about
Beaver Falls and New Brighton "quicksand" has been fre-

quently reported, and it is recognized by all persons conversant
with deep excavations in the buried channel, that the material

grows finer as excavation proceeds.
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If we examine the structure of the terraces as revealed by
excavations in the midst of them, we find them in harmony
with the character of the filling of the buried channel. A
well at Beaver Falls commenced at the top of the terrace, and
excavated over eight}r feet to rock, showed first a few feet of
coarse material, followed by coarse gravel, which in turn grew
finer until it corresponded with the gravel found in the buried
channel. At Beaver, after passing through a few feet of the
coarser material, the same is true, reaching, as we know from
old wells, to the present level of the Ohio. At Georgetown,
after passing through eight feet, no more u bowlders" were
found to present river level.

It is not intended to convey the impression that the terraces,

or rather the alluvial portion of them, are made up bodily of

the finer material, for it is believed there are evidences from
the escarpment that in the middle of the valleys the upper half

of the filling is coarser than the average, but it is evident the

stream depositing the alluvium had by no means the transport-

ing power heretofore assigned it. In the refilling of the inner

gorge the depositing stream was not a torrential current, but at

first was quite sluggish, depositing fine silt only, gradually in-

creasing in carrying power until the whole of the inner alluvium
was deposited, but apparently at no time of sufficient eroding

power to remove the deposit just previously made.*
Beaver, Pa., Jan. 5, 1895.

*The literature of subject is quite scattered, the principal papers are:—
T. C. Chamberlin, U. S. G-eol. Survey, Bull. 58, pp. 24-37

; Bull. Geol. Soc. A.,

vol. i, pp. 472-473; p. 479; this Journal, vol. xlv, p. 195; vol. xlvii, x>. 247.

G. F. Wright, U. S. Geol. Survey. Bull. 58, pp. 76-78, pp. 81-86; Ice~Age in

N. A., pp. 287-289, pp. 335-339; this Journal, vol. xliv, pp. 368-371; xlvii, p.

161; Am. Geol, vol. xi, pp. 195-199. Dr. Alfred T. King, " Ancient Alluvium
of the Ohio Yalley and its Tributaries," January, 1854. Frank Leverett this

Journal, vol. xlii, p. 210; vol. xlvii, p. 247. P. Max Foshay, this Journal, vol. xl,

p. 401 ; Bull. G. S. A., vol. ii, p. 457. I. C. White, Second Geol. Survey Penna.,

vol. Q, pp. 10-14; vol. QQ, pp. 10-12; vol. QQQ, pp. 17-18. J. J. Stevenson,

Second Geol. Sur. Penna., vol. K, pp. 11-19. J. P. Leslie, Sec. Geol. Sur. Penna,,

vol. Q, pp. xxv. B. C. Jillson, Trans, of Academy Sci. and Art. Pittsburg, vol. i,

pp. 1-25. E. W". Claypole, Trans. Geol. Soc. Edinburgh, 1887, p. 42. R. R.

Eice, Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., v^l. ii, p. 457 ; Science, vol. xxii, p. 170.
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Art. XII.

—

The Glacial Land-Forms of the Margins of
the Alps ; by Hugh Robert Mill.

[From the Geographical Journal, January, 1895.]

At the close of the sixth meeting of the International Geo-
logical Congress, which was held at Zurich during August and
September, an excursion occupying a week was arranged in

order to afford an opportunity of examining the remains of

ancient ice-action far beyond the reach of actual glaciers on
both the southern and northern slopes of the Alps. This trip

was planned and directed by Professors Penck and Bruckner
and Dr. Du Pasquier, who, from their previous knowledge of

the localities to be visited, had drawn up a guide in the form
of a pamphlet of 86 pages, entitled " Le Systeme glaciaire des

Alpes," which is published in vol. xxii of the Bulletin of the

Xeuchatel Society of Xatural Sciences.

The special object was to exhibit the part played in the

formation of the land surfaces at the base of the Alps by the

moraines or glacial formations, strictly so called, of the great

Ice Ages, and also of the intermediate fluvio-glacial deposits of

moraine material which had been rearranged by water on the

retreat of the ice. To these was added involuntarily, rather

too much experience of the " pluvio-glacial " conditions which
several days of steady rain at the beginning and at the end of

the excursion induced on the steep surfaqes of the clay slopes

over which Professor Penck led his followers.

The main point of interest to the glacial geologist was the

proof afforded by the sections of the occurrence of at least

three successive periods of great glaciation separated by rela-

tively long intervals, during which the vast volumes of water
liberated by the • melting ice dispersed and rearranged the

moraine material. To a geographer the interest centered rather

in seeing how the scenery and structure of great stretches of

country were determined by the heaping up upon the plains

of extensive systems of low hills—low, that is, when compared
with the Alps, for some of them exceed a thousand feet in

height—differing entirely from the mountains of elevation

lying beyond them. These hills and fluvio-glacial plateaus

represent the amount of glacial erosion and transport ; they
are the rubbish heaps of the mountain sculpture. Their effect

on the broad geographical features of the alpine border is very
clear in determining the lines of communication. The amount
of weathering they have undergone, according to the different

ages of the deposits, decides the character of the soil, which in

turn reacts on the vegetation and appeals directly to the eye,

the general aspect of the landscapes of the first glaciation dif-
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fering in a marked degree from those of the last. Unfortu-
nately, the weather was throughout unsatisfactory for pho-
tography, and the attempts made to take comprehensive views
were failures, as had been expected. Some fair results were,
however, obtained in detailed sections, which are of geological

rather than geographical interest.

The excursionists met at Lugano on Monday, September 17,

when thirty-seven members assembled, including representa-

tives of Austria-Hungary, Germany, France, Russia, Norway,
Holland, Switzerland, Italy, the United States, England, and
Scotland. The weather was hopelessly wet, the one interest-

ing result of which was to throw into the shade the distinguish-

ing peculiarities of the Italian lakes, and reveal the essential

similarity of their scenery to that of the English lakes and
Scottish lochs. Professor Penck explained, and in some cases

subsequently demonstrated, that the lower ends of the North
Italian lakes were dammed by glacial accumulations, thus rais-

ing their level far above the rim of the rock-basins which con-

tain their deeper water, and accounting for such peculiarities

as the " recurved hook " of Lugano.
A somewhat exciting boat-trip down the rapid Ticino landed

the geologists at a fine section where the river had cut deeply
through its moraine bar. Here, so far as sky or soil or vegeta-

tion were concerned, one might have been in Scotland instead

of Italy. The steep bowlder-clay slope, grown in part with
the common coltsfoot, when ascended, led to a level moorland,

the poor soil of which was covered with heather, not shrubby
as in more northern latitude, but composed of long separate

flower-stems with exceptionally large heads of blossom. In
the distance sombre pine woods crowned the hillocks, but at a

turn of the path maize and sorghum were found as common
field-crops, and the similarity to northern lands disappeared.

On Monday evening the party reached Ivrea by steam tram-

way from Santhia, and the whole of Tuesday was occupied in

seeing, as well as the mist would allow, the vast glacial amphi-
theater which surrounds the town, and in crossing the steep

ridge of the Serra and the ferretto-covered slopes of moorland
which succeed it to Biella, whence Milan was reached not long

before midnight.

The morainic amphitheater is both the largest and most typ-

ical of the southern slopes of the Alps. Two ramparts of

moraine material diverge nearly at right angles from the mouth
of the narrow valley of the Dora Baltea, gradually diminish-

ing in height, and these are finally united by an arc of

moraines convex to the south, so that the whole completely

surrounds a central plain, the two little lakes occupying the

center of which overflow by the Doire, which cuts across the
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southern barrier. The eastern side of the amphitheater in-

cludes the largest moraine hill of the system, so large that it

by no means belies its name of the Serra. It is a ridge more
than 12 miles long, and in its highest part more tlian 1300 feet

above the bottom of the depression, towards which the sides

slope at an angle of 20°. The accumulation is the result of

several glaciations, the moraine externe, or early bowlder-clay,

being covered with a red weathered crust of ferretto, the inter-

calation of which between the older and newer moraines is

one of the proofs of the occurrence of an interglacial period.

A railway journey next morning allowed a fine forenoon to

be spent in driving from Lonato to Salo, on the Garda Lake,
through moraines and fluvio-glacial formations—some of them
compact conglomerates. Here the successive glaciations were
very clearly shown in several sections, the lower moraine of

the earlier Ice Age having its pebbles much weathered ; in

some cases even the granites had crumbled into clay, retaining

only their original form. Above this came a layer of conglom-
erate formed of ice-scratched pebbles stratified by running
water, and on the top a fresher bowlder-clay much less weath-
ered than that below.

Coming up the Garda Lake at night, the contrast between
physical and political geography was finely shown by the uni-

form cliff walls and continuous water-surface broken by the

long beam of the electric search-light at the Italian frontier

station, which swept the lake all night for the prevention of

smuggling.
On Thursday, September 20, the excursion left Riva by rail

at 6'20, and had an excellent opportunity, on the journey to

the Brenner line at Mori, of seeing that ice is not the only

agent which is capable of producing scenery by the accumula-
tion of detritus. The landslip-covered plateau of Loppo, with
its lake formed in a hollow of the dolomitic detritus, and the

still more extensive piles of landslip material about Mori, con-

trasted and compared in many ways with the glacial phenomena
seen farther south. The Austrian Railway Company had pro-

vided, free of charge, an observation car at the end of the

train, from which a good view was obtained of the deltaic

wilderness through which the lateral tributaries entered the

Adige, and of the extraordinary fertility of the alluvial flats,

where maize and vines in alternate narrow strips covered almost

all the available land. Later the porphyrite gorges marked
the passage across the center of the range, and beyond the

Brenner saddle carriages were provided at Matrei to allow of a

more detailed examination of the terraces of the Sill valley

than would be possible from the train. The vastness of this

accumulation of moraine, fluvio glacial deposit, and moraine
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again, may be judged from the fact that it fills the ancient

valley of the Sill, and that the modern river had to cut down
through more than 300 feet of it before coming to the under-
lying rock, into which the river bed has now worn its way to

some depth. As the road winds along the face of the steep

slope of the clay gorge, it affords a view of the railway on the

opposite side far below, cut in the hard rocks close to the
river, while the slope above is so unstable that it remains in

many places bare of vegetation, and wattled fences have been
run along in zigzags to bind the clay and reduce the risk of

damage to the roadway by sudden falls. In the moraine mate-
rial the action of sub-aerial denudation has produced a number
of " fairy chimneys," the Erdpyramiden, or earth-pillars, with
which the name of Tyrol is usually associated in elementary
text-books of geology ; but they are neither so large nor so

picturesque as those of the Finsterbach, the view of which so

well repays the labor of the arduous climb from Botzen to the
Ritten plateau.

Two nights were spent at Innsbruck, and the whole of Fri-

day the 21st was devoted to the study of the sections along the

mountain slope of the left side of the Inn. Here the inter-

glacial deposits were seen in their most impressive form. A
steep climb along a clay slope of unquestionable moraine,

crowded with highly polished and striated pebbles, showed an
overhanging cornice of compact breccia resting on the moraine,

and itself a hardened water-bedded deposit. Mayr's great

quarry in this reddish breccia is a prominent object as seen

from Innsbruck, and has supplied a great part of the stone

which, from its hardness and durability, causes the newer
streets of that town to recall the clear-cut buildings of Aber-
deen. Above Mayr's quarry comes a nearly level plateau—the

top of the terrace of accumulation—1000 feet above the flat

floor of the valley, and similar in its features to the terrace of

the Wippthal, through which the Sill cuts its way, as seen

from Schonberg. As the quarry is carried farther back the

loose material above the hard breccia is cleared away in ad-

vance, and so a series of excellent sections of the upper moraine
is exposed. The intercalation of this mass of breccia, several

hundred feet thick, is a proof of the comparatively long dura-

tion of the interglacial period in which, according to Penck, it

was formed as a talus or scree on the shores of the ancient

Inn lake.

The remarkable terrace which breaks the steep slope of the

mountains on both sides of the Inn valley is only found be-

tween the Oetzthal and the Zillerthal, from each of which
glacial accumulations had blocked the main valley, thus giving

origin to a lake which, invading the lower Wippthal also,
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allowed the interglacial deposits to form on its margins, which
are now represented by the top of the lateral terrace.

From Innsbruck the excursion proceeded by rail along the

Inn valley into Bavaria, then by a branch line across the glacial

amphitheater of the Inn, and the monotonous plain south of

Munich to Deisenhofen, whence the Isar was reached on foot.

The contrast of the uniform levels and low moraine hills of

this northern slope, with their ranges of rather dwarfish pines

in monotonous plantations, was sharp when compared with the

more abrupt slopes and richer vegetation of the southern side.

The true plateau character of this country appeared when,
after a walk of several miles along a straight and absolutely

level road, a break in the line of trees in front showed the

swift Isar flowing almost at our feet, and a steep path descend-

ing the gorge to its shore. Crossing the river we reached
Hollriegelskreut, and saw a succession of sections demonstrat-
ing the triple glaciation and intermediate genial periods. Next
day a trip was made from Munich to the Wurmsee, or Lake of

Starnberg ; but the weather proved so unfavorable that, for

the first time on the excursion, the full programme for the day
as planned by the leaders could not be carried out. It was
possible, however, to visit a remarkable surface of interglacial

conglomerate at Berg, which has. been enclosed and placed

under cover by the German and Austrian Alpine Club, a body
which has rendered inestimable services to the scientific visitor,

as well as the tourist and climber, along the whole line of the

Eastern Alps. This surface is so strongly glaciated that the

rock is polished as if by a lapidary, and the internal structure

of every constituent pebble is clearly seen. The characteristic

stride are there, showing how the glacier, long since shrunk
back to the obscurity of the central Alpine ridge, had advanced
over the hardened mass of cemented pebbles sorted out by
water from an earlier moraine, and cut by its intense erosive

power through pebbles and matrix alike. The Wurmsee is

deeper below the general level of the plain than the surround-
ing hills are high above the surface, and it is entirely sur-

rounded by the interglacial deposits known as Deckenschotter,
in which it seems probable that the whole basin was eroded
beneath the pressure of the last great ice sheet.

In concluding this short account of a delightful and memo-
rable excursion, it may be of advantage to define the nomen-
clature and summarize the general theoretical conclusions

arrived at by Drs. Penck, Bruckner, and Du Pasquier.

Glacial deposits, so far as they occur in the Alps, are divided
into two classes—the glacial, or moraines properly so called

;

and the fluvio-glacial, or alluvia formed by the action of run-

ning water on moraines. The latter are usually clearly strati-
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lied, bnt contain many pebbles marked by glacial striae.

Fluvio-glacial deposits are always being formed on the outer

slopes of moraines, forming a gentle slope leading from the

edge of the morainic amphitheater to the plain of the enclosed

depression. A complex of glacial and fluvio-glacial deposits

of contemporaneous origin corresponds to each phase of the
cessation of glaciation. Thus in a single glacial series there

may be a succession of complexes, one partially superimposed
on another, and each corresponding to a definite stage of

retreat or advance of the ice. The fluvio-glacial deposits in a

single glaciation are spoken of as inter-stadiary.

Under the deposits of relatively recent glacial accumulation
which are characterized by trifling superficial alteration due to

weathering, two other glacial series are found distinguished

from each other and from the most recent series by highly
weathered layers or by evidence of great erosion, showing the

existence of a long sub-aerial period between each epoch of

glaciation. These periods are termed interglacial in distinc-

tion to the brief interstadiary periods which occur in the course

of a single glaciation. Amongst the interglacial deposits of

the neighborhood of the Alps, at least on the north of the

chain, loess must be included. Lehm is a product of alteration

of loess, mainly distinguished by the absence of carbonate of

lime.

The more ancient moraines are often weathered externally

into a brick red crust, termed ferretto by the Italian geologists.

The moraines so coated always occupy the outer side of mo-
rainic amphitheaters, and are therefore called external moraines
in distinction to the more internal moraines, which form the

inner slopes and in part rest upon the more ancient. This is

not a mere case of superposition, but of actual enclosure, the

external moraine extending around as well as partially under
the internal. The alluvia of the most ancient glaciation are

termed plateau alluvia (Deckenschotter), those of the inter-

mediate glaciation high-terrace alluvia (Hochterrassenschotter),

and those of the most recent stage low-terrace alluvia (Nieder-

terrassenschotter).

I cannot conclude without an expression of gratitude to

Professor Penck, for his great kindness and tireless patience in

not only showing, but making sure that every member of the

excursion saw and understood, the various features which he
explained.
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Aet. XIII.

—

Distribution of the Echinoderms of North-
eastern America'* by A. E. Verrill. (Brief Contribu-

tions to Zoology from the Museum of Yale College, No.
LYIII.)

About 200 species of Echinoderms are now known from
the Atlantic Ocean, adjacent to the North American coast,

north of Cape Hatteras. Of these, over 100 species have been
discovered in recent years, since the deep sea dredgings were
undertaken. The " Challenger," 18T3 ; the "Blake," 1880;
the " Fishhawk," 1880-1882 ; and the " Albatross," 1883-1887,
each brought to light many new forms. Those dredged by
the " Challenger" were, however, not described until 1889.

Those collected by the two steamers last named, as well as several

derived from previous explorations, were mostly described by
me, from 1878 to 1885. Many of these necessarily brief

descriptions appeared in this Journal, from time to time, in

this series of " Brief Contributions to Zoology."! It seems
desirable, therefore, to bring together here all the species, with
a brief review of their distribution, as known at present. Of
the 200 species now recognized, about 137 may be classed as

deep-water species, as they rarely if ever occur in less than 50
fathoms. About 116 species are found in depths greater than
500 fathoms. Many of these have a wide range in bathy-

metrical distribution, some of them ranging from less than 100,

to more than 1000 fathoms. The same is true of some of the

shallow water species. About 58 species have been found to

occur only at depths greater than 500 fathoms ; these may be
classed as true abyssal species. Many of our species also have
a wide geographical range. A considerable number occur on
the eastern side of the Atlantic and in the Arctic Ocean.
Several extend southward to the West Indies, and some even
to the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
More complete details in regard to the distribution will be

given in connection with the general lists of each class. The
general distribution in depth may be illustrated by the follow-

ing table :

—

* Abstract of a paper read before the National Academy of Science, Dec. 31,

1894.

f Especially in Nos. 38, 39, 42, 49, 50, 51, 55, 56, 57.

Other species were described by me in the Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, vol. ii,

p. 165, 1879; vol. viii, p. 423, 1885; and in vol. xvii, pp. 245-297, 1894.

Many were figured and described, in ,l Results of the Explorations made by the
steamer Albatross, in 1883," in the 11th Annual Report of the Commissioner of
Fish and Fisheries, 1885.

In this article the localities indicated by station numbers and by latitude and
longitude, unless otherwise stated, are those of the United States Fish Commis-
sion.
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Bathymetrical Distribution of N. E. American Echinoderms.

Fathoms. Aster. Opbiur. Crin. Echin. Holoth. Total.

0-50 26 17 1 5 25 74
50-100 37 20 2 12 12 83
100-500 35 30 2 17 9 93
500-1000 24 26 2 10 11 73
1000-2000 22 26 1 12 13 74
2000-2600 7 7 2 5 21

It will be seen from the above table that the species of

Echinoderms are more numerous between 100 and 500 fathoms
than in any other zone of depth. It is also in this zone that

many species occur in the greatest abundance of individuals.

This is largely due to the fact that off much of our coast, a

profuse fauna is sustained at those depths by the direct influ-

ence of the Gulf Stream, as shown in several of my former
articles.

A brief statement of some of the results and conclusions,

arrived at from the study of this group, may be given here,

leaving a more detailed discussion of the subject for another

occasion.

1. The abyssal genera and families are mostly very widely
diffused over the three great ocean basins.

2. The species belonging to abyssal genera are usually re-

stricted in range to particular regions or to a single ocean.

3. Those genera and species having the greatest bathymetri-

cal range are also generally the most widely distributed geo-

graphically. Some of these species range from very shallow

water to 1000 fathoms or more, and may extend geographically

into all the great oceans.

4. Some of those species belonging to the intermediate

depths (100 to 500 fath.), known as the " continental zone,"

often have a very wide geographical range. Many of them
extend to European waters, and some even to the Pacific.

5. Many of the most peculiar and remarkable new genera
belong to the continental zone, or even between 50 and 200
fathoms.

6. Many peculiar and conspicuous genera and several re-

markable families are nearly or quite confined to the abyssal

zone.

7. Abyssal genera are often endowed with special structures

adapted to the peculiar physical and biological conditions in

which they live, especially to the food upon which they feed

and to the soft mud or ooze in which most of them live more
or less buried.

8. The abyssal species in many cases appear to be capable

only of very slow dispersion, as compared with shallow water
species. This is, at least in many cases, due to the fact that
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many of them do not have free-swimming larvse, but bring

forth well developed creeping young ; as, for example, the

Pterasteridfe, Solasteridse, Echinasteridse, Astrophytonidae, etc.

In other cases the eggs are so large as to indicate that the

larvse (though unknown) are unlike those of shallow water
species and not free-swimming.

9. It is, therefore, probable that many of the strictly abyssal

species do not have the benefit of the transporting agency of

ocean currents, which so rapidly transport the free larvae of

most shallow-water species. If that be the case, they can only

extend their range by the extremely slow process of creeping

by means of their ambulacra! feet, which, on the soft ooze of

the sea bottom, must be a very slow process.

10. We must, therefore, conclude that the widely diffused

abyssal genera, many of which now occupy all the great ocean
basins, and in many cases range from the Arctic to the Ant-
arctic Oceans, are of very great antiquity, and that there has
been ample time, since they occupied the deep sea, for the minor
differences characteristic of species to originate in different

geographical regions, as a result of casual variations that have
been conserved by isolation, perhaps aided in some cases by
"natural selection."

11. In the majority of cases, however, there is no evident

utility in the characters that separate one abyssal species from
another of the same genus, for the differences are generally

slight modifications of form arfd color ; arrangement, shape and
size of the spines, granulations, pedicellarise, etc. Such differ-

ences can hardly be of protective value in the darkness and
quietness of the depths in which they live.

Systematic List of the Starfishes, with their Bathymetrical and Geographical Distri-

bution, expressed in a condensed form.*

ASTERIOIDEA,

Family Aechasterid^: (Viguier, 1878) emended, Sladen.

Benthopecten spixosus Verrill.

Benthopecten spinosus Verrill, this Journal, vol. xxviii, p. 218, 1884; Explora-

tions made by the Albatross in 1883, in Annual Report, U. S. Comm. of Fish
and Fisheries, pp. 519 [17], 543 [41], 1885; Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii,

p. 245, 1894.

Pararchaster semisquamatus var. occidentalis Sladen, Voyage of the Challenger,

vol. xxx. p. 10, 1889.

Pararchaster armatus Sladen, op. cit., p. 19, pi. 1, figs. 5, 6; pi. 4, figs. 5, 6,

1889.

* In this list, as a matter of convenience, I have followed pretty nearly the

arrangement and nomenclature adopted by Mr. Sladen in his classical work on
the Starfishes collected by the Challenger. (Report on Scientific Results, Zoology,

vol. xxx, with a vol. of plates).

In doing this I do not necessarily approve of all the changes of names made by
him. In several cases I decline to follow him and others in the resurrection of

the ante-Linnsean names given by Linck. To do this systematically would pro-

duce endless confusion.

Am. Jour. Scl—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 290.—Feb., 1895.

9
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Bathymetrical range, 721 to 2021 fathoms. Most common
in 1200 to 1600 fathoms. It was taken at 60 stations, between
K lat. 42° 47' and 35° 10', by the U. S. Fish Commission.
Off the coast of Portugal (t. Sladen).

The genus Pararchaster Sladen (1889) is synonymous with
Benthqpecten (1884). This is a strictly deep-sea genus, none
of the species occurring in less than 400 fathoms. It is found
in all the oceans. The following additional species were
described by Mr. Sladen :

—

B. spinosissimus (SI.) V., Atlantic 425 fath.

B. simplex (Perrier) V., Caribbean _ 1323 "

B. antarcticus (SI.) V., Southern Ocean 1675 "

B. pedicifer (SI.) V., ' " " 1600-1900 "

B. semisquamatus (SI.) V., Pacific _ 565-1875 "

All the above species are closely related. Mr. Sladen also

described a single young specimen, taken off Delaware Bay by
the Challenger, as a variety (occide?italis) of B. semisquamatus.
The type of the latter was from off Japan.

This supposed variety appears to me to agree in all respects

with many young specimens of our B. spinosus, judging from
Mr. Sladen's detailed description. The two species are evi-

dently very closely allied.

Pontaster hebitus Sladen.

Pontaster hebitus Sladen, Voyage of the Challenger, vol. xxx, p. 33, pi. 8, figs.

1, 2; pi. 12, figs. 1, 2, 1889; Verrill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 247,

1894.

Archaster tenuispinus Verrill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. ii, p. 203, 1879; Rep.
Com'r of Fish and Fisheries, vol. xi, for 1883, p. 543, pi. 13, fig. 38, 1885
(perhaps not of Diiben and Koren).

B. range, 85 to 250 fath. This species is known only from
the Banks off Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. It is very
closely allied to P. tenuispinus of northern Europe, if not
identical.

Mr. Sladen records twelve species and several varieties of

Pontaster, not including P. sepitus. Seven species occur in

the Atlantic. Others are found in the Indo-Pacific and
Southern Oceans, mostly at great depths. Mr. Perrier has also

described several additional forms that appear to belong to the

same genus. Three of these are from the West Indian seas.

Pontaster forcipatus Sladen.

Pontaster forcipatus Sladen. Voyage of the Challenger, xxx, p. 43, pi. 8, figs. 3,

4; pi. 12, figs. 3, 4, 1889; Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 24*7.

B. range, 828 to 1396 fath. 1240 to 1700 fath. (Sladen).

Taken at 45 stations, between K lat. 41° 28' and 36° 34'.^

Mr. Sladen (op. cit., p. 47) has described a variety (echinata)

of this species, taken off Marion Island, S. lat. 46° 46', in 1375
fathoms.
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Allied species are found in all the great oceans.

Pontaster sepitus Verrill.

Archaster sepitus Verrill, this Journal, vol. xxix, p. 151, Feb., 1885 ;
Expl. by

the Albatross in 1883, pp. 519, 543, 1885.

Pontaster sepitics Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 247, 1894.

B. range, 368 to 858 fath.

Taken at several stations between K lat. 41° 53' and 39° 40 7

.

Dytaster grandis Verrill.

Archaster grandis Verrill, this Journal, vol. xxviii, p. 218, 1884.

Dytaster madreporifer Sladen, op. cit., p. TO, pi. 3, figs. 3, 4; pi. 32, figs. 5, 6,

1889.

Dytaster grandis Verrill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 248, 1894.

B. range, 475 to 2620 fath. Most common between 1200 and
1600 fathoms. Taken at 36 stations between N. lat. 41° 13'

and 36° 34'.

The genus Dytaster Sladen is found in all the great oceans.

Mr. Sladen described seven species, none of them from less

than 800 fathoms.

D. exilis var. carinata SI., op. cit., p. 69, was taken off Mary-
land, in 1700 fathoms. The typical D. exilis was from off

Valparaiso, in 1375 fath. 1 have not been able to satisfy my-
self that the var. carinata SI. is distinct from the young of JD.

grandis.

Plutonaster Agassizii Verrill.

Archaster Agassizii Verrill, this Journal, vol. xx, p. 403, 1880.

Plutonaster rigidus Sladen, op. cit., p. 91, pi. 14, figs. 3, 4; pi. 15, figs. 3, 4,

1889; also var. semiarmata, op. cit., p. 94.

Plutonaster oifrons (part) Sladen, op cit., p. 88, 1889 (very young example).

Plutonaster Agassizii Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 248, 1894.

B. range, 182 to 1700 fath. Most common in 300 to 1200
fathoms. Taken at 103 stations between N. lat. 41° 53' and
35° 45' 23".

Very closely related to Pontaster hifrons SI. from off the

European coasts, and to Pontaster intermedins (Perrier sp.),

of the West Indian region.

Mr. Sladen recorded eight species of this genus : one from
the Mediterranean ; one from the South Pacific ; all the others

from the Atlantic. Most of the species inhabit only great

depths.

Pseudarchaster ixtermedius Sladen.

Pseudarchaster intermedius Sladen, Voyage of the Challenger, vol. xxx, p. 115,
pi. 19, figs. 3, 4; pi. 42, figs. 5, 6, 1889

;
Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii,

p. 249, 1894.

Archaster Parelii Verrill, this Journal, vol. vii, p. 500, 1874 (not Diiben and
Koren); vol. xxiii, p. 140, 1882; Rep. U. S. Com'r Fish and Fisheries, vol.

xi, p. 543, pi. 13, fig. 37, 1885 (var. with narrow rays).
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B. range, 85 to 1608 fath. Most common between 150 and
500 fath. Taken at 33 stations between K lat. 44° 26' and
37° 59' 30".

This species is very closely allied to P. discus Sladen, from
off the west coast of S. America in 147 fath., and to P. tesselr

latus SI., from the Cape of Good Hope.
Variety, insignis no v.

A few specimens, much larger than usual and with coarser

granules, represent a marked variety or perhaps a distinct

species. For the present it may be best to consider it a

variety.

Eadii, 75mm and 23 Dara
. Upper surface and marginal plates

granulated nearly as in the typical form, except that the gran-

ules are somewhat larger. Actinal plates covered with une-

qual, coarse, irregular, angular, fusiform granules, some of

those on the middle of each plate longer and larger, spiniform.

Lower marginal plates with a median row of small, appressed,

fusiform spines much larger than the granules. Adambulacral
spines longer and larger than in the type-form, those on the

ventral side of the plates, 12-16 ; the largest, thick and blunt,

or clavate. Jaw-spines thick, blunt, angular, longer and more
prominent than in the type, those on the actinal surface in two
regular rows of about 8 each.

B. range, 100 to 1356 fath. Nova Scotia to K lat. 40° 09' 30".

PSEUDABCHASTER CONCINNUS Verrill.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 250, 1894.

B. range, 1188 to 1791 fath. In one instance recorded as

from 123 fathoms, but probably erroneously. Taken at 3 sta-

tions between K lat. 41° 28' 30" and 41° 07'.

Family Porcellanasterid^: Sladen.

Ctenodiscus crispatus Dub. and Koren.

Asterias crispatus Retzius, Dissert. Asteriarum, p. IT, 1805.

Ctenodiscus polaris Mull, and Trosch., Syst., p. 16, pi. 5, fig. 5, 1842.

Ctenodiscus crispatus Duben and Kor., K. Vet. Akad. Handl, p. 253, 1844;
Stimpson, Invert. G. Manan, p. 15, 1853; Liiiken, Gronl. Echinod., p. 45,

1857 ; Verrill, Proc. Boat. Soc. Nat. Hist, vol. x, p. 345, 1866.

Ctenodiscus corniculatus Perrier, Stell. du Mus., p. 380, 1875; Duncan and
Sladen, Echinod. Arctic Sea, p. 49, pi. 3, figs. 17-20, 1881; Sladen, Voy.
Chall., p. 171, 1889.*

B. range, 5 to 632 fath. Most abundant from 50 to 150 fath.

Taken at numerous stations in Massachusetts Bay, Gulf of

Maine, Bay of Fundy, etc. It extends to Greenland, Spitz-

bergen, and Northern Europe. Circumpolar. Allied species

occur in the South Atlantic and South Pacific.

* This is an instance in which certain writers have resurrected Linck's ante-

binomial names to displace those given under the Linnsean system. In this I

cannot concur.
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PORCELLAXASTER CLERULEUS ThomS.
W. Thomson, Yoy. Challenger, Atlantic, vol. i, p. 378, figs. 9 7, 98, 1877;

Sladen, Yoy. Chall., vol. xxx, p. 134, pi. 20, figs. 1 to 7, 1839 ; Yerrill, Expl.

by the Albatross in 1883, p. 543, pi. 14, figs. 40, 41, 1885.

B. range, 662 to 1917 fath. Most common from 900 to 1500
fath. Taken at 42 stations between 1ST. lat. 41° 28' and 37° 50'.

Found also off the European coasts.

This genus is found at great depths in all the oceans. About
10 species are known.

Family Astropectinid^e (Gray, 1840) emended.

Astropecten Americanus Yerrill.

Archaster Americanus Yerrill. this Journal, vol. xx, p. 402, 1880.

Astropecten Americanus Yerrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 255, 1894.

B. range, 43 to 296 fath. Most common from 63 to 150 fath.

Taken by the U. S. Fish Comm. at 72 stations, from N. lat.

40° 23' to 35° 38'. Allied species occur in all seas/ A. mesacu-
tus SI., from the East Atlantic, seems to be the nearest related.

Astropecten vestitus Liitken.

Asterias vestita Say, Journ. Philad. Acad., vol. v, p. 143, 1825.

B. range, shallow water. Cape May (Say.). It is not uncom-
mon farther south.

Astropecten articulatus Mull, and Trosch.

Asterias articulatus Say, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., vol. v, p. 141, 1825.

Astropecten articulatus Mull, and Trosch., Syst. Aster., p. 72, 1842; A. Agassiz,

North American Starfishes, p. 114, pi. 19, figs. 1-8, 1877.

B. range, 4 to 43 fath. Taken at several stations off Cape
Hatteras, and as far north as 35° 42'. Common farther south,

in shallow water. West Indies.

Leptoptychaster arcticus Sladen.

Astropecten arcticus M. Sars, Reise Lofoden og Finmarken, Nyt. Mag. Nat.,

vol. vi, p. 161, 1851.

Archaster arcticus Verrill, this Journal, vol. xvi, p. 214, 1878.

Leptopitychaster arcticus, var. elongatus, Sladen, op. cit.
, p. 189.

Leptoptychaster arcticus Sladen, op. cit., p. 189 ; Yerrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol.

xvii, p. 255, 1894.

B. range, 50 to 965 fath. (1350 fath., Sladen). Most common
in 85 to 200 fathoms ; rare at greater depths. Taken at 23
stations, from N. lat. 45° 14' to 38° -29'. It always occurred in

small numbers. It is also found off the northern coasts of

Europe. Two closely allied species are found in the Antarctic
Ocean.

Psil aster Florae Yerrill.

Archaster Flora Yerrill, this Journal, vol. xvi, p. 372, 1878; Expl. by the
Albatross, in Ann. Rep. U. S. Com'r Fish and Fisheries, vol. xi, p. 542, pi. 13,

fig. 36. 1885.

Fsilaster Flora Yerrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 255, 1894.
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B. range, 53 to 452 fath. ; in one instance in 984 fath. (per-

haps an error). Most common in 150 to 350 fath. Taken by
the U. S. Fish Comm. at 70 stations between K lat. 44° 47'

and 38° 27'. It has also been sent by the Gloucester fisher-

men, from several localities on the various Banks off JSFova

Scotia, in 60 to 230 fath.

This is closely allied to P. Andromeda of Northern Europe
(40 to 690 fath.), and may eventually prove to be identical.

Several allied species are known from the East Atlantic, Indian,

and Pacific Oceans.

Bathybiaster robttstus Verrill.

Archaster robustus Verrill, this Journal, xxix, p. 383, 1885 ; Expl. by the Alba-
tross in 1883. pp. 519, 541, 1885.

Phoxaster pumilus Sladen, op. cit., p. 236, pi. 15, figs. 3-6; pi. 40, figs. 7-ll r

1889 (Young).

Bathybiaster robustus Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 256, 1894.

B. ran^e, 705 to 1467 fatb. ; 1240 to 1700 (Sladen). Taken
at 33 stations between N. lat. 41° 28' and 35° 10'.

Tins is closely allied to B.jpallidus from off the Scandinavian
coast. An allied species occurs in the South Pacific and Ant-
arctic Oceans, in 75 to 245 fath.

LuiDrA clathrata (Say).

Asterias clathrata Say, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad , vol. v, p. 142, 1825.

Luidia clathrata Lutken, Vidensk. Meddel., p. 37, 1859; A. Agassiz, North
American Starfishes, p. 117, pi. 20, 1877 ; Verrill, this Journ., vol. iii, p. 438,

1872.

B. range, 1 to 48 fath. Most common in less than 20 fatb.

Taken at 18 stations, from N. lat. 37° 31' to 35° 12'. Common
in shallow water southward to Florida, West Indies, and Bio
Janeiro, Brazil. Bare north of Cape Hatteras.

Allied species occur in all tropical seas.

Luidia elegans Perrier.

Luidia elegans Perrier, Arch. Zool. Exper., p. 256, 1876; Verrill, this Journal,

vol. xx, p. 403, 1880 ; Expl. by the Albatross, in Ana. Rep. U. S. Fish Comm.,
vol. xi, p. 543, pi. 13, figs. 39, 39% 1885.

B. range, 53 to 146 fath. Most common from 60 to 120 fath.

Taken at 34 stations between N. lat. 40° 16' and 35° 10' 40".

Seldom obtained entire. Appears to extend to tbe West
Indies.

Family Goniasterip^e or Pentagonasterid^e.

Pentagonaster EXiMirs Verrill.

Proc. Nat. Mus , vol. xvii, p. 264, 1894.

B. range, 80 to 122 fatb., rare. Taken at two stations, IN", lat.

44° 27' 30" and 42° 25' 40".

Closely allied to the following species.
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Pentagonaster granularis Perrier.

Asttrias granular is Retzius, K. Vefc. Akad. Nya. Handl., vol. iv, p. 2B8, 1783.

Astrogonium granulare Muller and Trosch., Syst., p. 57, 1S42 ; Verrill, Expl. by
the Albatross in 1883, p. 542, pi. 18, figs. 48, 48", 1885.

Goniaster granularis Liitkea, Yidensk. Medd. nat Foren., p. 146, 1865.

Pentagonasier granularis Perrier, Revis. Stell. du Mus., p. 224, 1876; Sladen,

Toy. ChalleDger, vol. xxx, p. 268. 1889.

B. range, 72 to 471 fatb. Rarely taken below 150 fathoms.

Taken at several stations between N. lat. 44° 28' 30" and
41° 47'. Also taken by the Gloucester fishermen on the Banks
off Nova Scotia. Occurs off the coasts of Norway and Great
Britain.

Pentagonaster simplex, sp. nov

B. range, 640 fath. Off Martha's Vineyard.
Greater radius, 20mm ; lesser radius, 13mm ; thickness at mar-

gin, 45mm . Form pentagonal, with the sides slightly incurved

;

rays short-triangular, terminated by a somewhat prominent,
rounded apical plate, situated on the upper side. Usually
twelve superior and fourteen inferior marginal plates ; these

are uniformly covered with rather fine, crowded, angular gran-

ules, except on the middle of each plate, where there is a

smooth, rounded area above and below. Abactinal plates very
regular in form and arrangement ; those of the radial areas are

hexagonal, with the median row distinct and bordered by about
three parallel rows on each side. Those of the triangular inter-

radial areas are rhombic, somewhat smaller and less regular ; all

the plates are covered with numerous small, crowded, angular

granules, often thirty to forty on the larger plates. Actinal

plates mostly rhombic, flat, regularly arranged, and covered with
fine, rounded granules which are not closely crowded. Adam-
bulacral spines decidedly longer and larger than those adjacent.

Each adambulacral plate bears a single marginal row of three

or four somewhat elongated, blunt or clavate spines, and out-

side of these a somewhat stellate group of seven to nine shorter,

thicker, blunt spinules, one of which usually occupies the cen-

ter of the group. Jaw-spines numerous, short, thick, angular,

similar to the larger adambulacral spines.

A single specimen (No. 13,363) was taken at station 1124.

Pentagoxaster planus, sp. nov.

B. range, 156 fath. N. lat. 39° 53', off Martha's Vineyard.
Greater radius, 50mm ; lesser radius, 35mm ; thickness at mar-

gin, 8mm . Form pentagonal, with the sides slightly incurved

;

rays very short, triangular, and obtuse, with the tip turned up
and terminated by a small, conical plate. Marginal plates

large, median ones nearly square, usually fourteen in the dorsal
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series and sixteen in the ventral series, all uniformly covered
with rather coarse, rounded granules, standing a little apart, the

margins of the plates with a regular row of granules of about
the same size. Abactinal plates flat, mostly rather large,

rounded or hexagonal, with some small, rounded ones inter-

spersed ; all are uniformly covered with rather coarse, spaced
granules, like those of the marginal plates, so that the whole
of the upper surface has a remarkably uniform granular coat-

ing. The larger plates often bear fifty to seventy granules

;

the small intermediate plates frequently carry but nine to

twelve. Actinal plates large, rhombic, uniformly covered with
coarse, angular granules, distinctly larger than those of the mar-
ginal plates. Adambulacral plates numerous and crowded,
similar to the actinal plates, but slightly larger and longer, the

length increasing somewhat toward the ends of the rays. Each
plate usually bears three or four marginal spines in a simple

row ; outside of these there are usually nine to twelve thicker,

obtuse, angular spines, forming four irregular, longitudinal

rows, the outer ones smallest. Jaws covered with numerous
blunt, angular spines, similar to the actinal spines, but larger.

One specimen (No. 13,362) was taken at station 1098.

Odontaster hispidus Verrill.

Odontaster hispidus Verrill, this Journal, vol. xx, p. 402, 1880; Proc. Nat. Mus.,

vol. xvii, p. 263, 1894.

B. range, 43 to 1230 fath. Taken at many stations between
N. lat. 44' 28° 30" and 39° 53'.

No very closely allied sjDecies is known.
The genus Gnathaster (Sladen, 1889) appears to be identi-

cal with this. Among the recorded species are the following

:

Odontaster pihdatus (Gnathaster SI.) Magellan St.

O. elo?igatus
(
Gnathaster SI.) Southern Ocean.

O. singularis (Astrogonium M. and Tr.) W. S. America.
O. miliaris (Astrogonium Gray) N. Zealand.

O. paxillosum (Astrogonium Gray) Australia.

O. dilatatus (Pentagonaster Per.) N. Zealand.

O. meridionalis (Astrogonium Smith) Southern Ocean.
O. Grayi (Calliderma Bell) Magellan Str.

Isaster Bairdti Verrill.

Archaster Bairdli Verrill, this Journal, vol. xxiii, p. 139, 1882.

Isaster Bairdii Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 258, 1894.

B. range, 351 to 721 fath. Taken at 6 stations between E".

lat. 42° 55' 30" and 39° 47' 07".

No other species of this genus is known.
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Paragonaster formosus Verrill.

Archaster formosus Yerrill, this Journal, vol. xxviii, p. 383, 1884; Expl. by the

Albatross in 1883, pp. 519, 543.

? Paragonaster cylindratus Sladen, op. cit., p. 314, pi. 51, figs. 3, 4; pi. 53, figs.

3, 4, 1889.

Paragonaster formosus Yerrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 257, 1894.

B. range 1396 to 2021 fath. Taken at 15 stations between
N. lat. 41° Or and 37°.

The type of P. cylindratus SI. was from south of Cape
Yerde Islands, in 1850 fath.

A West Indian species {P. siibtilis = Goniopecte?i subtilis

Perrier), appears to be closely allied to ours. It was taken in

955 fathoms by the " Blake " Exp.

HlPPASTERIA PHRYGIAXA Ag.
Asterias phrygiana Parelius, K. Norske Yid. Selskabs Skrifter, vol. iv, p. 425,

pi. 14, fig. 2, 1770: Gmelin, Linne. p. 3163, 1788.

Asterias equestr is Pennant, Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 130, 1776; Lamarck, Anim.
sans vert., vol. hi, p. 242, 1815.

Hippasteria plana Gray, Ann. and Mag., vol. vi, p. 279, 1841; Synopsis Starf.

Brit. Mas., p. 9 ; Perrier, Arch, de Zool., Exper. vol. v, p. 86, 1876 ; Sladen,

Yoy. Challenger, vol. xxx, p. 341.

Goniaster equestris Forbes, British Starfishes, p. 125, fig., 1841.

Astrogonium plirygianum Mull, and Trosch , Syst. Asteriden, p. 52, 1842 ; Lut-
ken, Yidensk. Meddel., pp. 70, 105, 1857 ; Sars Norges Echinod., p. 44.

Goniaster phrygianus Norman, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xv, p. 123, 1865
;

Yerrill Proc. Boston Soc Nat. Hist, vol. x, p. 356, 1866.

'Hippasteria phrygiana Agassiz. Sea Side Studies, p. 113 ; Yerrill, Check List.,

p. 14, 1879 ; Expl. by the Albatross, in Ann. Rep. U. S. Fish Comm., vol. xi,

p. 542, pi. 17, fig. 47, 1885.

B. range, 20 to 224 fath. ; in one instance, off George's
Bank, in 471 fath. Most common from 50 to 150 fath. New-
foundland to Cape Cod, off Chatham Light. Taken at numer-
ous stations in Massachusetts Bay, off Cape Ann, Gulf of

Maine, Bay of Fivndy, and off JSTova Scotia, on hard bot-

toms. It occurs also on the European coasts and in the Arctic
Ocean.
No other species of the genus is known.*

Family Gymxasterid^e.

Porania (Choxdraster) grandis Yerrill.

This Journal, vol. xvi, p. 371, 1878; Expl. by the Albatross in 1883, in Ann.
Rep. Fish Coram, vol. xi, p. 542 {pars.), pi. 15, fig. 44, pi. 16, fig. 44a

, 1885
(not figs. 45, 45a

). v

B. range, 220 to 538 fath. East of George's Bank and off

Martha's Vineyard, 1ST. lat. 39° 53' 30".

This large species is not a typical Porania. In several of

my former articles it was not distinguished from the following

* Perrier, Sladen, and others have resurrected one of Linck's ante-binomial
names {planus) for this species. This proceeding appears to be entirely unwar-
ranted and unnecessary.
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species, which is similar in size and general appearance. The
present form has a thinner margin with the plates poorly
developed. The marginal spines are more or less abortive.

The long, slender dorsal papulse are confined to two petaloid

bands on each raj, leaving the median area bare. There are

two adambulacral spines on the inner edge of each plate, side

by side, and an outer transverse series of two or three. The
integument is firm, thick, and glabrous, and when dried it

shows numerous microscopic spicules on the surface. The
radial grooves are conspicuous and numerous ; one runs from
between all the adambulacral plates and marginal plates. The
rudimentary abactinal and actinal plates are much less devel-

oped than in the next species.

The above characters warrant the establishment of a new
subgenus, or perhaps a genus, for this species. I propose to

name it Chondraster.

PORANIA INSIGNIS, Sp. IIOV.

Porania grandis (pars) Verrill Explorations made by the Albatross in 1883,

p. 542, pi. 15, figs. 45, 45a
, 1885.

B. range, 65 to 373 fath. Most common in 100 to 250 fath.

Chiefly in the warm area. Taken at numerous stations, from
K lat 41° 28' 30" to 36° 38' 30". It has, also, been taken
several times by the Gloucester fishermen, on the Banks.
A large pentagonal species with convex disk and short rays.

Radii of an average specimen 70mm and 34r
mm

. Dorsal surface

smooth, with a tough, leathery integument, without visible

plates or spines, except a cluster of small spinules around the

"anal" pore. Papulae conspicuous, elongated ; they are most
abundant along the sides of the rays, but do not form very

definite bands, though the median line of the rays is mostly
bare ; a single or double row of papulse extends along the mar-
gins, between the upper and lower marginal plates, which are

somewhat prominent, but covered by thick cuticle. The lower

plates carry a row of three or four sharp, conical, skin-covered

spinules, which form the sharp edge of the disk ; distally the

number decreases to two, and finally to one. Each adambula-
cral plate bears a transverse row of three or two stout, short,

divergent spines, in irregular alternation ; they are somewhat
webbed at base ; the outer one is stoutest and often gouge-
shaped or even double at the blunt tip. Each jaw bears two
oral, partly webbed, skin-covered, short spines, and two or three

on each side. The actinal radial furrows are strongly marked

;

they run from between all the marginal plates, but only

between alternate adambulacral plates.

Young specimens of this species, when 15 to 20mm in diam-

eter, have more or less numerous, small, scattered, simple spines,

both on the dorsal and ventral plates ; these plates are dis-
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tinctly visible, beneath the cuticle, when dried, and the upper
marginal plates are relatively larger than in the adult. The
papulae are few and scattered. In this stage, it agrees in all

respects with the genus Marginaster Perrier and Lasiaster

Sladen, both of which are probably the young of Porania or

Poraniomorpha.
Four allied species of this genus are known from the Southern

Ocean ; of these P. glabra SI., from off Kerguelen I., in 30 to

127 fath., seems nearest to our species ; P. pulvillus (Mull.)

Norm., of northern Europe, is also allied to this.

Poraniomorpha spjnulosa Verrill.

Porania sjrinulosa Verrill, Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus., vol. 2, p. 202. 1877.

Poraniomorpha spinulosa Yerrill, Expl. by the Albatross, p. 542, 1885.

B. range, 80 to 640 fath. Eare below 400 fath. Most
common in 150 to 250 fath. In one instance, off Cape Hatteras,

taken in 48 fath. Off Cape Cod in 80 and 118 fath. Taken
at 42 stations from 41° 80' 30" to 35° 12' 30", mostly in the

warm area.

Yar. rudis : A variety of this species has small divergent

groups of longer and somewhat enlarged spinules on more or

less of the actinal interradial plates, while the rest of the plates

have the normal small spinules.

Yar. inermis : This variety lacks the marginal spines on the
infero-marginal plates, except near the ends of the rays.

There is considerable variation, also, in the number of spines

on the jaw-plates.

A very large specimen, with the radii 80mm and 46ram
, taken

in 90 fathoms, off Martha's Yineyard, has thick, tumid mar-
gins, with the infero-marginal plates forced downward to the

under side ; many of these plates along the disk are destitute

of marginal spines, or have them in a more or less aborted

form
; toward the tips of the rays the marginal spines become

normal, but stouter than in smaller specimens.

This is closely allied to P. rosea Duben and Koren, of north-

ern Europe.

Poraniomorpha borealis Yerrill.

Asterina borealis Yerrill, this Journal, vol. xvi, p. 213, 1878; Yerrill, Expl.

made by the Albatross in 1883, in Ann. Report U. S. Fish Comra., vol. xi,

pi. 18, figs. 46, 46", 1885.

Porania borealis Yerrill, Check List, 1879; Ann. Report U.S. Com'r. of Fish
and Fisheries, for 1882, vol. x, p. 659, 1884.

B. range, 64 to 225 fath., rare. Belongs to the cold area.

Taken at 4 stations, from 44° 26' to 39° 49' 30". Also in the

Gulf of Maine, in 110 fathoms, 1874. Fishing Banks, K lat.

45° 25', W. long. 57° 10', in 170 fathoms.

The specimen from the Banks is much larger than any of
the others. Radii 35mm and 23mm . The dorsal papular pores
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are very numerous and conspicuous over most of the dorsal

surface, in large clusters. The ventral plates are nearly
uniformly covered with slender needle-shaped spinules of

nearly uniform size, no groups of larger spinules being present
on them.
The spinules, above and below, as well as the adambulacral

spines, are decidedly longer and more slender than in P. spinu-
losa. The upper marginal plates are conspicuous, swollen,

elongated vertically, but have no special spines.

A row of papulae, between the upper and lower plates.

Rhegaster abtssicola, sp. uov.

B. range, 2045 fathoms, K lat. 37°, W. long. 71° 54'.

Greater radius, 35mm ; lesser 14mm ; elevation at center, 17mm .

Form five-rayed, stellate, with the disk flat beneath, tumid
above, and indented by a distinct groove at the interradial

angles. Rays tumid at base, with the distal part roundish,

slender, and uniformly tapered. Abactinal plates rather large,

concealed by the cuticle, and everywhere bearing small, blunt,

well-separated, simple spinules, which are more or less covered

by the integument. Papulae small, scattered singly over most
of the dorsal surface. The lower marginal plates are small,

somewhat prominent, and bear an irregular group of six or

eight small, sharp spinules, which form a distinct border
along the under edge of the disk and basal half of the rays, but
disappear gradually before reaching the tips of the rays.

Actinal plates entirely concealed by the integument ; each one
bears a divergent group of four to six or more small, sharp,

rather stout spinules, which are unequal in size. Each adam-
bulacral plate usually bears an obliquely transverse row of

about five somewhat long, subacute spinules, of which the

middle ones are a little longer than the others, and in some
cases the row is double; the innermost is borne upon the

inner angle of the plate, which projects somewhat into the

furrow. The ambulacral feet are large, biserial, and furnished

with well-developed terminal suckers. The inner end of each

jaw bears four rather stout, sharp spines, similar to those of the

adambulacral plates.

A single specimen (No. 8140) was taken at station 2226, off

Delaware Bay.
Two allied species (R. Murrayi SI. and B. tumidus

(Stuxb.) SI. are found at moderate depths on the northern

European coast ; the last also occurs in the Arctic Ocean.

Family Asterinid^b.

Asterina pygalea Verrill.

This Journal, vol. xvi, p. 372, 1878.
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B. range, 52 to 92 fatli., Gulf of Maine. Allied species are

found in nearly all seas.

Tremaster mirabilis Yerrill.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. ii, p. 201, 1879; Expl. by the Albatross in 1883,
pi. 18, fig. 51, 1885.

B. range, 150 to 250 fath., rare. Known only from the

Banks off Eova Scotia and Newfoundland, from N. lat. 47° 6'

to near George's Bank. All the specimens have been received

from the Gloucester fishermen.

No other species of this remarkable genus is known.
[To be continued.]

Art. XIY.

—

Lower Cambrian Rocks in Eastern California /
By Chas. D. Walcott.

[Read before G-eol. Soc. America, Baltimore meeting, Dec. 27, 1894.]

The only Lower Cambrian rocks of California known to

me occur in the White Mountain range of Inyo County,
east of Owen's Yalley, with the single exception of one small

mass west of Big Pine, which is in the foothills of the Sierra

Nevada. That portion of the White Mountain range lying

near the Waucobi Canyon is commonly referred to as the

"White Mountain range," while the portion to the south is

called the " Inyo range." Prof. J. D. Whitney refers to the

ranges (Inyo and White Mountain), stating that little is known
of the geology except that, from Bend City for twenty-five

miles north, their western base and slope seem to be made of

slate and other stratified rocks generally dipping to the south-

west and often much contorted. These slates are said to alter-

nate with beds of limestone. In these rocks a single fossil was
discovered, opposite Camp Independence, by Dr. Horn. This
species was considered by Mr. Gabb as identical with a Triassic

species which had been found in the Upper Trias of the Alps.

From this Professor Whitney identified the strata along the

western flanks of the Inyo and White Mountains with the

rocks of Washoe, which were referred to the Trias.*

On a map issued by the California* State Mining Bureau in

1891, f eight areas of limestone are indicated on the line of the

White Mountain and Inyo ranges. Some of these are described
in the report of the State Mineralogist for 18884 In his report

* Geol. Surv. California; Geology, vol. i, 1865, p. 459.

f Preliminary Mineralogical and Geological Map of the State of California,

1891.

^California State Mining Bureau; Eighth Ann. Rep. State Mineralogist for
1888.
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on Inyo County Mr. W. A. Goodyear, who was an assistant in

the State Survey under Prof. J. D. Whitney, speaks of the

Inyo and White Mountain ranges as a part of the great Paleo-

zoic formation which occupies so extensive an area in the
Great Basin. He also describes,* in the form of an itinerary,

a geological exploration of parts of the range, noting the occur-

rence of various stratified rocks and granites.

During the summer of 1894, accompanied by Mr. F. B.
Weeks, I crossed the range over the toll-road leading from
Big Pine to Piper's ranch, in Fish Lake Valley, and penetrated

into it from the western side in Waucobi, Black and Silver

canyons.

The ascending section exposed in the ridge on the north side

of Black Canyon is as follows

:

1. Gray and yellowish, arenaceous limestone, occurring

in low hills above the Quaternary 200 ft.

2. Massive, bedded, compact, fine-grained, often saccha-

roidal, light-gray, siliceous and arenaceous limestone

(strike K 10° W. mag., dip 20° E.).

At 100 feet from base of this division a dike of basalt

40 feet in thickness cuts through and displaces the

limestone in the vicinity of the dike, so as to give it

a dip of from 70° to 80
6
E, Above the dike the dip

of 20° is very quickly resumed.
At 160 feet from the base a band of white limestone

occurs, which contains numerous small concretions

of limestone.

At 230 feet above the dike occurs a band of shaly

limestone, which has buff-colored partings ; and
irregular, buff-colored, sandy laminations occur in

thin layers in the thick-bedded limestone.

No. 2 may be subdivided as follows:

a. Light-gray and white limestone 500 ft.

b. Buff and gray, more arenaceous limestone,

with a band of cherty limestone 20-25 feet

thick at 125 feet from its base 170ft.

c. Gray, arenaceous limestone, cherty at top_. 115 ft.

d. Shaly and thick-bedded, sandy limestone,

cross-bedded in places, with yellowish-buff

layers, also with two bands of brown,
thick-bedded and shaly quartzite__ 145 ft.

e. Massive, bedded, coarse, arenaceous, gray
limestone, passing into buff-colored and
cherty beds above 85 ft.

f . Buff-colored, shaly limestone _ 5 ft.

g. Bluish-gray, banded limestone 30 ft.

* Loc. cit., p. 290.
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h. Gray, arenaceous limestone, with bands of

buff-colored, mostly thick-bedded lime-

stone 10 ft.

i. Thick-bedded, bluish-gray limestone 10 ft.

j. Brownish and buff-colored, calcareous sand-

stone, with inclosed brecciated, thin-bedded
brown sandstone . _ 5 ft.

k. Dark, banded quartzite 30 ft.

1. Massive, bedded, gray, arenaceous limestone 225 ft.

Total of No. 2 1,525 ft.

3. Dark, irregular, thin-bedded, siliceous slates, with
interbedded, dark, quartzitic sandstone (dip 25-30 E.

mag., strike 1ST. and S.) _ 635 ft.

The section is terminated at this point by a fault line.

On the north side of Silver Canyon, No. 3 is well exposed,

and is estimated to have a thickness of 2,000 feet. Above
this a series of limestones and calcareous and siliceous shales

occurs, and some interbedded, dark, quartzitic sandstones, that

extend upward 1,000 feet. Near the base a massive, bedded
limestone 100 feet in thickness occurs, in which great quanti-

ties of Lower Cambrian corals (Archo3ocyathi?ice) occur. This
series is capped by about 200 feet of compact, thin-bedded,

arenaceous argillite, with interbedded layers of dark-brown,
fine-grained quartzite.

The entire section, briefly summarized from summit down-
ward, is as follows

:

4. Upper arenaceous beds 200 ft.

3. Alternating limestones and shales 1,000 ft.

2. Siliceous slates and quartzites _ 2,000 ft.

1. Siliceous limestones ._ 1,700 ft.

Total _ 4,900 ft.

In round numbers the section exposed in the White Moun-
tain range, between White Mountain peak and Waucobi Can-
yon, is 5,000 feet in thickness.

No fossils were found in the lower limestona Numerous
annelid trails occur in the lower siliceous series, and in the

slaty portion near the summit heads of Olenellus were found.

In places the lower portion of the. upper limestone series is

almost a solid bed of different forms of the Archceocyat/iince.

Ethmophyllum whitneii Meek is very abundant, and the genera

Protopharetra, Coscinocyatfius, and probably Archceocyathus
occur. Ethmophyllum ranges throughout the limestone series

into the base of the shales in Tollgate Canyon, where it is

associated with Cystidean plates and fragments of Olenellus.

On the north side of Silver Canyon the Archseocyathinae are
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so abundant in the limestone that it may practically be called a

Lower Cambrian coral reef. This reef was traced for nearly
thirty miles, and the same types are also known to occur in the
Silver Peak range, about twenty-five miles to the eastward.

So far as known to me, this is the oldest of the Cambrian
faunas known in the western portion of the United States.

Just what its relations to the Olenellus fauna of central Nevada
and British Columbia are I am unable at present to state,

except that I believe it to be older than the Olenellus fauna of
central Nevada.

It is not impossible that a fauna will be found in the lower
limestone, but in the hasty reconnoissance in which I was
engaged, only a portion of one day was given to the examina-
tion and measurement of the section. I hope in the future to

extend the study of the White Mountain range, as Mr. Fair-

banks has written me that he has discovered Fusilina cylin-

drica in the southern end of the range, east of Keeler, which
is about fifty miles south of Tollgate Canyon. If the section

is unbroken, the Middle and Upper Cambrian and Ordovician
faunas should be found before reaching the Carboniferous
horizon, discovered by Mr. Fairbanks.

Art. XY.

—

On the Pithecanthropus erectus, Dubois*
from Java; by O. C. Marsh. (With Plate II.)

A recent discovery of great interest is recorded in the

memoir here cited. In many respects, this discovery appears

to be one of the most important since the Neanderthal skull

was brought to light in 1857, and hence the main facts con-

cerning it deserve early notice in this Journal. This memoir
of forty pages contains a full description, with illustrations, of

part of a skull, a molar tooth, and a femur, found in the later

Tertiary strata of Java, and pertaining to a large anthropoid

ape, which is believed to represent a new genus and family

intermediate between the ShniidcB and Sominidoe. This

would make it a veritable " missing link " between the higher

apes and man, the discovery of which has so long been confi-

dently predicted by many anthropologists.

: The locality of these remains was. near Trinil, in the pre-

cinct Ngawi of the Madiun province, in central Java. The
three specimens, the tooth, the skull, and the femur, . were

* Pithecanthropus erectus. Eine menschenaehnliche Uebergangsform aus

Java. Von Eug. Dubois, Militairarzt der niederlaendisch-iDdischen Armee. Mit
zwei Tafeln und drei in den text gedruckten Eiguren. . 4to, Batavia, 1894.
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found at different times, in the same horizon, and all imbedded
in the same volcanic tufa. The tooth was found first, in

September, 1891, in the left bank of the river Bengawan,
about a meter below the water level of the river during the

dry season, and twelve or fifteen meters below the plain in

which the river had cut its bed. A month later, the skull was
discovered, only a meter distant from the place where the tooth

lay, and both apparently pertained to the same individual. In
August, 1892, the left femur also was found, about fifteen

meters distant from the locality where the other specimens
were imbedded. Subsequent researches in the vicinity, for

additional remains, were unsuccessful.

The fossils thus secured have been carefully investigated by
Dr. Dubois, who regards them as representing a distinct species

and genus,* and also a new family, which he names the

Pithecanthropidce, and distinguishes mainly by the following

characters

:

Brain cavity absolutely larger, and, in proportion to the size

of the body, much more capacious than in the Simiidce, yet

less so than in the Hominidce. Capacity of the skull about
two-thirds the average of that of man. Inclination of the

nuchal surface of the occiput considerably greater than in the
Simiidce. Dentition, although somewhat specialized, still of

the simian type. Femur equal in its dimensions to that of

man, and like that adapted for walking in an upright position.

Of this skull, the upper portion alone is preserved, the line

of fracture extending from the glabella backward irregularly

to the occiput, which it divides somewhat below the upper
nuchal line. The crauium seen from above is an elongated

oval in outline, dolichocephalic ; and is distinguished from that

of other anthropoid apes by its large size and its higher
arching in the coronal region, as shown below in figure 2. The
greatest length from the glabella to the posterior projection of

the occiput is 185mm . The greatest breadth is 130mm , and the

smallest, behind the orbits, is 90mm . The cranium in its

original condition must have been of somewhat larger dimen-
sions. The upper surface of the skull is smooth, and the

sutures all appear to be obliterated.

This dolichocephalic skull, with an index of 70°, is readily

distinguished from that of the Orang-utan, which is decidedly

brachycephalic. The absence of the characteristic cranial

crests will separate it from the skull of the adult Gorilla. In

* The generic name used {Pithecanthropus) has already been employed by
Haeckel, in 1868, for a hypothetical form, which walked erect, and had a greater

intellectual development than the anthropoid apes, but did not possess the faculty

of speech.

Am. Joub. Sci.—Thibd Series, Vol. XLIX, No 290 —Feb., 1895.
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its smooth upper surface and general form, it shows a resem-
blance to the skull of the Chimpanzee, and still closer to that of
the Gibbons (Hylobates).

A figure of the present specimen and the skull of a Gibbon
for comparison are shown in figure 1, Plate II. These figures

and those that follow are reproduced directly, but not all suc-

cessfully, from illustrations in Dr. Dubois's memoir.

Figure 2.—Longitudinal outlines of crania.

H. European man ;
P. Pithecanthropus ; Ha. Hylobates agilis ;

A. Chimpanzee; Hs. Hylobates syndactylies. (After Dubois.)

The tooth, the first specimen found, is the last upper molar
of the right side, and is in good preservation. It indicates a

fully adult, but not very old, animal. The crown is subtrian-

gular in form, with the corners rounded, and the narrowest
portion behind. The antero-posterior diameter of the crown
is ll"3mm , and the transverse diameter 15'3mm

. The grinding
surface of the crown is concave, and much less rugose than in

existing anthropoid apes.

The femur, which is from the left side, is in fair preserva-

tion, although it was somewhat injured in removing it from
the surrounding rock. It belonged to a fully adult individual.

In form and dimensions, it resembles so strongly a human
femur that only a careful comparison would distinguish one
from the other. The bone is very long, its greatest length
being 455mm . The shaft is slender and nearly straight. The
general form and proportions of this femur are shown in

figure 3, Plate II, with a human femur for comparison.
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These precious remains, the skull, tooth, and femur, are

described by Dr. Dubois, with full details, and for these the

anatomical reader will look to the memoir itself. The conclu-

sions drawn by the author from these fossils are so comprehen-
sive, that they will be carefully weighed by anthropologists of

every nation. It is only justice to Dr. Dubois and his admira-

ble memoir to say here, that he has proved to science the

existence of a new prehistoric anthropoid form, not human
indeed, but in size, brain power, and erect posture, much
nearer man than any animal hitherto discovered, living or

extinct.

The brief review here given of the main facts relating to

this discovery, together with the figures reproduced from the

memoir, will afford the reader some idea of the importance of

this latest addition to the known allies of primseval man, if

not to his direct ancestry. Whatever light future researches

may throw upon the affinities of this new form that left its

remains in the volcanic deposits of Java during later

Tertiary time, there can be no doubt that the discovery itself

isjm event equal in interest to that of the Neanderthal skull.

The man of the Neander valley remained without honor,

even in his own country, for more than a quarter of a century,

and was still doubted and reviled when his kinsmen, the men
of Spy, came to his defense, and a new chapter was added to

the early history of the human race. The ape-man of Java
comes to light at a more fortunate time, when zeal for explora-

tion is so great that the discovery of additional remains may
be expected at no distant day. That still other intermediate

forms will eventually be brought to light no one familiar with
the subject can doubt. Nearly twenty years ago, the writer

of the present review placed on record his belief that such
missing links existed, and should be looked for in the caves

and later Tertiary of Africa, which he then regarded as the

most promising field for exploration in the Old World. The
first announcement, however, has come from the East, where
large anthropoid apes also survive, and where their ancestors

were doubtless entombed under circumstances favorable to

early discovery. The tropical regions of both Asia and Africa
still offer most inviting fields to ambUious explorers.

Yale University, New Haven, Conn., January 21, 1895.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

Chemical Abstracts.

1. On a new mode of preparing Hydrogen phosphide.—The
supposition that phosphorus does not combine with hydrogen
directly, founded on the early experiments of Fourcroy and Van-
quelin, has been shown by Retgers to be erroneous. After he
had established the great readiness with which arsenic unites with
moderately heated hydrogen, he inferred that ordinary phospho-
rus would also combine with this gas, were it not for its low
fusing point, 44°. He was led, therefore, to use red phosphorus,
whose melting point is much higher. And he found that when
dry hydrogen is passed over red phosphorus contained in a glass

tube, at a gentle heat, direct combination readily takes place and
the issuing gas inflames spontaneously in the air. Evidently the
non-spontaneously-inflammable gaseous phosphide of hydrogen
must contain a certain amount of spontaneously-inflammable liquid

phosphide ; and by conducting, the evolved product through a U-
tube placed in a freezing mixture, this latter phosphide was
obtained separately. In addition, the solid phosphide is also pro-

duced and is deposited as a yellow mass just beyond the heated
portion of the tube. On removing the source of heat, the evolved

gas soon ceases to take fire on contact with the air and is almost pure
hydrogen. The author thinks this process much preferable to the

older methods of preparing hydrogen phosphide, not only because

of the ease with which it may be operated, but also because it

affords an excellent example of the formation of the three hydro-
gen phosphides by direct synthesis.

—

Zeitschr. anorg. Chem., vii,

265, September, 1894. g. f. b.

2. On a Hydrate ofSodium Trioxide.—By the action of ordinary

alcohol upon sodium peroxide, Tafel has obtained a new substance

of rather remarkable composition. When the alcohol is poured
on the peroxide, a part of the latter enters into combination to

form a strongly alkaline solution, while the rest, about equal to

this in amount, changes its color from pale yellow to pure white

and becomes a fine granular powder, totally unlike the peroxide

in appearance. It is soluble in water, but with much less rise of

temperature. While the peroxide is stable even at high tempera-

tures evolving no oxygen below redness, the new substance evolves

oxygen copiously on simple warming; and if heated rapidly in a

test tube explodes violently with the production of flame. If the

dry powder be touched with a heated rod, the escaping oxygen
sets the particles into a rapid whirling motion, with a very con-

siderable rise of temperature ; the action extending throughout

the entire mass, pure dry oxygen being continuously evolved.

On heating still more strongly, the residue melts and evolves vapor

of water, leaving ordinary sodium hydrate. On analysis it afforded
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the composition HNa o , being formed according to the equation :

Xa
2 2

+ C;H
5
OH = C

2
H

8
ONa -f HNa0 2

The author regards the new substance as the hydrate of sodium
trioxide, Na

2
O

a ; and therefore gives it a doubled formula, H
2
Na

5

4
. In ice-cold water it dissolves unchanged, but at higher tem-

peratures the solution slowly evolves oxygen. If alcohol be
present, the evolution of gas increases and the solution deposits

crystals of the hydrate of sodium peroxide Na
2 2

(H
2
0)

8 , discov-

ered by Vernon Harcourt. By hydrogen chloride, it is converted
into sodium chloride, hydrogen peroxide and oxygen gas. In
preparing this new substance, the author finds 12 grams sodium
peroxide and 200 c.c. of ice-cold absolute alcohol, convenient
quantities to employ. After shaking them well together, the

liquid is filtered off, and the white sandy product—separated from
any undecomposed peroxide—is wTashed with cold alcohol and
ether and placed in a desiccator.— Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xxvii,

2297, September, 1894. G. f. b.

3. On a pure white Stannic sulphide.—A new form of tin

disulphide has been prepared b}T Schmidt which is pure white in

color and which is readily soluble iu ammonium carbonate. To
prepare it, metallic tin is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and the
stannous chloride is converted into stannic chloride by means of

nitric acid ; the excess of acid being removed by evaporation. After
dilution, the tin sulphide is thrown down by hydrogen sulphide in

the ordinary yellow form. It is washed, separated from traces of

arsenic by solution in hydrogen chloride and reprecipitation, and
digested with ammonium hydrate in excess for some days. The
clear solution is neutralized with dilute sulphuric acid, when an
almost pure white precipitate is obtained. On dissolving this in

ammonium carbonate and neutralizing with sulphuric acid the
precipitate is pure white. It is very bulky and is in a different

state of hydration or of molecular aggregation from ordinary
stannic sulphide. Upon drying it becomes amber-yellow and is

nolonger soluble in ammonium carbonate.

—

JSature, li, 85, Novem-
ber ] 894. G. F. B.

4. On the Properties of Liquid Ethane and Propane.—The
properties of the gaseous hydrocarbons ethane and propane in the
liquefied condition have been studied by Haixleist in Lothar
Meyer's laboratory. The propane was obtained pure by the
process of Kohnlein which consists in heating propyl iodide to
130° in a sealed tube with aluminum chloride. After twenty
hours, the tube was allowed to cool and*was afterwards placed in

a freezing mixture ; it could then be opened without danger and
the gas be transferred to a gas-holder. It was condensed to a
liquid in a U-tube surrounded with solid carbon dioxide, and then
was distilled over into a special boiling point apparatus, which
consisted of a glass tube closed at the lower end, having a side tube
by which the gas entered, and provided at top with a stopper
through which a thermometer and the exit tube passed. Solid
carbon dioxide surrounded the upper half of this tube and a layer
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of felt the lower half; the propane condensing above and collect-

ing below. By removing the felt the liquid boiled, at first

irregularly ; but it finally became steady and the corrected tem-
perature-reading was found to be — 31° at '760mm

. The vapor
pressures at different temperatures from —33° to +12*5° were
determined by placing the liquid propane in one leg of a U-tube
and air in the other; the two being separated by mercury and
the pressure estimated from the compression of the air. From
12*5° to 102° the pressure was measured in a Cailletet apparatus.

It was found that at —33°, the pressure was 1*8 atmospheres;
at -19°, 2-7; at— 15°, 3-1; at —11°, 36; at —5°, 4*1; at -2°,

4-8; at +1°, 5-1; at 5-5°, 5-9; at 12*5°, M; at 22°, 9; at 53°,

IV; at 85°, 35; and at 102°, 48-5 atmospheres. The critical tem-
perature of propane is 102° and the corresponding critical pres-

sure 48*5 atmospheres. Hence, propane may be sealed safely in

glass tubes when surrounded with solid carbon dioxide, and thus
preserved. It is colorless and much more viscous than liquid

carbon dioxide. Its density at 0° is 0*536, at 6*2°, 0*524, at 11-5°,

0*520, and at 15'9°, 0*515. The examination of liquid ethane was
more difficult owing to its lower boiling point. The gas was pre-

pared from ethyl iodide and the zinc-copper couple of Gladstone
and Tribe. Although a mixture of solid carbon dioxide and ether

was found insufficient to liquefy ethane, liquid ethylene afforded

the necessary low temperature and the ethane readily condensed
to a liquid in the boiling point apparatus, where its temperature
was determined by means of a thermo element. When in regular

ebullition, its boiling point was found to be - 89*5° at 735mm

pressure. The determination of the pressure at different tem-
peratures was effected in a modified Cailletet apparatus. The
critical temperature was found to be 34*5° and the critical pres-

sure 50 atmospheres. The meniscus became hazy at 32° and dis-

appeared completely only at 40°. At 31°, the pressure is 11

atmospheres ; at —20°, 145 ; at —1 1°, 18*3
; at 0°, 23*3

; at -flo ,

32*3
; and at 4-34*5°, 50. The density of liquid ethane at 0° is

0*446, and at 10*5°, 0396.

—

Liebig's Annalen, cclxxxii, 229,

October, 1894. g. f. b.

5. On the Effect of Low Temperatures on Chloroform.—An
interesting example of the anomalous behavior of substances at

very low temperatures has been observed by Raoul Pictet in

the case of chloroform. In the preparation of this substance in

the pure state by crystallization at —69° he made use of two
copper refrigerators, of capacities of 2^ and 32 liters respectively.

In the first series of experiments, the former only was used.

About 2 kilograms of commercial chloroform in a glass cylinder

was placed in the refrigerator and cooled to —120°, as indicated

by an ether thermometer. The chloroform appeared turbid at

— 40° or —50°, and was filtered and again cooled. At — 68*5°,

the cooling ceased and very transparent crystals of chloroform

appeared on the wails of the tube. Owing to the ansesthetic

advantages of the pure chloroform thus obtained, attempts were-
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made to secure larger quantities, by operating in the larger

vessel. But it was found that here the chloroform could be
cooled to —81° without a trace of crystallization. Indeed chloro-

form crystals produced in the smaller vessel at —68 #5°, dissolved

at once when placed in the larger one at —81°. Finally the

whole tube with crystals on its walls and liquid surrounding them,
was immersed at —68*5° in the liquid chloroform at —81°. And
although the thermometer fell from the higher to the lower tem-
perature, the crystals actually dissolved before the observer's

eyes. The author accounts for this result on certain theories of

his own concerning radiation. — Nature, li, 20, November, 1894.

See also C. JR. cxix, 554, 1»94. g. f. b.

6. On Symmetrical Di-ethyl hydrazine.—Although the dis-

coverer of hydrazine, Curtius, succeeded in obtaining the sym-
metrical di-benzyl hydrazine and Fischer the unsymmetrical
di-ethyl hydrazine, yet it is only recently that the symmetrical
di-ethyl derivative of hydrazine C

2
H

5
NH.NHC

2
H

B , or symmetrical
hydrazo-ethane, has been isolated. This has been done by
Haeries in the laboratory of the University of Berlin, by a

somewhat indirect though in practice quite simple series of reac-

tions. As the first step, a remarkable hydrazine derivative was
first prepared by acting on di-formyl hydrazine with sodium and
then decomposing the product with lead acetate. In this deriva-

tive one hydrogen atom of each amidogen radical was replaced

by the radical formvl and the other by lead ; its constitution
OHO—"N\

bein^
| ^Pb. When warmed in a sealed tube with ethylS CHO-N/

iodide, together with sand and magnesia, the lead atom is replaced
by two ethyl. groups. The substance thus obtained, a volatile

liquid, is then treated with fuming hydrogen chloride, which
removes the formyl groups and produces the hydrochloride of

symmetrical di-ethyl hydrazine ; the free substance passing over
at 85° on distillation with potassium hydrate. It is a liquid

with an agreeable ethereal odor which reduces Fehling's solution

with great energy and also silver nitrate even in the cold.

Toward certain oxidizing agents, especially yellow mercuric
oxide, it reacts violently, yielding mercury di-ethyl and azoethane
C

a
H

6
N=NC

2
H

6
.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xxvii, 2276, September,

1894. G. F. B.

V. On Carbazide and Di-urea.—In conjunction with Curtius,
Heideneeich has produced two remarkable nitrogen compounds,
one of which is carbazide or carbonyl nitride CON~

G
and the other

is di-urea CO(NH.NH)
2
CO. The former is produced by the

action of sodium nitrite on the hydrochloride of carbohydrazide.
It is a colorless oil which explodes violently on being touched.

The latter is obtained when the compound
-j MLT.nnnn 2

!.]

5 1S

heated to 100° with hydrazine hydrate in a sealed tube. It is

crystalline and very stable and acts like a strong monobasic acid.

—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xxvii, 2684, October, 1894. g. f. b.
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8. Phosphorescence at Low Temperatures.—Raoul, Pictet
and Allschul exposed tubes containing sulphides of calcium,

strontium and barium to a strong sunlight for definite periods of

time and then placed them in liquid nitrous oxide, the tempera-
ture of which was estimated at —140°. After remaining in the

freezing mixture for twelve minutes they were taken out and the

renewal of the phosphorescent appearance was observed. At first

no light could be observed, gradually, however, light appeared
in the warmer portions of the tubes and extended to lower portions.

After five minutes the tubes became as bright as they were
before they were placed in the freezing mixture. To determine
the limits of the phenomena the tubes were placed in alcohol
cooled to —80°, as the tubes took the temperature of the alcohol

the phosphorescence diminished and totally disappeared at —65°.
The portions of the tube above the alcohol phosphoresced strongly.

Before the colored phosphorescence, whether blue, green or orange,
entirely disappeared, the tubes assumed a yellow color.

—

Zeit-

schriftfur physikalishe Chemie, vol. xv, part 3, p. 386. j. t.

9. Telegraphing without wires.—At a meeting of the Physical
Society held in Berlin, Nov. 16, Professor Rubens gave an
account of experiments on this subject. On the banks of the
Wannsee near Potsdam two electrodes were sunk in the water at

a distance of 500 meters from each other and a current of fifty-

five accumulators was sent through them. From each of the

boats connected by a cable an electrode was immersed in the
water and a telephone inserted into the connection. When the

current of the accumulators was broken an effect was perceived
in the telephone at a distance of 4-5 kilometres. Small islands

lying between the boats and the shore had no influence on the
transmission of the signals.

—

Nature, Dec. 20, 1894. j. t.

10. Calculation and measure of small coefficients of Selfinduc-
tion.—In the study of electric waves, the oscillators and resona-

tors have, in general, small coefficients of self-induction and it

becomes important to obtain an accurate value of these coeffi-

cients. Max Wien discusses the various mathematical formulae

for parallel wires, circles, rectangles, etc., and gives an experi-

mental method also of determining the values of the coefficients.

The student will find an interesting use of Maxwell's geometri-

cal mean distance in the paper.

—

Ann. der Physik und Chemie,
No. 13, 1894, pp. 928-947. J. t.

11. Self-induction in iron loires.—Klemencic shows that in

general the magnetic permeability is different in the circular and
axial directions. Iron wires may be said to be magnetically double
refracting. In soft iron the permeability is smaller around the

axis than in the direction of the axis. Hard iron in the process

of drawing, obtains a stronger permeability axially than in the

circular direction. This is also the case with Bessemer steel.

—

Ann. der Physik und Chemie, No. 13, 1894, pp. 1053-1061.
J. T.
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12. " On the Photographic Spectrum of the Great Nebula in

Orion" by J. Norman Lockyer, C.B., F.R.S. Abstract from
the Proc. Hoy. Soc, lvi., 285.—The paper consists of a descrip-

tion and discussion of photographs of the spectrum of the Orion
Nebula, taken with the 30 inch reflector at Westgate-on-Sea in

February, 1890, of which a preliminary account was communicated
to the Royal Society at the time. Fifty-four lines are tabulated

as belonging to the spectrum of the nebula, nine of them being

due to hydrogen. The complete discussion has led to the follow-

ing general conclusions:—
1. The spectrum of the nebula of Orion is a compound one con-

sisting of hydrogen lines, low temperature metallic lines and flut-

ings, and high temperature lines. The mean temperature, how-
ever, is relatively low.*

2. The spectrum is different in different parts of the nebula.

3. The spectrum bears a striking resemblance to that of the

planetary nebulas and bright line stars. ,

4. The suggestion, therefore, that these are bodies which must
be closely associated in any valid scheme of classification, is con-

firmed.

5. Many of the lines which appear bright in the spectrum of

the nebula appear dark in the spectra of stars of Groups II and III

;

and in the earlier stars of Group IV, and a gradual change from
bright to dark lines has been found.

6. The view, therefore, that bright line stars occupy an inter-

mediate position between nebulae and stars of Groups II and III is

greatly strengthened by these researches.

13. Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism by
Silyanus P. Thompson. New edition, revised throughout with
additions, 628 pp. New York and London, 1895 (Macmillan &
Co.)—The first edition of Thompson's Lessons, published in 1881,

is well known as one of the best elementary books on Electricity

and Magnetism ever presented and, with later reprints, it has had
well deserved success. The present new edition contains all the
good features of the earlier ones, while the large amount of new
matter added makes it fresh and new throughout. Thus for ex-

ample, to the subject of Electric waves a special chapter is devoted
in which the work of Hertz and others is clearly, if briefly, pre-

sented. Many new illustrations are introduced ; these represent-

ing the lines of force in various electric fields, e. g. in electrostatic

induction, etc., will be particularly helpful to the student. The
work in its present form deserves high commendation. A
criticism might be offered by the teacher using the book to the

arrangement of matter in some cases, but there may be room
here for some difference of opinion. v

*Roy. Soc. Proc, vol. xliii, p. 152, 1887.
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II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Note on the Florida Reef; by A. Agassiz. (Letter to

J. D. Dana dated Tampa Bay, Florida, Dec. 27, 1894)—You will

be interested to hear that I have just returned from a ten days'
trip to the Florida reefs, which I was anxious to examine again,

in the light of the experience gained by my visit to the Bahamas
and Bermudas ; I think I shall be obliged materially to change
my ideas of the mode of formation of the Keys, and to give up the
Marquesas as a true Atoll. After having seen at the Bermudas the
mode of formation of the Sounds, I have become satisfied that the

Marquesas are a Sound. But the Florida Sounds do not, I think,

owe their origin to subsidence, but merely to the mechanical and
solvent action of the sea. It is interesting to trace on the large

scale charts of the Coast Survey the mode of formation of Key
Biscayne Bay, composed of two sounds, followed by Barns Sound,
and finally to the westward, by the Bay of Florida, itself only a
series of disconnected sounds indicated by isolated keys and bars.

The same thing is going on at the Pine Islands, Key West, Boca
Chica, Boca Grande, Ballast Key, and is especially well seen in

Key Largo, the Marquesas, to the west of the principal line of Keys
being a remarkably well preserved sound of an elliptical shape.

To my great surprise I found that Lower Matecumbe was edged by
an elevated reef about 2 feet above high water mark ! and this

elevated reef I was able to trace all along the shores of the Keys
to the east of Indian Key as far as Soldiers Key, off" the central

part of Key Biscayne. I examined this elevated reef also at

Indian Key where its highest point is 8 feet above high water
mark, at several points on Key Largo, Old Rhodes, Elliott Key,
and, as the most easterly point, Soldiers Key. No trace of this

elevated reef could be detected north of Cape Florida, Key Bis-

cayne being entirely covered by siliceous sands, just as the beaches
of limestone sands cover great tracts of the Keys to the westward
and hide the underlying elevated reef. Shaler speaks of having
traced this reet at Old Rhode's and having followed it to the Miami
River as an elevated reef. I was quite surprised on examining a

bluff about ten feet in height, extending eastward from Cocoanut
Point toward the mouth of the Miami River, to find that it con-

sisted of ceolian rocks which have covered the elevated reef in

many places. On the low shores these seolian rocks are honey-

combed and pitted and might be readily mistaken for decomposed
reef rocks; but they contain no corals. This looks as if the lower
southern extremity of Florida, the Everglade tracts, was a huge
sink into which sands had been blown forming low dunes which
have little by little been eroded, and which former observers had
mistaken in some localities for reef rock. The material for these

dunes coming from the (now elevated) reef at a time when it was
either a fringing or a barrier reef along the former coast line of

Florida, all of which, back of the reef, has little by little been eroded
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by the mechanical and solvent action of the sea leaving only an
occasional outcrop of the elevated reef as observed by Agassiz
and Shaler. The outer line of reef has also been elevated. For I

think Tuomey was right in looking upon the outcropping reef rock
of Sand Key as an elevated reef, if I remember rightly what he
says ; while Professor Agassiz mistook it, as well as the traces of.the

elevated reef he saw along some of the Keys, for a recent reef

consisting of beach rock into which large masses of corals had
been thrown by hurricanes. But in this I now think both he and
I were mistaken. It was however a natural view to take of the

formation of that reef for one who was not familiar with the pecu-

liar aspect of the elevated reefs of Cuba. From the Pine Keys
and the Islands to the West, and including the Marquesas, there

is nothing exposed but beach rock, stratified at a slight angle
seaward on the sea faces of these Keys; and even that is only
casually exposed,—the greater part of the southern beaches of the

Keys being covered by coralline and coral sand completely hiding
the substratum. Behind this beach rock, geolian rocks stretch

northward and have formed the Keys.
2. The Geological Society of America. 7th Annual meeting.

—

The winter meeting of the Geological Society was held in Balti-

more Dec. 27, 28, and 29, 1894, in the geological rooms of the

Johns Hopkins University. It was a representative gathering,

geologists from all parts of the county east of the Rocky moun-
tains attending; and the number of papers presented for reading

(48) was so great that it was found necessary to make two sec-

tions in order to have them all read during the meeting. The
Presidential address was delivered in Levering Hall at the even-

ing session and was one of the most important contributions of

the meeting. It was an account of his recent glacial studies in

Northern Greenland, by Professsor T. C. Chamberlin as a mem-
ber of the Peary expedition which went to Greenland during the

last summer. The lecture was illustrated with some sixty stere-

opticon slides. " The feature that first impresses the observer on
reaching the glaciers of the far North," said the lecturer, " is the
verticality of their walls. Southern glaciers terminate in curving
slopes. Next to the verticality of the edges, the most impressive
feature is the pronounced stratification of the ice. It appears that

stratification originated in the nucleus of deposition, emphasized
by winds, rains and surface melting ; that the extended stratifica-

tion may have been intensified by the ordinary processes of con-

solidation ; that shearings of the strata upon each other still fur-

ther emphasized the stratification and developed new horizons
under favorable conditions; that* basal inequalities introduced
new planes of stratification, accompanied by earthy debris, and
that this process extended itself so far as even to form minute
laminae. A glacier is, essentially, made up of large, interlocking

granules that have been developed from the snow crystals and
pellets of the original snowfall. In the growth and the changes
of these granules the secret of motion may lie. The glaciers drop
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their material in front, and so sometimes build up their own path-

way before them ; thus, it is easy to understand how they may
advance over sandy soils without abrading or disrupting them.
All along the coast, from Southern Greenland to Inglefield Gulf,

there are stretches of mountains that are very angular and irreg-

ular, and show no evidences of ever having been overridden by
the ice. There are other stretches of the coast that seem to have
been once covered by the ice, as their contours are subdued. It

would appear, therefore, that the ice once pushed out to the coast

line a portion of the western coast, and failed to do so along the
other portion. The general conclusion is that no great extension
of the Greenland ice has formerly taken place, and, hence, that

the theory that the glaciation of our own region had its source in

Greenland is without support."

G. F. Weight, presented a paper on Observations on the Gla-
cial Phenomena of Newfoundland, Labrador and Southern
Greenland which is given in lull in this Journal. H. F. Reid dis-

cussed Variations in velocity of glaciers incident to varying
amount of snow, pointing out vividly the effect of decrease in

snow-fall in the withdrawal of the ice front with increasing

rapidity, while increase of snow fall would result in advance ot

the glacier beginning only after considerable accumulations to

the mass, and increasing in rate of advance as the increased snow
fall continued. C. H. Hitchcock spoke on Highland level

gravels in northern New England, which he interpreted as evi-

dence of glacial lake beaches, 1000 and more feet in altitude in

New Hampshire. Warren Upham read papers on Discrimina-
tion of glacial accumulations and invasion, and Climatic condi-

tions shown by North American interglacial deposits. Two papers
based upon study of the altitudes of old beach lines and morainal
drift in New York State were read by H. L. Fairchild, of which
the following abstracts are communicated by the author.

Glacial Lakes in western New York, Lake Newberry, the suc-

cessor of Lake Warren, by H. L. Fairchild.—If the reader will

place before himself a map showing the hydrography of western
and central New York, he will observe that the divide between
the St. Lawrence and the Ohio-Susquehanna waters passes near
the south ends of the so-called "Finger Lakes." The valleys of

these present lakes with their northward drainage end abruptly in

the high land south, the old valleys in that direction being
choked with moraine drift. The same is true of several other

valleys between the Tonawanda on the west and the Onondaga
on the east, in which no water is now ponded.

All these north-south valleys were, during the retreat of the ice

sheet, the site of extinct lakes, the water of which was held up by
the barrier of ice on the north to the height of the col south, and
so forced into southern drainage. Granting the capacity of gla-

cial ice to serve as barrier to water, only a glance at the topog-

raphy is sufficient to show the the necessity of such lakes. The
positive evidence is found in the abandoned stream channels south
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of all the cols, the terraces and water inscriptions upon the valley

sides north of the cols, and particularly the many large deltas

formed by the lateral streams debouching into the extinct lakes

at the high levels.

Eighteen of these extinct lakes are recognized from the topog-
raphy, the Attica lake (the flooded Tonawanda valley) being the

most western, and the Tully valley lake (the flooded Onondaga
valley) the most eastern. Data have been gathered by personal

observation and measurements of several of the more important
lakes. The Ithaca lake was the largest and deepest, being at its

maximum over 1100 feet deep, five to ten miles wide and about
thirty miles long, overflowing by the Six Mile Creek and Catatonk
valleys to the Susquehanna at Owego. The Watkins lake with
its outlet by Horseheads to the Chemung at Elmira was in dimen-
sions but little under the Ithaca lake. A fine delta at Watkins
gives the maximum level of the water and several lower levels.

The Dansville, the Conesus, the Naples, and the Hammondsport
lakes have been carefully studied. Some of these have a complex
but interesting history.

With the removal of the ice barrier by the melting and reces-

sion of the ice, the local glacial lakes were lowered until they
were merged into the great body of glacial water which buried
all western New York, north of the dividing ridge, to a depth of

several hundred feet. At first this was the " Warren " water,

having its outlet at the low divide south of the present Lake
Michigan, near the site of Chicago. The beac"hes of this water
have been traced by Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Spencer and Mr. Leverett
to a point east of Buffalo, and at an elevation of 860 feet or more,
with a differential rise toward the northeast. This indicates a
depression of western-central New York following the ice-retreat.

If Messrs. Upham and Spencer are correct in their estimates of

the depression, then the Horseheads outlet of the glacial Watkins
lake was certainly below the Chicago outlet of the Warren waters,

and the uncovering of the Seneca Valley gave a new and lower
outlet. There could have been no other escape for the waters
unless there was a low uncovered pass into Hudson's Bay, which
is not believed. In memory of a former distinguished worker in

the field of glacial geology this lower lake is called Lake New-
berry.

The further withdrawal of the ice sheet finally uncovered the

valley of the Mohawk, and opened a still lower outlet, producing
the episode of Lake Iroquois.

R. D. Salisbury read a paper on " The Surface Formations
of Southern New Jersey." The following abstract was prepared
by him for this Journal. The series' of deposits considered in this

paper have heretofore been grouped under the name of " Yellow
Gravel." It is found that the series of sands and gravels which
have been referred to by this general name are divisible into sev-

eral distinct formations. Of these formations there are certainly

three, probably four, and possibly five. The oldest of these sev-
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eral formations finds its northernmost extension in the Sand Hills

north of Monmouth Junction. It caps various high hills in Mon-
mouth County, where it reaches its greatest elevation. South-
ward the formation becomes lower and at the same time much
more continuous. In general it is essentially continuous south of

the line where the Middle Marl bed comes to the surface. This
formation has essentially the same dip as the Cretaceous beds
beneath. That it is not strictly conformable with the Cretaceous
is shown by the fact that it overlies different members of the Cre-

taceous series in different areas. The relations are such as to

show that the main part of the deformation of the Cretaceous beds
took place after this oldest " Yellow Gravel " formation was laid

down. Professor W. B. Clark has reached the conclusion that

this formation is Miocene. After it was deposited, there was a

period of uplift accompanied by deformation. This was followed
by a long period of erosion, during which a large part of the for-

mation, especially to the north, was destroyed by subaerial

agencies. During this time of erosion central Jersey was reduced
to a peneplain. Subsequently the central and southern parts of

Jersey were again submerged, and there was deposited on the

peneplain, the second member (the Pensauken formation) of the
" Yellow Gravel " series. Above the Pensauken sea stood a con-

siderable number of hills capped by Miocene. The Pensauken is

best developed along the trough-like depression which extends
from the vicinity of Trenton northeastward to Raritan bay. The
Pensauken formation is made up of constituents which came from
very diverse sources. The Triassic shale, and most, if not all the

formations of the highlands of northern New Jersey made their

contributions, as well as the Cretaceous and Miocene. All decom-
posable constituents of the formation are completely decayed.

This formation originally reached at least as far north as the

Watchung Mountains. During the uplift which followed the

deposition, there was slight deformation, the elevation being
greatest in the region which suffered greatest uplift after the

deposition of the Miocene beds. Erosion followed, and a well

developed system of drainage was established on the Pensauken
surface. Subsequently subsidence and a considerable degree of

submergence followed, so that much of the Pensauken formation

(its lower parts) and the valleys which were cut in it, received a

new mantle of loam and gravel. This is known as the Jamesburg
formation. Subsequent to the deposition of the Jamesburg, the

Trenton gravels were deposited in the Delaware valley, during

the last glacial epoch which affected New Jersey. About the

eastern and southern coasts of the state there is a broad, ill defined

terrace, having a general altitude of about forty-five feet, which
may or may not correspond in age with the Trenton gravels.

This broad terrace is certainly much younger than the body of

the Jamesburg formation, though it may represent no more than

a halt in the emergence which followed the deposition of the body
of that formation. The correlation of these various subdivisions
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with formations which have been heretofore recognized is not now
attempted. There is some reason to believe that the Pensauken

is considerably older than the oldest glacial drift. The two for-

mations come together in but one area, and there the relations are

not unequivocal. The general constitution of the Pensauken for-

mation would ally it quite as closely with the Lafayette as with

the Columbia of the regions farther south, but this is not regar-

ded as a sufficient basis for so correlating it. It may be Pleisto-

cene, antedating the earliest drift by a short interval only. The
Jamesburg formation contains occasional glaciated bowlders. It

is believed to be later in origin than the earliest glacial drift, and
to be earlier than the latest glacial drift. Little erosion has taken

place since it was laid down. Whether this is the result of a

shortness of time, or of insufficient elevation, is not yet certain.

C. D. Walcott, in a paper on The Appalachian type offolding
in the White Mountain Range, ofInyo County, California, gave
an account of the discovery of the overturned synclinal-anticlinal

structure in the White Mountain range, situated east of the

Sierras, similar to that existing in the Appalachian Mountains
in occupying a similar position to those on the opposite side of the

continent. In a second paper [Lower Cambrian Rocks in Eastern

California), he gave an account of the discovery of Lower Cam-
brian rocks and fauna in the same range. These two papers will

appear in full elsewhere in this Journal. Aethue Keith gave an
interesting analysis of the structure of the Southern Appalachians

in a paper on New structural features in the Appalachians. His
paper reviewed the generalizations of long standing in regard to

Appalachian structure, stated and analyzed the late generaliza-

tions, such as effect of bedding planes, of superincumbent lead, of

initial basins of deposit, and of transmission of thrust, upon struc-

ture. Finally, statement was made ofnewly discovered structures,

such as fan structure, cross folds, cross shear zones, secondary

system of folding and the distribution of metamorphism ; and a

theory was advanced to account for these features that the crys-

talline rocks moved against the sediments, chiefly along the shear-

zones, and deformed them most in the southwestern Appalachians.

F. B. Adams presented an excellent paper entitled A further

contribution to our knowledge of the Laurentian, which was fully

illustrated by lantern views with the novelty of projecting the

enlarged rock sections directly upon the screen. Prof. Adams
showed that essentially two types of rock structure are to be
found in the metamorphosed Laurentian rocks, one a purely

clastic one, the other one in which recrystallization has taken

place and the importance of these in discriminating the origin of

these rocks was pointed out.

G. K. Gilbeet, in a paper on the formation of lake basins by
wind, The Tepee Buttes, by G. K. Gilbert and F. P. Gullivee,
described peculiar geological formations examined by him in Colo-

rado. Shallow lakelets reaching \ a mile in greatest diameter,

were observed in the arid regions in eastern Colorado along the
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Arkansas River valley, often near the highest points in the sur-

face topography, and were interpreted as hollows scooped out by
winds blowing in one direction persistently, during dry weather
and filled by rains, becoming lakes and finally drying up to mere
hollows in the surface. The name " Tepee Buttes " is given to

conical hills left after surface degradation of the approximately
horizontal Cretaceous strata, composed of central cylindrical cones
of limestone chiefly made up of fossil shells in the midst of the
soft, thinly bedded shales. N. S. Shaler read a paper On certain

features in the jointing and veining of the Lower Silurian lime-

stone near Cumberland Gap, Tenn.,—gash veins, in dense dolo-

mitic limestone, l
mm

. in diameter and an inch to a few inches in

length, filled by calcite, but the rock strata not faulted, folded or

displaced. H. S. Williams, read a paper on Devonian fossils in
Carboniferous strata which appears in full in the present number
of this Journal. The large number of papers on Petrography
and allied subjects determined the formation of a petrographical
section which held a separate meeting on Friday.

In addition to the papers above referred to the following were
presented, some of them, in the absence of the authors, being read
by title only.

H. P. Cushing—The faults of Chazy Township, Clinton Co., N. Y.
W. J. McGee—Remarks on the geology of Arizona and Sonora.

Waiter H. Weed and Louis V. Pirsson—Geology of the Highwood Moun-
tains, Montana.
Charles R. Keyes—Genesis and structure of the Ozark uplift.

J. W. Spencer—The geographical evolution of Cuba.

T. C. Chamberlin—Notes on the glaciation of Newfoundland.
C. W. Hall—The Pre-Cambrian floor in the Northwestern states.

J. P. Kemp—The crystalline limestones, ophiolites and associated schists of the

eastern Adirondacks.
David White—The Pottsville series along New River, West Virginia.

William B. Clark—The Cretaceous deposits of the Northern half of the

Atlantic coastal plain. The marginal development of the Miocene in eastern New
Jersey.

G. K. Gilbert—Stratigraphic measurement of Cretaceous time.

E. T. Dumble—Notes on the Cretaceous of Western Texas and Coahuila,

Mexico.

N. H. Daeton—Sedimentary geology of the Baltimore region.

R. P. Whitfield—On new forms of marine algse from the Trenton limestone,

with observations on Buthograplus laxus, Hall.

W. S. Bayley—Spherulitic volcanics at North Haven, Maine. The peripheral

phases of the great gabbro mass of northeastern Minnesota. The contact phenom-
ena at Pigeon Point, Minnesota. (Simply exhibition of specimens.)

Alfred C. Lane—The relation of grain to distance from margin in certain rocks.

Crystallized slags from copper-smelting.

Robert Bell—On the honeycombed limestones in the bottom of Lake Huron.

Leon S. Griswold—On the nomenclature of the fine-grained siliceous rocks.

Alfred B. Barlow— On some dykes containing " Huronite."

Waldemar Lindgren—The characteristic feature of the California gold quartz

veins.

Samuel Weidman—On the quartz-keratophyre and its associated rocks of the

Baraboo Bluffs, Wisconsin.
Edward B. Mathews—The granites of Pike's Peak, Colorado.

N. H. Barton and J. P. Kemp—A new intrusive rock near Syracuse, New
York.
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G. P. Merrill—On the decomposition of the granite rocks of the District of
Columbia.

B. Willis—Ancient physiography as represented by sediments.
B. K. Emerson—Serpentine psendormorphs after olivine, formerly called quartz-

psendomorphs, Middlefield, Mass. Skeleton crystals of salt which have been
called chiastolite and later spinel, from the Trias, Westfield, Mass. Radiating
puckering of corundum crystals around allanite, Pelham, Mass.

C. H. Smyth. Jr.—The crystalline limestones and associated rocks of the
Northwest Adirondack region. h. s. w.

3. Manual of Geology. Seating of the Principles of the

science 10 ith special reference to American Geological History;
by James D. Dana. 4th edit., pp. 1088, with 1575 figures and
two double-page maps. New York, 1895. (American Book
Company).—Dana's Manual, in this new edition, is a wholly
rewritten work, a total revision having become necessary in con-
sequence of the great progress in the science during the last

twenty years, and especially in the geology of the Continent of

North America. In the Preface the author remarks that North
American Geology is still its chief subject ; and adds

:

" The time-divisions in this history, based on the ascertained

subdivisions of the formations, were first brought out in my
Address before the meeting of the American Association at

Providence, in 1855;* and in 1863, the 'continuous history'

appeared in the first edition of this Manual, written up from the

State Reports and other geological publications. The idea, long
before recognized, that all observations on the rocks, however
local, bore directly on the stages in the growth of the Continent
derives universal importance from the recognition of North
America as the world's type continent—the only continent that

gives, in a full and simple way, the fundamental principles of con-

tinental development."
The general arrangement of the work remains the same as in

the earlier editions, except that Dynamical Geology is made to

precede Historical. Moreover the Dynamical part commences
with a chapter on "Chemical Work"; and the subject of Moun-
tain-making and Earth-shaping, with which it closes, is treated

under the general heading of " Hypogeic Work," the results,

whatever the agency concerned, whether external or internal,

being consequent on subterranean movements.
In the preparation of the Historical part of the Manual, the

author, besides availing himself of all recent geological reports

and other related publications, carried on an extensive corre-

spondence with the chief geologists of the country; and further,

in the paleontological parts, each of the chief divisions of the

subject was prepared with the assistance of specialists familiar

with the latest results of investigation.

The following are the principal changes in connection with the
subdivisions of geological time.

Paleozoic time is divided at the close of the Lower Silurian,

into two sections :

* Republished, with added notes, in this Journal, II, xxii, 305, 1856.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 290.— Feb., 1895.
11
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(1) The Eopaleozoic, characterized by almost universal seas

over the Continental areas, by the display of Invertebrate marine
life under nearly all its grander divisions, and by the first appear-
ance of marine Vertebrates—all eminently thalassic features ; and
by the appearance of the earliest of terrestrial plants and Inver-

tebrates.

(2) After the making in North America of the Taconic Moun-
tain system and the attendant raising of land above the sea along
the wide Atlantic border, the Neopaleozoic, characterized by
the increasing emergence of the land of eastern North America,
and also by the further emergence of life, until, through the pro-

gressing developments, a great semicontinent existed, that of

eastern North America covered with forests and populated by
Amphibians and Reptiles, along with gigantic Insects and
various inferior species.

The Devonian era is made to commence with the Oriskany
period ; and the Catskill period, hitherto the last, is dropped, the

deposits being now regarded by workers in the field, as a sea-shore

phase of the Upper Devonian. In the first edition of this work
(and still earlier in 1855), the Subcarboniferous, Carboniferous

and Permian periods were made to represent one age or era, and
the age was named the Carboniferous ; but in this new edition,

since the double use of the name Carboniferous is objectionable,

Renevier's term, Carbonic, first published by him as the name of

the era in 1874, is substituted. The name Subcarboniferous is

retained because it has priority, D. D. Owen having formally pro-

posed it for the period in his final quarto report, of 1852, on the
Geological survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota.
The American Cretaceous period is divided into epochs based

on the Cretaceous series of Texas and the Continental Interior,

which in general is sufficiently fossiliferous to serve as the basis

of time-divisions. Those of the Lower Cretaceous are named the

Trinity, Fredericksburg and Washita epochs, from Prof. R. T.

Hill's Texas section ; and those of the Upper, the Dakota, Colo-

rado, Montana and Laramie, from the Cretaceous of the Con-
tinental Interior, after the grouping of Eldridge. Moreover the
Laramie is divided into the Lower Laramie, and the Denver
group or Upper Laramie.

It is brought out in this connection that Mesozoic time, like

Paleozoic, ended in North America in the making of a great

coal-bearing formation, and as the coal period closed there fol-

lowed mountain-making on a grand scale and world-wide disap-

pearance of species ; and that further, as, after the Paleozoic, the

emergence from the water of the eastern half of North America
took place, so, after the Mesozoic, there was the final emergence of

the western half. The Post-cretaceous mountain system of the

Rocky Mountains is called the Laramide, and it is described as

extending from near the Arctic seas to Central America ; and as

having probably its counterpart in South America, along the line

of the Andes,
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Under the Quaternary, the three periods are, as before, the

Glacial, Champlain and Recent, and the same grand continental

or epeirogenic movements, first appealed to by the author in 1855,

are still recognized as distinguishing them. The Glacial period

is divided into three epochs (l) The Early Glacial, or that of the

Advance of the ice to its maximum extension
; (2) the Middle

Glacial, or that of the First retreat; and (3) the Later Glacial, or

that of the Final retreat.

Evidence is presented connected with the distribution of birds

and other species, proving that during the Glacial period the

Antarctic lands were emerged, and that the Antarctic continent,

so made, spread northward until more or less closely connected
with Australia, New Zealand, South America, Madagascar, and
Southern Africa, so that it added to the efficiency of high latitude

elevation in giving a glacial climate to the period. The work
also states evidence for believing that the semiglaciated condition

of South Africa, India and perhaps Australia, in the later Permian,
was probably due to similar Antarctic conditions.

Through the Historical Geology, the history of an era is followed

by a review of the geological and biological progress made dur-

ing it, thereby illustrating the stages in Continental growth, and
briefly the stages in the history of living species. In the closing

chapter of the work, making the last of the series on the Progress
in the Earth's life, the author sets forth in a more general way
his views on evolution. Referring,—under the heading "Augmen-
tation of variations by interbreeding fundamental in evolution "

—to the augmentation of variations by selective breeding, and
the strange diversity of results thus educed, he says :

" it is per-

ceived that the law of nature here exemplified is not like produces
like, but like with an increment," and that " consequently the law
of nature, as regards the kingdoms of life is not permanence but
change, evolution." Two following paragraphs have the head-
ings : "Natural selection not essential to evolution, variation

being effectual without it " (that is the variation that goes forward
under the slow and sure processes of free nature) ; "Natural
selection a means of determining the successive floras and faunas
of the world, a prominent cause of the geographical distribution

of species." Moreover, a " tendency upward " in the Animal
Kingdom is stated to be a necessary consequence, under favorable
conditions, of the existence of a cephalic nervous mass or ganglion.

The theory advocated is essentially the Lamarckian, Evolution
by variation," not " Evolution by Natural selection."

The illustrations in the work have been increased in number by
more than 400, making the total over 1575, and to them is owing
in part the increased size of the volume. They include a bathy-
metric map of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, another of the

Arctic ocean, a temperature oceanic chart, a map of the Great
Lakes ; seven maps illustrating the supposed geographical condi-

tion of the North American Continent at different times in its

history from the Archsean to the Quaternary, a map of the
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Yellowstone Park, and others, besides very large additions to the
figures of fossils.

This edition is issued thirty-two years after the first, twenty-
one after the second, and fifteen after the third. In the prepara-

tion of the third, the Historical Geology was only partly revised.

4. Manual of the Geology of India, chiefly compiled from the
observations of the Geological Survey, by H. B. Medlicott and
W. T. Blanfokd.—Stratigraphical and Structural Geology.
Second edition, revised and largely rewritten by R. D. Oldham,
Superintendent Geological Survey of India. 543 pp. large 8vo.

with maps, plates and illustrations in the text, Calcutta, 1893.

—

This new edition of the Manual of the Geology of India appears
in a single volume. While the size of the Manual has been reduced
by omission of less important parts and by condensations, the

latest results of the survey of India have been incorporated, and
a new colored geological map of the country is among its illustra-

tions. The many peculiarities in the geological structure and
orographic history of India make the study of the work of great

importance to the geologists of other lands and especially to those

of America. The addition of 20,000 feet to the height of the

Himalayas after the Miocene period was a marvelous event in geo-

logical history ; and the great fault-plane of a reversed (or up
thrust) fault, " along the whole length of the Himalayas," against

which the fresh water Siwalik beds of the Pliocene were deposited

to a thickness of several thousand feet (now constituting the

Subhimalayas) and other related facts, present orographic prob-

lems of profound interest. (On the colored map, a narrow
yellow band, extending along the north margin of the great allu-

vial plain of the Ganges and the south margin of the mountains
indicates the position of the Siwalik Hills.) It adds to that

interest that while these great changes were in progress in

the mountain region, Peninsular India, the lower region, from
500 to over 1000 miles in width, lying between the Himalayas and
the Indian Ocean, underwent little change. " The only prominent
event which can be attributed to this period is the origin of the

western Ghats."

5. Recurrence of Ice-Ages.—Prof. T. McK. Hughes, of Cam-
bridge, England, in a paper read before the Cambridge Philo-

sophical Society (Proc. Phil. Soc. 1893-94, 72. 98) entitled
" Criticism of the Geological evidence for the recurrence of Ice-

Ages," makes the following statements in the course of his con-

cluding remarks. " I have criticised the principal cases in which
it has been contended that we have evidence of glacial action in

ancient bowlder deposits, and have shown, by reference to actual

specimens of the rocks in question, that, not only is the evidence

of Paleozoic or Mesozoic glaciation in Britain inconclusive, but
that the negative can be proved in all cases hitherto adduced.

Being thus warned against taking on trust evidence for glacial

action in ancient times rounded upon the form or the condition of

the surface of the rock, I venture to throw doubts on the infer-
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ence that the faceted stones of Copitz near Pirna, are of glacial

origin. I give the results of some of my own explorations among
the ancient bowlder clays of Wetzikon, and other localities. I point

out that the Cambrian-scratched stones of Norway are in regions

that are still under the influence of glacial conditions in spite of

the mild influences of the gulf stream. I then give a sketch of

the distribution of bowlder-bearing beds in India, Australia and
Africa, but have no evidence from personal observation to offer

respecting them. I admit that the consensus of many competent
observers renders it difficult to believe that these beds do not

exhibit evidence of glacial origin."

III. Botany.

1. Mechanism of the movements of the stamens of Berberis.—
Chauveaud (Comptes rendus, July 2), suggests a new explanation

of the curvature of the filament of Barberry, in response to touch

or other irritation. He first calls attention to the inadequacy of

one of the more widely accepted explanations, namely, that the

movement is in consequence of the expulsion of water, showing by
a simple experiment that water does not escape from a severed fila-

ment. He says that if a stamen be cut off at its base, and held in

a dry place, it is possible, after it has recovered and straightened
itself, to excite a new bending and after a second straightening

to cause a second bending ; all of which would not be likely to

take place if there was at each movement a true expulsion of

water.

According to the author, the following is the anatomical struc-

ture of the filament of Berberis aristata. Besides the fibrovas-

cular bundle there is a special tissue which occupies about two-
thirds of the transverse section and about two thirds of the length.

This tissue is formed of narrow, elongated cells which are packed
closely. This tissue possesses, especially towards the extremities

of the cells, minute intercellular spaces. The transverse walls of

its cells are thin, but the longitudinal walls, on the contrary,

are thick, with thin places arranged longitudinally. This elastic

tissue is covered by a layer which is practically continuous with
the epidermis on the internal face and the sides of the filament

and which may be called the motile tissue. But this motile layer

differs from the rest of the epidermis in many ways. Its cells are

rounded and thin-walled on their outer aspect, but notably
thicker on the inner or deeper aspect. The contents differ widely
from those of the other epidermal cells, being much more opaque.
At the bottom of each cell of this layer, there is, when the organ
is at rest, a peculiar thickening of the protoplasm into a sort of band.
Under the influence of irritation, mechanical, physical, or chemi-
cal, the protoplasm reacts. This band suddenly stretches, curves
into a bow, and while its ends touch and draw on the side walls,

its convexity is pressed against the outer wall, resulting in a
shortening and thickening of the cell. This causes a slight but
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yet sufficient deformation, and produces a curvature of the fila-

ment toward the interior of the flower.

The contractile movements of these cells are very rapid. They
demand for their manifestation perfect integrity of the tissue.

When the tissue is acted on by Osmic acid, for fixation of the
contents of the cells, it presents totally different appearances
according to the phase of activity immediately preceding the
employment ofthe reagent. In a state of rest, the protoplasm forms
a dark band at the bottom of each motile cell. When the fila-

ment is cut longitudinally, these bands give the impresssion of a
sort of ribbon, as long as the sensitive portion. But if the fila-

ment was in a state of tension when it was fixed, these bands are

more or less detached and curved, and present an undulating
appearance. These colored and fixed segments of protoplasm are

very distinct from the rest of the cell contents, and can be readily

photographed.
These intracellular changes had been previously noticed, but

had been regarded as enlargements and diminutions of an inter-

cellular substance readily susceptible to changes in the amount of
water in the cell. g. l. g.

2. The Harvard Botanical Museum.—The accuracy of the

glass models of plants and the analytical details of their flowers,

made by the botanical artists, Messrs. L. and R. Blaschka, has
rendered it possible to exhibit all the morphological relations of

more than two hundred North American genera. Above four

hundred species from North, South, and Central America are now
arranged in such order as to display affinities in a manner per-

fectly intelligible to every observant visitor. The minutest details

are given on an enlarged scale, so that the position and character

of the embryo in even the smallest seeds are fully and faithfully

presented. All peculiarities of the essential organs and floral

envelopes are displayed with absolute fidelity.

The success attending this venture has encouraged the installa-

tion of other specimens illustrating all the relations of plants to

their surroundings, and to animals ; in short, a full presentation of

the Biological features of vegetation. In this biological section,

the department of economic botany has, of course, its proper place

and is to claim its proportion of space. The cooperation of the

Director of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, at Cambridge,
of the Director of the new Museums at Philadelphia, and of the

Curator of the Peabody Museum, places in hand sufficient material

for the realization of this comprehensive scheme, so far as the

Phanerogams are concerned. In the installation of the Crypto-

gamia, Professors Farlow and Thaxter have given indispensable

assistance, and some of their specimens are already in the cases.

From present appearances about two years will elapse before

all the relations of plants to their environment can be satisfacto-

rily exhibited, but the systematic and economic departments are

now open. The phytopalgeontological exhibit will be in the

same building, but on a lower floor. g. l. g.
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3. Onthe amount ofabsorption of water1 by roots.—M. Lecomte
(Comptes rendus, July 9), makes the following interesting state-

ment regarding Musanga Smithii, an Urticaceous tree, found in

French Congo. The tree attains a height of sixty to seventy-five

feet, is much branched, and has compound leaves. One of these

trees, having a diameter of a foot and a half, was cut down five feet

from the ground, and a groove was made to convey the water for

collection. The tree was " felled " at five p. m. Jan. 6, 1 894, when
the atmosphere was saturated with moisture, but when there was
no rain falling. At seven in the morning (9^) nine and one
quarter liters of sap had collected, but it is certain that some was
lost during the experiment. Subsequent experiments showed that

the amount steadily diminished during the day, thus :

1st, from 6 p. m. to 7 a. m. at rate of 0.71 1, each hour.

2d, from 8 to mid-day, " " 0.587, " "

3d, from noon to 4 p. m " " 0.360, " "

The author says that the gorilla is acquainted with this property
of the species in question, since he tears the branches off, and
quenches his thirst at the wounds he makes. g. l. g.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Science.—The well-known weekly Journal, Science, after a

brief period of suspension has recommenced as a new series.

The first number, issued January 4th, in the interest and variety

of its contents speaks well for its future. It is now under the

direction of an editorial committee constituted as follows : Mathe-
matics, Prof. S. Newcomb ; Mechanics, Prof. R. S. Woodward

;

Physics, Prof. T. C. Mendenhall ; Astronomy, Prof. E. C.

Pickering; Chemistry, Prof. Ira Remsen ; Geology, Prof. J.

LeConte ; Physiography, Prof. W. M. Davis ; Paleontology,
Prof. O. C. Marsh ; Zoology, Prof. W. K. Brooks, Dr. C. Hart
Merriam; Botany, Prof. N. L. Britton; Physiology, Prof. H.
P. Bowditch ; Hygiene, Dr. J. S. Billings ; Anthropology,
Prof. D. G. Brinton, Major J. W. Powell ; Psychology, Prof.

Cattell.
It is obvious that there is need in the country for a journal in

the field which Science occupies and it is to be hoped that it may
receive in full the support which it deserves from all interested in

the progress of scientific truth. We quote a few sentences from
the excellent introductory editorial by Professor Newcomb.

" At the present day one of the aspects of American science

which most strikes us is the comparative deficiency of the social

element. We have indeed numerous local scientific societies,

many of which are meeting with marked success. But these
bodies cannot supply the want of national cooperation and com-
munication. The field of each is necessarily limited, and its activi-

ties confined to its own neighborhood. We need a broader sym-
pathy and easier communication between widely separated men
in every part of the country. Our journal aims to supply the
want of such a medium, and asks the aid of all concerned in mak-
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ing its efforts successful At the same time, it is intended
that the journal shall be much more than a medium for the popu-
larization of science. Underlying the process of specialization

which is so prominent a feature of all the knowledge of our time
there is now to be seen a tendency toward unification, a develop-
ment of principles which connect a constantly increasing number
of special branches. The meeting of all students of nature in a
single field thus becomes more and more feasible, and in promot-
ing intercourse among all such students Science hopes to find a
field for its energies, in which it may invite the support of all

who sympathize with its aim."

2. The Astfophysical Journal: An International Review of

Spectroscopy and Astronomical Physics. Volume I, Number 1,

100 pp. January, 1895. Chicago (The University of Chicago Press.)

—This Journal, which is essentially a continuation in a new form of

Astronomy and Astro-Physics, has for its editors-in chief, George
E. Hale, Director of the Yerkes Observatory and James E. Keeler,

of the Allegheny Observatory. The assistant editors, are J. S.

Ames, Johns Hopkins University, W. W. Campbell, Lick Observa-
tory, Henry Crew, Northwestern University, E. B. Frost, Dart-
mouth College, F. L. O. Wadsworth, University of Chicago.
There are also ten associate editors, leading men in this depart-

ment of Science, and equally divided between this country and
abroad. The first number now issued contains a number of

valuable articles by Professors Michelson, Pickering, Rowland
and others. The article by Rowland gives a preliminary table of

Solar Spectrum wave-lengths from 3722-071 to 3911-444. Minor
contributions and notes fill pages 80-87, and reviews with a list

of recent publications, pp. 88-99.

That this journal will prove a great aid to scientific research in

the department of Radiant Energy to which it is devoted is too

obvious to require comment. It should be generously supported.

The Astrophysical Journal is to be issued monthly (except in

July and September) and the annual subscription is four dollars.

3. Cloudland : A study on the structure and characters of
Clouds ; by Rev. W. Clement Ley. 208 pp. 8vo. London, 1894
(Edward Stanford).—This is a popular discussion of the subject

of clouds, presented in attractive form and with an abundance of

excellent illustrations, including a number of colored plates. It

would be difficult to find elsewhere so complete and systematic a

description and representation of the different types of clouds and
it will doubtless be of material aid to the individual observer.

The latter portion of the work discusses the theory of atmospheric

currents, prevailing winds, cyclones and anti-cyclones. In the ill-

ness of the author, which has prevented the completion of his

work, the volume has been edited by Mr. C. H. Ley.

OBITUARY.

Frederik Johnstrup, Professor of Mineralogy at Copenhagen,
died in December 1894, at the age of seventy.
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Art. XYI.—The Appalachian Type of Folding in the

White Mountain Range of Inyo County, California / by
Charles D. Walcott.

[Read before Geol. Soc. America, Baltimore meeting, Dec. 27, 1894.]

That portion of the White Mountain range of California,

to the structure of which I wish to call attention, is situated

between the road passing from Big Pine, Inyo County, in

Owen's valley, through Waucobi Canyon to Saline valley, and
the crest of the ridge a little south of White Mountain peak.

The length of this portion of the range is about forty miles.

South of the Saline valley road the range has received the

name of Inyo range, and is so named in all reports upon it.

Each observer, however, states that he does not see any reason

for applying the two names to the range, as the Inyo portion

is the southern prolongation of the White Mountain range.

On the latest map* published of this region the entire range
from Owen's Lake to the California-Nevada line, is called the

White Mountain range.

Prof. J. D. Whitneyf makes reference to the Inyo and
White Mountain ranges, stating that little is known of their

geology, except that, from Bend City for twenty-five miles

north, their western base and slopes seem to be composed of

slates and other stratified rocks, generally dipping to the south-

west and often much contorted. vMr. G. K. Gilbert^ crossed

* Map accompanying the report of Dr. C. Hart Merriam on an expedition to

Death Valley, compiled under the direction of A. H. Thompson, 1892.

\ Geol. Surv. California, Geology., vol i, 1865, p. 459.

$Expl. and Surv. west of the One Hundredth Meridian, vol. iii, Geol., 1875,

pp. 34 and 169.
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the range on the line of the present toll-road from Piper's
Ranch to Big Pine. A sketch of the section he made shows
a broad syncline on the western side, with faulting and fold-

ing in the central and eastern portions. He also gives a section

of the rocks exposed on the east face of the Inyo range, at the
pass between Deep Spring valley and Owen's valley.*

Mr. W. A. Goodyear, in his account of Inyo County,f notes
the contorted condition of the strata, and also gives one sketch
of the folding in the strata on the slope of White Mountain,
north of Silver Canyon.
During the summer of 1894, accompained by Mr. F. B.

Weeks, I crossed the range opposite Big Pine and penetrated
into it from the western side, in Waucobi, Black and Silver

Canyons, with the special purpose of determining the strati-

graphic structure of the western side of the range, after ascer-

taining that the rocks were of Lower Cambrian age.

My first impression, when passing south through Owen's
valley and looking at the west face of the range, was that,

from a point twenty miles north of Bishop creek to Tollgate

Canyon, the range was formed of a monocline of quartzites,

argillites and limestone. The first trip into Tollgate Canyon
disproved this, and furnished the data for the tentative con-

clusion that this portion of the range is a syncline of quartzite

and limetones, very much broken by local folding and faulting.

This conclusion was verified by the sections exposed in the

sides of Black and Silver canyons. I shall first describe the

succession of strata exposed on the western slope of the range,

as the folding and faulting will thus be more readily under-

stood. From the summit downward the section is as follows :

1. Compact, thin-bedded, arenaceous argillite, with

layers of dark-brown, fine-grained quartzite 200 ft.

2. Alternating beds of limestone and calcareous and
arenaceous shale; a massive bed of limestone, 100

feet thick, near the base 1,000 ft.

3. Siliceous slate and compact, dark quartzite 2,000 ft.

4. Siliceous limestone, usually in massive beds 1,700 ft.

Base unknown.

The limestone series of 2 and 4 are light-colored and con-

trast strongly with the dark quartzites, argillites and shales.

This brings out the more prominent features of structure in

bold relief when viewed from the higher points of the western

spurs of the range.

* California State Mining Bureau. Eighth Annual Report State Mineralogist

for 1888, p. 282.

f In this connection see article in February number on Lower Cambrian Rocks
in Eastern California.
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Silver Canyon penetrates deep into the range, and about
four miles from its mouth cuts across a great synclinal fold.

This is outlined in fig. C, page 173. A short distance above the

mouth of the canyon the siliceous argillites, with the inter-

bedded layers of quartzite, dip to the eastward about 20°.

This dip increases until the beds are in places vertical.

Usually at the bed of the canyon there is still a slight eastward

dip. As the strata rise on the side of the canyon they become
vertical, and finally, about three and one half miles from the

mouth, they are overturned to the eastward so as to assume a

westward dip and to produce a rough fan structure in the sec-

tion between the mouth of the canyon and the limestones.

The series of argillites and quartzites is broken by minor faults

and closely compressed folds. The synclinal structure is clearly

shown by the limestone series. The dip of the western limb
of the syncline next to the quartzite is from 70° to 80° west.

This increases to about 60° near the center of the syncline.

The strata of the eastern limb dip westward at about 60° at a

point nearest the center, and from that down to 40° near the

quartzite.

The section of the syncline exposed on the north side of

Silver Canyon is over 2,000 feet in depth, and when viewed
from the high ridge on the south side of the canyon, is beauti-

fully exhibited, both in the canyon and in its extension to the

northward, along the western face of the range. Frequently
the eastern limb of the limestone of the syncline rises to the
summit of the range, but as a whole the upper limestone syn-

cline rests against the western side of the range for twenty
miles or more north of Silver Canyon.
At the mouth of Black Canyon the lower limestone (No. 4)

is exposed. It dips eastward and passes beneath the quartzite

(No. 3) at an angle of from 25° to 30°. A fault breaks the
section along the line of the north fork of Black Canyon, but
by following the section northward about two miles and view-
ing it from the high ridges to the south of Black Canyon, it is

seen that the dip of the quartzites above the limestone
increases to the vertical, and at the western edge of the
syncline formed by the upper limestone the dip is to the
westward.
The lower limestone, owing to the northward pitch of the

syncline, passes beneath the Pleistocene beds on the margin of
the valley, before reaching Silver 1 Canyon. In fig. B, I have
theoretically restored the synclinal section of the range so as to

include the lower limestone. What comes out from beneath
the limestone on the eastern side of the range is unknown to

me, as I was unable to reach that portion of the section.

Viewed from the distance, it is apparently a dark-colored rock,
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very much broken up and covered with massive granitic erup-

tives. This is on the line north of Silver Canyon. South of

Silver Canyon about five miles, the section as viewed from the
high ridge south of Tollgate Canyon is diagrammatically repre-

sented in fig. A. The quartzite of the western limb of the
syncline is hidden by an intervening ridge, but the syncline of

the upper limestone and the two minor synclines to the east-

ward are clearly defined. The most easterly, on the eastern

slope of the range, was not seen at near view, but it appeared
to be as represented in fig. A.
The east fork of Black Canyon cuts entirely through the

quartzite (No. 3) and into the lower limestone. The syncline

has flattened out, and its western limb is nowhere overturned
to the eastward. The quartzite (No. 3) is much contorted and
broken by minor faults. This is most noticeable about midway
of the section and also within a few hundred feet of the upper
limestone, where there is a series of sharp anticlinal and syn-

clinal folds, as shown in fig. D, as well as in the enlarged view,

fig. £. The depth of these minor synclines is about 300 feet.

They appear to have been formed largely by the slipping and
compression of a series of argillaceous and thin-bedded quartzites

that are between the upper limestone and other portions of the

quartzite series. The upper limestones form a broad, some-
what shallow, irregular syncline, upon which, at the summit,
rest about 200 feet of arenaceous shales and thin, interbedded

quartzites. This shallow syncline extends southward to Toll-

gate Canyon, where it is much broken, as shown in the sketch

made by Mr. Gilbert.* South of Tollgate Canyon there

appears to be a broad, broken syncline, with the upper lime-

stone (No.* 2) at the summit.
Viewing the White Mountain range from the western slope of

the Sierra Nevada, north of Big Pine, it is evident that several

transverse or oblique faults break the syncline that rests on the

western slope of the range. The strata are displaced on the

south side of Black Canyon, and also about five miles to the

north. About twenty miles north of Silver Canyon the sedi-

mentary strata are more broken and are apparently covered by
eruptive rocks that form the higher portions of the range near

White Mountain peak.

The only point that I visited on the eastern side of the range

was the section exposed on the northern and western side of

Deep Spring valley. On the northern side eruptive granites

conceal the greater portion of the sedimentary rocks, but on
the western side, nearly southwest of Antelope Spring, are

some very fine illustrations of open anticlinal and synclinal

folding. This is shown by fig. F.

* Loc. cit.
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DESCRIPTION OP FIGURES.
Fig. A.— Diagrammatic sectiou of the White Mountain range' as viewed from the

high ridge south of Tollgate Canyon. 2, upper limestone; 3, quartz-
ite and shale series.

Fig. B.—Theoretical section of range south of Silver Canyon, to illustrate char-
acter of syncline. 2, upper limestone

; 3, quartzite and shale series
;

4, lower limestone.

Fig. C.—Syncline on the north side of Silver Canyon. 1, upper shale; 2, upper
limestone; 3, quartzite and shale series.

Fig. D.—Section on the east fork of Black Canyon. 1, upper shale; 2, limestone

;

3, quartzite series; 4. upper portion of the lower limestone.
Fig. E.— Anticlinal and synclinal folds occurring at x in fig. D.
Fig. F.—Outline of folding of limestone imbedded in quartzite and shales,

western side of Deep Spring valley, a-b, fault.
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As seen from the western slopes of the White Mountain
range, the next range to the eastward, Silver Peak, is appar-

ently a monocline facing westward ; but from the known struc-

ture of the Great Basin ranges, such as those of the Eureka
district, Nevada, the Oquirr range, Utah, and others illustrated

by the geologists of the Wheeler Survey, it appears that in the

broad Paleozoic area between the Sierra Nevada on the west
and the early Paleozoic shoreline on the east (Colorado) a

period of folding and thrust faulting was followed by a period

of vertical faulting, which displaced the strata that had been
folded and faulted in the preceding epoch. The extent and
character of this disturbance can be determined only by a care-

ful study of each of the mountain ranges for a distance of over
live hundred miles east and west and probably a thousand
miles north and south ; and the great geologic problems will

not be fully solved until the areal geology of the region

between the 109th and 119th meridians shall have been
mapped.

Art. XYII.

—

Notes on the Southern lee Limit in Eastern
Pennsylvania ; by Edward H. Williams.

The accompanying map shows what has been done during
the past year, and the boundary has been extended from the

Schuylkill to Lock Haven. There probably does not occur as

diversified a field, and one more fortunately situated, than that

which stretches from the Delaware river to the Alleghany
Mountain in Pennsylvania. The measures from the Archaean
to the Trias lie under all states of deformation and weathering

and, forming all arrangements of mountain and valley, opposed
all angles of trend and slope to the approach of the glacier.

The lithological and fossiliferous characters of those measures
are frequently so well marked that their fragments can be

quite readily recognized under all conditions of weathering.

The streams of the region run toward all points of the com-
pass, and the Delaware, Lehigh, Schuylkill, and Susquehanna
are of constantly large volume, and flow through gaps of great

age as shown by their low angles, and over preglacial bottoms.

The peculiar systems of parallel ridges and valleys of the

region bring great differences in barometric level within small

areas ; so that the resistance to advance of the ice varied

greatly within short distances and, at times, created a shear in

the interior of the glacier. The varied river systems also dis-

tributed the glacial trash where it could be again taken up by
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the advancing ice. The glacial discharges and final ablation

were made under all conditions of freedom or damming, as the

ice-front faced an ascending or descending valley, or rested

against a ridge which it could not surmount.
In view of the fact that many writers seem to have forgot-

ten how ice acts in its first advance over a previously unglaci-

ated region, it seems necessary to discuss the subject. Ice

erodes and accumulates and, as the country was generally

covered, the erosion was of the surface covered, and the accu-

mulations were also from that surface, which, before the

advent of the ice, was more or less deeply covered with soil of

decomposition. What became of this old soil and its more or

less decomposed fragments? In the west, where drainage
favored, they were washed away by the glacial floods in the

shape of mud and sand, and so distributed that their identity

is lost. It is only where drainage has been opposed by the
ridges and upward sloping valleys of the Appalachian system,

and all waters forced to escape sub-glacially, that we can fully

study the deposits of the first glaciation.

The first advance of the ice carried a burden of rotten mate-
rial. The soft underlying parts were immediately powdered,
and whatever resisted immediate destruction was more or less

rotted and generally oxidized ; but, as it was opposed to a soft

surface, its fragments were only rounded into a highly oxidized

gravel that was mixed with the clays and sands of the old soil.

It was only after a continuance of erosion that the solid rocks

were reached and attached to the base of the ice. As this took

place at a distance from the ice front, the fresher fragments
were carried against the softer surfaces where the ice had as

much of a cutting effect as its burden, and no scoring or groov-

ing occurred—only a planing of the surface, as is seen at

Rauch's gravel pit at Bethlehem. The fresh fragments fir ally

reached the terminal deposits, and were mixed with the older

weathered stuff ; but were stirred up with it and are found at

all depths, as on the crest of the ridge behind South Bethle-

hem, where in a rotten, unstratified deposit of great thickness,

a fresh Calciferous bowlder lies near an equally fresh Lower
Subcarboniferous cobble, on rotten gneiss, and under rotten

and angular fragments of Potsdam. When a retreat of the

ice took place, and a halt was made at a distance in the rear,

the accumulations are generally of fresh fragments, and the

thoroughly eroded surfaces show an abundance of groovings

and striations. Those who see in this last all the work of

glaciation, are unfortunate, in that they accept an incomplete

sub-stage of the work for its entirety. Secondary advances to

the former limits of glaciation frequently fail to remove por-

tions of the former deposits, and cap them with a mass of fresh
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material gathered from the rear. Although there may be great

differences in appearance, there may be little variation in age,

and as it is generally accepted that the erosive power of the

edge is slight, we may have a succession of deposits varying

from a rotten gravel at the bottom to a fresh one at the sur-

face, and all may have been formed within a short period,

dustiness of gravel, therefore, is no criterion of age, and all

arguments based upon it must fall.

The bulk of the deposits is also used by some as an evidence
of the duration of glaciation. This is faulty, as regards the

first advance, as the first advance evidently removed the rotten

surface vastly faster than it did the more resisting rocks at

depth.; so that comparative estimates based on thicknesses of

fresh material on the one hand, and rotten or rusty stuff on the

other, are valueless, unless it can be conclusively shown that

the rotten and rusty deposit was fresh when formed.

Character of the Deposits.

South of Lewis and Wright's moraine the deposits are gener-

ally angular, or sub angular, and rusty accumulations from the

old surface. The formations, where exposed, are generally

unstriated, and the thickness of till dependent on the contour.

In general the determination is made by finding fragments of

formations moved out of place in a uniform direction, and
independent of the slope. It is a favorable condition when a

river which drains a part of the glaciated area crosses the path

of another portion of the ice, as the gravels are taken from the

river and distributed so as to show the direction of the move-
ment. The broad valleys of the Mauch Chunk (Upper Sub-
carboniferous) formation are especially useful in marking the

ice front, as the contrast between their dark red country rock
and the Pottsville conglomerate on the one hand, and the

Pocono (Lower Subcarb.) on the other, is so distinct that the

erratics are distinguished at a distance. On the other hand,

there is little difference between fine fragments of Mauch
Chunk and Catskill when weathered, and the latter when
leached much resembles Chemung, so that in non-fossiliferous

localities the evidences are few and far between. In the event
of finding distributed gravels from the rivers, they are uni-

formly found just over the crest of the ridges opposite to the

direction from which they came. * This is well shown in going
south from Danville to Shamokin. In ten or twelve miles the

evidences of glaciation (as shown by river gravels) can be com-
pressed within a few hundred feet. In the valleys well-sections

were very useful, and especially when force pumps were neces-

sary from depth of water. Quicksands are found against the
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solid glaciated rock in the Wyoming valley and along Penn's
creek west of Lewisburg. There was glacial damming in the

valleys of the Lehigh, Lizard, Mahoning, and Susquehanna
(main and north branch) up to 600 feet in depth ; so that

glacial deposits are capped by varying thicknesses of slack

water clays, and flood cones were formed by torrential dis-

charges into the emponded waters—one of them at Jersey
Shore being over a mile in length, 1,000 feet wide and 170 feet

high—while the escaping waters distributed gravels over high
cols into other river systems, and in one case carried them to

within 75 miles of the Potomac. Some points require more
extended notice.

The Schuylkill gravels.

At the time when the recent State geological survey was
made, the nature of glacial gravels was not so well understood
as at present, and the reports on the region state that there are

no glacial gravels along this river. There are no striated

gravels
; but extended patches of unstratified gravels occur at

all points along the Little Schuylkill and the main stream, and
the writer thinks that the West Philadelphia gravels may be
partly glacial, as Mr. Salisbury reports finding glaciated stones

at Norristown. The ice covered the whole of the extreme end
of the southern coal field from Mauch Chunk to Middleport

;

so that the upper waters of the Little Schuylkill in the

Tamenend valley north of Tamaqua, and the whole valley of

Panther creek drained ice covered areas. The extension west-

ward in the Mahoning valley was to the edge of the col

between Mahoning creek and the Little Schuylkill, so that

some of the glacial waters from that lobe may have reached
the latter river at Zeiner's Station. Thence down the river to

Port Clinton the gravels are irregularly distributed at low
levels, and along the main stream south of the Blue Ridge.

About half way between Hamburg and Shoemakersville the

upper lobe of the ice from the Lehigh region reached the

river and furnished its quota of trash, and at Berkeley the

lower lobe did the same. The new Schuylkill Valley branch
of the Pennsylvania P.P., cuts through varying thicknesses of

unstratified gravels, and especially north of Douglassville.

The contrast between the deep red of the Trias and the rusty

unstratified cap can be readily seen from the train. The highest

elevation above the river of these deposits south of Reading,

thus far, has been 30 feet.

The Anthracite regions.

With the exception of the Southern field, west of Middle-

port, and, perhaps, the extreme western end of the Western
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Middle field, the whole of the anthracite area was glaciated.

The surface dislocations incident to mining, and the distribu-

tion of culm from the coal washings have made a survey diffi-

cult as far as connected work is concerned. Points here and
there were obtained, and the intermediate line surmised from
the contour of the country. As the ice was found to have
been at Frackville, it must have crossed the Western Middle
basin at Mahanoy Plane ; but Mahanoy creek is so clogged
with culm as to afford no sign of glacial deposits. As the red

shale (Mauch Chunk) valley between Ashland and Gordon
showed no erratics the ice did not intrude there ; but at Locust
Gap till was found, and a thick bed of it lines the creek of the

same name at Shainokin ; while in the red shale valley to the

north trial shafts were sunk through a great thickness of till

and bowlders. The records of shafts in many places in this

region show that the first part of the work was through
" gravel " or " drift." At Trevorton and down Zerbe Pun
gravels exist; but not as far as Dornsife, where Mahoning
creek cuts through the ridge into the Susquehanna Yalley.

In general, glaciation is shown by the removal of the old soil.

At Hazelton in the north, and Shamokin in the south there

was a uniformity with which the coal beds came in workable
condition to the surface, and with as great relative solidity as

the enclosing sandstones. The coal strippings at and about
Hazelton show plainly that the glaciation was recent, as, other-

wise, the coal beds exposed so near the surface to the action of

solvents would have long ere this been turned to black mud,
while the sandstones would have retained a good deal of solid-

ity. At Hazelton coal has been mined and marketed where
the top rock was entirely removed by glacial action, and only a

loose glacial wash capped the bed. The coal was rusty ; but
solid.

No striations were found over this region ; but the Potts-

ville conglomerate on the ridge just east of Delano (1800-1900
A. T.) is planed over large areas, and large erratics of the same
formation are numerous. Where the Pottsville branch of the
Lehigh Yalley road cuts through the ridge to the Silver Brook
basin, the weight and force of the ice bent and crushed the
vertical hard bands of Pottsville conglomerate, and the sand-

stones lying on it, as readily as it did the Hudson Piver slates

south of the Blue Pidge.

The Susquehanna Valley.,

The ice moved parallel to the north branch of this river

along the Wyoming valley, and crossed it at increasing angles

as it neared the main stream at Northumberland. The bed of

the branch is generally solid rock, with the inequalities filled
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with glacial trash. Much discussion has been held regarding
the Berwick gravels, and some have held that they were due to

a submerged mouth of the river. As the ice went 25-30 miles
south of the place, their origin is no longer in doubt ; but the
freshet of last May disclosed the nature of these deposits per-

fectly, as the torrential state of Nescopeck creek which reaches
the river opposite to Berwick, cut away ten feet of the north
bank of the creek at the Pennsylvania R.R. bridge ; so that

the north abutment was isolated and undermined. As this cut
was vertical and the material compact it was seen that there

was the same succession of events as shown in the Lehigh
Yalley at Rauch's gravel pit. There are three formations in

the gravels at Nescopeck and Berwick : first, sub-glacial till so

compact that a pick can scarcely be driven into it. This has a

clay base and carries an abundance of rolled stones of all the
formations to the north—even granite and anthracite meet in

the mass. On this is a 'bed of modified drift of loose nature
and sandy matrix with the same collection of rolled stones and
of equal freshness. In fact, there is no difference in the color

of the layers. As at Rauch's pit the lower inch of the gravels

is a conglomerate with a limonite matrix, where the percolat-

ing waters laden with the solution of iron were stopped by the

dense till below. Capping all is a layer of unstratified sand
that varies in thickness greatly within a few feet, and carries

streaks of gravel and glaciated cobbles and bowlders at all

levels. We have, therefore, the till from the ice on the spot,

and the modified drift when the ice was in retreat ; but in the
vicinity, and, finally, the sands, when the ice had retreated to a

distance and the torrential nature of the stream had ceased
;

but when there still were discharged bergs bearing burden of

large material. It is about 20 feet from the rock bottom of

the river to the top of the sandy cap.

There are several low kames along the north branch ; but
their formation could not be studied from absence of cuttings.

The ice crossed the valley of the west branch from North-
umberland to Muncy at the same angle as in the other branch,

and the formations are similar in succession ; but from Muncy
westward a slack water-cap hides whatever is below, and it is

only where the cuttings are fresh that the succession can be
seen.

In the main valley the southern limit of the ice was where
Little Mountain reaches the river. As this rises abruptly 1000
feet above the country it proved an effectual barrier to a

farther southern advance. The glacier crossed the river and
seems to have reached the northeastern end of Shade Mountain,

as there was a slight flow southwestward over the low col of

200 feet into the Juniata at Lewistown. Evidences of glacia-
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tion are also seen in the distribution of the white Medina
sandstone of Shamokin Mountain over the Salina valley to the

southwest. Farther north along Penn's creek an abundance
of modified drift is seen capping till of quicksands and
bowlders that lie against the glaciated country rock, and all is

covered with slack water clays from the Shade Mountain ice

dam, or the one formed before the ice abandoned the northern

end of Jack's Mountain.

Action of the ridges on the ice advance.

A glance at the map shows the numerous ridges crossing the

path of the glacier. These rise sharply from the surrounding
country to 600-1000 feet. The retention of a large mass of

rotten gneiss on the northern slope of the South Mountain
back of South Bethlehem, and where it was fully exposed to

the force of the ice seemed to point to a massing of the ice in

the valley, where it remained stagnant, while a shear took
place and the upper part of the ice only crossed the mountain.
This is also shown by the small proportion of river gravels in

the till—though the glacier had just crossed the Lehigh.
In "Report G7 of the late Pennsylvania survey, I. C. White

describes the glacial deposits in the tier of counties along the

north branch of the Susquehanna. As far as the knowledge
of the subject went at that date, the report is accurate. One
point is interesting in its bearing on glacial motion. In
describing the gravels in Mifflin township he notes their occur-

rence only at comparatively low elevations above the river.

The writer found this to be the case, and made a trip over
Nescopeck Mountain while studying the matter. It seemed
strange that the narrow strip of land lying between the Susque-
hanna and the mountain should be free from gravels, while to

the west they were found distributed regularly over the country
for many miles south of the river and in some cases 500 feet

above it. The map shows that Nescopeck Mountain rises 1000
feet above the river and runs parallel to it for some miles and,

at Catawissa (as Catawissa Mountain) turns southward in a

series of folds, and finally resumes its former trend, as Little

Mountain, and reaches the Susquehanna. At first it was
thought that the mountain turned the glacier wholly from its

path and forced it to scrape along its northern flank till its

bend at Catawissa withdrew the^resistance, when the released

ice resumed its former line of motion ; but the finding of till

on the summit of the mountain, and also erratics from its sum-
mit that were carried across Scotch valley and over McCauleys
Mountain, showed that the ice crossed it. Had this been done
in the general line of motion, the abundant river gravels would
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have been found at all elevations over the mountain. As they
stop, at the mountain foot, and as the till on the flanks and top
is angular and from the immediate neighboring formations, or

consists of large bowlders of the sandstones to the north, it is

evident that the lower part of the ice moved parallel to the
river and mountain, while the upper part crossed the ridge and
probably united with the lobe that came from the east along
the enclosed valley south of Nescopeck Mountain.

The glacial gravels of the Juniata valley.

While studying the deposits in the valley of the Susque-
hanna, the writer followed a line of drainage over the low
divide between the Susquehanna at Selin's Grove and the
Juniata at Lewistown ; but was surprised to find on the Salina

bluffs south of the river, at the latter place, a series of lenticu-

lar deposits of glacial gravels and bowlders in the depressions

and on the down-river side of the elevations of those bluffs,

and at heights up to 80 feet above the river. Their position

pointed to an origin up the Juniata ; but as I was engaged in

regular work, I let that matter go for the time ; but looked up
the authorities and found that I. C. White, in his report for

Huntingdon county in the recent survey of the State, noted
their appearance in that county, and advanced four theories for

their origin
; but without favoring either of them ; while those

who worked in Mifflin and Juniata counties said nothing of

the occurrence of gravels at such high elevations.

As Professor White* had also reported upon the counties

along the north branch of the Susquehanna, he was in a posi-

tion to speak regarding glacial deposits, and in the Huntingdon
report (p. 31) he says, "Great heaps of bowlder trash, both
rounded and angular, are often to be seen along the valleys of

the principal streams ; and these often very much resemble
genuine drift heaps ; but no striated bowlders or striated frag-

ments of the country rock are to be found in the region." He
further reports them at elevations above 100 feet from the

river. The hypotheses advanced are various, and the only one
of value is that of the melting snows of the glacial period

that kept all the rivers of the State at a higher level than at

present. Nothing is said of glacial occupation of the region.

* Justice to Professor White requires the statement that his work in the recent

geological survey of Pennsylvania was confined to counties widely separate from
one another ; so that the study of a limited portion of the Juniata valley would
afford no clew to the origin of these gravels, had it not been supplemented by
extended work over a large adjacent area. The writer was fortunate in having
the careful and accurate work of Professor White to guide him in the study of

the north branch of the Susquehanna, and has many times regretted that it was
not extended to the south and west ; as those regions were treated from an
entirely different standpoint.
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It is to be noticed that nothing is said of any difference in age

between these drift heaps and those of the great moraine.

There is no difference, in fact, and as the writer was happy in

finding glaciated stones at Lewistown, he set the deposit down
as a recent glacial formation, and as recent as the glacial gravels

of the upper Susquehanna.
A glance at the map of Lewis and Wright shows that the

terminal moraine approaches quite near the north branch of

the Susquehanna at Williamsport. As the width of the extra-

morainic deposits will average 25 miles, the writer saw, when
he reached the latter place, that Bald Eagle Mountain, rising

sharply 1200 feet above the river, must have required a great

thickness of ice to have been surmounted, and must have
formed a glacial lake similar to that in the Lehigh valley, as

has been described by the writer. In proof of this the surface

deposits west of Muncy changed to slack water clays and over-

laid, where visible, modified and unmodified drift. A trip

through the gap in Bald Eagle JVIt., to the inner summit of

White Deer Mt., lying three miles to the south, and making a

loop with the former where they meet the Susquehanna,
showed that ice had surmounted both, and, as the glacier had
crossed the main Susquehanna at Fisher's Ferry, at the northern
slope of Little Mt., there was at least fifty miles of the bed on
the stream covered with ice over 1200 feet thick. Previous to

this a line of glacial discharge had been traced up Penn's
Creek to Paddy Mountain ; but its origin was unknown.
Going west up the valley of the north branch of the Susque-

hanna, a great slack water terrace 150-170 feet high was found
opposite Jersey Shore, which causes the river to make a long
bend to the north and east. This was formed by a torrential

discharge of glacial origin from Nippenose valley through
Anti's gap in Bald Eagle Mt. Rogers has called attention to

the peculiar features of the erosion of the south side of this

valley, and to the "drift hill" in the gap. He also notes a

similar hill in Washington gap between Sugar and dittany
valleys. The Jersey Shore terrace surprised the writer by
bending to the northwest, and the stream that drains Nippe-
nose valley was also surprising in meeting the Susquehanna in

a similar way, or against the present flow of the river. Both
pointed to a flow westward. A glance at the map showed that

the Bald Eagle and Kittany valleys would afford an exit to

deep waters, and the latter valley was first studied with the
result that no signs of ice occupation were found ; but it was
seen that Sugar and Brush valleys had their eastern ends cov-

ered with ice, and that the northern end of Nittany valley was
covered deeply with bowlder trash, as was the part adjacent to

the gaps from the valleys to the east. From Bellefonte east-
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ward to the valley of Perm's creek the surface was clear, but
the glacial flow through that creek was seen to have come from
Brush valley.

At Mill Hall twelve feet of slack water deposits overlie what
seems to be sub-glacial till, and the Bald Eagle valley soon
becomes perfectly flat and filled with debris, from which the

small knolls formed by varying outcrops appeared in a sub-

merged state. These deposits were followed continuously
over the divide at 1110 A. T., or 600 feet above the river at

Williamsport, and down the Juniata to Huntingdon. Where-
ever they exist at great depths in the latter valley there is evi-

dence of slack water, as below them there is a contraction of

the channel, where it passes through the gaps in the numerous
ridges. When we consider that the whole discharge from the

central part of the state glacier passed through Bald Eagle and
Juniata valleys, we can see at once that small ice dams must
have been continually forming in these narrow gorges, from the

floating bergs, and as these deposits are found from the present

level of the river to an average of 80 feet above it, we can get

an idea of the depth of the water. In one case, a dam sent

cakes of ice from 300-400 feet up the slope of Warrior Ridge
to make a small deposit of erratics. That the discharge was
torrential is seen by the erosion of the rotten limestone at Bar-

ree on the up-stream side of the ridge, and its retention on the

other side to great depths. We can imagine, therefore, during

a portion of the earliest part of glacial times, a deep lake

extending from Williamsport above the junction of the Sus-

quehanna and Sinnemahoning; filling Nippenose, upper dit-

tany and Bald Eagle valleys, and discharging a deep torrent

through the Juniata. A smaller side discharge from the same
glacier went down Penn's creek to the Susquehanna ; but was
stopped by the ice at Shade Mt. for a time and sent down to

Lewistown, on the Juniata ; but afterwards was freed and
allowed to reach the Susquehanna at Selin's Grove. This great

glacial lake has been called by the writer, in honor of our

State geologist, Lake Lesley.

Detailed sections were photographed at various places

through the Bald Eagle and Juniata valleys. At the northern
entrance of the former, at Mill Hall, there is a considerable

flood cone attached to the southern side of the gap in Bald
Eagle Mt., where the flow was turned south from the dittany
valley. Along the Central railroad of Penn., through the

latter valley, there exist thick deposits of glacial drift distribu-

ted from the gaps to the east, and the larger material lies

close against the Sittany Mt. on the eastern side of the valley,

while the fine clays extend over the whole valley. The flood

cone at Mill Hall, therefore, does not contain gravel in its
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upper, slack-water part ; but only clay and fine fragments of

the local Devonian rocks. This lies on what seems to be sub-

glacial till ; but the exposures were so small, and the time for

study so short that it may have been a hard clayey modified

drift. At any rate it was dense and unstratified. One argu-

ment in favor of its being till was that it lay on rotten local

rock from which the old surface had been removed. Going
south along Bald Eagle valley the inequalities of the valley are

covered by gravel in the place of the Mill Hall drift, and that

is capped by slack water sands and clays—all unstratified.

This shows that the action was continuous. On crossing the

divide the modified drift continues at varying thicknesses ; but

always unstratified, and the slack water clays of the northern

side are replaced by sands and fine stuff as the torrential nature

of the flow gradually ceased. An excellent section is seen in

the creek at Vail—about 125 feet below the divide, and the

same distance above the Juniata at Tyrone. At East Tyrone,
in the yard of the Pennsylvania R. R., many fine sections are

shown, and the succession is similar to those described. Hunt-
ingdon is built on a flood cone where the Juniata pours through
a narrow gorge into a wide cross valley.

Art. XVIII.

—

The Succession ofFossil Faunas at Springfield,

Missouri; by Stuart Weller.

Introduction.

The rocks under consideration in this paper, are those lying

above the yellow Chouteau limestone in the region in question.

They consist of beds of gray limestone, more or less crystalline

in the various strata, with scattered bands of lenticular chert

concretions. No results of careful stratigraphical work, based
on palseontological evidence, have ever been published in con-

nection with this region, and though the rocks have been cor-

rectly considered as equivalent to that part of the Mississippian

Series known in Illinois and Iowa as the Burlington and Keo-
kuk Groups, the subdivisions of the strata have never been
properly pointed out. The object of the present paper is to

dissect out the various sub-faunas, to note their order of succes-

sion and the relations which they fyold to each other.

During the summers of 1892 and 1893 the writer made
quite extensive collections of the fossils from the quarries and
other exposures in and about Springfield. From the study of

these collections, the whole series of strata has been divided
into twelve zones, which can be distinguished by their faunas.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 291.

—

March, 1895.
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The limits of these zones, however, are not sharply defined, as

lower faunas change to the ones above through gradual transi-

tions.

As the fauna of the Keokuk beds in Illinois and Iowa has

been shown to be simply a later product of the same line of

development which took place during the deposition of the

Burlington beds, so here in Southwest Missouri, the upper
faunas, which represent the Keokuk, are only a continuation of

the development seen in the lower beds. Prof. H. S. Williams
has suggested the name Osage Group* for this whole series of

strata in Missouri, while Mr. C. R. Keyes has adopted the

name Augusta Groupf for the same deposits. With the excep-

tion of the lowest beds, the Springfield limestones resemble
their more eastern equivalents in Illinois and Iowa, both in

lithological and in faunal characters.

The great difficulty experienced in this study, has been the

lack of any continuous section comprising all the beds of the

group, such as is shown in the Mississippi River section. Some
twenty-five localities were studied, and from them more or less

complete collections of the fossils were made.
Most instructive in the way of showing the succession of the

faunas, is a series of sections along the Gulf railroad, from
Jones Spring, four miles southeast of Springfield, to the Gulf
railroad shops in the city, then turning to the south and
extending along Wilson Creek to Mackey's quarry. These sec-

tions show the succession from near the base of the Burlington

up into the Keokuk. Along this line the rocks dip gradually

to the west, and in the successive cuts and quarries, starting

from Jones Spring, successively higher beds are exposed. At
one point, a short distance east of Springfield, a slight fault

disturbs the regularity of the line of sections, otherwise it is

continuous. Besides this series of sections, other more or less

isolated outcrops were studied.

There being no continuous section, and the element of dip

being uncertain, no accurate estimate of the aggregate thick-

ness of these beds can be made, but they probably extend

through one or two hundred feet.

Description of Zones.

Zone I.—This zone can be readily recognized wherever it

occurs. Its lithological characters are, in general, distinct

from any of the succeeding beds. It is a finegrained, gray or

bluish limestone, quite hard, and with a more or less marked
conchoidal fracture. Some lenticular chert nodules occur

*Bul1. "0. S. Geol. Surv., No. 80, p. 109. Washington, 1891.

f Iowa Geol. Surv., toI. i, p. 59. Des Moines, 1893.
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scattered through the limestone. Its geological position is

immediately above the yellow Chouteau limestone, and in some
places it even seems to be a continuation of the Chouteau,
with no sharply fixed dividing line ; the yellow, sandy Chouteau
gradually changing in color and texture till it becomes this

hard gray limestone. Also the two faunas are blended so that

the association of organic forms occurring here, is transitional

between the Chouteau and the true Burlington. The zone is

characterized by a brachiopod fauna.

At Spout Spring (Station 21), the following fauna was col-

lected a few feet above the yellow Chouteau.*

*Spirifer biplicatus Hall.

\Productus loevicostus White.
Productus sp.

*Terebratula burlingtonensis White.
\Spirifer lineata Martin.

j-Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

\Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.
\Orthis swallovi Hall. ?

Spiriferina sp.

*Phanerotinns paradoxus Winchell.
*Entolium circulus Shurnard.
Productus punctatus Martin.
Productus burlingtonensis Hall.

Terebratula cf. hastata Sowerby.
Loxonema sp.

The most abundant species, S. biplicatus, is described from
the Kinderhook. The remaining forms are partly Chouteau
and partly Burlington. The species which range downward are

comparatively rare.

Collections have also been made from this zone near Pierson

Creek, east of Springfield (Station 17). Here the fossils are

from an horizon higher above the Chouteau than at Spout
Spring, but the lithological characters are similar, except that

the limestone contains much more chert. The following

species were collected at this locality.

\Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.

•f
Orthis burlingtonensis Hall.

Spiriferina sp.

\Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

*Spirifer biplicatus Hall.

"Spirifer marionensis Shumard,
\Spirifer grimesi Hall.

\Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille.

Phillipsis sp.

\Derbyia keokuk Hall. ?

The fauna differs in some respects from the Spout Spring
fauna, aud more nearly resembles the true Burlington.

At an exposure on Sac Creek (Station 20), other collections

were made which may be referred to this zone. The beds are

of an higher horizon than either of the preceding localities,

being up very close to the crinoidal limestone of the Burling-

ton beds proper. In this fauna species of higher range are

more common but lower forms are still present. The fol-

lowing species were collected.

* Species marked * are forms having a downward range, and those marked \
range upward. In all the lists the species are arranged according to their rela-

tive abundance, the most abundant being placed at the beginning of the list.
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Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.

Spirifer biplicatus Hall.

Syringothyris carteri Hall.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Rhynchonella sp.

Spiriferina sp.

Terebratula sp.

Orthis burlingtonensis Hall.

Orthis swallovi Hall.

Strophomena analoga Phillips.

Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille.

Productus burlingtonensis Hall.

Spirifer lineata Martin.
Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Productus loevicostus White.
Productus punctatus Martin.
Spirifer forbesi Norwood and Pratten.
Platyceras sp.

Spirifer hiplicatus, a lower form which was abundant in

the Spout Spring fauna, is still one of the common species.

Spirifer grimesi which is the most characteristic brachiopod
of the Burlington limestone, is rare in this whole zone.

The contact between Zone I and the overlying beds is gene-
rally quite well defined lithologically, but in some cases the
transition between the two is gradual.

Zone II—The lithological characters of the beds of this

zone are decidedly different from those below. Here we pass

into beds of rather coarse, crystalline limestone, composed
largely of broken crinoid fragments, the fauna is a typical

Burlington one.

At Jones Spring (Station 1), these beds are exposed lying

directly upon the more compact limestone of Zone I. The
following fauna was collected at this station.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Spirifer keokuk Hall. ?

Productus sp.

Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille.

Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.
Straparollus latus Hall.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Strophomena analoga Phillips.

Orthis burlingtonensis Hall.

Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.
Platyceras sp.

Productus sp.

Syringothyris plenus Hall.

Orthis swallovi Hall.

Productus burlingtonensis Hall.

In a quarry at the Yalley Water Mills (Station 18), the fol-

lowing species were collected, lying immediately above Zone I.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Orthis swallovi Hall.

Strophomena analoga Phillips.

Straparollus latus Hall.

Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille.

Spirifer forbesi Norwood and Pratten.
Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Platyceras sp.

Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.
Syringopora harveyi White.

In a quarry at Edward's Spring (Station 19), in strata a

short distance above those containing the last fauna described

under Zone I, these beds are well exposed. Here the two
zones are not sharply defined lithologically, but the lower one
grades gradually into the upper. Two more or less distinct

beds are recognized in this quarry. From the lower of these

the following fauna was collected.
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Productus sp.

Sti*aparoUus latus Hall.

Productus sp.

Spirifer sp.

St)vphomena analoga Phillips.

Agaricocrinus planoconveocus Hall.

Spirifer keokuk Hall.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Orthis swallovi Hall.

Dichocrinus striatus Owen and Shu-
mard.

Pleurotomaria montezuma Worthen.
Syringothyris plenus Hall.

Platycrinus sp.

Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.

In the upper bed the fauna is somewhat different.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Syringothyris plenus Hall.

Spirifer forbesi Norwood and Pratten.

Spirifer sp.

Terebratula cf. hastata Sowerby.
Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille.

Dichocrinus striatus Owen and Shu-
niard.

Athyris trinuclea Hall. ?

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Procluctus sp.

Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.
Orthis swallovi Hall.

Batocrinus pyriformis Shmnard.
Spirifer lineata Martin.
Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.
Platyceras sp.

Productus burlingtonensis Hall.

Spirifer keokuk Hall. ?

Most of the species occurring in this zone are typically

Burlington forms. A few are limited to this horizon while

others begin here and only reach their maximum development
higher up.

Zone III.—In this zone the limestone is very similar to, and
is a direct continuation of Zone II. At Station 2 these beds
are exposed, and their position above Zone II can be readily

seen. The following fauna was collected.

Syringothyris plenus Hall.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Orthis swallovi Hall.

Productus burlingtonensis Hall.

Orthis burlingtonensis Hall.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Spirifer sp.

Eucladocrinus pleurovimineus White.

At Station 14 the following species were collected from the

same zone.

Syringothyris plenus Hall.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Productus burlingtonensis Hall.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Spirifer sp.

Productus punctatus Martin.
Spirifer pseudolineata Hall.

At Station 13, in beds of the same zone but probably at a.

little higher horizon, the following fauna was collected.

Orthis swallovi Hall.

Cladodus sp.

Platyceras quincyense McChesney.
Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille.

Terebratula cf. hastata Sowerby.
Dichocrinus striatus Owen and. Shu-

mard.

Syringothyris plenus Hall.

Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.
Orthis swallovi Hall.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Productus burlingtonensis Hall.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Orthis burlingtonensis Hall.

Productus setigerus Hall.

Spirifer sp.

Spirifer suborbicxdaris Hall.

Metoptoma umbella Meek and Wor-
then.

Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.
Hadrophyllum glans White.
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The distinctive character of this zone is the presence in

large numbers of 8pirifer grimesi and Syringothyris plenus,

associated with Orthis swallovi, Productus burlingtonensis,.

etc. All the Chouteau species have disappeared and the fauna
is typically Burlington. Exposures of the intermediate beds
between this zone and the one below, have not been observed,

but the change from one fauna to the other is probably very
gradual, 8. plenus, 8. grimesi, etc., becoming more and more
the predominant forms and replacing the smaller species which
were abundaut in Zone II.

Zone IV.—At Station 12, three distinct beds of limestone

are exposed. The lowest of these is very similar in character

to Zone III at Station 13, and probably lies but very few feet

above it. However, there is a decided change in the fauna.

8. plenus which was the most abundant species in the preced-.

ing zone, has almost entirely disappeared.

At Station 12, the following species were collected in the
lowest bed.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Orthis sivallovi Hall.

Orthis burlingtonensis Hall.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Productus punctatus Martin.

Metoptoma umbella Meek and Wor-
then.

Spirifer lineatoides Swallow.
Platyceras quincyense McChesney.
Platyceras equilatera Hall.

In the excavation made a few years ago at Station 6, the

same three beds of limestone were penetrated as are seen at

Station 12. Some fossils were obtained from here at the time,

but they were not collected with reference to the present work.

In the bottom of the excavation a coarse, gray, crystalline

limestone, like the lower bed at Station 12, was exposed, and a

great number of large, tine specimens of 8. grimesi were col-

lected, but no specimens of 8. plenus.

Northwest of Springfield, in a large sunk hole (Station 15), a

stratum of gray, crystalline limestone is exposed, with numer-
ous fossils. Prominent among them is 8. grimesi, but not a

specimen of 8. plenus was seen. The fauna as a whole is very
similar to those just described and may be placed with them in

Zone LV. The species collected are as follows :

Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.
Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Orthis burlingtonensis Hall.

Spirifer sp.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Productus setigerus Hall.

Platyceras equilatera Hall.

Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille.

Productus punctatus Martin.
Platyceras quincyense McChesney.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Orthis swallovi Hall.

Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.
Rhynchonella cf. pleurodon Phillips.

Metoptoma umbella, Meek and Wor-
then.

Hadrophyllum glans White.
Phillipsia bufo Meek and Worthen. ?
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The fauna of the beds exposed at Station 16 is intermediate

between the faunas of Zones III and IV. Both 8. plenus and
8. grimesi are abundant, though 8. grimesi is the more com-
mon. Some other species, more characteristic of Zone IV, are

present and therefore this fauna has been placed with Zone IV.
The following is a list of the species collected.

Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen. Orthis sivallovi Hall.

Spirifer grimesi Hall. Productus punctatus Martin.

Spirifer sp. i Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Syringothyris plenus Hall. Zaphrentis centralis Wortlien.
Productus setigerus Hall. Spirifer lineatoides Swallow.
Orthis burlingtonensis Hall.

{

Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.
j
Spirifer sp.

The whole fauna of this zone is interesting on account of

the large size of the species. A constant increase in the aver-

age size of the members of the fauna as a whole, from Zone I

to Zone IV is evident. In Zone I all the species are small,

while in Zone IV nearly all are very large. This increase in

size may be traced out even in a single species or a race. The
earliest examples of Spirifer grimesi are generally small, but
in the successively higher beds the average size increases till

the maximum is reached in Zone IV. During this increase in

size the specific characters remain unchanged, but above Zone
IV, as the species becomes again reduced in size, the specific

characters change and the race is represented by 8. logani.

The lineata type of Spirifers also illustrates this same prin-

ciple, but in this case, with the increase in size, new specific

characters are assumed. The race is represented in Zones I

and II by 8. lineata, which is scarcely ever more than one-half

inch in breadth. In Zone III 8. pseudolineata occurs. This
is a larger species with coarser markings. 8. lineatoides,

which is a still larger and coarser form of the same race, is

limited to Zone IV. As this race decreases in size, it seems to

pass through the same stages by which it attained its maximum
development, but in a reverse order, for in beds above Zone
IV, 8. pseudolineata occurs which cannot be distinguished

from specimens in Zone III. Other species illustrating the

same principle, and reaching their maximum development at

nearly the same horizon, are Athyris lamellosa, Orthis swal-

lovi, Zaphrentis centralis, and Platyceras.
Zone V.—Lying above Zone III at Station 12, and also at

Station 6, is a bed of much more siliceous limestone. This
lower chert bed, as it may be designated, is constituted of vari-

able proportions of a white, calcareous chert in lenticular

masses, and limestone. The limestone is variable in character,

but in general is much finer grained and harder than the beds
below or above, and it often resembles very closely the fine
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grained limestone of Zone I. The chert, when subjected to

the influence of weathering, slacks to a fine white powder. In
many cases the chert masses surround a nucleus of limestone,

the passage from the one material to the other being very
gradual. Often fossils retaining their calcareous condition are

found embedded in the chert. Like the limestone below, this

also is largely made up of crinoidal remains, but perfectly pre-

served bodies are much more common.
At Station 12 the following fauna was collected.

Spirifer grimesi Hall.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Dorycrinus parvus Shumard.
Physetocrinus ventricosus Hall.

Orthis sivallovi Hall.

Agaricocrinus americanus Eoemer.
Platyceras sp.

Actinocrinus verrucosus Hall.

Terebratula cf. hastata Sowerby.

At Station 6 very few fossils were collected from this zone,

but Athyris lamellosa was seen in addition to those mentioned.
However at this locality we have the chert bed, with the same
character of chert and limestone, lying in the same position as

regards the fauna with the great development of Spirifer

grimesi, and there can be no doubt as to the equivalence of the

beds at the two localities.

In the Gulf R.R. section this chert bed is exposed at two
other localities besides Station 6. At Station 3 about eight

feet of this stratum is exposed. Only two species of fossils

were collected here, though others are present.

Spirifer grimesi Hall. Dorycrinus parvus Shumard.

At Station 4 this bed is again exposed. No fossils were col-

lected here, but in the face of the quarry Spirifer grimesi and

Athyris incrassatus appear to be common.
This zone may be considered as the upper limit of the true

Burlington, and can be recognized by the peculiar character of

the limestone and chert, as well as by its fauna. In this region

Dorycrinus parvus is characteristic of the horizon.

Zone VI.—Lying above the lower chert bed is an horizon of

rather coarsely crystalline limestone, much like that which
also occurs below the chert. Nearly all the quarries along the

south bank of Wilson Creek, in Springfield, are in strata of

this zone. The beds however, dip to the west, and being car-

ried below the surface, higher beds are exposed in the quarries

near the Gulf R.R. shops.

At Station 3 the base of this zone may be seen resting

directly upon the chert beds below. Fossils are abundant at

this locality and the following species were collected.
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Orthis sivallovi Hall.

Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Productus sp.

Agaricocrinus americanus Eoemer.
Batocrinus trochiscus Meek and Wor-

then.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Spirifer grimesi-logani Hall.

Zaphrentis varsoviensis Worthen.
Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.
Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.
Synbathocrinus sivallovi Hall.

Phillipsia bufo Meek and Worthen.
Spiriferina sp. Productus setigerus Hall.

Platyci%inus saffoi*di Troost. I Productus pnnctatus Martin.
Batocrinus subtractus White. i Dorycrinus cornigerus Hall.

Batocrinuspyriformis Shnrnard. Actinocrinus midtiradiatus Shmnard.
Gi'anatocrinus granulosus Meek and Cyathocrinus ioivensis Owen and Shu-

Worthen. mard.
Platyceras equilatera Hall.

|

Amplexusfragilis White and St. John.
Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille. I Productus burlingtonensis Hall.

This fauna is interesting because of its transitional forms.

There can be little doubt but that this horizon in Southwest
Missouri may be correlated with the Burlington-Keokuk
transition beds in Iowa. The fauna contains numerous cri-

noids, and the similarity between the forms collected here, and
those described by Wachsmuth and Springer* from the transi-

tion beds at Burlington, Iowa, is very striking. The large

Spirifer so abundant here is also a transitional form. It is the

representative of what has been called Spirifer grimesi in the

Burlington beds below, but at this horizon it begins to lengthen
its hinge line and to assume the characters of Spirifer logani

of the succeeding beds. Here however the grimesi type is

most abundant, the individuals with elongated hinge lines

being uncommon, and even in those wmich are present the

character is not so extremely developed as it is higher up.

Above the lower beds of this zone, fossils are not so abun-
dant. At Station 5 the following species were collected.

Spirifer grimesi-logani Hall. Platyceras fisurella Hall.

Phillipsia bufo Meek and Worthen. Productus punctatus Martin.
Athyris incrassatus Hall. Spirifer pseudolineata Hall.

Orthis sivallovi Hall. Syringothyris texta Hall.

Productus burlingtonensis Hall. Athyris planosulcata Phillips.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall. Palceacis obtusus Meek and Worthen.
Derbyia keokuk Hall. Spirifer sp.

Zaphrentis centralis Worthen. Avicidopecten magna Swallow.

Zone VII.—The next higher horizon studied, having a

distinct fauna, is exposed in the upper part of the quarry at

Station 7. The bed is largely composed of chert, and may be
designated as the upper chert bed. The chert here is very
different from that in Zone V. It is very hard and brittle and
much stained with iron, and occurs in much larger and more
irregular masses than in the lower bed. Both the chert and
the limestone abound in fossils, but in all cases the calcareous

matter of the fossils contained in the chert has been dissolved

out, leaving the fossils in the form of moulds. In these impres-

* Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1878, p. 224.
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sions in the chert, the finest detail of the surface markings of
the shells are preserved. The limestone is coarsely crystalline

and is largely composed of crinoid remains. On the decomposi-
tion of the limestone, the chert remains in the soil, often form-
ing regular strata in the residual clay beds. Much of the
fossiliferous chert, so abundant in the soil of this region, is

from this horizon.

The fauna collected at Station 7 is as follows.

Agaricocrinus americanus Roemer.
Spiriferina sp.

Terebratula sacculus Martin.
Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Platycrinus saffordi Troost.

Eretmocrinus originarius Wachsmuth.
Spirifer logani Kail.

Orthis dubia Hall.

Batocrinus biturbinatus Hall.

Pentremites conoideus Hall.

Spirifer pseudolineata Hall.

|

Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Batocrinus sp.

Granatocrinus granulosus Meek and
Worthen.

Spirifer tenuicostatus Hall.

Spirifer neglectus Hall.

Spirifer suborbicidaris Hall.

Productus seligerus Hall.

Eumetria vemeuilana Hall.

Batocrinus nashvillm Troost.

Platyceras fisurella Hall.

Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Rhynchonella mutata Hall.

Chonetes illinoisensis Hall.

Orthis dubia Hall.

This is decidedly a Keokuk fauna, and here we find the first

appearance of a large number of new forms. Crinoids are

abundant, but only the more delicate Keokuk forms are present.

The crinoidal fauna does not assume the grotesque character so

noticeable among the crinoids of the Keokuk Group in Iowa.

The tuberosus variety of Agaricocrinus americanus is the only
representative of these large forms.

Zone YI11.—The upper chert bed is succeeded by beds of

crinoidal limestone similar to those which precede it. These
strata may be seen at Station 8, and the fauna collected there is

as follows

:

Spirifer logani Hall.

Phillipsia bufo Meek and Worthen.
Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.
Productus punctatus Martin.

At Station 9 the same horizon is exposed and the following

species were collected.

Spirifer logani Hall. Camarophoria subtrigona Meek and
Spirifer suborbicularis Hall. Worthen.
Productus punctatus Martin. Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Terebratula sacculus Martin.

The fauna of this zone is Keokuk, though, many species

which were common in the chert zone, apparently are absent

here. The reappearance of Chonetes illinoisensis is interest-

ing, it being a form especially abundant in the Burlington beds

below. Among the specimens of Spirifer logani the character

of a lengthened hinge line is more exaggerated than in the

beds below, but above this zone it is a rare species.

Zone IX.—This zone, as well as the three succeeding ones,

with the exception of Zone XI, have only been seen in Mackey's
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r.

quarry, Station 11. The section at this station is as follows,

beginning with the lowest stratum.

1. Six feet of coarse, gray, crystalline limestone with many fossils.

2. Six inch band of lenticular chert nodules bedded in limestone.

3. Five feet of limestone similar to stratum ], but with few fossils.

4. One foot band of chert and limestone.

5. Two feet of hard gray limestone with few fossils.

6. Eighteen inches of white oolitic limestone.

7. One foot of gray limestone. From the upper surface of this bed
large stylolites, often six inches in length, extend down into

the limestone. These stylolites are crowded close together

and make a very conspicuous band through the quarry.

8. Three feet of gray limestone with few fossils.

9. Three to six feet to the top of the bank. A somewhat shaly

gray limestone with many fossils.

Stratum 1 has been considered as Zone IX, and the fauna
collected is as follows :

Orthis dubia Hall.
[

Spirifer tenuicostatus Hall.

Athyris planosulcata Phillips. Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.
Derbyia keokuk Hall. i Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.
Productus marginicinctus Prout. Platyceras sp.

Syringothyris sp.
j

Chetetes sp.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.
|

Myalina keokuk Worthen.

Zone X.—This zone is represented by stratum 3 at Station

11, and is separated from the preceding zone by the chert

band.

The fauna collected is as follows:

Athyris incrassatus Hall. Productus setigerus Hall.

Productus punctatus Martin. Terebratula sp
Spirifer pseudolineata Hall.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Syringothyris textus Hall.

Zone XI.—The next fossiliferous stratum is the oolite bed.

Few fossils were collected from this horizon at Station 11, the

only species seen being Rhynchonella mutata. On the oppo-
site side of Wilson Creek, however, at Station 10, this oolite

bed is nicely exposed and has many fossils. The species col-

lected at this locality are as follows :

Rhynchonella mutata Hall.

Orthis dubia Hall.

Eumetria cemeuilana Hall.

Conocardium indianense Miller.

Aviculopecten magna Swallow.

Platyceras acutirostris Hall.

Conocardium meekanum Hall. ?

Batocrinus sp.

Pleurotomaria sp.Derbyia keokuk Hall.

It is interesting to note the similarity between this fauna
and that of the Spergen Hill beds in Indiana. Both faunas

are made up, to a very great extent, of diminutive forms, most
of the species occurring at Springfield being also present at

Spergen Hill. In both localities the rock is an oolitic lime-

stone, and the similarity of the faunas is probably due to the
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similarity of the environments during deposition. In Indiana
these conditions were present at the beginning of the St. Louis
period, but in Southwest Missouri this diminutive fauna is fol-

lowed by a good Keokuk fauna.

Zone XII.—Above the stylolite band at Station 11, the first

three feet are nearly barren of fossils, the only species seen
being Orthis dubia. Above this however, in the somewhat
weathered limestone, fossils are very abundant. The species

collected are as follows :

Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen.
Derbyia keokuk Hall.

Orthis dubia Hall.

Athyris incrassatus Hall.

Spirifer keokuk Hall.

Spirifer suborbicularis Hall.

Phillipsia bufo Meek and Worthen.
Spiriferina sp.

Productus punctatus Martin.
Productus cora D'Orbigny.
Spirifer tenuicostatus Hall.

Zaphrentis centralis Worthen.

This fauna as a whole is Keokuk. The most interesting

species is Chonetes illinoisensis, which was very abundant
through the lower zones and then disappeared entirely. When
it first reappeared it was quite rare, but in the present fauna it

takes its place as the most abundant species. Specimens from
the lower and upper zones are absolutely alike.

list of Stations.

1. Jones Spring, on Gulf B. R. 4 miles S. E. of Springfield.

2. Railroad cut just west of Station 1.

3. Railroad cut \ mile N. W. of Station 2.

4. Quarry on Gulf R. R., east of Springfield Car and Foundry
Co.

5. Quarry at crossing of Gulf and Frisco railroads.

6. Excavation for gas. receiver, corner of Main St. and Wilson
Creek, Springfield.

7. Quarry at old brewery, near Gulf R. R. shops.

8. Quarry on east side of Wilson Creek and south of Mt. Vernon
road.

9. Quarry on opposite side of creek from Station 8.

10. Ledge of oolitic limestone, \ mile south of Station 9.

11. Mackey's quarry, \\ miles S. W. of Springfield.

12. Quarry on N. Washington Ave., near the large spring.

13. Quarry \ mile N. E. from Station 12.

14. Quarry \ mile north from Station 12.

15. Sink hole in N. W. J, N. W. ±, Sec. 8. T. 28, R. 22.

16. Railroad cut on Boliver R. R. at Ritter's Station.

17. Near Pierson Creek, S. W. ±, S. W. i, Sec. 14. T. 29, R. 21.

1 8. Quarry at Valley Water Mills on Sac Creek, 4 miles N. E.

of Springfield.

19. Quarry at Edward's Spring, near the N. W. corner of Sec. 6,

T. 28, R. 21.

20. Ledge along Sac Creek, just north of Station 19.

21. Spout Spring, on Sac Creek N. E. of Springfield.
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EANGE OF SPECIES.

ZONES.

Burlington.

I II III IV V

Athyris incrassatus Hall
lamellosa L'Eveille —
planosulcata Phillips

Camarophoria subtrigona Meek
and Worthen

Chonetes illinoisensis Worthen .-

Derbyia keokuk Hall
JEumetria vemeuilana Hall
Orthis burlingtonensis Hall

dubia Hall
swallovi Hall

Productus burlingtonensis Hall..
cora D'Orbigny _

laevicostus White
marginicinctus Pront _

punctatus Martin
setigerus Hall

Rhynchonella mutata Hall.
Spirifer biplicatus Hall

forbesi Norwood and Pratten
grimesi Hall
keokuk Hall
lineata Martin
Uneatoides Swallow
logani Hall
marionensis Shumard
neglectus Hall
pseudolineata Hall
suborbicularis Hall
tenuicostatus Hall
sp

Strophomena analoga Phillips ..

Syringothyris carteri Hall
plenus Hall
textus Hall

Ter ebratu la burlingtonensis

White...
sacculus Martin

Metoptoma umbella Meek and
Worthen

Phanerotinus paradoxus Win-
chell

Platyceras acutirostris Hall
equilatera Hall
fisurella Hall
quincyense McChesney

Pieurotomaria montezuma Wor-
then

Straparollus latus Hall
Aviculopecten magna Swallow ..

Conocardium indianense Miller ?

meekanum Hall ?

Entolium circulus Shumard

X

X

X X

X X
X X

X X
!

x

X X

X X
X

X X
X X

X X

X
X X

X

X X
x X
X

X X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Keokuk.

VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

X X X X X
X
x

X

X

X X X X
X X

X
X X X

X
X

X X X X X
X
X

X

X

X X X X
X X

X
X

X

X
X

X X

X

X

X X X
X X

X
X

X
X X

X

X

X X

X

X
X
X X

X X
X

X
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EANGE OF SPECIES.

Myalina keokuk Worthen
Actinocrinus multiradiatus Shu-

mard
verrucosus Hall __

Agaricocrinus americanus Koe-
mer _.

planoconvexus Hall
Batocrinus biturbinatus Hall

nashvillce Troost

pyriformis Shumard
subtractus White _.

trochiscus Meek andWorthen
Cyathocrinus iowensis Owen and

Shumard
Dichocrinus striatus Owen and

Shumard
Dorycrinus cornigerus Hall

parvus Shumard
Eretmocrinus originarius Wachs

muth
Eucladocrinus pleurovimineus

White
Oranatocrinus granulosus Meek

and Worthen
Pentremites conoideus Hall
Physetocrinus ventricosus Hall
Platycrinus saffordi Troost _ .

.

Synbathocrinus sivallovi Hall .

Amplexus fragilis White and
St. John

Hadrophyllum glans White
Palaiacis oblusus Meek and

Worthen „ .

Syringopora harveyi White
Zaphrentis centralis Worthen . _

varsoviensis Worthen
Phillipsia bufo Meek and Wor-

then

Burlington.

I II III IV V

X

X

X

X

Keokuk.

VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

X

Conclusion.

The facts described in the preceding paper, it is believed,

satisfactorily establish the following points.

1. There is a succession of faunas in the limestones about
Springfield.

2. The faunas of the lower part of the section may be corre-

lated with the Burlington faunas of Iowa, and those of the

upper part with the Keokuk faunas.

3. The whole series of sub-faunas is continuous, and the

whole series of rocks should be designated by a single name.
The Osage Group* is the earliest name suggested for this series

of strata.

* H. S. Williams, 1891. Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 80, p. 109.
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4. In the life-history of several species, including brachiopods,

a gasteropod, and a coral, the maximum development of the

species, both in size and in numbers, is attained at very nearly

the same time.

5. Spirifer logani is the genetic successor of Spirifer
grimesi.

New Haven, Conn., Jan. 11th. 1895.

Aet. XIX.

—

Distribution of the Echinoderms of North-
eastern America ; by A. E. Yekrill. (Brief Contributions

to Zoology from the Museum of Yale College, No. LIX.)

[Continued from page 141.]

Family Solastertd^e Perrier.

SOLASTER ENDECA Forbes.

Asterias endeca Retzius, K. Vet. Akad. Handl., vol. iv, p. 237, 1783
; G-melin,

Syst. Nat., p. 3162.

Solaster endeca Forbes, Mem. Wern. Soc. vol. viii, p. 121, 1839 ; Hist. Brit-

ish Starfishes, p. 109. fig., 1841; Mull, and Trosch., Syst., p. 26; Stimpson,
Invert. Grand Manan, p. 14, 1853; Yerrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat Hist, vol.

x. p. 345; A. Agassiz, N. Amer. Starfishes, p. 112, pi. 17, figs. 1-5, 1877;
Perrier, Stellerides du Mus., in Arch. Zool. Exper., vol. iv. p. 359, 1875;
Duncan and Sladen. Echin. Arctic Sea, p. 40, pi. 3, figs. 5-8, 1881; Daniels-

sen aud Koren. Norske Nordhavs-Exp., vol. xi, p. 50, pi. 9, fig. 13, 1884;
Sladen, Voy. Challenger, vol. xxx, p. 452, 1889.

B. range, to 1 50 fath., in the cold areas. Taken at numer-
ous stations, in 25 to 100 fath., from Newfoundland to Cape
Cod. Common in the Bay of Fundy from low water to 80

fath., and off Cape Cod, 26 to 50 fath. Taken on all the

fishing Banks off Nova Scotia in 40 to 150 fath. It occurs on
the coasts of Greenland and Northern Europe. Probably cir-

cumpolar.
The dorsal surface is closely covered with small pseudopax-

illse. with finer spinules than in any of the following species.

This species is allied to S. Stimpsoni Yer., 1879, from the N.
"W. coast of America. S. subarcuatus SI., from the Southern
Indian Ocean, S. lat. 52° 04/, in 150 fath ; and S. torulatus SI.,

from north of the Kermadec Is., in 250 fath., are also closely

related.

Solaster syrtexsis Verrill.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 271, 1894.

B. range, 45 to 101 fath., in the cold areas.

Taken by the U. S. Fish Coram, off Cape Cod (Sta. 264), in

80 fath.: and off Cape Sable, N. S., in 101 fath. (Sta. 85, 86,

1877). Several specimens, received from the Gloucester fisher-

men, were taken on the fishing Banks from George's to Ban-
quereau, N. S., in 45 to 80 fath.
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This species is easily distinguished by the even spinulation

of its dorsal surface, the pseudopaxillse being crowded and
larger than in iS. endeca. The rays are usually nine.

It appears to be allied to 8. paxillatus SL, from south of

Japan, in 345 fath., and to S. Stimpsoni V., 1879.

SOLASTER ABYSSICOLA. Verrill.

Solaster abyssicola Verrill, this Journal, vol. xxix, p. 152, 1885; Expl. by the
Albatross in 1883, in Ann. Hep. U. S. Pish Comm., p. 541, [39], 1885.

B. range, 843 to 1537 fath. Taken at several stations from
N. lat. 39° 05' 30" to 35° 45' 30".

This species is remarkable for the large number of papulae,

of rather large size, between the dorsal plates ; they are longer
than the spinules when expanded. The actinal plates bear
stellate paxillee, similar to those of the back. It most fre-

quently has eight rays ; sometimes seven or nine.

This appears to be allied to S. regularis SI., from west of

Patagonia, in 175 fath.

Solaster Benebicti Verrill.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 273, 1894.

B. range, 841 to 1081 fath. Taken at several stations from
K lat. 40° 53' 30" to 35° 45' 23", by the IT. S. Fish Comm.

Easily distinguished by the rather small and well separated

dorsal pseudopaxillse, with few small papulae between them

;

by the actinal plates having small groups, mostly of two to

four small spines ; and by the small number of the transverse

adambulacral spines. It usually has nine rays; sometimes ten.

Solaster Earllii Verrill.

This Journal, vol. xvii. p. 473, 1879; Expl. by the Albatross in 1883, in Ann.
Report U. S. Fish Comm., vol. xi, p. 541, pi. 13, fig. 50&, pi. 19, figs. 50, 50a,

1885.

B. range, 120 to 325 fath., in the cold areas. Taken by the

U. S. Fish Comm. at a few stations between K lat. 44° 28' 50"

and 40° 04'. It was brought by the Gloucester fishermen from
several of the Banks oh* JSTova Scotia and Newfoundland, from
K lat. 45° 25' to George's Bank ; taken mostly in 170 to 300
fath.

Most of the specimens are larger than the original type
figured, and have a broader and more tumid disk, with wider
and more swollen rays, which are usually nine. The dorsal

pseudopaxillse are rather large, stout, and stellate, giving the

back a rather coarsely spinulose appearance. The adambula-
cral and actinal spines are long and tapered.

This is allied to S. JJawsoni Ver. (1879), from the K W.
coast of America, in 8 to 15 fath.
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Crossaster papposus Miill. and Troschel.

Asterias papposa Fabricius, Fauna Gronlandica, p. 369, 1780.

Solasier papposus Forbes, Mem. Wern. Soc., vol. viii, p. 121, 1839; Brit. Star-

fishes, p. 112, fig., 1841; Stimpson, Invert. Grand Manan, p. 15, 1853;
Miill. and Trosch., Syst., p. 26, 1842; Perrier, Stellerides du Mus., p. 94;
Danielssen and Koren, op. cit., p. 48, pi. 9, fig. 12, 1884.

Orossaster papposus Miill. and Trosch., Wieg. Arch., vol. iv, part 1, p. 183, 1840
;

Yerrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 345, 1866
; A. Agassiz. North

Amer. Starfishes, pp. 99, 112, pi. 12, figs. 1-5, 1877 ; Duncan and Sladen, op.

cit., p. 36, pi. 3, figs. 1-4, 1881; Sladen, Yoy. Challenger, vol. xxx, p. 444.

B. range, to 179 fath. Taken by the Gloucester fisher-

men at numerous localities on all the fishing Banks, from off

Newfoundland, K lat. 49° 20' 30" to George's, in 40 to 125
fathoms ; and by the U. S. Fish. Comm., from K lat. 46° 58'

to 40° 09'. It is common in the Bay of Fundy, from extreme
low-water mark to 60 fathoms on hard bottoms ; less common
and smaller in Casco Bay and Massachusetts Bay, 10 to 50
fath. It is found in the Arctic Ocean and on the northern
coasts of Europe.
A closely related species (S. penicellatus SI.) occurs in the

S. Atlantic, S. lat. 37° 25' 30" to 46° 43', in 110 to 140 fath.

Another allied form occurs on the N.W. coast of America.

Crossaster heliaxthus Yerrill.

Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 274, 1894.

B. range, 100 to 150 fath,, near George's Bank.

Lophaster furcifer Yerrill.

Solaster furcifer Duben and Koren, K. Yet. Akad. Forhandl., p. 243, pi. 6, figs.

7-10, 1844; Thomson, Depths of the Sea, pp. 119, 456, figs. 14, 75, 1873;
Danielssen and Koren, op. cit, p. 47, pi. 8, fig. 12 ; pi. 9, figs. 9-11, 1884.

Lophaster furcifer Yerrill, this Journal, vol. xvi, p. 214, 1878; Duncan and
Sladen, op. cit, p. 43, pi. 3, figs. 9-12, 1881; Yerrill, Expl. by the Alba-
tross, p. 541, pi. 16. figs. 49, 49a

, 1885; Sladen. Yoyage Challenger, vol. xxx,

p. 459, 1889.

B. range, 111 to 640 fath. Taken at several stations from
K lat. 47° 40' to 40° 01' ; also in the Gulf of Maine in 150
fath., 1872. It is also European and Arctic (N. lat. 81° 41').

An allied 5-rayed species (Z. radians Perrier) occurs in the
West Indies.

Another closely related species (Z. stellans SI.) occurs off

the W. coast of S. America, in 40 to 1325 fath.

Family Pterastekid^e.
Pteeaster pulvillus M. Sars.

Pteraster pulvillus Sars, Overs. Norges Echinod., p. 62, pi. 6, figs. 14-16, pis. 7,

8, 1861; Yerrill, this Journal, vol. xvi, p, 371, 1878.

B. range, 20 to 111 fath. Eare. K lat. 46° 50' to Gulf of
Maine, off Isles of Shoals, 1ST. H. Bay of Fundy, 20 fath.

Banks off Xova Scotia and Newfoundland. It occurs also off

the northern coasts of Europe and in the Arctic Ocean.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XLIX, Xo 291.—March, 1895.
14
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Pteraster militaris Mull, and Trosch.

Asterias militaris Miiller, Zool. Dan. Prod., p. 234, 1*776; Rathke, Zool. Dan.,
vol. iv, p. L4, pi. 131, 1806.

Pteraster militaris Miiller and Troschel, Syst., Aster., Supl., p. 128, pi. 6, fig. 1,

1842; Stimpson, Invert. Grand Manan, p. 15, 1853; M. Sars, Overs. Norges
Echinod., p. 48, pi. 3, figs. 8, 9, pi. 4, figs. 4-6, 1861 ; Duncan and Sladen,

op. cit., p. 46, pi. 3, figs. 13-16. Danielssen and Koren, op. cit., p. 70, pi.

13, figs. 18, 19, 1884; Verrill, Expl. by the Albatross, p. 541, pi. 13, fig. 35,
1885.

B. range, 10 to 200 fath. From 10 to 530 fath. (Sladen).

Taken at many stations from N. lat. 47° 29' to Massachusetts
Bay. Common in the Bay of Fundy in 10 to 50 fath. Also
European and Arctic.

Temnaster hexactis Verrill.

Pteraster {Temnaster) hexactis Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 175, 1894.

B. range, 57 fath. Only one specimen taken, N. lat. 43° 05'.

No allied species is known.

DlPLOPTERASTER MULTIPES Verrill.

Pteraster multipes M. Sars, Vidensk. Selskabs. Eorhandl., 1865, p. 200
;

Fauna Litt. Norvegiee, p. 65, pi. 8, figs. 1-17, 1877.

Diplopteraster multipes Verril], this Journal, vol. xx, p. 400, 1880 ; Ann.
Keport U. S. Fish Comm., for 1882, vol. x, p. 659, 1884; op. cit., vol. xi,

Expl. by the Albatross in 1883, p. 542, pi. 14, fig. 43, 1885.

Retasterf multipes SI., op. cit, pp. 477, 478, 800, 1889.

B. range, 67 to 640 fath. Most commom between 100 and
300 fathoms. Taken at many stations between !N. lat. 44° 26'

and 37° 07' 50". Occurs also off the Norwegian coast.

The two following species, described by Mr. Sladen from
the southern hemisphere, appear to belong to this genus and
to be closely allied to our species

:

Diplopteraster verrucosus V. = Retaster verrucosus SI., Magellan
Str., 55 fath.

D. peregrinator V. = Retaster peregrinator SI., off Kerguelen I.,

127 fath.

These have the ambalacral feet in four rows and the broad,

thick, fleshy actinal membrane characteristic of this genus.

Lophopteraster, gen. nov.

Form and general appearance as in Pteraster, from which

it differs chiefly in having a very prominent, solid crest or

keel-like prominence on the center of each jaw ; it forms

the inner angle of the jaw, separating the two groups of

oral spines in the middle. The latter are otherwise webbed
together. Two small, actinal jaw-spines on each side. Actinal

radial spines well developed. Adambulacral spines webbed.

Supradorsal membrane nearly as in Pteraster. Definite, dor-

sal interradial channels.
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LOPHOPTEEASTER ABYSSORUM, Sp. 130V.

Form stellate, with five short rajs. Eadii 42 and 22mm .

Disk large and swollen dorsally, covered with definite, angular

areolations, due to the outer circle of paxillary spinules being
longer than the others; many of the shorter ones project

slightly above the cuticle within the areolae ; the central spi-

nules is scarcely larger than the rest. Muscular fibers feeble,

radiating. Papulae small and rather numerous. In each inter-

radial area there is a furrow, bordered by divergent, webbed
groups of spinules ; no definite openings are visible in them,
except some pores rather larger than usual. The slender,

glassy, actinal radial spines, covered with thin membrane,
project as a fringe at the margin. Adambulacral spines

slender, five to seven, webbed for about half their length, and
bordered with web to the tips. Yalve of the segmental pores

semi-oval, attached by the entire adoral margin and supported
by a short, central spinule.

B. range, 2021 fath. Two specimens (8141) from station

2226, in 2021 fathoms, K lat. 37°, W. long, 71° 54/.

!No allied species is known.
Dorsally this species resembles Pteraster jpidvillus, for

which it was mistaken at first.

Hymenaster modestus Verrill.

Hymenoster modestus Verrill, this Journal, vol. xxix, p. 151, 1885; Proc. Nat.
Mus., vol xvii, p. 271, 1894.

B. range, 1098 to 1451 fath. Yery rare. Taken at two
stations, K lat. 39° 40' 05v and 39° 22

v 20".

Hymexaster regalis, sp. nov.

Form stellate with five rays. Greater radii, 70mm ; lesser,

45mm . Disk somewhat swollen, with the interradial areas

sunken ; rays broad, somewhat swollen, broadest a little beyond
the base, regularly tapered. The entire dorsal surface is

covered with long, prominent, sharp spines, which project far

beyond the super-dorsal membrane, but are covered with cuti-

cle to the tip; these spines form nine regular, longitudinal

rows on each ray ; those in the two rows on each side of the

rays are united by a web extending about a third of their

height. About ten clusters of similar spines surround the
central area of the disk, which is covered by five, broad, concave,
valve-like structures, which close the central pore. These
valves are supported by numerous slender spines, which pro-

ject along their inner margins, and several stouter spines on
the distal margin, all of which are webbed together. Each
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dorsal spine is the central spinule arising from a large, ele-

vated paxilla, the other spinules being rudimentary or absent.

Attached to each spine is a group of numerous strong radi-

ating fibers which extend from spine to spine and support the
intervening membrane, which rises in a tent-like form at the

base of each spine. The spiracles are everywhere numerous
and rather large. The actinal interradial areas are covered by
a smooth, thick integument, which extends out as a web,
between the bases of the arms, and as a border along their sides,

to near the end. The radial spines are short and nearly con-
cealed by the membrane. Those about opposite the middle of

of the furrow are the longest and reach the margin of the web,
but do not project beyond it ; but those toward the tips of the

rays, where the web is narrow, project beyond its margins;
those toward the inner end of the furrow become quite short

;

but those next the jaws are again somewhat lengthened. The
furrows are wide and shallow. The ambulacral feet are very
large, arranged in two rows, conical, with a small sucker at the

tip. Each adambulacral plate bears three long slender spines

of which the two outer are much the longest, they stand in an
oblique row, the two inner ones being more aborally placed

than the other, and nearly side by side ; the innermost is much
smaller than either of the others ; all are covered and bordered

by soft cuticle, which also extends in a soft flap beyond the

tip. The segmental pores are very large and conspicuous and
covered by a soft membranous valve, irregularly ovate in form,

bilobed at the tip, and attached by the end next the furrow,

where it is supported by a short, thick, stump-like spine. Each
jaw bears a median, solid, short, thick, elevated crest or keel,

which projects inward slightly, between the oral spines ; a

large actinal spine arises on each of its sides, a little nearer the

inner than the outer end ; another pair of similar, but some-

what smaller, spines arises on each side of the inner end

;

three much smaller, slender spines arise from the lateral mar-
gin of each jaw ; these spines are covered with cuticle which
projects in long flaps beyond the tips, but does not form a web.

B. range, 1374 fath. A single specimen (No. 15,556) was
taken at station 2725, K lat. 36° 34', W. long. 73° 48'.

Species of this genus are found in all the oceans at great

depths. None of the numerous described species resemble

this very much.

Family Echinasterid^e Verrill.

L Verrill.

I. xvii, p. 218, 1894.

B. range, shallow water (about 20 fath.), Bay of Fundy.

Cribrella pectinata Verrill.

Proc. Nat. Mus.
}
vol. xvii, p. 218, 1894.
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Cribrella sanguinolenta Liitken.

Asterias sanguinolenta M tiller, Zool. Dan. Prod., 2836, 1776.

Asterias oculata Pennant, Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 61, pi. 30, fig. 56, 1777.

Asterias spongiosa Fabricius, Fauna G-rcenl., p. 368, 1780.

Linkia oculata Forbes, Wern. Mem., vol. viii, p. 120, 1839.

Cri~bella oculata Forbes, British Starfishes, p. 100 (figure), 1841.

Ecliinaster oculatus Mtiller and Troschel, Syst. Asterid., p. 24, 1842.

Linkia oculata Stimpson, Invert, of Grand Manan, p. 14, 1853.

Linkia pertusa Stimpson, op. cit, p. 14.

Ecliinaster sanguinolentus Sars, Fauna Litt. Norveg., i, p. 47, pi. 8, figs. 3-6;
Oversigt af Norges Echinodermer, p. 84, 1861.

Cribrella sanguinolenta Ltitken, Groenl. Echinod., p 31, 1859; Verrill, Proc.

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 345, 1866; Verrill, Invert. Vineyard Sd., pp.
407, 425, 1873; A. Agassiz, N. Amer. Starfishes, p. 113, pi. 18, 1877.

Cribrella oculata Perrier,* Stellerides, in Arch. Zool. Exper., vol. iv, p. 373,

1875 ; Duncan and Sladen, op. cit.. p. 32, pi. 2, figs. 18-21, 1881; Danielssen
and Kor., op. cit., p. 34, 1884; Sladen, op. cit., p. 542,1889.

B. range, to 471 fathoms ; off New Jersey in 1350 fathoms,

Sladen. Rare below 200 fathoms on our coast. Very abund-
ant north of Cape Cod in 1 to 50 fath., on hard bottoms.

Common in the cold area south of Martha's Vineyard, in 10 to

60 fathoms. It is found off Cape Hatteras. Taken at more
than 400 stations between K lat. 47° 29' and 35° 38'. It

enters the eastern part of Long Island Sound. It ranges to

Greenland and the Arctic Ocean generally, and to northern
Europe.

Allied species are found in all the oceans ; about 14 are

recognized.

Family Pedicellasteridm.
Pedicellaster typicus M. Sars.

Oversigt over Norges Ecinod., p. 77, pi. 9, figs. 9-17, pi. 10, figs. 1-10, 1861
;

Verrill, this Journal, vol. xvi, p. 214, 1878; Danielssen and Koren, op. cit.,

p. 36, 1884; Sladen, Voy. Challenger, pp. 557, 814, 1889.

Pedicellaster palceocrystallus Duncan and Sladen, op. cit., p. 34, pi. 2, figs.

22-26, 1881; Sladen, Voy. Challenger, vol. xxx, pp. 557, 560 (note).

B. range, 79 to 122 fath. From 50 to 620 fath., Sladen.

Taken a few times, sparingly, from N. lat. 43° 19' to 42° 15' 25".

Also found in the G-ulf of St. Lawrence. It ranges to the
Arctic Ocean and northern Europe.
Nine or ten species of this genus are recorded from the At-

lantic and Antarctic regions, mostly in deep water.

Family Zoroasterid.e Sladen.

Zoroaster Diomede^e Verrill.

Zoroaster Diomedece Verrill, Brief Cont.
v
No. 55 ; this Journal, vol. xxviii,

p. 217, 1884; Kxpl. by the Albatross in 1883, p. 540 [38], 1889.

f Zoroaster fulgens (pars) Sladen, Voy. Challenger, vol. xxx, p. 418, plates 66
and 68, 1889.

* I do not consider it justifiable to follow Perrier, Sladen, and others in the
revival of the ancient name (oculatus) given to this species in 1733 by Linck,
who was not a binomial writer. If it be necessary to do so in this case, the same
argument would apply to all his other trivial names, and to all his generic
terms also. The name of this species would, in that case, stand as Pentadactylos-
aster oculatus Linck.
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B. range, 1098 to 1555 fath. Most abundant from 1300 to
1500 fath. In one doubtful case, recorded from 471 fath. (one
specimen). Dredged at 16 stations from jN". lat. 41° 09' 40" to
37° 27'.

Allied species are found at great depths in most seas. Z.

fulgens Thomson, from the eastern Atlantic, 500 to 1350 fath.,

and Z. Ackleyi Per., from the West Indies, are nearly related
to our species if not identical. Mr. Sladen refers specimens
dredged by the Challenger off our coast in 1250 to 1350 fath.

to Z. fulgens. These were probably identical with our species

and indicate that the two described forms may be the same.
He also records Z. fulgens from off Brazil, in 675 fath.

Family Stichasterid^e Perrier.

Neomorphaster forcipatus Verrill.

Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 269, 1894.

B. range, 852 to 990 fathoms. Three stations off George's
Bank and S. of Martha's Vineyard.
The only species allied to this is iT. eustichus Sladen, from

900 to 1000 fath., off the Azores.

Stichaster albulus Yerrill.

Asteracanthion albulus Stimpson, Invert. Grand Manan, p. 14, pi. 1, fig. 5,

1853.

Stichaster albulus Verrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist , vol. x, p. 351,
1866; Perrier, Arch. Zool. Exper., vol. iv, p. 347, 1875; Duncan and Sladen,

op. cit., p. 29, pi. 2, figs. 13-17, 1 88 L ; Danielssen and Koren, op. cit., p. 31,

pi. 8, figs. 13-15, 1884; Sladen, Voy. Challenger, vol. xxx, p. 432, 1889.

Asteracanthion problemla Steenstrup. Vidensk. Medd. nat. Foren.. p. 240, 1854:
Lutken, Gronl. Echmod.. p. 30, 1857.

Stephanasterias albula Verrill, Bulletin Essex Inst., vol. i, p. 5, 1871 ; Expl.

Casco Bay, p. 353, 1874; Check List, 1879; Expl. by the Albatross in 1883,

p. 540, 1885.

B. range, to 229 fath. ; in one case recorded from 435 fath.,

off Delaware. Common from low-water mark to 100 fath. in

the Bay of Fundy and off the coast of Nova Scotia. Dredged
at more than 100 stations between K lat. 46° 50' and 35° 12'

30". Off Cape Hatteras it is common in 16 to 50 fath. Com-
mon S. of Martha's Vineyard in 50 to 150 fath. Its range

extends to Greenland, Iceland and other parts of the Arctic

Ocean, and the northern coasts of Europe.
Allied species are found in most seas.

This family seems hardly worthy of separation from the

next.

Family Astemidje.
Asterias Fokbesii Verrill.

Asteracanthion Forbesii Desor, Proc. Boston Soc. N. H., vol. iii, p 67, 18 48.

Asterias arenicola Stimpson, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. viii, p. 268,

1862 ;
Verrill, ditto, vol. x, p. 339, 1866; Invert. Vineyard Sd., p. 424, 1873.
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Asteracanthion berylinus Ag. MSS., A. Agassiz, Embryology of Echinod., in

Proc. Arner. Acad., 1863 ; Embryology of the Starfish, in Agassiz Contribu-

tions, vol. v, p. 3 ; Sea-side Studies, p. 108, tigs. 141-145, 1865; N. Ameri-

can Starfishes, p. 94, pi. 9, 1877.

Asterias Forbesii Verrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 345, 1866;
Invert. Vineyard Sd., p. 424, 1873 ; this Journal, vol. xi, pp. 418, 419, 1876.

Asterias Forbesii and A. arenicola Perrier, Arch., Zool. Exper., vol. iv, p. 315,

1875.

B. range, to 27 fath., chiefly in the warm areas. Its

normal range extends from Massachusetts Bay to Northern
Florida and the northern shores of the Gulf of Mexico, in

shallow water ; rare and local, in sheltered localities, north of

Massachusetts, as at Quahog Bay, east of Portland, Maine, and
near the mouth of the Kennebeck River.

Very abundant in Long Island Sound ; Buzzard's Bay
;

Vineyard Sound ; and along the shores of Long Island, from
low-water to 15 fathoms, especially on oyster beds, where it is

very destructive.

Asterias vulgaris Stimpson, MSS.

Packard, in Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, 1863 (no description) ; Verrill,

Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist , vol. x, p. 347, 1866 (description).

Asterias Sbimpsoni (pars) Verrill, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 349,

1866, Young.
Asteracanthion pallidus Ag. MSS. ; A. Agassiz, Embryology, in Proc. Amer.

Acad., 1863 (no description); Embryology of the Starfish, in Agassiz' Con-
tributions, vol. v, p. 3.

Asterias vulgaris Verrill, Invert. Vineyard Sd., pp. 490, 424, 1873; this

Journal, vol. xi, p. 419, 1876 (revision).

Asterias pallida, A. vulgaris, and A. Fabricii Perrier, Arch., Zool. Exper.,

vol. iv, pp. 317-320, 1875.

B. range, to 358 fath ; most abundant in 1 to 60 fath.

Belongs to the cold areas. Eastern part of Long Island Sound
to Labrador, in shallow water ; in deep water it ranges south-

ward as far as off Cape Hatteras. Very abundant in Massa-
chusetts Bay, Casco Bay, Bay of Fundy, from above low-water
mark to 60 fathoms ; common in the deeper parts of Vineyard
Sound and off Buzzard's Bay in 6 to 45 fathoms; common S. of
Martha's Vineyard in 10 to 50 fathoms, and occasionally in 190
to 358 fath. ; off Watch Hill, Khode Island, 4 to 20 fathoms,
common ; Faulkner's Island, Connecticut, low-water, rare.

Asterias stellionuea Perrier.

Asteracanthion stellionura Perrier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., vol. xii, p. 420, pi. 1,

figs. 106. 10(7, 1869.

Asterias stellionura Perrier. Stellerides, in Arch. Zool. Exper., vol. iv, p. 310.

1875; Verrill, this Journal, vol. xvi, p. 214, 1878; Danielssen and Koren,
op. cit., p. 14, pi. 4, figs. 1-9, 1884.

B. range, 40 to 300 fathoms ; strictly northern. Taken at

numerous localities on the Grand Banks, Banks off Nova Scotia,

and on George's Bank by the Gloucester fishermen, 40 to 300
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fath. Dredged at many stations from 1ST. lat. 44° 56' to 43° 32',

in 69 to 3 27 fath. Its range extends to the Arctic Ocean, Ice-

land, etc.

ASTERIAS ENOPLA, Sp. D.OV.

Rays five, long, rather slender, rounded. Disk small. Radii

7mm and 42mm . Abactinal surface with three regular rows of

rather long, tapered, acute spines, standing singly, those of the

median row slightly larger than the others ; similar spines

cover the disk. A prominent double lateral row of similar

spines on each side, two divergent spines standing one above
the other on each plate. A regular, simple, infero-marginal

row of still larger, rather strong, acute spines situated close to

the adambulacral series ; the latter are much smaller, slender,

tapered, acute ; they stand mostly two on a plate, but often

only one. The infero-lateral spines bear a very large cluster oi

cruciform pedicellarise on the outer side ; the superolateral

spines bear a much smaller group on the upper side ; the dor-

sal spines are mostly without pedicellarise. Yery large, ovate,

acuminate, rectiform pedicellarise are scattered between the

spines, both above and below ; the larger ones are often as

broad as the adjacent spines ; smaller and more acute ones
border the inner edges of the ambulacral furrows. The papu-
lae are large, and mostly stand singly. The dorsal skeleton-

plates are short, thick, and stout.

B. range, 53 to 100 fath. Off Nova Scotia, two specimens.

Allied to A. Gunneri Kor. and Dan., of the Arctic Ocean,
and to A. stellionura, but it has a much firmer dorsal skeleton

and much longer and larger dorsal spines than either of those

species.

Asterias polaris Verrill.

Asteracanthion polaris Mull, and Trosch., Syst. Aster., p. 16, 1842; Liitken,

Syst. Overs. Gronlands Echinod., p. 28, 1857 ; Duncan and Sladen, op. cit.,

p. 23, pi 2, figs. 4-8, 1881.

Asterias polaris Verrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 356, 1866

;

Liitken, Vidensk. Meddel. nat. Forening, p. 28, 1871 ; Verrill, this Journal,

vol. xi, p. 420, 1876; K. J. Bush, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., vol. vi, p. 246, 1883.

Asterias polaris and A. borealis Perrier, Stell. du Mus., in Arch. Zool. Exper.,

vol. iv, pp. 322, 323, 1875.

B. range, to 60 fath. George's Bank to Greenland. Com-
mon from low-water to 20 fath. at Anticosti I., Gulf of St.

Lawrence, and on the Labrador coast. Taken by the Glou-

cester fishermen on all the Banks, in 20 to 50 fath. Dredged
by the U. S. Fish Comm. at several stations, from N. lat. 45° 44'

to 45° 10', in 36 to 50 fath.

This species almost invariably has six rays. It becomes very

large and abundant on the Labrador coast and on the Grand
Bank.
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Asterias Tanneri Yerrill.

Brief Cont. to Zool., No. 47, this Journal, vol. xxx, p. 401, 1880; Explorations

by the Albatross in 1883, in Ann. Rep. Com'r. Fish and Fisheries, vol.

xi
; p. 540, pi. 13. figs. 42, 42«, 1885.

B. range, 48 to 194 fathoms ; in one instance recorded as

from 373 fath., off C. Hatteras, perhaps an error. Taken at

35 stations, between 1ST. lat. 40° 08' and 35° 10' 40".

Asterias austera, sp. nov.

Rays five, rather short and stout, smaller, subacute. The
skeleton plates are larger, firmer, and more rigid than in the

allied species. Radii 10mm and 35mm . Dorsal surface rather

sparsely covered with short, stout, blunt, isolated spines, which
do not form regular rows ; those along the median area of the

rays are a little longer and often stand in an irregular double
row ; a distinct, regular supero-marginal row of slightly longer,

but similar, spines ; two infero-marginal rows of still longer

and more acute spines, separated by a line of papulae, placed

singly to near the end of the rays, and sometimes with a short

row of intervening spines distally. Adambulacral spines

small, slender, not very long, scarcely tapered, arranged either

one or two to a plate, sometimes alternately, but generally the

solitary ones are most numerous. Papulae stand singly or in

small clusters. Cruciform pedicellarise minute, forming a close

wreath around all the dorsal and lateral spines, those of the

ventral spines interrupted below. Rectiform pedicellariae of

rather large size, narrow ovate or acute lanceolate in form, are

scattered between the dorsal spines ; others of large size and
less acute occur between the. ventral and adambulacral spines;

smaller ones lie within the furrows.

B. range, 33 to 35 fath. George's Bank and off Cape Cod.
This species should, perhaps, be referred to Leptasterias.

The character of its ova is not known.

Asterias briareus Verrill.

Yerrill, Brief Cont. to Zool., No. 50, this Journal, vol. xxiii, p. 220, 1882
;

Notice of Rem. Maine Fauna, in Ann. Rep. Com'r. of Fish and Fisheries for

1882, p. 659, 1884.

B. range, 78 to 373 fath. Rare. Taken at three stations,

from N. lat. 37° 18' ll 7
' to 36° 41' 05". It is also found in the

West Indies.

Leptasterias compta Yerrill.

Asterias compta Stimpson, Proc. Boston Spc. Nat. Hist., vol. viii. p. 270, 1862;
Verrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 340, 1866; Sladen, op. cit.,

vol. xxx. p. 583, 1889.

Leptasterias compta Verrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 350, 1866
;

Mar. Invert. Vineyard Sd., p. 425, 1873; Expl. Casco Bay, in Proc. Amer.
Assoc, for 1873, pp. 353, 356, 1874; Check List, p. 14, 1879; Expl. by the
Albatross in 1883, p. 540, 1885.

B. range, 10 to 100 fath. Taken at many stations, from
N. lat. 45° 29' to 37° 19'. Large and abundant in the cold
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areas S. of Rhode Island and Martha's Vineyard, in 20 to 50
fath. Allied to L. hyperborea (D. and Kor.) of arctic Europe.

Leptasterias tenera Verrill.

Asterias tenera Stimpson, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. viii, p. 269, 1862 :

Yerrill, op. cit , vol. x, p. 349, 1866.

Asterias (Leptasterias) tenera Verrill, loc. cit , pp. 349, 350.

Leptasterias tenera Verrill, this Journal, vol. vii, p. 504, 1874 ; Expl. Casco
Bay, in Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. for 1813, p. 353, 1814 ; Check List,

p. 14, 1779.

B. range, 10 to 129 fath. Cape Cod to Newfoundland.
Common in Massachusetts Bay and the Bay of Fundy, in 10 to

40 fath. This is very closely allied to L. compta, of which it

may be only a poorly nourished, slender variety. It requires

more careful study to determine this question. It is closely

allied to the European L. Mulleri,—perhaps the same.

Leptasterias Grcenlandica Verrill.

Asteracanthion Groenlandicus Lutken, Videns. Meddel. naturh. Forening,
1857. p. 29; Duncan and Sladen, op. cit., p. 27, pi. 2, figs. 9-12, 1881 (grcen-

landicum).
Asterias Grcenlandica Verrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 357,

1866.

Leptasterias Grcenlandica Verrill, Check List, p. 14, 1879.

B. range, 5 to 100 fath. Strictly northern. Taken in the
Bay of Fundy and Gulf of St. Lawrence, and on the fishing

Banks off Nova Scotia. It ranges to the Arctic Ocean (N. lat.

81° 41').

Leptasterias hispidella, sp. nov.

Rays five, rather short and thick, well rounded, tapered.

Radii 5mm and 27mm . Abactinal surface covered with very
slender, rather long, very sharp spines, placed singly, and.

forming three pretty regular marginal rows on each side and a

rather indistinct median row, with about two more or less dis-

tinct rows between the median and supero-lateral ; the marginal
spines are longest ; the infero-marginal spines are close to the

adambulacral, and sometimes stand two on a plate proximally

;

a few single papulae usually alternate with them proximally.

Adambulacral spines long and slender, divergent, mostly alter-

nately one and two to a plate. Rectiform or major pedicel-

lariae of actinal surface few, rather large, long-ovate or lanceo-

late, rather acute, with sharp, curved denticles at the tip

;

smaller ones border the furrows, within ; crossed pedicellarise

form small clusters on the dorsal spines and larger ones on the

laterals. The dorsal plates are rather slender, with large inter-

spaces, in which the papulae stand singly, or two or three

together. Madreporite small, with few coarse short gyri.

B. range, 50 fath. N. lat. 45° 14' 30", stat. 2494, two speci-

mens.
Allied to L. littoralis^ but has much longer and very acute

spines, which are less numerous.
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Leptasterias littoralis Verrill.

Asteracanthion littoralis Stimpson, Invert. Grand Manan, p. 14, 1853.

Asterias littoralis Verrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. 349. 1866;

Perrier. Stellerides, in Arch. Zool. Exper., iv, p. 3l5, 1815 ;
Verrill, Expl.

Casco Bay, p. 364, 1874.

Leptasterias littoralis Verrill, Check List Marine Invert., p. 14, 1879 ; K. J. Bush,

Moll, and Echinod. Labrador, in Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. vi, p. 246, 1883.

B. range, to 23 fath. Casco Bay, Me., to Cumberland Gulf.

Eastport, Me., at low-water mark among rocks, locally abun-

dant. Also found on the coast of Nova Scotia and in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence. This is very closely allied to L. Gronlandica.

This, like the other species of Leptasterias, carries its large

ova and .young attached in large clusters around the mouth. It

breeds early in the season, April and May, at Eastport, Me.
In addition to the five species of Leptasterias here named,

there are other forms on our northern coast that may be dis-

tinct, but need much study. Some of these have hitherto been
referred to L. Mulleri and to L. Stimpsoni V., 1866. The
latter originally included, in part, young of Asterias vulgaris,

but the description was largely based on a Leptasterias that is

near L. hyperborea (Dan. and Kor.) and probably distinct from
those here recorded.

Hydrasterias ophidion Sladen.

Asterias (Hydrasterias) ophidion Sladen, Voyage of the Challenger, vol. xxx,

p. 581, pi. 99. figs. 3 and 4; pi. 103, figs. 3 and 4, 1889.

Hydrasterias ophidion Verrill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 279, 1894.

B. range, 1250 to 1742 fath. One specimen was dredged in

N. lat. 40° 34' 18", W. long. 66° 09', 1742 fath. It was taken
by the Challenger in K lat. 42° 08', off Halifax, in 1250 fath.

Family Brisingid^e Sars.

Odixia Americana Verriil.

Brisinga Americana Verrill, this Journal, vol. xix, p. 139, 1880; Expl. by the
Albatross in 1883, in Rep. Com'r. Fish and Fisheries, xi, p. 636, pi. 17, fig. 52,

1885.

Freyella Americana Sladen, Voyage of the Challenger, vol. xxx, pp. 616, 617,

834. 1889.

Odinia Americana Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 279, 1894.

B. range, 175 to 400 fath. Two specimens were taken by the

Gloucester fishermen on Banquereau, off JSFova Scotia, one at N.
lat. 44° 12', W. long. 58° 37', clinging to Paragorgia arborea.
Both of our specimens had 20 (detached) arms. It grows to

great size.

Brisinga costata Verrill.

Brisinga costata Verrill, this Journal, vol. xxviii, p. 382, 1884; Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 280, 1894.

B. range, 828 to 2021 fath. Taken at several stations from
N. lat. 41° 28' to 35° 45' 23".

Species of Brisinga and Freyella are found at great depths
in all the oceans.

Brisinga multicostata Verrill.

Brisinga mv.lticostata Verrill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 280, 1894.
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B. range, 1137 to 1742 fath. Dredged by the U. S. Fish
Comm. at three stations from K lat. 40° 34/ 18" to 39° 35'.

Brisinga verticillata Sladen.

Brisinga verticillata Sladen, Voyage of the Challenger, vol. xxx. p. 604, pi.

109, figs. 9-11, 1889; Verrill, Proc. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 283, 1894.

B. range, 906 to 1423 fath. Dredged at 9 stations from N.
lat. 41° 13 /

to 36° 34/. Taken by the Challenger at 1ST. lat.

40° 17', off New Jersey, in 1350 fath.

Freyella elegans Sladen.

Brisinga elegans Verrill, this Journal, vol. xxviii, p. 382, 1884.

Freyella bracteata Sladen, Voyage of the Challenger, vol. xxx, p. 629, pi. 114;
figs. 1-4, 1889.

Freyella elegans Verrill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 283, 1894.

B. range, 1060 to 2021 fath. Taken at 18 stations by the
U. S. Fish Comm. from K lat. 41° 43' to 36° 34/. Dredged
by the Challenger at three stations from N". lat. 42° 08' to 40°

17', in 1250 to 1350 fath., off the American coast.

Freyella microspina Verrill.

Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 286, 1894.

B. range, 1054 to 1060 fath. Taken twice by the U. S. Fish
Comm., at K lat. 39° 46' 30" and 39° 43' 30".

Freyella aspera Verrill.

Freyella aspera Verrill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. xvii, p. 285, 1894.

B. range, 1917 fath. One specimen was dredged at N". lat.

37° 59' 20", off Chesapeake Bay.
Fragments of a fourth species of Freyella were dredged at

Sta. 2077, K lat.' 41° 09, in 1255 fath.

Bathymetrical Distribution of the Families of Asterioidea, in this Region.

[The numerals refer to the number of species found in each zone of depth.*]

Total
Fathoms. 0-50. 50-100. 100-500. 500-1000. 1000-2000. 2000-2600. species.

Archasteridse 2 4 6 6 2 8

Porcellanasteridse 1 1 1 2 1 2

Astropectinidse ._ 5 4 4 3 2 8

Goniasteridas 2 5 5 3 2 1 8

Gymnasteridee 3 4 2 1 5

Asterinidse 1 1 2

Solasteridse 3 5 5 3 2 8

Pterasteridse 2 4 2 1 2 1 7

Echinasteridae 2 1 1 2

Pedicellasteridse . 1 1 1 1

Zoroasteridse 1 1 1

Stichasteridse 1 1 1 1 2

Asteriidse 11 9 5 1 15

Brisingidse 1 2 6 2 7

No. of species 27 37 35 25 23 7 76

* The slight differences in the numbers here given, as compared with the list

on page 128, is due to the discovery of a few additional species after the first

part of this paper was printed.
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Aet. XX.

—

Drift Bowlders between the MohaioJc and
Susquehanna Rivers; by Albert P. Brigham.

The district traversed in my investigations extends from
Utica on the Mohawk River, south-south-westward to the con-

fluence of the Chenango and Susquehanna Rivers at Bingham-
ton, a distance of 95 miles. It is approximately the line of the

Oriskany and Chenango valleys
; or of the New York, Ontario

and "Western Railway from TJtica to Oxford and the Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Railway from Utica to Binghamton.
The main valleys, valley slopes and summits of the hill ranges

were seen continuously for the first 40 miles from the Mohawk,
and over a breadth of from 10 to 20 miles. Farther south a

series of points was selected, with observations at all altitudes.

Topography.—The district belongs to the plateau region of

central and southern New York, dropping down to the level of

the Mohawk valley on the north. The Mohawk-Susquehanna
divide averages 20 miles distance from the Mohawk River.

From this divide extend northward and southward the valleys

and hill ranges which are characteristic of central and western
New York. The northern slope is drained by the Sauquoit,

Oriskany, and Oneida Creeks ; the southern slope carries the

Chenango, Unadilla and Susquehanna Rivers. The divides in

the region considered are : Cassville, altitude 1215 feet ; Water-
ville, 1238 feet ; Bouckvilie, 1147 feet ; Pratts, altitude not

known, but somewhat greater than that of Bouckvilie. At
Rome we have 445 feet and at Utica, 410 feet. South of the

divide the record is: Hamilton, 1111 feet; Norwich, 1001
feet; Binghamton, D. and L. and W. R. R., 846 feet; Bing-
hamton, Susquehanna River 814 feet. The hills rise from 500
to TOO feet above the adjacent valleys, culminating in Tassel

Hill, Paris, Oneida County, 1948 feet. Comparing the rail-

way levels at Utica, and Binghamton with the summit at

Bouckvilie, it will be seen that we descend northward 737 feet

in 24 miles, and southward 301 feet in 71 miles, making the

average northern slope of the valley bottoms 30*71 feet per
mile ; average southern slope 4*24 feet per mile. The distances

are taken from the railroads. Air line measurement would
slightly change the figures. From a limited number of aneroid

determinations it is thought that the altitude of the hill ranges

is even more sustained going southward, than that of the

valley bottoms. The writer hopes to discuss the meaning of

these facts in a later paper on the topographic history of

the Chenango Valley region. Four sections of the moraine
described by Professor Chamberlin,* lie within the field of this

* Terminal Moraine, etc., 3d Ann. Rep. U. S. G. S., p. 360.
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paper; viz: from Sauquoit to Cassville ; about Waterville;
from Deansville to Solsville, and from Munnsville to Pratts.

These all stretch up the north flowing streams to about the
position of the divides in the respective valleys. Extensive
valley trains appear southward, with recurrent terraces and
kames throughout the Chenango valley.

The Geological Formations.—The conditions are excellent

for the determination of linear (southward) and vertical dis-

tribution of bowlders, from the manner in which narrow lines

of outcrop cross the track of the ice. It is evident that we
have here no such conditions for the study of lateral distribu-

tion as are afforded by Iron Hill in Rhode Island,* and the

*N. S. Shaler, Bowlder Train from Iron Hill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. xvi,

No. 11.
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quartzite knobs of Wisconsin.* The pre-Paleozoic rocks

referred to in this paper are for convenience classed as

Archaean. The nearest outcrops, except by faulting at Little

Falls, are at the southwestern base of the Adirondacks, 30

miles from Utica. The Cambrian is represented by the Pots-

dam sandstone of St. Lawrence, Jefferson and Lewis Coun-
ties. The Ordovician consists of Calciferous, Trenton, Utica

and Hudson Kiver, outcropping in a nearly N. W. by
S. E. direction, only the Utica and Hudson River appearing as

far south as the Mohawk valley, in this region. The Silu-

rian beds, Oneida-Medina, Clinton, Niagara, Salina and Lower
Helderberg, cross our field in nearly east and west bands, and
as a whole extend south to Oriskany Falls. It is evident from
the sharp descent from the divide to the Mohawk, that the out-

crops must be narrow and that the bottom ice was pushed up
across their bevelled edges. The Devonian column begins

with the Oriskany sandstone, Corniferous and Marcellus about
Oriskany Falls and Waterville and passes to a broad band of

Hamilton extending southward to Smyrna, where it is succeeded

by the Upper Devonian members, continuing to Binghamton.
Of the above masses, the Calciferous and Trenton have not

been recognized within the field studied, though they doubtless

exist in small fragments. The older and more distant Pots-

dam forms a quite constant element in our drift, being com-
posed, both in its cement and constituent grains, of nearly pure
quartz. But without microscopic examination it is in danger
of being confused with certain Medina and Clinton fragments
which resemble it in color,f The Utica, Salina and Marcellus
are too soft for massive transportation beyond short distances.

The sandstones of the Hudson River, and to a large extent of

the Clinton, have not afforded ready identification, being
largely without fossils and weathering to a non-committal
brown. \ The Niagara is very thin in Oneida County, though
a certain peculiar structure is very characteristic^ and four or

five pebbles have been found from 20 to 50 miles from its out-

crop. The main reliance has been upon the Archaean, Oneida,
Lower Helderberg, Oriskany Sandstone and Corniferous. A
separate discussion of these terranes and their bowlders will fol-

low. Sandstones of the Hamilton and several of the higher

* Ira M. Buell, Trans. Wis. Acad. Sci., ix, pp. 255-274; Cf. T. C. Chamberlin,
Jour. Geo!., i. pp. 255-267.

f Since writing the above, Professor C. H. §myth, Jr. has kindly subjected to

microscopic examination a representative fragment from my specimens, finding it

to be a thoroughly indurated quartzite, not likely to be matched in any of our
lower Paleozoic horizons save the Potsdam.
\On limitation of identification, see, The Drift—its Characteristics and Rela-

tionships. R. D. Salisbury, Jour. G-eol., vol. ii, Oct.-Nov., 1894, p. 717.

§ Vanuxem, Geol. 3d. Dist. N. Y., pp. 92, 93.
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idembers weather to monotonous browns and grays and would
need careful attention to their fossil contents for trustworthy
identification.

The dip of these beds, in connection with the dissection of
the region into north and south trenches and ridges, is an
essential fact in the study of vertical distribution, or of the
plucking action of the ice. The several terranes first appear,
as one goes southward, in northward loops on the hills, and
disappear as southward loops in the valleys. Yanuxem cites a
measurement for the Corniferous near Waterville, as 27 feet

per mile S. W. The Oriskany sandstone at Oriskany Falls

dips 47 feet per mile. 40 to 50 feet per mile, S. S. W. is prob-
ably a safe general statement for the region.

General Movement of the Ice.—Striae observed at several

localities indicate that the main movement of the glacial current

was about S. 20° W. This conclusion is based upon comparison
and averaging of movements at the higher altitudes, and where
local topography would not be likely to modify direction.

The trend may have been largely influenced by the Adiron-
dacks as a local center of glaciation. If this be true, a S. S. W.
flow along the Oriskany-Chenango axis is radial and would be
expected. The Hudson .River and Oneida bowlders of our
field may thus have been plucked from the vicinity of Utica
and Rome, although some were doubtless brought in by cross

currents from more easterly and westerly points.

Archcean Bowlders.—These fragments of the drift are in

the usual lithological variety. No consideration of them rela-

tive to their sources, can be had, until their Adirondack and
more northerly localities shall have been studied in detail.* A
profusion of large Archaean masses is found in northern Oneida
County, over the Paleozoic terranes which lie within a few
miles of the crystalline areas. For some miles south of the

Mohawk, pieces having diameters of four feet are tolerably

frequent. South of the divide such fragments are rare. A
few comparisons from counts and estimates made in the field,

will give the best notion of the facts. Approaching Oriskany
Falls from Clinton, on the summit of the range to the west-

ward, six Archaean pieces were observed having axes of four

to six feet. These and many smaller ones were seen in increas-

ing numbers on nearing the line of the moraine, which appears

in its full strength in the valley at the above village. The
valley moraine itself however, consists of kames, which are

nearly free from large bowlders. Thirty feet of stone wall in

the town of Madison, showing average complexion of bowlders

of the adjacent field, give the following result.

*For notes on such comparative study, see G. P. Wright on the Glacial Boundary,
Bull. 58, U. S. G. S., pp. 50-52.
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Archaean _. 12

Oris'kany sandstone 17

Corniferous _ 2

Doubtful _ 1

Hamilton (subjacent) 28

60

The altitude here is about 1^00 feet, or 100 feet above the

valley. In eastern Madison, altitude about 1600 feet, exten-

sive heaps are composed wholly of pieces but few inches in

size, and at least 99 per cent are from the local Hamilton. This
freedom from outside material, with limited exceptions, is

characteristic of the higher altitudes of the whole region. A
similar estimate in Hamilton, choosing all fragments in a large

heap, above one foot diameter, gave :

Archaean ... 50
Oriskany sandstone 17

Corniferous 2

Oneida and Medina were present but all smaller, likewise the

Hamilton, while the larger Oriskanys from the same field, as

was learned, had been buried. The cases cited represent more
than the average prevalence of the Archaean in number, while
in mass, the Oriskany would outrank the Archaean by many
hundred per cent.

In the town of Eaton, near Hamilton, one northern piece,

well-rounded, measured 9x7-Jx6f feet. This is the largest

Archaean bowlder observed by the writer south of the Mohawk
River. In 90 miles traversed in the towns of Madison, Ham-
ilton, Eaton and Lebanon, less than a dozen Archaean masses
were observed having average diameters of four feet or more.
From Earlville to Smyrna no Archaean was seen above 2X2J-
feet. At Smyrna, there is a morainic accumulation of considera-

ble extent. A 60-foot section is exposed showing discordant

beds of sand and coarse gravel, with 6 to 12 feet of till containing

coarse, angular local material, at the top. 100 pieces from a

heap rejected in procuring gravel, ranging from the size of

one's fist to five or six inches, gave the following count

:

Oneida _. __ _ 2

Clinton __ 3

Doubtful, perhaps Hudson TCiver or Clinton 10
Doubtful, probably Potsdam and Medina. . 8

Helderberg limestones 26
Hamilton (subjacent) _ 51

100

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XLIX, No. 291.—March, 1805.
15
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No Archseans appear in the count. They were rare in the

section. Only one seen attained a diameter of one foot.

About Norwich and South New Berlin Archseans even of one
foot diameter are few. Two, measuring 1^ and 2 feet respec-

tively, were the largest seen. A three foot piece, probably
Archaean, was- reported to me from near South New Berlin.

This, however, had been broken up and removed. At Oxford
the kames and terraces, rising 100 feet from the valley bottoms,

contain the usual proportion of Archaean pebbles. Farther up,

near the quarries of the F. G. Clarke Bluestone Company,
heaps and walls containing many hundred cords of cobbles

and bowlderets, do not show above one-thousandth part of

material older than the Hamilton, that is, of fragments carried

40 miles or more.

The same dearth of distant material is evident on all the hill-

slopes about Unadilla and Bainbridge on the Susquehanna, and
Greene on the Chenango. At the last named place 1J miles

of fence wall above the 100 foot level, were observed without

detecting a single Archaean fragment. At Binghamton,
Archaean was found to the height of about 600 feet on the

slopes south of the Susquehanna, but no pieces were above a

few inches in diameter.

These facts regarding distribution in southern New York are

fully in harmony with the facts reported from the adjacent

part of Pennsylvania.*

Oneida Conglomerate.—This is a mass 30 to 40 feet thick

in the hills two miles south of Utica, thickening somewhat to

the westward.f Some layers are mainly composed of rounded
quartz pebbles, while others consist of coarse sand. The alti-

tude of the ledge is about 1000 feet near Utica, but drops

with the S. W. dip to 620 feet one mile north of Clinton. The
conglomerate is one of the most persistent members of the

bowlder drift in central and southern New York, though the

fragments are rarely numerous, or large. The exception to

the latter statement is found within a few miles of the out-

crop, as on the northern slope of Paris Hill, where slabs of

4 to 6 feet in length and breadth are not uncommon. In

southern Oneida and Madison Counties, any large heap or

wall is quite sure to yield small samples, usually not above

eight inches in diameter. Only about a dozen were noted,

after passing 10 miles from the outcrops, having cubic contents

of more than one foot each. One 15-inch Oneida was found

at Oxford. Pebbles and small cobbles occur at Binghamton.

The falling off in size is much more gradual than in the case of

*See H. C. Lewis and G-. F. Wright, 2d Geol. Surv. Pa., Rep. Z, p. 13.

f Reckoned 100 feet thick in generalized central N» Y. section, see C. S.

Prosser, Bull. G. S. A., vol. iv, p. 110.
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the Oriskany sandstones. These bowlders occur at all altitudes

and some have been elevated considerably within moderate
distances. The Oneida fragments, at their greatest height in

northeastern Madison, have been lifted 600 feet in 14 miles, if

we consider them to have come from the highest point in the

outcrop. It is more probable that they came from a locality

which would require an elevation of 800 feet in 10 miles.

Scale 4 miles to the inch. Dotted line gives the base of main valley walls.

Divides at Waterville. Bouckville and Pratts. Oriskany and Helderberg ledges at

A. Altitudes of L and U approximate those of D and K.

The bowlderets are commonly more rounded to the southward,
though to this there are notable exceptions, perhaps due to

splitting in transit.* It was hoped that Oneida fragments north
and south of the moraine would afford interesting comparisons
as to amount of discoloration and disintegration since the
time of deposit. Iso such result was realized. It is thought

* See N. S. Shaler, Bowlder Train from Iron Bill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol.
xvi. No. 11, p. 199.
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that the variable amount of iron pyrites in the Oneida beds,

occasioned the breaking up, or discoloration of some pieces,

while others, shaped and deposited at an earlier date, show no
signs of change.*

Lower Helderberg.—The limestones are deeply cut by the

several valleys at about the position of the moraine belt in

each, though not in all cases does the terrane outcrop above
the glacial debris, except farther to the north on the hill sides

and summits. At Oriskany Falls, 120 feet of these beds are

exposed on the west side of the valley, in quarries and natural

ledges. 40 feet are massive beds, the rest thin, two to six inches

in thickness. The limestone is found not infrequently in

slabs and rounded masses up to four feet in breadth or diame-

ter. This is true for only six to eight miles from the outcrop

;

and it is only for this distance that the limestone occurs at

high levels. From Hamilton southward, the fragments are

small and almost confined to the gravel trains, terraces and
kames of the valleys, rarely occurring above 100 feet from the

valley bottoms. The possible causes of this distribution will

receive further inquiry after an account of the Oriskany sand-

stone has been given.

Oriskany Sandstone.—The outcrop, from which the New
York geologists named this terrane, is found one half mile

north of Oriskany Falls, near the town line of Augusta and
Marshall, Oneida County. It appears in a continuous ledge,

three fourths of a mile long and 125 feet above the Oriskany

Creek, the valley wall rising still 400 feet to the westward.

Below it lie 120 feet of Lower Helderberg, and above are 50

feet or more of Corniferous. The hill range is capped with

Marcellus and Hamilton. The general trend of the ledge is S.

23° W. The sandstone stands out to its full thickness, 12 feet

at the north, thinning to 7 or 8 feet at the south, and dipping

southward about 47 feet per mile. Below the sandstone on the

valley side, is a broad shelf of Lower Helderberg. The sand-

stone forms a shelf about 5 rods wide, quite bare except where
disintegration has taken place, making a slight cover of soil

and vegetation. The rock is a coarse grained, grayish white

sandstone, weathering to yellowish brown, with certain zones

full of pockets from which the characteristic fossils have dis-

appeared by solution. There are two sets of joints, S. 38°-48°

E. and S. 33°-38° W. The joint blocks average 10 to 20 feet

in breadth and length, and are often set off, from a few inches

to several feet. There is no distinct bedding plane except at

the top and bottom of the mass. The passage from the lime-

stone below, and to the limestone above, is sharp, and the

* Suggested to the writer by Professor C. H. Smyth, Jr.
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abundant springs issuing on these planes suggest the setting off

of the blocks by freezing. But some lie in positions in which
only glacial plucking could have placed them.

the shelf of Lower Helderberg, varying from 40 to 80 rods

in width and sloping gently to the eastward, has been swept
clear of the overlying Oriskany. Evidently the power to

pluck ceased more abruptly than the power to transport. But
the outmost blocks of the ledge were considerably pared off by
grinding action after their neighbors had been carried away.
The general movement of the ice was slightly off the ledge to

the eastward. The lower ice, which accomplished the pluck-

ing, may have swerved to the east locally on this rather steep

valley wall, thus increasing the otherwise slight angle between
the line of movement and the line of the ledge. Doubtless by
weathering along the joint planes, and by solution of the upper
surface of the subjacent limestone, as seen under the present

ledge, the blocks had been loosened and plucking thus facil-

itated. Even with this assistance it is puzzling to understand

how blocks of some scores of tons weight could be handled,

with so little purchase as seems to have been possible.*

The Oriskany valley runs K". 60° E. from the divide to

Oriskany Falls, and thence N. N* E. toward the Mohawk. We
have here ideal conditions for seeing how ice behaves in cross-

ing a valley diagonally. Our best data are afforded by the

transport of large blocks from the above described ledge. The
striae so far as found, and certain glacial flutings on the hills,

support the evidence furnished by the travelled blocks. These
bowlders were noted by Yanuxem :f

" The Oriskany sandstone .first appears out of place and at a

higher level in Grout's quarry, amongst the drift, or alluvion

on the top of the Onondaga limestone, the thickness of the

Cauda-galli Grit and Onondaga Limestone being the difference

of its original position and the top of the quarry. The sand-

stone showed characters of a local origin. The same sandstone
is found in great abundance and immense blocks, scattered

over the hills in the towns of Madison, Eaton, Hamilton and
Lebanon, being more numerous toward the valley of the
Chenango canal. They appear on the side-hills, but few hav-
ing been noticed toward the middle of the valleys. All the
blocks there seen were the counterpart of the mass at Oriskany
Falls, being readily recognized from local differences in the
rock, prevailing at all its points of outcrop." At page 127,
Yanuxem speaks again of the frequency of the bowlders in

the towns named and adds,—" In smaller masses it has been

*See however T. C. Chamberlin, Rock Scorings of the great Ice Invasions,
7th Ann. Rep. U. S. G. S., p. 193.

f Geol. 3d Distr., N. Y., pp. 127, 222-223.
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found from forty to fifty miles south of that line. The great

facility with which this rock is recognized, its character so

peculiar, contrasting so strongly with all the rocks of New
York, its layers so thick at Oriskany Falls, make it a useful

rock in investigating the history of the ancient flows of water in

that section of the country."*

Going south from the ledge, diagonally across the valley,

the southeast valley wall is reached at a distance of two miles.

The summit of the range (D. map. p. 219) is three-fourths of a

mile further and 600 feet above the ledge. The kame deposits

of the moraine are here at least a mile wide, banked against

the southeast side. They are transversely cut by a small valley

heading near the southeast wall of the main valley. This
depression in the moraine was doubtless kept open by a small

ice tongue and near its head, but still on the moraine, is a pro-

fuse assemblage of large Oriskany bowlders (at B), probably
the last of the train to come to rest. The hill-slopes rising

directly above the moraine (C) are strewn with the same large

fragments. The larger masses and by far the greater number
lie on the lower 200 feet of the hillside, at an average altitude

of 1300 feet, continuously for several miles to the southwest,

(CEFG). In good numbers and up to a diameter of four

feet, they rise to the top and are occasionally carried over the

summit and through gaps in the range, to the further slopes of

another valley which lies several miles to the southeast, about

Hubbardsvilfe (N).

At several points on the lower hill-slope referred to, 100 to

150 bowlders ranging from 2 to 7 feet in diameter can be
counted upon a single acre. Three miles from the ledge (E)

is found an Oriskany block measuring 19x12x8 feet. Its

altitude is 1416 feet. On the slope 150 feet above Madison
village (F) on a plot of three to four acres, 86 Oriskany masses

were counted, whose dimensions range from 6 to 15 feet. Of
these about 15 have lengths and breadths of 10 and 12 feet.

All would probably average six foot cubes. Many smaller

bowlders, not included in the count, range from five feet down-
ward. Six four foot limestone slabs and one Archsean of like

size, were found in this field ; but the Oriskanys had been
sorted and grouped to a surprising degree. The valley from
Oriskany Falls to Pecksport has a bearing of S. 60° W., or at

least 40° more westerly than the general ice movement. The
hillsides on the northwest of this section of the valley are free

from Oriskany bowlders. In the general southward movement

* For other early discussions of New York bowlders see James Hall, Geol. 4th

Distr., pp. 332-341, and W\ W. Mather, Geol. 1st Distr., pp. 163-197. The latter

adds a review of bowlders in New England, the Western States and foreign

countries, with numerous references to the earlier literature.
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the bowlders were swept diagonally across the valley, a mod-
erate number were carried to, or over the summit of the range,

but by far the greater number and almost all the larger frag-

ments were swerved from 0° to 28° westward by the valley

wall and caught on the lower slopes. It is a good illustration

of the law stated for such cases by Professor Chamberlin.* In
further harmony with the passage cited, it is to be noted that

the Oriskany valley is neither so broad and shallow as to fail

of diversion of the basal currents, nor so narrow and deep as

to cause a decided cross current. There can be little doubt
that the bowlders in question were moved while the ice was
deep and its action vigorous, rather than by an ice tongue at a

later and decadent stage.

Near Hamilton the valley bends toward the east and hence
the Oriskany bowlders begin to appear on the western slopes.

East of Hamilton near the base of the hill, an Oriskany block
measures 21x12x10 feet. On the campus of Colgate Univer-
sity, eleven miles from the ledge, the bowlders are abundant,
the largest measuring 15fx 12x10 feet. From Hamilton to

Earlville, masses with dimensions of 6 to 8 feet are not uncom-
mon. From Earlville to Smyrna the number is much smaller

and but three or four wTere seen having a diameter of four feet.

Near Norwich the track of the ice was crossed for 10 miles.

But two Oriskany pieces were seen, each about one foot in

diameter, on the lower hill-slope, one mile southwest of Nor-
wich. The last Oriskany fragment recognized, was an 8 inch

piece in the valley 1% miles north of Oxford, or 40 miles from
the nearest outcrop.

Vertical distribution.—Oriskany material is infrequent in

the kames and gravel trains of the valleys, which, being of

somewhat later date, may have buried such of the Oriskany
blocks as rested in the valleys. The greatest abundance is on
the lower slopes facing the approach of the ice, writh moderate
carriage to the summits, dropping off to the lower levels, how-
ever, as we go southward. When we turn to the question of

amount of glacial elevation, it must be noted that Oriskany
bowlders occur on the hill range north of the ledge for five

miles (to O). Portions of the Oriskany terrane were swept
from the summit, whose floor is now of lower Helderberg lime-

stone. Taking into account the dip and comparing the highest
northern extension of the preglaciai ledge with the greatest

height attained by the bowlders vin Madison, we find that

248 feet in 8 miles gives the largest rate of ascent which the
facts compel us to accept. Several considerations make it

probable that the most important assemblage of blocks (at

C E F G) was derived from the ledge now seen at Oriskany

* Rock Scorings of the Great Ice Invasions, 7th Ann. Rep. U. S. G. S., pp. 197-200.
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Falls. This would give them an average elevation of 250 feet

in an average distance of 4J miles. The single mass before
noted (E) would thus have been raised 366 feet in 3J miles.

TJpham notes the uplifting of Niagara bowlders to a height of

100 to 200 feet within three or four miles* C. H. Hitchcock
reports the lifting of bowlders 4,000 feet in the White Moun-
tains within moderate distances.^

As already suggested, the east and west extension of the cen-

tral New York terranes vitiates conclusions as to lateral distri-

bution, or " fanning out " such as has been described by Pro-
fessor Shaler in Khode Island and Massachusetts. The Oriskany
sandstone is to a considerable extent exceptional, however. In
the passage above cited, Yanuxem alludes to local differences

and recognizes the Oriskany drift as from Oriskany Falls. For
the only outcrop in the next valley to the eastward he notes

the presence of a distinctive character. At Munnsville, 6 miles

W. N. W. the Oriskany is not present, the two limestones

being continuous, and the bowlders are nearly absent from
Munnsville to Pecksport. If the Oriskany exists in the valley

at all it is a thin wedge south of Pratts, carried by the dip

beneath the valley filling. At Morrisville, 10 miles W. S. W.,
a deep boring apparently found no trace of Oriskany, except

quartz grains in the limestone.:): The ledge at Oriskany Falls

thins 4 to 5 feet southward in three-quarters of a mile. The
indications are that it thinned northward also. It is a shore

formation, which we should expect to find variable within

short distances. We probably have a thin lens of sediment,

whose maximum thickness is at the present exposed ledge, and
the southward bowlders are very surely to be connected with

it. In the adjacent valleys, east and west, the Oriskany bowl-

ders, with slight exception, do not occur, or are found so far

southward that they can have come across from the Oriskany
valley.

The fragments fan out to a width of six miles in a distance

of eight miles.§ This cannot, however, be taken as a measure
of normal dispersion on a plane surface, for the diagonally dis-

posed valley has widened the train rapidly to the westward.

The Oriskany bowlders were observed with a view to ascer-

taining the comparative amount of disintegration at the ledge

and southward. There has been appreciable loss from the sur-

* Eskers, near Rochester, N. Y., Proc. Roch. Acad. Sci., vol. ii, p. 196, and
Bull. G. S. A., vol. v, p. 76.

f Bull. G. S. A., vol. v, p. 3*7. See also this Journal, III, vol. xxviii, p. 233;

Ibid., vol. v, pp. 218, 219. T. C. Chamberlin, Jour. GeoL, vol. i, pp. 50-51.

% C. S. Prosser, " The Thickness of the Devonian and Silurian Rocks of Central

N. Y.," Bull. G. S. A., vol. iv, p. 96.

§ Cf. "Bowlder Train from Iron Hill," Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. xvi, No. 11,

pp. 196-202.
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faces only upon relatively flat-topped masses, where water and
frosts would act effectively, and along fossil zones, where a

retreat of three to six inches from the general surface is not

uncommon. On the whole 'it is thought that the surfaces at

the ledge average slightly fresher than those to the southward.

On the other hand the impression given is, that all the Oriskany
masses belong to the same general movement, and that move-
ment a kte one. No buried specimens of large Oriskany bowl-
ders have "been found. They have the appearance of being
left behind, upon the surface of the hills, in the course of a

rapid retreat. They are not often associated with morainic
accumulations, but lie upon thinly masked linear and often

drumloidal elevations. The relations of the ledge, the bowl-
ders associated with the valley kames at B, and the bowlder
fields of the succeeding hills, strongly suggest that we are deal-

ing with one piece of work so far as the Oriskany material is

concerned.

But it does not seem probable that the carriage and letting

down of the Oriskany bowlders can belong to the general

advance to the southern limit of glaciation and the retreat

therefrom ; for on this supposition they should have reached
to Binghamton and beyond. The texture, indeed, is not so

firm as that of the Oneidas, but the comparatively abrupt man-
ner in which they terminate renders their connection with a

long continued and far southward movement questionable. It

is suggested as a matter for farther inquiry, whether the ter-

mination of some such vigorous and rapid forward movement
as seems indicated by these bowlders, may not be marked by
the kames and other valley accumulations between Oxford and
Greene, just southward from the last found pieces of the sand-

stone. This section belongs to a " Collateral belt of moraines "

described by Chamberlin, in this region.*

Corniferous Limestones.—This formation overlies the Oris-

kany sandstone at Oriskany Falls, and has a thickness of at

least 50 feet. For three or four miles it is quite freely mixed
with other rocks in the hillside drift. Northwest of Hamilton,
where the turn of the valley brings the Oriskany drift upon its

western wall, Corniferous bowlders are found far exceeding
those seen elsewhere. One slab near the valley bottom meas-
ures 19x11^x3 feet. Farther up, other and more rounded
masses were seen, one of which measured 6x6x9 feet. Near
Eaton village also is a tract where limestones exceed all other

materials of the bowlder drift. This illustrates a quite general

fact in the distribution of the more local drift, that the blocks

of a given kind are often found in groups, dependent upon
local conditions of exposure, plucking and transport. South

* Term. Mor. Sec. Gl. Exp , 3d Ann. Rep. U. S. G. 8., p. 372.
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of Hamilton, limestones are rare above the kame and terrace

limit, for which 100 feet is an average figure.

The writer has not found a fully satisfactory interpretation

for the distribution of the limestones. The case may be stated

as follows : from 8 to 12 feet of sandstone are intercalated in

the midst of 200 or more feet of limestones at Oriskany Falls.

The whole mass was attacked by the glacier. The amount of

limestone left on the hills southward bears no comparison to

the amount of sandstone. The limestone is practically absent

from the hill summits beyond six miles. The Oriskany con-

tinues in good force for over 20 miles. That, the Lower Hel-
derberg continues far south in the valley train, might be
expected, from prolonged erosion in the valley bottom at Oris-

kany Falls, during the presence of the ice front there, after

work upon the higher sandstones had become ineffective. But
how shall we get the limestone deposited in kames, with some
striations still preserved, at Oxford, 40 miles south, without
carrying the fragments of the same terrane to the hills above ?

We might suppose a valley tongue to account for the kames
and the absence from the hills, but the distance is too great,

with the slight descent, to admit of this view. Owing to the

solubility of the limestones we may believe them less capable

of distant carriage by glacial action, the pebbles of the valley

being hastened forward by sub-glacial water currents. But we
have records of limestone carriage for at least 60 miles.* Pro-
fessor Shaler notes the disappearance of crystalline limestones

within five or six miles,f But here again Emmons records the

finding of many bowlders of "Primary" limestone south of

Rome,:): 'New York, and one two feet in diameter is reported

from Clinton, New York. These latter fragments have with
little doubt traveled as much as 60 miles.

We may perhaps find relief in the history of the gathering

of the materials by the ice. The Corniferous overlaid by the

perishable Marcellus shale and breaking up easily owing to its

large quota of flints and the solubility of the lime, may have
receded along the lines of its ancient outcrop, leaving consider-

able areas of sandstone exposed. A short and vigorous ice

movement might pluck and carry off extensive masses of the

sandstone, before action became highly effective upon the lime-

stone ledges in retreat above, or those protected below. We
may thus suppose the Oriskany to be well started on its jour-

ney before the migration of the limestones was fairly begun.

* Chamberlin and Salisbury, Driftless Area of the Upper Mississippi Valley, 6th

Ann. Rep. U. S. G. S., p. 267 ; also, A. P. Low, Glacial Geology of Labrador and
Quebec, Bull. G. S. A., vol. iv, pp. 419-421.

f Bowlder Train from Iron Hill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. xvi, No. 11, p.

206.

% Agriculture of N. Y., vol. i, p 260.
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If to any extent the movement of the bowlders was by rota-

tion* in the ice mass, the larger and more eqnidimensional

sandstones would have the advantage in the race. The angu-

larity of many of the sandstone blocks, however, renders rota-

tion for this case doubtful.

To sum up briefly the facts of distribution : We find the

Archaean and more northern Paleozoic fragments strewn over

the whole district at all altitudes, but diminishing southward
in size, and sparse in amount on the highest hills, especially to

the southward, where the tops of the ranges are often surpris-

ingly free from transported material.f The Oriskany sand-

stone drops off from the hilltops after about 25 miles and dis-

appears, so far as observation goes, at 40 miles. The Lower
Helderberg and Corniferous limestones appear only for six or

eight miles at high levels, but continue far down in the valley

drift. As a rule local material far exceeds the imported, at a

given point.;}; Exceptions to this rule are due to special local

conditions. We may note as factors on which the local distri-

bution and southward extension depend : accessibility of the

preglacial ledges for plucking ; the bedding and joint planes

and power of current, as controlling size and number of frag-

ments plucked; surrounding topography as related to removal;
southward extension and limit of the current doing the pluck-

ing ; lithological character as controlling change of form and
reduction of size during carriage ; zone of carriage and mode
of transport as affecting form, size and manner of deposition.

This is doubtless a partial statement, and the several factors

will be found in combinations of endless variety.

Whatever may be said of the more northern material, it

seems plain that that from the Oriskany Falls region was carried

in the basal portions of the ice. The position of the ledges

and the combing out of the greater number of large blocks by
the hill range, seem to assure this view. A valley tongue,

whose top barely reached and caught away the blocks, does not

satisfy the case. It could not have grappled the masses with
sufficient power. It certainly could not have wrought the very

considerable elevation which their present situation demon-
strates. Had the bowlders risen to the upper zones of the

ice while it was at its greatest thickness, the hilltops should
show more of far travelled material. It is to be added that

while some of the bowlders are rounded, others in the same
groups are notably angular, joint blocks carried from 5 to 12
miles with almost no reduction of angles.

* T. C. Chamberlin, Rock Scorings of the Great Ice Invasions, 7th Ann. Rep.

U. S. G. S.. pp. 232-233.

+ See ref. to Rep. Z., Pa. Surv. already cited; also, J. C. Branner, this Journal,

III. vol. xixii, p. 365.

% Cf. R. D Salisbury, Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. X. J., 1891, pp. 6S-70.
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The inquiry has afforded general suggestions as to the amount
of glacial reduction of the surface of the district. The northern
section seems to have suffered most. At and south of the
moraine which runs so nearly coincident with the divide, the
hills are often drumlin-like, or at least show much fluting, dis-

playing the " linear " topography to perfection. On the slope

which descends to the Mohawk, the ice acted with power. In
the southern section, the country was less effectively scored
and was planed during a shorter period. The bowlder drift in

the best strewn fields is more impressive in its appearance,
than its actual cubic contents would justify. The Lower Hel-
derberg shelf at Oriskany Falls, so conspicuously stripped of

the superjacent sandstones, would probably much more than
receive all the Oriskany bowlders dispersed to the southward,
if brought back and corded to the thickness of the ledge from
which they were borne. If we say that four times as much
sandstone has been crushed and carried down the valleys and
to the sea, the amount would still be relatively insignificant.

Erosion in certain situations, redistribution within moderate
distances, and topographic changes, have been very great.

Actual reduction of the general surface toward base level

doubtless proceeded rapidly during glacial time, but even then,

the process was rapid only in the geological sense, and the

result a minute fraction of what has been accomplished since

the region became a land surface.

Colgate University, December, 1894.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. On the Determination of high Fusing Points.—A new
method of determining high fusing points has been devised by
Victor Meter in conjunction with Riddle and Lamb, based on

the principle of measuring the temperature by means of a small

air thermometer made of platinum. At the instant when the

substance under examination fuses, the air in this thermometer is

expelled by means of a soluble gas, into a graduated tube con-

taining a liquid in which the expelling gas is dissolved. The
substance to be examined is placed in a small platinum tube,

which is attached to the bulb of the air thermometer, and the

whole is immersed in a fused salt having a melting point consid-

erably below that of the substance. The air thermometer con-

sists of a spherical bulb of platinum, about 25 cc in its capacity,

having two somewhat long capillary tubes of the same metal

attached to it, one of which just enters the bulb while the other
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reaches to the bottom. At top these tubes are bent at right

angles, in opposite directions. In making a determination, the

salt constituting the bath, contained in a large platinum crucible,

is fused and the bulb of the air thermometer, with the attached

substance-tube, is immersed therein ; connection being made
between one of the capillary tubes and a carbon dioxide appa-

ratus and between the other and the gas measuring burette. To
fix the point of fusion, a fine platinum wire is previously immersed
in the fused substance, this wire being attached to a weight by
means of a cord passing over a pulley. When now the substance

is again fused by means of the bath, the wire is released and the

weight falls and strikes a bell. The current of carbon dioxide is

then started and by its means the air in the air-thermometer is

driven into the measuring burette. Knowing the capacity of the

thermometer, and the volume of air expelled, the temperature can

be calculated. By the new method the author has determined the

fusing points of KC1 as 800*0°, of KBr as 722*0°, of KI as 684-7°

;

and of NaCl as 815-4°, of NaBr as 757*7° and of Nal as 661*4°;

showing that a rise in the atomic mass of the halogen causes a

fall in the melting point. Moreover, he observed for Rbl the

value 641-5° and for Csl, 621*0°; that for KI being 684*7°. For
CaCl

2
the fusing point obtained was 806*4°, for SrCl

2
832*0° and

for BaCl
2 ,

921*8°. While therefore the melting point falls as the

atomic mass rises, in the case of the alkali iodides, the reverse is

the case with the chlorides of the alkali-earths. In either case

however, the salt of intermediate molecular mass shows an inter-

mediate fusing point. — Per. Perl. Chem. Ges.
9

xxvii, 3129,

November, 1894. g. f. b.

2. On the Preparation of anhydrous Hydrogen peroxide.—It

has been shown by Wolffenstein that hydrogen peroxide,

hitherto considered as very unstable, is capable of concentration

and even of actual distillation under diminished pressure, with
but little loss from decomposition. Ascertaining that the loss on
concentration either in the air or in vacuo arose from vaporiza-

tion, the author was led to attempt its distillation. A quantity
of the commercial peroxide concentrated until it contained 50 per

cent of H
2 2 , was purified by extraction with ether; whereby

the quantity of H
2 2

was raised to 73 per cent. On submitting
this to distillation on the water bath at the pressure of 68mm of
mercury, two fractions were obtained, the one boiling at 7l°-81°
and the other at 81°-85°

; the former containing 44 per cent H
2 2

and the latter 90*5 per cent. On fractioning again the latter

product, a distillate was obtained at 84°-85° which contained
over 99 per cent of H

2 2
and was practically pure peroxide. It

is a colorless syrupy liquid, which 'scarcely wets the containing
vessel and which evaporates in the air. It produces a prickly

sensation upon the skin, causing a white spot. Even after distil-

lation with soda it reacts strongly acid. Further experiments
have shown that the treatment with ether is not essential; a 3 per
cent solution being readily concentrated by repeated fractioning
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to give the pure substance boiling at 84°-85°.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem.
Ges., xxvii, 3307, December, 1894. g. f. b.

3. A supposed New Element in the Nitrogen group.—A pre-

liminary note has been published by Bayer upon a supposed new
element which he has discovered in the residues from the older
process for the preparation of alumina from the red bauxite of
Var. After removing the vanadium as ammonium vanadate and
the chromium as hydrate, the filtered liquid is saturated with
hydrogen sulphide, again filtered and the sulphides precipitated

by hydrogen chloride. This precipitate is deep brown in color,

dries to an earthy mass and burns readily to a bright brown
powder, evolving sulphur dioxide. It ignites on treatment with
strong nitric acid, forming a dark brown solution, which deposits

a small quantity of a yellow precipitate containing molybdic and
arsenic acids. This brown liquid is free from tin, antimony and tel-

lurium, but contains traces of vanadium, molybdenum and selen-

ium. These are removed by calcining the recently precipitated

sulphides, treating the residue with ammonia and ammonium nitrate

and concentration of the solution. Two sets of crystals are obtained,

one being ammonium molybdate, the other a less soluble substance
in cubic crystals olive-brown in color. By dissolving these latter

crystals in hydrogen chloride and treating the solution with
hydrogen sulphide a trace of molybdenum is removed. Upon
allowing the filtered liquid to evaporate in the air, it becomes at

first bluish-violet and contains the new element in a lower state

of oxidation; subsequently changing to lemon-yellow. In this

condition, the oxide is markedly acid, corresponding probably
to R

2 5
. The acid is soluble in water, and on evaporation is

deposited in yellow crystals fusing at a red heat to a brownish
mass. Ammonia converts it into a crystalline olive-green powder,
which dissolves in water and crystallizes out in cubes on cooling.

After reduction with hydrogen sulphide in presence of hydrogen
chloride, the acid yields a voluminous dark violet-brown precipi-

tate, rapidly becoming crystalline. When treated with ammon-
ium sulphide the yellow solution of the acid becomes dark cherry

-

red from the formation of a sulphosalt. From this solution acids

precipitate a sulphide of the color of iron rust. Silver nitrate

gives a green precipitate soluble in nitric acid and in ammonia.
Magnesia mixture gives a green precipitate in relatively large

crystals. A nitric solution of ammonium molybdate gives a yel-

low precipitate as in the case of phosphoric acid. The chlorides

of the new element appear to be volatile, and are readily soluble

in water.

—

Bull. Soc. Chim., Ill, xi-xii, 1155, December, 1894.

G. F. B.

4. A Short History of Chemistry.—Ry F. P. Venable, Ph.D.,

12mo, pp. viii, 163. Boston, 1894 (D. C. Fleath & Co.). This

little book is based upon a course of lectures which the author

has delivered for several years to his classes in the University of

North Carolina, in the belief, as he tells us that, " one of the best

aids to an intelligent comprehension of the science of chemistry
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is the study of the long struggle, the failures and the triumphs
of the men who have made this science for us." The first part

describes the genesis of chemistry, the second treats of the alchem-
ists, the third considers qualitative ehemistry, the fourth has to

do with quantitative chemistry, the fifth discusses structural

chemistry, and the sixth is devoted to special branches of chem-
istry. Within so small a compass, it is evident that but a

limited treatment of so broad a subject can be given. The book
appears to be well written and seems adapted to be of service in

those institutions where the history of chemistry forms a part of

the prescribed course. g. f. b.

5. Multiple Resonance.—Various investigations have been
made in the subject of the interference of electrical waves; and
apparently the diffraction of these waves has been satisfactorily

shown. V. Bjeeknes points out, however, that an important
difference exists between the phenomena of the interference of

light waves and those of electrical waves. In the case of light

we observe the phenomena by means of instruments which may
be termed indifferent, that is, instruments which do not influence

or are not influenced by the source emitting the waves. Whereas
in electrical resonance, the resonator is especially sensitive to the

various conditions of the electrical oscillation. In general the

oscillator is more quickly damped than the resonator. Damped
waves do not in general show sharp nodes. Various conditions

may arise, which depend upon the circumstances of damping. If

the resonator in comparison with the oscillator is strongly damped,
the ventral segments and nodal points are relatively well defined.

While the resonator is relatively insensitive to a stimulus of its

own peculiar rate of oscillation. On the other hand, if the oscil-

lator is strongly damped and the resonator relatively weakly
damped, as is the condition in most of Hertz's apparatus, the

ventral segments and nodes are not clearly defined, while the

resonator is especially sensitive to the excitement of its own
peculiar oscillations. In the experiments with a diffraction grating

these peculiarities must be considered. What may seem to be
spectral dispersion may be only the multiple resonance of the

instrument.

—

Ann. der Physik nnd Chemie, No. I, 1895, pp. 58-63.

J. T.

6. Spectrum analyses of the color of the water in the Blue
Grotto, of the Swiss ice holes and of the Yellowstone Springs.—
H. W. Vogel, twenty years ago, examined with a spectroscope

the light in the blue grotto at Capri. The water inside and out-

side the grotto showed an absorption band between the Frauen-

hofer lines b and E together with a disappearance of the red end
of the spectrum up to the line D. 'During the present year he
has had an opportunity to examine the water and the light of the

walls of the other grottos (green and red) of the island. He
found no trace of the absorption band which he had noticed in

the blue grotto in his examination of the walls and water in these

colored grottos. The red end of the spectrum, however, was
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absorbed. A streak of azure-blue water outside the green grotto

showed the absorption bands previously observed. The red
grotto showed no trace of red light. The spectroscope showed
merely the absorption appearances of ordinary sea water. An
examination of the Swiss ice holes by the spectroscope showed
an absorption of the red end of the spectrum which gradually
diminished toward the yellow. No especial or marked absorp-

tion bands were noticed. The Yellowstone Springs showed in a

pronounced manner Schonn's aqueous bands in the red and red

yellow.

—

Ann. der Physik und Ohemie, No. I, 1895, p. 175-177.

J. T.

7. The minimum temperature of visibility.—A recent paper by
P. L. Gray describes experiments made upon a strip of plati-

num with the object of determining the minimum temperature at

which it becomes visible in the dark. The author refers to the

paper by Draper* as giving the only exact results upon the sub-

ject. He shows that Draper's temperature of minimum visibility,

corrected by recent determinations of the coefficient of expansion

of platinum, becomes 490° C, instead of 525°, and is not very
much above his own determination given below. Furthermore
Draper's conclusion that all solid bodies become visible at the same
temperature is fully confirmed by the author's observations with
bright and lamp-blacked platinum.

In order to determine the temperature of the platinum strip

Gray used a modified form of Joly's meldometer,f consisting

essentially of a strip of very thin platinum, about 10cm long, l
cm

broad and -gV
mm thick, placed in a vertical plane. In regard to

its use the author says

:

" It can be heated by an electric current, and its linear expan-

sion is indicated by an optical method, by which an alteration in

temperature of 1° can easily be noticed. The method of calibra-

tion is described in Joly's paper, and in that already mentioned,

so that it is unnecessary to do more than briefly refer to it here.

Minute fragments of substances of known melting-points are

placed on the strip and watched through a microscope, while the

temperature is very slowly and cautiously raised until, in any
case, melting is seen to take place, when the position of the spot

of light which indicates the expansion of the strip is noted. In

these experiments the substances used were K
2
N0

3
(339°), AgCl

(451°), KBr (699°), and gold (1041°). From these observations a

curve showing the relation between temperature and scale-read-

ings is obtained." .... »

" Method of Making the Experiments.—The first requisite was
to get the strip in a perfectly dark enclosure, within which both

eyes could be directed towards it without strain. To this end the

apparatus was enclosed in a wooden box (blackened within), one

end of which was replaced by a black velvet cloth, under which

the observer placed his head, and which he could gather round

*On the production of light by heat, Phil. Mag., xxx, 345, 1847.

f Proc. R. Irish Acad , III, ii, 38, 1891-92.
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his neck and under his chin so that not a ray of light could pene-

trate the enclosure. The box was about 48cm long, 30 broad,

and 22 high, and ordinarily the eyes, in making an observation,

would be about 30cm from the strip. The other end of the

box was provided with a hinged shutter, which was lifted imme-
diately after an observation had been made, for the purpose of

noting the temperature of the strip.

The strip itself was further protected from draughts, etc., by
means of a piece of brass, bent twice at right angles, and resting

on the slate block below the strip, as in the calibration experi-

ments. The angular dimensions of the surface of platinum, as

seen in any experiment, were therefore

:

Apparent length = 3° 49' approximately
;

" width = 1 54 "

so that the apparent area subtended was about 36 times that of

the full moon.
The current by which the strip was heated ran through a vari-

able carbon resistance, the handle of which was within convenient
reach of the observer as he sat with his head under the black
cloth. He could thus alter the temperature of the platinum until

it was on the very verge of invisibility, a very small fraction of a

turn being then sufficient to produce utter darkness where before

the area of faint light had been. A contact-breaker was also

within convenient reach, so that the current could be broken or

made at pleasure, and the objective reality of the faint luminosity
at the limiting-point thus demonstrated. When he was satisfied

that the limiting point had been reached the hinged end of the

box was opened, a beam of light sent to the mirror connected
with the strip, and the deflection, giving the temperature, read on
the scale. The possible- error in the estimation of the absolute

value of the temperature may be taken as certainly not more
than 2°. . . .

The general conclusions reached are as follows :

—

" (1) That the minimum temperature of visibility is the same
for a bright polished metallic surface as for one covered with
lampblack, although the intensity of the radiation in the two
cases may be different.

This result may at first be, to some, unexpected, but a little

consideration will show that it might have been, d priori, antici-

pated. For probably temperature governs the highest wave-
length from a radiating body, and wave-length governs visibility,

at least after an extremely small intensity of radiation has been
passed.

(2) That the visible limit at the red end of the spectrum varies

greatly for a normal eye, according to its state of preparation,
i. e. according to the intensity of the light in which the observer
has been before making the observation. . . .

Speaking generally, we may say that a bright light diminishes
the sensitiveness of the eye to radiation of low frequency ; that

Am. Jour. Sci—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 291.—Maroh, 1894.

16
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darkness increases it. Or that, as a rule, the eye is less sensitive

in the morning than at night.

(3) That for the less sensitive condition, the minimum tem-
perature of visibility for the surface of a solid is about 470° C,
but that this may be much reduced by even a few minutes in a

dark room.

(4) That at night, a surface at a temperature of 410° is visible,

and that by resting the eyes in complete darkness, this may be
reduced to as low as 370° nearly, below which apparently one
cannot go, since ] minutes' rest appears to be almost as effica-

cious as 3 hours'.

(5) That different people's eyes (of no special or known de-

parture from normality) differ somewhat in their 'minimum tem-
perature of visibility,' but probably not to any great extent, if

tested under the same conditions as to preparation, etc. . . .

The loss of distinct color at the low temperatures is very strik-

ing; the appearance to the author, and to most of the observers,

has absolutely nothing of red in it, but is like a white mist—the

nearest comparison that can be made.
In the morning observations, however, when the strip disap-

peared at from 460° to 470°, the last appearance was distinctly

reddish ; and this agrees with one observation noted at night,

when after getting the visibility critical-point at about 390° C,
the temperature was raised until one could declare for certain

that the light looked red : it was then found to be 449°.
' Of course, in all the observations, the luminous area was most

distinctly seen by somewhat averting the gaze from it
;
generally

it was found best to look in the direction of either far upper
corner of the enclosure.

As already mentioned, most of the observers pronounced the

appearance at the critical-point to be that of a ' whitish mist ;'

one, however, thought he saw a slight ' lilac tinge ' in it ; and
' Case G ' declared it to be decidedly yellow, which is interest-

ing, because to him a red mark on white paper (such as a pip on
a card belonging to one of the red suits of a pack) appears yel-

low, by artificial light at night.

In one experiment a plate of glass, -J inch thick, and in another

a layer of water, £• inch thick, were inserted between the strip

and the eye, without making the slightest difference in the phe-

nomena; showing (1) that the point where these substances

begin to be more or less opaque to infra-red radiation had not

been reached
; (2) that the small difference in intensity produced

by their insertion had no appreciable effect. This last conclusion

is far more strongly borne out by the equality of temperature in

the case of the bare metallic and the black surfaces, and indicates

that in all the cases it was wave-length, and not intensity, which
was determinative of visibility, so disposing of the possible objec-

tion that the difference between ' morning ' and ' evening ' might
be due merely to the state of enlargement of the pupil of the

eye, which would naturally be more contracted at the one time
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than at the other, thus affecting the total amount of radiation

falling on the retina. Also, if such an objection were valid, it

would imply that fatigue of the muscles of the iris produced a
relatively enormous 'time-lag' in following changes of lumi-

nous intensity, which we know does not exist.

There seems, in fact, to be little doubt that the difference is due
to the retina itself becoming sensitive to long waves after rest,

which were incapable of affecting it when it was in some way
fatigued by exposure to the ordinary bright light of day.

The next and obvious step is to find the respective wave-lengths
corresponding to the different temperatures. This point, how-
ever, and others, cannot be determined without some additions to

the present apparatus, and will form the subject of a future paper."—Proc. Phys. Soc, London, xiii, 122.

8. On the liquefaction of air.— A note communicated by
Professor George Davidson. The recent remarkable experi-

ments of Professor Dewar in liquefying air, etc., recall the

experiments of Perkins in 1822-1826 as detailed in a paper of the

Royal Society read June 15, 1826 (p. 541).

Mr. Perkins describes the apparatus which he had devised and
operated ; and says, " this tube [of steel] I filled with water and
subjected it to a pressure of 2,000 atmospheres. After repeating
this experiment a great number of times, the average of the result

showed that the column of water, 8 inches long, was compressed

§ of an inch, or y
1
^ part of its length."

"With the same apparatus I also made experiments on the
compression of other fluids. The most remarkable result I ob-

tained was with concentrated acetic acid; which, after com-
pression with a force of 1100 atmospheres, was found to be
beautifully crystallized, with the exception of about TV part of

fluid, which, when poured out, was only slightly acid

As it might be supposed that even glass was pervious to water
by such a force, [500 atmospheres,] a small phial was made air-

tight, by fitting into its neck a well-ground glass stopper. It

sustained pressure of 500 atmospheres without change and was
perfectly dry within, although it remained under that pressure 15

minutes. It was next subjected to a pressure of 800 atmospheres,
and when taken out was found to be crushed to atoms.

" In the course of my experiments on the compression of atmos-
pheric air, by the same apparatus that had been used for com-
pressing water, I observed a curious fact, which induced me to

extend the experiment ; viz., that of the air beginning to disappear
at a pressure of 500 atmospheres, evidently by partial liquefaction,

which is indicated by the quicksilver not settling down to a level

with its surface. At an increased pressure of 600 atmospheres,
the quicksilver was suspended about

-J
of the volume up the tube

or gasometer ; at 800 atmospheres, it remained about J up the
tube; at 1000 atmospheres, §- up the tube, and small globules of
liquid began to form about the top of it; at 1200 atmospheres, the
quicksilver remained £ up the tube, and a beautiful transparent
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liquid was seen on the surface of the quicksilver, in quantity
about 2-xjVtt Part °f the column of air. The gasometer was at

another time charged with carburetted hydrogen, and placed in the
receiving tube with its mouth immersed in the quicksilver; it was
subjected to different pressures, and it began to liquefy at about
40 atmospheres, and at 1200 atmospheres the whole was liquefied.

" These instances of apparent condensation of gaseous fluids were
first observed in January, 1822 ; but for want of chymical knowl-
edge requisite to ascertain the exact nature of the liquids pro-

duced, I did not pursue the inquiry further," etc., etc.

9. On the Value of pi for rapid Electrical Oscillations; by
Charles E. St. John (communicated).—In my paper " On Wave-
Lengths of Electricity on Iron Wires," in a recent number of this

Journal (vol. xlviii, 311). I gave as a by product of my investiga-

tion the value ja = 385. Various estimates have been made for

this quantity, but there has been a lack of experimental data. A
late paper by Ignaz Klemencic in Wiedemann's Annalen, No. 12,

1894, contains the following values of the permeability in case of

oscillations of 100,000 per second :

Soft iron ju= 118

Steel pi = 106 to 115

This value of jjl led me to reexamine my own results, and recal-

culation shows an arithmetical error, by which the values were
multiplied by 4, so that the true approximate value yield by the

data is 96, the separate values being pi = 107, pi = 97*5, pi = 83*5

for the different specimens of iron. These are somewhat lower
than the results found by Klemencic, but in my experiments the

rate of oscillation was much higher.

In this connection a remark made by Mr. Oliver Heavyside in

his Electrical Papers, vol. i, p. 361, is interesting. He says that

pi is eminently variable but that pi = 100 is a fair average value.

Both Klemencic's results and my own confirm this assumption.

Berlin, Jan. 10, 1895.

10. National Academy of Sciences on Electrical Measure-
ment.—In July, 1894, an act of Congress was passed to define

and establish the units of electrical measure. By this law,

Congress made it the duty of the National Academy of Sciences

to prescribe and publish specifications necessary for the practical

application of the definitions of certain units of electrical measure
adopted in the act. This law (H. R. 6500), approved July 12,

1894, is as follows:

—

An Act to Define and Establish the Units of Electrical Measure.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That from and after the passage of this Act the

legal units of electrical measure in the United States shall be as follows

:

First. The unit of resistance shall be what is known as the international ohm,
which is substantially equal to one thousand million units of resistance of the
centimeter-gram-second system of electro-magnetic units, and is represented by
the resistance offered to an unvarying electric current by a column of mercury at
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the temperature of melting ice fourteen and four thousand five hundred and
twenty-one ten-thousandths grams in mass, of a constant cross-sectional area, and
of the length of one hundred and six and three-tenths centimeters.

Second. The unit of current shall be what is known as the international ampere,

which is one-tenth of the unit of current of the centimeter-gram-second system of

electro-magnetic units, and is the practical equivalent of the unvarying current,

which, when passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in water in accordance

with standard specifications, deposits silver at the rate of one thousand one hun-
dred and eighteen millionths of a gram per second.

Third. The unit of electro-motive force shall be what is known as the inter-

national volt, which is the electro-motive force that, steadily applied to a conductor

whose resistance is one international ohm, will produce a current of an interna-

tional ampere, and is practically equivalent to one thousand fourteen hundred and
thirty-fourths of the electro-motive force between the poles or electrodes of the

voltaic cell known as Clark's cell, at a temperature of fifteen degrees centigrade,

and prepared in the manner described in the standard specifications.

Fourth. The unit of quantity shall be what is known as the international coulomb,
which is the quantity of electricity transferred by a current of one international

ampere in one second.

Fifth. The unit of capacity shall be what is known as the international farad,

which is the capacity of a condenser charged to a potential of one international volt

by one international coulomb of electricity.

Sixth. The unit of work shall be the Joule, which is equal to ten million units of

work in the centimeter-gram-second system, and which is practically equivalent to

the energy expended in one second by an international ampere in an international

ohm.

Seventh. The unit of power shall be the "Watt, which is equal to ten million units

of power in the centimeter-gram-second system, and which is practically equivalent

to the work done at the rate of one Joule per second.

Eighth. The unit of induction shall be the Henry, which is the induction in a

circuit when the electro-motive force induced in this circuit is one international

volt while the inducing current varies at the rate of one Ampere per second.

Sec. 2. That it shall be the duty of the National Academy of Sciences to

prescribe and publish, as soon as possible after the passage of this Act, such
specifications of details as shall be necessary for the practical application of the

definitions of the ampere and volt hereinbefore given, and such specifications shall

be the standard specifications herein mentioned.

To meet this requirement of Congress, it was necessary, in

accordance with the constitution of the National Academy of

Sciences, to appoint a special committee to consider the subject.

This was done as soon as an official copy of the law was received

from the State Department. The committee, selected from mem-
bers of the National Academy, was as follows :

—

Prof. H. A. Rowland, Chairman, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.

Gen. H. L. Abbot, United States Engineers, New York.
Prof. G-. F. Barker, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
Prof. J. Trowbridge, Harvard University, Cambridge.
Prof. C. S. Hastings, Yale University, New Haven.
Dr. C. Barus, Smithsonian Institution, "Washington.
Prof. A. A. Michelson, University of Chicago, Chicago.

The committee completed the work assigned to them, and the
specifications they prepared meet the requirement of the law,
and are also in accord with international agreement.
The report of this committee, approved by all its members,

was submitted to the National Academy of Sciences at a special
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meeting held in New York, on the 9th of February, 1895, and was
then unanimously adopted by the Academy.
At the same session, the National Academy of Sciences voted

to prescribe and publish the specifications relating to the ampere
and volt, as required by the above law.

To secure the necessary publication of these results, it was also
voted, that the President of the Academy send a copy of the
specifications to each house of Congress, and to the Secretary of
State, with the request to the latter that they be issued by the
State Department ; and further that the Academy print a suita-

ble number for public distribution. Certified copies have
already been transmitted to Congress, and to the State Depart-
ment, and the official copies to be distributed by the National
Academy will soon be issued.

This action of the National Academy of Sciences completes the
law of July 12, 1894, and makes the legislation of the United
States on the standards for electrical measure in advance of that
of any other nation.—o. c. m.

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 20, 1895.

11. Physics for University Students; by Henry S. Carhart.
Part I, Mechanics, Sound and Light. 344 pp. Boston, 1894
(Allyn & Bacon).—This brief and concise text-book has been pre-

pared by the author to be used by his students in connection
with the formal course of lectures by which they are introduced
to the subject of general physics; other teachers similarly situ-

ated may well find that it also meets their needs. The subjects

are for the most part presented clearly; a sufficient number of

suitable illustrations accompany the text. The volume is about
equally divided between mechanics, sound and light; the sub-

ject of light would seem to have deserved relatively a somewhat
greater space than sound.

II. Geology and Minebalogy.

1. The correlation of the Bohemian and Eifilian divisions of
the Devonian*—As the result of observations made in the neigh-

borhood of Prague and the examination of the original collec-

tions of the Bohemian fossils the authors have made a compari-
son of the faunas of the Barrandian zones F. G. and H. with the

faunas of the typical Eifelian Devonian.
They show that the Greifenstein limestone of the Rhine con-

tains a fauna equivalent to the Bohemian fauna of the Mnenian
limestone, which is above and distinct from that of the Konjeprus
limestone. The latter limestone is shown to be the equivalent of

the Hercynian limestone of the Hartz and thus they prove the

Greifenstein limestone to belong above in the Middle Devonian as

an equivalent of the Eifelian Cultrijugatus beds. They restrict

the use of the term Hercynian to the calcareous beds of the lower

* Ueber die stratigraphia" hen Beziehungen der bohmischen Stufen F. Gs. H.
Barraades zum rheinischen }evon. von E. Kayser in Marburg u. E. Holzapfel in

Aachen, Jahrb. d. k. k. geol. Beichsanstalt, 1894, vol. xliv, Heft 3, pp. 479-514.
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" icieder Schiefern " of the Hartz and formations in other regions

bearing the same fauna. This limestone, according to their

present opinion, is scarcely older than the unter- Coblenz or the

highest of the Siegener Schichten. The equivalents of the

Hercynian, so restricted, are the Konjaprus limestone of Bohe-
mia, the Erbray limestone of France, the Ural limestone of

Bjelaja river, Russia, and the Lower Helderberg of America.
The following scheme presents the correlations of the Bohemian

zones, through the Hessen Nassau sections, with the standard
Eifelian formations :

ElFEL. Hessen Nassau. Bohemia.

Upper Stringocephalus
limestone. Massen limestone.

H2

Lower Stringocephalus
limestone.

Oderhauser and Haina
limestones.

H 1

Calceola beds. Giinterod-limestone.

Ballersbach-limestone.

G-reifenstein-limestone.

G3

G2

Cultrijuatus beds.

Mnenian limestone

;

G'(?)

Lower Devonian. Konjeprus limestone

andF 1

This determination, it will be noticed, restricts the Bohemian
formations G and H to the Middle Devonian, and draws the line

between the Greifenstein and Mnenian faunas, which are regarded
as equivalent to the Cnltrijugatus beds, and the typical Hercynian
fauna of Lower Devonian age. The paper is an excellent illus-

tration of the accurate correlation to be attained by a critical

comparative study of local faunas. h. s. w.
2. Daimonelix of the Lacustrine Miocene of Nebraska.—Under

the name of Daimonelix, Prof. E. H. Barbour has described in

the "University Studies" of the University of Nebraska for

1892 and 1894, large open coils occurring in the Nebraska Mio-
cene ; the paper is accompanied by many excellent figures, some
of them from photographs. The fossils had been called Devil's
corkscrews and hence the name which he gives them. The coils

stand vertically at different heights in a bed about 100 feet thick,

and are ordinarily 6 to 8 feet high, though ranging up to over 12
feet, with the thickness of the stem of the coil 2| to 8 inches. The
basal portion is extended out laterally, with a rising curve, to a
length sometimes of 13 feet, and has a varying diameter of 6 to 10
inches. The coils are both right handed and left handed ; and
sometimes they are double.

They were first thought by Prof. Barbour to be fossil fresh-

water sponges ; but possibly burrows of Rodents which had
become filled with sand,—the bones of a Rodent having been
found in the base of one of the coils. In his later paper, of July,

1894, he states, on the ground of new observations, that the
interior structure of the coils is coarse cellular ; and that the sur-

face is one tangle of ramifying, intertwining tubules, of a diameter
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from one sixty-fourth to one-eighth of an inch ; some are full a
fourth of an inch, but the average is about a thirty-second of an
inch." " The tubules grow more densely clustered as we pass
inward, and finally, as it were, thicken into a white solid compact
wall " which in some cases is nearly an inch thick. The conclu-
sion is thence reached that the coiled fossils were some kind of
plant.

Prof. J. A. Allen, of the American Museum of Natural History,
judging from the descriptions in the paper of 1892, expressed the
opinion in the letter to the writer, that they were probably the
burrows of a Rodent, one or more species of Rodent having been
described from the Miocene beds.

Prof. W. G. Farlow of Cambridge, in view of the later as well

as earlier described facts, writes rejecting the idea as to their being
Algae or of any other order of Cryptogams, and says, in conclu-

sion that " on the whole, in spite of the failure of the microscopic
sections to show the characteristic structure of roots, I cannot
help believing that the coils were really hollows into which some-
thing like roots have grown and been fossilized. It would be of

great interest to have a microscopic examination of the matrix
in which the coils are imbedded ; for it might afford a clew as to

the possible nature of the filaments of which the coils are mainly
composed."

This conclusion of Prof. Farlow is consistent with that of Prof.

Allen, that they are probably the burrows of Rodents, and that

the winding form of the burrow was adopted, as the latter sug-

gested, to facilitate ascent and descent. j. d. d.

3. Report of the geological survey of Ohio, Vol. VII., Economic
Geology, Archmology, Botany, Paleontology, pp. i-xvi, i-290,

i-700, Plates I-LVI. A colored geological map of the state, 10

folio maps illustrating the coal fields, several woodcuts in the

body of text and 11 charts and maps illustrating Archaeology.
1893.—The volume is divided into two parts: Part I—Economic
—contains chapters on the geological scale and geological struc-

ture of Ohio, the clays of Ohio, their origin, composition and
varieties, and the coal fields of Ohio, by Prof. Edward Orton,
and one on The clay working industries of Ohio, by Edward
Orton, Jr. In the first chapter the state geologist calls atten-

tion to the importance of retaining the original boundaries of the

Waverly group, the lowest member of which is the Bedford shale

of Newberry ot the northern part of the state, the name Waverly
shale having been applied to the extension of the same formation

in the southern part of the state. The Ohio shale, including the

Huron, Erie and Cleveland shales of Newbury " fills the entire

interval between the Hamilton proper and the Catskill group,

and in the judgment of some geologists a wider interval even
than that named above."
Part II contains the following chapters : Chapter I, The Archae-

ology of Ohio, an abstract embodying the principal results of

explorations and discoveries thus far made, designed for those to
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whom the hitherto published literature of the subject is not easily-

accessible, by Gerard Fowo; Chapter II, Catalogue of Ohio
Plants, by W. A. Kellerman and Wm. C. Werner. Besides
the list itself (pp. 81-406) this article includes a valuable Bibli-

ography of Ohio Botany from 1815-1893. Chapter III, on
Paleontology, contains contributions to the Paleontology of

Ohio, by R. P. Whitfield; 1. Descriptions of fossils from the
Paleozoic rocks of Ohio (reprinted from Am. N. Y. Acad.
Science, Vol. V, read Oct. 13, 1890). Plates I-XIII accompany
this paper. Chapter IY, Observations upon the so-called

Waverly group of Ohio, by C. L. Herrick, pp. 495-515, Plates
XIV-XX1V contain an introduction and brief summary of

results already published in the Bulletins of Denison University,
the Am. Geologist, and Bulletins of the Am. Geol. Society. The
author still holds the view that the Berea grit is the real floor of
the Carboniferous series

—

u not necessarily the base of the Car-
boniferous, but the most convenient base line for the Waverly,"
remarking that a study of localities " and collections on which
Dr. Newberry's opinion [that the Bedford shale fossils are Car-
boniferous] was founded has convinced the writer that these
species do not occur in the typical Bedford, but in thin flags

associated or interbedded, while the typical Bedford, especially
in central Ohio, where it reposes directly upon the l Black shale,*

carries a considerable series of fossils forming a decidedly Devo-
nian assemblage."— (p. 507). In a critical case like this, it is

unfortunate that so keen an observer as Professor Herrick should
describe as " typical Bedford " a formation which confessedly
does not contain the typical fossils of the Bedford shale. Chap-
ter Y, Fossils of the Clinton group in Ohio and Indiana, by
Aug. F. Foerste, is apparently a republication of the author's

paper on this subject which appeared in the Bulletins of Denison
University. It is accompanied by plates XXV-XXXVIIa. Chap-
ter YI contains The Fossil Fishes of Ohio, by E. W. Claypole,
with a supplement by A. A. Wright, on the ventral armor of

Dinichthys. Plates XXXVIII-XLIV accompany this chapter.

The final chapter, VII, is entitled, New and little known Lamel-
lebranchiata from the Lower Silurian rocks of Ohio and adjacent
states, by E. O. Ulrich. This paper is illustrated by a fine

series of plates, XLV-LVI, prepared by the author. h. s. w.
4. Geological and natural history survey of Minnesota. 22d

Annual Report for the year 1893. pp. 210, 1894.—This Report
gives account of the final field work of this survey. The state

geologist, Winchell, makes the statement that there remains still

to be published the third volume of ,the Final Report, which is in

preparation and several Chapters of which have been already

printed, and preliminary copies distributed. The following papers

are included:—Summary statement; List of rock samples col-

lected to illustrate the notes of N. H. Winchell, 1893 ; Prelimi-

nary report of field work during 1893 in northeastern Minnesota,

chiefly relating to the glacial drift, by Warren Upham ; Pre-
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liminary report of field work during 1893 in northeastern Minne-
sota, by U. S. Grant; List of rock samples collected in 1893, by
U. S. Grant; List of rock samples collected in 1893, by A, D.
Meeds ; Preliminary report of a reconnoissance in northwestern
Minnesota during 1893, by J. E. Todd; Notes on the geology of
Itasca county, Minnesota, by G. E. Culver ; Preliminary report

of field work done in 1893, by J. E. Spurr ; Preliminary report

of levelling party, by C. P. Berkey; Preliminary report of field

work during 1893 in northeastern Minnesota, by A. H. Elft-
man ; List of rock samples collected in 1893, by A. H. Elftman;
Museum additions: Additions to the library since the report of

1892 ; The exhibit of the survey at the Columbian Exposition, by
N. H. "WlNCHELL. H. S. W.

5. Twelfth Report of the State Mineralogist of California for

the two years ending September 15, 1894. J. J. Crawford,
State Mineralogist, 541 pp. 8vo, Sacramento, 1894.—This, the

second biennial report, contains a discussion of the mineral indus-

tries of the State arranged conveniently under subjects, as anti-

mony, borax, gold, etc., with a list of localities by counties under
each head. Much space (pp. 70-322) is devoted to gold, since the

interest in gold mining has much increased during the past two
years. The annual gold product, which for a number of years had
remained between twelve and thirteen million dollars, is expected
to be maintained now at fifteen to sixteen millions. The Report is

thoroughly illustrated with views ofmining works, maps, plans, etc.

III. Botany.

1. The Ware Collection of BlaschJca Glass Models of Plants
and Flowers in the Botanical Museum of Harvard University.—
These specimens, which were referred to in the last number of

this Journal, are now arranged with a degree of completeness
which renders possible a general consideration of their origin and
purpose.

In planning the arrangement of the Botanical Museum, the

Director was so fortunate as to secure the advice and cordial

cooperation of Mr. Alexander Agassiz. In the preparation of the

plans much prominence was given to the subject of a synoptic

room, where the types of vegetable structure could be compre-
hensively displayed somewhat after the fashion of the zoological

synoptic room. But it was early seen that dried specimens of

flowers would be too perishable and alcoholic specimens too

obscure to render useful any attempts in this direction by ordi-

nary means. Drawings and paintings of flowers seemed likewise

unsatisfactory. Models alone remained. Examination of the

available models in papier mache showed that they would occupy
too much space, and be possibly misleading in the qualities of

texture and color.

It occurred to the present writer that the Blaschkas, the artists

who had constructed the exquisite glass models of marine inver-
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tebrata and had distributed them from their studio and labora-

tories in Dresden to museums throughout the world, might be
induced to try their hand at the preparation of models of flowers

and leaves. A visit expressly for this purpose was made to Ger-
many in 1886. It was only after much solicitation that the

Blaschkas, father and son, were led to undertake the construction

of a few specimens. These proved entirely satisfactory. They
were so thoroughly promising in every respect that arrangements
were made at once for the preparation of about a hundred
selected types. The Blaschkas reviewed their botanical studies,

always with them a favorite pursuit, and engaged in the new
work with interest and uninterrupted success. In the case of the

elder Blaschka, the work was really the resumption of an under-

taking begun at the instance of Professor Reichenbach in 1866.

The models which were then made were sent to the Museum of

Natural History at Liege, Belgium, and were consumed in the

destructive fire of 1868. Since that date, no glass models of

plants had been made by either the elder or the younger Blaschka :

their time had been fully occupied with the preparation of models
of marine invertebrata.

The new undertaking was of course very costly, but this con-

sideration did not deter Mrs. Elizabeth C. Ware and her daughter
Miss Mary L. Ware, of Boston, from authorizing extended con-

tracts with the artists for their entire output of flower-models.

The subjects for study were carefully selected with reference to

a complete representation of the chief types of structure in the

vegetable kingdom, and these subjects were confined, where
practicable, to the species found in North, South, and Central
America. Up to 1888, the generous patrons of the enterprise

had not permitted their names to be known in connection with it,

but it was now seen that the magnitude and beauty of the

collection justified its designation as a memorial to the late Dr.
Charles Eliot Ware.
The last contract with the artists bears date of 1890, and runs

to 1900. The Phaenogamia now on hand comprise 122 natural

orders, 407 genera, and 507 species. These figures indicate suffi-

ciently that the subjects have been chosen with reference to the

widest possible range of illustration.

Each plant-model is accompanied by models of structural details,

for the most part highly magnified. There are 2160 of these

details, making with the large models, more than 2,600 pieces of
glass-work. The present rate of production is about one hun-
dred of the larger models and five hundred of the minor ones,

each year. When it is remembered that all of this work is based
on original botanical study of the species in hand, and is accom-
plished by two artists who carry on their modelling unaided by
any assistants, the rapidity of execution must be acknowledged
to be marvelous.
As Mr. Walter Deane has shown by his account of a minute

examination of the Blaschka models of our Eastern plants, there
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is absolutely no flaw in the workmanship. Every detail is given
with perfect accuracy and all are drawn to scale.

The subjects are supplied to the artists in the three following
ways,—(1) Plants which can be raised out of doors in the garden
near the laboratory and studio are cultivated from seeds and roots
sent from this country. (2) Central and South American exotics
are freely furnished from the Greenhouses of the Court of Saxony
at Pilnitz, one mile from the studio, and (3) the economic plants
of the tropics have been studied by Rudolph Blaschka during a
recent journey made for that purpose. The sketches for these
plants are among the most interesting features of the whole enter-

prise. They consist of accurate drawings of the whole plant,

and of microscopic details throughout, together with full records
of impressions as to color. These multifarious sketches are sup-

plemented by alcoholic and dried material prepared for the spe-

cific object of supplying all possible information regarding
structure.

With the exception of a few specimens where the use of very
delicate wire is needed, all the models are constructed of glass or

a transparent enamel. In some instances, the color is given to

the glass before the model is made ; in some cases mineral pig-

ments are added after the completion of the form. In no case has
there been observed the slightest change in color of the added
figments or in the character of the surface by exposure to light,

t may be assumed, therefore, that these models possess a high
degree of permanence under ordinary museum conditions. Since

they are absolutely faithful copies of the specimens in hand, and
since they undergo no change, they are valuable records of form,
color and texture for future comparison.

In the case of American plants which are represented by iden-

tical species in the old world, the artists have been urged to

employ, as far as practicable, the most typical specimens of the

old-world form. This has led to the conviction that in no case

yet studied are the old-world species exactly like ours. In a few
instances, the differences are sufficiently marked to justify the

separation into two distinct varieties, and in two cases the dif-

ferences would be interpreted as specific.

From the foregoing, it will appear that the rapidly increasing

collection at Harvard University Museum is of use not only to

the public and to the students, but also to the systematist who is

engaged in coordinating plant forms with a view to expressing

affinities.

Further, it will plainly appear that these models are the best

possible illustrations of the economic plants of the tropics, sup-

plementing the alcoholic and dried specimens which are every-

where found.

The artists have already constructed some models to illustrate

types of Cryptogamia. They have proceeded cautiously along

this path, but their success is regarded by competent authorities

to be assured. No specimen is allowed to leave their laboratory
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which has not been submitted to thorough examination as regards

all possible points of doubt, and, hence, the illustrations of Cryp-
togamia will doubtless prove generally satisfactory. More than
one hundred of these models are now in possession of the Uni-
versity, but they are not at present on exhibition, being withheld
until the completion of the proposed series of types. With the

exception of a few very large specimens, all of the models of
flowering plants are now installed for exhibition. g. l. g.

2. 3fo?iograph of the Mycetozoa ; by Arthur Lester, F.Z.S.

London, 1894, 8vo, pp. 224, PI. 78 and 51 woodcuts.—The present

monograph printed by order of the Trustees of the British

Museum is the most important descriptive work on Mycetozoa
which has appeared since the publication of Rostafinski's mono-
graph on the order in 1875. That work, although written in

Polish and therefore inaccessible to most botanists except in the
partial translations and extracts given in the writings of Cooke,
Schroeter and Berlese, served greatly to stimulate the interest of

botanists in both Europe and America in the systematic study of

these anomalous growths on the border-line between the animal
and vegetable kingdoms. The result was the publication of

numerous articles and monographs by the botanists of both conti-

nents but until now there has been no satisfactory critical general
revision reducing to a solid basis the many scattered facts and
descriptions. Mr. Lester's Monograph purports to be only "a
descriptive catalogue of the species in the Herbarium of the
British Museum " but it is much more than that. It is in fact a

general monograph including descriptions of all known species,

those of species not represented in the collections of the author
and the British Museum being quoted from the original sources
often with critical notes.

Mr. Lester's well known studies on the development and cyto-
logical peculiarities of Mycetozoa have contributed to give addi-

tional value to his more strictly systematic work and prevented
his attaching undue weight to the trivial and accidental characters

on which systematists are often inclined to depend. In the prepa-
ration of his work he has made extensive studies in the field, cor-

responded with specialists all over the world and examined the
types in British and Continental collections. Probably no other
botanist has ever had so much or so good material of the kind
pass through his hands. In the presentation of his subject the
author has shown great clearness and good judgment as well as

extensive knowledge and where he differs from other writers he
is courteous as well as candid.

The Introduction gives an admirable summary of the life his-

tory of the order including some original matter especially relat-

ing to the development of Ceratiomyxa. He includes Ceratiomyxa
in the subclass Exosporese following Rostafinski and De Bary
although admitting that the subclass is in some important
respects unlike the rest of the order but he does not include the

numerous monad-like forms classed by Zopt with Mycetozoa.
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On the technical question whether Mycetozoa are plants or ani-

mals the author contents himself with the short remark that " the
ingestion of bacteria by the swarm-cells appears to strengthen
the view that the group is more nearly associated with the lower
forms of animal than of vegetable life? The subdivisions of the
Exosporese here given are essentially those adopted by Rosta-
finski. The ProtodermaceaB disappear since the only supposed
representative proves to be a Licea, The total number of genera
of the order is given as 43 and the number of species of which
descriptions are given is 275. Since a doubt exists as to the
genuineness of some of the latter it will be seen that an unusually
large proportion of the genera include only a single or, at most,

two or three species. Although the number of species admitted
by the writer is far short of the number that have been described

by different botanists, it seems to us that in his reduction of many
of them to synonyms, he is fully justified. One has only to read
his excellent descriptions which comprise accounts of the plas-

madia as well as the mature structures and his very full notes with
regard to type-specimens examined and the variations assumed
under different conditions to be convinced that his view with
regard to specific limitations is as correct as it is far reaching.

His treatment of Stemonitis and Trichia is refreshing after the

confused account of those genera to be found in some treatises

and even the perplexing genera Physarum and Cribraria lose

much of their intrinsic difficulty at his hands.

For American botanists the present Monograph is especially

valuable. Besides the specimens of older collectors in various

herbaria Mr. Lester has examined abundant recent material from
Rex, Macbride, Morgan and the writer, and he has given us at

once the most connected and critical account of the species of the

United States yet published. He remarks that the species of

Mycetozoa have, as a rule, a wide distribution throughout the

world and doubts whether unexplored districts are likely to

furnish any large number of new species. The book is well

printed and very copiously illustrated. The woodcuts of the

genera are well adapted for their purpose. The plates of the

species are collotype reproductions of water color drawings by
Mr. Lester and his daughter and are as a rule very satisfactory.

Like all photographs, however, they sometimes fail to give clearly

the finer markings. We regret that the original drawings were
not reproduced in colors, not that we think the colors themselves

necessary in this case but because, the drawings being colored,

photography could not be expected to bring out well all the finer

points. One sees, in some cases, from the reproduction how much
better the original drawing must have been. w. G. f.
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The Life of Richard Owen; by his grandson the Rev. Rich-
ard Owen, M.A. with the scientific portion revised by C. Davies
Sherborn, also an essay on Owen's position in Anatomical Science

by the Right Hon. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S. Portraits and illustra-

tions. In two volumes, pp. 409 and 393. (London, John Murray

;

New York,D. Appleton & Co.). 1894—This is a remarkably interest-

ing and vivid sketch of the life and experiences of one of the most
eminent of English men of science told mainly through extracts of

private letters to his mother and sisters and the journals of his wife.

Owen's published writings—639 titles given in the bibliographic list

at the end of the book—show the scientific side of the man and his

immense industry, but these private records exhibit the social side

of his life, tell of the men he met, the journeys he took, the modes
of his work, the honors showered upon him, and, not least interest-

ing, the many sources from which came the anatomical treasures he
described; the Dinornis bones from New Zealand, the Mylodon
from South America, Dicynodon skull from South Africa, sent

by Prince Alfred, and everything rare and uncanny, as the
" adder with two hind legs " from Charles Kingsley, from every
part of the earth where Englishmen wandered. We see him dis-

secting the defunct criminals who perished in Lancaster Jaol, des-

cribing the Hunterian collections and lecturing at the College of

Surgeons, reading papers at the British Association and in various
learned societies, or at the Royal Institution, or to the young
princes and princesses at Buckingham palace.

We find him chatting with Carlyle, Tennyson, or Dickens, or

Ruskin, on art, music and Shakespeare, serving as an active mem-
ber of the Commission of Inquiry into the health of towns,
which leads him all over the kingdom examining slaughter houses
and fish ponds, etc., or discussing with Gladstone or Lord Russell

the plans for the British Museum, or dining at the club with Lord
Macaulay, Duke of Argyle, Dean Milman, Whewell, or again with
Sir R. Inglis, Chev. Bunsen, Mr. Brooke, the Rajah of Sarawah,
and others, or traveling up the Nile with the Prince and Princess of

Wales, Sir Samuel Baker, the Duke of Sutherland, the Bishop of

Bombay, and his Excellency Nubar Pacha, or unbending and sing-

ing songs at the jovial meetings of the " Red Lions " of the British

Association.

All the story is so directly told that we seem to see the genial,

ever busy but always cheerful companion of his many friends . as

he goes about accomplishing the great work of his life.

The book closes with an account of Owen's position in the his-

tory of Anatomical Science, written by Mr. Huxley, who, though
often differing with him on scientific theories, speaks with knowl-
edge and appreciation of his great contributions to their favorite

science. h. s. w.
2. The Life and Writings of Rafinesque ; by Richard E. Call.

Filson Club Publications, No. 10. Read at the Filson Club meet-
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jag, at Louisville, of April 2, 1894. 228 pp., 4to, with portraits

and other illustrations. Louisville, Ky., 1895.—The name of

Rafinesque, has, in this sumptuous volume and the kindly sketch

of Dr. Call, all the generous treatment and honor that the eccen-

tric naturalist could have reasonably desired. The many puz-

zling problems which Rafinesque left behind him in consequence
of his eagerness and keenness of eye in noting distinctions, but
hasty work in naming and describing genera and species, thereby
duplicating names already accepted, and multiplying names with
imperfect descriptions, or with no descriptions at all, have given
much labor to those who would do him justice, and led some to

question whether the study of any part of his scientific papers is

not time lost. Dr. Call gives a lifelike picture of the enthusiastic

naturalist and a judicious account of his work ; and while admit-

ting that part of the latter is peculiarly bad, rightly claims that

what is good should be accepted. The volume closes with a care-

fully prepared bibliography. This Journal contains some of

Rafinesque's earlier papers in its first volume, and an excellent

biographic sketch and review of his botanical work by Dr. Gray,
in volume xl, p. 221, 1841.

3. The Mineral Collector.—With the February number, this

periodical has concluded its first volume. It is devoted to " the

interests of the collector, student, dealer and miner of mineral
specimens " and contains much both in articles and informal notes

that is of interest and value to those mentioned and hence deserves

their support. It has been through the past year under the

editorship of Albert C. Bates and Arthur Chamberlain; and the

ensuing year Mr. Chamberlain will take charge alone. The sub-

scription price is one dollar per year (editorial address, 26 John
St., New York City).

4. Geological Society of London.—The Bigsby medal has

been presented by the Geological Society of London to Mr.
Charles D. Walcott, Director of the U. S. Geological Survey.

5. Geological Survey of Canada.—Dr. George M. Dawson has

been recently made Director of the Geological Survey of Canada,
in place of Dr. A. R. C. Selwyn, who has retired at an advanced
age.

OBITUARY.

Professor Arthur Catley, F.R.S., the eminent mathema-
tician of Cambridge, England, died January 26 in his seventy-

fourth year.

Dr. F. Buchanan White, distinguished for his labors in

entomology and botany, died at Perth, Scotland, December 3d.

Dr. Murray Thomson, Professor of Experimental Science at

Roorkee, India, died January 13th in his sixty-first year.

Dr. Karl von Haushofer, Professor of Mineralogy at Munich,
died early in January.
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This very rare form of Feldspar twinning has
just been discovered in the Colorado Amazon-
stones. We have secured a small pocket of these

great rarities and can supply loose twins at $2.00
to 85.00 each. From the same pocket we have also

obtained a few extra fine clusters of Amazonstone
crystals which sell at $1.50 to $15.00 ; a few Carlsbad
Orthoclase twins at 50c. to $1.25, and a nice assort-

ment of cheap specimens of Amazonstone at 10c. to

SI. 00.
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A large lot of groups of Selenite crystals were received during February.

The best of them at 50c. to $5.00 are exceedingly choice, the crystals being
remarkably sharp and as clear as glass. They form in geodic groups, com-
monly in a yellow, massive gypsum. With these fine specimens was a large

number of specimens not well crystallized, but quite pretty and illustrating

the properties of the mineral admirably. We will sell these at the rate of

10c. per pound—remarkably cheap, or 100 lbs. for $8.00. ,

CUBES OF DIAMOND FROM BRAZIL.

Excellent little crystals of this rare form, $1.00 and $2.00 each. Other
forms of Diamonds, 50c. to $4.00.

Cylindrite, a new sulpho-stannate and sulph-antimonate of lead from
Bolivia, in groups of curious pseudo-cylinders, $1.50.

Hyalite from Mexico. A new lot received just as we go to press, contain-
ing some of the largest and finest specimens ever found ; $1.50, $2.00, $3.50,

$5.00.

Siberian Dioptase. Two-thirds of our splendid collection of specimens
of this magnificent mineral were sold the first week after they were unpacked.
We still have the two best specimens, $30.00 and $35.00 and also excellent

specimens at $2.00, $5.00 ; S10.00 and $12.50. A few little crystals and frag-

ments at 10c. and 50c. each.

Rare Uranium Minerals in Stock. Trogerite, $4.00; Voglite, $1.50;
Zippeite, 83.50; Zeunerite, Si. 00; Uraconite, $1.00; Liebigite, $2.00; Wal-
purgite, 32.00, 83.50; Uranocircite, $1.50 ; Thorogummite, 50c. to $2.00.

Sicilian Sulphur, Celestite Aragonite.. The best lot we have had for three
vears arrived during February. Eemarkably fine crystals and groups of

Sulphur, 81.00, 81.50, $2.00, §2.50 and $3.50 ; Student specimens of excel-

lent quality, 10c. to 50c. Celestite groups, very good, 50c. to 86.00. Large
Museum Groups of twinned Aragonites, $3.50, $7.50, $12.50.
Brown Cat's Eye Corundum Crystals from North Carolina, 50c. to $1.50.

Beautiful cabochon gems can be cut from any of them.
Other Interesting Recent Additions: Cimolite pseudomorphs after

Augite, 10c. to 25c. each ; crystals of precious Olivine from Egypt, 50c. and
75c. ; Axinite, fine loose crystals, 25c. and 50c. ; Alexandrite, well formed
crvstals, 83,00, 85.00, 86.00. 825.00; Herrengrundite , 75c. to $5.00; crystal-

lized leaf and wire Gold, $4.00, 86.00, 87.50, $10.00, etc., up to $85.00.
;

Nephrite; clear Sanidine ; modified Beryls; cheap Emeralds; fine lot of
Manganite ; splendid Australian Opals

;
gorgeotts Orpiment ; brilliant

Grecian Realgars (new) ; excellent little Chalcocite groups ; fine masses of
Virginia Tscheffkinite ; etc., etc.

124 pp. Illustrated Catalogue, 16th Edition, describing every known min-
eral, 25c. in paper ; 50c. in cloth.

44 pp. Illustrated Price-Lists, 4c.
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Niagara and the Great ZaJces ; by Frank
Bursley Taylor.

Introduction.

In the recent papers of Professor J. W. Spencer* and Mr.
Warren Upham f the post-glacial history of the Great Lakes
has been ably told according to two very different ideas of the

cause of Pleistocene change. Prof. Spencer on the one hand
levels all the higher abandoned beaches with the sea, and does

not distinctly recognize a single ice-dammed lake. Mr.
Upham, on the other hand, ascribes nearly all submergence
to ice-dammed lakes, and admits none as marine except that

which is proved by fossils. As often happens in such cases,

the probability is that the truth lies between these wide
extremes. Ice dams have played an important part, but not

to the exclusion of marine submergence even at high levels.

On the other hand, marine invasion is not available as an
explanation for some of the most important areas of sub-

mergence.
The St. Lawrence river and the Great Lakes with their con-

necting channels are really all one stream. The lakes are

great reservoirs which feed the rivers below them, and because
they derive nearly all their supply from the lakes the rivers

*''The Duration of Niagara Falls," by J. "W. Spencer, this Journal, Dec,
1894; "A Review of the Historv of the Great Lakes," Am. Geol., vol. xiv, Nov.,
1894.

f
'

' Late Glacial or Champlain Subsidence and Reelevation of the St. Lawrence
River Basin," by Warren Upham, this Journal, Jan., 1895 ; Twenty-second
Ann. Rep't Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Minn., Part III, pp. 54-66; "Depart-
ure of the Ice-Sheet from the Laurentian Lakes," Bull. G. S. A., vol. vi, 1894.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XLIX, No. 292.—April, 1895.
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themselves have almost no independent existence. If any-
thing happens to the lakes to turn their discharge in some
other direction the rivers go nearly or entirely dry. Niagara
is one of these rivers, and its history is inseparable from that

of the lakes above it. Prof. Spencer has described the salient

features of the Niagara gorge, and has also given many
important facts bearing on the lake history. But certain facts

which he does not take into account indicate a somewhat dif-

ferent lake history, and in consequence a different Niagara
history also. The lake history is recorded in the larger

characters, and it seems best therefore to study it first. Refer-
ence will be made in the following pages to six papers in

which the writer's observations on the abandoned shore lines

of the upper lakes are recorded.* Another paper discussing

the latest chapter in the history of the Great Lakes also

belongs to this series.
.
It is entitled, " The Second Lake

Algonquin."f It precedes this paper in order, and relates to

the lake stages following next after those discussed here.

These two papers together cover, in a preliminary way, the
whole period from the final disappearance of the great Lauren-
tide glacier down to the present time. But they do not
include, except by incidental reference, the period of the
glacial recession with its lakes. The map which accompanies
this paper is designed to show within its limits the probable
distribution of land at the maximum of marine submergence,
and also the extent of that part of the first Lake Algonquin of
which shore lines still remain.

The Three Principal Beaches.

After the glacial recession the three principal critical stages

in the recent history of the upper Great Lakes are marked by
three great abandoned beaches. Two of these are lake beaches

and one is marine. The lake beaches mark the highest stages

of two independent epochs of Lake Algonquin, which had an
outlet on each occasion eastward across the Nipissing pass at

North Bay, Ontario. One epoch of this lake existed before

the marine invasion and the other after. The latest one I

have called the second Lake Algonquin, and its highest shore

* 1. ''Highest Old Shore Line on Mackinac Island," this Jour., Ill, vol.

xliii, March, 1892; 2. "The Ancient Strait at Nipissing," Bull. G-. S. A., vol. v,

1893 ; 3. "A Reconnaissance of the Abandoned Shore Lines of Green Bay," Am.
G-eol., vol. xiii, May, 1894; 4. "A Reconnaissance of the Abandoned Shore Lines

of the South Coast of Lake Superior," Am. Geol., vol. xiii, June, 1894 ; 5. "The
Limit of Postglacial Submergence in the Highlands East of Georgian Bay," Am.
Geol., vol. xiv, Nov., 1894; 6. "The Munuscong Islands," Am. Geol., vol. xv,

Jan , 1895. These papers will be referred to hereafter by number.

f Am. Geol, vol. xv, Feb. and March, 1895.
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line is the Nipissing beach. Next before its time there was a

marine invasion which made what I shall call the Chippewa
beach. This beach marks the highest level of Warren Gulf,
which was an arm of the sea. Before the time of the Chip-
pewa beach there was the first Lake Algonquin, which was
very much like the second lake of that name. Its highest
level is marked by the Algonquin beach. This beach was
made under substantially the same circumstances as the
Ni pissing. Before the beginning of the first Lake Algonquin
there was a considerable period during which the upper lakes

outflowed just as they do to-day, by way of the St. Clair and
Niagara rivers. I call this the first Niagara stage of the lakes

to distinguish it from the present, which is called the second
Niagara stage. The earlier beaches of the first Niagara lakes

were made at comparatively low levels in the north and were
entirely obliterated by the first Lake Algonquin.
The three great beaches named in their order are the Algon-

quin, Chippewa and Nipissing. Changes of land attitude

occurred in the long interval between the two Algonquin lake

epochs, and caused the difference between the present places

of the Algonquin and Nipissing beaches. The following ideal

section shows, in a general way, the relation of the principal

beaches.
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C= Chicago, Fort Wayne, etc.; P. H.= Port Huron; P.= Petoskey; N. B.=
North Bay; L.= Lewiston, and T.=Toronto. The Maumee beach may be taken
to represent all the glacial lake beaches above the Algonquin plane. The latter

plane rises from 20 feet below lake level at Port Huron and after passing under
the Chippewa beach descends to North Bay. The later Nipissing beach con-

nects the same points, but without having any marked unequal deformation. The
Iroquois and Chippewa beaches are shown as one continuous plane, which they
probably are, although the connection from Belleville to North Bay has not yet

been traced.

These statements present a brief outline of the lake stages

and the relations of the beaches, but it remains to discuss the
facts which tend to establish them as valid conclusions.
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The Chippewa, Beach.

When the water stood at its highest level, whether it was a

glacial lake, or an arm of the sea, it made a continuous strand

in one form or another along the entire extent of its land

margin. When that beach is determined at frequent intervals

with care it is fair to assume that it is continuous. If the beach

has characteristic features which suggest identity this inference

is greatly strengthened, and is not to be given up without
positive proof of discontinuity. As a matter of fact the highest

beach in the north is generally strongly developed and shows
by its structure that wave action, at and near its level, was
powerful and of long duration. Its ridges could have been
made only by the heavy surf of a large body of water. At
many places the upper limit of submergence is marked by a

compact series of strongly developed shingle or gravel ridges

with lagoon hollows between, sometimes covering altogether a

horizontal width of a quarter to a half mile and usually measur-
ing 35 feet from the crest of the upper ridge down to that of

the lowest of the series. This arrangement is a very persistent

feature of this beach and appears at widely separated places.

It is typical at Mackinac Island and Sault Ste. Marie and is

only slightly less conspicuous at North Bay, Marquette, L'Anse,
Burnt Bluff and other places. Its similarity in all these places

points strongly to its unity as one continuous beach conditioned

at all places alike by a very even and gradual recession of the

waters for the first 35 feet. In other places where the ridge

series is not so conspicuous or is absent there is sometimes
equally impressive evidence of long duration of submergence
near one level in great gravel and sand deltas like those near
Marquette, Cartier, and Sault Ste. Marie, or in deep deltoid

deposits of laminated silt like those at Bracebridge and Burk's
Falls, Ontario. The character of the beach and its situation

on the various coasts of the north seem to leave no reasonable

doubt that it is all one beach and marks the margin of one
water plane.

In the first of the six papers mentioned above, I called the
highest old shore line on Mackinac Island the Algonquin
beach, supposing it to be the same as Spencer's beach of that

name on the east Huron and Georgian Bay shores. But I
afterwards found reason to doubt this correlation, and so, pend-
ing a fuller knowledge of the facts which might enable me to

make a better judgment, I henceforth adopted the common
term "highest beach" and used that without attempting to

establish identity with other beaches already named. But
observations have been considerably extended in the last two
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or three years and enough facts are now at hand to form the

basis of a much better correlation.

The highest beach of the north is not all of one age. A
straight line drawn through Petoskej and Parry Sound, as

shown on the map by AA, marks the approximate node line

or place of division of the highest beach in two parts of differ-

ent ages. South of this line the highest beach below the
glacial lake beaches is all of one age, and is in fact Spencer's

Algonquin beach. North of the line the highest beach is all

of another age, and I propose to call it the Chippewa beach.*
The reasons for the division on this line will be discussed far-

ther on.

The Chippewa beach borders all the shores of the Great
Lakes north of the Petoskey node line. In the following table

its altitude is given at all places so far determined. The
heights are in feet above sea level.

SUPERIOR BASIN.

Duluth, Minn.f (Lawson) 1134
Mt. Josephine, " 1207
HolyokeJ (Upham) 1122
Maple Ridge, Wis 1135
Kimball 1170
L'Anse, Mich. 1190
Marquette 1190
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. (Lawson) ...„ 1014

MICHIGAN-HURON-GEORGIAN BAY BASIN.

Cook's Mill, Micb. 750
South Bay Hill 715
Burnt Bluff 705
Middle Munuscong Island 860
Mackinac 785
Petoskey 680
Cartier, Ont. 1200
Nelson's, near North Bay ... 1140
South River 1220
Sundridge _ 1205
Huntsville 1000

* I have long believed this beach to be one with the Iroquois beach of the

Ontario basin. Reasons for this opinion will be set forth later. But inasmuch
as this supposition has not yet been established by observations, it would seem
premature to call it the Iroquois beach at the present time.

f
" Sketch of the Coastal Topography of the North Side of Lake Superior with

special reference to the Abandoned Strands of Lake Warren," by Andrew C.

Lawson, Twentieth Annual Report, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Minnesota.

X Thirty miles southwest of Duluth. See Twenty-second Report Geol. and Nat.

Hist. Survey of Minn., Part III, p. 59.
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In the Superior Basin.—The Chippewa beach rises in 140
miles from 1134 feet above sea level at Duluth to 1207 feet at

Mt. Josephine, near Grand Portage on the north shore, and in

172 miles to 1190 feet at L'Anse. Then from 1190 feet at

Marquette in about 150 miles it drops to 1014 feet at Sanlt Ste.

Marie. Cook's Mill is close to the north shore of Lake Michi-
gan and is about 40 miles south from Old Munising. Along
the comparatively low south shore east of Marquette we can
only conjecture the probable height of the beach. Ground
near Old Munising was washed over up to at least 250 feet.

Scaffold Hill south of Munising station, rises a little higher,

but has not been examined. If the beach rises northward from
Cook's Mill at the same rate that it does from Mackinac to

Sanlt Ste. Marie it would be about 340 feet above Lake
Superior (940 feet above the sea) at Old Munising. Then
from the Chippewa beach five miles west of Marquette to this

point the descent would be about five feet per mile eastward.

On the north Superior shore, besides at Duluth and Sault

Ste. Marie, the Chippewa beach has been reported probably at

only one place, on Mt. Josephine at 1207 feet. The following
are the principal high beaches observed by Lawson on the north
Superior shore given in their order from west to east, Lake
Superior being 602 feet above sea level. Those marked (h)

are probably the Chippewa or highest post-glacial beach.

Feet above Lake Superior.

Duluth, West, (h) 534
Duluth, 10th Ave., East, (A) 534.8

Hardy's School House 509.5

Two Harbors, D. & I. R. R 475
Grand Portage* 458

Mt. Josephine, (h) 607.3

Kaministiquia (great delta) 455.1

Jackfish Bay " 418.3

Sault Ste. Marie, (h) 413.9

Jackfish Bay is the farthest north. But the observations of

Lawson appear to show the Nipissing beach on the north shore

at about 100 feet above the lake. It follows that the Cham-
plain uplift raised this beach and necessarily all others lying

above it relatively 125 feet from Duluth where the Nipissing

beach is now submerged about 25 feet. The Nipissing beach
rises northeastward a little over six inches per mile. The
Chippewa beach rises from Duluth to Mt. Josephine about
seven inches per mile. If the Chippewa beach continues in

the same plane to Jackfish Bay its height would be about 1260
feet above sea level, or about 340 feet above Lawson's highest

recorded beach at the latter place.

* Prof. Lawson does not give this terrace in his table.
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On the extreme north side there are two passes across the

Height of Land to the basin of Hudson Bay. That at Keno-
gami Lake is said by Lawson to be 1102 feet above sea level,

and the other, at Lake Missinaibi, 1040 feet. Unless it

descends from Mt. Josephine 100 feet in 140 miles northeast,,

the Chippewa beach must be higher than the Kenogami pass,

and a strait must have existed there to Hudson Bay ; and unless

it descends 60 feet more in 150 miles east to the Missinaibi

pass, that too must have been a strait. From Mt. Josephine
to Sault Ste. Marie around the north side we have no probable
record of the Chippewa beach. The beach at the • former
locality is 183 feet higher than at the latter, and at both places

it is inclined upward to the north. If the extensions from
these two places unite in the north as one beach, it is obvious

that the part extending northward from Sault Ste. Marie must
rise more rapidly than the other. This supposition is sup-

ported by the facts in each locality. The northward rise from
the Middle Munuscong Island to Sault Ste. Marie is over four

feet per mile, while that northward from Duluth to Mt.
Josephine is a little over one foot per mile. The pass at Lake
Missinaibi is only 26 feet higher than the Chippewa beach at

Sault Ste. Marie, and the distance is about 120 miles due
north.

These considerations are not proof. But they are strong

indications, and they are the best we can do in our present

state of ignorance as to the place of the Chippewa beach on
the north Superior shore. The strait of that time connecting

Lake Superior with Lakes Michigan and Huron was about 110
miles wide.

In the Michigan-Huron- Georgian Bay Basin.— At the

time of the Chippewa beach these three basins were all united

together and with the waters of the Superior basin as one
great gulf with only a few islands to break its entire stretch

from Duluth and the west side of Green Bay to the highlands

east of Georgian Bay. Southward the Chippewa beach inter-

sects the Algonquin beach along the Petoskey node line, and
the two appear to be physically continuous. The most critical

extension of the Chippewa plane in these lower basins is

toward the northeast from Lake Huron and Georgian Bay.

In that direction it passes high over two divides, making
straits to the Ottawa valley, with probably another beyond to

the basin of Hudson Bay.
From 1014 feet at Sault Ste. Marie the beach rises to about

1200 feet at Cartier (130 miles east) and 1140 feet at JSTelson's,

jive miles northeast of North Bay. From 1000 feet at Hunts-

ville the beach rises to 1220 feet at South Kiver (35 miles

north), and probably a little higher at Trout Creek, 11 miles
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farther north and about 28 miles south of North Bay. This

shows a descent of something over 80 feet from Trout Creek
to the Chippewa beach at Nelson's—a rate of over two and a

half feet per mile. This might suggest that the plane passes

downward toward the north indefinitely so as to pass below
the Abitibbi pass (957 feet). But at Cartier, which is about
25 miles farther north than North Bay and about 100 miles

to the west, the height of the beach is about 1200 feet.

Perhaps this leaves some uncertainty as to the existence of the

Abitibbi strait to Hudson Bay, but it makes that over Lake
Tamagaming to the upper Ottawa valley almost certain. The
Nippissing strait was about 25 miles wide and nearly 500
feet deep, while the Tamagaming strait was probably between
300 and 400 feet deep and about 50 miles wide. The conti-

nuity and oneness of the whole Chippewa beach, stretching as

the highest shore line from Duluth to North Bay and on all

the shores north of the Petoskey node line, seems to be a

certainty. It is believed that this great expanse of water was
an arm of the ocean, and following previous usage as closely

as possible, I call it Warren Gulf.*

From the Petoskey node line the Chippewa beach undoubt-
edly extends southward, but in all three basins it passes below
the Algonquin plane, and unless it bends upward must strike

far below the level of both the St. Clair and Chicago outlets.

The Chippewa plane produced south from Burnt Bluff at its

descent of two and one-third feet per mile from Cook's Mill

passes under the lake on the Michigan shore close to Cave
Point, about ten miles north of Sturgeon Bay and about at

Peshtigo Point on the west side of Green Bay. The great

littoral accumulations at a low level near the former place, and
the great Menominee-Peshtigo delta at the latter, seem to give

some support to this supposition. Continued to Chicago at

the same rate the plane would strike over 350 feet below lake

level.

The Chippewa beach marks the highest stage and greatest

extent of Warren Gulf. For it is the highest post-glacial beach
in the north. In one of his recent papers f Prof. Spencer
describes several beaches at much higher levels. He supposes
the extension of the deserted beaches of the Erie basin to the

Adirondacks, and to other distant northern regions. It

evidently seemed necessary to him to postulate these exten-

sions because he takes all the beaches to be of marine origin.

* Spencer at first called the expanded lakes "Lake Warren," although he
recognized that it might be an arm of the sea. Later he adopted the less

specific term " Warren. Water." But he does not recognize its limits exactly as
they are here defined.

f
" High Level Shores in the "Region of the Great Lakes, and their Deforma-

tion," this Journal, vol. xli, March 1891.
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On that hypothesis such extensions seem inevitable. But this

assumption is not borne out by observation. There are no
beaches in the north corresponding to those of the Erie basin.*

In exploring those regions I endeavored always to locate the
highest beach. But I found no evidence of submergence
above the Chippewa beach anywhere in the north. I did not
find a single feature that could be attributed with certainty to

wave action, and that is the crucial test for widespread sub-

mergence.
Prof. Spencer gives some prominence also to other sup-

posed beaches at much higher levels.f The facts upon which
their identity rests, however, are very scant and scattered.

The basis for the broad conclusions which Prof. Spencer draws
from them, following Dawson nearly to the utmost in his idea

of widespread submergence at very high levels, seems to me
to be altogether inadequate. For it is merely a promiscuous
collection of random observations in which occasional features

more or less resembling beaches, terraces or other littoral forms
were observed by different persons at widely separated places.

The characters which these observations record are not suffi-

ciently clear to identify the shore line of a great expanse of

water. Forms which show only general resemblance to beaches,

terraces, etc., are not enough. Glacial and glacio-fluvial action

make all these in abundance. The Erie and Michigan beaches
and others above the Iroquois plane will probably all be finally

correlated with moraines.

Warren Gulf, therefore, did not extend to the Erie basin,

although it filled all the others above. Prof. Spencer has

defined "Lake Warren," or "Warren Water," as the prede-

cessor of "Lake Algonquin." On this account it has seemed
best to apply the name to the water which made the Chippewa
beach rather than to the glacial waters which made the Maumee
beach of the Erie basin.

The Gulf of Winnipeg.

If there was a Warren Gulf there is the strongest reason to

believe there was, contemporaneously with it, a Gulf of Win-
nipeg, covering the area commonly spoken of as the basin of

* Mr. Upham, in the papers cited above, correlates the Nelson beach near

North Bay with the Belmore beach of the Erie series in Ohio. Between Nelson'3

and South River there are probably recent faults, so that from Nelson's the

Chippewa beach rises to South River and from there it descends and is almost

certainly continuous to Buntsville where it intersects the Algonquin beach. The
latter is betier known and is continuous to Grand Bend 40 miles northeast of

Sarnia, where it is 18 feet above the lake and descending westward about one

foot per mile. Spencer's data for calculating its place at 20 feet below lake level

off Sarnia are good. It seems to me therefore that Mr. Upham's correlation is

impossible.

f Op. cit., pp. 209-211.
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the glacial Lake Agassiz. The subject is a little apart from
the present paper and I can discuss it no farther than to point

out the probable continuity of the Chippewa beach and that

known as the Herman beach of glacial Lake Agassiz. From
Dninth to L'Anse the Chippewa beach rises about 56 feet in

172 miles, or about four inches per mile.* Mr. Upham shows
the highest beach of " Glacial Lake Agassiz " reaching up to

Lake Naquauqnon at the west end of Hunter's Island on the

international boundary. f This lake is 1186 feet above sea level

and is about 140 miles west and 25 miles north from Mt.
Josephine and 120 miles straight north of Dnluth. On the

best present data the Chippewa plane produced from these

places strikes about 20 feet below its level. This lake is about
75 miles from the nearest point on the Superior shore.

From Mt. Josephine to the east side of Beltrami Island is

about 250 miles a little north of west. The highest beach at

Mt. Josephine is 1207 feet above sea level and that on Beltrami
Island 1215 feet, and Lake Naquauquon lies almost directly

between. The Chippewa plane carried westward strikes 50
to 100 feet below the Herman beach in the valley of the Bed
Biver of the North.
The Herman beach rises from 1045 feet at Lake Traverse to

nearly 1170 feet at Maple Lake and 1215 feet on Beltrami
Island, and to something more than 1186 feet at the west end
of Hunter's Island ; on the west side to 1226 feet at the inter-

national boundary in Dakota and to 1460 feet near the north-

west corner of Manitoba. The altitude of Bainy Lake above
sea level is 1117 feet and of the Lake of the Woods 1060 feet.

About 200 miles northeast of the latter is the Height of Land
and the divide between Lac Seul and Lake St. Joseph. The
altitude of the former is 1232 feet and of the latter 1172 feet.

Lake Nipigon is 915 feet above the sea. From this last lake

it is only about 50 miles east to Kenogami Lake and the pass

at 1102 feet. The Herman beach in Minnesota, Dakota and
Manitoba rises steadily northward. The divide between Lac
Seul and Lake St. Joseph is about 150 miles north and the

same distance east from Beltrami Island where the beach is

* Its plane produced passes about 60 feet over the pass at Upper St. Croix
Lake, which is 468 feet above Lake Superior. This suggests that the waters that

made the Chippewa beach were those of a lake with its outlet at this pass. No
doubt there was an ice-dammed lake in the western part of the Superior basin
during the glacial recession. But it does not follow that the highest beach found
there to-day was made by that lake. It seem^ more probable that it was made
by the waters of the later Warren Gulf. The apparent continuity of this beach
with the rest of the highest beach eastward to North Bay makes marine origin

more plausible. The marine invasion probably obliterated the remains of the
glacial lake. The same thing probably occurred in the Ontario and Champlain
basins and possibly also in the Winnipeg basin. In the last, however, there may
have been only a great glacial river without any lake.

f Map with Mr. Upham's third paper referred to above.
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1215 feet. Every probability suggested by a study of the
abandoned shore lines of this region points to the inference
that the beaches which pass north from Lake Superior and
from Rainy Lake rise more or less toward the north. From
Beltrami Island the beach need rise only 30 or 40 feet to clear

the Seul-St. Joseph pass, and only 40 to 50 feet from Mt.
Josephine.

It seems to me that the two planes in the Superior and Win-
nipeg basins come as near continuity and unity as could be
expected where considerable unequal deformation is known to

exist. Whatever the character of these waters they appear to

be related to each other like different parts of the shore of one
water body—as though their levels were both conditioned by
the same cause, whether an outlet river or the plane of the sea.

The Hudson- Champlain Strait.

A glance eastward from Nipissing pass is still more suggestive

of marine submergence at the time of the building of the

Chippewa beach. Down the widening Ottawa valley to the

St. Lawrence and thence to the sea and across by way of Lake
Champlain and the Hudson valley the water must have
stretched in one simple unbroken sheet unless there was not
only an ice dam at the north, but a contemporaneous land ele-

vation at the south.

For the maintenance of his glacial lake hypothesis Mr.
Upham has found a pressing need to include the Hudson val-

ley in his scheme. For if it were proved that the high post-

glacial submergence in that valley was marine then the whole
system of basins with which the Hudson valley connects

toward the north, so far as relates to high post-glacial submer-
gence, would have to be stricken from the category of ice-

dammed lakes. Hence Mr. Upham had to suppose, besides

an ice dam at the north, an extensive elevation of the sub-

merged coastal plain 50 to 100 miles southeast of New York
and also off the east end of Long Island. Merrill has found
the marks of post-glacial submergence rising northward from
75 to 80 feet above sea level at New York to 210 feet at Fish-

kill and 340 feet at Schenectady.* Davis's Catskill deltas lie

in the same plane and Mather's sand plains extend up to the

Champlain basin, where Hitchcock, Baldwin and the writer

have traced high-level submergence up to the Canada line.

This plane produced southward strikes sea level 40 to 50 miles

south of New York, where the old submerged Hudson river chan-

nel is now over 200 feet under water. The passage southeast-

* "Post-glacial History of the Hudson River Valley," by F. J. H. Merrill, this

Journal, III, vol. xli, June, 1S91.
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ward from Long Island Sound is about 100 feet deep, and the

continental shelf all along slopes seaward. In order to make a

land barrier for the water in the Hudson valley it is necessary

to suppose a southward differential elevation of more than 200
feet 50 miles south of New York and of 100 feet off Montauk
Point. But there is no evidence of such an amount of eleva-

tion, still less is there any evidence of differential rise to the

south. The supposed post-Champlain elevation 100 feet higher

than at present at New York and later re-submergence to the

same amount, for which Merrill offers some evidence, can not

serve Mr. Upham's purpose. For the glacial lake, if it ever

existed, was long before the time of the Cham plain submer-
gence.*

The hypothesis of a southward land barrier of this ice-

dammed lake seems to me to be in the face of the plain read-

ing of the facts. The simplest interpretation is most likely to

be true and in this case it is that the Hudson-Champlain
trough was occupied at the highest stage of submergence by
marine waters which connected with the Laurentian Gulf of

that time. And this did not follow closely upon the retreat of

the ice, but came at a time long after.

But if the sea filled the Hudson-Champlain trough, attaining

a height of 700 feetf or more at the north end of Lake Cham-
plain it is impossible to avoid the inference that this was the

time of the formation of the Iroquois, Chippewa and Herman
beaches. Considering the very recent occurrence of the Cham-
plain uplift the absence of fossils in the much older, higher

deposits can hardly be regarded as an important consider-

ation in determining the character of those deposits.

The First Lake Algonquin.

The first Lake Algonquin was a post-glacial lake occupying
the basins of the three upper lakes and having its outlet east-

ward over the Nipissing pass. Its area was a little larger than
that of the second Lake Algonquin, for its shores are higher
at all places save one at the head of the St. Clair river, where
both planes come to one level.

The history of the second Lake Algonquin and the deforma-
tion of the Nipissing plane are fully discussed in the paper of

that title referred to above. The facts at present in hand
relating to that lake are much more numerous than those

* The very recent date of the uplift that brought this submergence to a close

is shown in the paper on the second Lake Algonquin ; and the lateness of the
submergence itself is readily inferred from the sequence of lake stages set forth

below.

f I found well formed beach ridges at 660 feet near West Chazy, N. Y., with
less certain marks of submergence up to about 800 feet.
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which relate to the first Lake Algonquin. So far as they go,

however, the latter are almost as good. Only the southern
parts of the Algonquin beach are now left, those at the north,

having been washed over and obliterated by the later Warren
Gulf. All the facts now known relating to the first Lake
Algonquin are found south of the Petoskey node line.

In the Michigan Basin.—The history of Lake Algonquin
in this basin' was very simple in both epochs. More than half
of the deformation which is found in the Algonquin beach was
produced by the great Champlain uplift which so recently

deformed the much younger ISTipissing beach.

As nearly as I have been able to determine, the node line of
the Chippewa and Algonquin planes passes east and west
through Petoskey, as shown on the map by the line AA.
North of this line the highest beach throughout is the marine
beach of Warren Gulf and rises rapidly northward. South of
the line is the true Algonquin beach. In the field the two so

far as yet observed appear to be physically continuous as one
beach. But taking the plane as a whole there is a decided
break near the line AA, and this I take to be the node. This
break in the plane is clear on both shores of Lake Michigan,
but is less noticeable in the highlands east of Georgian Bay.
Northward from Petoskey the Chippewa beach rises to

Mackinac about three feet per mile, while southward from
the same place the Algonquin beach declines about seven or

eight inches per mile. The altitude of the Algonquin beach
at Traverse City was not determined accurately. But terraces

have been reported at Frankfort on the Michigan shore farther

south, corresponding very closely to the extended Algonquin
plane.

On the west side of the lake the Chippewa beach rises north-

ward from Burnt Bluff to Cook's Mill at the rate of about two
and one-third feet per mile. The Algonquin beach was found
to pass under present lake level at Two Rivers, Wisconsin.

Southward from that place it appears as submerged terraces

off shore at Manitowoc and Sheboygan. Northward from Two
Rivers it was found at Kewaunee, Green Bay, Sturgeon Bay,
and Birch Creek north of Menominee. Its heights at all these

places fall into an even plane which rises northward eight

inches per mile. If this plane be produced northward to

Cedar river on the west shore of Green Bay about 25 miles

north of Menominee its altitude at that place would be about
60 feet above the lake. The Nipissing beach is calculated to

pass under the lake at about the same place. Hence the

Algonquin beach is there about 60 feet above the Nipissing.

Cedar river is also near the node line AA, and is 120 miles

straight west from Petoskey. At Petoskey the Nipissing
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beacli is 25 feet above the lake, and the Algonquin 100 feet.

From these data it appears that in 120 miles from west to east

the Nipissing beach rises 25 feet and the Algonquin beach 40
feet, or at rates of two inches and three and one-half inches per

mile respectively. On the east side the Algonquin plane pro-

jected southward, passes under the lake in the vicinity of

Ludington or Pentwater. On the west side the plane carried

from Two Rivers to Chicago 150 miles south strikes more
than 100 feet below the lake.

Mr. Upham supposes his glacial Lake Warren to have had
its outlet at Chicago, and he refers to my third paper to show
that the highest beach of the Green Bay region continues

southward about at present lake level. He may have been
misled by a misprint in the table of altitudes in that paper.*

But I state distinctly in the concluding paragraph of the

article that the beach passes under the lake southward from
Two Rivers. If he accepts the present facts without offering

others to controvert the conclusions which they plainly indi-

cate, Mr. Upham will have to grant that neither the waters

which made the Algonquin beach nor those which made the

Chippewa beach had an outlet at Chicago. There are beaches
converging to the Chicago outlet, as is well proved by the
observations of Andrews, Bannister and Leverett. But they
do not extend far north, and all are in planes which lie above
the Algonquin, Chippewa and Mpissing planes. These latter

planes all pass down under the lake long before they reach
Chicago. The Algonquin reaches farthest south above lake

level, and its plane produced strikes higher at the south end of

the lake than either of the others.

It is interesting to note the relation of this part of the
Algonquin plane to the two outlets which served the second
lake Algonquin. From Petoskey to Port Huron is about 175
miles south and 125 miles east, and the plane projected from
Lake Michigan passes 40 feet above the calculated place of

Algonquin beach off Sarnia. From Petoskey, North Bay is

about 260 miles east and 60 miles north, and the plane pro-

duced passes 210 feet above Georgian Bay, or about 50 feet

above the Ni pissing beach at the old outlet at North Bay.
Subtracting 40 feet for post-Nipissing local elevation from
the altitude of the pass at North Bay, the Algonquin plane
produced strikes 90 feet above the outlet. Considering the
fact that the Algonquin beach is the oldest of the three it is

not surprising that its plane produced from so great a distance

comes no nearer to these outlets.

* Third paper, second line in table on page 325, the altitude of the " Beach
southward from Two Rivers, Wis.," was intended to read "—582" f3et, not
" 582 ;

' feet.
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The altitudes of the Algonquin beach at the different points
of observation are given in the following table in feet above
Lake Huron, which is 582 feet above sea level

:

MICHIGAN BASIN.

Birch Creek 50
Sturgeon Bay 35
Green Bay 25
Kewaunee _ 15

Two Rivers .._ _

Manitowoc and Sheboygan —
Traverse City 70 or 80
Petoskey _ _ .

,

100

HURON-GEORGIAN BAY BASIN.

Off Sarnia (Spencer) calculated —20
Grand Bend " __ 18

Wilson's " 36
Eighteen Mile Creek (Spencer) 65

Southampton (Spencer) 132
Owen Sound " 167
Clarksburg " ._ 191

Collingwood " 185
Colwell " 170
Elmsvale " 220
Wyebridge " _ __. 260
Midland (Taylor) ,_ 240
Orillia " _ 250
Barrie " 200
Lorneville " __ 235
Kirkfield (Spencer) 293
Gravenhurst (Taylor) approx., 350
Bracebridge " 390
Huntsville " _. 418
Water level over the Nipissing pass 160

Prof. Spencer's heights were nearly all measured by level-

ing, those of the writer by aneroid barometer.

In the Hur07i- Georgian Bay Basin.—The eastern part of

the Algonquin beach has been greatly deformed. But its

relation to the St. Clair river points strongly to its origin as a

lake beach. It has an eastward rise of about one foot per
mile throughout. The northward rise is less at the south. At
Grand Bend, which is about 40 miles northeast of Sarnia, the
beach is 18 feet above the lake. The place of the beach (sub-

merged 20 feet) off Sarnia was calculated on these data. It

probably passes under the lake near Cape Ipperwash, which
is about 25 miles northeast of Sarnia. On the opposite

sides of Saginaw Bay there are two points, Sand point on the
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east side and Gravelly point on the west, which may also be,

as Spencer makes them conjecturally, nodal points. But this

has not yet been established as a fact by observation.

From 20 feet below lake level at Sarnia to the Nipissing

pass is a rise of 140 feet (40 feet, as before, deducted from
altitude of Nipissing pass for recent local uplift). The north-

ward distance being about 235 miles, the rate of rise is about

seven inches per mile. Southampton is 125 miles north of

Sarnia and 50 miles east. Kirkfield is 140 miles east and
six miles north of Southampton. The Algonquin beach rises

northward from Lorneville to Kirkfield 60 feet in 15 miles,

and it descends from Kirkfield to Southampton 161 feet.

Taking off 24 feet for the greater distance of Kirkfield north
makes 137 feet descent westward in 140 miles to Southampton.
This descent continued 50 miles farther west to the meridian

of Sarnia passes 82 feet above the lake, whereas the Sarnia-

Nipissing plane is 19 feet lower—63 feet above the lake at

the same point. As compared with this plane the Algonquin
beach is 69 feet too high at Southampton, 130 feet at Lorne-

ville, 190 feet at Kirkfield, and 334 feet at fluntsville. The
same comparison shows that the beach at Petoskey is only five

or six feet higher, and that at Cedar river on the west shore

of Green Bay is about 34 feet lower. The Algonquin plane

produced from Cedar river and Petoskey to Huntsville, 275
miles east, would be 90 feet above the Sarnia-Nipissing plane.

It seems certain that the Algonquin beach was originally formed
very nearly in the latter plane, and the present departure

from it is the measure of the amount of subsequent unequal
deformation.

These facts show how great is the eastward element of

deformation east of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay. The
northward uplift appears also to be irregular, especially farther

north, as shown by the Chippewa beach. All this deformation,

less that due to the later Champlatn uplift, appears to have
occurred after the Chippewa beach and before the Nipissing.

This is the present sum of the facts which bear directly

upon the first Lake Algonquin, so far as relates to the evidence
in the upper lake basins, and if this were all the existence of

the lake as one with a two-outlet stage like the second Lake
Algonquin would remain in some doubt. But there are facts

connected with the Niagara gorge and Warren Gulf which
define the conditions which existed just before and just after

the supposed first Lake Algonquin so clearly that theoretical

considerations show that this lake must have existed in the
interval. These will be presented briefly later.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XLIX, No. 292.—April, 1805.
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The Niagara Gorge.

In his admirable paper

Prof. Spencer presents fi\
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on the "Duration of Niagara Falls,"

e cross sections of the Niagara gorge.

A close comparison of them is so

instructive that I have reproduced
them in a single cut. Some of the

details of his drawings are omitted.

The significance of the difference

between C and D and E was suffi-

ciently explained in the paper on the

second Lake Algonquin. The con-

clusion then reached was, that con-

sidering the uniformity of the geo-

logical structure it must be admitted
that if D and E were made by the

great cataract, C could not have
been, but must have been made by
a stream of much less volume. That
stream was the Erigan river, drain-

ing only Lake Erie, which did not

then receive the discharge of the

upper lakes. Prof. Spencer's ex-

planation, that C was made while

the great cataract had a sheer fall

of 420 feet was shown to be incon-

sistent with the obvious fact that

the Erigan section of the gorge is

much shallower than the wider sec-

tion above.

If this explanation of the origin

of the Erigan gorge, which is repre-

sented by C, is valid, then the same
argument applies to the lower sec-

tion of the gorge which is repre-

sented by B and A. These sections

must have been made by the great

cataract and not by the Erigan Fall.

For A and B are almost exactly the

Note to -Fig. 2.—These cross-sections are situated as follows beginning at

the north or lower end of the gorge. A, half a mile above lower end ; B, at

Foster's Flat; C, at "Whirlpool rapids just below the railroad bridges; D, at

Johnson's Ridge about one mile above the bridges ; E, at the Horseshoe Fall.

The top of the sections is hard Niagara limestone. Then comes softer, shaley

layers with the harder Medina below. 00, level of Lake Ontario
;

rr, river level

;

m, level of Iroquois marine water during middle of Erigan epoch ; bb, probable

bottom of gorge (about 75 feet below rr). Both scales in feet. The strata are

substantially the same on both sides of the gorge. These sections are copied

from Prof. J. W. Spencer's cuts in his paper in this Journal for December 1894,

with some omissions and also with some additions. Note the shallowness of C

(bottom about at bb) and narrowness at top as compared with A, B, D or E.

5~Q0 1000
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same as D and E, the differences being no greater than those

which may arise from the action of a river of constant volume.
The argument for difference of volume is as strong by the

comparison of A and B with C as in the other two sections.

It seems certain that the upper lakes did not drain through
the St. Clair river during the making of the Erigan section.

The great cataract has therefore had two independent periods

of activity separated by the Erigan period. This much seems
clear from an examination of the gorge alone.

The level of the water in the Ontario basin has undergone
several changes during the making of the gorge. At the

beginning of the first Niagara period the water probably stood

higher than now at Lewiston, but not long above the Iroquois

level. Then it gradually fell away to a level 80 to 100 feet

lower than to-day. All this was during the first Niagara
period. The great cataract stopped either at Foster's Flat or

at the upper side of the Whirlpool. There is still some doubt
on this point, with probability, it now seems to me, in favor of

the latter place.

From the Whirlpool up to a point a few rods above the

cantilever bridge the gorge is narrow and shallow, and the
latter character continues also below the Whirlpool to the

lower end of Foster's Flat. It was presumably about at the

middle of the Erigan period that the Iroquois beach was made
at Lewiston, 135 feet above present lake level. The water at

that time stood in the gorge at a level slightly higher than the

water level at the foot of the present falls. This, with the
smallness of 'the Erigan Fall, explains why this part of the

gorge is shallow. After that the water fell away again to 80
or 100 feet below its present level during the early part of the

present period of the cataract and then more recently was
raised again to its present level by the Champlain uplift which
elevated the outlet of Lake Ontario. These changes, with the

harder quality and higher level of the Medina rocks in the

bottom of the gorge, explain its salient peculiarities below the

Whirlpool, and the changes in the volume of the river find

their correlatives in the history of the upper lakes.

The Succession of the Lake Stages.

In the paper on the second Lake Algonquin it was shown
that the whole interval from the present day back to the time
of Warren Gulf is completely filled by the series of events
there described. The gorge of Niagara from the falls to the
cantilever bridge suggests no change or variation in the volume
of the river. But at and below the bridge th gorge grows
narrow and shallow. Considering the uniformity of the geolog-
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ical structure, this feature is explicable only on the supposi-

tion that the great cataract was not then active, but was
replaced by a much smaller one. That was the Erigan cataract.

In the lakes, the Nipissing beach, which is the latest aban-
doned shore line marking a critical stage, connects the St. Clair

and Nipissing outlets, and was evidently made when both were
flowing. But the Nipissing outlet is now 160 feet above Lake
Huron, so that ever since that outlet was abandoned Niagara
has had all the discharge of the upper lakes. The position of
the Nipissing beach is such that the Chicago and Trent valley

outlets are absolutely excluded. The Nipissing beach marks
the activity of the St. Clair outlet and also that of the Nipis-

sing outlet, but not of any other. In tracing back the order of

changes we are therefore compelled to pass from the St. Clair

to the Nipissing outlet, and so from the present lakes to the

second Lake Algonquin. There is no escape from this step.

This brings us to a time when Niagara did not receive the

waters of the upper lakes,—the perfect correlative of the

Erigan section of the Niagara gorge. But before the second

Lake Algonquin there was Warren Gulf with its marine
straits. The Erigan Fall replaced Niagara during that

time also. The simplest possible supposition as to the cause

of these changes, and it is the only cause which is indicated

by the facts, is, that there has been going on throughout the

whole period a very gradual differential elevation, greater

always at the north than at the south. This elevation covers

all the changes which have taken place since the Chippewa
beach was at sea level, and tallies, we may say, with half the

work done in the post-glacial Niagara gorge. That part of the

gorge below the Whirlpool is similar to the part above the

bridge, and suggests the existence of a pre-Erigan great cata-

ract, substantially like the present one, which again suggests a

pre-Warren lake stage, substantially like the present.

And for this we have only to suppose an immediately post-

glacial condition of elevation at the north similar in a general

way to the present land attitude and a progressive pre-Warren

depression, to introduce in reverse order all the post-Warren

changes. While that elevation existed the gorge was cut out

from Lewiston to the whirlpool. The first marked change

produced by the depression was the opening of the Nipissing

outlet, at which the Niagara cataract began to weaken.

Further progress of the depression closed the St. Clair outlet,

and the erosion of the Erigan gorge began. The continuing

depression next transformed the Nipissing outlet into a strait,

and Warren Gulf was established. At the maximum of the

depression the Chippewa marine beach was formed. The ero-
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sion of the Erigan gorge thus covers the duration of the first

Lake Algonquin, Warren Gulf, and the second Lake Algonquin.*
If this is a true statement of the order and character of the

changes, we should expect to find the strongest confirmation

of it in the most recent beaches with confirmations less and
less distinctly marked as we go backward in time. And so it is.

In the article on the second Lake Algonquin are detailed the

facts which seem to show the existence and boundaries of that

lake, and that it filled the epoch of lake history immediately
preceding the present. In the present paper have been stated

facts in support of the view that the Chippewa beach marks
the climax of a great marine invasion which formed Warren
Gulf, and facts which show with less distinctness, but with
some degree of force, the existence of the first Lake Algonquin.
To this it may be added that if we accept the enlarged gorge
below the Whirlpool as evidence of a pre-Erigan discharge of

the whole lake system by the Niagara river, it will necessarily

follow that between that stage and the Warren Gulf epoch
there must have existed a first Lake Algonquin marking
the transition from the first Niagara lakes to the Warren
Gulf epoch, just as the second Lake Algonquin marked the

transition from the Warren Gulf epoch back to the second
Niagara system.

Chronological Conspectus.

At its maximum the great Laurentide glacier covered the

whole area of the Great Lakes. By a correlation of the aban-

doned shore lines, moraines and outlets, and the gorges, recently

submerged shores and rivers of this region the following order

of events is made out for the post-glacial history of the Great

* An idea of the probable slowness of the recession of the Erigan Fall and the

time required to make its gorge may be gathered from the following words of

Mr. G. K. Gilbert (Letter in Nature for May 17, 1894). After mentioning the

several accurate surveys that have been made of the Palls, he says :
" It has

thus become known, first, that in the middle of the Horseshoe Fall, where the

principal body of water descends, the brink retrogrades at the rate of four or five

feet per annum ; second, that the American Fall, carrying a much thinner sheet

of water, retrogrades so slowly that its rate is concealed by errors of survey."

Speaking of the post-glacial period when the upper lakes had their outlet in some
other direction and Niagara was fed only by Lake Krie, he says: " During that

epoch the volume of the river was so small that canon-cutting was affected only
by the feeble process now illustrated by the American Fall." This was the

Erigan epoch. (See also Mr Gilbert's " History of Niagara River," Smithsonian
Report, 189o) The brink of the American Fall is to-day almost exactly in line

with the brink of the canon wall above and below. While the Horseshoe Fall

has receded from the center of the American Fall (about 3000 feet) the American
Fall has receded at most not more than 100 feet and probably less than 50 feet,

and it still strikes at its foot upon rock ledges and bowlders which it has not yet
been able to remove. From the measured difference between the volume of the
St. Clair and Niagara rivers it is found that the contribution of Lake Erie is about
three-elevenths of the whole, and this, as Spencer states, is almost the same as the
present volume of the American Fall. (See also L. Y. Schermerhorn, this Jour-
nal vol. xxxiii, April 1887.) The true Erigan section of the gorge is probably
about three-fourths of a mile long.
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Lakes. They are set down in seven principal stages with
transitions or critical stages between.

I. Glacial, ice-dammed lakes. Outlets at Fort Wayne,
Chicago and other places. Beaches correlated with moraines
in Ohio. Glacial lakes fall by stages as outlets change on
withdrawal of the glacier-dams. Land relatively high in the
north but slowly subsiding.

First Transition : By withdrawal of glacier the Niagara
river is opened and the upper lakes become united.

II. First Niagara lakes. First epoch of Niagara Falls

begins at Lewiston. For a short time glacial Lake Iroquois

receives the water from Niagara. Shore lines of lower levels

of this glacial lake washed over and obliterated by later marine
invasion. Gradual depression of land continues at north,

finally opening Nipissing outlet.

Second Transition: First two-outlet climax. Marked by
the Algonquin Beach. (Possible subdivision here for sup-

posed Trent river outlet.) Gradual northward depression con-

tinues. First epoch of Niagara Falls closes at the Whirlpool.

Epoch of Erigan Fall begins.

III. First Lake Algonquin. Outlet eastward over Nipis-

sing pass.

Third Transition: Gradual northward depression con-

tinues. Nipissing outlet brought down to sea level. Lakes
become marine.

IV. Warren Gulf (rising stage). Marine waters fill the

three upper lakes, the Ontario, St. Lawrence and Winnipeg
basins.

Fourth Transition : Marine climax. Marked by the Chip-
pewa Beach. Northward depression ceases and gradual eleva-

tion begins. Iroquois and Herman marine beaches made at

the same time as the Chippewa. This was probably the climax

of the post-glacial warm epoch.

V. Warren Gulf (falling stage). Gradual northward eleva-

tion. Irregular uplifts in the north deforming Chippewa and
Algonquin beaches.

Fifth Transition : Nipissing outlet raised to sea level.

Upper lakes become fresh.

VI. Second Lake Algonquin. Outlet eastward over Nipis-

sing pass. Probably a small amount of local uplift at outlet

in early stage.

/Sixth Transition : Second two-outlet climax. Marked by
the Nipissing Beach. Epoch of Erigan Fail closes at a point

between 40 and 80 rods above the cantilever bridge. Second
(present) epoch of Niagara Falls begins.

VII. Second Niagara lakes (present stage). Lake Superior

becomes independent. Great Champlain uplift at the north-

east. Formation of St. Clair delta begins and continues to the

present time.

Fort Wayne, Ind., Feb'y 18, 1895.
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Art. XXII.

—

Disturbances in the direction of the Plumb-line
in the Hawaiian Islands ; by E. D. Preston.

Professor Alexander, Surveyor General of Hawaii has
made a comparison of the astronomical and geodetic latitudes

on the three principal islands of the group. In addition to
this, since the observed latitudes at Kawaihae, Hilo, and
Waiau (Mauna Kea) are consistent with one another the latter

has been adopted as a standard and a comparison has been
made between the observed latitudes and the Mauna Kea
standard. This brings out some interesting deflections of the
plumb-line. See Fig. 1.

Scale 100 miles to one inch.

There appears to be a disturbance of more than a minute in

the direction of gravity at the south point of Hawaii (Ka Lae).

At Kohala the plumb-line is deflected half a minute towards
the south and at Kalaieha nearly as much towards the north,

the disturbance being in both cases towards the mountain.
The enormous deflection at Ka Lae (67") is also to the north-
ward. This is evidently caused by the great mass of Mauna
Loa,* which adds its effect to that of Mauna Kea and more-
over is comparatively near to the astronomical station.

On Maui the same phenomenon appears. At Haiku there
is a deflection towards the south and at Kaupo there is one to

the north, and as before the astronomical latitude determined

* Both Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa are nearly 14,000 feet high.
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on the top of Haleakala (10,000 feet elevation) at Pakaoao
appears to be a normal one for that island. Judging by anal-

ogy there seems to be no reasonable doubt that Oahu would
have shown the same thing had a station been made on the
summit between Kahuku and Puuloa.
The mean deflection for each of the islands (leaving out Ka

Lae on the island of Hawaii) is :

—

Hawaii 27"

Maui 29
Oahu.. 26

When we come to compare the mean latitudes for each
island with one another we And that Maui is too small whether
judged by the Hawaii or the Oahu standard. The amount is

nearly the same in either case so that the most probable assump-
tion is that there is a preponderance of matter deflecting the
plumb-line to the northward at all the Maui stations. This
supposition has been made by Professor Alexander and seems
to be the most rational interpretation of the results. The fol-

lowing table has been furnished by him and is inserted here
with his permission.

Hawaiian Latitudes.

Stations. Astronomical. Geodetic. DlFF.
Matlsa Kea
Standard.

DlFF.

Oahu
Kahuku 21° 43' 06"-l 21° 42' 16"-1 + 50"-0 21° 42' 43"-2 + 22'-9

Puuloa 21 19 15 -6 21 19 11 -8 + 3-8 21 19 38 -9 -23 -3

Honolulu 21 18 02-5 21 18 02 -3 + 0-2 21 18 29 -6 -27 -1

Waikiki 21 16 24 -5 21 16 26 -8 -2-3 21 16 53 -9 -29 -4

Maui
Lahaina 20 52 22 -8 20 52 53 -2 -30 -4 20 52 34 '5 -11 -7

Haiku 20 56 02 -6 20 56 04 -0 -1-4 20 55 45 -3 + 17 -3

Pakaoao 20 42 51 -0 20 43 21 -6 -30 -6 20 43 02 -9 -11 -9

Kaupo 20 36 40 -8 20 37 41 -0 — 60 -2 20 37 22 -3 -41 -5

Hana 20 45 38 -9 20 45 47 -5 -8-6 20 45 28 -8 + 10 -i

Hawaii
Kohala 20 15 29 -3 20 15 17 -7 + 11 -6 20 14 59 -0 + 30- 3

Kawaihae 20 02 05 9 20 02 25 -1 -19 '2 20 02 06 -4 -00- 5

Mauna Kea__ 19 48 52 -0 19 49 10 -7 -18 '7 19 48 52 -0 ±00-
Kalaieha 19 42 02 -6 19 42 33 5 -30 -9 19 42 14 -8 -12- 2

Hilo 19 43 11 -2 19 43 30 -4 -19 -2 19 43 11 7 -00- 5

Kailua 19 38 20 9 19 39 03 -8 — 42 -9 19 38 45 -1 -24- 2

Ka Lae 18 53 51 -7 18 55 17 -7 -86 -0 18 54 59 -0 -67-3

The astronomical latitudes were determined by myself in

1883, 1887 and 1891-'92, using the method of equal zenith

distances. The average probable error of a result for each

station was rhO^'10. For the details of this work see Appen-
dix, "No. 14, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Eeport for 1888.

Determinations of Latitude and Gravity for the Hawaiian
Government.
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Art. XXIII.

—

On the Glacial Lake St. Lawrence of Pro-
fessor Warren (Jpham / by Robert Chalmers, of the

Geological Survey of Canada.

In an article in this Journal for January, 1895, entitled
" Late Glacial or Champlain Subsidence and Re-elevation of

the St. Lawrence River Basin," Mr. Warren Upham continues

his discussions respecting hypothetical glacial lakes and glacial

dams, and in endeavoring to account for the raised beaches in

the region of the Great Lakes, etc., postulates still another

glacial lake in the St. Lawrence valley between Lake Ontario

and Quebec, held in by a glacial dam at or near the latter place.

To this sheet of water he gives the name of the St. Lawrence
Lake. Permit me to offer a few facts and inferences touching

the question of this ice-dam and lake.

(1.) There is no evidence of a thick mass of ice having occu-

pied the St. Lawrence valley at Quebec in the Pleistocene period.

For the last ten years the writer has, at intervals, been investi-

gating the glacial phenomena and the post-glacial shore lines,

etc., of the south side of the St. Lawrence valley, especially

between Metis and the Chaudiere river. During the past sum-
mer the work was revised and extended to the higher grounds
of the ]^"otre Dame Mountains in Quebec, and also to northern

Xew Brunswick and northeastern Maine. The results do not

afford any proofs of the movement of a great ice-sheet over

this region at any time during the glacial period ; on the con-

trary, the glacial phenomena on the slopes and higher grounds
seem to be entirely due to local sheets of land-ice, of greater or

less extent, moving in different directions, the course, on the

slope facing the St. Lawrence, being mainly northward. In
the bottom of the St. Lawrence valley, however, a northeast

and southwest set of striae occurs, which seems referable to the

action of floating ice.

The theory that the later ice movements obliterated the ear-

lier strige does not find any support from the facts obtained on
the south side of the St. Lawrence, so far as my examinations
have extended. The glaciated surfaces everywhere exhibit

criss-cross striae, in fact these are the rule rather than the

exception. The later sets, whether made by separate glaciers,

or by succeeding portions of the same sheet conforming more
closely to the minor topographical* features as it decreased in

thickness, show that the earlier striae have not been effaced by
later ice, except, perhaps to a very limited extent on exposed
bosses."

* In Mr. Upham's review of the third edition of " The Great Ice Age " by Prof.

James Geikie (Am. Geologist, Jan., 1895, p. 52), he states that "the northward
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The glaciation of the southern flank of the Laurentide Range
on the north side of the St. Lawrence river at Quebec seems to

be of much the same character as that of the south side of the

river. Mr. A. P. Low, of this survey, who has examined this

district in some detail, gives a list of striae in the Annual Re-
port of the Geological Survey of Canada, vol. v, page 48L,
from which it appears that the ice movements were quite

divergent in that particular locality. The Laurentide ice-sheet

does not seem to have descended into the St. Lawrence valley

there, unless as broken, detached glaciers. The smaller river

valleys and the slopes have also influenced the ice-flow on the

north side of the St. Lawrence as well as on the south side.

Some of the narrow valleys between the ridges which trend

along the foot hills, and are parallel thereto, have caused local

glaciers to move northeastwardly in certain places, in others

southwestwardly. No single dominant course was observed.

(2.) In Mr. Upham's map (Plate I) he gives the direction of

the striae on the south side of the St. Lawrence below Quebec
as northeastward. Has he examined this region himself? If

not, on whose authority has he reversed the courses of the

striae there, these being shown on Sir Wm. Dawson's map
(The Canadian Ice Age, page 150) as pointing southwestward,

and are supposed to have been produced by floating ice mov-
ing up the valley ? The author's information in regard to these

striae, from whatever source it may have been obtained, is

incorrect. No general sheet of land ice flowed to the north-

eastward in that part of the St. Lawrence valley. All the

striae in the bottom of the valley trending northeast and south-

west are regarded as due to floating ice, and were produced in

the last stage of the glacial period when the land stood at a

lower level. In a few instances the southwest sides of the

bosses are stossed by this, floating ice as it moved down stream

but the principal movement was up stream. This system of

striation is traceable along the St. Lawrence valley from Metis,

or lower down, westward to Montreal.

(3.) No lacustrine deposits have been found anywhere in the

St. Lawrence valley beneath the Leda clay, as far as investiga-

tions have been made.

glacial flow from northern New England towards the St. Lawrence, as suggested

by Chalmers, appears to have belonged only to a very late stage when the melt-

ing of the ice in the St. Lawrence valley, proceeding faster than on the moun-
tainous area at the south, left there a large isolated remnant of the departing ice-

sheet." I have nowhere stated that I regard the northward ice-flow referred to

as belonging to a very late stage of the glacial period ; on the contrary, I hold

that wherever the northward ice-movements occurred they belong to the maxi-

mum stage of the ice age as well as to the melting or later stage ; but my own
observations have not extended further west than Lake Megantic.
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All the facts taken together, therefore, show that the

hypothesis of an ice dam at Quebec holding in a lake in the

St. Lawrence valley between that point and Lake Ontario, as

set forth by Mr. Upham, is untenable.

The glaciation of the St. Lawrence valley is exceedingly

complex, and cannot be explained by d priori theories. The
problems it presents must be solved by actual field investiga-

tions. The region is a most interesting one, however, and I

invite glacialists to come and see the facts for themselves

before propounding any grand generalizations respecting its

Pleistocene geology.

Ottawa, Jan. 16, 1895.

Art. XXIY.

—

Argon, a New Constituent of the Atmosphere /
by Loed Eayleigh and Professor William Ramsay.

[Abstract of a paper read before the Royal Society; from advance sheets sent

to this Journal by the authors.]

I. Density of Nitrogen from Various Sources.

In a former paper* it has been shown that nitrogen extracted

from chemical compounds is about J per cent lighter than
" atmospheric nitrogen."

The mean numbers for the weights of gas contained in the

globe used were as follows :

—

From nitric oxide 2*3001

From nitrous oxide 2*2990

From ammonium nitrite 2*2987

while for u atmospheric nitrogen " there was found

—

By hot copper, 1892 2*3103

By hot iron, 1893 2*3100

By ferrous hydrate, 1894 2*3102

At the suggestion of Professer Thorpe experiments were
subsequently tried with nitrogen liberated from urea by the
action of sodium hypobromite. The hypobromite was pre-

pared from commercial materials in the proportions recom-
mended for the analysis of urea. The reaction was well under
control, and the gas could be liberated as slowly as desired.

In the first experiment the gas Vas submitted to no other
treatment than slow passage through potash and phosphoric
anhydride, but it soon became apparent that the nitrogen was

* Rayleigh, On an Anomaly encountered in Determinations of the Density of
Nitrogen Gas, Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. lv, p. 340, 1894.
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contaminated. The " inert and inodorous " gas attacked vigor-

ously the mercury of the Topler pump, and was described as

smelling like a dead rat. As to the weight, it proved to be in

excess even of the weight of atmospheric nitrogen.

The corrosion of the mercury and the evil smell were in

great degree obviated by passing the gas over hot metals. For
the fillings of June 6, 9 and 13 the gas passed through a short

length of tube containing copper in the form of fine wire
heated by a fiat Bunsen burner, then through the furnace over
red-hot iron, and back over copper oxide. On June 19 the

furnace tubes were omitted, the gas being treated with the red-

hot copper only. The mean result, reduced so as to correspond
with those above quoted, is 2*2985.

"Without using heat, it has not been found possible to pre-

vent the corrosion of the mercury. Even when no urea is

employed, and air simply bubbled through, the hypobromite
solution is allowed to pass with constant shaking over mercury
contained in a U"tuDe > the surface of the metal was soon

fouled.

Although the results relating to urea nitrogen are interesting

for comparison with that obtained from other nitrogen com-
pounds, the original object was not attained on account of the

necessity of retaining the treatment with hot metals. We
have found, however, that nitrogen from ammonium nitrite

may be prepared, without the employment of hot tubes, whose
weight agrees with that above quoted. It is true that the gas

smells slightly of ammonia, easily removable by sulphuric acid,

and apparently also of oxides of nitrogen. The mean result

from three fillings is 2*2987.

It will be seen that, in spite of the slight nitrous smell,

there is no appreciable difference in the densities of -

gas pre-

pared from ammonium nitrite with and without the treatment

by hot metals. The result is interesting as showing that the

agreement of numbers obtained for chemical nitrogen does not

depend upon the use of a red heat in the process of purifica-

tion.

The iive results obtained in more or less distinct ways for

chemical nitrogen stand thus :
—

From nitric oxide 1 2*3001

From nitrous oxide _ 2*2990

From ammonium nitrite purified at a red heat .. 2*2987

From urea _

_

2*2985

From ammonium nitrite purified in the cold 2*2987

Mean _ 2*2990
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These numbers, as well as those above quoted for " atmo-
spheric nitrogen," are subject to a deduction of 0*0006 for the

shrinkage of the globe when exhausted.* If they are then
multiplied in the ratio of 2*3108 : 1*2572, they will express the

weights of the gas in grams per liter. Thus, as regards the

mean numbers, we find as the weight per liter under standard

conditions of chemical nitrogen 1*2505, that of atmospheric
nitrogen being 1*2572.

It is of interest to compare the density of nitrogen obtained

from chemical compounds with that of oxygen. We have
X

2
:

2
= 2-2984 : 2*6276 = 0*87471 ; so that if

2
= 16, N a

=
13*9951. Thus, when the comparison is with chemical nitro-

gen, the ratio is very nearly that of 16 : 11 ; but if " atmospheric
nitrogen " be substituted, the ratio of small integers is widely
departed from.

To the above list may be added nitrogen prepared in yet

another manner, whose weight has been determined subse-

quently to the isolation of the new dense constituent of the

atmosphere. In this case nitrogen was actually extracted from
air by means of magnesium. The nitrogen thus separated was
then converted into ammonia by action of water upon the mag-
nesium nitride and afterwards liberated in the free state by
means of calcium hypochlorite. The purification was con-

ducted in the usual way, and included passage over red-hot

copper and copper oxide. The following was the result

:

Globe empty, Oct. 30, Nov. 5 2*82313

Globe full, Oct. 31 0*52395

Weight of gas 2*29918

It differs inappreciably from the mean of other results, viz :

2*2990, and is of special interest as relating to gas which at

one stage of its history formed part of the atmosphere.
Another detennination, with a different apparatus, of the

density of " chemical " nitrogen from the same source, magne-
sium nitride, which had been prepared by passing " atmo-
spheric " nitrogen over ignited magnesium, may here be
recorded. The sample differed from that previously men-
tioned, inasmuch as it had not been subjected to treatment with
red-hot copper. After treating the nitride with water, the
resulting ammonia was distilled off and collected in hydrochloric
acid ; the solution was evaporated byvdegrees, the dry ammonium
chloride was dissolved in water, and its concentrated solution

added to a freshly-prepared solution of sodium hypobromite.
The nitrogen was collected in a gas-holder over water which

* Rayleigh, On the Densities of the Principal Gases, Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. liii,

p. 134, 1893.
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had previously been boiled, so as, at all events partially to

expel air. The nitrogen passed into the vacuous globe through
a solution of potassium hydroxide, and through two drying-

tubes, one containing soda-lime, and the other phosphoric anhy-
dride.

At 18-38° C. and 754*4mm pressure, 162*S43 CC of this nitrogen
weighed 0*18963 gram. Hence,

Weight of 1 liter at 0° C. and 160mm pressure = 1*2521 gram.

The mean result of the weight of 1 liter of " chemical

"

nitrogen has been found to equal 1-2505. It is therefore seen

that *' chemical " nitrogen, derived from " atmospheric " nitro-

gen, without any exposure to red-hot copper, possesses the
usual density.

Experiments were also made, which had for their object to

prove that the ammonia produced from the magnesium nitride

is identical with ordinary ammonia, and contains no other com-
pound of a basic character. For this purpose the ammonia
was converted into ammonium chloride, and the percentage of

chlorine determined by titration with a solution of silver nitrate

which had been standardized by titrating a specimen of pure
sublimed ammonium chloride. The silver solution was of such
a strength that l cc precipitated the chlorine from 0-001701

gram of ammonium chloride.

1. Ammonium chloride from orange-colored sample of mag-
nesium nitride contained 66*35 per cent of chlorine.

2. Ammonium chloride from blackish magnesium nitride con-

tained 66*35 per cent of chlorine.

3. Ammonium chloride from nitride containing a large amount
of unattacked magnesium contained 66*30 per cent of chlorine.

Taking for the atomic weights of hydrogen H = 1*0032, of

nitrogen N = 14*04, and of chlorine CI = 35*46, the theoretical

amount of chlorine in ammonium chloride is 66*27 per cent.

From these results—that nitrogen prepared from magnesium
nitride, obtained by passing "atmospheric" nitrogen over red-

hot magnesium has the density of ''chemical" nitrogen, and
that ammonium chloride, prepared from magnesium nitride,

contains practically the same percentage of chlorine as pure
ammonium chloride—it may be concluded that red-hot mag-
nesium withdraws from ''atmospheric nitrogen" no substance

other than nitrogen capable of forming a basic compound with
hydrogen.
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II. Reasons for suspecting a hitherto Undiscovered Constituent

in Air.

When the discrepancy of weights was first encountered,

attempts were naturally made to explain it by contamination

with known impurities. Of these the most likely appeared to

be hydrogen, present in the lighter gas in spite of the passage

over red-hot cupric oxide. But inasmuch as the intentional

introduction of hydrogen into the heavier gas, afterwards

treated in the same way with cupric oxide, had no effect upon
its weight, this explanation had to be abandoned, and finally it

became clear that the difference could not be accounted for by
the presence of any known impurity. At this stage it seemed
not improbable that the lightness of the gas extracted from
chemical compounds was to be explained by partial dissociation

of nitrogen molecules N
2
into detached atoms. In order to

test this suggestion both kinds of gas were submitted to the
action of the silent electric discharge, with the result that both
retained their weights unaltered. This was discouraging, and
a further experiment pointed still more markedly in the nega-
tive direction. The chemical behavior of nitrogen is such as

to suggest that dissociated atoms would possess a high degree
of activity, and that even though they might be formed in the
first instance their life would probably be short. On standing

they might be expected to disappear, in partial analogy with
the known behavior of ozone. With this idea in view, a sam-
ple of chemically prepared nitrogen was stored for eight

months. But at the end of this time the density showed no
sign of increase, remaining exactly as at first.*

Kegarding it as established that one or other of the gases

must be a mixture, containing, as the case might be, an ingre-

dient much heavier or much lighter than ordinary nitrogen, we
had to consider the relative probabilities of the various possible

interpretations. Except upon the already discredited hypoth-
esis of dissociation, it was difficult to see how the gas of chem-
ical origin could be a mixture. To suppose this would be to

admit two kinds of nitric acid, hardly reconcilable with the

work of Stas and others upon the atomic weight of that sub-

stance. The simplest explanation in many respects was to

admit the existence of a second ingredient in air from which
oxygen, moisture, and carbonic anhydride had already been
removed. The proportional amount required was not great.

If the density of the supposed gas were double that of nitro-

gen \ per cent only by volume would be needed; or if the
density were but half as much again as that of nitrogen, then
1 per cent would still suffice. But in accepting this explana-

* Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. lv, p. 344, 1894.

*'
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tion, even provisionally, we had to face the improbability that

a gas surrounding us on all sides, and present in enormous
quantities, could have remained so long unsuspected.
The method of most universal application by which to test

whether a gas is pure or a mixture of components of different

densities is that of diffusion. By this means Graham suc-

ceeded in effecting a partial separation of the nitrogen and
oxygen of the air, in spite of the comparatively small dif-

ference of densities. If the atmosphere contain an unknown
gas of anything like the density supposed, it should be possi-

ble to prove the fact by operations conducted upon air which
had undergone atmolysis. This experiment, although in view
from the first, was not executed until a later stage of the

inquiry (§ 6), when results were obtained sufficient of them-
selves to prove that the atmosphere contains a previously

unknown gas.

But although the method of diffusion was capable of decid-

ing the main, or at any rate the first question, it held out no
prospect of isolating the new constituent of the atmosphere,
and we, therefore, turned our attention in the first instance to

the consideration of methods more strictly chemical. And
here the question forced itself upon us as to what really was
the evidence in favor of the prevalent doctrine that the inert

residue from air after withdrawal of oxygen, water, and car-

bonic anhydride, is all of one kind.

The identification of " phlogisticated air " with the con-

stituent of nitric acid is due to Cavendish, whose method
consisted in operating with electric sparks upon a short column
of gas confined with potash over mercury at the upper end of

an inverted U'tube-*

Attempts to repeat Cavendish's experiment in Cavendish's

manner have only increased the admiration with which we
regard this wonderful investigation. Working on almost micro-

scopical quantities of material, and by operations extending

over days and weeks, he thus established one of the most
important facts in chemistry. And what is still more to the

purpose, he raises as distinctly as we could do, and to a certain

extent resolves, the question above suggested. The passage is

so important that it will be desirable to quote it at full length.
" As far as the experiments hitherto published extend, we

scarcely know more of the phlogisticated part of our atmo-

sphere, than that it is not diminished by lime-water, caustic

alkalies, or nitrous air ; that it is unfit to support fire, or main-

tain life in animals ; and that its specific gravity is not much
less than that of common air : so that though the nitrous acid,

* Experiments on Air, Phil. Trans., vol. lxxv, p. 372, 1785.
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by being united to phlogiston, is converted into air possessed

of these properties, and consequently, though it was reasonable

to suppose, that part at least of the phlogisticated air of the

atmosphere consists of this acid united to phlogiston, yet it

was fairly to be doubted whether the whole is of this kind, or

whether there are not in reality many different substances com-
pounded together by us under the name of phlogisticated air.

I therefore made an experiment to determine whether the

whole of a given portion of the phlogisticated air of the

atmosphere could be reduced to nitrous acid, or whether there

was not a part of a different nature to the rest, which would
refuse to undergo that change. The foregoing experiments
indeed in some measure decided this point, as much the greatest

part of the air let up into the tube lost its elasticity
;
yet as

some remained unabsorbed it did not appear for certain whether
that was of the same nature as the rest or not. For this pur-

pose I diminished a similar mixture of dephlogisticated and
common air, in the same manner as before, till it was reduced
to a small part of its original bulk. I then, in order to decom-
pound as much as I could of the phlogisticated air which
remained in the tube, added some dephlogisticated air to it,

and continued the spark until no further diminution took
place. Having by these means condensed as much as I could

of the phlogisticated air, I let up some solution of liver of

sulphur to absorb the dephlogisticated air ; after which only a

small bubble of air remained unabsorbed, which certainly was
not more than y^^th of the bulk of the phlogisticated air let up
into the tube ; so that if there is any part of the phlogisticated

air of our atmosphere which differs from the rest, and cannot
be reduced to nitrous acid, we may safely conclude that it is

not more than y^th part of the whole."

Although Cavendish was satisfied with his result, and does

not decide whether the small residue was genuine, our experi-

ments about to be related render it not improbable that his

residue was really of a different kind from the main bulk of

the " phlogisticated air," and contained the gas now called

argon.

Cavendish gives data* from which it is possible to determine
the rate of absorption of the mixed gases in his experiment.
This was about l cc per hour, of which two-fifths would be
nitrogen.

III. Methods of causing Free Nitrogen to combine.

To eliminate nitrogen from air, in order to ascertain whether
any other gas could be detected, involves the use of some

*Phil. Trans., vol. lxxviii, p. 271, 1788.
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absorbent. The elements which have been found to combine
directly with nitrogen are : boron, silicon, titanium, lithium,

strontium, barium, magnesium, aluminium, mercury, and, under
the influence of an electric discharge, hydrogen in presence of

acid, and oxygen in presence of alkali. Besides these, a mix-
ture of barium carbonate and carbon at a high temperature is

known to be effective. Of those tried, magnesium in the

form of turnings was found to be the best. When nitrogen is

passed over magnesium, heated in a tube of hard glass to

bright redness, combustion with incandescence begins at the

end of the tube through which the gas is introduced, and pro-

ceeds regularly until all the metal has been converted into

nitride. Between 7 and 8 liters of nitrogen Can be absorbed
in a single tube

;
the nitride formed is a porous, dirty, orange-

colored substance.

IV. Early Experiments on sparking Nitrogen with Oxygen in

presence of Alkali.

In our earliest attempts to isolate the suspected gas by the

method of Cavendish, we used a Ruhmkorff coil of medium
size actuated by a battery of five Grove cells. The gases were
contained in a test-tube standing over a large quantity of weak
alkali, and the current was conveyed in wires insulated by

U -shaped glass tubes passing through the liquid round the

mouth of the test-tube. With the given battery and coil a

somewhat short spark or arc of about 5mm was found to be

more favorable than a longer one. When the mixed gases

were in the right proportion the rate of absorption was about

30ec per hour, or thirty times as fast as Cavendish could work
with the electrical machine of his day.

To take an example, one experiment of this kind started

with 50 cc of air. To this oxygen was gradually added until,

oxygen being in excess, there was no perceptible contraction

during an hour's sparking. The remaining gas was then trans-

ferred at the pneumatic trough to a small measuring vessel,

sealed by mercury, in which the volume was found to be 1-0 CC
.

On treatment with alkaline pyrogallate, the gas shrank to 0*32cc
.

That this small residue could not be nitrogen was argued from
the fact that it had withstood the prolonged action of the

spark, although mixed with oxygen in nearly the most favor-

able proportion.

The residue was then transferred to the test-tube with an

addition of another 50cc of air, and the whole worked up with

oxygen as before. The residue was now 2*2 CC
, and, after

removal of oxygen, 0"76 cc
.
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Although it seemed almost impossible that these residues

could be either nitrogen or hydrogen, some anxiety was not

unnatural, seeing that the final sparking took place under some-

what abnormal conditions. The space was very restricted, and
the temperature (and with it the proportion of aqueous vapor)

was unduly high. But any doubts that were felt upon this

score were removed by comparison experiments in which the

whole quantity of air operated on was very small. Thus, when
a mixture of 5 CC of air with Tcc of oxygen was sparked for 1J
hours, the residue was 0*47cc

, and after removal of oxygen
0*06 cc

. Several repetitions having given similar results, it

became clear that the final residue did not depend upon any-

thing that might happen when sparks passed through a greatly

reduced volume, but ivas in proportion to the amount of air

operated upon.

No satisfactory examination of the residue which refused to

be oxidized could be made without the accumulation of a

larger quantity. This, however, was difficult of attainment at

the time in question. It was thought that the cause probably
lay in the solubility of the gas in water, a suspicion since con-

firmed. At length, however, a sufficiency was collected to

allow of sparking in a specially constructed tube, when a com-
parison with the air spectrum, taken under similar conditions,

proved that, at any rate, the gas was not nitrogen. At first

scarcely a trace of the principal nitrogen lines could be seen,

but after standing over water for an hour or two these lines

became apparent.

V. Early experiments on withdrawal of Nitrogen from Air
by means of red-hot Magnesium.

A preliminary experiment carried out by Mr. Percy Williams
on the absorption of atmospheric nitrogen, freed from oxygen
by means of red-hot copper, in which the gas was not passed

over, but simply allowed to remain in contact with the metal,

gave a residue of density 14*88. This result, although not
conclusive, was encouraging ; and an attempt was made, on a

larger scale, by passing atmospheric nitrogen backwards and
forwards over red-hot magnesium from one large gas-holder to

another to obtain a considerable quantity of the heavier gas.

In the course of ten days, about 1500cc were collected and
transferred gradually to a mercury gas-holder, from which the

gas was passed over soda-lime, phosphoric anhydride, magne-
sium at a red heat, copper oxide, soda-lime, and phosphoric
anhydride into a second mercury gas-holder. After some days
the gas was reduced in volume to about 200 cc

, and its density

was found to be 16'1. After further absorption, in which the
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volume was still further reduced, the density of the residue

was increased to 19-09.

On passing sparks for several hours through a mixture of a

small quantity of this gas with oxygen, its volume was still

further reduced. Assuming that this reduction was due to the

further elimination of nitrogen, the density of the remaining
gas was calculated to be 20*0.

The spectrum of the gas of density 19'09, though showing
nitrogen bands, showed many other lines which were not

recognizable as belonging to any known element.

VI. Proof of the presence of Argon in Air by means of
Aimolysis.

It has already (§ 2) been suggested that if " atmospheric
nitrogen" contains two gases of different densities, it should

be possible to obtain direct evidence of the fact by the method
of atmolysis. The present section contains an account of care-

fully conducted experiments directed to this end.

The atmolyser was prepared (after Graham) by combining a

number of "churchwarden" tobacco pipes. At first twelve

pipes were used in three groups, each group including four

pipes connected in series. The three groups were then con-

nected in parallel, and placed in a large glass tube closed in

such a way that a partial vacuum could be maintained in the

space outside the pipes by a water pump. One end of the

combination of pipes was open to the atmosphere ; the other

end was connected to a bottle aspirator, initially full of water,

and so arranged as to draw about 2 per cent of the air which
entered the other end of the pipes. The gas collected was
thus a very small proportion of that which leaked through the

pores of the pipes, and should be relatively rich in the heavier

constituents of the atmosphere. The flow of water from the

aspirator could not be maintained very constant, but the rate

of 2 per cent was never much exceeded.

The air thus obtained was treated exactly as ordinary air had
been treated in determinations of the density of atmospheric

nitrogen. Oxygen was removed by red-hot copper, followed

by cupric oxide, ammonia by sulphuric acid, moisture and car-

bonic acid by potash and phosphoric anhydride.

In a total weight of approximately 2 '3 grams the excess of

weight of the diffused nitrogen over ordinary, atmospheric

nitrogen was in four experiments, 0-0049, 0*0014, 0-0027,

0-0015.

The mean excess of the four determinations is 0-00262 gram,

or, if we omit the first, which depended upon a vacuum
weighing of two months old, 0-00187 gram.
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The gas from prepared air was thus in every case denser

than from unprepared air, and to an extent much beyond the

possible errors of experiment. The excess was, however, less

than had been expected, and it was thought that the arrange-

ment of the pipes could be improved. The final delivery of

gas from each of the groups in parallel being so small in

comparison with the whole streams concerned, it seemed pos-

sible that each group was not contributing its proper share,

and even that there might be a flow in the wrong direction at

the delivery end of one or two of them. To meet this objec-

tion, the arrangement in parallel had to be abandoned, and for

the remaining experiments eight pipes were connected in simple

series. The porous surface in operation was thus reduced, but
this was partly compensated for by an improved vacuum. Two
experiments were made under the new conditions, in which
the excess was I, 0*0037; II, 0-0033.

The excess being larger than before is doubtless due to the

greater efficiency of the atmolysing apparatus. It should be
mentioned that the above recorded experiments include all

that have been tried, and the conclusion seems inevitable that

" atmospheric nitrogen" is a mixture, and not a simple body.
It was hoped that the concentration of the heavier con-

stituent would be sufficient to facilitate its preparation in a

pure state by the use of prepared air in substitution for ordi-

nary air in the oxygen apparatus. The advance of 3-J- milli-

grams on the 11 milligrams, by which atmospheric nitrogen is

heavier than chemical nitrogen, is indeed not to be despised,

and the use of prepared air would be convenient if the diffu-

sion apparatus could be set up on a large scale and be made
thoroughly self-acting.

VII. Negative Experiments to prove that Argon is not derived

from Nitrogen from, Chemical /Sources.

Although the evidence of the existence of argon in the

atmosphere, derived from the comparison of densities of atmos-

pheric and chemical nitrogen and from the diffusion experi-

ments (§ VI), appeared overwhelming, we have thought it

undesirable to shrink from any labor that would tend to com-
plete the verification. With this object in view, an experi-

ment was undertaken and carried to a conclusion on November
13, in which 3 liters of chemical nitrogen, prepared from
ammonium nitrite, were treated with oxygen in precisely the

manner in which atmospheric nitrogen had been found to

yield a residue of argon. The gas remaining at the close of

the large scale operations was worked up as usual with battery

and coil until the spectrum showed only slight traces of the

nitrogen lines. When cold, the residue measured 4CC
. This
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was transferred, and after treatment with alkaline pyrogallate

to remove oxygen measured 3*3 CC
. If atmospheric nitrogen

had been employed, the final residue should have been about
30cc

. Of the 3-3 cc actually left, a part is accounted for by an
accident, and the result of the experiment is to show that argon
is not formed by sparking a mixture of oxygen and chemical
nitrogen.

In a second experiment of the same kind 5660 cc of nitrogen
from ammonium nitrite was treated with oxygen. The final

residue was 3 #5 CC
, and was found to consist mainly of argon.

The source of the residual argon is to be sought in the
water used for the manipulation of the large quantities of gas

(6 liters of nitrogen and 11 liters of oxygen) employed. When
carbonic acid was collected in a similar manner and subse-

quently absorbed by potash, it was found to have acquired a

contamination consistent with this explanation.

Negative experiments were also carried out, absorbing nitro-

gen by means of magnesium. In one instance 3 liters of

nitrogen prepared from ammonium chloride and bleaching-

powder was reduced in volume to 4'5 CC
, and on sparking with

oxygen its volume was further reduced to about 3 CC
. The

residue appeared to consist of argon. Another experiment, in

which 15 liters of nitrogen from ammonium nitrite was
absorbed, gave a final residue of 3*5 CC

. Atmospheric nitrogen,,

in the latter case, would have yielded 150 cc
, hence less than

^th of the normal quantity was obtained. It should be men-
tioned that leakage occurred at one stage, by which perhaps
200cc of air entered the apparatus ; and, besides, the nitrogen

was collected over water from which it doubtless acquired some
argon. Quantitative negative experiments of this nature are

exceedingly difficult, and require a long time to carry them to

a successful conclusion.

VIII. Separation of Argon o?i a Large Scale.

To prepare argon on a large scale, air is freed from oxygen
by means of red-hot copper. The residue is then passed from
a gas-holder through a combustion-tube, heated in a furnace,

and containing copper, in order to remove all traces of oxygen

;

the issuing gas is then dried by passage over soda-lime and
phosphorus pentoxide, after passage through a small |J~tuDe

containing sulphuric acid, to indicate the rate of flow. It

then enters a combustion-tube packed tightly with magnesium
turnings, and heated to redness in a second furnace. From
this tube it passes through a second index-tube, and enters a

small gas holder capable of containing 3 or 4 liters. A single

tube of magnesium will absorb from 7 to 8 liters of nitrogen.
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The temperature must be nearly that of the fusion of the

glass, and the current of gas must be carefully regulated, else

the heat developed by the union of the magnesium with nitro-

gen will fuse the tube.

Having collected the residue from 100 or 150 liters of atmos-

pheric nitrogen, which may amount to 4 or 5 liters, it is

transferred to a small gas-holder connected with an apparatus,

whereby, by means of a species of a self-acting Sprengel's

pump, the gas is caused to circulate through a tube half tilled

with copper and half with copper oxide ; it then traverses a

tube half filled with soda-lime and half with phosphorus pent-

oxide ; it then passes a reservoir of about 300cc capacity from
which, by raising a mercury reservoir, it can be expelled into a

small gas-holder. Next it passes through a tube containing

magnesium turnings heated to bright redness. The gas is thus

freed from any possible contamination with oxygen, hydrogen,

or hydrocarbons, and nitrogen is gradually absorbed. As the

amount of gas in the tubes and reservoir diminishes in volume,

it draws supplies from the gas-holder, and, finally, the circulat-

ing system is full of argon in a pure state. The circulating

system of tubes is connected with a mercury pump, so that, in

changing the magnesium tube, no gas may be lost. Before
ceasing to heat the magnesium tube the system is pumped
empty, and the collected gas is restored to the gas-holder;

finally, all the argon is transferred from the mercury reservoir

to the second small gas-holder, which should preferably be
filled with water saturated with argon, so as to prevent contami-

nation from oxygen or nitrogen ; or, if preferred, a mercury
gas-holder may be employed. The complete removal of nitro-

gen from argon is very slow towards the end, but circulation

for a couple of days usually effects it.

The principal objection to the oxygen method of isolating

argon, as hitherto described, is the extreme slowness of the

operation. In extending the scale we had the great advantage
of the advice of Mr. Crookes, who not long since called atten-

tion to the flame rising from platinum terminals, which convey
a high tension alternating electric discharge, and pointed out
its dependence upon combustion of the nitrogen and oxygen of

the air.*" The plant consists of a De Meritens alternator, actu-

ated by a gas engine, and the currents are transformed to a

high potential by means of a Ruhmkorff or other suitable

induction coil. The highest rate of absorption of the mixed
gases yet attained is 3 liters per hour, about 3000 times that of

Cavendish. It is necessary to keep the apparatus cool, and
from this and other causes a good many difficulties have been
encountered.

* Chemical Xews, vol. lxv, p. 301, 1892.
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In one experiment of this kind, the total air led in after

seven days' working, amounted to 7925 cc
, and of oxygen (pre-

pared from chlorate of potash), 913TCC
. On the eighth and

ninth days oxygen alone was added, of which about 500cc was
consumed, while there remained about 700 cc in the flask.

Hence the proportion in which the air and oxygen combined
was as 79 : 96. The progress of the removal of the nitrogen

was examined from time to time with the spectroscope, and
became ultimately very slow. At last the yellow line disap-

peared, the contraction having apparently stopped for two
hours. It is worthy of notice that with the removal of the

nitrogen, the arc discharge changes greatly in appearance,

becoming narrower and blue rather than greenish in color.

The final treatment of the residual 700cc of gas was on the

model of the small scale operations already described. Oxygen
or hydrogen could be supplied at pleasure from an electrolytic

apparatus, but in no way could the volume be reduced below
65 cc

. This residue refused oxidation, and showed no trace of

the yellow line of nitrogen, even under favorable conditions.

When the gas stood for some days over water, the nitrogen

line reasserted itself in the spectrum, and many hours' spark-

ing with a little oxygen was required again to get rid of it.

Intentional additions of air to gas free from nitrogen showed
that about 1^ per cent was clearly, and about 3 per cent was
conspicuously, visible. About the same numbers apply to the

visibility of nitrogen in oxygen when sparked under these con-

ditions, that is, at atmospheric pressure, and with a jar con-

nected to the secondary terminals.

IX. Density of Argon prepared by means of Oxygen.

A first estimate of the density of argon prepared by the

oxygen method was founded upon the data already recorded

respecting the volume present in air, on the assumption that

the accurately known densities of atmospheric and of chemical

nitrogen differ on account of the presence of argon in the

former, and that during the treatment with oxygen nothing is

oxidized except nitrogen. Thus if

D = density of chemical nitrogen,

D' = " atmospheric nitrogen,

d = " argon,

a = proportional volume of argon in atmospheric
nitrogen,

the law of mixtures give

ad+(l— a)V = D',

or d=T) + (D'-T>)/a.
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In this formula D'—D and a are both small, but they are

k:nown with fair accuracy. From the data already given

65
a

0-79X7925

whence if (on an arbitrary scale of reckoning) D = 2*2990,

D' •= 2-3102, we find d = 3-378. Thus if 1ST, be 14, or O
a
be

16, the density of argon is 20*6.

A direct determination by^weighing is desirable, but hitherto

it has not been feasible to "collect by this means sufficient to

fill the large globe employed for other gases. A mixture of

about 400 cc of argon with pure oxygen, however, gave the

weight 2*7315, 0*1045 in excess of the weight of oxygen, viz:

2-6270. Thus, if a be the ratio of the volume of argon to the

whole volume, the number for argon will be

2-6270 + 0-1045 ja

The value of a, being involved only in the excess of weight
above that of oxygen, does not require to be known very accu-

rately. Sufficiently concordant analyses by two methods gave
a •= 0*1845

; whence for the weight of the gas we get 3*193, so

that, if
2
= 16, the density of the gas would be 19*45. An

allowance for residual nitrogen, still visible in the gas before

admixture of oxygen, raises this number to 19*7, which may
be taken as the density of pure argon resulting from this

determination.

X. Density of Argon prepared by means of Magnesium.

The density of the original sample of argon prepared has

already been mentioned. It was 19*09 ; and, after sparking

with oxygen, it was calculated to be 20*0. The most reliable

results of a number of determinations give it as 19*90. The
difficulty in accurately determining the density is to make sure

that all nitrogen has been removed. The sample of density

19*90 showed no spectrum of nitrogen when examined in a

vacuum tube. It is right, however, to remark that the highest

density registered was 20*38. But there is some reason here to

distrust the weighing of the vacuous globe.

XL Spectrum of Argon.

The spectrum of argon, seen in a vacuum tube of about 3mm

pressure, consists of a great numbev

r of lines, distributed over
almost the whole visible field. Two lines are specially charac-

teristic ; they are less refrangible than the red lines of hydro-
gen or lithium, and serve well to identify the gas, when
examined in this way. Mr. Crookes, who will give a full
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account of the spectrum in a separate communication, has
kindly furnished us with the accurate wave-lengths of these

lines, as well as of some others next to be described ; they are

respectively 696*56 and 705*64, 10" 6 mm.
Besides these red lines, a bright yellow line, more refrangible

than the sodium line, occurs at 603*84. A group of five bright

green lines occurs next, besides a number of less intensity. Of
the group of five, the second, which is perhaps the most bril-

liant, has the wave-length 561*00. There is next a blue or

blue-violet line of wave-length 470*2 ; and last, in the less

easily visible part of the spectrum, there are five strong violet

lines, of which the fourth, which is the most brilliant, has the
wave-length 420*0.

Unfortunately, the red lines, which are not" to be mistaken
for those of any other substance, are not easily seen when a

jar discharge is passed through argon at atmospheric pressure.

The spectrum seen under these conditions has been examined
by Professor Schuster. The most characteristic lines are per-

haps those in the neighborhood of F, and are very easily

seen if there be not too much nitrogen, in spite of the presence

of some oxygen and water vapor. The approximate wave-
lengths are

—

487-91 _ Strong.

[486*07] F.
484 *7

1

Not quite so strong.

480*52 Strong.

AhQ.-o ( Fairly strong charac-

472-" 6 \
teristic triplet.

It is necessary to anticipate Mr. Crookes's communication,

and to state that when the current is passed from the induction

coil in one direction, that end of the capillary tube next the

positive pole appears of a redder, and that next the negative

pole of a bluer hue. There are, in effect, two spectra, which
Mr. Crookes has succeeded in separating to a considerable

extent. Mr. E. C. Baly,* who has noticed a similar phenom-
enon, attributes it to the presence of two gases. He says :

—

" When an electric current is passed through a mixture of two
gases, one is separated from the other and appears in the nega-

tive glow." The conclusion would follow that what we have
termed " argon " is in reality a mixture of two gases which
have as yet not been separated. This conclusion, if true, is of

great importance, and experiments are now in progress to test

it by the use of other physical methods. The full bearing of

this possibility will appear later.

* Proc. Phys. Soc, 1893, p. 147.
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The presence of a small quantity of nitrogen interferes

greatly with the argon spectrum. But we have found that in

a tube with platinum electrodes, after the discharge has been
passed for four hours, the spectrum of nitrogen disappears, and
the argon spectrum manifests itself in full purity. A specially

constructed tube with magnesium electrodes, which we hoped
would yield good results, removed all traces of nitrogen, it is

true; but hydrogen was evolved from the magnesium, and
showed its characteristic lines very strongly. However, these

are easily identified. The gas evolved on heating magnesium
in vacuo, as proved by a separate experiment, consists entirely

of hydrogen.
Mr. Crookes has proved the identity of the chief lines of the

spectrum of gas separated from air-nitrogen by aid of magne-
sium with that remaining after sparking the air-nitrogen with
oxygen in presence of caustic soda solution.

Professor Schuster also has found the principal lines identi-

cal in the spectra of the two gases, as observed by the jar dis-

charge at atmospheric pressure.

XII. /Solubility of Argon in Water.

Determinations of the solubility in water of argon, prepared
by sparking, gave 3*94 volumes per 100 of water at 12°. The
solubility of gas prepared by means of magnesium was found
to be 4*05 volumes per 100 at 13*9°. The gas is therefore

about 2J times as soluble as nitrogen, and possesses approxi-

mately the same solubility as oxygen.
The fact that argon is more soluble than nitrogen would

lead us to expect it in increased proportion in the dissolved

gases of rain water. Experiment has confirmed this anticipa-

tion. "Nitrogen" prepared from the dissolved gases of water
supplied from a rain-water cistern was weighed upon two
occasions. The weights, corresponding to those recorded in

§ I, were 2*3221 and 2*3227, showing an excess of 24 milli-

grams above the weight of true nitrogen. Since the corre-

sponding excess for " atmospheric nitrogen " is 11 milligrams,

we conclude that the water " nitrogen " is relatively more than
twice as rich in argon.

On the other hand, gas evolved from the hot spring at Bath,
and collected for us by Dr. A. Richardson, gave a residue after

removal of oxygen and carbonic acid, whose weight was only
about midway between that of true -and atmospheric nitrogen.

XIII. Behavior at Low Temperatures.*

Preliminary experiments, carried out to liquefy argon at a

pressure of about 100 atmospheres, and at a temperature of

* The arrangements for the experiments upon this branch of the subject were
left entirely in Professor Ramsay's hands.
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—90°, failed. ~No appearance of liquefaction could be
observed.

Professor Charles Olszewski, of Cracow, the well-known
authority on the constants of liquefied gases at low tempera-
tures, kindly offered to make experiments on the liquefaction

of argon. His results are embodied in a separate communica-
tion, but it is allowable to state here that the gas has a lower
critical temperature (—121°) and a lower boiling point (—187°)

than oxygen, and that he has succeeded in solidifying argon to

white crystals, melting at —189*6°. The density of the liquid

is approximately 1*5, that of oxygen being 1*124, and of nitro-

gen 0*885. The sample of gas he experimented with was
exceptionally pure, and had been prepared by help of magne-
sium. It showed no trace of nitrogen when examined in a

vacuum tube.

XIV. Ratio of Specific Heats.

In order to decide regarding the elementary or compound
nature of argon, experiments were made on the velocity of

sound in it. It will be remembered that, from the velocity of

sound in a gas, the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure

to that at constant volume can be deduced by means of the

equation

nk = v /1> +^H
when n is the frequency, X the wave-length of sound, v its

velocity, e the isothermal elasticity, d the density, (1 -f at) the

temperature correction, Cp the specific heat at constant pres-

sure, and Cv that at constant volume. In comparing two
gases at the same temperature, each of which obeys Boyle's

law with sufficient approximation, and in using the same sound,

many of these terms disappear, and the ratio of specific heats

of one gas may be deduced from that of the other, if known,
by means of the proportion

ICd: Wd'i: 1-41 : x

where, for example, X and d refer to air, of which the ratio is

1*4:1, according to observations by Rontgen, Wiillner, Kayser,

and Jarain and Richard.

Two completely different series of observations, one in a

tube of about 2mm. diameter, and one in one of 8mm., made
with entirely different samples of gas, gave, the first, 1*65 as

the ratio, and, the second, 1*61.

Experiments made with the first tube, to test the accuracy

of its working, gave for carbon dioxide the ratio 1*276, instead
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of 1*288, the mean of all previous determinations ; and the

half wave-length of sound in hydrogen was found to be 73'6,

instead of 74*5, the mean of those previously found. The
ratio of the specific heats of hydrogen found was 1*39, instead

of 1402.
There can be no doubt, therefore, that argon gives practi-

cally the ratio of specific heats, viz : 1*66, proper to a gas in

which all the energy is translational. The only other gas

which has been found to behave similarly is mercury gas,

at a high temperature.*

XV. Attempts to induce Chemical Combination.

Many attempts to induce argon to combine will be described

in full in the complete paper. Suffice it to say here, that all

such attempts have as yet proved abortive. Argon does not
combine with oxygen in presence of alkali under the influence

of the electric discharge, nor with hydrogen in presence of

acid or alkali also when sparked ; nor with chlorine, dry or

moist, when sparked ; nor with phosphorus at a bright-red

heat, nor with sulphur at bright redness. Tellurium may be
distilled in a current of the gas ; so may sodium and potassium,

their metallic luster remaining unchanged. It is unabsorbed
by passing it over fused red-hot caustic soda, or soda-lime

heated to bright redness ; it passes unaffected over fused and
bright red-hot potassium nitrate ; and red-hot sodium peroxide
does not combine with it. Persulphides of sodium and cal-

cium are also without action at a red heat. Platinum black

does not absorb it, nor does platinum sponge, and wet oxidiz-

ing and chlorinating agents, such as nitro-hydrochloric acid,

bromine water, bromine and alkali, and hydrochloric acid and
potassium permanganate, are entirely without action. Experi-

ments with fluorine are in contemplation, but the difficulty is

great ; and an attempt will be made to produce a carbon arc

in the gas. Mixtures of sodium and silica and of sodium and
boracic anhydride are also without action, hence it appears to

resist attack by nascent silicon and by nascent boron.

XVI. General Conclusions.

It remains, finally, to discuss the probable nature of the gas,

or mixture of gases, which we have succeeded in separating

from atmospheric air, and which we provisionally name argon.

The presence of argon in the atmosphere is proved by many
lines of evidence. The high density of " atmospheric nitro-

gen," the lower density of nitrogen from chemical sources,

* Kundt and Warburg, Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxxv, pp. 337 and 527.
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and the uniformity in the density of samples of chemical
nitrogen prepared from different compounds, lead to the con-

clusion that the cause of the anomaly is the presence of a

heavy gas in air. If that gas possess the density 20 compared
with hydrogen, " atmospheric " nitrogen should contain of it

approximately 1 per cent. This is, in fact, found to be the

case. Moreover, as nitrogen is removed from air by means of

red-hot magnesium, the density of the remaining gas rises pro-

portionately to the concentration of the heavier constituent.

Second. This gas has been concentrated in the atmosphere
by diffusion. It is true that it has not been freed from oxy-

gen and nitrogen by diffusion, but the process of diffusion

increases, relatively to nitrogen, the amount of argon in that

portion which does not pass through the porous walls. This
has been proved by its increase in density.

Third. As the solubility of argon in water is relatively high,

it is to be expected that the density of the mixture of argon
and nitrogen, pumped out of water along with oxygen, should,

after the removal of the oxygen, be higher than that of

"atmospheric" nitrogen. Experiment has shown that the

density is considerably increased.

Fourth. It is in the highest degree improbable that two
processes, so different from each other, should manufacture
the same product. The explanation is simple if it be granted
that these processes merely eliminate nitrogen from an " atmos-

pheric" mixture. Moreover, as argon is an element, or a

mixture of elements, its manufacture would mean its separa-

tion from one of the substances employed. The gas which
can be removed from red-hot magnesium in a vacuum has

been found to be wholly hydrogen. Nitrogen from chemical

sources has been practically all absorbed by magnesium, and
also when sparked in presence of oxygen ; hence argon cannot

have resulted from the decomposition of nitrogen. That it is

not produced from oxygen is sufficiently borne out by its

preparation by means of magnesium.
Other arguments could be adduced, but the above are suffi-

cient to justify the conclusion that argon is present in the

atmosphere.

The identity of the leading lines in the spectrum, the simi-

lar solubility and the similar density, appear to prove the

identity of the argon prepared by both processes.

Argon is an element, or a mixture of elements, for Clausius

has shown that if K be the energy of translators motion of

the molecules of a gas, and H their whole kinetic energy, then

K_3(C,-C.)
H - 2C, '
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Qp and Cv denoting as usual the specific heat at constant pres-

sure and at constant volume respectively.

Hence if, as for mercury vapor and for argon (§XIY), the

ratio of specific heats Cp : Cv be If, it follows that K = H, or

that the whole kinetic energy of the gas is accounted for by
the translator}7 motion of its molecules. In the case of mer-

cury the absence of interatomic energy is regarded as proof of

the monatomic character of the vapor, and the conclusion

holds equally good for argon.

The only alternative is to suppose that if argon molecules

are di- or polyatomic, the atoms acquire no relative motion, even
of rotation, a .conclusion exceedingly improbable in itself and
one postulating the sphericity of such complex groups of

atoms.

Now a monatomic gas can be only an element, or a mixture
of elements ; and hence it follows that argon is not of a com-
pound nature.

From Avogadro's law, the density of a gas is half its molec-
ular weight ; and as the density of argon is approximately 20,

hence its molecular weight must be 40. But its molecule is

identical with its atom ; hence its atomic weight, or, if it be a

mixture, the mean of the atomic weights of that mixture,

taken for the proportion in which they are present, must be 40.

There is evidence both for and against the hypothesis that

argon is a mixture : for, owing to Mr. Crookes's observations of

the dual character of its spectrum ; against, because of Pro-
fessor Olszewski's statement that it has a definite melting point,

a definite boiling point, and a definite critical temperature and
pressure; and because on compressing the gas in presence of

its liquid, pressure remains sensibly constant until all gas has

condensed to liquid. The latter experiments are the well-

known criteria of a pure substance ; the former is not known
with certainty to be characteristic of a mixture. The conclu-

sions which follow are, however, so startling, that in our future

experimental work we shall endeavor to decide the question by
other means.
For the present, however, the balance of evidence seems to

point to simplicity. We have therefore to discuss the relations

to other elements of an element of atomic weight 40. We
inclined for long to the view that argon was possibly one or

more than one of the elements which might be expected to

follow fluorine in the periodic classification of the elements

—

elements which should have an atomic weight between 19,

that of fluorine, and 23, that of sodium. But this view is

completely put out of court by the discovery of the monatomic
nature of its molecules.
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The series of elements possessing atomic weights near 40
are :

—

Chlorine 35*5

Potassium 39-1

Calcium _. 40*0

Scandium 44*0

There can be no doubt that potassium, calcium, and scan-

dium follow legitimately their predecessors in the vertical

columns, lithium, beryllium, and boron, and that they are in

almost certain relation with rubidium, strontium, and (but not
so certainly) yttrium. If argon be a single element, then there

is reason to doubt whether the periodic classification of the

elements is complete ; whether, in fact, elements may not
exist which cannot be fitted among those of which it is com-
posed. On the other hand, if argon be a mixture of two ele-

ments, they might find place in the eighth group, one after

chlorine and one after bromine. Assuming 37 (the approxi-

mate mean between the atomic weights of chlorine and potas-

sium) to be the atomic weight of the lighter element, and 40
the mean atomic weight found, and supposing that the second
element has an atomic weight between those of bromine, 80,

and rubidium, 85*5, viz : 82, the mixture should consist of

93'3 per cent, of the lighter, and 6*7 per cent, of the heavier

element. But it appears improbable that such a high per-

centage as 6*7 of a heavier element should have escaped detec-

tion during liquefaction.

If it be supposed that argon belongs to the eighth group,

then its properties would tit fairly well with what might be

anticipated. For the series, which contains

Si„
IV

, P™-dV
, SfA*1

, and Cl
2

ItoVn
,

might be expected to end with an element of monatomic mole-

cules, of no valency, i. e. incapable of forming a compound, or

if forming one, being an octad ; and it would form a possible

transition to potassium, with its monovalence, on the other

hand. Such conceptions are, however, of a speculative nature

;

yet they may be perhaps excused, if they in any way lead to

experiments which tend to throw more light on the anomalies

of this curious element.

In conclusion, it need excite no astonishment that argon is

so indifferent to reagents. For mercury, although a mona-

tomic element, forms compounds which are by no means stable

at a high temperature in the gaseous state ; and attempts to

produce compounds of argon may be likened to attempts to

cause combination between mercury gas at 800° and other ele-

ments. As for the physical condition of argon, that of a gas,
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we possess no knowledge why carbon, with its low atomic

weight, should be a solid, while nitrogen is a gas, except in so

far as we ascribe molecular complexity to the former and com-
parative molecular simplicity to the latter. Argon, with its

comparatively low density and its molecular simplicity, might
well be expected to rank among the gases. And its inertness,

which has suggested its name, sufficiently explains why it has

not previously been discovered as a constituent of compound
bodies.

We would suggest for this element, assuming provisionally

that it is not a mixture, the symbol A.
We have to record our thanks to Messrs. Gordon, Kellas,

and Matthews, who have materially assisted us in the prosecu-

tion of this research.

Art. XXY.

—

The Velocity of Electric Waves; John Trow-
bridge and William Duane.

Sometime since the following method of measuring the

velocity of electric waves suggested itself to us ; increase the

size, and if necessary change the shape of an ordinary Hertz
vibrator until the period of oscillation is sufficiently long to be
determined by photographing the spark ; measure the length

of the waves induced in a secondary circuit tuned to resonance
with the vibrator ; and the quotient of the wave length by
the time of a complete oscillation will be the required velocity.

The first apparatus experimented with was that used by Mr.
St. John in investigating the peculiarities of waves along iron

wires. For a detailed description of this apparatus see this

Journal for October, 1891. It has been assumed by certain

writers that the reaction between the circuits, arranged in the
manner employed by Mr. St. John, is to a large extent, what
would be called in the older theory of electricity, electro-mag-

netic rather than electrostatic. Certain phenomena, however,
that appeared in the early part of our investigation seemed to

point to the view that the greater portion of the action was
electrostatic ; and we therefore concluded to arrange the
apparatus so that the reaction should be wholly electrostatic,

thinking by this means to obtain a more powerful oscillation

and a more regular wave than with the apparatus described
and used so successfully by Blond lot. The first attempt
arranged on the electrostatic principle proved a complete fail-

ure. A second trial about a fortnight later, however, proved so

successful that we fully determined to adopt the electrostatic

method.

Am. Jour. Sol—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 292.—April, 1895.
20
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The first point in the course of the investigation worthy
of detailed notice is the production of electric waves along
parallel wires in such a manner that they are actually visible

to the eye. The arrangement of the apparatus to accomplish
this was as follows :

G K
E

o1° J
1

B
1

F 1

H L

A primary condenser A B (Fig. 1) was held with its plates in

vertical planes by means of suitable wooden supports (not rep-

resented in the figure), and was joined in a circuit B C consisting

of two wires about 75cm long placed lcm apart. In reality this

circuit JB C should be represented as perpendicular to the plane

of the paper, (which is taken as the horizontal plane passing

through the center of the apparatus). The plates of the con-

denser A B were of sheets of tin foil 101 X !0 cra glued to hard
rubber sheets and the dielectric between them consisted of

other similar sheets of hard rubber sufficient in number and
thickness to make the distance between the condenser plates

4"2cm . Outside the primary condenser plates and separated from
them by hard rubber plates, (total thickness *6cm

) were two
secondary plates E and F each 40cm square. To these plates

was attached the secondary circuit E G- J H F, the form of

which is represented in fig. 1. This latter circuit consisted of

copper wire, diameter *13cm and its total length from E to F
was 4200cm . A spark gap with spherical terminals 2'5 ctn in

diameter was placed at C in the primary circuit, and another

spark gap with pointed terminals was sometimes inserted at J
in the secondary circuit, although this latter spark gap had no
effect upon the phenomena to be described. The primary con-

denser was charged by means of a large Euhmkorf coil excited

by five storage cells with a total voltage of ten volts. The
current from these cells was made and broken by the auto-

matic interrupter used by Mr. St. John and described by
him in his paper above referred to. Every time the primary
condenser was charged, a spark passed at C causing an oscilla-

tory discharge. These oscillations induced charges on the

plates E and F which were rapidly reversed in sign, and which
traveled out along the wires E G- and F H. The dimensions

of the primary circuit were altered, until by trial it was found
that a charge of, let us say, positive electricity starting from E
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would meet at the point G one of negative electricity that had
previously started from F and traveled around F H JG,
another at the point J, and still another at the point H. Sta-

tionary vibrations in the circuit EG JKF were thus set up
with nodes at the points G, J and H, and ventral segments
halfway between them at K and L. The method of dis-

covering when the circuits were in tune, and of investigating

the shape of the waves will be described later. The point to

be noticed here is that the vibrations were sufficiently power-
ful to cause a luminous discharge on the surface of the wire at

points where the accumulation of electricity was a maximum,
i. e. at K and L, while at the nodal points G, J and H the wire

was entirely dark. Still further the wave formation could be
made apparent to the sense of hearing as well as that of sight

;

for placing the ear within a few centimeters of the wire and
walking along it, a distinct crackling sound could be heard at

the points K and L whereas no such sound could be heard at

G, J and H. By placing bits of glass tubing on the wire the

sound was much intensified at the points K and L, and the
phenomena made more striking. It might be supposed that

by decreasing the capacity of the primary condenser, and there-

fore the period of its oscillation, the secondary circuit could

be broken up into a new set of shorter stationary waves, with
nodes at J and at points somewhere near K, L, G and H, and
ventral segments between them. This we tried with perfect

success except that it was not possible to cause the light at K
and L to actually disappear. There was decidedly less light at

these points however than on either side of them. The light

of course is simply that which always appears around wires

carrying very high potential currents, the interesting point

being that it appears in some places on the circuit and not in

others. The experiment showing how the circuit breaks up in

several different ways would form a most beautiful lecture

experiment.

As a means of ascertaining when the circuits were in reso-

nance, and of investigating the form of the wave in the second-
ary circuit a bolometer similar to that designed by Paalzow and
Rubens* was used. The bolometer was used in this present
investigation to detect electrical disturbances in a conductor
and to measure their magnitudes ; but it did not indicate either

the direction or sign of the quantities measured. Its use for

this purpose is described in the paper of Mr. St. John already
referred to.

The conductors that were electrically connected to the arm
of the bridge, and that were brought near the circuit consisted

* Anwendung des bolometrischen Princips auf Electrische Messungen, Wied.
Ann., xxxvii, 529.
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of two pieces of wire insulated with rubber, bent into circles

of about 2cm radius, and fastened to a bit of pine wood by
means of a heavy coating of paraffine. The two wires of the

secondary circuit passed through holes in this bit of wood in

such a manner as to pass through the centers of the two circles.

In the early part of the investigation the bolometer and
galvanoscope were placed at a sufficient distance from the oscil-

lating circuits to prevent any direct action of one on the other,

and the leads running from the circular conductors to the bolome-
ter consisted of long line wires. Later when longer circuits

and longer waves were experimented with, great inconvenience

was experienced from the long leads since their relative

position had considerable effect upon the galvanoscope deflec-

tions. In order to obviate this difficulty short leads of heavily

insulated wire were used and the bolometer was placed on
wheels and moved along from place to place. A bolometric

study of the circuit just described showed the character

of the oscillation to be that mentioned, namely, nodes at the

points G, J and H, and maximum accumulations at the points

K and L. A careful run was made from one end of the cir-

cuit to the other, which furnished data from which a very
regular curve was drawn.

Two points deserve notice here, before we pass on to the

next arrangement of the apparatus. First the automatic cur-

rent interrupter that worked so beautifully in connection with

the Hertz vibrator would not function well, when the vibrator

was replaced by the circuit and condenser just described. For
a detailed description of this interrupter we must again

refer to Mr. St. John's paper. The essential feature of the

apparatus was this : the circuit was interrupted by the regular

periodic lifting of a platinum plunger from a glass cup par-

tially filled with mercury. Alcohol was poured over the

surface of the mercury in order to keep it clean, and this

effectually stopped the sparking when the Hertz vibrator

was used. When, however, the induction coil was used to

charge the large condensers, violent sparks occurred at the

point where the plunger left the mercury, almost any one
of which was sufficiently strong to blow the alcohol out of

the cup. As the same current in the primary of the induc-

tion coil was used in the two cases, the most probable explana-

tion of this is the following. The capacity of the condenser
being considerably greater than that of the two plates in the

Hertz vibrator, the current in the secondary of the induction

coil in the first case must have been much greater than that in

the second case. Hence the reaction of the secondary current

on the primary of the induction coil, must have been much
greater. This would cause a greater reaction of the sec-
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ondary current on the primary of the induction coil, and
would throw a greater stress on the point of rupture of the

primary circuit ; hence the sparking. To obviate the difficulty

several methods of exciting the induction coil were tried, with
more or less success. Finally, an ordinary reed interrupter

with a comparatively large hammer and anvil arrangement was
adopted, which gave little trouble.

The second point, and this is very important in the light of
what is to follow, is the following : the insertion of a small

spark gap (l
mm-3mm

) at the point in the secondary circuit

marked—J (fig. 1) had no appreciable effect upon the position of

the nodal points G and H, or of the points of maximum accu-

mulation K and L. The form of the wave was slightly altered

for a meter on each side of J, and the bolometer showed a

slight accumulation in the immediate neighborhood of the spark
gap. This was probably due to the charging of the spark
terminals to a sufficiently high potential to break through the

dielectric. The fact that the insertion of a spark gap, into a

secondary circuit in the manner described has no effect upon
the length of the waves set up in that circuit was tested for a

number of different cases, (in none of which, however, the

length of the waves was greater than in the present case) and
found to be true in each one of them.

In order to determine the time of vibration we used a con-
cave rotating mirror : and the images of the oscillating sparks

were thrown on a sensitive plate. If the mirror rotated about
a horizontal axis, the photographs showed bright horizontal lines

perpendicular to which at their extremities extended two series

of dots. The distance between the successive dots was evidently

the distance on the plate through which the image of the

spark gap moved during the time of a complete oscillation.

Hence by determining the speed of the mirror and measur-
ing the distances from the mirror to the plate the time of

oscillation can be calculated.

The advantages of photographing the secondary spark rather

than the primary are numerous. In the first place to properly
photograph a spark it is necessary to use pointed terminals

:

but experiment has shown that the waves excited in a second-
ary circuit depend to a large extent upon the character of the
primary spark, and that the most active sparks are those

between metallic spheres with polished surfaces. It is true

that waves can be produced by sparks between points, but the
oscillations are not so powerful or well marked. In the second
place, from the results obtained by Ejerknes one would
expect the oscillations in the secondary circuit to be much
less damped than those in the primary. This expecta-

tion has been fully realized. Photographs show from ten to
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twelve times as many oscillations in the secondary as in the
primary. In the third and by no means the least important
case, the question how close the resonance is does not affect

the accuracy of the results. By photographing the sparks

in the secondary the period of oscillation is determined,
not of a circuit that is altered until by trial it is found to have
as nearly as possible the same period of vibration as the circuit

on which the length of the wave is measured, bat that of the
circuit along which the wave itself is actually traveling.

The great difficulty to be overcome is the production of

secondary oscillations that will produce sparks of sufficient

brightness to photograph. It is comparatively an easy task to

photograph the primary spark, but in order to photograph the

secondary the dimensions of the circuit must be chosen with
great care.

With a view to increasing the light of the spark together with
the length of the waves, it seemed desirable to lengthen the

period of oscillation by enlarging the condensers rather than
by increasing the self induction of the primary circuit. A
castor oil condenser was therefore designed and constructed

on the following plan. Eight plates (25
cm X 20cm ) were cut

out of sheet zinc, and were held in vertical planes side by side

2cm apart by a suitable hard rubber frame. The plates were
entirely immersed in castor oil contained in a glass jar. They
were connected together in the manner shown in fig. 2.

The plates marked a, c and e were fastened to the con-

ductor A B and formed one armature of the condenser.

Those marked d, f and h were joined to C D and formed the

other armature. The two ends of the secondary circuit E, G,
J, H, F, were fastened to the plate b and g. The plane of

the secondary circuit was 50cm
, and that of the primary 3cm

above the upper edge of the condenser plate. The total

length of the secondary circuit from one condenser plate

through E, G, J, H, F, to the other plate was 6338cm The
circuit consisted of copper wire (diameter -215cm) supported at

each end by suitable wooden frames, and also once in the

middle by hard rubber hooks fastened by long pieces of twine
to a wooden crossbar above. The distances from F to E and
from K to L were 30cm and a spark gap with pointed tin ter-

minals was inserted at J. The primary circuit consisted of

copper wire (diameter *34cm ). The distances between the two
parts A B and CD was 45cm

. The portion B D contained a

spark gap with platinum-faced spherical terminals, and was made
so as to slide back and forth, to and from the condenser. The
motion of this movable piece varied the self induction and
therefore the period of oscillation of the primary circuit. By
this means the circuits were brought into resonance. With
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certain arrangements of the condensers, the resonance was
very sharp, and the position of the movable portion could be

determined to within *25cm . In the arrangement which was
finally adopted the resonance was not so sharp. Even in this

case the distance of the sliding part from the plate a could not

have been in error by more than 2 cm . The length 65cm was
finally chosen for its value.

At first it was found impossible to produce anything but a

complex vibration in the secondary circuit when the spark gap
was open. Some slight evidence of resonance was obtained,

but nothing of a decided character. When, however, the

spark gap was closed, very good resonance ensued and a wave,
the length of which could be measured to within -4 per cent,

was excited. Some photographs were taken of the spark in the

secondary circuit, and they snowed immediately the character

of the complex wave formation. The secondary circuit could

and did oscillate in three different ways, and the ratios of the

periods were those of the notes in an open organ pipe, namely
1:2:3. Usually the lowest or fundamental oscillation together

with one of the overtones was present ; but several sparks

were noticed that furnished unmistakable evidence of the

simultaneous existence of all three. We have observed in a

circuit 10000cm long the same peculiarities of oscillation, excited

by a primary circuit that, judging from its dimensions, could

not have been in resonance with the secondary. It was evident

that the oscillation having nodes at the points marked (fig. 2)

E and F is that whose period is -J of the fundamental.

D

C
a -

B

A E G K
r

b

J J
fJ —
-

F H11
-1 L

M

M

A number of measurements of this period have been made,
and from these several values the velocity of the waves
has been calculated. The results appear in the following
table. As an average of five measurements of the wave
length, none of which differed from the mean by more than
20cm

, the value 5888cm was chosen. The distance from the
mirror to the photographic plate in each case except the last

was 300*lcm . Each of the first five values in the second col-

umn of the table is an average of 30 measurements of distances

ranging in the neighborhood of lcm . The speed of the mirror
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was determined to one part in five hundred by means of an
electric chronograph.

Number of Distance between Velocity
revolutions two successive of

of mirror points on plate. Waves.
per sec. cm. cm-

71'2 •05608 2-819 X 10 10

70-85 •05600 2-810 X 10 10

70-7 •05532 2-835 X 10 10

71-3 •05637 2-808 X 10 10

70-8 •05611

Average.

2-808 X 10
10

2-816 X 10 10

69-2 •05340 2-988 X 10
10

The last line in the table contains the results of measure-
ments on photographs of the primary spark instead of the
secondary. In this case the distance from the mirror to the
photographic plate was 311*5 crn

. In spite of the fact that the

last value of the velocity is much nearer that of the velocity

of light, and of the ratio of the two systems of electrical units

than the average of the first five, we do not think it can be
relied upon, for two reasons. First because of the possible

error introduced by the fact that the two circuits had not
exactly the same period of oscillation ; and second because the

distances measured on the photographic plate were only about
•05cm

, instead of l'00cm .

The generally accepted value for the velocity of light is

2-998 X 10 10
centimeters. At present it does not seem to us

likely, judging from the table as it stands, and from a considera-

tion of the possible errors in the various measurements, that the

total error in our determination can be as great as the differ-

ence between the average just given and 2'998 X 10 10
.

Whether this discrepancy is due to the fact that the circuit

may not have been long enough in comparison with the
length of the waves to allow of their full development, or not,

we do not undertake to say. If the bends in the circuit at

M and M' have a retarding effect upon the waves, this

fact can be very easily discovered and allowed for. As yet

we have not had time to investigate the question. We there-

fore publish the results above tabulated as a preliminary

record, hoping to refine upon the measurements in several

important particulars, and to extend the investigation to

circuits of different sizes and shapes, one of which will

probably be a long circuit of some 300 meters running out of

doors, and at a considerable distance above the ground.

In the final paper, too, we hope to publish a great many
details of the method, together with some interesting phenom-
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ena that have appeared in the photographs, of the primary
arid secondary sparks.

If it appears, as theory seems to indicate, that electric waves
travel in air with the velocity of light, it may be that the latter

can be determined more accurately by an electrical and photo-

graphic method than by the eye methods which have hitherto

been used.

Jefferson Physical Laboratory.

Aet. XXYI.

—

Epochs and Stages of the Glacial Period / by
Warren Upham.

Renewed studies of the origin and order in age of our
Minnesota drift deposits have led me to the results presented in

the following table, which I think will contribute toward a

reconciliation and harmony of the lately opposing doctrines

(1) of unity and (2) of duality or greater complexity of the Ice

age. Unity or continuity of our Pleistocene glaciation, with
fluctuations of the ice margin, much greater in the interior of

the continent than eastward, appears to me the most acceptable

view and statement, when the whole period and the whole
drift-bearing area are considered. The evidences of a recession

of the ice- sheet in Minnesota about two hundred miles backward
from the nearest portions of its former boundary, followed by
growth again nearly to its previous limits, are to be found in

The Geology of Minnesota, final report, volumes I (1884) and
II (1888), by index references for " Interglacial formations,

drainage and water-courses," etc.

The two stages of growth of the ice-sheet may have been
due, aside from their principal dependence on the high eleva-

tion of the land, to the last two passages in the precession of

the equinoxes, with accompanying nutation, bringing the win-
ters of the northern hemisphere in aphelion about 30,000 years

ago and again about 10,000 years ago. The intermediate time
of the earth's northern winters in perihelion would be the stage

of great retreat of the ice margin in the upper Mississippi

region ; but eastward, from Ohio to the Atlantic coast, there

appears to have been little glacial oscillation.* This explana-

tion accords with Prof. E". H. Winchell's computations from
the rate of recession of the falls of

v
St. Anthony for the Post-

glacial or Pecent period,f and with his estimate of the duration

* J. D. Dana, this Journal, IN, vol. xlvi, pp. 827-330, Nov., 1893.

f Geol. and Xat. Hist. Survey of Minnesota, Fifth Ann. Rep. for 1876, pp. 175-
189; Final Report, vol. ii. 1888, pp. 313-341, with fifteen plates (views showing
recent changes of the falls of St. Anthony, and maps). Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc,
London, vol. xxxiv, 1878, pp. 880-901.
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of the interglacial stage from the now buried channel which
appears to have been then eroded by the Mississippi river a

few miles west of the present gorge below these falls.*

Adopting the helpful new nomenclature proposed by Cham-
berlin,f we may provisionally formulate the minor time divis-

ions of the Glacial and Champlain epochs as follows. The
order is stratigraphic, so that for the advancing sequence in

time it should be read upward.

Champlain Epoch.—(Land depression ; disappearance of

the ice-sheet
;
partial reelevation of the land.)

Wisconsin stage.—(Progressing reelevation.) Moderate
reelevation of the land, advancing as a permanent wave
from south to north and northeast ; continued retreat of
the ice along most of its extent, but its maximum advance
in southern New England, with fluctuations and the for-

mation of prominent moraines
;
great glacial lakes on the

northern borders of the United States ; slight glacial oscil-

lations, with temperate climate nearly as now, at Toronto
and Scarboro', Ont. ; the sea finally admitted to the St.

Lawrence, Champlain, and Ottawa valleys ; uplift to the
present height completed soon after the departure of the ice.

(The great Baltic glacier, and European marginal moraines.)

Champlain subsidence.—Depression of the ice-covered

area from its high Glacial elevation ; retreat of the ice

from its former Iowan limits ; abundant deposition of loess.

Glacial Epoch.—(Ice accumulation, due to the culmination
of the Lafayette epeirogenic uplift.)

Iowan stage.—Renewed ice accumulation covering the

forest beds and extending south nearly to its early bound-
ary. (Third European glacial stage.)

Interglacial stage.—Extensive glacial recession in the

upper part of the Mississippi basin ; cool temperate climate

and coniferous forests up to the waning ice-border; much
erosion of the early drift.

Kansan stage.—Maximum extent of the ice-sheet in the

interior of North America, and also eastward in northern

New Jersey. (Maximum glaciation in Europe.)

Undetermined stages of fluctuation in the general growth
of the ice-sheet.—Including an early glacial recession

and readvance shown by layers of interglacial lignite on
branches of the Moose and Albany rivers, southwest of

James bay. (First glacial stage in the Alps.)

* Am. Geologist, vol. x, pp. 69-80, with three plates (sections and map), Aug.,

1892.

•f
In two chapters (pp. 724-775, with maps forming plates xiv and xv) of J.

Geikie's "The Great Ice Age," third edition, 1894, Prof. T. C. Chamberlin pro-

poses a chronologic classification of the North American drift under three forma-

tions, named in the order of their age, beginning with the earliest, the Kansan,
East Iowan, and East Wisconsin formations.
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Art. XXYII.

—

Structure and Appendages of Trinucleus /

by Charles E. Beecher. (With Plate III.)

Trinucleus departs so widely from the common type of

trilobite form, that any contribution of new facts regarding its

structure and appendages is a matter of interest. Moreover,
this added information will be of assistance in interpreting

some peculiar and striking features in the natural group of

genera of which Trinucleus is evidently a member.
For the present, it is convenient to consider in this group

such forms as Trinucleus, Harpes, Harpides, Dionide, and
Ampyx. Most of these have the genal angles extending to or

beyond the pygidium, with a broad, finely perforated or punc-
tate margin around the head. They are further characterized

by the absence or obsolescence of visual organs, while the facial

sutures are either peripheral, as in Harpes, or in addition

include the genal spines, as in Trinucleus, Dionide, and
Ampyx. Several other genera have been recognized as having
affinities with those mentioned, but they are imperfectly

known, and will be merely noticed here. Harpina, Novak,
based upon the features of the hypostoma, is probably of only

subgeneric value under Harpes. Arraphus, Angelin, is appar-

ently based upon a specimen of Harpes denuded of the punc-
tate border. Salteria of W. Thompson, and Endymionia of

Billings, both generally considered as closely related to Dio-
nide, were founded upon too imperfect material to afford

decisive data as to their affinities. Angelin's sub-genera of

Ampyx (Zonchodomus, Raphiophorus, and Ampyx) are based

upon the length of the glabellar spine, and the possession of

five or six free thoracic segments. Similar characters in

Trinucleus are not considered as worthy of such marked dis-

tinction.

In 1847, Salter* illustrated and described an eye-tubercle on
each cheek of Trinucleus, from which there was a raised line

extending obliquely upward to a punctum or spot on each

side of the glabella. He considered this line as a discontinuous

facial suture, but the true suture was afterwards correctly

determined by Barrande,f and in well-preserved specimens,
may easily be observed, extending around the entire frontal

and lateral border of the head, and including the genal
spines. The "eye-line" was further recognized by McCoy, %

* On the structure of Trinucleus, with Remarks on the Species, Quar. Jour.
Geol. Soc, vol. iii. pp. 251-254.

fSyst. Sil. Boheme, I.. 1852.

X Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 2d Series, vol. iv., 1849.
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and made one of the bases for a division of the genus into

two sections or genera

—

Trlnucleus proper and Tetraspis.

These divisions were accepted by Salter, but later were thor-

oughly discussed, and rejected by Barrande (I. <?., p. 617), upon
valid grounds. Nicholson and Etheridge,* in 1879, reviewed
these facts at some length, and gave original figures illustrat-

ing the ocular tubercle and eye-line. They also agree with
Barrande in recognizing them as clearly adolescent char-

acters.

The justice of these conclusions is substantiated, and
additional results are reached, from the study of a series of
Trinucleus concentricus Eaton, found associated with Triar-
thrus Becki Green, in the Utica slate, near Rome, New York.
The remarkable preservation of the fossils at this locality,

has already afforded a means of determining all the principal

details of the ventral structure of the trilobite genus Triar-
thrus, and there is now distinct evidence as to the nature of

the appendages in another type

—

Trinucleus, as well as to the

probable significance of the so-called " eye-tubercle."

As compared with Triarthrus, specimens of Trinucleus
are not very common at this locality, and, although more than
fifty individuals of the latter have been obtained from the

collections presented to the Yale Museum by Professor Marsh,
not more than half a dozen of these are adult specimens, and
but three show any appendages. Young specimens of all

ages occur, from about lmm across the cephalon upwards, and
in all the eye-line and eye tubercle are present until a width
of nearly 5mm is attained, when in the present species these

features dwindle and disappear, leaving no discoverable traces

in the adult.

Two cephala of young individuals, without the free cheeks,

are shown enlarged in figures 1 and 2 of Plate III. Figure 2

represents a specimen before the appearance of the perforate

border, and figure 1 gives a later stage, having two rows of

perforations around the head. On both specimens the eye-

line is clearly shown, extending somewhat obliquely backward
from the anterior lobe of the glabella to the central area of the

fixed cheeks, enlarging slightly, and terminating in a rounded
node or tubercle (a, a, figure 2).

In seeking for homologous features in other trilobites, the

genera Harpes and Harpides are immediately suggested, since

they have similar ocular ridges extending from the sides of

the glabella, and ending in a tubercle, which, in Harpes, con-

tains from one to three eye-spots, as determined by Barrande.

They further agree in having these visual organs on the

* Monograph of the Silurian Fossils of the Girvan District in Ayrshire,

Fasc. II, 1879.
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fixed cheeks, while in all other trilobites with distinct eyes,

the free cheeks carry the visual areas. This type of eye is

thus quite different in its relations to the parts of the cephalon

from that of Phacops or Asaphus, and more nearly resembles

the eyes of some of the Merostomata (Bellinurus), as do also

the triangular areas in the young Trinucleus, so distinctly

marked off from the fixed cheeks on each side of the glabella

behind the eye-line. Adult Trinucleus and Ilarpes have
these areas much reduced, and often obsolescent. A spot or node
in the median line on the glabella has been noticed by many
observers, and although its nature has not been demonstrated,

it has generally been called an ocellus. It is more clearly

preserved in adult specimens, though it can be detected in

young examples, as indicated in figures 1, 2, Plate III.

An eye-line occurs in many early trilobite genera, and is

well marked in Conocoryp>he, Olenus, Ptychoparia, and Are-
thusina. At least four-fifths of the Cambrian forms preserve

this feature, which is almost entirely eliminated before Devo-
nian time. It differs in extent, but not necessarily in nature,

from the eye-line of Trinucleus and Harpes in running
entirely across the fixed cheeks to the free cheeks, ending in

the palpebral lobe in eyed forms. It is evidently a larval

character in the trilobites, as shown from its geological history

and the ontogeny of Trinucleus. From the direction of the

optic nerve in Limulus, and its relations to the surface features

of the cephalothorax, the eye-line probably represents the

course of that nerve, and is of much less morphological im-

portance than the different types and arrangement of visual

organs.

The pygidium of young T. concentricus (Plate III, figure 3)

is remarkable for the lack of definition between the axis and
pleura. In later and adult stages the number of ridges on the

pleura and axis do not correspond, and from figures 4, 5, and 6,

it is evident that in this genus the number of pleura is no indi-

cation of the number of pygidial segments or pairs of append-
ages, which, however, may be shown, as in this case, by the

annulations of the axis. In this respect, the pygidia in Encri-
nurus, Gybele, and Bindymene, are of the same nature.

Figure 6 also shows a narrow, striated doublure, a character

generally overlooked in descriptions of Trinucleus.

Appendages.

Three specimens have thus far been observed which show
the nature of the appendages in Trinucleus. Two of these

are illustrated in figures 4, 5, and 6, of Plate III. Figure 4
represents the thorax and pygidium viewed from the dorsal
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side. In this specimen the pyrite which replaced the chitinous

remains of the animal has decomposed, and the dorsal crust

weathered away, exposing below the stems of the exopodites,

with their fringes extending over the entire pleural areas on
both sides. A pygidium, with three attached thoracic segments,
from another entire specimen (figures 5 and 6), preserves the
details of the appendages in the most perfect and satisfactory

manner. As both halves showed essentially the same extent

and disposition of the fringes on the dorsal side, the specimen
was cut in two along the center of the axis, and the left side

was then imbedded in paraffine. By careful preparation the

appendages were exposed from the ventral side.

The cephala of the three specimens described are considerably

compressed, and from them a very imperfect knowledge of the

mouth parts could be obtained, so that this information must be
left to future discovery.

JEndopodites.—The three posterior thoracic endopodites are

very similar, and in a general way closely resemble those of

Triarthrus from the same region of the thorax. They are,

however, comparatively shorter and stouter, and could not be
extended beyond the ends of the pleura. The two distal

joints are cylindrical, with well-marked articular surfaces and
ridges. The joints preceding these proximally become much
wider, flattened, and produced into transverse extensions which
carry large tufts of setae at the end, as also does the end of the

last joint of the limb (dactylopodite).

The endopodites on the pygidium offer no conspicuous dif-

ferences from those just described, except that a gradual

change in form is manifest as the terminal limbs are reached.

The separate endites become more and more transversely cylin-

drical, until the whole limb appears to be made up of cylindri-

cal segments transverse to its length. A similar condition was
observed in the young of Triarthrus*

Exopodites.—These seem to be composed of slender joints,

the distal exites being long and slightly curved outwards.

They carry very long, close set, overlapping, lamellose fringes,

which evidently had a branchial function. Some of the lamel-

lae are spiniferous. The exopodites become shorter on the

pygidium, and apparently are represented near the end of the

series of limbs by the oval plates indicated at <?, figure 6. If

this interpretation is correct, the posterior exopodites are simple

flabella attached to the limbs, as in Apus.
Both Professors A. E. Yerrill and S. I. Smith agree that

the characters of the appendages in Trinucleus indicate an

animal of burrowing habit, which probably lived in the soft

* This Journal, vol. xlvii, PI. YII, fig. 3, April, 1894.
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mud of the sea bottom, much after the fashion of the modern
Limidus. In addition to its limuloid form, the absence of

eyes seems to favor this assumption. So does the fact that

many specimens have been found preserving the cast of the

alimentary canal, showing that the animal gorged itself with

mud like many other sea-bottom animals.

Tale Museum,New Haven, Conn, March 15th, 1895.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE III.

Trinucleus concentricus Eaton.

Figure 1.—Cephalon of young individual without genal spines; showiDg ocular

ridges and two rows of perforations around anterior and lateral

borders. x 40.

Fig-uee 2.—Cephalon of younger individual before the growth of the perforate

border ; showing distinctly the clavate ocular ridges, a, a. x 40.

Figure 3.—Pygidium of young individual ; showing the indistinct limitation of

axis and the elevated transverse ridges of the pleura and axis, x 40.

Figure 4.—Thorax and pygidium of an entire specimen from which the dorsal

test has been removed by weathering, exposing below the fringes of

the exopodites, which entirely cover the pleural portions. The
stronger lines ascending from the axis are the main stems of the

exopodites. The black dots along the axis are the fulcra for the

attachment of the limbs. x 4.

Figure 5.—One-half the pygidium with three attached thoracic segments, from
an entire specimen, with a portion of the test removed ; showing the

highly developed, lamellose fringes of the exopodites. x 11.

Figure 6.—The same ; lower side ; showing the short, stout, phyllopodiform
endopodites, a, and the long, slender, exopodites, b, bearing the

lamellose branchial fringes. In the lower third of the figure the ends
of the joints of the separate endopodites are shown by the oblique

ascending rows of setiferous nodes. The small ovate organs (c)

along the side are provisionally correlated with the exopodites. A
narrow striated doublure margins the pygidium and the ends of the

thoracic pleura, x 11.

Utica slate. Near Rome, N. Y.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Inorganic Preparation of Hydrazine.—Hitherto the
preparation of hydrazine has been possible only from complex
organic compounds. Duden however has now succeeded in

effecting its synthesis from inorganic materials. For this pur-

pose he makes use of a compound originally discovered by Davy,
produced by the action of sulphurous acid upon potassium nitrite,

and which has the composition K
2
S0

3
. N

2 2
. And he finds that

this substance, upon careful reduction with sodium amalgam or

with zinc dust and ammonia or soda, at a low temperature, gives a

solution having very strong reducing properties and which yields
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after acidification, the salt of hydrazine corresponding to the acid
employed. In practice the recently prepared compound of nitro-

gen dioxide and potassium sulphite is suspended in water cooled
by ice, the whole is placed in a freezing mixture and sodium
amalgam is gradually added until the liquid is found to reduce
Fehling's solution strongly and to yield, after being acidified and.

heated to expel the sulphur dioxide a precipitate of benzalazine
on the addition of benzaldehyde. The benzalazine thus obtained is

identical with that described by Curtius, fusing at 93° and hav-
ing the formula (C

6
H

5
CHN)

2
. This substance treated with sul-

phuric acid yields hydrazine sulphate (N
2
H

4 ) 2
. H

2
S0

4 , of melting
point 256°, and otherwise identical with the product obtained
from organic sources. The reaction appears to take place in two
stages. In the first

K̂ >N.NO +H
6
= KS

g3>N . NH
2 +H 20-f KOH

Then a subsequent reaction takes place between the alkali and
the sulphite compound thus

KS
H>N •

NH
* +K0H = K2

S°
4 +H *

N
•
NH

*

—Ber. Berl. C/iem. Ges., xxvii, 3498, January, 1895. g. f. b.

2. On, the Production of Carbon chlorides at ordinary Tempera-
tures.—The production of C

2
C1

4
and C

2
C1

6
by the dissociation of

carbon tetrachloride at a red heat, with the setting free of

chlorine is well known. Victor Meyer has now called attention

to the fact that during the preparation of carbon tetrachloride by
the chlorination of carbon disulphide at ordinary temperatures,
these two chlorides are produced. At these works of Muller and
Dubois, near Mannheim, this process is operated on the large

scale, at temperatures between 20° and 40°. After some days,

the liquid becomes deeply colored owing to the production of

sulphur dichloride S
2
C1

2
. The tetrachloride is then distilled oft

leaving the chloride of sulphur. On rectification of the tetrachlo-

ride an oily liquid having a higher boiling point, is obtained.

Upon fractioning this the author finds that it separates into

three constituents, CC1
4 , C 2

C1
4
and C

2
C1

6 , the last being a solid,

and being thus obtained in crystals, practically pure. Since the

carbon disulphide also was practically pure, the author considers

that the chlorides C
2
C1

4
and C

2
C1

6
are produced by direct synthesis,

as follows

:

(P8j,+ca
1 .
= o,car+(81

cy,
(CS

s) 2 + Cl
e
=0,01

4+ (S,C1,),

—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xxvii, 3160, November, 1894. g. f. b.

3. On the Atomic masses of Nickel and Cobalt.—In the earlier

determinations of the atomic masses of nickel and cobalt, made
by Winkler, he obtained the values 58*90 for the former metal

and 59-6*7 for the latter; the results being secured by analysis of

the chlorides prepared from electrolytically deposited metals.
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He now finds that a small error was introduced in the case of

cobalt, due to the fact that the metal deposited on the platinum

electrode contained a minute quantity of the hydrate Co
2 3

. (H
20) 2

.

No such result however occurs with nickel. Moreover he finds

that a solution of iodine in potassium iodide of decinormal
strength is capable of dissolving the deposited metal from the

platinum terminal at once, without attacking the latter. In the

case of nickel the platinum is left perfectly clean, while after the

removal of the cobalt a stain remains due to about one half per

cent of oxide. To remove this oxide, the electrodeposited cobalt

was reduced by hydrogen before use ; and then it proved to be
pure on solution in iodine. The determination was made by
titrating with sodium thiosulphate the excess of iodine left after

the pure metals were dissolved. As a result of two complete and
concordant series of analyses the fiual values obtained are 58*72

for nickel and 59-37 for cobalt, H being 1 and I 126*53; the

atomic mass of cobalt beinaj apparently about one-half a unit

higher than that of nickel.

—

Zeit. anorg. Chem., viii, i, December,
1894. G. F. B.

4. On the Atomic Mass of Bismuth.—More than forty years

ago Schneider fixed the mass of the bismuth atom as 208, rela-

tive to that of hydrogen. A few years subsequently, i. e. in 1859,

Dumas made atomic mass determinations of a number of ele-

ments, among which was bismuth
;
giving to this metal the value

210. This figure continued to be accepted down to 1883 when
Marignac undertook his well known investigations upon atomic
mass and by a series of determinations which were carried out
with great thoroughness concluded upon 208*16 as the atomic
mass of bismuth ; thus corroborating the work of Schneider. In

consequence of the slightly higher result 208*9, obtained by
Classen by an electrolytic method, Schneider has now repeated

and extended his work in this direction. The method adopted by
him in this new series of determinations is based upon a compari-

son of the equivalent relation of metallic bismuth to the trioxide

of bismuth ; with a view of testing certain suggestions made by
Classen concerning possible errors in his former estimations. The
result finally obtained, for O = 16, is 208*05

; the greatest diver-

gence from this mean among the values obtained in all the experi-

ments being only 0*21. This result not only coufirms the value

originally obtained by Schneider himself, and also that of Marig-

nac, but it is specially important as tending to show that bismuth
belongs to the increasing class of elements whose atomic masses

are represented by whole numbers.—^ prakt. Ch., II, 1, 461,

November, 1894. g. f. b.

5. On the Use of Dihydroxytartaric acid as a Reagent for
Sodium.—By oxidizing tartaric acid in presence of iron, Fenton
observed the production of a new crystallized acid, which by oxi-

dation is converted into dihydroxytartaric acid. To effect this

oxidation, the crystallized acid is covered with glacial acetic acid

and a solution of bromine in this glacial acid is added drop by

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XLIX, No. 292.— April, 1895.

21
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drop with constant shaking, until a faint permanent yellow color

appears. On neutralizing with sodium carbonate, a heavy white
crystalline precipitate is produced, which after washing and dry-
ing, finally in vacuo over sulphuric acid, proved to be sodium
dihydroxytartrate. From this salt, by covering it with anhy-
drous ether and passing dry hydrogen chloride into the mixture,
dihydroxytartaric was obtained on evaporation. Owing to the
ease with which this acid can now be procured, the author sug-

gests the use ol it as a reagent for the detection of sodium. For
this purpose, a few crystals of the acid are dissolved in a drop of

water on a watch-glass, the solution to be examined is added and
if necessary the liquid is neutralized with a drop of ammonia. On
stirring with a rod, a white crystalline precipitate of the sodium
salt appears, generally in lines as in the detection of potassium
by tartaric acid. The test is fairly delicate, a one per cent solu-

tion of sodium chloride giving the reaction almost immediately.
Neither potassium nor ammonium interferes with the reaction.

—

J. Chem. Soc, lxvii, 48, January, 1895. g. e. b.

6. On the Commercial Synthesis of Acetylene.—The produc-

tion of the carbides of barium, strontium and calcium, by Mois-

san in his electric furnace,* seems likely to become of considerable

commercial utility. In a paper by Lewes, read before the Society

of Arts, he has called attention to the production of acetylene by
the action of water upon these carbides as the starting point of

important practical developments. Although Wobler had made
calcium carbide by fusing an alloy of zinc and calcium with car-

bon, and had obtained acetylene from it by the action of water

;

and although in 1892 Macquenne had made barium carbide by
heating together barium carbonate, magnesium powder and char-

coal, and still later Travers had made calcium carbide by the

action of a high temperature upon a mixture of calcium chloride,

carbon and sodium, yet no commercial importance was attached

to these processes on account of their expense. But when work-
ing with the electric furnace, in the attempt to form alloys of cal-

cium, Willson observed that a mixture of lime and pulverized

anthracite, exposed to the high temperature of the arc, fused to a

semi-metallic mass, which when thrown into water, effervesced

strongly and evolved acetylene, the process became of practical

value. The calcium carbide thus produced is a dark gray sub-

stance, having a density of 2-262. When pure a pound of it

yields 5-5 cubic feet of gas, containing 98 per cent of acetylene.

This gas is colorless, with a penetrating odor resembling garlic.

It is poisonous, and is soluble in a little less than its own volume
of water, and in one-sixth of its volume of alcohol. It has a

density of 0*91. It burns with a highly luminous and smoky
flame, and liquefies at 0° C. under a pressure of 21*5 atmospheres.

When sprayed into the air the liquid evaporates rapidly, absorb-

ing so much heat that a portion of it is converted into a snow-

white solid. For illuminating purposes it can be burned only in

*See this Journal, III, xlviii, 506, December, 1894.
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small flat-flame burners, and then gives a light of 240 candles

when consumed at the rate of five feet per hour. It is claimed

that calcium carbide can be produced in this way for about $20
per ton. Since a ton will yield about 11,000 cubic feet of gas,

the cost at this rate would be about $1/60 per thousand cubic

feet, deducting the value of bye-products. In illuminating value,

it would be equivalent to ordinary coal gas at about ten or twelve
cents per thousand. Moreover, since acetylene is the starting

point lor a multitude of organic syntheses, this cheap production
is of great importance in chemical industry.

—

Nature, li, 303,

January, 1895. g f. b.

7. Theoretical Chemistry from the Standpoint of Avogadro's
rule and Thermodynamics. By Prof. Walter Nernst, Ph.D.,
of the University of Gottingen. Translated by Prof. Charles
Skeele Palmer, Ph.D., of the University of Colorado, 8vo, pp.
xxvi, 697. London and New York, 1895*(Ylacmillan & Co.), $5.

—Dr. Nernst is well known as one of the leaders of the new
School of Physical Chemists. His papers upon subjects within

this domain have received marked attention and have made him
an authority in this branch of chemistry. A book from his pen,

like the one now before us, therefore, cannot fail to be of great

service in advancing chemical science and will, no doubt, be
warmly welcomed by his co-laborers in every land. It is divided

into four principal divisions or books, preceded by an introduction

upon matter and energy and their relations. The first book
treats of the universal properties of matter, such as the gaseous,

the liquid and the solid states of aggregation, the physical mix-
ture and dilute solutions. The second book considers the atom
and the molecule, taking up successively the atomic theory, the

kinetic theory of the molecule, the determination of molecular
weight, the constitution of the molecule, the relation between
physical properties and molecular structure, the dissociation of

gases and electrolytic dissociation, the physical properties of salt

solutions, and the absolute size of molecules. Book third dis-

cusses the transformation of matter, being the first part of the

doctrine of affinity; its chapters being upon the laws of chemical
mass-action, the chemical statics of homogeneous a rid hetero-

geneous systems, chemical equilibrium in salt solutions and
chemical kinetics. Book fourth is devoted to the transformation
of energy, being the second part of the doctrine of affinity; its

first five chapters treating of thermochemistry and its last two
of electrochemistry and photochemistry respectively. Two valu-

able appendices complete the work. One, edited by Dr. Nernst
himself, contains important matter which has appeared since the
publication of the German edition,. The other, edited by Dr.
Kaiser, is a synchronistic comparison of the chief periodicals

bearing on this department of chemistry. From this resume
will appear at once not only how wide is the range of subjects

treated in this volume, but also how clear and logical is the order
in which they are taken up. Dr. Nernst everywhere speaks with
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the authority of a master of his subject. So that his book,
notwithstanding the treatises of Ostwald and others on Physical
Chemistry, seems to us, in the excellence of its arrangement, the
clearness of its style and the thoroughness of its subject-matter,

to be the best book of its kind which has yet appeared. Dr.
Palmer deserves especial thanks for putting the book so admirably
into its English dress. Typographically also, the book is a credit

to its publishers. g. f. b.

8. Qualitative Chemical Analysis of Inorganic Substa?ices,

as practiced in Georgetown College, D. C. Short 4to, pp. 61.

New York, 1894 (American Book Company).—This book consists

of a series of tables for qualitative analysis, divided into four

sets. The first is on Basic Analysis, the second on Acid Analysis,

the third on Preliminary Examination, and the fourth on Solution

and on Special treatment. Though in the main following well

established authorities, yet there is some originality of arrange-

ment and some satisfactory explanatory matter added to the

tables. The book appears to have been prepared with consider-

able care. g. f. b.

9. Double refraction of Electric loaves.—K. Mack by inter-

posing pieces of wood between Hertz's well known parabolic

reflectors, the axes of which are inclined to each other, has shown
that electric waves can be doubly refracted. Most specimens of

wood have a different structure along the direction' of the fibres

from that perpendicular to this direction, and accordingly resem-

ble in this respect doubly refracting crystals possessing a struc-

ture parallel to their optic axis different from that at right

angles to this axis. When pieces of wood about 20cm thick were
interposed on the line joining the foci of the mirrors, clear evi-

dence of the doubly refracting properties of the wood could be

shown by the appearance or disappearance of the spark in the

micrometer connected with the receiving mirror.

—

Ann. cler

Physik. unci Chemie, No. 2, 1895, pp. 342-351. J. t.

10. National Academy of Sciences on Electrical Measurement.

—The standard specifications for the practical application of the

definitions of the electrical units, ampere and volt, referred to

in the act of Congress of July 12, 1894, quoted in the last

number of this Journal (p. 236), are given below; they are taken

from Miscellaneous Document, No. 115, of the Senate of the

United States. These specifications were approved by all the

members of the committee named, of which Prof. H. A. Rowland
was the chairman, and were unanimously adopted by the Academy
at a special meeting held in New York on the 9th of Febru-

ary, 1895.

Specifications for the practical application of the definitions

of the Ampere and Volt.

Specification A.— The Ampere.

In employing the silver voltameter to measure currents of

about one ampere, the following arrangements shall be adopted :
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The kathode on which the silver is to be deposited shall take

the form of a platinum bowl not less than 10 centimeters in diame-

ter, and from 4 to 5 centimeters in depth.

The anode shall be a disc or plate of pure silver some 30 square

centimeters in area and 2 or 3 millimeters in thickness.

This shall be supported horizontally in the liquid near the top

of the solution by a silver rod riveted through its center. To
prevent the disintegrated silver which is formed on the anode
from falling upon the kathode, the anode shall be wrapped
around with pure filter paper, secured at the back by suitable

folding.

The liquid shall consist of a neutral solution of pure silver

nitrate, containing about 15 parts by weight of the nitrate to 85

parts of water.

The resistance of the voltameter changes somewhat as the cur-

rent passes. To prevent these changes having too great an effect

on the current, some resistance besides that of the voltameter
should be inserted in the circuit. The total metallic resistance of

the circuit should not be less than 10 ohms.
Method of Making a Measurement. The platinum bowl is to

be washed consecutively with nitric acid, distilled water and
absolute alcohol ; it is then to be dried at 160° C, and left to

cool in a desiccator. When thoroughly cool it is to be weighed
carefully.

It is to be nearly filled with the solution and connected to the

rest of the circuit by being placed on a clean insulated copper
support to which a binding screw is attached.

The anode is then to be immersed in the solution so as to be
well covered by it and supported in that position; the connec-

tions to the rest of the circuit are then to be made.
Contact is to be made at the key, noting the time. The cur-

rent is to be allowed to pass for not less than halt an hour, and
the time of breaking contact observed.

The solution is now to be removed from the bowl and the

deposit washed with distilled water and left to soak for at least

six hours. It i^ then to be rinsed successively with distilled

water and absolute alcohol and dried in a hot-air bath at a tem-
perature of about 160° C. Alter cooling in a desiccator it is to

be weighed again. The gain in mass gives the silver deposited.

To find the time average of the current in amperes, this mass,

expressed in grams, must be divided by the number of seconds
during which the current has passed and by 0*001118.

In determining the constant of an instrument by this method,
the current should be kept as nearly uniform as possible and the

readings of the instrument observed at frequent intervals of time.

These observations give a curve from which the reading corre-

sponding to the mean current (time-average of the current) can
be found. The current, as calculated from the voltameter results,

corresponds to this reading.
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The current used in this experiment must be obtained from a
battery and not from a dynamo, especially when the instrument
to be calibrated is an electrodynamometer.

Specification B.— The Volt.

Definition and Properties of the Cell. The cell has for its posi-

tive electrode, mercury, and for its negative electrode, amalga-
mated zinc ; the electrolyte consists of a saturated solution of

zinc sulphate and mercurous sulphate. The electromotive force

is 1-434 volts at 15° C, and between 10° C. and 25° C, by the
increase of 1° C. in temperature, the electromotive force decreases

by -00115 of a volt.

1. Preparation of the Mercury. To secure purity it should be
first treated with acid in the usual manner and subsequently dis-

tilled in vacuo.

2. Preparation of the Zinc Amalc/ahi.—The zinc designated in

commerce as " commercially pure" can be used without further

preparation. For the preparation of the amalgam one part by
weight of zinc is to be added to nine (9) parts by weight of mer-
cury and both are to be heated in a porcelain dish at 100° C. with
moderate stirring until the zinc has been fully dissolved in the

mercury.
3. Preparation of the Mercurous Sulphate. Take mercurous

sulphate, purchased as pure, mix with it a small quantity of pure
mercury and wash the whole thoroughly with cold distilled water
by agitation in a bottle ; drain off the water and repeat the

process at least twice. Alter the last washing, drain off as much
of the water as possible. (For further details of purification, See
Note A.)

4. Preparation of the Zinc Sulphate Solution. Prepare a

neutral saturated solution of pure re-crystallized zinc sulphate,

free from iron, by mixing distilled water with nearly twice its

weight of crystals of pure zinc sulphate and adding zinc oxide

in the proportion of about 2 per cent, by weight ot the zinc

sulphate crystals to neutralize any free acid. The crystals

should be dissolved with the aid of gentle heat, but the tempera-
ture to which the solution is raised must not exceed 30° C. Mer-
curous sulphate, treated as described in 3, shall be added in the

proportion of about 12 per cent by weight of the zinc sulphate

crystals to neutralize the free zinc oxide remaining, and then the

solution filtered, while still warm, into a stock bottle. Crystals

should form as it cools.

5. Preparation of the Mercurous Sulphate and Zinc Sulphate
Paste. For making the paste, two or three parts by weight of

mercurous sulphate are to be added to one by weight of

mercury. If the sulphate be dry, it is to be mixed with a paste

consisting of zinc sulphate crystals and a concentrated zinc

sulphate solution, so that the whole constitutes a stiff mass, which
is permeated throughout by zinc sulphate crystals and globules
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of mercury. If the sulphate, however, be moist, only zinc

sulphate crystals are to be added ; care must, however, be taken

that these occur in excess and are not dissolved after continued
standing. The mercury must, in this case also, permeate the

paste in little globules. It is advantageous to crush the zinc

sulphate crystals before using, since the paste can then be better

manipulated.
To set up the Cell. The containing glass vessel, represented in

the accompanying figure, shall consist of two limbs closed at

bottom and joined above to a common neck fitted with a ground
glass stopper. The diameter of the limbs should be at least

2cms and their length at least 3 cms . The neck should be not less

than l-5 cms in diameter. At the bottom of each limb a platinum
wire of about 0*4mm diameter is sealed through the glass.

To set up the cell, place in one limb pure mercury and in the
other hot liquid amalgam, containing 90 parts mercury and 10
parts zinc. The platinum wires at the bottom must be com-
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pletely covered by the mercury and the amalgam respectively.

On the mercury, place a layer one cm. thick of the zinc and mer-
curous sulphate paste described in 5. Both this paste and the
zinc amalgam must then be covered with a layer of the neutral
zinc sulphate crystals one cm. thick. The whole vessel must then be
filled with the saturated zinc sulphate solution, and the stopper
inserted so that it shall just touch it, leaving, however, a small
bubble to guard against breakage when the temperature rises.

Before finally inserting the glass stopper, it is to be brushed
round its upper edge with a strong alcoholic solution of shellac

and pressed firmly in place. (For details of filling the cell, See
Note B.)

Notes to the Specifications.

(A.) The Mercurous Sulphate. The treatment of the mer-
curous sulphate has for its object the removal of any mercuric
sulphate which is often present as an impurity.

Mercuric sulphate decomposes in the presence of water into an
acid and a basic sulphate. The latter is a yellow substance—turpeth
mineral—practically insoluble in water; its presence, at any rate

in moderate quantities, has no effect on the cell. If, however, it

be formed, the acid sulphate is also formed. This is soluble in

water and the acid produced affects the electromotive force.

The object of the washings is to dissolve and remove this acid

sulphate and for this purpose the three washings described in the

specification will suffice in nearly all cases. If, however, much of

the turpeth mineral be formed, it shows that there is a great

deal of the acid sulphate present and it will then be wiser to

obtain a fresh sample of mercurous sulphate, rather than to try by
repeated washings to get rid of all the acid.

The free mercury helps in the process of removing the acid,

for the acid mercuric sulphate attacks it, forming mercurous
sulphate.

Pure mercurous sulphate, when quite free from acid, shows on
repeated washing a faint yellow tinge, which is due to the

formation of a basic mercurous salt distinct from the turpeth

mineral, or basic mercuric sulphate. The appearance of this

primrose yellow tint may be taken as an indication that all the

acid has been removed ; the washing may with advantage be
continued until this tint appears.

(B.) Filling the Cell. After thoroughly cleaning and drying

the glass vessel place it in a hot water bath. Then pass through
the neck of the vessel a thin glass tube reaching to the bottom
to serve for the introduction of the amalgam. This tube should

be as large as the glass vessel will admit. It serves to protect the

upper part of the cell from being soiled with the amalgam. To
fill in the amalgam, a clean dropping tube about iocms long,

drawn out to a fine pointy should be used. Its lower end is

brought under the surface of the amalgam heated in a porcelain

dish, and some of the amalgam is drawn into the tube by means
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of the rubber bulb. The point is then quickly cleaned of dross

with filter paper and is passed through the wider tube to the

bottom and emptied by pressing the bulb. The point of the

tube must be so fine that the amalgam will come out only on
squeezing the bulb. This process is repeated until the limb
contains the desired quantity of the amalgam. The vessel is

then removed from the water bath. After cooling, the amalgam
must adhere to the glass and must show a clean surface with a

metallic lustre.

For insertion of the mercury, a dropping tube with a long
stem will be found convenient. The paste may be poured in

through a wide tube reaching nearly down to the mercury and
having a funnel-shaped top. If the paste does not move down
freely it may be pushed down with a small glass rod. The paste

and the amalgam are then both covered with the zinc sulphate
crystals before the concentrated zinc sulphate solution is poured
in. This should be added through a small funnel, so as to leave

the neck of the vessel clean and dry.

For convenience and security in handling, the cell may be
mounted in a suitable case so as to be at all times open to

inspection.

In using the cell, sudden variations of temperature should, as

far as possible, be avoided, since the changes in electromotive

force lag behind those of temperature.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Change of level in the West Indian Region.—Mr. C. T.

Stimpson has a paper on the Distribution of the land and fresh-

water Mollusks of the West Indian Region, and the evidence they
afford with regard to past changes ol land and sea. He con-

cludes that all the evidence of the terrestrial and fluviatile mol-
luscan fauna of this region indicates that in the early Tertiary

period, perhaps, there was a general land elevation of the Greater
Antilles, and possibly of some of the adjacent area; that Wal-
lace's theory of a land connection of the greater islands is correct

;

that during some part of this time a landway extended across to

the continent ; that the species and groups of this then connected
territory migrated to some extent from one part of it to another,

and that a probable connection existed over the Bahama plateau

to what was at that time no doubt the island of Florida.

Jamaica, by the evidence of its land snails, stands the most
isolated of any of the islands; Cuba is the next most so, while
those of Haiti and Puerto Rico are much more nearly related to

each olher than to those of either of4.he first two. About 20 genera
and minor groups are confined to or have their metropolis in

Jamaica; a like number belong to Cuba, 7 to Haiti, and 1 to

Puerto Rico.

It bears directly on this subject, that the strait between Haiti

and Jamaica is deeper than that between any of the other islands,
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being nearly 1,000 fathoms in depth; that the strait between
Cuba and Haiti, is slightly more shallow, being only about 875
fathoms, while the one between the latter islands and Puerto
Rico carries but 260 fathoms. Supposing these islands to have
been united at a former time, then, during a period of gradual
subsidence, Jamaica would be separated sometime before the rest

of the Antillian island would be broken up; then Cuba would be
isolated, while Haiti and Puerto Rico would remain united for a
longer time. The distribution and character of the land-snail

faunas of these islands agree exactly with just what would be the
result of such a subsidence and separation.

2. Glacial phenomena Northivest and West of Hudson Bay.—
Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, of the Canada Geological Survey, concludes,
after an examination of the region on the northwest and west of

Hudson Bay, and especially from the direction of the glacial

scratches, that within a comparatively short distance of the

northern portion of the bay, there was u one of the great gather-

ing grounds for the snow of the Glacial period ;" and that from
the ice-plateau thus made, the movement of the ice was eastward,
into the Hudson Bay depression, northward toward the Arctic

Ocean, and a long distance westward toward the Mackenzie
River. There was also a southward movement " toward the great

plains. At this time Hudson Bay was probably to a great
extent open water."

After the recession of the ice from the lower country, the land
was about 400 feet below its present level. There are terraces at

different heights about the lakes. Those of Aberdeen Lake have
the heights 290, 220, 180, 150, 105, 90 and 60 feet above it.

Similar terraces are found in favorable localities all along the

shores of Hudson Bay.
3. Faidts of post- Glacial origin.—In Bulletin XII of the

Natural History Society of New Brunswick (p. 34) Dr. G. F.

Matthew describes small faults observed by him over a consider-

able area in the ledges of slate near St. John. The relations of

the faults to the glacial striae indicates that they are post-Glacial.

Their courses vary ; but at St. John the greatest throws and the

most frequent have a northeast to southwest course, and the more
the joints depart from this course the less is the displacement;
rarely any occur at right angles to it. The displacements
observed are mostly between half an inch and ten inches. Dr.
Matthews regards it as probable that the faulting is due to lateral

pressure from the southeast.

4. Pre- Cambrian Kadiolarians.—The paper of L. Cayettx, on
Radiolarians in the pre-Cambrian rocks of Brittany (Bull. Soc.

Geol. de France, 1894, p. 19V) is accompanied by a plate giving
figures of 45 of the forms observed. The figures appear to sus-

tain fully the author's conclusion as to the Radiolarian character

of the organisms. He describes them as having generally a dis-

tinct outer shell, which is pierced by pores. The age of the rocks

is pronounced pre-Cambrian by Barrois. They are quartzites,
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and compact siliceous slates or phthanite. In a section near

Pleboule, the beds are represented by Barrois, as standing nearly

vertical and as conformable with beds of argillyte, granulitic

gneiss, hornblendic schist, and other rocks. Pebbles of the

Radiolarian rock are found in the Cambrian conglomera of Mont-
fort and Erquy and in pre- Cambrian conglomerates at the base

of the " Phyllades de Saint Lo ;" and from this the conclusion is

drawn that the Radiolarian beds are at least pre-Cambrian.
5. Geological Survey of Alabama: 1894, Report on the Geol-

ogy of the Coastal Plain of Alabama by E. A. Smith, L. C.

Johnson and D. W. Langdon, Jr., with contributions to its

Paleontology, by T. H. Aldkich and K. M. Cunningham, with
illustrations, pp. i-xxiv, 1-759, 1894.—The nucleus of the present

report was published in 1887 as Bulletin No. 43 of the IT. S.

Geological Survey, but the present work contains considerable

new matter and a revision ot the Bulletin in the light of later

discoveries.

In the Tertiary part, upon the work of Mr. Johnson, the hori-

zon of the " Grand Gull " formation has been shown to be of

Miocene age, and a new formation at its top, has been described

and its age determined to be also Miocene, by Dr. Dall.

The "Tuscaloosa " formation which was described in the Bulle-

tin No. 4 3, but then only doubtfully referred to some place in the

Cretaceous, and since then referred to the lower Cretaceous,* is

shown by its fossil plants, discovered in 1892 and identified by
Dr. Ward, to be nearly equivalent to the Amboy clays (= Rari-

tan group, Dakota Epoch), the lower member of the Upper Cre-

taceous. The specimens identified are of species described from
the Amboy clays, Dakato group, and Cretaceous of Greenland.
The species of iossils described by Mr. Aldrich are from the

(Midway) Clayton Tertiary, of the lowest beds of the Eocene.
h. s. w.

6. Paleozoic Corallines.—The first of Paleozoic Alga? of the

group of Corallines has been described and figured by R. P.
Whitfield in the Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural
History, vol. vi, p. 351, 1894. He names the single species thns
far discovered Prhnicorcdlina trentonensis.

7. Lehrbuch der Petrographie von Dr. Ferdinand Ziekel.
Zweite ganzlich neu verfassie Auflage. Dritter Band. 833 pp.
large 8vo. Leipzig (Wm. Engelmann).—The third volume of
this exhaustive work appeared near the close of the past year.

The earlier volumes have been already noticed in this Journal
and the minute and at the same time comprehensive character of

the whole has been dwelt upon. The opening part of this third

volume discusses the rocks containing a lime-soda feldspar with
nephelite or leucite ; those with nephelite, leucite, or melilite

without feldspar, and those containing no constituent correspond-
ing to feldspar. The crystalline schists are then taken up, also

the crystalline rocks of simple mineralogical character ; then

* Dana's Manual of Geology, 4th edition, 1895, p. 816.
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follows the discussion of the clastic rocks, that is, the conglom-
erates, breccias and tuffs of rocks of different types; then the
sandstones and sedimentary deposits and finally kaolin, clay, marl,
etc. Tne index for all the three volumes, which closes the work,
contains rock-names only and is so brief as to seriously impair
the usefulness of the Avhole. The author is to be heartily con-
gratulated in the completion of his work; the many workers in

this department of science will not fail to estimate aright the
value of his arduous labors.

8. Chemical Contributions to the Geology of Canada from the

laboratory of the Survey • by G. Christian Hoffmann (Annual
Report, vol. vi, 1892-93, Part R).—Mr. Hoffmann's report con-
tains, besides analyses of fuels, assays of ores and other matters
of economic bearing, also a number of points of mineralogical
iuterest. Among these we note the identification of the follow-

ing minerals, of several of which analyses are given : lollingite

from Galway, Peterborough County, Quebec, containing nearly 3

per cent of cobalt and 0*8 per cent of nickel; strontianite from
Nepean, Carleton County, Ontario, where it occurs in veins of
some extent; also the same mineral from near the Horsefly river,

Cariboo district, British Columbia ; native iron in minute spherules
occurring with the perthite of Cameron, Nipissing, Ontario

;

pyrargyrite from the Dardanelles claim near Bear Lake, West
Kootanie, British Columbia; anglesite from the Wellington mine
in the same region ; calamine from the Skyline claim, near Ains-
worth, West Kootanie ; altaite from Liddle Creek, West Kootanie

;

arsenolite with native arsenic from WT
atson Creek, British Colum-

bia; cinnabar, perhaps in a large deposit, near the mouth of

Copper Creek, Kamloops Lakes, British Columbia.
9. Meteoritenkunde; von E. Cohen. Heft 1. Untersuchungs-

methoden und Charakterislik der Gemengtheile, 340 pp. 8vo~

Stuttgart, 1894 (E. Schweizerbart'sche Verlagshandlung — E.

Koch).—This volume forms the first part of a comprehensive
work on meteorites, which will be warmly welcomed by all inter-

ested in this subject. Such a work is much needed at the present

time. In recent years, especially during the past two decades, the

literature of the subject has increased remarkably, many investi-

gations after the improved modern methods of research have
been made of recent, as of earlier, falls, and the collation and
digestion of this vast amount of new material have become a

matter of the highest importance. This work obviously involves

great labor and calls for the knowledge and experience which are

possessed in a high degree by the author.

The present part, which is chiefly devoted to a description of

the mineral constituents of meteorites, will be followed by others

discussing the structure, external and internal, of meteorites, their

classification and finally the phenomena of fall and the hypoth-

eses advanced to explain their nature. The work on tins minera-

logical side of the subject has been performed with care and
thoroughness and the completion of the whole will be looked for

with interest.
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III. Botany.

1. Field, Forest and Garden Botany. By Asa Gray. Re-

vised by L. H. Bailey. Am. Book Co., K Y. 1895. By the

publication of the first edition of a popular treatise on our more
common, wild and cultivated plants, Professor Gray met a want
which had long been felt. The work was received with

pleasure and used with profit by a great number of teachers and
pupils throughout the country, and it has ever since held its own.

But for some years it has been apparent that the treatise could

be made more useful by additions and modifications. It was
Professor Gray's intention to undertake this revision himself, but

a great increase of care connected with the Synoptical Flora of

North America, led him to defer the task, and the wished-for

leisure never came. After the death of Professor Gray the

revision was taken in hand by one of our energetic systematists

and carried by him through a good part of the Polypetalre. But
certain reasons led him to the relinquishment of the work, and so

the whole matter remained without change until it was taken up
by Professor L. H. Bailey, of Cornell University.

It is apparent that the revision of a treatise constructed on the

broad lines of the Field, Forest and Garden Botany, presents

peculiar difficulties. Not only is it very hard to know what to

add and what to leave out, but, at this time, when nomenclature
is undergoing so many changes of one kind and another, it is

almost impossible to preserve consistency throughout.
Professor Bailey has been successful in a high degree in meet-

ing all these difficulties. Although he is inclined personally to

favor one of the new systems of nomenclature, he has preserved
in a remarkable manner the system which was preferred by Pro-
fessor Gray. Moreover, the additions and omissions have been
determined with excellent judgment, and have resulted in keeping
the treatise on nearly the lines laid down by its author. A
careful examination of these changes has convinced the present

writer that the proportions have been well maintained through-
out. Some species, which it would have been a pleasure to see

in the revision, are lacking, and there are some species given
which might perhaps have been well spared, but, as a whole, the
selection is good, and the book is sure to be of great use to the

mass of pupils and amateurs employing it. Professor Bailey is

to be sincerely congratulated on his work. G. l. g.

2. A Popular Treatise on the Physiology of Plants, for the

use of Gardeners or for Students of Horticulture aud Agriculture,

By Dr. Paul Sorauer, Director of the Experimental Station at

the Royal Pomological Institute, in Proskau (Silesia). Trans-
lated by F. E. Weiss, B.Sc. F.L.S.\ Professor of Botany at the
Owens College, Manchester. London, Longmans, Green & Co.,

1895. Some of our older readers will doubtless remember the
valuable Theory of Horticulture, by Professor Lindley, which
was introduced to American students in an edition revised and
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annotated by Professor Asa Gray. In that work, which was
then well up to date, the practice of the gardener was explained

as far as might be, and a great amount of thoroughly digested
material was placed at the disposal of all interested in culti-

vating plants. In comparing that work with the present, one is

struck by the very slight change in practice which has been
demanded by the vast advance in theoretical knowledge. The
old rules, many of which were very plainly empirical, still hold,

although their raison cVMre, may be put in a different manner
nowadays.

Professor Weiss has given us a clear, idiomatic translation, and
with his work no fault can be found. But the original is of very
uneven quality. In some places, as for instance, the treatment of

manures, the whole might serve as an exercise for correction, but
in others, for example, the subject of shoots and their manage-
ment, all the statements are correct and telling. In the hands of

a teacher, this volume can be made of great use in systematizing
and coordinating the cardinal facts relative to the vegetative
processes, and in applying them to the practical needs of the
gardener. G. l. g.

IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Prize- Question pertaining to Physical Science proposed by
the Schnyder von Wartensee Foundation for Arts and Sciences

at Zurich*—The Schnyder von Wartensee Foundation proposes,

for the year 1897, the following prize-question concerning prob-

lems in the domain of physics.

As the numbers which express the atomic heats of the elements

still show very considerable divergences, the researches conducted
by Professor H. F. Weber on boron, silicon and carbon, regarding
the increase of the specific heat with the temperature, are to be
extended to several other elements prepared as pure as possible

and also to combinations or alloys of them. Further the densi-

ties and the coefficients of thermal dilatation of the substances

investigated are to be ascertained as carefully as possible.

The conditions are as follows:

(I.) The treatises handed in by competitors for the prize-ques-

tion may be either in German, French or English and must be

sent in by September 30th, 1897, at the latest to the address given

in paragraph 6.

(2.) The examination of the treatises will be entrusted to a

jury composed of the following gentlemen : Professors Pernet,

Zurich, A. Hantzsch, Wurzburg, E. Dorn, Halle-on-the-Saale,

T. Wislicenus, Leipzig ; also G. Lunge, Zurich, as member of the

committee proposing the prize-question.

(3.) The prize committee has at its disposition a sum of four

thousand five hundred francs, of which a first prize, of no less

* For an earlier announcement, for the year 1894, see this Journal, vol. xliii, 240.
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than throe thousand francs will be awarded and minor prizes for

the remaining sum.

(4.) The work to which the first prize is awarded remains the

property of the Schnyder von Wartensee Foundation, which has

to arrange with the author regarding its publication.

(5.) Every treatise sent in must bear a motto on the title page
and be accompanied by a sealed envelope, containing the author's

name and bearing the same motto outside.

(6.) The treatises are to be sent into the following address,

within the time named in paragraph 1. An das Presidium des

Conventes der Stadtbibliothek in Zurich (concerning prize-ques-

tion of the Schnyder von Wartensee Foundation, ior the vear

1897).

Zurich, 31st December, 1894.

By order of the City Library of Zurich. The Committee for

the Schnyder von Wartensee Foundation.
2. American Association for the Advancement of Science.—

A circular from F. W. Putnam, Permanent Secretary, dated Jan.

30, announces that at a special meeting of the Council, held on
January 26th, it was decided to postpone the proposed meeting in

San Francisco. An invitation from Springfield, Mass., to hold the

meeting of 1895 in that city, was accepted. The date of the

meeting was fixed as follows: Council meeting, Wednesday,
August 28th, at noon ; General Sessions, Thursday, August 29th,

at 10 a. m. Special efforts will be made by the officers of the sec-

tions to prepare program for ,the sections in advance of the

meeting and for this purpose members are requested to send
abstracts of their papers, as early as possible, to the Permanent
Secretary, or to the Secretaries of the Sections.

3. International Zoological Congress.—It is announced that

the third meeting of the International Zoological Congress will

be held at Leyden in September, 1895. The first meeting took
place at Paris in 1889, and the second at Moscow in 1892. The
arrangements for the reception and accommodation of the Congress
at Leyden will be made by the Netherlands Zoological Society.

The answers to invitations to be present and to cooperate are to

be sent to Dr. P. P. C. Hoek, Secretary of the Society.

4. A Manual of the Study of Documents to establish the indi-

vidual character of handwriting and to detect fraud and forgery
including several new methods of research by Persifor Frazer.
218 pp. 8vo. Philadelphia, 1894 (J. B. Lippincott Company).

—

The subject of this volume does not strictly fall within the range
of pure science, but Dr. Frazer has treated it with great thorough-
ness and it is interesting to note some of the methods of examina-
tion he has employed, as the application of composite photography
to the study of signatures; the use of colored prisms to dis-

tinguish inks of different colors, and others.

5. Smithsonian Geographical Tables prepared by R. S. Wood-
ward. Washington, 1894 (Smithsonian Miscellaneous Contribu-
tions, No. 854).—This volume is the second of the series planned
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by Prof. S. P. Langley to take the place of the earlier Meteoro-
logical Tables of Dr. Arnold Guyot, the fourth and last edition

of which was issued in 1884. The appearance in 1893 of the first

volume of this new series, which is devoted to Meteorological
Tables, was then announced in this Journal (vol. xlvi, 160) ; the
third volume, still to come, is to include Physical Tables. The
volume now issued contains 105 pages of introductory matter,
giving useful formulas, discussion of mensuration, units, geodesy,
astronomy, etc. Then follow forty-two tables, chiefly geograph-
ical in object, and finally the work closes with the Appendix giv-

ing the relations of units, prepared by the late Mr. G. E. Curtis
for the earlier meteorological volume.

6. French Academy of Sciences.—The French Academy has
recently conferred the Janssen prize upon Professor George E.
Hale of the University of Chicago in recognition of his important
discoveries in astrophysics.

Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History, vol. vi, 384 pp. 8vo, with
10 plates, 1894.—This new volume of the American Museum Bulletin contains a
paper by FT. F. Osborn and J. L. Wortman, On the Fossil Mammals of the Lower
Miocene White Riverbeds ; two by J. L. Wortman, On the Affinities of Leptaretus

primus of Leidy, aud On Patriofelis, a Middle Eocene Creodont; several papers by
J. A. Allen, On Mammals from New Brunswick, On Mammals of Aruusas Co.,

Texas, On Cranial variations in Neotoma micropus, On Chilonycteris rubiginosus

of W. Mexico, and On fifteen new North American Mammals ; two papers by F.

M. Chapman, On Birds of Trinidad, and On Mammals from Florida ; three papers
by W. Beutenmuller, On some N. A. ^geriidse, On some N. A. Orthopters, On
N. A. Moths, and a Catalogue of Orthopters found within 50 m. of New York;
and a paper by R. P. Whitfield on new* forms of Algae from the Trenton lime-

stone.

Obituary.

Dr. George A. Rex.—Dr. Rex, of Philadelphia died suddenly
on the fourth of February last. The following paragraphs are

from the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia, of which he was a member.

Dr. Rex was the highest authority on the Myxomycetes in the

United States. It was his enthusiastic study of this group that

first brought him to the Section, and his communications on this

subject formed an interesting part of nearly every meeting. He
was the author of numerous species, which, owing to his extreme
conservatism, will doubtless continue to bear his name. Many
forms, new to him, remained in his collection unnamed for years,

and were only published when he had thoroughly convinced him-
self that they were really new to science.

Although he was interested principally in the Myxomycetes, he
was an earnest student of the lower orders of Fungi and an ardent

admirer of everything beautiful in microscopic nature.

Recent deaths abroad are the following : Marquis de Saporta,
the eminent botanist, at Aix ; Professor Heinrich Wild, of St.

Petersburg, well known for his researches in magnetism and
optics; Dr. Alfred W. Stelzj^er, Professor of Geology at

Freiberg, on February 25th.



WOSDERFlII QUARTZ CRYSTALS FROM
NORTH CAROLINA.

Mr. English has just visited a new locality in North
Carolina and has obtained a startlingly fine collection of

rare forms of Quartz crystals, including several showing-

the Basal Plane beyond question. The crystals are

colorless to smoky and amethystine, and frequently ex-

hibit the most beautiful etching we have ever seen.

Good, movable water drops are also present in some of

the crystals, while many of them are modified by the

rarest of planes. Altogether this accession to our stock

is the most interesting we have announced for a long-

time. Orders must be sent in immediately to secure an
early pick.

SAMARSKITE.
We have just secured two shipments of choice specimens of this rare mineral,

containing probably more and rarer earths than any other known mineral. Good-
sized cabinet pieces 50 cts. to $2.00; small specimens, 10 cts. to 25 cts. Pure
material for blowpipe analysis, $1.00 per lb. A few ciystallized specimens $1.00

to $2.00.

A FINE SHIPMENT FROM ICELAND.
Heulandite, a few groups of mammoth crystals, two to four inches long and

marvellously beautiful, $1.50 to §12.50. Stilbite, elegant clusters of well-defined

sheaf-like crystals. $1.00 to $3.50. Epistilbite, extra good, $1.50 to $5.00.

Analcite, attractive groups, SI.00 to $3.50.

RUSSIAN AND SIBERIAN MINERALS.
A shipment received about March 1st contained a splendid lot of little crystals

of Alexandrite, which we can sell as low as $1.00 to $2.50: a few large crystals

at S6.00, S12.50 and §25.00; a choice collection of highly modified Golden
Beryls and Aquamarines at 50 cts. to $5.00, four good Topaz crystals at $1.50,

$15.00 and $25.00. We still have several very fine specimens of Dioptase at

$10.00. slT. 50. 830.00 and $35.00 purchased by Mr. English during his recent

European tour.

TWO IMPORTATIONS FROM SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
A large lot of Thulite in fine pink masses at half former prices, 10c. to $1.00.

Native Lead (with Copper associated) ; Glaucodot, mammoth crystals ; Kooellite

;

Langbanite : Pyroauriie\\ Lavenite; Catapleeite ; Melanoceriie ; Melanotekite

;

Ganomcdite ; Iaesite : Synadelphite ; very large Cobaltite crystals cheap.

FRENCH CREEK PYRITE.
The French Creek Mines are now closed, probabl}- permanently, and we have,

therefore, been buying up all the good specimens we could obtain. Several ship-

ments have been received of the curious and interesting distorted cubes, cubes
with rare modifications, etc. Xotwithstanding their impending rarity we are sell-

ing them at lower prices than ever, 10c. to $1.50. No Pyrites of this character
have been found elsewhere.

See last months ad. for many other recent additions. 124 pp. Catalogue,
Illustrated by 87 cuts, and describing every mineral, 25c. in paper; 50c. in cloth.

44 pp. Illustrated Price List, 4c. Circulars Free.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO., Mineralogists.

64 East 12th St., New York City.
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THENARDITE!
A NEW FIND

OF LARGE
CRYSTALS.

From Borax Lake, California, we have recently received the finest specimeas in

existence. Groups of crystals and single crystals from two to four inches in

length ; sharp, well defined and often clear, with angles perfectly preserved, they

make splendid examples of a rare species.

They are coated with a clear preparation which has stood the
-
test of time and

proved an efficient preservative.

Large crystals and groups, 50 cents to $5.00.

Small thin crystals of the old type, 10 cents and 15 cents.

Twins (crosses and half crosses), .15 cents to 35 cents each.

HANKSITES. Prices have been much reduced, though no specimens have

been found for several years. Sharp, clear crystals of three types :—Tabular, with

basal plane developed ; long prismatic ; double pyramid with slightly developed

prism; 25 cents to $1.00. Some especially fine, $2.00 to $5.00. Groups of large

crystals, $1.00 to $5.00.

HALITE. Transparent, doubly terminated octahedrons and cubo-octahedrons

from one to two inches diameter.—A new and remarkably interesting find. Excel-

lent crystals, 25 cents to $1.00 each.

Pink Groups of striated cubes, making beautiful cabinet specimens of an entirely

new type, 25 cents to $3.00.

ZEOLITES FROM OREGON. A new locality rivalling Nova Scotia in

the excellence of its Chabazites, Stilbites, Natrolites, Thomsonites, etc. A large lot

received, containing many beautiful specimens, the groups of Chabazite being

especially noteworthy.

EMERALDS. Another lot of specimens from North Carolina showing rich

green crystals in a white feldspar, 25 cents to $2.00r

ZIRCON from Colorado, brilliant crystals in gangue.

QUARTZ, NORTH CAROLINA. Several lots recently received. Clear,

smoky and amethystine; crystals showing basal plane; containing liquid with

movable bubbles, and others exhibiting the wonderful variety and complexity of

modification for which this locality is famous.

BRECCIATED ONYX. A most beautiful and striking novelty, from a

new locality in Mexico. Handsome polished slabs, $1.00 to $3.00.

Manebach twins of Amazonstone, Topaz, Heulandite, Bastnasite,

Safflorite, Manganvesuvian, Lorandite, etc., etc.

Catalogues and circulars free. In ordering book catalogues please

mention subject in which you are interested.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AND MINERALS.

Dr. A. E. FOOTE,
1224-26-28 1STorth. I^orty-inirst Street,
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JAMES DWIGHT DANA

James Dwig-ht Dana, Professor of Geology and Min-

eralogy in Yale College and for fifty years one of the editors

of this Journal, died suddenly at his residence in New Haven,

Connecticut, on the fourteenth of April, 1895, at the age of

eighty-two years and two months.

He was born in Utica, New York, on the twelfth of Febru-

ary, 1813. His father, James Dana, was of New England

birth, having moved to Utica from his parents' home in Massa-

chusetts. He was a successful business man and died in 1860

at the age of eighty. His mother was Harriet Dwight, daugh-

ter of Seth Dwight of Williamsburgh, Massachusetts.

The strong inborn taste for science was shown in early years,

and he was fond of relating his pleasant experiences at the

Bartlett Academy in Utica, when, as a boy of twelve, he

studied chemistry with his associates, sharing with them the

responsibility of preparing the experiments and delivering to

the others the formal lectures. At the same time, frequent

excursions after minerals with his companions served to give a

special direction to his scientific interests and thus helped to

determine the department in which his first work was to be

done when maturity had developed his powers. These excur-

sions were led by Mr. Fay Edgerton, the excellent instructor

in Natural Science, and extended to distant parts of the State

and also to neighboring States ; one excursion into Vermont
was remembered with much delight.

To the opportunities afforded by the early training in science,

that have been alluded to, and to the interest it excited, Profes-

sor Dana ascribed much of the success that he afterwards

attained. One of his schoolmates, closely associated with him

in the Bartlett Academy, was S. Wells Williams, for many
years missionary in China and in his later life again a colleague
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among the corps of instructors at New Haven. A number of

others, who subsequently rose to prominence, were among
those who shared the inspiration of Mr. Edgerton's instruc-

tion. It is also of interest that Dr. Asa Gray, a close friend

from early days, took Mr. Edgerton's place in the school in

1831.

In 1830, attracted by the name and reputation of Professor

Silliman, he came to New Haven and entered the class of 1833

of Yale College, then in its Sophomore year. He was a faith-

ful student, but those were days of a rigid course of study,

chiefly in the classics, affording little to appeal to a mind with

a strong bent for the methods and facts of science. It is not

surprising, therefore, that though obtaining a good place on

the honor list he did not make a brilliant record for general

scholarship. He was, moreover, at a disadvantage because

of insufficient training in the ancient languages, felt especially

by one entering after the close of the first year of the course.

It should be stated, however, that during his undergraduate

life, he attained distinction in mathematics, a subject for which

he always had decided aptitude. During this time he made
much progress in science, especially in his favorite study of

Mineralogy. In Botany also he took great interest; during

his College life he made a large collection of the plants of the

New Haven region, and a printed list of the local flora, care-

fully checked and annotated by him, is still preserved.

For music he had throughout his life a strong love, and when

in College he devoted much attention to it, being on one occa-

sion president of the Beethoven singing society, and for a time

the leader of the college choir. He also made some attempts at

musical composition. One of these was the music for an ode

to the Ship " Peacock " of the Exploring Expedition (see p. 332),

written by the Surgeon, Dr. J. C. Palmer ; both gentlemen

found a source of recreation and pleasure in their joint musical

and poetical work during the voyage. It is interesting to note

that many years later when upwards of seventy and unable

because of ill health to write, he came back to his music and

derived much comfort from working at it.

The influence of the elder Silliman, then at the height of his

powers and reputation, did much to decide him to devote him-
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self permanently to science, as will be seen in the events that

followed. It is a point of interest also, as proving how deep

his natural love of science was, that from home he obtained no

encouragement whatever in turning his studies in this direc-

tion; indeed, from the time of graduation he assumed the

entire burden of his own support. To his father's practical

mind scientific pursuits did not commend themselves, but it

should be stated that he lived to take a cordial interest and

pride in his son's success.

Mr. Dana left New Haven in August, 1833, somewhat in

advance of graduation, to avail himself of the opportunity

offered of a cruise in the Mediterranean, as instructor in mathe-

matics to the midshipmen of the United States Navy. In

this capacity he visited a number of the seaports of France,

Italy, Greece and Turkey, while on the " Delaware " and the

" United States." This trip, lasting about fifteen months,

brought much pleasure and profit. He was cut off for a time

from his favorite minerals, but he occupied his leisure hours on

shipboard with working out, by methods of his own, many of

the more intricate problems of mathematical crystallography.

Some notes of the voyage also mention the fact that he was

interested in the study of the geology of the island of Minorca

and that he made some collections in Natural History while

there. It will be observed that the first paper recorded in the

Bibliography, which follows this notice, is an account of the

condition of Vesuvius in July, 1834, at the time of his visit

;

this was published in this Journal in 1835.

In 1836, Mr. Dana returned to New Haven and for two

years remained there, occupied for more than a year as assist-

ant in Chemistry to Professor Silliman. It was during this

period that he published his first important contribution to

Science,—the System of Mineralogy, a volume of 580 pages.

This was in May, 1837, hardly four years after his graduation

from College and when a young man of twenty-four ; notwith-

standing his youth, the work is that of a thoroughly mature and

well informed scholar. A little earlier (1835) his notes mention

the fact that he had constructed a set of crystallographic models

in glass, probably the first time this had been attempted.

While at New Haven, another opportunity came to him for

travel and observation, this time as Mineralogist and Geologist
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to the Exploring Expedition then about to be sent by the gov-

ernment of the United States to the Southern and Pacific oceans

under the command of Commodore Charles Wilkes. The invi-

tation, when first received in 1836, was refused, but on the

urgent solicitation of Dr. Asa Gray, then expecting to go as

Botanist, the decision was reconsidered and finally the position

accepted. He was disappointed in failing to have the com-

panionship promised, but subsequent events brought the two

men closely together and Dr. Gray remained an intimate per-

sonal friend and highly valued scientific associate until his

death in 1888.

The expedition, consisting of five ships, sailed in August,

1838, and Mr. Dana was connected with it until June, 1842.

The route was briefly as follows. First to Madeira, then to Rio

Janeiro, down the coast and through the Straits of Magellan,

after passing which, while on board the " Relief " he nearly

suffered shipwreck off Noir island, the ship remaining three

days and nights in extreme peril ; in the same storm one of the

smaller accompanying vessels was lost. Then to Chili, Peru

and across to the Paumotus, to Tahiti and the Navigator

islands ; then to New South Wales, where the naturalists re-

mained while Commodore Wilkes went into the Antarctic ; then

to New Zealand, the Fiji islands, where two of the officers were

murdered by the natives ; to the Sandwich islands, the Kings-

mill Group, the Caroline islands and thence north to the coast

of Oregon. Here, near the mouth of the Columbia river, the

"Peacock," the ship to which he had been assigned, was

wrecked; entailing the loss of all his personal effects as well as

many of his collections. He was, then, one of the party that

crossed the mountains near Mt. Shasta and made their way

down the Sacramento river to San Francisco. In his report of

the expedition he states that the geological features indicated

the probable presence of gold. This was six years before the

discovery of gold in California, and rich mines have since been

discovered in the region the party went over. At San Francisco

the party were taken aboard the " Yincennes " and the home-

ward journey was made by way of the Sandwich islands, Singa-

pore, the Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena. The arrival in

New York was on June 10, 1842.
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The opportunities of this long journey to many of the most

interesting points in the world were such as have been offered

to few young men of his years and could never come again.

The stimulus of the multitude of new facts to observe and of

new forms of life to collect and study was extraordinary, and

the effect of these four years upon the attainments of his sub-

sequent life was profound. Of the beauties of the life in the

sea about the coral islands and of that of the tropics in general

he never tired of speaking
;

his lecture on " Coral Islands "

delivered in later years to many generations of college students,

contained a vivid description of the scenes he enjoyed so much.*

It is interesting to note here, that a few years before the

American expedition was in the Pacific, the British ship " Bea-

gle," having the naturalist Darwin on board, had sailed through

much of the same region. The theory explaining the formation

of the coral atoll by gradual subsidence, first advanced by Dar-

win (1842), was also independently worked out to a large extent

by the American naturalist.f The latter showed, moreover,

that the reef-building corals lived only in water of at least 68

degrees Fahrenheit, which proved that the distribution of

corals depended on the temperature of the water.

As already stated, Mr. Dana was first appointed in the field

of Geology, and his observations and deductions are given in a

large quarto volume of 756 pages with a folio atlas of 21 plates

(1849). Later, however, in part because of the return of one

of his colleagues to the United States, he assumed charge also

of the Crustacea and Zoophytes. These combined depart-

ments gave full scope to his zeal and industry. The results

of his work in this department of Zoology include a Report on

Zoophytes, a quarto volume of 741 pages, with a folio atlas of

61 plates (1846) ; also a Report on Crustacea, in two quarto

volumes aggregating 1620 pages (1853) and accompanied by a

folio atlas of 96 plates (1854). These three reports will be

more particularly spoken of later, but it may be mentioned here

that a large part of the drawings of the plates in both works

were made by his own hand.

* This subject is presented in somewhat popular form in the work entitled

" Corals and Coral Islands," first published in 1872.

f A brief discussion of this theory is given on a later page of this number

(p. 42G); it was one of the last subjects on which he wrote.
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In June, 1842, Mr. Dana returned to the United States and

for the next thirteen years devoted his chief energies to the

study of the material collected on the expedition and to the

preparation of the reports mentioned. His labors, however,

were not limited to this field, for during the same period, he

prepared and issued three editions of the System of Mineralogy

(1844, 1850, 1854) and two editions of the Manual of Min-

eralogy (1848, 1857), besides writing numerous papers for this

and other scientific periodicals.

From 1842 to 1844, he resided in Washington, and later in

E"ew Haven. On June 5, 1844, he married Miss Henrietta

Frances, third daughter of Professor Benjamin Silliman, whose

assistant he had been in 1836-37, and with whom he was from

this time closely associated in scientific work.

The labor on the material from the Exploring Expedition

was carried forward with the enthusiastic zeal of an earnest

student with a new world open before him, and who was but

little restrained by the thought that injury to health was

possible. How severe and intense the labor of this period

was will be evident from the fact that a few years after the

last Report was published, Mr. Dana's health broke down, and

so completely that though he lived thirty-five years after this

and accomplished a wonderful amount of scientific work, life

was from this time ever a struggle and, not always with success,

against physical disability.

In 1846, Mr. Dana was made an editor of this Journal, asso-

ciated with Professor Benjamin Silliman, who had founded it

twenty-eight years before, and with his son, Professor Benjamin

Silliman, Jr. His labors in connection with the Journal con-

tinued until the close of his life.

In 1850, Mr. Dana was appointed Professor of Natural His-

tory in Yale College, and in 1864 the title was changed to that

of Professor of Geology and Mineralogy. His duties as instruc-

tor, however, he did not take up until 1855, but, after this

date, with some interruptions due to ill health, as more partic-

ularly noted later, his active connection with the college con-

tinued until 1890. It is perhaps interesting to add that just

before his appointment to Yale in 1850, he had been invited to

a similar position at Cambridge, Massachusetts, in connection
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with Harvard College, but by the prompt action of a generous

friend in the Yale Faculty in providing the necessary funds, he

was induced to remain in New Haven on the " Silliman Pro-

fessorship." This gentleman, who is still living, remained

throughout the life of Mr. Dana one of his closest friends.

In 1859, as already noted, long continued over-work brought

a break-down of a serious character and from which he never

fully recovered. The nervous prostration was very complete

at first, and even a period of nearly a year abroad, from Oct.

1859 to August 1860, seemed to have little result in the way of

restoration. Although later some degree of health gradually

came back, he was always subject to the severest limitations until

the end of his life. Only those immediately associated with

him could appreciate the inexorable character of these limitations

and the self-denial that was involved not only in restricting

work and mental effort, but also in avoiding intercourse with

other men of science and friends in general, in which he always

found the greatest pleasure.

Little by little the power for work was restored and by hus-

banding his strength so much was accomplished that, besides

other writing, he was able to bring out in 1862 the first edition of

his Manual of Geology, and in 1864 the Text Book of Geol-

ogy, and four years later his last and most important contribu-

tion to Mineralogy, the fifth edition of the System.

This last great labor, extending over four years, was followed

by a turn of ill health of an alarming character and from which

restoration was again very slow. The years that immediately

followed were filled with the same quiet labor, on geological

investigations in the field, the writing of original papers and

books, the editorial work of this Journal, and his duties as a

college instructor. They were remarkably productive years,

notwithstanding the difficulties contended against, notably

renewed illness in 1874 and 1880, as will be seen by reference

to the Bibliography. A large number of important papers-

were published, chiefly in this Journal : new editions of the

Manual of Geology were issued in 1874 and 1880
; of the Text

Book in 1874 and 1883 ; while a new geological volume called

" The Geological Story briefly told," was issued in 1875 and

one on " Corals and Coral Islands " in 1872.
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The years from 1887 to 1890 include the time when he most

nearly threw off the limitations of ill health. In the summer
of 1887, accompanied by his wife and youngest daughter, he

revisited the Sandwich Islands, the acquaintance of which he

first made in 1840, when on the Exploring Expedition. This

was, indeed, the first long journey made except that to Europe

in search of health in the years of 1859-60, since the expedi-

tion returned in 1842. He was led to make this journey*

because of the interest aroused in discussing the phenomena
connected with the eruption of the volcano of Kilauea on the

island of Hawaii. The journey brought the keenest pleasure,

not only that due to revisiting the Sandwich Islands themselves

but also that of making the acquaintance of a number of inter-

esting places in the western United States. Although travel

had ordinarily been too severe a tax since his health gave out,

this journey of ten weeks extending over ten thousand miles,

proved of profit, and every incident was entered into with the

enthusiasm of a mind which years could not make old. A
number of papers upon the Hawaiian volcanoes were the result

of this summer's outing, and in the winter of 1889-90, he

prepared a volume on Yolcanoes, a companion to that on

Corals and Coral Islands, a new edition of which was issued

at the same time. The prefaces of both works were dated on

his seventy-eighth birthday, February 12, 1890.

In the summer of 1889, he attended the meeting of the

American Association at Toronto, the first time he had been

present at such a meeting since he delivered the presidential

address more than thirty years before.

With the autumn of 1890 came a more serious illness than

any since 1859, and the indications seemed very alarming.

For a number of months absolutely no work was done, and

later only a little light labor by means of dictation. It was at

this time that the small volume on the New Haven region

entitled " The Four Rocks," was given to the public. This

disability was again partially thrown off—-although he never

again resumed active College duty—and the work on the fourth

edition of the Manual of Geology, then far advanced, was

resumed slowly at first and then with more vigor with returning

* See this Journal, vol. xxxiv, 349, Nov. 1887.
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strength. From this time, however, till the end he seldom

exceeded a limit of three hours labor each day.

In February, 1893, the printers began their work on the

volume mentioned and it was just two years before the last

proof had been read and the volume was complete. To him-

self and still more to those about him it seemed many times as

if the completion of this great work would have to be left to

others, but with the self-control born of a strong will and long

experience, and with the never failing watchful care of his

life-long companion—without which his labors could never

have been so productive nor have been continued so long—he
worked on slowly, doing each day only what he had strength

for, and, finally, the labor was accomplished. The completion

of this work, which was rewritten and rearranged from begin-

ning to end, involving a critical consideration of the many
new facts and theories of the science, will be granted to have

been a remarkable performance for a man of eighty-two. He
finished it in February, 1895, and a month later he had com-

pleted the manuscript of a new edition of his Geological Story

and then commenced work on that of the Text Book.

On Saturday, April 13th, he took his usual excursion to the

Post Office, and through the day was as bright and vigorous of

mind as ever. That evening there was a recurrence of a slight

trouble in the action of the heart, of which there had been

some manifestations in the few months immediately preceding;

the following day he did not rise, although feeling relieved

;

in the evening the trouble returned and after a very brief

period of unconsciousness, he passed quietly away.

The concluding years were marked by an ever increasing

serenity, and happiness in his work and in the friends about

him. Up to the last day there was no evidence of diminished

mental force, though his physical strength was somewhat
impaired. It was for him a most happy ending of a life, full

of fruitful activity and honor.
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The chief scientific results of this long life of continued

and, except for its limitations, ever happy labor for science

have been already indicated. To estimate properly their value

and originality belongs to another place and time and demands

the services of specialists in each of the three departments of

Mineralogy, Geology and Zoology. Some further general

words in regard to them seem, however, to be required.

The subject, to which he was earliest attracted, from the

time of his first excursions, as a boy, after minerals, and that

with which his name is, perhaps, most frequently connected is

Mineralogy. The first edition of the System of Mineralogy

was issued, as has been stated, in 1837, when he was only

twenty-four years old. This large volume shows a close study

of the great works of Hauy, Mohs and Naumann and of

others who had preceded. It is, however, more than an indus-

trious compilation from earlier authors, particularly as regards

the chapters on crystallogeny and mathematical crystallo-

graphy. The classification adopted is the so-called Natural

System, the serious shortcomings of which were later fully

appreciated. The nomenclature attempted, devised by him to

suit this classification, was on the dual Latin plan "so advan-

tageously pursued in Botany and Zoology." The second edition

of the System (1844) preserved these features, but in a supple-

ment, a classification based on chemical principles is proposed

and this, further developed, is adopted in the third edition

(1850) while the Latin nomenclature is abandoned.

In connection with this fundamental change, it seems worth

while to quote from the preface of this edition, since what is

said here was so characteristic of the author's attitude of mind

to scientific truth in general.

. . . To change is always seeming fickleness. But not to

change with the advance of science, is worse ; it is persistence

in error ; and, therefore, notwithstanding the former adoption

of what has been called the Natural History system and the

pledge to its support given by the author, in supplying it with
a Latin nomenclature, the whole system, its classes, orders,

genera and Latin names have been rejected. . . .

It was in the fourth edition of the Mineralogy, in 1854, that

the chemical classification, essentially as now understood, takes
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its full place. In this edition, moreover, the other parts of the

work were put in new and better form, containing the result

of much thought on crystallogeny and homoeomorphism. The
fifth edition (1868), which includes only the description of

species, is a monumental work—the most complete treatise,

indeed, that had ever been attempted. In it the classification

was still further developed, the nomenclature simplified and

systematized, and in connection with the latter subject an

exhaustive review of the entire mineralogical literature from

the beginning was made in order to unravel the vexed ques-

tions of the history and priority of mineral names. This last

feature of the volume was a labor involving great patience and

skill. It was in recognition of this work that he received the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the University of Munich

in 1870. In the sixth edition of the System (1892), by his son,

he took a lively interest, but was unable to cooperate in the

labor actively, in consequence of the condition of his health
;

even the reading of the final proofs, though attempted, had to

be soon given up.

Besides the System, he also issued a small work, called the

Manual of Mineralogy, which has passed through four editions

(1848, 1857, 1878, 1887). The pages of this Journal also con-

tain, particularly down to 1868, many papers on mineralogical

topics ; his last paper in this field was published in 1874. The
subjects that interested him were, for the most part, those of a

general and philosophical nature, such as questions of classifica-

tion, theories of crystallogeny, and the morphological relations

of species. In the points connected with the descriptions of

individual species he took less interest, though his observations

here were numerous and important.

Mineralogy, however, did not afford scope enough for a mind

so active, indeed he often spoke of it as a department of limited

ideas and principles. To the broader field of Geology and

geological investigation, he had been early turned by his labors

for the Exploring Expedition, the results of which have been

already mentioned.

The several editions of the Manual of Geology (1862, 1874,

1880, 1895) have been briefly alluded to. To the many geolo-

gists familiar with this work, it is unnecessary to remark that,

like the System of Mineralogy, it is not simply a compilation
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of the facts of the science but a development of the whole sub-

ject with a breadth, philosophy and originality of treatment that

has seldom been attempted. One of his colleagues remarks :

".The treatment of strata and fossils from a chronological point

of view as Historical Geology is a characteristic feature of his

Manual. The growth and development of the earth, its conti-

nents and seas and the progress in the organic life on its sur-

face, were thus unified into a special department of Geology,

the history of the earth and of its inhabitants, which was by
other authors dealt with as formational, stratigraphic or

paleontologic geology."

Each edition of the Geology was carefully worked over and

the last was completely rewritten from beginning to end. It

was a great pleasure to him in connection with this work to

have the constant and ready cooperation of a number of the

able young geologists in the country, without whose aid the

volume could not have been so satisfactorily completed. Simi-

lar cooperation and pleasant relations he had enjoyed while at

work upon his earlier volumes both in Geology and Miner-

alogy, but this is hardly the place to speak of that in detail.

Allusion has also been made to the smaller works, the Text

Book (first edition, 1864,) and the Geological Story (1875) ; of

the last the manuscript of a new edition is now in the printers'

hands.

In the general department of Geology his contributions again

were largely to subjects of a broad and philosophical character :

the origin of continents and of the grand features of the earth

was discussed in early papers as well as later ; the problems of

mountain-making and the phenomena of volcanic action, to

which he devoted much thought, are some of the other topics

treated at length.

But, as a geologist, he was not only a thinker and writer in

his study but also an active observer in the field. This

remark applies obviously to the four years with the Exploring

Expedition but further particularly to the period from 1872 to

1887, when he was carrying on the study of the crystalline

rocks of the so-called Taconic system chiefly in western New
England ; also of the glacial phenomena of southern New Eng-

land (1870 et seq.) The region included in western Connec-
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ticut and Massachusetts, and extending westward into New
York and north to Yermont, was tramped and driven over

many times, until one might almost say that there was hardly

an outcrop accessible to any of the roads in this difficult region

that had not been visited, its rocks examined and observations

recorded on the dip and strike. These results and the con-

clusions derived from them fill many pages of this Journal..

Against the dictum that all crystalline rocks, not volcanic,

must be of pre-Paleozoic age, he rebelled strongly as against

all similar dogmatic treatment. of scientific facts and principles.

His strength of feeling on this point was what largely prompted

him to spend so much time and strength in this investigation.

He was no less interested in the country immediately about

New Haven, especially as regards its glacial phenomena. In

1870, he published a large memoir on the Geology of the

New Haven region. The observations, recorded in this paper,

were made at a time when work at his table was impossible

and the open-air exercise brought profit to health as well as

scientific results. Twenty years later, when again incapacitated

from writing and close thinking, he issued a small volume enti-

tled " The Four Rocks of the New Haven region " describing

some of the chief features of the region in popular form.

Thus far only his labors in Mineralogy and Geology have

been spoken of in particular, and probably most of the younger

generation of workers in science know him only in these fields.

But his most extensive original contributions to science were

in the department of Zoology, to which he made early contribu-

tions although chiefly attracted to it by the chance opening

when on the Wilkes Expedition. The large volume devoted to

the Zoophytes, and the two volumes of the Crustacea, each

work with an atlas of beautiful plates most of them drawn by

himself, are classical works containing the descriptions of hun-

dreds* of new species and with a philosophical development

of the classification and the relations of species that is truly

* The number of new species of zoophytes described was over two hundred

;

in the Report on Crustacea six hundred and eighty species were described,

of which upwards of five hundred were new. A large part of the collections in

Crustacea were lost by the wreck of the Peacock on the shores of Oregon. It

may, perhaps, be worth recalling that many of the type specimens were later de-
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profound. It is in this matter of the classification that the most

important contribution to Zoology was made. This is true in

general of both the works, and though the last half century that

lias elapsed has brought some slight changes to the classification

of the Crustacea here developed, that of the Corals stands to-day

nearly as it was given in the Expedition Report.

The volume upon the Zoophytes is what would be called

to-day a report on the Anthozoa, including the description of

the corals and coral-making animals and of allied forms, of sea-

anemones and including also a few hydroids. The value of the

work is much increased by the fact that it was the first time

that any considerable number of the coral animals had been

described and figured from life ; the original colored drawings

were made by Mr. Dana from the living animals, as described

in the quotation below, taken from the preface. The beautiful

drawings of the sea-anemones, it should be stated, were made
by the artist of the Expedition, Mr. Drayton. The volume

thus marked a new era in the subject, since collections had hith-

erto been limited for the most part to the corals themselves.

The field for geological investigation there offered

[the Fiji islands], was limited, as we were shut out from the

interior of the islands by the character of the natives : at the

same time coral reefs spread out an inviting field for observa-

tion, hundreds of square miles in extent. The three months,
therefore, of our stay in that group were principally devoted
to exploring the groves of the ocean, where flowers bloomed
no less beautiful than those of the forbidden lands, and rocks

of coral growth afforded instruction of deep interest. The
specimens were obtained by wading over the reefs at low tide,

with one or more buckets at hand to receive the gathered clumps,

or where too deep for this, by floating slowly along in a canoe

with two or three natives, and through the clear waters, point-

ing out any desired coral to one of them, who would glide to

the bottom, and soon return with his hands loaded, lay down
his treasures, and prepare for another descent. When taken

stroyed by fire in Chicago, while the copies of the published work suffered three

times most seriously in the same way. The first time was during its publication

at Philadelphia and resulted in the loss of many of the original colored drawings,

to the permanent injury of the work, since they could not be replaced. The two

other fires were at Xew Haven, the last one (1894) largely destroyed the residue

of the plates when being collated by the binder preparatory to their being pre-

sented to some friends of the author.
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out of its element, the coral often appears as if lifeless: but
placing it in a basin of sea-water, the polyps after a while
expand, and cover the branches like flowers. Four-fifths of

the observations in this department were made at the Feejee
Group

The work accomplished on the expedition is the more remark-

able, because there was from the first but little sympathy

between the prominent naval officers and the active members
of the scientific corps. This lack of cooperation resulted in

the throwing of many obstacles—sometimes petty and provok-

ing, again very serious—in the way of the young and ardent

observer, and it is only fair to him to allude to this subject

here, though it was one of which he was by no means fond of

speaking. There is a painful contrast between the course of

events in these particulars with the Wilkes expedition and the

cordial aid given to science in some of the later ones.

Many papers upon zoological subjects were published in this

and other Journals, especially during the time he was working

up the collections of the Exploring Expedition, and these pre-

sent many of the results and conclusions arrived at. The prin-

ciple of Cephalization, or the domination of the brain in deter-

mining the development of an animal organism, was first

brought out in 1852.* In regard to this subject, particularly

in its relation to evolution, he says in the Manual of Geology

(1895, p. 439)

:

This subject has much interest in connection with the suc-

cessional lines in the animal life of the globe which geology
has brought to light. But the preceding remarks are not to be
understood as intimating anything with regard to the origin of

species. There was no such reference in the author's first pre-

sentation of the views in 1852. At that time the idea of evo-

lution by natural causes had scarcely an advocate ; for Darwin's
work did not appear until 1859. Neither are the facts now to

be regarded as adding to the causes of derivation. This much,
however, may be learned from them :

—

1. Whatever the natural causes or methods concerned in

evolution, organic conditions have* determined lines, limits, and
parallel relations, in accordance with the principle of cephali-

zation.

* In the Report on Crustacea; in 1863 the subject was discussed in this Jour-

nal.
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2. In the evolution of the animal kingdom a " tendency
upward" is a necessary consequence of the presence of a ceph-
alic nervous ganglion or brain.

The theory of evolution, or the development of species, was

one, as indicated above, that his mind approached slowly. He
started, like most others, with the belief in the special creation

of species ; at the same time, his mind even at this period was

opening out to a broader idea of the relation of species to each

other. This is hinted at in the closing sentences of the follow-

ing paragraphs quoted from a chapter on the geographical dis-

tribution of Crustacea.*

Although we cannot admit that circumstances and
physical forces have ever created a species (as like can only
beget like and physical force must result simply in physical

force) and while we see in all nature the free act of the Divine
Being, we may still believe the connexion between the calling

into existence of a species and the physical circumstances sur-

rounding it to be as intimate nearly as cause and effect."

In 1857 again, in a paper upon Species, published in this

Journal (vol. xxiv), he says, (p. 307, the italics are his)

:

A species among living beings, then, as well as inorganic, is

based on a specific amount or condition of concentered force

defined in the act or law of creation.

On a later page, he again speaks of a species as " essentially

permanent or indestructible."

He always maintained, however, that the true scientific spirit

was to keep the mind open to the reception of new truth,

even if this was at first opposed to preconceived notions.

This principle he had exemplified in regard to a subject of

limited bearings by the change of view on mineralogical

classification, as is well shown by the quotation from the pre-

face to his Mineralogy given on a preceding page. And now
in relation to this, perhaps the broadest generalization in

science, he was true to this principle again. For gradually, by

steps that it would be interesting to trace, he came to accept

very fully the principle of evolution as a fundamental law,

* Report on Crustacea; also this Journal, vol. xx, 358, 1854.
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although it should be said that Darwinism in the narrow sense

never seemed to him a sufficient explanation of the origin of

species. To attempt to explain his views in full would be

inappropriate in this place, but by quoting a few sentences

from the closing chapter of the last edition of his Manual

(1895), the main points in the position finally reached may be

shown.

.... The principles above stated are all in accord with a

theory of evolution and through the added facts of later years,

they favor the view of evolution by natural variation.

.... It is perceived that the law of nature here exempli-
fied is not " like produces like," but like with an increment or

some addition to the variation. Consequently, the law of

nature, as regards kingdoms of life, is not permanence but
change, evolution The survival of the fittest is a

fact ; and the fact accounts in part for the geographical dis-

tribution of the races of men now existing and still in pro-

gress ; but not for the existence of the fittest, or for the power
that has determined survival But the origin of the
variation is without explanation. And so it is for the most
part throughout the kingdoms of life. Enough is known to

encourage study.

And finally, the closing paragraph of the work is as follows :

Whatever the results of further search, we may feel assured,

in accord with Wallace, who shares with Darwin in the author-
ship of the theory of Natural Selection, that, the intervention

of a Power above Nature was at the basis of man's develop-
ment. Believing that nature exists through the will and ever-

acting power of the Divine Being, and that all its great truths,

its beauties, its harmonies, are manifestations of His wisdom
and power, or, in the words nearly of Wallace, that the whole
Universe is not merely dependent on, but actually is, the Will
of one Supreme Intelligence, Nature, with man as its culmi-
nant species, is no longer a mystery.

These are the words of the Christian Philosopher, with a

rarely comprehensive grasp, and with whom the faith of his

youth only grew stronger as his insight became deeper into

Nature's laws.

Am. Joue. Sci.—Third Series. Yol. XLIX, No. 293.—May, 1895.
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As an editor of this Journal, Professor Dana was associated

first with the two Sillimans (1846 to 1863), later with Benjamin

Silliraan, Jr. alone (1863 to 1875) and finally with his son Edward
Salisbury, from 1875. The elder Silliman died in 1864 and the

younger Silliman in 1885. The editorial labors were carried

on almost continuously from 1850 to the end of his life. Ill

health interrupted this work less than that involving severer

and more consecutive thought. The closing pages of the

present number contain several notices prepared by him
within the past few weeks.

In connection with this labor, he did a vast amount of writ-

ing, including, besides original papers, hundreds of abstracts,

critical reviews, obituary notices, and notes on many topics.

These are far too numerous to find place in the Bibliography

here given. He threw into this editorial work much of his

best energy and always felt that he was serving science well in

this way. No degree of pains was too great to ensure com-

pleteness and accuracy, and if an outsider might have thought

that he insisted too strongly upon some rule of punctuation or

spelling, it would have been from the failure to understand a

mind which could be satisfied only with the highest degree of

accuracy and excellence attainable. A piece of manuscript

written for the Journal, like that of his books, was corrected

and amended again and again, and the process of erasure and

insertion of new words and paragraphs went on up to the

moment of its passing into the printers' hands ; the result was

often trying to the compositor notwithstanding the clearness

of the hand-writing.

As a College Instructor his labors commenced in 1855 and,

except as interrupted by ill health, as has been explained, con-

tinued until 1890 ; in 1892 he formally retired and, in 1894,

was made Professor Emeritus. He gave instruction at first in

Mineralogy and Geology, but afterward in Geology alone, with

occasional courses of lectures, as on Evolution and Cosmogony.

The subject of Geology did not occupy a large place in the curri-

culum and consequently the number of exercises per week was

not large. This, as he appreciated fully, was a great gain to

him personally, so far as original writing was concerned, for

it not only gave him much of his time for his own work but
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during seasons of ill health made the strain as light as possible.

It had the accompanying disadvantage, however, that it did not

bring him so near to the successive classes of young men as

would otherwise have been the case. His personality, how-
ever, was so strong, his interest in the subject he was teaching

so profound, his patience in explanation so untiring, that few of

his many pupils could have failed to carry away a lasting

impression of him, if not always of his subject. His relations

with the students, always friendly, were made more close by
the excursions to the various points of interest about New
Haven and its vicinity, which he enjoyed himself quite as

much as the boys and in much the same youthful spirit. These

excursions were generally largely attended, and by many whose

tastes did not lead to science ; not a few of them will remem-
ber the earnest manner of the genial Professor in his out-door

lectures and the quick step with which he led them up and

down the hills, faster perhaps, in some cases, then they would

have chosen to go.

In the deliberations of the College Faculty, he was always

in favor of progress and especially interested in any step lead-

ing to the development of science. He was active in the

building up of the University collections in Mineralogy and

Geology, not only in the early years but also later as a Trustee

of the fund given to the University by Mr. George Peabody

in 1866 for a Museum of Natural History. The construction

of the building erected in 1876, as regards internal arrange-

ments, was largely determined by plans made by him. He
also cooperated cordially in the establishment of the Scientific

department of Yale University, known as the Sheffield Scien-

tific School, and always took a sincere pleasure in its progress.

The profound results of his influence, particularly in encourag-

ing his younger scientific colleagues, can hardly be overesti-

mated.

Of his habits of work, the constant activity of his mind, and

of many personal characteristics, aside from those already

hinted at, much might be said ; but of these points it is more

appropriate that others than the writer should speak, as also of

the wonderful powers of generalization of one, who was a mas-

ter of three sciences and at the same time had a profoundly

comprehensive view of nature as a whole. Of his unquestion-

ing religious faith, too, this is not the place to speak
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Of the honors which fall to the successful worker in science,

Professor Dana received a large number, but his mind was too

free from pride or ostentation to dwell upon them. It would

be most in accordance with his habit to omit any detailed

statement here, but this account would then lack completeness.

In 1872 the Geological Society of London conferred on him

the Wollaston medal, " in acknowledgement of his services to

Mineralogy and Geology." In 1877 he received the Copley

gold medal from the Eoyal Society of London, " for his Bio-

logical, Geological and Mineralogical investigations, carried on

through half a century, and for the valuable works in which

his conclusions and discoveries have been published." In 1892

the Boston Society of Natural History conferred upon him
their " Grand Walker prize of $1000 for distinguished services

in Natural History."

Professor Dana was elected president of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science in 1854 and in August

of the following year delivered his retiring address at the

Providence meeting. In 1872 on the celebration of the fourth

centennial of the University of Munich, he received the degree

of Ph.D. and in 1886 at the Harvard celebration the degree of

LL.D., was conferred upon him. The latter degree had been

earlier given by Amherst College in 1853 and was also received

from the University of Edinburgh in 1886. He was one of

the original members of the National Academy of Sciences in

the United States, and since the time when he was made corre-

spondent of the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia

in 1836, such honors were frequently conferred upon him, until

he became thus connected with a large number of the scientific

societies in the United States and abroad, including the Royal

Society of London, the Institute of France, the Royal Acad-

emies of Berlin, Vienna and St. Petersburg and many others.

Professor Dana leaves a widow, four children, and four

grandchildren.

The photograph from which the accompanying plate was

made was taken about six weeks before his death.

E. s. D.
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The atoms of which elements are composed differ remark-
ably in color from the elements themselves ; their colors are

more important and more characteristic than those of the ele-

ments, and if we divide the entire series of elements into two
classes, those whose atoms are always colorless whatever may
be their valency, and those whose atoms are either sometimes
or always colored, we shall find that this division harmonizes in

a striking way with their chemical properties. The colors of

the elements have no such significance or importance.

This present paper accepts the Arrhenius theory of dissocia-

tion, the author believing that the evidence in its favor is too

strong to be resisted. But the facts to be stated, and the con-

clusions to be drawn therefrom are independent of any theory.

It is somewhat remarkable that it is never possible to deduce
the color of an atom from that of the element which it forms
by combining with another similar atom. Between the two,
the atom and the element, there seems to be no color relation

whatever. It is from the combinations of an atom with one
or more dissimilar atoms, kathions with anions, that we can
with facility and certainty deduce the color of the atoms them-
selves.

So far I have spoken of atoms only, but the matter in hand
is simplified by considering dissociated ions also. And as a

first step it becomes necessary to establish the following propo-
sition : namely, that in any colored inorganic compound in

solution, the color belongs essentially to the metallic atom,
whether it exists in a free state as an ion or combined with a
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dissimilar atom or atoms to form a molecule. That is to say it

does not belong to the ion with exclusion of the molecule as

some have held, nor to the molecule with exclusion of the ion
as has been held by others. Color when it appears, is the essen-

tial property of the atom, possessed by it in the free state and
carried by it into any electrolyte which it forms.

This fact can be conclusively proved from the researches of
Glan and of Ewan. Each of these chemists studied the action

of copper salts and more particularly of the sulphate. Both
observers used virtually the same method. A ray of light was
passed through a small stratum of strong solution and then
through a larger quantity of distilled water and the amount of
absorption was noted. In another parallel tube the two were
mixed and the amount of absorption was compared, in each
case for particular wave lengths. Ewan used an eight-fold

dilution. Glan usually a seven-fold but sometimes a three or
five. In all cases the difference found was extremely small,

scarcely if at all exceeding the magnitude of experimental
error.* Had the color been a property of the ion only, or of

the molecule only, the differences found would have been very
great, in opposite directions.

Ewan calculates from the numbers found by Kohlrausch
that in a solution of cupric sulphate containing 2*38 gram
equivalents to the liter, the dissociation amounts to 15*3 per
cent. A dilution reducing the proportion to 0*2856 equiva-

lents to the liter increases the dissociation to 31*7 per cent.

Therefore, if the color depended upon the ions only, the total

absorption would be more than doubled. On the other hand
if the color depended upon the molecules only, the absorption

would be materially diminished. Now the work of Ewan, of

Glan, and of previous observers shows that neither of these

large changes takes place but that the absorption varies between
narrow limits. Therefore it is certain that the color belongs

to the atom, whether it exists as an ion or whether by union
with a dissimilar ion, it forms part of an electrolyte.

These proofs would seem to be sufficient but others can be
had in abundance. In dilute solutions of cobaltous salts the

ions exhibit the color characteristic of cobalt. But cobalt

cyanide also exhibits that color ; it is quite anhydrous, no ions

can be present and therefore the color must be due to the

atoms. Cobalt carbonate exists in two forms, one freely

hydrated, the other anhydrous, both show the characteristic

color. In the hydrated salt the ions may possibly be dissoci-

ated, in the other they cannot be. Nickel cyanide is also

anhydrous and yet shows the characteristic nickel color.

* Both Ewan's and Glan's results will be found tabulated in Dr. Ewan's paper

in the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxxiii at p. 336. (1892.)
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Chromic chloride after sublimation still shows the characteristic

pale violet color of chromic salts.

These instances might be multiplied bat thej will sufficiently

show that characteristic color belongs to the atom as well as to

the ion.

When the atom enters into a molecule such as is produced
by the union of an elementary kathion with an elementary
anion, of course that molecule will not give exactly the same
absorbtion spectrum as the free ion : the vibration of the ion

is free whereas that of the atom in the molecule is constrained.

What is contended for is that in the great majority of cases

the color of the ion and that of the atom are substantially the

same. Exceptional cases will occur, difficult to explain under
any theory. Chromous chloride gives a blue solution in water,

chromous acetate a red one : can therefore the chromous ion be
both red and blue?

This case is quite the reverse of the results obtained by
Ostwald in his well-known work done on the permanganates.
The green solution when concentrated of copper chloride

is a case often cited to show that green molecules may yield

blue ions. But this maybe explained in quite a different way.
It is known that many salts exist in strong solutions, as com-
plex molecules. Hittorf has shown that cadmium iodide in

strong solution in water exists as (Cd I
2) 3

. Lenz* gives as a

formula for the solution of potassium iodide in alcohol

a(Kl), &(KI)„ c(KI)
3,

etc.

the coefficients a, b, c diminishing rapidly.

It is quite probable that the green color of some copper
compounds may be due to complex molecules and among them,
copper chloride.

Criteria of Color.

In making determinations of the colors of ions, and there-

fore of atoms, I have used the following criteria.

1. When an electrolyte gives a solution in water which is

colorless when dilute, both the kathion and the anion are color-

less. Thus for example as lithium bromide gives a colorless

solution in water it follows that the ions of lithium and bro-

mine are colorless. It has been already said that no relation

whatever exists between the color of an atom and that of its

molecule. So two colorless bromine atoms form the intensely

colored element bromine. If further proof be required of

the colorless nature of the bromine atom it is easily obtained

by considering that the compounds formed by that atom with

* Mem. de l'Ac. Imp. de St. Petersburg, 30.
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all the alkaline and earthy metals are colorless even when not
dissociated. As potassium iodide forms a colorless solution in

water it follows that the atoms of both potassium and iodine

are colorless. Sodium monosulphide gives a colorless solution

in water, therefore the atoms of sodium and of sulphur are

colorless. But the polysulphides are yellow in solution : it fol-

lows therefore that in them a certain portion of the sulphur
may exist in a molecular condition.

2. If an electrolyte gives a colored dilute solution in water
it is necessary first to consider the constitution of the anion.

If this is a single atom, then the color of the solution belongs
entirely to the kathion. For it is a very remarkable fact that

all elementary anions are colorless. This is all the more curious

that the endless number or organic coloring matters are built

up chiefly of these colorless anions and of colorless hydrogen.
This criterion enables us to judge as to a large number of

atoms. As oxides, fluorides, chlorides bromides, etc, all have
colorless anions, whatever color is shown by their dilute solu-

tions must be due to the kathion s.

3. Even if the anion is composite, information can often be
gained. Many composite anions are colorless, for example So

4
.

So that when sulphates give solutions that are colored when
dilute the color must be due to the kathion.

The same is the case with nitrates, phosphates, carbonates,

etc. In these cases and in many others, knowing the anion to

be colorless we are certain that the kathion must contribute

any color that is present.

These criteria will afford the means of deciding upon the

color of the entire series of elementary atoms.

Classification.

In the preceding sections proof has been offered that the

colors of the atoms are substantially the same as those of the

corresponding ions. Especially the fact that a solution of cop-

per sulphate by a dilution which doubles the number of its

dissociated ions scarcely shows the slightest change of total

absorption is strong, one might say, final.

But as respects classification which will form the chief sub-

ject of the present paper it is absolutely unimportant whether
these views be accepted or not. We may classify the elements

according to the color and want of color of their ions or quite
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indifferently, by that of their atoms : the result will be iden-

tical.

The color of the atom is always easily ascertained and could

be even if the dissociation theory had never been suggested.

The color of the atom has nothing to do with the element,

for it we must go to the salts.

Finding that the chlorides, bromides and iodides of the
alkaline metals and of calcium strontium, etc., are all colorless

even in the solid form, we conclude that all the atoms in ques-

tion are colorless since colored constituents do not form color-

less compounds. When a metal combining with a colorless

acid forms a colored compound we know that the atom of the

metal is colored. We do not need to inquire for present pur-

poses what that color is, all that we need to determine is

whether color is present or not. In fact this matter is so

simple that the color or absence of color of the atoms and the

conclusions to be drawn therefrom might have been deduced
generations ago from facts already then familiar.

From this we can obtain the results sought which are, first, a

new classification of the elements based on more correct prin-

ciples than those previously made, and second, a proof that the

color or non-color of an element is a function of its atomic
weight.

Elementary Ions.

Considering the elements in numerical series, we find :

1. Elements with atomic weights not exceeding 47 have color-

less ions only.

2. With titanium (48) colored ions suddenly commence and we
at once have a series of eight unbroken, viz : Ti (48), V (51*2),

Cr (52-4), Mn (54-8), Fe (56), Co (58*6), Ni (58*6), Cu (63-4).

3. Next follows a series of nine metals with colorless ions only:

Zn (64-9), Ga (69*9), Ge (72), As (74-9), Se (78*9), Br (79*8), Rb
(85*2), Sr (87-2), Yttrium 92-5.

4. Then six metals with colored ions: Nb (94), Mo (95*8), Ru
(103-5), Rh (104-1), Pd (probably,) (106-2), Ag (107*7).

5. Then nine more metals with colorless ions: Cd (111*6), In
(113*4), Sn (117-8), Sb (122), Te (125), 1(126-5), Cs (132), Ba
(136*8), La (139).

6. Then ten more with colored ions: Ce (142), Di (145?), Sm
(150), Er (169), perhaps Ta (182), W (184), Os (192?), Ir (192*5),

Pt (194), Au (196-2).

7. Up to gold, the colored and colorless ions present themselves
in large blocks of each kind. But the six remaining metals are
of each sort alternately, thus Hg (199*8) colorless; Tl (203-6)

colored; Pb (206-4) colorless; Bi (210) colored; Th (234?)
colorless and finally u (240) colored.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XL1X, No. 293.—May, 1895.
24
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Eleven metals have both one or more colored and one or

more colorless ions.* For the moment these have been classed

together with those that have colored ions only, in order to

divide the entire series into two great classes.

The distinction however between so-called elements having
none but colored ions and those having both colored and color-

less is of very great importance and will be fully considered

further on.

Placing the foregoing in tabular form we have :

—

f H 1 ( Ti 48

Li 7 y 5i-2

Be 9-3 Cr 52-4

B 11 Ions colored, 8<
Mn 54-8

C 12 Fe 56

N 14 Co 58-6

o 16 Ni 58-6

F 19-1 k
Cu 63-3

Ions colorless, 1 8 <
Na
Mg

23
24-3 " Zn 64*9

Al 27-3 Ga 699
Si 28 Ge 72

P 31 As 74-9

s 32 Ions colorless, 9^ Se 78-9

CI 35 5 Br 79-8

K 39 Rb 85*2

Ca 40 Sr 87*2

LSc 45 Y 92-4

f Nb 94' r Ce 142

|
Mo 95-8 Di 145

T , -j a Ru 103-5
Ions colored, 6<J Rh ]04 .

1

Sm 150

Er 169

1
Pd 106-2

101-1
Ions colored, 10 <

Ta?182
W 184

Os 192
r Cd 111-6 Ir 192-5

In 113-4 Pt 174

Sn 117-8 Au 196-2

Sb 122

Ions colorless, 9 < Te 125 Alternate.

I 126-5 { Colorless Hg 199-8

Cs 132
j
Colored Tl 203'6

Ba 136-8 • Colorless Pb 206-4

La 139
*

Colored Bi 210
Colorless Th 233*9

Colored U 240

* This expression is used for brevity and with the intention of expressing the

fact that an elementary ion may assume different colors with different valencies.
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The Law of Color.

In the first part of this paper has been developed the con-

ception that the color of the atom is all-important whilst that

of the element has little significance. That there exists no
relation whatever between the two, so that the color of the

atom can never be deduced from that of the element. But the

color of the ion can always be found by certain criteria which
have been given and it has been shown that the color of the

atom is the same as that of the ion. Both may or may not

change with changes of valency.

Several interesting results follow from this conception. It

appears that we must reject the well-known Periodic Law as

being based on erroneous principles.

Another result is the establishment of the Law of Color,

which may be formulated as follows

:

No element having ions colored at all valencies can helong

to the same natural group with elements having colorless ions

only.

This law is rigorous and fundamental : rigorous because it

admits of no exception ; fundamental because it divides ele-

ments into two chief divisions with strongly marked differ-

ences.

They even diifer in the method of classification which they
require. The colorless elements fall into groups with atomic
weights widely differing, the elements with colored ions tend
to fall into series with atomic weights immediately following
each other.

The periodic Law which we owe to Newlands, Mendeleef
and Lothair Meyer, beautiful and fruitful as it has proved,
contains nevertheless defects of a serious character ; some
already recognized, and condoned only in view of its great

merits and services.

For the three metals copper, silver and gold the periodic

law affords absolutely no place. The numbers of their atomic
weights made it necessary to insert them amongst the metals
of the alkalies, where they are thoroughly out of place. The
fact that there was no choice but to put them there is in

itself a proof that the law of octaves rests on a false basis.

A very grave fault is the complete exclusion of hydrogen.
A system must be defective which finds a place for one ele-

ment of water and none for the other, and which totally

excludes the most important of all the kathions. This exclu-

sion is so complete that in the published tables of the periodic
law the symbol for hydrogen does not generally appear.*

* Cf. Modernen Theorien, pp. 140, 143. Ostwald, Lehrbuch 2d German edi-

tion pp. 134, 135. Ramsay's Chem. pp. 628, 629.
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This exclusion cannot be explained or accounted for in any
way. Hydrogen simply will not fit in to a proper place, but
has to be excluded to obtain symmetry.
Then there are the three metals, iron, cobalt and nickel and

the six platinum metals. For all of these there is no place,

and one has to be forcibly made. Whether this is accom-
plished by making them a fragmentary and disjointed eighth
column as done by Lothair Meyer or whether they are inserted,

three of them into each of a second, third and fifth vertical

column, as done by Mendeleef, the effect is in either case

forced and unnatural. These elements cannot like hydrogen
be simply excluded, they must be placed somewhere, but one
feels the symmetry is destroyed. Another most serious objec-

tion is to the exclusion of sodium from the series of the
alkaline metals.

In both tables chromium and molybdenum are placed in the

oxygen group and in Mendeleef's, fluorine and manganese con-

stitute a group. AH the metals having ions colored at all

valencies are out of place. Other faults might be cited but
the above are sufficient to show that the periodic law is a

singular mixture of truth and error.

Periodic Systems.

The body of the elements separates itself as we have seen

into two great divisions those with ions always colorless and
those with ions always colored.

These two classes are always distinct and the elements form-

ing each have no relation with the other ; that is to say, we shall

never find in natural groups elements belonging to more than

one of these two great divisions. The remarkable manner in

which they meet at particular points or nodes and melt into

each other will be described farther on. At present we have

only to do with the consideration of classes taken separately.

First Division. Ions all Colorless.

And first as to the colorless class. If we arrange all its

members in numerical order so as to form vertical columns of

nine each, then if we read the horizontal lines we shall find

that the entire class of elements with colorless ions is divided
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into nine great groups, all absolutely natural, eacli element in

its proper place accurately iitted.

An examination of Table I will show,

1. Hydrogen stands at the head of the halogen group, with
the members of which it makes countless substitutions. Hydro-
gen has always been an element difficult to class, but this is its

proper place.*

2. Next follows the group of the metals of the alkalies, with
sodium in its right place. With these, hydrogen is intimately
connected.

3. The calcium group begins with that metal, either because
earlier members with lower atomic weights exist, but have not
been discovered, or because the group naturally commences at a
later stage than the preceding. The same thing is true with the
scandium group next following.

4. The remaining groups need no particular description. They
are eminently natural and very familiar.

5. In these groups following the horizontal lines, all members
of each group have the same valency. To this there is no excep-
tion.

The foregoing applies to this table considered as groups
corresponding to the horizontal lines. When it is intended to

consider the serial relations according to columns they should

be taken as one long serial without breaks.

Much importance has naturally been attached by Mendeleef
to the progressive stages of oxidation in his groups, as for

example, the series

Na
20, Mg

2 2 , A1
2 3 , Si

2 4
, P 2 5 , S

2 6 , C1
2 7

.

And the corresponding hydroxides, hydrides, methides, etc.

Of these it may be said that C1
2 7

is purely hypothetical. The
rest of this series will be found in precisely the same order in

the second column in Table I and all the corresponding ele-

ments in each horizontal line have the same valencies and tend
to form similar compounds.

This table representing the first great divisio?i of elemetits in-

cludes all those whose ions function as anions with part of the

kathions.

* By Eoscoe & Schorlemmer and in the Graham Otto treatise ifc is placed

immediately before the halogens. By Ramsay at the head of the lithium sodium
group.
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Transitional Elements.

Intermediate between the two divisions is a small class of

eleven transition als. These elements have ions which at some
valencies are colored and others colorless.

Transitional Elements.

Ti 4.8 m 9u
Cu 68-3 . Ag 108

Vol Mom
GeU2

Ta 182

W184

T1204.

Bi 210

(As to tantalum and niobium, satisfactory information is

deficient and they are placed here provisionally.)

An inspection of the table will show that the metals com-
posing it have little relation with one another.

Most of them on the contrary are noticeable as having each

some marked peculiarity. Titanium when heated combines
with atmospheric nitrogen. Vanadium forms a compound
radical simulating a metal so completely that all chemists were
deceived until Roscoe detected the fact. Copper forms a solu-

tion which has the property of dissolving cellulose. Silver can
assume a condition in which it is freely soluble in water ; it is

also remarkable for the high sensitiveness to light of some of

its compounds. Tungsten is remarkable amongst inorganic

substances for the unexampled complexity of its compounds,
as first observed by Gibbs. Thallium is noted for uniting in a

singular way the properties of an alkaline and those of a heavy
metal.

The relations of this peculiar group are chiefly with the ele-

ments having colorless atoms only, as shown in Table II. Into
this, they enter as it were in a block, at the center, increasing

the number of groups to thirteen, or twelve if we take the first

two as constituting a double group of univalent elements. In
this way as we follow the groups downwards the valency in-

creases successively from one to six. then begins at one again

and increases regularly from one to six again. This will be
better seen by referring to Table II. In every group each
member has the same valency.

"Whether it is probable that all the blanks represent so many
elements remaining to be discovered seems doubtful. But it

is certainly the opinion of many chemists that the number of

existing elements as yet unknown, is large.*

* Cf. Ramsay, InorgaDic Chemistry, p. 87.
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With elements having atoms always colored the relations of

the transitionals are so slight that I hesitated about giving them
a place in Table III and have done so chiefly to give emphasis to

this fact, that in the entire series of elements there is not a
single case in which an element having atoms always colorless

appears in the regular numerical series betioeen a transitional

element and one with atoms always colored. Also that there

is not a single case in which an element with atoms always
colored appears in the numerical series betioeen a transitional

element and one having colorless atoms only.

This will be seen better by examining the diagram embracing
the entire series. This perfect regularity seems to justify. this

new method of classification.

This group contains elements whose atoms function as Jcathions

only.

Second Division. Ions all colored.

In Table III will be found the series of elements with all

colored ions and to these have been added the transitionals,

distinguished by being printed in italics. The transitionals lit

equally well into either of the two great divisions, that of the

colorless and that of the all colored ions, with this difference

that in the first division they fit into the center, in the second
division they act as outliers to the respective series, connecting

the colored with the colorless. This last function is however
better shown by the diagram at the end. Their chemical rela-

tions are with the first division.

The colorless elements when arranged in vertical columns
form groups according to the horizontal lines. Members of

each group though closely connected in properties, differ

widely in atomic weights.

With the elements having all colored ions the case is very
different. They fall into four series, members of which have
their atomic weights immediately following each other in

unbroken succession.

The first of these series consists of the metals chromium 52,

manganese 55, iron 58, cobalt 59, and nickel 59. This is a

very well marked group, the chromates, manganeses and fer-

rates being isomorphous. Also the sesquisulphates of the three

metals replacing each other in the alums.

Chromium and manganese were, formerly always placed in

the iron group until the exigencies of the Periodic Law re-

quired the transfer of chromium to the oxygen group and of

manganese to the univalent halogen group, a translocation for

which there seems no sufficient justification.
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The transitional elements titanium and vanadium on the

one side of this series and copper on the other, are the out-

liers.

The second colored series contains the well known group
rhodium, ruthenium and palladium. The third colored group
contains the metals of the rare earths followed by the transi-

tionals tantalum and tungsten. Finally the colored group of

the platinum metals and gold. These and the remaining col-

ored metals will be described in the next section.

One metal, zirconium, has proved rebellious to this classifica-

tion.

The others have taken their places so easily and exactly that

it seems as if there must be something inexact or incomplete
in our data respecting this metal. The most probable supposi-

tion seems to be the following. Zirconium nas but one degree
of oxidation while the very closely allied metal titanium, has

ions that are colored and colorless at different valencies.

Should zirconium prove to have a second degree of oxida-

tion corresponding to colored ions, it would be brought into

complete analogy with its congener and would find a place

open for it in the tables.

In Table II it would take the vacant place immediately fol-

lowing titanium and between that metal and cerium. As a

transitional metal it would take its place in Table III immedi-
ately before niobium in the second series. It is hardly neces-

sary to remark that these are exactly the places for which its

properties fit it.

All the elements contained in Table III have ions thatfunc-
tion as hathions only.
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A Periodic Law of Color.

It was necessary first to consider the elements in the great

divisions into which they fall by reason of the color of their

ions.

It now remains to consider the whole range of elements in

one continued series from hydrogen to uranium.
Commencing with hydrogen (see Plate No. IV*) we have a

double series of 18 elements with colorless ions only. Ap-
proaching one of the great colored groups which may be called

the iron group we find two intermediate elements, titanium and
vanadium which have both colored and colorless ions.

By their colorless ions they are united to the series which
immediately precedes them in the order of numbers and by
their colored ions they are united with the iron group which
immediately follows. This iron group commences with the

element chromium which in the numerical series immediately
follows vanadium, so that after the transitionals titanium and
vanadium each of which has at least one colorless ion, comes
the group consisting of chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt and
nickel ; metals which have colored ions only.

Approaching the next colorless series we find interposed the
transitional element copper, a metal having the colorless

cuprous and the blue cupric ions.

From this we pass to a colorless series commencing with
zinc and continuing with gallium, germanium, arsenic, selen-

ium bromine, rubidium, strontium and concluding with yttrium.

The ions of none of these elements show any tendency to

color.

Continuing in numerical order the next colored group will

consist of the metals ruthenium, rhodium and palladium. But
in approaching these we find precisely as in the previous case

two transitionals, molybdenum and niobium.
These are connected with the previous colorless group by

their colorless ions and with the colored group next following

by their colored ions. This colored group (Pu, Bh, Pd,) has

colored ions only.

Continuing in numerical order we approach the next color-

less group. But as we pass from the colored to the colorless

we find as before, a transitional, in this case, silver, which is

connected with the previous colored group by its colored ions

corresponding with Ag
4

and Ag
2 2f and to the following

colorless group by its ion corresponding to Ag
2
0.

* In the plate the third and fourth colored groups should have been on the

same horizontal line as the first and second.

f The first of these colored ions is seen in the deeply colored hemi-salts of

silver. Another may exist in the peroxide which dissolves in snlphuric acid

with a dark green color.
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From this we pass to the next colorless group of nine ele-

ments commencing with cadmium and ending with lanthanum.

Approaching the next colored group we as before find a tran-

sitional element, in this case but one. At least but one is now
known, but as we have now come to the region of little known
metals of the rare earths it is possible that some one of those

not yet thoroughly known may take its place alongside of

cerium and thus bring this approach into complete symmetry
with all the others.

Cerium connects itself with the colorless group immediately
preceding by having colorless ions and with the colored group
immediately following by its colored ions.

The colored group thus reached, composed of metals having
colored ions only, consists of didymium, samarium and erbium.

Then follow the transitionals tantalum (?) and tungsten.

Next, a series having ions colored at all valencies, namely
osmium, iridium, platinum and gold. With gold the regular

series terminates.

There follows what may be called the most curious part of

the entire range of elements. This is found in the little group
of six at the extreme end. In the principal series the colored

groups are always immediately preceded and introduced by
transitional elements, that is elements having both colorless

and colored ions. The usual number of these transitionals is

two. In the small final group the first two colored elements
act as transitionals to the third. The first of the colored

metals is thallium, this metal is allied to the alkalies by its

thallious salts which are colorless ; it is also closely related to

the heavy metals, lead and mercury which are on each side of

it. Even thallic sulphate and nitrate are colorless salts decom-
posed by water. But the thallic haloids form colored crystals

and colored solutions and thus correspond perfectly to colored

ions. Therefore thallium whilst chiefly related to the colorless

elements on each side of it has nevertheless made a well-

marked step towards color by its single pair of colored ions.

The next colored metal, bismuth, has advanced much fur-

ther towards color, for of its four valencies all but one have
colored ions. It still retains its relation however with the
colorless elements on each side of it, lead and thorium, by its

one pair of colorless ions corresponding to bismuth trioxide.

Finally we have the last of all the metals, uranium, with
colored ions at all valencies. Standing alone it occupies as it

were the position of a group to which its transitionals, thallium
and bismuth, lead up, and with it the series of the elements
closes.
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Amongst the conclusions to be drawn from the facts that

have been mentioned is this, that the color of the elementary
atoms is to a large extent a/'unction of their atomic weights.

We find that with atomic weights,

From 1 to 47 the atoms are always colorless

From 52 to 59 they are always colored
From 65 to 90 they are always colorless

From 103 to 106 they are always colored
From 112 to 139 they are always colorless

From 145 to 169 they are always colored
From 192 to 196 they are always colored.

Elements whose place in the numerical series falls between
these periods, have both colored and colorless atoms.

The six metals that remain are as we have seen, alternately

colored and colorless.

Ostwald remarks in his great Lehrbuch that when the prop-
erties of the elements shall show themselves to be functions of
their atomic weights, we have next to seek in the latter the
cause of the former, and then we shall hardly be able to avoid
the conception of a single primordial form of matter as sug-

gested by Crookes, a form whose varied modes of agglomera-
tion condition the various kinds of matter (Yol. I, p. 138).

Perhaps the facts in this paper described may be found to

make a step towards this great end.

With the aid of the Arrhenius theory it has been possible to

establish the principle that the colors of the atoms are those

which they show in dilute solutions of electrolytes, and that

the colors of elements are comparatively of little importance.

In the second part of this paper there will be given incident-

ally a proof of the correctness of the dissociation theory from
a new direction. In that part will be considered the combina-
tions of atoms and two laws controlling in certain cases the

interaction of ions.

-Further Notes on the Gold Ores of California /
by H. W. Turner.

Art. XXIX.

Some brief notes were published in this Journal on the

gold ores of California in June, 1894, and the following may
be considered as an appendix to that article.

Gold in barite.—During the past summer, the writer exam-
ined some gold veins on Big Bend Mountain in Butte County,

California, and found that one of them was of an unusual
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character. The vein is known as the Pinkstown ledge. It is

located about a half mile due south of the highest point of Big
Bend Mountain (Bidwell Bar atlas sheet). The ledge strikes

F. 13° W. and dips at a high angle (about 80°). It is from
two to three feet wide where best exposed at the north end,
and is composed of a soft heavy mineral, some of which is

coarsely crystalline, with a granular structure, but most of it

is finer grained with a schistose arrangement of the granules.
JSTo single crystals of the mineral were noted having a greater
maximum diameter than five-eighths of an inch. Some of
them show plainly a characteristic cleavage. Dr. Hillebrand
made a chemical examination of this soft mineral and reported
it to be barite. Three sections of the barite were examined
microscopically, and these show that when fresh there is

scarcely any impurity in the mineral, and in fact no other sub-
stance was noted except scattered minute reddish opaque grains
which as seen under the microscope are reddish-yellow by
reflected light, without metallic luster. They may be limonite.
Many of the barite grains show distinct cleavages which appear
in the thin sections to intersect at nearly right angles. A
tendency to a radial structure like that of epidote was noted at
several points. The relief of the barite is rather high. A
sample was examined for gold by Dr. Stokes, who reported
that " the barite contains gold but too small in amount to be
determined in the wet way." There is said, however, to be
enough gold in the deposit to pay to work, and the writer
understood that the owner of the ledge obtained gold from it

by grinding up the ore in a hand mortar, and panning it.

A considerable part of Big Bend Mountain, as exposed along
the road from the bridge over the west branch of the north
fork of the Feather river to the abandoned village of Big
Bend, is made up of clay slates probably Paleozoic in age, with
layers of greenstone schists, representing original augitic tuffs.

The rocks along the east and south base of the mountain as
seen along the river (the north fork of the Feather) are almost
entirely greenstones, with one or two layers of sedimentary
mica-schists. These greenstones are largely amphibolitic rocks
representing original surface lavas and tuffs, probably augitic
porphyrites, but now containing little or no augite. The
exact nature of the schist enclosing the barite vein was not
determined. The south extension of the Pinkstown ledge
owned by Clarke was examined but no barite was found, the
rock on the dump being a white, fine grained schist, with a
greasy feel. This as seen in this section is composed chiefly
of minute, brightly polarizing fibers, perhaps talc, with numer-
ous minute cubes of pyrite, arranged in rows.
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Gold associated with talc-schists.—The magnesian rocks, of

the Sierra ISTevada consist chiefly of serpentine and talc and
chlorite schists. All of these rocks together with some others

of similar origin are frequently found in the same area, the

different varieties alternating rapidly in a perplexing manner.
There are, however, especially in the area of the Bidwell Bar
atlas sheet (Butte and Plumas counties) very considerable

streaks of talc and chlorite-schists with little or no serpentine.

It has been noted by the writer that while quartz veins are

very common in the talc-schist belts, they are very rare in the

serpentine. Yeins containing gold and forming pocket mines
do exist in the serpentine areas, but in the two examples which
the writer has himself seen, there is talc-schist directly asso-

ciated with the vein, forming one or both walls.

One of the veins here referred to occurs on the Downieville
sheet in Sierra County, on the spur north of Eock Creek and
one and a half miles east of Goodyear's Bar. Here is a small

quartz vein in serpentine with talc-schist forming one wall.

This vein had evidently been worked for gold, and the writer

was informed that a gold pocket was found in it.

The other mine is in Mariposa County on the Mariposa
Estate, and is in charge of Mr. Ludwig, who kindly showed
nie the deposit. There is here a streak of talc-schist in ser-

pentine near the west border of the large belt of that rock
that extends from near Princeton to Mariposa forming the

high ridge just west of the latter town. The exact locality is

one and three-fourths miles a little south of east from Prince-

ton. The deposit consists besides the talc, of white dolomite

looking precisely like that associated with mariposite at the

Josephine Mine near Bear Valley, pyrite, and a black mineral,

the latter occurring in plates with metallic surfaces in the dolo-

mite. This black mineral was determined by Dr. W. F.

Hillebrand to be titanic iron ore (ilmenite). The gold occurs

native in the talc-schist, and the pyrite and ilmenite are also

saved for reduction. The writer's notes make no mention of

quartz in this vein.

As stated above, the talc, chlorite, and other associated schists

form considerable belts in the area of the Bidwell Bar atlas

sheet, and contain frequent quartz veins, as may well be seen

at Quartz Hill north of Lumpkin. The writer knows of no
case, however, where one of these veins has proved to be large

enough and to contain enough gold to warrant the erection of

a quartz-mill.

The rare occurrence of quartz veins in serpentine, a very

basic magnesian rock, and their comparative abundance in talc

rocks, which are much more acid, would seem to indicate a con-

nection between quartz veins and the rock in which they form.
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But as both these rocks are altered forms of deep-seated igneous

rocks, it does not follow that the silica of any particular quartz

vein was leached out of the wall rock and re-deposited nearly

in place. These igneous masses may extend to a great depth
and the ascending hot waters and gases may have been in con-

tact with rock like the wall-rock for a long distance and for a

considerable time.

As a matter of fact, quartz-veins are more common in Cali-

fornia in sedimentary rocks which are not presumed to extend
deep into the earth's crust, than in igneous masses. The cause

of this is more probably a physical than a chemical one, for

fissures form more readily in sedimentary than in massive

igneous rocks. It is extremely likely that the sedimentary
series of the Gold Belt of California is underlain throughout
by granite, and that this rock is the chief source of the silica

of the quartz veins in the clay slates, and other associated rocks.

Serpentine being a rock in which fissures may be supposed
to form with difficulty, it is by no means improbable that there

is a physical as well as a chemical reason for the lack of quartz

veins in that rock.

Mariposite.—The green micaceous mineral called mariposite

by Silliman occurs abundantly at the Josephine Mine near
Bear Valley. Several specimens of this were obtained in 1893,
and submitted to Prof. F. W. Clarke for analysis. Thin sec-

tions of the material were made and these show that the min-
eral is micaceous, nearly colorless or slightly greenish with
brilliant polarizing colors, resembling talc. There appears

to be no perceptible pleochroism. The mineral is in the form
of fibers and minute irregular foils with ragged edges, and
extinguishes nearly or quite parallel to the longer axis of the

fibers. Macroscopically it is not all green, some of it being
nearly white. Two analyses are appended by Dr. Hillebrand,

one of the green, and the other of the white mineral.

of Mariposite. {4.38 Sierra Nevada Coll.)

Green.

Si0
2
.

Tio;
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a
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o
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Fe
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FeO.
CaO.
MgO
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K
2

(Li Na)
2

5

H
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•35

•18

•62

•18

•63

•92

•07
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•52

White.

56-79

25-29

none.

1-59

•07

3-29

8-92

•in
4-72

100-13 100-84

* Very"strong lithium reaction. -fNo water given off below 300 C.

\ Containing some K 2 0.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XLIX, No. 293.—May, 1895.
25
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The thin sections show that there is carbonate, probably
chiefly dolomite mixed with the mariposite. This with some
carbonate of iron was extracted with acetic acid followed by
warm dilute HC1. the mariposite substance remaining unat-

tacked. Dr. Hillebrand calls attention to the resemblance of

the mineral in composition to pinite, and states that no definite

formula is deducible. He determined the specific gravity of
the green mineral to be 2*817 at 29*5° C. and that of the

white mineral to be 2*787 at 28*5° C. The occurrence of

chromium in the green variety and not in the white suggest

that to be the cause of the green color. While resembling
talc optically it will be noted that the chemical composition
is very different.

Gold quartz veins in Tertiary Rocks. — Precious metal
deposits in rocks of the Tertiary period are not uncommon in

the western United States. As notable examples of this may
be mentioned the Comstock lode in Nevada in part at least in

Tertiary lavas, and the gold and silver veins of the Bodie dis-

trict in hornblende-andesite.* Silver deposits also occur in

rhyolite in Southern California.f But in the Sierra Nevada
gold quartz veins in any but the Paleozoic or Jura-Trias rocks

are rare. The occurrence of quartz with native gold in a

rhyolite dike of Tertiary age in Plumas County has already

been described.;); The gold in the Silver Mountain district in

Alpine County (Markleeville atlas sheet) is in chalcedonic

quartz in Tertiary andesitic tuffs and the deposits of the Moni-
tor district are likewise in Tertiary volcanic rocks. One of the

ore specimens given the writer by Judge Arnot as coming
from the last district is chalcedonic quartz containing gold. In
both these districts the rocks containing the deposits are much
decomposed by solfataric action, and both are on the east slope

of the range in the Great Basin drainage.

About one and a half miles south of La Grange in Stanislaus

County (Sonora atlas sheet) in a flat-topped hill there are

abundant veins of white quartz in clay which appears at first

glance to be the basal portion of the Tertiary clastic series that

caps the hill. Overlying the clay is a sandstone containing

pebbles of white quartz and pearly scales of a hydrous silicate

of alumina, which is very abundant in the lone sandstone.§

The age of the sandstone is thought to be Miocene. Portions

of the underlying clay are white in color, other portions

stained pinkish in streaks and patches. When first visited,

some years ago, the clay appeared to the writer to represent the

* This was first noted by Mr. W. Lindgren.
\W. Lindgren, Trans. Am. Inst. Mng. Eng., February, 1887.

\ This Journal, vol. xlvii, p. 472.

§ American Geologist, vol. xiii, p. 240.
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lower clay of the lone formation, which is well exposed at

lone and elsewhere, and as the quartz veins are unquestionably

in the clay it was then thought that the quartz veins were of

Tertiary age. The quartz is the white, compact kind that

occurs in the majority of the gold quartz veins, and not the

chalcedonic quartz known to exist in veins in Tertiary rocks.

On a second visit to the locality in 1894, good evidence was
found that the clay is but the decomposed bed rock, which is

here a quartz-porphyrite. Pebbles of the . hardened clay were
found in the lower part of the sandstone and along some sharp
contacts of the clay and overlying sandstone it was noted that

the quartz veins stopped short at this contact. No quartz veins

were found with certainty in the sandstone itself. Moreover
some cracks in the clay extending down from its upper sur-

face were filled with the material of the sandstone, showing
that these cracks were in existence when the sandstone was
being deposited and were filled in from above. At the head
of a little gulch on the west side of the hill is a good exposure
of the clay with numerous quartz veins. The latter have a

varying course dipping mostly north at angles from 10°

upward, some veins curving very noticeably in a vertical direc-

tion. In some of this much stained and discolored clay, por-

phyritic quartzes are to be seen, and as lower down in the gulch
there is little altered quartz-porphyrite in place, there seems
little question that the clay is a decomposed form of the same
rock. At other points, notably on the east side of the hill the
white clay shows no evidence of its derivation from the bed
rock, being of even texture throughout and without discolora

tion. Slickensided surfaces were noted in the clay at several

points, along seams that intersect at varying angles.

Tetrahedrite.—This sulphide of copper and antimony has
not often been noted by the writer in the gold ores of the
Sierra Nevada. What appears to be this mineral, however,
occurs very abundantly in the quartz veins of Mono Pass, east

of the Yosemite Valley. The specimens (No. 455 S. N. col-

lection) collected there by the writer from the Golden Crown
ledge were examined by Prof. P. L. Packard, who reported
that the sulphide is tetrahedrite or an allied mineral giving
blowpipe reactions for sulphur, antimony, copper, lead and iron.

The ore is presumed to contain silver and perhaps gold, but
neither of these were determined.

Mr. W. Lindgren informs me that he has detected tetrahe-

drite at the following mines : The Boulder, Hathaway, Golden
Stag, and Pine Tree mines in the Ophir district in Places
County ; the Osborne Hill mine at Grass Valley, Nevada
County ; and the Miller & Holmes, Knox & Boyle, and
Whiskey Hill in Tuolumne County, azurite being associated

with the tetrahedrite in the last three mines.
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Tioga mining district.—This is situated to the northwest of

Mono Pass in the same body of schists that occurs in the pass.

Some specimens obtained here in 1886 by the writer from the

Isbell claim on Lee Vining Creek. These were assayed by
Dr. W. EL Melville with the following results

:

No. 876 Sierra Nevada Collection—
a: chiefly made up of zinc blende; contains 5 oz. gold

and 7 oz. silver to the ton.

b: largely iron and copper pyrites; contains a trace of

gold, and nearly 16 oz. silver to the ton.

c: contains a large amount of arsenical pyrite, 51 oz. gold
and 32 oz. silver to the ton.

The above samples probably do not represent an average of

the ore and are merely given to show the association of min-
erals in the vein.

Washington, D. C.

Art. XXX.

—

On Some Relations between Temperature,
Pressure, and Latent Heat of Vaporization ; by C. E.

Linebarger.

The well-known equation

^-A-^-— or %L -A-£- (1)dT~ T(v-v'y dT~ Tdv'
v ;

in which p is the pressure; T, the temperature; p, the latent

heat of vaporization ; v, the volume of the saturated vapor

;

and v\ that of the liquid, may be considered to resume most
of the relations between temperature, pressure, and latent heat

of vaporization ; it expresses fundamental relationships between
heat,—and volume-energy, as is at once seen, when it is thrown
into the form

:

dT
dp dv = Ap-frTj (2)

an equation of which the left-hand member contains only the

factors of volume- energy, and the right-hand member only

those of heat-energy. But certain relationships between these

factors of energy were found out quite independently of the

fundamental equation
;
guided by no theoretical considerations,

their discoverers, by scrutinizing experimental data, saw some
regularities which, when generalized, became laws, although

approximate and containing inexplicable anomalies. Also, the
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differential forms of equations (1) and (2) do not readily permit
of direct comparison with empirical facts ; they must first by
suitable hypotheses and integrations be thrown into other forms.

The comparison of the deductions and discovered relationships

with the experimental data generally shows a close correspond-

ence. Sometimes, however, variations and exceptions occur
which cannot be referred to experimental errors.

The object of this paper is to give an account of the efforts

that have been made and the results that have been obtained

in regard to the relations between pressure, temperature, and
latent heat of vaporization ; to subject to a critical revision all

experimental data bearing upon the question ; to discuss the
differences seemingly present between theory and experiment

;

and to apply the results to certain practical problems. The
division of the matter is the following: first, a historical

account of such papers as have dealt with the theoretical side

of the question ; second, a review in tabular form of experi-

mental data together with a discussion of their comparative
value ; third, a comparison of the results of theory and experi-

ment; fourth, an application of results to a practical problem.

I.

The first paper in which an endeavor was made to find out
relations between latent heats of vaporization and other energy-
factors is due to ITre;"* this pioneer in this field of research

determined the heats of vaporization of a number of common
liquids, and concluded from his results that under the same
pressure the latent heat of vaporization is inversely propor-

tional to the vapor density.

Desprets,f in a paper read before the French Academy
towards the end of the year 1818, but of which merely an
abstract seems ever to have been published, communicated the
results of some determinations of the latent heats of vaporiza-

tion of water, alcohol, ether, and essence of terebinthine.

An inspection of his data led him to state that a liquid at its

point of ebullition requires for volatilization so much the less

heat, the denser its vapor ; latent heats of vaporization are

approximately proportional to densities at the boiling points.

Person;}: after determining the latent heats of vaporization

of ten additional liquids, notwithstanding that his results were
not as accurate as those of Desprets, as he himself admits, and
without giving any data, formulated a law, which is

u for the
heat of vaporization what the law 'of Dulong and Petit is for

the specific heat," and " even more general, since it applies to

*Phil. Mag. liii, 191, 1819.

f Ann. Chim. et Phys., xxiv, 323, 1823.

% Comptes Rend., xvii, 498, 1843.
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simple and to compound bodies without distinction." This
law is :

" The heats of vaporization of different substances

range themselves exactly in the order of their temperatures of

ebullition, when, instead of equal weights, atomic weights are

taken. In a "Note" three years later Person* reverts to his

law, and drawing up a table of latent heats of vaporization

from the data due to Favre and Silbermann shows how well

his previous statements are corroborated by these determina-
tions. The exceptions presented by the acids are explained
away by making allowance for their abnormal vapor densities.

In this paper, he puts his law in a somewhat different form :

" The amount of heat needed to vaporize substances under the
same pressure is identical, when the volume produced is the
same, and it is smaller or greater according as the volume pro-

duced is smaller or greater."

Troutonf " on comparing the quantities of heat necessary to

evaporate at constant pressure quantities of different liquids

taken in the ratio of the molecular weights,"—found that the
amount of heat required by any body is approximately pro-

portional to its absolute temperature at the point of ebullition."

He then propounded the following law :
" The molecules of

chemically related bodies, in changing from the gaseous to the

liquid state at the same pressure, disengage quantities of heat,

which may be called the molecular latent heat, directly pro-

portional to the absolute temperature of the point of ebulli-

tion."

The above laws are purely empirical ; they were found
through observation of rows of figures ; they have no theoreti-

cal grounding ; being subject to exceptions and irregularities,

they can never as deduced rise to the rank of great generaliza-

tions ; they have been drawn up by the inspection of experi-

mental data, which is an inversion of the usual order of dis-

covery, experimental data as a rule being a means of corrobora-

tion rather than of deduction of laws of nature.

We now pass to the consideration of the work that has been
done along theoretical lines in the finding out of relations

between heat of vaporization, temperature, and pressure.

The first effort made in this direction is due to Raoul Pictet,

in a paper truly remarkable for its time, although it seems to

have attracted but little attention. Pictet considers a cycle in

which a liquid is evaporated from one chamber, condensed in

another, and finally returned to the first. Admitting the

validity for the case in hand of the laws of Boyle and Gay-
Lussac, he then finds mathematical expressions for the work
done and the heat absorbed. In order to equate these essen-

*Com.ptes Rend., xxiii, 524, 1846.

f Phil. Mag., V., xviii, 54, 1884.
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tially independent expressions tie makes two hypotheses : 1,

the cohesion of liquids is the same for all : 2, Carnot's cycle is

applicable to volatile liquids, and to their changes of volume

:

and there exists a relation between heat taken in and work
performed. The expressions finally arrived at show a satisfac-

tory correspondence for the most part with the determinations

of latent heats of vaporization made by Regnault. The con-

clusions which have a bearing upon our subject are : I—The
product of the latent heats of liquids at the same pressure by
their atomic weights, divided by the absolute temperature at

which the vaporization takes place, is the same for all : II

—

The difference between the internal heats of vaporization at

any two temperatures, multiplied by the atomic weights, is a

constant number for all liquids.

We will not enter into any discussion of these results, con-

tenting ourselves with remarking that the first conclusion is a

plain enunciation of " Trouton's law " mentioned above. If

priority of publication has any moment in the choice of the

name of a discovery, the law in question ought to be called

Pictet's law since the date of Pictet's paper is 1876 and that of

Trouton's 1884.

Equation (1) seems first to have been made use of by van
der Waals- for the establishing of relationships between tem-
perature, pressure, and latent heat of evaporation. If for p,

T, and v, ej>, m Tv and <p(m)— (j? x
being the critical pressure,

T
: , the critical temperature, b, the covolume, and e, m, <p(m),

coefficients) be substituted in equation (1), and it be kept in

mind that

— =/(ro),

(u being the molecular mass), the equation

de _ 8-273 pu, 1

dm ~ A ' T ' cpm ^ '

^- c -^f-~ w
or

de _ n pfi l_

results. ]STow when m is the same, that is, at the same reduced
de

temperature, — must have the same value, and as a necessary

consequence it follows that

§£= F(m) (5)

* Continuitat des gasformigen und flussigen Zustandes, p. 137.
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where F is a constant number for all bodies. But equation (5)
is nothing else than the mathematical expression for " Trouton's
law," and again the rightfulness of this name may be justly

questioned, for the German translation of van der Waal's boot
appeared three years before Trouton's paper. Van der Waals
called to mind the similarity of the expression as developed
just above to the law proposed by Desprets (loc. cit.), and drew
up a little table of data to see if experiment corroborated

theory, which in a certain measure he found to be the case.

Bouty* sought to transform the fundamental equation (1) so

as to get the quotient of the molecular heat of vaporization by
the square of the absolute temperature equal to a constant.

His course of reasoning is as follows. If, in the formula

P= T(«-«')J (6)

the specific volume of the liquid be neglected in comparison
with that of the vapor, and if the density of the latter be
normal, it ensues that

Dpcp' 273' {
'
}

where D is the absolute specific gravity of hydrogen at the

temperature zero and under the pressure of 760mctl of mercury.
By the combination of (6) and (7) the equation

^=2vft-7^ (8)

is obtained; and if T be the boiling point under the pres-

sure p„

'*273DWt,
If it be admitted with Dalton that all vapors have the same
tensions at temperatures equidistant from the boiling points of

the liquids which give them off, the expression

(clp_\

must be the same for all liquids, and the expression

P (10)

becomes equal to a constant.

Although Bouty is inclined to admit that Dalton's " law " is

incorrect, and hence (10) cannot be constant, he gives a table

of " constants " for a number of liquids, of which, as de Heen

* Journ. de Phys., II, iv, 26.

);
(9)
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remarks* " it is needless to say that the variations to be found

in the values of =-; are enormous." If, however, it be assumed

that T-^= be constant,f it at once follows that — = constant,

which is Trouton's or better Pictet's law.

Le ChatelierJ also has transformed equation (1) into another
directly comparable with the results of experiment. After
putting it in the form

^dT + A(v-v !

)dp = 0, (11)

(o in Le Chatelier's calculations is always taken to be the

molecular heat of vaporization) by multiplying and divid-

ing the second term by p, he obtained this expression

£dT + Aj>(«-V)— =0 (12)

If the volume of the liquid be neglected in comparison with
that of the vapor, and the gas equation

pv = UT
be introduced, after division by T, the expression

dT . ^dp iH ,

PT2" +AR"7 = ° (13)

dT
or p__ + 2log

j?
> = (14)

is obtained. If this equation be integrated between the limits

T and T , it being admitted that the heat of vaporization is

constant, the equation

t/T P "^To J-
2

results, and, all calculations being made on the assumption that

p is independent of T,

* Bulletin de l'Academie royale de Belgique, III, ix, p. 281, 1885.

dip

f The results of Ramsay's and Young's experiments show that T— - is constant

dp ^T
for considerable differences of pressure. If it be true that T-~ is constant then

p
dl—

- must be constant also, for
Or

cTp T_ _ p

rfT ' A" ~ drt

'

Ramsay and Young have also experimentally proven the truth of this relation.

See Phil. Mag., V, xx, p. 515, 1885 ; ibid., xxi, pp. 33 and 135; and ibid., xxii,

p. 33. 1886.

% Recherches expenmentales et theoriques sur les equilibres chimiques, Ann.
des Mines, Mars-Avril, 1888, p. 337.
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2l°g f +P(i"i) = 0, (16)

This equation contains no constant, but if the terms T and p ,

which together form a constant, be transferred to the second
member, the equation

2 log p + ;=- z= constant (1 7)

is obtained, and if the pressure be kept constant.

=-=z constant, (18)

or, if p be taken as the heat of vaporization of the unit of

mass of liquid,

-=- = constant. (18 bis)

It is seen from the foregoing that the constancy of the quo-
tient of the molecular heat of vaporization by the absolute

temperature at which the vaporization takes place has been
arrived at by various scientists in different ways. This in itself

is strong warrant for the truth of the relation. Still there
exist certain discrepancies between the theory and the experi-

mental determinations, which must be accounted for. Before
taking up their consideration, however, it is necessary to pass

in review what experimental work has been done.

II.

In Table I are given the latent heats of vaporization of a

number of liquids, which have been determined by direct

experiment at or near the ordinary atmospheric pressure.

Only such liquids as are chemical units are admitted, solutions

of acids and the like being excluded ; also the determinations

made with very volatile liquids, such as ammonia, sulphur
dioxide, etc., are omitted. With these exceptions it is believed

that no omissions of importance have been made.
The first column refers to the " References ;" the second

column {a) gives the name of the liquids ; the third (b)

their formula, and the fourth (c) their molecular masses ; in

the fifth (d) and sixth (e) columns are contained the tem-
peratures at which vaporization took place and the latent

heats for one gram of the liquid in heat units of which one
warms one gram of water from 0° to 1° C, while the seventh

{f) column shows the quotient obtained by dividing the

molecular heat of vaporization by the absolute temperature.

The eighth column (g) gives the pressure in rounded milli-

meters of mercury ; when the pressure has not been indicated

by the investigator, the space has been left vacant ; however,
from the nature of the methods, the pressure cannot vary

greatly from normal atmospheric pressure.
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Table I.

Name. Formula.

I

XIV
XX
XX
I

I

XVIII
I

XXVIII
XXIV
XVIIa
IV

XXVI
XXVIII
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XI

XXVIII
XXVIII
XXIII

I

XI
XXIV
XXVIII
VIII

I

VIII
VIII
VIII
VIII

I

X
I

X
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI

I

I

XXVI
XXVIII
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI

a b

Bromine
J

Br 2

Sulphur ; S.r

Mercury Hg-

Phosphorus chloride.. PC1 3

Tin tetrachloride SnCU
i*Su)phur chloride S 2C1 2

Carbon bisulphide i CS 2

Diethylamine
*Amylene
Benzene

Toluene
Ethylbenzene
Propyl benzene
Metaxylene
Pseudocumol
Cymol
Methylene chloride

Chloroform
Carbon tetrachloride __

Methyl iodide

Ethylidene chloride.

Ethyl chloride
" bromide

'• iodide

Ethylene bromide
- Amyl chloride .

.

*Amyl bromide ._

*Amyl iodide

*Methyl formiate.

*Ethyl " "

Propyl "

Isobutyl "

Isoamyl "

Methyl acetate.
* U II

*Ethyl

Propyl "

Isobutyl "

Isoamyl "

Methyl propionate..

Ethyl

CiHnX
C 5H 10

C 6H 6

C 7H 8

C 8H 10

CgH ]2

CgH ]0

CgHi 2

C]oH4
CH 2 C1 2

CHC1 3

CC14

CH 3I

C 2H4C1 2

C 2H 5C1

C 2H 5Br
a

C 2H 5I

C 2H 4Br 2

CaH^Cl
CsHnBr
CsH^I
C 2H.40 2

u

C 8H 6O a

C 4H £ 2

C6Hi O 2

Celli 2 2

C3H 6 2
u

C4H«0 2

C 5H 10O 2

C 6H 12 2

C 7H 14 2

C 4H 8 2

C 5H 10O 2

Molec-

ular

Mass.
Temp.

Latent
Heat.

c d e

160 58 45-6

160 61-6 43 '7

32* 316 362-0

200 350 62-0

137-3 78-5 51-4

259-5 112-5 30-5

135 136 49-4

76 46'2 86-7

76 46-1 8H-8

76 466 85-7

73 58 61-0

70 12-5 75-0

78 80-35 93-4

78 80-1 92-9

82 110-8 83-6

106 134-7 76-4

120 157-0 718
106 139-9 783
120 168-0 72 8

134 175-0 66-3

84-7 41-6 75-3

119-1 609 585
153-6 76-4 46-4

153-6 76-4 46-6

141-5 42-2 46-2

98-7 60 67-0

64-4 2117 89-3

109 38-2 60-4

109 38-4 61-6

155-5 71-3 46-9

188 131 43-8

106-5 107 56-3

151 129 48-3

197-5 156 475
60 32-9 117-1

60 33(?) 115-2

74 54-3 105-3

74 53-5(?) 100-4

74 53-5 92-2

88 81-2 85-3

102 98-0 77-0

116 1240 71-7

74 57-3 94-0

74 550 110-2

88 74-6 927
88 77-0 83-1

88 731 843
102 102-3 77-3

116 116-8 69-9

130 142-0 66-4

88 80-0 84-2

102 98-7 77-1

Jlp_

Ta&s

/
21! -04

20-95

19-66

19-90

20-07

20-49

16-30

20-64

19-96

20-37

20-07

18-49

20-63

26-50

20-02

19-86

20-00

20-09

19-58

19-83

20-25

20-84

20-35

20-49

20-66

19-88

19-59

21-15

22-25

21-16

20-38

15-78

18-14

21-87

2296
22-58

26-86

22 75

20 88

21.18
21-17

2093
21-04

24-86

2346
20
21-43!

21-00

20-83;

20-78J
20-97)

21-15!

Pres-

sure.

752

760
760
750
753

758

759

765

765
757

754
766
764
755

758
751

742

752

752

753

760
759
759
757

88 760

760
761
757
760
759
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Table I

—

Continued.

XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI
XXVI

I

XI
XV
I

XXVIII
XXII

XVII
I

XXV
XXVIII
XVII
XVII

I

XXV
XXVIII
XlXa
XlXa
XlXa
XlXa
XlXa
XVII
XXV
XlXa

XVII
XXVIII
XVII
X

XIII
XVII
XVII
XIa
XIa

Name.

Propyl propionate
Isobutyl "

Isoamyl "

Methyl butyrate

Ethyl
Propyl "

Isobutyl "

Isoamyl "

Methyl isobutyrate

Ethyl "

Propyl "

Isobutyl "

Isoamyl "

Methyl valerate

Ethyl "

Propyl "

Isobutyl "

Isoamyl "

*Ethyl oxalate

Ethylene oxide.

Ethyl oxide.__

Methyl al

Water ._

Methyl alcohol.

Ethyl "

Propyl "

Isopropyl "

Butyl "

Isobutyl "

Amyl

(nor).

Formula.

Dimethylethyl carbinal

Cetyl alcohol

Acetone
Formic acid

Acetic " _

Butyric "

Valeric "

Nitromethane
Nitroethane .

6*

C6H2O2
C7H 14 2

C 8H 16 2

C 5H 10O 2

C6H12O2
C7H14O2
C8Hi 6 2

C 9H 18 2

C5H10O2
G6H]202
C7H1402
CsH 1602
C9H1802
C 6H 1202
C 7 H 14 2

C 8H 16 2

9H 18O 2

L>io tL 2 o^'2

C 6Hio04
C 2H 4

4H 10

C 3H 8 2

(H 20)x
u

u

(CH4O)*

(C 2H 60)a;

(C 3H 80)x
(C 3H 80b
(C 4H 10 O).^

(C 4H 10O)x
(0 5H 12 0)a;

(C 5H 120)^
(C 16H 340)x
(C 3H 6 0)a;

(CH 9O a)s
u

(C2H40 2 ).r

(D 4H 8 2 )x
(C 5H 10O2)x
dHsN0 3

C 2H 5N0 2

Molec-
ular

Mass.
Temp.

Latent
Heat.

Tabs

fc d e

116 122-6 71-5 2096
130 136-8 66-0 20-96

144 160-5 63-1 20-94

102 102-3 77-3 2070
116 119 71-5 21-15

130 143-6 66-2 2065
144 156-7 61-9 20-74

158 178-0 59-4 20 80
102 92-5 75-5 21-06

116 110-0 69-2 20-96

130 134-0 639 20-36

144 148-6 59-9 20-47

158 168-0 57-7 20-65

116 116-3 69-9 20-83

130 134-0 64-7 20-67

144 1555 61-2 20-56

158 169-0 57-9 20-69

172 187-5 56-2 20-99

146 184-4 72-7 23-22

44 13-5 138-6 21-28

74 349 89-9 21-63

74 34*9 90-5 21-75

74 34-5 88-4 21-27

74 34-8 84-5 20-31

76 42-0 89-9 21-54

18s 99 8 535-8 25-87

18aj 100 535-9 25-85

18» 100 532-0 26-67

32^ 64-5 267-5 25-36

32x 66-5 263-9 24 87

46a; 78-4 208-9 27-34

46x 779 202-4 26-53

46x 78-0 206-4 27-04

46x 78-1 205-0 26-85

46a; 78-3 201-4 26-37

60a; 96-9 164-1 26-61

60a; 82-2 159-7 26-98

Ux 1165 138-2 26-25

74a; 107-7 136-2 26-47

88a; 131(?) 121-4 26-44

88a; 131 120-0 26-13

88a; 130-1 118-2 25-79

88a; 102-1 110-4 2590
242a; 360(?) 58-5 2236
58x 56-6 125-3 22-05

46a; 100 120-7 14-88

46a; 100 103-7 12-781

60a; 118 84-9 13 03

88a; 164 114-7 2309
102x 175 1035 23 57

60 101 116-7 18-71

75 113 92-0 17-72|

Pres-

sure.

9
759
760
755
760
751

761
756
761
757
758

759
760
758
758
758
758
760
763
756

760

759
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It is not easy to make an estimate of the accuracy of some
of the data recorded in the foregoing table ; the determina-
tions have been made by scientists employing different methods
and different preparations, and hence the same degree of exacti-

tude cannot be attributed to the work of each. Two principal

sources of error are encountered in the determinations of latent

heats of vaporization : the method may not be accurate : the

liquid may not be pure. As a rule, in the same investigation

both these sources of error are met with ; that is, those investi-

gators who have worked by faulty methods have also not always
taken liquids of requisite purity. Nearly all the earlier deter-

minations are subject to this criticism, as those by Person, Brix,

and, to some extent, especially as regards the purity of the

products, those by Favre and Silbermann. Andrews' work
which, as far as the method is concerned, is remarkably accu-

rate for the time when it was done, has been performed in

some cases with impure liquids ; this is especially true of the
ethers investigated by him. Schiff states how difficult it is to

obtain in a state of great purity the more volatile ethers.

Thus, for ethyl formiate, a liquid very hard to purify, Schiff

found the heat of vaporization to be 92*15 cal., while Andrews
found 105 '3 cal. With the exception of the ethers, however,
Andrews' determinations may be regarded as very precious

data. Of the purity of the liquids used by Berthelot and by
Ogier, it is especially hard to form an opinion, inasmuch as

these scientists have not indicated with but few exceptions
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their methods of purification. If it be permitted to judge from
a single example taken at random, we cannot admit that their

products were always as pure as necessary ; thus, they found
for the latent heat of vaporization of ethyl formiate, which, as

stated just above, Schiff determined to be 92*15 cal., equal to

100*4 cal. The impurity within compounds of the ether

class is for the most part water. Since water requires much
more heat for vaporization than most liquids, its presence,

even in minimal amount, exercises considerable influence upon
the value of a determination. In those cases, therefore, where
water may be present as impurity, the heat of vaporization

will be too high. And, as a matter of fact, the determinations

on the ethers made by Andrews, as well as by Berthelot and by
Ogier, all give values higher than those found by Schiff, who
took the greatest pains to fully rid his preparations of water.

The method employed by them is, however, quite beyond any
but the sharpest criticism, so that their determinations may be
admitted as sufficiently accurate with the exception of the amyl
halogen compounds, amylene, ethyl formiate, and sulphur chlor-

ide. The work of the other investigators may be admitted
without question, especially that due to Schiff, which is a

marvel of accuracy. Such determinations as are not trust-

worthy are marked in the table with a star.

III.

An inspection of Table I shows that the numbers in column

f are quite constant, with the exception of the alcohols, the

acids, and the nitro-compounds, as well as water and acetone.

Leaving these liquids aside for a moment,—their seemingly
irregular behavior will be explained away later on—we will

consider the various family of compounds of which Table I is

made up. Taking all the reliable determinations into con-

sideration, we find that the average value of the u constant" is

for about seventy liquids equal to £0 m

70, the greatest value

being 22-04 for bromine (Andrews I).* For the elements and
inorganic compounds, the " constant " is equal to W-J^l with
22*04 and 19*66 as extreme values ; for the hydrocarbons, to

W'19, 20-63 and 19*58 being the extreme valnes ; for the halogen

compounds, to W'63, with extreme values equal to 21*16 and
19-59; for the esters, to 20-87, the extremes being 21*43 and
20*36. With the exception of the esters, the determinations

have been made by different men in different ways, so that a

great degree of " constancy " is hardly to be expected
;
yet the

* The determination by Berthelot and Ogier (xiv), however, gives 20-95 as the

value of the " constant," so that it is perhaps better to reject Andrews' determi-

nation. If that be done the greatest value is 2T54 for methylal (Berthelot) and

the smallest value being 19-58 for pseudocumene (Schiff).
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" constant " is remarkably constant. SchifFs work was most
carefully done by the same method and hence his results are at

once reliable and comparable in an eminent degree ; and, as a

matter of fact, the extreme values of the constant calculated

from his data differ from the average value by hardly three

per cent.

Such a regularity as the above implies that the liquids at

their boiling points are in corresponding states (the term " cor-

responding states " being used in the sense given it by van der
Waals (loc. cit.) As far as the pressure is concerned, it may
be stated that atmospheric pressure can be reckoned as " corre-

sponding " in questions of this sort. That boiling points for

certain properties of liquids are " corresponding temperatures "

in a not inconsiderable measure has been shown by C. M.
Guldberg* who in comparing the quotient of the absolute

boiling points by the absolute critical temperature found it to

remain close to an average value of about f, and concluded
that quantities which vary slowly with the temperature (among
which latent heats of vaporization are to be counted) may be
reckoned as being approximately in corresponding states at

their points of ebullition. This conclusion follows directly

from equation (4) which indicates that the relation

pu , T
-^ = ^T7 (19)

must obtain (<p being an unknown function). Guldberg then
states that through comparison of various liquids the equation

HI) = H (20)

is found by means of graphic interpolation, and accordingly at

the boiling points the relation

f=14 (21)
1

obtains with a certain approximation. Inasmuch as

l

it follows that

^=21. (22)

Guldberg thus obtains about the same " constant " as has been
shown in the foregoing to be the average of reliable determi-
nations.

As stated above, the values of ~- given in the table differ

*Zeitschr. fur phys. Chemie, v, p. 374, 1890.
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considerably from the normal average value in the case of the

acids, nitro-methane and nitro-ethane, the alcohols, acetone and
water. For the acids and nitrocompounds they are too small

;

for the alcohols, water, and acetone, they are too large. The
cause of this abnormal behavior is to be found in the " associa-

tion" of the molecules of these liquids, and in the changes
which the molecular aggregations undergo during the process

of vaporization. We will consider the case of the alcohols,

water, and acetone first.

The brilliant experiments of Eamsay and his associates on
the surface tensions of liquids, and his theoretical deductions
have taught us that the liquids in question are made up of

molecules in a state of association. No facts are known, how-
ever, which indicate that an appreciable amount of molecular
association is persistent in the vaporous state ; on the contrary,

the normality of the vapor density, and other properties of the

vapors, show that they consist exclusively, it may be said, of

simple molecules. Accordingly, when the alcohols, etc., are

evaporated, there occurs a decomposition of the complex mole-
cules into simple ones. This requires the expenditure of a

certain amount of energy, which is manifest as heat energy.

The heat necessary to convert a molecularly polymerized liquid

into its normal vapor consist then of two terms,* the heat

expended in actually turning the liquid into a gas, and the heat

used up in decomposing the molecular aggregations or " tag-

mas." The value of p, then, in the expression Tp — const, is

greater for associated than for normal liquids ; hence the value

of the " constant " becomes greater, and, indeed, so much the

greater, the more complex the liquid molecule. It seems at

present impossible to make a reliable correction for the heat

employed in decomposing the complex molecules.

In the case of the acids, the state of affairs is somewhat dif-

ferent. It has long been known that the organic acids, as

formic, and acetic acid, have abnormal vapor densities due to

the association of the molecules in the vaporous state; as the

temperature rises, the degree of association becomes less and

less until the normal molecule is reached. At the boiling

points under ordinary atmospheric pressure, the vapor density

of formic acid may by extrapolation from the data due to

Petersen and Ekstrandf be put at 2*5 at 100° ; this multiplied

by 28*87 gives a molecular mass of 72 ; and this value of p

when introduced into the relation ^-— = const., gives for the
1 abs

* See G-uye's paper : Sur la polymirisation mol6eulaire des liquides : Archives

des Sciences physiques et naturelles, III, xxxi, 160, ] 894.

f Ber. der deutschen chem. Gesell., xiii, 1194.
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" constant," 19'89. Likewise from extrapolation of Cahours*
determinations of the vapor density of acetic acid, its vapor
density at 118° may be set at 3*3, which by multiplication by
28*87 gives as molecular mass 95 ; and this in turn shows the

value of the " constant " to be W'Slf,. Now we have every
reason to believe that the gaseous associated molecule does not
dissociate on passing into the liquid state ; on the contrary,

there can scarcely be any doubt but that it increases more or

less in complexity. Accordingly, the molecular masses calcu-

lated for the gaseous molecules may be set as very near those
of the liquid molecules of the two acids in question, and,

indeed, the experiments of Schallt indicate that for acetic acid,

at least, such is the state of affairs. The values of the " con-

stant " found for these corrected molecular masses are seen to

be practically identical with that found for normal liquids, and
the exception presented by the acids is seen to be but seeming.

For butyric and valeric acids, however, the " constants " can-

not be corrected as for the two preceding acids, since they are

found to be too large even when calculated on the assumption
that their molecular masses are normal. If their determina-

tions of latent heat of volatilization are sufficiently accurate

—

which is somewhat doubtful—it is probable that the complex
liquid molecules in their case undergo decomposition on pass-

ing into the vaporous state, similar to the alcohols, etc. In
the absence of experiments on their vapor densities it is not

possible to judge what is the true state of the case.

Nitromethane and nitroethane also give values of the con-

stant less than the normal. Ramsay and Shields^ have meas-
ured the superficial tension of nitroethane, finding it such as

to legitimatize the assumption that the molecules of this liquid

are in a state of association ; by analogy it may be admitted
that nitromethane is also an associated liquid, although no
experimental data are at hand. If what has been said in

explanation of the seeming abnormality in the behavior of the

acids as regards the u constant " be in accordance with fact, it

is necessary to suppose that the two nitro-compounds also pass

from the liquid into the gaseous condition without the com-
plex molecule suffering much dissociation.

The immediately preceding considerations indicate a method
of getting an approximation of the degree of association of a

liquid. If any liquid, whose latent heat of volatilization be
known, gives a value for the " constant " close to 20*7, it is

pretty certain that it is normal.
v

If it gives a less value, it is

associated in the liquid as well as in the gaseous state ; if it

* Comp. Rend., xix, 771.

f Ber. der deutschen chem. Gesell., xvii, 2199, 1884.

% Zeitschr. fur phys. Chem., xii, 433, 1893.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XLIX, No 293.—May, 1895.
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gives a greater value, it must be associated in the liquid state

alone. The greater the variation from the normal value of
the " constant," the greater the amount of the association.

Thus far, we have considered the application of the formula

=-— = const, only to determinations made under the pressure
Jiabs

of about one atmosphere. But how will it be at other pres-

sures and hence other temperatures ? All of the deductions of

the formula have been made on the assumption that the pres-

sure was that of one atmosphere, with the exception of the one
developed by Le Chatelier, which contains a term referring to

pressure (Equation 17). This equation, however, was derived

on the supposition that the latent heat of vaporization is inde-

pendent of temperature and pressure ; such an assumption,

however, does not accord with the experimental results

obtained by Regnault, Ramsay and Young, Jahn, and others.

The heat of vaporization of a liquid decreases with rise of
temperature and concomitant increase of pressure until at the

critical point it becomes equal to zero. Yet for all tempera-
tures and concurrent pressures below the critical, the relation

(17) obtains, and the lower the temperature, the larger the
" constant." The number of reliable data at hand for the com-
parison of the theory with experiment at other pressures than

the atmospheric is relatively small. Most of them have been
made at the freezing point of water under the pressure of the

saturated vapor at that temperature. In Table II are given
such data as are reliable, and only for normal liquids. In the

first column is given a reference number to the investigator's

names and places of publication,—directly below the table.

Columns a, b, c, and d give the name, formula, molecular mass,

and the latent heat of vaporization, respectively of the liquids

in question. The sixth (e) column contains the value of the

expression —— , and the seventh (f) the value of twice the
Labs

natural logarithm of the pressure. (The pressure in the case

of such liquids as have had their vapor tension determined is

generally set as equal to that of the saturated vapor at 0° ; for

the others, the pressure has been put at 60mm of mercury, as

Jahn, in his experiments, reduced the pressure to this point

before allowing evaporation to take place, and the others exam-
ined by him have not been investigated thoroughly as regards

their vapor tensions. The pressure is reduced to absolute

measure by multiplication by 13*6.) The last column gives the

value of Le Chatelier's relation (17), obtained by adding the

values found in columns e andy for each liquid.
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Table II.

Ref
- Name

No: ^ ame - Formula.
Molec-
ular

Mass.

Latent
Heat. TaZ)s

2 log p.

a
I Benzene

b

C 6H 6

CHC1 3

CC1 4

CS 2

(C 2H 5) 2

CsTI 602
C4H 802
C 3H 6 2

C4H8O2

c

78

78
119-4

156
76

76
74
74
74
88

74
88

d
107-6

109-0

67-0

52-0

90-0

89-5

93-5

94-0

11325
105-37

113-86

102-14

30-75

31-14

29-20

29-25

25-00

25-09

25-21

25-49

30-69

33-96

30-86

32-92

f
98
9-8

12-85

1221
14-92

14-92

15-67

15-67

9-8

9-8

9-8

9-8

/ and e

40-55

II 40-94

II Chloroform 42-05

II Carbon tetrachloride ._

II Carbon disulphide

III "

III Ethyl ether

41-46
39-92

40-07

40-87

II " " 41-16

I Ethyl formiate
I Propyl formiate
I Methyl acetate

I Ethyl acetate

40-49

43-76

40-09

42-72

I, Jahn, Zeitschr. f. phys. Chem., xi, 790, 1893.

IT, Eegnault, Memoires de l'Academie, xxvi, 761, 1862.

Ill, Winkelmann, Wiedemann's Annalen, ix, 208 and 358, 1880.

Table II shows that, while it is impossible to speak of a

constancy for the values contained in the sixth column, through
the introduction of the pressure correction in equation (17) a

value is found equal in mean to about 40*5
; it is remarkable

that such a constancy is to be found in the values, since no
great amount of accuracy can be attributed to the determina-
tions of the latent heat or of the pressure. If the pressure

correction be applied to the determinations of the latent heats

of vaporization carried out under or nearly under atmospheric
pressure, the "constant" is found to become equal to 39'18,
since 2 log 760 equals 18*48 ; this value, as is to be expected,

is very near to that found for the liquids under the circum-
stances given in table II ; undoubtedly, approximately the
same value for the expression would be found under other

pressures and concurrent temperatures, although the data at

hand are too meager to make it worth while to perform the
necessary calculations. As a conclusion to all that precedes
and as a prediction of all future experimental work on latent

heats of vaporization, it may be stated that the relation deduced
by Le Chatelier may be put equal to about 40*00, thus

2lo^+T^ = 40 -00 (17 bis)

IY.

In accurate determinations of temperatures of ebullition, it

is often necessary to make a correction for the variation of the
pressure from the normal pressure of 760mm of mercury. In
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case the latent heat of vaporization of the liquid under exam-
ination is known, this correction is easily made by the applica-

tion of equation (1), which gives in terms of latent heat, tem-
perature, and volume, the change of the boiling point with the

concomitant variation of pressure. But the latent heats of

volatilization are known for only a comparatively small number
of liquids. In this case, the "law" treated of in the fore-

going sections is specially applicable. We know from what
precedes that near atmospheric pressure

^- = const., (A)

The " constant " varying slightly for different classes of
liquids from an average value of 20*7, at least, for normal
liquids. If we set for the " constant," the letter C, neglect

the volume of the liquid in comparison with that of the vapor
—which will introduce no appreciable error,—and substitute for

T its equal ^L , equation (1) becomes transformed into

dp-~C'
(B)

If now, from the gas equation

2T
v=z — (C)

p
v }

we take the value of jutp (pp = Y = a gram-molecule of satu-

rated vapor), and set it in equation (B), we obtain the equality

^ = ^- (D)
dp pC

and if p be the normal pressure of 760mm , we get finally

^"760C~"380C' W
or

By putting for C, that value of the constant found for the

class of liquids to which the liquid under examination belongs
(see page 359), and for T, the absolute temperature of ebullition,

we may obtain with a very considerable degree of accuracy the

desired correction, with the restriction, however, that the

variation of pressure is but slight, that is, not over 50 milli-

meters of mercury.

Chicago, January 22d, 1895.
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Akt. XXXI.—On the Double Halides of Ccesium, Rubidium,
Sodium and Lithium with Thallium • by J. H. Peatt.

In previous investigations upon the double halides of triva-

lent thallium with the alkali metals, the salts of only potassium
and ammonium seem to have been carefully studied. The
only caesium and rubidium salts that have been made are

Cs
3
TlCl

6
.2H

2
and Eb

3
TlCl

6
. 2H

2
described by Godfrey,*

but in the present investigation the compounds of this type
were found to have one instead of two molecules of water of

crystallization.

The present research has been carried out very carefully and
systematically in order to obtain as complete a series of double
salts in each case as possible. The salts that have been made
belong to four types, corresponding to those previously made
with potassium and ammonium, and are as follows,

3:1

Cs T1C1 . H
2: 1

Cs
2
TlCl

5

Cs
2
TlCl

5
.H

2

3: 2

Cs
3
Tl

2
Cl

9

OBJTl.Br.

1: 1

CsTlBr
CsTlI

4

Rb T1C1 . H Rb
2
TlCl

5
.H

2

Rb
3
TlBr .H

2
RbTlBr . H
RbTJI

4
.2H

2

Na
3
TlCl

6
.12H

2

Li.TlCL.8ELO

For comparison, a list of the previously described double salts

with potassium and ammonium is also given.

3:1 2:1 3:2 1:1

K
3
T1C1

6
. 2H

2
K

2
T1C1

5
. 3H

2
K

3
T1

2
C1

9
.

(NHj/flCl
6
.2H

2
K.Tl.Br,

(NH
4) 3
TlCl

e

1JH 9
KTlBr

4

. HH 3
KT1T

4
.H

2

(NH
4
)TlBr

4
.5H

2

(NH
4
)TlBr

4
.2H

2

(NH
4
)TlBr

4

(NH
4
)T1I

4

Several points of interest, already noticed in connection
with double salts prepared in this laboratory, are well illus-

trated by the series of new compounds to be described. With
caesium, a more complete series* of salts was prepared than
with the other alkali metals ; and there is also an increase in

ease of formation and in number of salts, from the iodides to

the chlorides. The salts, formed from the alkali metal with

* Landenberg's Handworterbuch.
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the lower atomic weight are generally more soluble in water,

form in larger crystals and with more water of crystallization

than those with higher atomic weight.

Preparation.—The double salts were prepared in each case

by mixing solutions of the thallic halide with the alkali halide

in widely varying proportions, evaporating and cooling to crys-

tallization. With the bromides and iodides the conditions for

obtaining the double salts were improved by the presence of a

little free bromine and iodine.

The crystals, soon after forming, were removed from the

solutions, quickly pressed between filter papers to remove
the mother-liquor, and, with the exception of the sodium and
lithium salts, allowed to stand exposed to the air for some time.

The latter on account of their instability, were placed in

tightly stoppered weighing-tubes as soon as they were free

from the mother-liquor.

Method of analysis.—In determining thallium, the salt was
dissolved in warm water and a slight excess of ammonium
sulphide added to precipitate the thallium as thallous sulphide.

This was filtered and washed with water containing a little

ammonium sulphide. The precipitate was then dissolved in

hot dilute nitric acid, the solution evaporated with sulphuric

acid in a platinum crucible, and then heated to constant weight
within a porcelain crucible over a small flame. The filtrate

from the thallous sulphide precipitation, was evaporated with
sulphuric acid, the ammonium salts driven off, and the residual

alkali sulphate ignited in a stream of air containing ammonia.
The halogens were determined as silver salts in separate por-

tions, with the precaution of adding sulphurous acid in the

case of the iodides to prevent loss of iodine in dissolving, and
it was found to be necessary in all cases to use a large excess

of nitric acid in order to obtain the silver halide in a pure con-

dition. Water was determined by igniting in a combustion
tube, behind a layer of dry sodium carbonate, in a stream of

dry air and collecting it in a weighed calcium chloride tube.

3:1 Cmsium and Rubidium Thallic Chlorides, Cs
3
TlC/

6
.

Hf) and Bb
2
TWl

6
. H^O.—The csesium salt is obtained, as a

white precipitate, when 0*25 g. of thallic chloride is added to

a solution of 50 g. of csesium chloride. The precipitate dis-

solves somewhat slowly upon heating the solution and crystal-

lizes out on cooling. The range of conditions is very narrow
as 3 g. of thallic chloride to 50 g. of caesium chloride give the

salt, Cs
2
TlCl

5
. The salt is soluble in hot water, but Cs

3
Tl

2
01

9

crystallizes from the solution.

The rubidium salt has a much wider range of formation. It

is obtained when 1*5 to 25 g. of thallic chloride are added to a

solution of 40 g. of rubidium chloride. It is very soluble in
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cold water but gives another salt, Rb
2
TlCl

5
. H

2
upon crystal-

lization. Both salts are white as are all the chlorides with one

exception. Two separate crops of each were analyzed with the

following results :

B. Calculated for

A. i. ii. Cs 3TlCl 6H20.

Cresium _ 48-44 48-05 48*33 47*84

Thallium 24*21 24*45 24*37 24*46

Chlorine 25*37 25*53 25.54

Water .... 2*74 1*97 2*16

Calculated for

A. B. Rb 3TlCl 6H20.

Rubidium 36'54 37*09

Thallium 29*02 29'65 29*50

Chlorine 30*99 31*17 30*81

Water 2*51 1*72 260

The caesium salt was obtained in hair-like crystals, too small

for measurement. The rubidium salt crystallized in thin plates

having a rhombic outline. Under the microscope these showed
an extinction parallel to the diagonals and in convergent light

a bisectrix at one side of the field, with the plane of the optic

axes at right angles to the longer diagonal, indicating mono-
clinic symmetry.

2 : 1 Ccesium and Rubidium Thallic Chlorides, Cs^TlCl^
Os,TlOl

5
.Rr

2
and Rb

2
TlC\. 11,0.—The anhydrous caesium

salt is formed when 5 to 8 g. of thallic chloride are added to a

somewhat concentrated solution of 100 g. of caesium chloride,

and the hydrous salt, when 8 to 15 g. of thallic chloride are

added to a more dilute solution of 100 g. of caesium chloride.

The rubidium salt was observed when 1*25 to 18 g. of rubidium
chloride were added to a rather concentrated solution of 30 g.

of thallic chloride. The two hydrous salts are white and the

anhydrous compound is pale green. The caesium salts are

readily soluble in hot water but the salt Cs
3
Tl

2
Cl

9
crystallizes

from the solution. The rubidium salt recrystallizes unchanged
from water. The following analyses were made upon separate

crops.

B. Calculated for

A. i. ii. Cs 2TlCl 5 .

Caesium 40*46 40*17 41*07

Thallium 31*11 31*82 31*62 31*52

Chlorine 27*19 27*30 27*20 27*41

Water ...; *81 -81

The small amount of water found in the above analyses, equiva-
lent to about one-fourth of a molecule, was probably held
mechanically by the crystals.
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A. Calculated for

i. ii. B. C. Cs2TlCl 5 .H2

Caesium 40-03 39-84 40-30 39-85 39-97

Thallium. __ 30-75 30-71 31-11 30-98 30-65

Chlorine 26-85 26-56 26-93 26-67

Water 2-88 2-37 2-71

Calculated for

A. B. Rb 2TlCl 5 . H 2

Rubidium .. . 29-09 28-97 29'97

Thallium .... . 35-94

30-74

35-74

30-97

35-76

Chlorine 31-11

Water . 3-34 3-16

The crystals of Cs
2
TlCl

5
were in needles too small for meas-

urement.

1
The crystallization of

Cs
2
TlCl

5
.H

2
and Kb

2
-

T10l
5

. H
2

is orthorhom-
bic. The salts are similar

in habit and are devel-

oped as in figs. 1 and 2.

The forms observed are

as follows:

772 Til

a, 100
110

d. on
102

The crystals of the caesium salt were only about -4 to *6mm in

length, but the faces were smooth and gave good reflections on
the goniometer. The axial ratio is,

dib:c = 0-6762:1 : 0-6954.

Measured.

*70°

*68 22'

34 3 30
/y

62 51

d a. d, 011^011
m^m, 110/^110
m^ a, 110/slOO
a /s e, 100 /s 102

m^ d, 110^011
d s^e, 011/O02
e <\ e, 102^102

71° 14'; 71'

43
c

54

9'

6

Calculated

34
c 11'

62 44

71 12

43 16

54 32

Crystals of the rubidium salt were obtained from about 1*5

to 4mm in length. The axial ratio is,

d:b:c= 0*6792 : 1 : 0*7002.

Measured. Calculated.

d y^d, Oll^Oll *69° 36'

m/^m, il0/\110 *68 7£ •

m^ a, 110^100 34° 4'; 34° 9'; 34° 5' 34° 4'

a /s e, 100^102 62° 52|' 62 49

m/s d, 110^011 71° 26'; 71° 23' 71 21

d ^ e, 011 /si 02 43° 19' 43 4*
e ^ e, 102^102 54 15 54 22
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3:2 Ccesium Thallic Chloride, Os
s
Tl

2
Clr—The conditions

under which this salt can be made are very wide, *5 to 29 g. of

csesium chloride form a heavy white precipitate when added to

a solution of 40 g. of thallic chloride. This dissolves readily

in the solution upon heating and crystallizes in slender hex-

agonal prisms terminated by the pyramid. When the ratio of

the caesium chloride to the thallic chloride is 30 g. to 50 g. a

salt is obtained which crystallizes in hexagonal plates. Analy-
ses of the plates do not agree very closely with theory, but it

is evident that they are the same as the prismstic salt with
another crystalline habit. The high percentage of caesium and
the corresponding low percentage of thallium is probably due
to the slight inclusions held by the crystals, which could be
seen with the microscope. This salt is white, permanent in

the air and recrystallizes unchanged from water. The analyses

given below are of separate crops made under very different

conditions.
Caesium. Thallium. Chlorine. Water.

A 34-93 -65

B ._. 35-09 35-64-35-51 28'09-27-99

C 28-06 -95

D 35-63

E _ 35-03 35-69 28'06

F (Plates) . . . 36-64 33'85 2815
G (Plates).-- 36-18 34'46 28-18 '61

Stic^^} 35 '42 36 '22 28 '36

The water found in these analyses was probably held mechan-
ically by the crystals.

The prismatic variety of this salt showed only the forms of

the prism, 1010, and pyramid, 1011.

Axis c = 0-82566 0001^1011 = 43° 37' 50"

Measured. Calculated.

p *p, 1011^0111 *40° 21'

m^p, 1010^1011 46 2l£; 46° 22' 46° 22'

Sections parallel to the basal plane show in convergent
polarized light the normal uniaxial interference figure, with
weak negative double refraction. The crystals served very
well as 60° prisms for the determination of the indices of
refraction with the following results :

Red, Li. Yellow, Na. Green, Tl.

od — 1-772 1 784 1-792

e = 1-762 1-774 1-786

3:1 Rubidium Thallic Bromide, fib, TlBr
6

. H^O.—This
salt was formed, when 1*5 to 24 g. of thallic bromide were
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added to a very concentrated solution of 50 g. of rubidium
bromide. It crystallizes in beautiful golden yellow crystals,

which are very soluble in water, giving the 1 : 1 salt on recrys-

tallizing. Careful efforts were made to obtain a 2 : 1 and 3 : 2
rubidium thallic bromide, but without success. Several sepa-

rate products, made under very different conditions, were an-

alyzed with the results which follow :

Rubidium. Thallium. Bromine. Water

A 28'57 49-29 2-49

B 20-39 49-66

C____ _.. 28-18 20-59

D 28'03 20-16 49-42

E 27-70 20-33 50-28

F 20-64

G .._ _ 26-56 21-17 50-49

Calculated for

Kb TIBr . HO i 26-76 21-28 50-08 1-88

The somewhat high percentage of rubidium and the low
percentage of thallium found in the first four analyses is prob-

ably due to the large excess of rubidium bro-

mide in the concentrated solutions from which
the crystals were obtained. As more thallic

bromide was added, better crystals were obtained

in more dilute solutions, which give percentages

agreeing very well with the calculated.

The crystallization of this salt is tetragonal.

Doubly terminated crystals were obtained up to

a length of 6mm .

The forms observed are :

P

M

^ a, 100 m, 110 p, 111

<V 001 e, 101

habit is shown in fig. 3.

Axis 6= 0-80728; 001^101 = 38° 54' 45"

Measured. Calculated.

e ^ e
t
101 ^101 *77° 49£'

a /\ e, 100/slOl 51° 6'; 51° 2'
,
51° Si' 51° Si

a /yp, 100 /sill 57 52; 57 54 57 53 57 52

e A.p, 101^111 32° 5'; 32
6

12' 32 8

o ^p, 001 xs 111 48 51; 48 55 48 46

m/^p, 110/\ill 41 7; 41 4 41 13

The crystals show a weak negative double refraction.

3:2 OcBsium Thallic Bromide, Gs
z
Tl^Brv—This salt was

observed, as yellowish red crystals, when 1 to 15 g. of thallic

bromide were added to a solution of 50 g. of csesium bromide.

It was always obtained in small striated crystals, which were
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not adapted for measurement. It is permanent in the air and
recrystallizes unchanged from water. Analyses of separate

products gave the following results,

Calculated for

A. B. C. D. Cs 3Tl 2Br 9 .

Caesium 26-52 26-14 26-13

Thallium 27-36 27-21 27-28 26-72

Bromine 47-24 47-14 47*08 47-27 47-15

1:1 Ccesium and Rubidium Thallic Bromides, CsTlBr
i

and RbTlBi\. Hn O.—These two salts are of nearly the same
color, pale yellow. The rubidium compound which retains its

luster and color much better than the other, recrystallizes

unchanged from water, while the caesium salt gives Cs
3
Tl

2
Br

9 ,

when its solution is evaporated to crystallization. The caesium

salt was observed when 2 to 10 g. of caesium bromide were
added to 40 g. thallic bromide, and the rubidium salt when 3 to

24 g. of rubidium bromide were added to 40 g. thallic bromide.

Analyses of several different crops gave the following results

:

A. B C. D.

Calculated for

CsTlBr 4 .

Caesium
Thallium _._

Bromine . . .

19-14

32-36

47-76

31* 79 32-04

48-39

20-44

48-88

20-25

31-05

48-70

A. B. C.

Calculated for

RbTlBr 4 . H 2

Rubidium
Thallium ...

Bromine

. 13-77

. 32-18

. 50-06

. 3-80

13-41 13-91

50-30

13-63

32-51

50-99

Water 2-87

The crystallization of these two salts is isometric, the cube
being the only form observed.

1 : 1 Ccesium and Rubidium Thallic Iodides, CsTU
A
and

RbTU
A .2Hfi.—Both of these salts were prepared from solu-

tions containing a large excess of thallic iodide and also from
solutions containing a large excess of the alkali iodide, so that

no other type of double iodides with these two metals could be
obtained. As the thallic iodide was very difficultly soluble in

water, alcoholic solutions were used where the thallic iodide

was in excess.' The salts are ruby red, with a brilliant luster,

which is slowly lost in the air. Both are decomposed by water.

The analytical results obtained from several different crops are

given below.

Calculated for

A. B. C. CsTlI4 .

Caesium .. 16-57 16-38 15-74

Thallium .. .. 24-09 24-04 24-14

Iodine 59-48 59-67 60-12
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A.

Rubidium 10*34

Thallium 24-98

Iodine 60'38-60'32

Water 4-50

Calculated for

B. RbTlI 4 . 2H2

9-78 10-20

25-23 24-47

60-V9 60-94

4-32

These salts crystallize in the isometric system, the habit being
usually the cube truncated by the octahedron.

3:1 Sodium and Lithium Thallic Chlorides, JYa
z
TlCl

% .

12H
2

and Li
3
TWl

6
.8U

2
0.—Only one type of double salts

could be obtained with these metals and it does not seem pos-

sible that others exist, for the ground was covered very care-

fully and systematically. On account of the extreme solu-

bility of these salts, especially that of the lithium compound,
the solutions had to be kept very concentrated, in a more or

less syrupy condition, which accounts for the high alkali metal
and low thallium found. These salts are transparent and color-

less when first taken from the mother-liquor, but, upon expo-

sure to the air, the sodium salt becomes opaque and the lithium

compound deliquesces. Analyses of different products gave
the following results

:

A.

Sodium __ 11-13

Thallium 27*79

Chlorine 31-23

Water

Lithium . _

Thallium .

Chlorine _.

Water

A.

3-71

34-51

36*09
25-14*

B.

3-79

C.

3-73

B.

10-48

28-39

30-45

29-75

D.

3-'

36-01 36-40 36*31

Calculated for

Na 3TlCl 6 . 12H20.

9-83

2906
30-34

30-77

Calculated for

Li 3TlCl 6 .8H 20.

I 3-61

35-06

36-59

24-74

On account of the instability of the sodium and lithium

salts no crystallographic determinations were made.
Repeated attempts to prepare lithium and sodium thallic

bromides were entirely without success, hence no attempt was
made to prepare the iodides.

The author wishes to express his indebtedness to Prof. H. L.

Wells for valuable advice in connection with the chemical part

of this work, and to Prof. S. L. Penfield for suggestions con-

cerning the crystallography.

Sheffield Scientific School, December, 1894.

*By difference.
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Art. XXXII.

—

Argon, Proutfs Hypothesis, and the Periodic
Law ; by Edwix A. Hill.

If Argon be an element, its properties indicate that its place

in the periodic classification is between F and Xa, with an
atomic weight of 20. Its non-metallic acidic electro-negative

character, and low melting and boiling points, link it to

Series 2 ending with F rather than Series 3 beginning with
Xa

;
just as Fe is more closely allied to Mn than Cu. Its

resemblance to the members of transitional Group Till, into

which it would therefore fall, is shown in many ways. All

the members of this group have high specific gravities, small

atomic volumes, very weak chemical affinities, are inert, and
with basic or acidic properties very weakly developed if at all.

Argon is as truly transitional from Xa to F as Group YIII in

general is transitional between the two halves of Mendeleefs

long periods, and belonging in a short period, is cut off from
the other long period members of Group YIII by the same
differences in boiling points, melting points, atomic volumes,
specific gravities, and other properties, which separate the

Series F, O, X, from Mn, Cr, V. To assign it an atomic
weight of 40, thus usurping the place of calcium, and placing

it among elements to which it bears no analogies whatever,

would violate all the principles of the periodic law as now
understood ; and the great mass of accumulated evidence, upon
which that generalization rests, requires us to accept any rea-

sonable explanation of the supposed inconsistency, between the

specific heat ratio of 1*66 and the diatomicity of the molecule,

rather than the conclusion that it is monatomic.
That is to say the burden of proof is on those who oppose

the conclusions drawn from the periodic law.

The argument for monatomicity, briefly stated, is this : The
Argon molecule, if diatomic, being eccentric, would by molec-
ular contacts acquire rotational energy, which it does not pos-

sess, as proved by the specific heat ratio ; hence its molecule
must be monatomic, and its atomic weight 40. The whole
argument is based on the assumption that a molecular encoun-
ter involves an actual contact of atoms, or is of the nature of a

collision between two elastic balls. This, however, is not a

necessary assumption, nor was it Maxwell's view.* As pointed

* "I have concluded (he says) from some experiments of my own that the col-

lision between two hard spherical balls is not an accurate representation of what
takes place, ... a better representation of such an encounter will be obtained
by supposing the molecules to act on one another in a more gradual manner, so
that the action between them goes on for a finite ' time during which the centers

of the molecules first approach each other and then separate." And again: "We
have evidence that the molecules of gases attract each other at certain small dis

tances, but when they are brought still nearer they repel each other."
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out by Thomson, Maxwell, and others, we need only postulate
particles in motion, and a mutual action between them, tending
to reverse that motion when they approach within certain
small distances of each other, in order to arrive at all the
ordinary conclusions of the kinetic theory of gases ; which in its

simplest form does not depend on any assumptions whatever
as to the exact nature of the process by which the motion is

reversed. It is only when Boyle's law no longer holds, that is

wThen because of reduced volume the molecules are within the
sphere of their mutual actions for an appreciable time, that the
theory has to deal with the nature of the encounter, as in the
case of viscosity, and for those conditions where we make use
of Yan der Waals' equation instead of the more simple form,.

PY=HT. But this ratio of the two specific heats in Argon,
was determined under ordinary conditions of pressure and
temperature, for which the gas obeys Boyle's law, hence in ex-
plaining this ratio we can without going counter to the ordi-

nary kinetic theory of gases, make any assumptions we please as

to the nature of the encounter and the constitution of the
molecule, not at variance with known facts and the fundamen-
tal postulate of moving particles and reversed motion at small
distances. Whenever we reach problems in any way condi-

tioned by the nature of the encounter, the ordinary kinetic

theory fails. Evidently the nature of the encounter is by it

not properly taken into account. Maxwell, in order to test the
theory as to viscosity found that, assuming the molecules to be
hard elastic balls only acting on each other when in actual con-

tact, viscosity should be proportional to the square root of

absolute temperature, but assuming them to be systems repell-

ing each other with a force varying inversely as the 5th power
of distance, it should be proportional to the absolute tempera-
ture. As shown, however, by Barus and others, viscosity varies

more rapidly than required by the first hypothesis, and more
slowly than required by the second. Hence the encounter is

not a mere collision involving an actual contact. Sutherland,

says Thomson, concludes that the molecules act without contact

by a repulsive force varying inversely with the fourth power
of distance, and Pickering in his theory of solutions, represents

chemical attraction to be due to charges on the surfaces of the

attracting matter, but inalienable from the matter, owing to a
repulsive force between the atoms similar to that which pro-

duces elasticity, preventing the atoms ever coming close enough
together to allow of the charges combining by actual contacts.

Now if we suppose the atom endowed with such a force of

repulsion, varying inversely say as the fourth power of distance

(following Sutherland) and combine this with the force of

gravitation, then as the atom is approached the repulsive force
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will first become equal to, and then greatly exceed the attrac-

tive force. Now conceive the atom, as enveloped by an
imaginary spherical surface or shell, whose radius is the half

distance at which these forces become equal, two such atoms
would evidently act upon each other like perfectly elastic spheres

of that radius ; that is, they would strongly repel each other

when separated by less than their imaginary diameter, and
yet the atoms themselves if they have magnitude and are not

mere Boscovitch points may be small as compared to their

imaginary diameters, and so the approach of two such atoms
might be checked and reversed without any actual contact

between them.

Now the force which binds atom to atom within the mole-

cule must do so in opposition to this force of repulsion, and if

resembling (it is probably closely connected with) electrical

attraction it would vary as the inverse square of distance, and
two similar atoms drawn together by it to form a molecule
would approach each other, until this force plus gravitation

became equal to the force of repulsion. The stronger this

attractive force the less the distance between the atoms of a

diatomic molecule compared to the distance nearer than which
two such molecules could not approach, which latter distance,

as between two diatomic molecules, will be that at which the

various attractions and repulsions are equally balanced (disre-

garding kinetic energy of translation which will tend to reduce
this distance). Now when the force drawing the atoms
together is large compared to that of gravity, the distance

between the atoms within the molecule will be small compared
with their least distance of approach, and the greater the dif-

ference between these quantities the less the action of atom
upon atom, which is the action tending to produce internal

rotations, and the closer will the action between two molecules
during an encounter approximate to that of two repulsive

forces concentrated at their respective centers of gravity.

Here we can apply the principle made use of in astronomy
to simplify the problem of the three bodies in the case of per-

turbations, viz : That when the distance between two systems
of bodies is large compared to the distance between their com-
ponents, each system practically affects the other as if all its

matter were concentrated at its own center of gravity. Evi-

dently the nearer the approach to this condition (i. e. the

stronger the force which aggregates the atoms within the mole-
cule against the force of repulsion) the less the tendency to

produce internal rotation.*

* The assumption here made is that the force of aggregation differs from gravi-
tation and other forces, in what chemists refer to when they speak of an affinity

being saturated or satisfied, thereby recalling the mutual saturation of the two
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Says Professor Fitzgerald (discussing Lord Rayleigh's paper):
" That the atoms in Argon may be very closely connected
seems likely from its very great chemical inertness. Hence
the conclusion from the ratio of its specific heats may be not
that it is monatomic but that its atoms are so bound together
in its molecule that it behaves as a whole as if it were mon-
atomic."

And again (Dr. Armstrong) :
" It is quite likely that the two

atoms exist so firmly locked in each other's embrace . . . that

they are perfectly content to roll on together without taking

up any energy that is put into the molecule."

A rigid mathematical analysis would unduly lengthen this

paper but the principles involved are obvious. Some prelimi-

nary calculations which I have made show that if Gr = the

force of gravitation, R = the force of repulsion, and d — any
distance from the atom then

Ford = * i * I 2 4 8

G-R = — 4032 — 240 — 12 0-]88 0-058 0-0154

Showing how rapidly the repulsive force would increase at less

than the imaginary atomic diameter (d = 1). At close dis-

tances theory requires that the repulsive should greatly exceed
the attractive force, in order to produce rebound after impact,

but at distances greater than the molecular diameter the attrac-

tive should be the greater force. This repulsive force evi-

dently corresponds to that resisting compression in liquids and
solids, and which at small distances from the surface is nil, but
at the surface quickly becomes enormous in amount. Says
Maxwell " It seems probable from the great resistance of

liquids to compression that the molecules are at about the

same distance from each other as that at which two molecules

of the same substance in the gaseous form act on each other

during an encounter."

A molecule composed of atoms of this kind, having no real

surfaces in contact with those of other molecules during the

encounter (friction eliminated) would act in a way tending to

avoid internal rotation where solid elliptical or eccentric atoms
would when in contact give rise to it. Thus A 1 A2

, B 1 B2 being

the atoms of molecules A and B during an approach, the dis-

tance A 1 B 1 between one pair of atoms would usually be less

than between the other pair. When this distance was reduced
to d, their approach would be very quickly checked, the distance

A2 B2
almost as quickly reduced to d, the same value, and their

electrical fluids, Thus when two atoms are aggregated into a molecule by this

force, it is thereby cancelled or saturated within the molecule, its energy becomes
potential so to speak, and the force unlike gravitation, ceases to act on bodies

without the molecule.
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motion likewise checked, and the four repulsions would as to

their tendency to produce rotation, be more or less balanced,

with the tendency nil or very small in the case of one molecule,

while in the case of the other, the tendency would depend
partly on the circumstances of the encounter, but could not

exceed a certain maximum value, depending on the ratio of the

distance between the component atoms to d, the imaginary
molecular diameter or least distance of approach. The greater

this ratio the less the tendency for internal rotation. Now
in a gaseous system as we would have all possible variations in

the circumstances of the individual encounters, so also would
we have all possible values of the internal rotations from the

maximum value thus imposed, down to zero ; but the average
value of this rotation would be constant, and bear a fixed rela-

tion to the maximum value, and it would be this fixed average
value which would determine the ratio of the translatory to the

rotatory energy, so that a near approach of the ratio of the two
specific heats to the value 1'66 would merely indicate that the
distance between the atoms in the molecule was so small com-
pared to their least distance of approach, that their mutual
action on each other was the same as if all of their matter was
concentrated close to their respective centers of gravity.

Now have we not here the explanation of that hitherto unex-
plained fact the varying values of this ratio which we find

in diatomic gases? Thus the molecular gram of O 2

, N 2

, H%
NO and CO has about 1*92 cals. of internal energy while that

of CI
2 and Br2

has about 3-84 cals or twice as much. Ostwald's
values are

H 2 and N 2 = 1-82 CO =1*86 NO = 1-95 O 2 = 1*96

CI2 and Br2 = 3-84*

In Halogen Group "VII strong chemical affinity for other ele-

ments would imply corresponding weakness in the force aggre-
gating the atoms in the molecule, hence a greater distance

between those atoms compared with their molecular diameter,
therefore large atomic volume which we find to be the case,

the volumes of the Group (YII) being comparable in size only
with those of Group I where the same conditions apply with
equal force ; and Ostwald has said " The two conceptions of
chemical affinity, stability on the one hand and activity on the
other have been confused . . . Thus it is the chemically inac-

tive bodies that are held together by the most powerful affinity,

compounds which react with ease and rapidity can only hold
their components loosely bound if at all."

* Ostwald gives a lower value for Br, but Regnault's specific heat determination
leads to practically the same value (3.84) as for CI.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 293.—Mat, 1895.

21
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If the views outlined are correct then the following rela-

tions ought to hold at least in Mendeleeffs short periods.*

Groups I and Groups III, IV,
Properties, etc. VII. VIII.

Atomic volume »_ _ large small

Tendency toward internal energy of

rotation " "

Tendency to combine directly with other
elements " "

Heat absorbed in separating atom from
atom (dissociation) small large

Heat of formation in solution " "

Distance between the atoms in the mole-

cule __ large small

Force of attraction for the atoms of

other molecules " "

Distance between the atoms of different

molecules small large

Force of attraction between atoms in the

same molecule . _ .
" "

How far does this scheme of properties conform to nature ?

In the two short periods Li— F and Na— CI the atomic volume
(distance between the atoms) decreases from alkali Group I to

Carbon Group IV, and then increases from Nitrogen Group V
to Group VII the Halogens. We are ignorant of the amount
of internal energy of rotation in Groups I, II, III and IY but
we have in Groups V, JSP=1'82, in VI, 2 =1'96, and in VII,
Cl2= 3*84. These values show the constant increase which the

theory requires.

That the tendency for direct combination with other ele-

ments is a maximum in Group I decreases to Group IV and
then increases again to Group VII is too well known to require

illustration.

* Just as this article is going to press I note the following remarks made by
Mendeleeff, March 14th, before the Russian Chemical Society:

"In favor of this supposition (monatomicity) we have the specific heat ratio at

constant volumes and pressures, K, found by Rayleigh and Ramsay, to be near

to 1*66, i.e. to the value which is considered as characteristic for monatomic gases.

It must however be borne in mind that K varies for compound molecules, even
when these last contain the same number of atoms ; thus for most bivalent gases

(nitrogen, oxygen, etc.) K is near to 1*4, while for chlorine it is 1*3. This last

figure makes one think that K depends not only upon the number of atoms in the

molecule, but also upon chemical energy, that is upon the stock of internal

motion which determines the chemical activity of a body and the quantity of

which must be relatively great with chlorine. If, with the chemically active

chlorine, K is notably less than 1-4, we may admit that for the inactive argon it

is much more than 1'4, even though the molecule of argon may contain two or

more atoms."

Mendeleeff seems to lean toward the view that Argon is N3 though prefers an
atomic weight of 20 to one of 40 if it be a new element.
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The data on dissociation are meagre. Iodine in Group YII as

is known is easily melted and dissociated by heat, and probably

also the alkali metals of Group I, while such bodies as C and Si

of Group IV are but little affected, so that so far as known
theory is again complied with ; but more satisfactory conclusions

can be drawn from the heats of formation in solution, for on
the very probable theory, that in aqueous solutions of binary

salts the elements are almost entirely dissociated, we can com-
pare these thermal reactions of members of Series 3.

Na9 Group I 2(Na, CI, Aq) = 193020 —« _ 1Q „ Q .„

Mg9 Group II 2(Mg, CI2

, Aq) = 373860 £ * " ~!™
Al2 Group III 2(A1, CI

3

, Aq) = 475650
Um

' ~ 1U17y(J

Si
2-P 2

Sa Group VI 2(Na2

, S, Aq) = 208000
Diff _

CI2 Group VII 2(Na, CI, Aq) = 193020
um

' ~ + i4980

As the chlorides of Groups IV and V decompose instead

of dissolve in water the series is broken. Now in the reaction

2(Xa, CI, Aq) we have the dissociation of Na2 and CI2 and in

2(Mg, CI
2

, Aq) the dissociation of Mg2 and CP that is to say the

difference is the difference between the heat of dissociation of

Naa and Mg2
plus the dissociation heat of CI2

. This term CI2

is a constant addition to the first two series differences. We
are evidently justified in concluding that in Groups I and VII
the heat of dissociation is small but large in Groups III and IV.
We may however consider this series of heats of formation

Group I 2(Na, CI) = 195380, Group IV 2 (Si, CI4

) = 315280,
Group II 2(Mg, CI2

) = 302020, Group V 2(P, CI 5

) = 209980'.

Group III 2(A1, CI
3

) = 321060,

Here as before the result is masked by a constant addition

depending on the constant increment CI
2

, but still the maxi-
mum values plainly are attained in families III and IV and
the minimum in family I as the theory requires. " Sub-
stances," says Muir, " which are formed with the disappearance

of heat are generally more readily decomposed by the applica-

tion of outside forces than substances which are formed with
the production of heat ;" and Mendeleeff has noted the fact

that elements of large atomic volume combine easily with
others, and explains it by assuming a comparatively large dis-

tance between the single atoms in the molecule.

Our theory requires that the force holding the atoms together
be large compared with both gravitation and the (elastic) force
of repulsion. And there is evidence that this is so. For
instance, at 18° Centigrade 2 grams of H and 16 grams of O,
combined by the electric spark into 18 grams of water, give off

68360 calories of heat or more than 6 times the quantity neces-

sary to raise the water thus produced from 18° to 100° and
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vaporize it. .Now the heat of combination is closely related to

the difference between the forces binding H 2
to O and H to H

and O to O, and if the heat of combination is large, the differ-

ence between these forces must be large, as also the forces

themselves, compared with both gravitation and the force of

elasticity or repulsion, for the latter will be of about the same
order (at the least distance of molecular approach) as kinetic

energy of translation. The fact that the energy of the motion
of translation of the O and II molecules before combination is,

as shown by Thomson, only about TVth part of their total store,

the great bulk of which must be potential, shows how great

must be the forces binding the atoms together (upon whose
differences the magnitude of the heat of formation depends), not
only compared to gravitation but also to all other forces acting

within the molecule."* The modern theory of electrolysis and
salt solution postulates enormous electrical charges on the dis-

sociated ions, which fully accords with the view herein expressed

that the force of atomic aggregation is large compared to other

forces. The intimate connection existing between valency,

electrical character, chemical affinity and the electrons or

charges on the ions has long been noted. The magnitude of

these charges appeals to be of the same order as the potential

energy of chemical affinity, and as indicated by Ostwald, when
valency is understood, so also will probably be all these other

and closely related subjects.

Nature, in the edition of Feb. 7th, makes an apparently

strong point for monatomicity when it states "that no diatomic

gas has a specific heat ratio greater than about 142, and to

place among them a substance for which the ratio is 1*66 would
be entirely opposed to all other indications of a theory, which
though admittedly only approximate, nevertheless in all other

cases accords fairly well with the conceptions of the chemist."

It is notwithstanding a reasonable view, that when internal,

vibrations are small (disregarding the higher order of vibra-

tions which produce the lines in the spectrum) the tendency to

split up into free ions will also be small. Chemical inertness

goes naturally with the minimum of internal energy and atomic

volume ; and with practically no internal energy in Argon we
ought to find it, just as we do, chemically very inert, so there

are two horns to the dilemma. True if diatomic, Argon is the

only diatomic gas known having so high a ratio for the two
specific heats, but on the other hand if monatomic then its

* Mendeleeff remarks that 1 gram of H cooled to tlie absolute zero of tempera-
ture would evolve about 1000 units of heat and 8 grams of half this amount,
while in combining together they evolve more than thirty times that quantity,

and hence the store of chemical energy must be much greater than the physical

store proper to the molecule.
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molecules are free ions, and what other instance have we of a

chemically inert free ion ? Which of the two horns shall we
choose ? The nascent state is par excellence the state of maxi-

mum tendency towards chemical combination, and finds its best

explanation in the idea that the free and unincumbered ion is

exceptionally prone to combination with the first partner it

finds, but what have we about Argon, if monatomic, which
in the slightest degree reminds us of the nascent state ? Is

not its great inertness just what we would not expect a free

ion to possess? Which is the more unique, a diatomic gas

without rotational energy or a free ion devoid of chemical
affinity 1

On the whole, therefore, it seems a fair conclusion as to

Groups III, IV and VIII that the force binding the atoms
together in the molecule is great, therefore their atomic volume
is small, likewise the distance between the atoms in the mole-
cule, their tendency to combine directly with other elements,

and their tendency as diatomic gases to acquire internal rota-

tion ; hence the large quantities of heat required for their dis-

sociation, and evolved when they are dissociated by solution

in water or combine with other elements.

The theory on which these conclusions rest (which conclu-

sions accord with the facts found) accords also with fact in that

the resultant force causing the elements to combine in the free

state to form a binary compound is not identical with that

holding the atoms together after combination, which thing has

proved a stumbling block to more than one theory of affinity,

for certain forces may come into play to facilitate or restrain

combination, as for instance the force required to dissociate the

two component atoms, which are no longer factors in the prob-

lem after combination has occurred. The stability of the ele-

mentary molecule, the tendency to combine with other elements,

and the stability of the compound, will in each case depend not

on single forces, but will be determined by the magnitude of the

resultant of many forces, changing in various ways and with
varying conditions just as we find actually occurs in nature, as

for instance in cases of reversed chemical action and many
others which will occur to the mind at once.

We may then briefly sum up the matter as follows : The
Periodic law places Argon if an element betwreen F and Na
with an atomic weight of 20; which law has been confirmed
by such a mass of evidence that any reasonable hypothesis

should be adopted rather than a theory inconsistent therewith.

While Argon may yet prove to be an allotropic form of nitro-

gen, yet the specific heat ratio of 1*66 is apparently even less con-

sistent with a triatomic than a diatomic molecule, so that in

either case it is in order to show that such a ratio does not
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necessarily involve monatomicity.* The weak point in the

assumption that it does, lies in the view taken that the molecular
encounter involves actual contacts, which is not a necessary

assumption in the kinetic theory of gases. That such contacts

do not occur is shown by Maxwell's computations coupled with
the experiments on viscosity. Moreover, Maxwell did not
believe in this theory of the encounter, and both Sutherland
and Pickering assume the existence of a repulsive force. The
greater the force of aggregation, and the smaller the distance

between the atoms compared to the imaginary molecular
diameter or least distance of approach, the less the tendency
for internal rotation as shown by the application of the astro-

nomical methods used in the problem of the three bodies. In
Groups I and VII we have the maximum of atomic volume,
internal rotation, and chemical activity, combined with small

heats of dissociation both in solution and otherwise, indicating

a weak force of aggregation within the molecule. In Groups
III, IV and VIII we have these properties reversed, small

volume, little if any internal rotation, chemical inertness, and
large heats of dissociation indicating a strong force of aggrega-

tion within the molecule ; and the fact that the translatory

energy of the H and O molecules before combination is only

T
Xoth of their total store of energy, which is not rotational and

* The evidence grows stronger that Argon may be Nitrogen with the molecular

formula N 3
, the theoretical density of which (21), would closely agree with

that (19
-

9) found for Argon. There would then be more or less analogy between

Oxygen = 0, Ozone rf_^Q Nitrogen NEEN, and Argon <r'L^> Thomson

and Threlfall in 1886, observing a contraction in volume when the electric spark

was passed through pure nitrogen, concluded that an allotropic form resulted;

but Threlfall's later repetition of the experiment led to negative results. John-

son, from observations on the action of a hot tube upon Nitrogen, also concluded

that the gas can exist in two forms ; one active, the other inactive. It has been
recently remarked that as in Ozone, O 3

,
the characteristic properties (chemical

activity) of Oxygen 0- are enhanced ; so in Argon, if it be N 3
,
the characteristic

property of Nitrogen N'2 (its chemical inactivity) should also be enchanced; hence

its very inert character. The boiling points seem to contradict this view.

Oxygen— 182-2°, Ozone— 106-0°, Nitrogen— 194*0°, Argon— 187-0 3
. The two

latter are almost the same, the two former widely separated; but Brauner

(Chem. News, Feb. 15, 1895) has endeavored to explain this apparent incon-

sistency.

Quite recently Berthelot has succeeded in causing combination between Argon
and the vapor of benzene, by means of the electric spark; thereby producing

resinous compounds very similar to those produced, under like circumstances, by
the action of benzene vapor on nitrogen.

In the formula /T'q (Ozone) the molecule is apparently less eccentric than

in 0=0 (Oxygen) and application of the principles already discussed will show,

that its tendency for internal rotation should be less than in the case of oxygen.

I know of no data as to the specific heat ratio for Ozone, but it would be interest-

ing to know whether or not it is greater than in Oxygen. Evidently if Argon be

N 3 we have here another principle tending toward small value of the internal

energy, and a correspondingly large value in the ratio of the two specific heats.
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lience must be potential, is only one of many similar facts

provino- that this force is very large as theory requires it to be,

compared with the other molecular forces. Moreover, to call

Argon monatomic, requires us to explain how a free ion, which
should possess all the activities of the nascent state, can be as

chemically inert as Argon has been shown to be.

In view therefore of the fact that the burden of proof is

upon those attempting to prove monatomicity, it would seem
safer at present to adopt some such way as this of explaining

the supposed inconsistency between the specific heat ratio found
aud the diatomicity of the molecule, and follow the almost per-

emptory indications of the periodic law by accepting an atomic
weight of 20.*

A very interesting question connected with the discovery of

Argon, is what will be the effect of these researches upon
Prout's hypothesis? Is it possible that Argon has been an
unsuspected cause of error, which when properly allowed for

will show the ratio of II to O to be almost exactly 1 to 16?
This would make so many atomic weights even or half multi-

ples of H as to render probable, what has been often surmised,

the generation of the elements from a common form of matter
(Protyle) by the continued addition of some one or more con-

stant increments of mass. As pointed out by Mendeleeff the

periodic law does not indicate continuous but abrupt variations

of weight and properties, from family to family, corresponding

to the changes iu valency. Some years since I noticed the

prevalence in the natural series of the elements of a regular

alternation of intervals of 3 and 1 substantially as referred to

by Dr. Gladstone in a recent issue of Nature.f Thus in round
numbers and with a few changes we have the following series

:

* There is, however, one real difficulty which it may be well to meet as far as

can be done at present. As the atomic volume is the quotient of specific gravity

into atomic weight we have these volumes : F=15 ? A= 1 33 and Na=23"7, with
the volumes of the metals of Group VIII varying from 6 7 to 9 2. Why then
should not Argon have a volume approximately that of Group YIIT, and since its

volume is about that of F can we infer close aggregation in the Argon molecule
in view of the known chemical activity of Fluorine?
We may say in reply that the volumes of Group I are about double those of

Group VII, although their chemical activities (force of aggregation within the
molecule) are about equal, thus we have these volumes: F=15,? Na= 23*7;

(3=25-6, K=45-4; Br=269, Rb=56'l; 1= 25-6, Cs= 70-6. Now Argon if tran-

sitional from F to Na should have its volume a mean value or about 195, whereas
it actually has a volume of 13 3, the difference indicating the strong force of

aggregation within the Argon molecule which the theory requires. That is, the
force of aggregation, weak in F and Na is strong in Argon, and the repulsive force

in Argon is a mean of that in F and Xa with its value in Na about double that
in F.

f Quite curiously in an article which I prepared on this subject but did not pub-
lish I almost duplicated Dr. Gladstone's remarks about this relation and its bear-
ing on the atomic weight of Argon some days before his article was received
in this country.
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I have, in the main, used the nearest whole numbers, brack-

eted those values that might seem forced, and inserted a few
numbers (possible blanks) to complete the series.

There is, I think, some other law or laws besides this simple
one, effective in the matter, but there are many things justify-

ing the view that this ideal arithmetical series, which on the

whole is so closely attained (all things duly considered)

expresses the chief of perhaps several laws, all jointly effective

in limiting the mass of the elements.

One of the strongest objections thus far to the use of round
numbers in such atomic theories, as well as to Prout's hypothe-
sis in general, has been the irrationality of the ratio of H to 0.

Now Lord Rayleigh has shown that at 13° C. water absorbs

4 per cent of its volume of Argon and that gases handled over
water in the usual way almost invariably become contaminated
with the Argon held in solution. Moreover, it is quite likely

that in reactions for the production of gases where water is

used as a reagent (e. g. evolution of H by electrolysis of water
or action of dilute acid on Zn), Argon contamination might
result from the Argon so dissolved, and that such contamina-
tion once acquired, would not be removed by any ordinary

reagents through which the gas was passed. A simple calcula-

tion will show that with hydrogen contaminated by only y^-ths
of one per cent of Argon, the ratio H to O would be
reduced from 1 : 16 to 1 : 15*879 which is about the latest values

deduced from direct weighings of the two gases. And in those

determinations based upon the synthesis of water, by passing

H over red hot oxide of copper, with Argon in the water from
which the H was evolved and contamination having occurred,
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the Argon, unabsorbed by any subsequent reagents, might
finally turn up dissolved in the water formed by synthesis, and
if this water were saturated with Argon the effect on the ratio

would be to reduce it from 1 : 16 to 1 : 15*98.*

Probably it will be difficult to handle gases over the water

bath without the risk of such contamination. In the case,

however, of density determinations it would seem advisable

after the weighing to absorb the gas by suitable reagents, and
then if any residual gas, Argon or any other, be found, to apply
the proper correction to the weights already obtained ; I believe

that when this has been done the ratio of H to O will be
found nearer to the value 1 to 16 than is at present supposed.

It would be interesting to go more deeply into the question

of the laws governing the masses of the elements to which I

have barely alluded, and to which I have given attention for

some years past, but this paper would then be extended far

beyond all proper limits. At some future time I may discuss

this matter also.

Art. XXXIII.

—

An Improved Rock Cutter and Trimmer /
by Edgar Kidwell.

Over a year ago the Michigan Geological Survey required

a rock cutter, and consulted me regarding the matter. I there-

fore designed one, and as a year's use has shown this cutter to

be fully capable of doing the work required of it, a detailed

description may be of value to those having need of a similar

machine.
The cutter had to be suitable for heavy and accurate work,

hence ample strength of parts, power in the mechanism, and
freedom from lost motion were absolutely necessary. Previous
experience in our shops had shown me that a So. 4 parallel

swivel railway chipping vise, with wrought bar, as made by
Merrill Brothers, possessed all these qualifications, and 1 there-

fore made in one of their vises such changes as were necessary

to convert it into a cutter. The vise itself needed but few
alterations, as it was necessary only to cut away the jaws to

give the operator more room, and provide suitable openings
for inserting the steel cutters. Provision was also made for

holding cutters in place, and changing them quickly when
necessary. Fig. 1 shows all necessary details.

* It is rather significant that the best determinations by these two different

methods closely approximate to these two values of 15-88 and 15-98 respectively.
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Two forms of cutter were made, and a duplicate set of each
was provided. The working drawings, tig. 2, show the details

of cutters so clearly that further description is unnecessary.

The specification required that these cutters should be of the

best quality Jessop's, Stubb's, or Mushet's steel, tempered very
hard. It might be better for some kinds of work to have
another form of cutter, with edges at an angle" of 45° with top
edge of jaws, but the two forms already mentioned have so far

answered all requirements.

Fig.
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A, B, Cutters with horizontal edge. C, D, Cutters with vertical edge.

There should be also two pins, \" diameter, 2" long, for holding cutters ; one
pin T

3g" diameter, 4" long, for removing cutters.

Unless a large amount of work is to be done, it will be
advisable to order only a single set of cutters. This will make
a material reduction in the first cost of the machine, and one
set of cutters, if properly cared for, will last for ye ars.
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If very rapid work is desired any of the various forms of

quick-acting vise might be employed as a basis for the machine,

but I do not think the change would be a good one. The
quick-acting vises are provided with weaker screws, and the

parallel bars are invariably of cast iron, cored hollow, and
sadly deficient in strength, hence a cutter made from a vise of

this kind would be liable to complete collapse when used for

heavy work. No matter what form of vise is used, if the

machine is to be satisfactory it is absolutely essential that the

screw be accurately cut, to prevent lost motion, and that each
cutter be carefully fitted to its seat, shaped so that cutting

edges will exactly meet when brought together, and be made
of the very best tool steel, properly tempered. If these pre-

cautions are taken, the result will be a machine that is free

from every trace of ricketiness, and amply able to stand up to

any work that can be put on it. During the last year the-

Michigan Geological Survey has made with one pair of jaws
from 2500 to 3000 cuts, on such specimens as conglomerates,

sandstones, amygdaloids, traps, felsites, porphyries, silicified

tufas, prehnite and datolite veinstone with copper, and its jaws
show practically no signs of wear on the cutting edges.

Fig. 3 shows the machine ready for use.

Fig. 3.

In conclusion I would state that none of the features here
mentioned are patented, and are free to all who may care to
use them. The complete machine, from my drawings, can be
got of Merrill Brothers, 465 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Michigan Mining School, Houghton, Michigan.
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Art. XXXIV.

—

Relation of the plane of Jupiter
]

s orbit to the

mean-plane of four hundred and one minor planet orbits :

by H. A. Newton.

About nine years ago (this Journal, III, xxxi, p. 319) I

called attention in a brief note to the fact that the mean- plane
of the orbits of the then known two hundred and fifty-one

minor planets was inclined to the plane of Jupiter's orbit by a

very small angle. In fact no minor planet out of the whole
251 had its plane so near to the mean-plane as did the

planet Jupiter. Since that time we have added to the list of

planets between Mars and Jupiter one hundred and fifty newly
discovered ones, and it seems worth while to find whether the

same relation of the large planet to the entire group of four

hundred and one small ones holds true.

The plane of an orbit is determined by the longitude of the

ascending node and the inclination, and its place may be repre-

sented to the eye by a plot in which the inclination is the

radius vector and the longitude of the node is the polar angle.

The point thus plotted is of course the pole of the plane.

The mean-plane of the 401 planes, regarding each plane as a

unit, may be determined with sufficient accuracy for the

present purpose by the formulas for computing the center of

gravity of the 401 points plotted, viz

:

40 1 / cos LI = 2 i cos Q , and 401 / sin £1 = 2i sin Q> :

where i and 9> are the inclination and longitude of ascending

node of any orbit, and I and Q are the same functions of the

mean-plane of all the orbits. Computing I and & for the 401
orbits as given in the Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes
for 1895, adding three later orbits from the Astronomische
Nachriohten, we have

7=0°-93, and £1 = 109°-3.

The corresponding quantities for Jupiter are

i~ 1°'31, Q = 98°*9,

so that the inclination of the mean plane to Jupiter's plane is
o,
43. The three minor planets whose planes are nearest to

the mean-plane are 1893 Y, (27) and (149). These planes

make angles with the mean-plane severally equal to 0°*65,

0°-74, and 0°'77. The planet 1893 Y, was photographically

discovered and has not yet a place in the numbered series of

planets. Its plane will doubtless be much changed when the
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orbit is definitely known, and it may or may not be found to

be nearer the mean-plane than at present.*

The reason for the relation of Jupiter's plane to the minor
planet planes is evident. The secular perturbation of the orbit

of a minor planet by Jupiter is such that the inclination of the
orbit plane is not greatly changed, but the node has a constant

motion. The pole of the planet's plane therefore is constantly

describing a curve, not widely departing from a circle, around
the pole of Jupiter's plane. This motion is greater for some
minor planets than for others. Hence whatever be the distri-

bution of the poles at one epoch, the tendency of the secular

perturbation by Jupiter is to finally distribute the minor-planet

poles symmetrically around the pole of Jupiter's plane.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.-

1. On the Presence of Argon and of Helium in Uraninite.—
At a meeting of the Chemical Society of London on March 27th,

Ramsay announced that he had discovered both argon and
helium in the mineral cleveite, a variety of uraninite. His atten-

tion was first called to this mineral by Miers of the British

Museum, since Hillebrand had shownf that when treated with
dilute sulphuric acid and warmed, the uraninite gave off two per

cent or more of a gas which from the tests he applied to it

appeared to be nitrogen. On sparking with oxygen however,
in presence of soda, Ramsay found that the gas which he obtained
from this mineral contained only a trace of nitrogen intro-

duced probably during its extraction. In a Pliicker tube its

spectrum showed all the more prominent argon lines and in addi-

tion a brilliant line close to, but not coincident with, the D lines

of sodium. Besides these there were a number of other lines, one
in the green being especially prominent. Moreover argon
obtained from the atmosphere shows three lines in the violet

which are not to be seen apparently in the gas from cleveite.

Hence the author suggests that possibly atmospheric argon con-

tains some other gas in admixture, not yet separated, which may
possibly account for the anomalous position of argon in its

numerical relations with other elements. Further results are

promised, especially in relation to the density of the mixture, a

point of very great interest.

* If we consider the planes of the orbits of the eight principal planets, Jupiter's

plane is not the nearest to the mean-plane of the system. But by omission of

the plane of Mercury, the mean-plane of the seven other principal planets is

a little nearer to Jupiter's plane than it is to any other planetary plane.

f This Journal, III, xl, 384, Xovember, 1890.
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At the same meeting, Crookes reported upon the spectrum of

this gaseous mixture from cleveite, two Plticker tubes containing

it having been sent to him by Ramsay, the nitrogen in which had
been previously removed by sparking. By far the most promi-
nent line was a brilliant yellow one occupying apparently the

position of the sodium lines. With higher dispersion, however,
the lines remained single under conditions which would have
widely separated the lines of sodium. Moreover, on throwing
sodium light simultaneously into the spectroscope, the spectrum
of the new gas was seen to consist almost entirely of a bright
yellow line, a little to the more refrangible side of the sodium
lines, and separated from them by a space a little more than
twice that which separated the two components of the sodium
line. This line appeared as bright and as sharp as D

x
and D

2
.

Careful measurements gave 587*45 as its wave-length; the wave-
lengths of the sodium lines being for D

l
589*51 and for D

2
588*91.

So that while the difference between the D lines is 0'60, that

between D
2
and the new line is 1*46. It appears, therefore, that

this line is the spectrum of the hypothetical element helium, dis-

covered by Lockyer in the chromosphere
o
of the sun and indicated

as D
3

. Its wave-length according to Angstrom is 587*49 and
according to Cornu 587*46. Besides this line of helium, there

were seen traces of the more prominent lines of argon. Compar-
ing the visible spectrum of the new gas with the band and the

line spectrum of nitrogen, they were found to agree closely at the

red and the blue ends, and to differ entirely between these points

through a broad space in the green. The complete spectrum of

the helium tube is as follows

:

"Wave-lengths.

(a) D
3
yellow 587*45 Very strong. Sha

(b) Yellowish green 568-05 Faint. '

(c) 566*41 Very faint. *

(d) Green 516-12 Faint. '

(e) Greenish blue 500*81 a i

(f) Blue 480-63 l( i

Photographs of this spectrum at first glance show in the violet

portion, a close resemblance to the band spectrum of nitrogen.

But a more careful examination shows that some of the bands and
lines of the nitrogen spectrum are absent from the spectrum of

the helium tube, while there are many fine lines in the latter

spectrum which are absent from the spectrum of nitrogen.

Measurements of these lines are in progress.

—

Nature, li, 512,

March, 1895. Chemical JVeios, lxxi, 151, March, 1895. g. f. b.

2. On the Combination of Argon tvith Benzene vapor.—By
means of the silent electric discharge, Berthelot has succeeded
in effecting the combination of argon with the vapor of benzene.

The argon was received from Ramsay and had been circulated in

the apparatus for the absorption of nitrogen until the nitrogen

bands disappeared and there was no further contraction. The
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density of the gas thus purified was 19 "95 and the ratio of its

specific heats was 1*65. Its volume was 37 cubic centimeters.

In order to bring about the combination of argon with other sub-

stances, the author used the silent discharge, since he had found

it, in his experience, much more effective than the spark in secur-

ing the permanence of unstable compounds. Thus nitrogen in

presence of hydrocarbon vapors gives rise under these conditions

to the most varied products of condensation—products, too, which
decompose with elevation of temperature; while under the
influence of the spark, hydrogen cyanide, because of its stability

at high temperatures, is the sole product. Again the silent dis-

charge, acting on a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen, pro-

duces several per cent of ammonia, while the spark gives

only infinitesimal quantities. Under the action of the silent

discharge nitrogen reacts with water vapor to produce am-
monium nitrite, a compound which, on standing, is decom-
posed at the ordinary temperature. Moreover the vapor of

benzene was employed for the first experiment, because the

author had found it very effective in the case of nitrogen.

The apparatus used was that already employed in similar experi-

ments [Ann. Chem. Phys., V, x, 76-79, 1877), and the conditions

were those described in the author's " Essai de Mechanique Chim-
ique," the silent discharge being effected with the variable poten-

tial producible with an induction coil. With this apparatus the

author had succeeded in bringing about the direct union of free

nitrogen with hydrocarbons, carbohydrates and other organic
substances. On submitting the mixture of argon and the vapor
of benzene to the action of the silent discharge, combination took
place though with more difficulty than in the case of nitrogen.

The action is accompanied with a faint violet glow visible in

darkness. In one of the five experiments there was finally

formed a fluorescent substance which gave out a magnificent
greenish light and afforded a special spectrum. A careful quanti-

tative experiment, made with 10 c. c. of argon, yielded the follow-

ing results: 100 volumes of this gas, put in contact with a few
drops of benzene (by which its volume was increased about one-

twentieth), was introduced into the discharge-tube and subjected
to the discharge for ten hours under- moderate tensions. After
removing the benzene vapor by concentrated sulphuric acid, the
remaining gas occupied 89 volumes ; showing a condensation of
11 per cent. It was again mixed with benzene vapor and again
subjected to the discharge, much higher tensions being employed.
The diminution in volume was much more rapid, amounting in

three hours to 25 per cent. The 64 remaining volumes was
mixed anew with benzene vapor and again exposed for several
hours to the discharge under still hrgher tensions. There remained
32 volumes of gas, consisting of hydrogen 13*5, benzene vapor 1*5

and argon 17'0 volumes. So that of 100 volumes of argon, ben-
zene had condensed 83 into a state of chemical combination under
the action of the silent discharge ; or about five-sixths. The
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quantity of the products was too small to permit of any extended
examination. They resemble those produced by the similar action
of the silent discharge on nitrogen mixed with benzene vapor and
consist of a yellow resinous odorous substance condensed on the
surface of the two glass tubes between which the electric action
is exerted. Submitted to the action of heat this substance decom-
poses, yielding volatile products and leaving a bulky carbonaceous
residue. The volatile products turn red litmus paper blue. Evi-
dently therefore the conditions under which argon is condensed
by hydrocarbons tend to affiliate it still closer to nitrogen.
Indeed if it be permissible to increase its molecular mass from
40 to 42—which seems not unreasonable—this mass would repre-

sent one and a half times that of nitrogen; so that argon would
bear to nitrogen the same reaction that ozone does to oxygen.
Thus far, however, argon and nitrogen are not transformable the
one into the other. Under the conditions now described it is

evident that the supposed inactivity of argon ceases to exist.—
C. E., cxx, 581, March, 1895; Chem. News, lxxi, 151, March,
1895. G. F. B.

3. On the Presence of Argon lines in the Spectrum of Atmo-
spheric Air.—In a communication to the Royal Society on Febru-
ary 21st, Newall has called attention to a line spectrum which
appeared frequently upon the photographs of the air spectrum
taken by him a year ago, and which he called " the low pressure

spectrum." The lines of this spectrum were then unknown, but
it now appears that they belong to argon, constituting seventeen
out of the sixty-one lines of the air spectrum. To obtain this

argon spectrum, a glass bulb was sealed hermetically to a Hagen-
Topler mercury pump, having a layer of strong sulphuric acid

above the mercury. On reducing the pressure to 0'14mm (about
180 millionths of an atmosphere) a bright alternating discharge

could be passed through the residual gas simply by surrounding
the bulb with a coil of wire carrying the current from a condenser.

After 30 minutes the pressure fell from 0*1

3

mm to 0'085mm (from

174 M to 112 M) and the photograph then taken showed the

bands of nitrogen strong, mercury and nitrocarbon lines strong,

hydrogen weak and no oxygen or argon lines. After thirty min-

utes more, the pressure has fallen from 0'76mm to 0*015mm (from

100 M to 20 M) and in the photograph the nitrogen spectrum
had faded considerably and a number of fine new lines appeared,

constituting this " low pressure spectrum." Recent measure-

ments show the practical coincidence of seventy-two lines belong-

ing to this spectrum with the lines of argon as measured by
Crookes. A table of the wave-lengths of these lines is given,

with those of the red and blue spectrum of argon in parallel

columns as given by Crookes. " It is interesting," says the author,
" to find argon asserting itself unsolicited in quite new circum-

stances, and under conditions which practically constitute one

more mode of separating argon from nitrogen—namely the get-

ting rid of nitrogen by passing electric discharges through it in
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the presence of hydrogen, or moisture and acid."

—

Proc. Roy.
Soc, Feb. 21, 1895 : Chem. News, lxxi, 115, March, 1895.

G. F. B.

4. On the Spark Spectrum of Argon as it appears in the Spark
Spectrum of Air.—On the 21st of March, Hartley read to the

Royal Society a paper pointing out that certain lines obtained by
himself and Adeney in 1884, in their photographs of the air

spectrum, now appear to be due to argon. In their investiga-

tions, they used electrodes of aluminum, copper, platinum and
palladium, and a condensed spark produced with a coil with a
Leyden jar in circuit ; the partial pressure—since argon constitutes

about 1 per cent of the atmosphere—being about 7'5mm
. Since

these are practically the conditions which as Crookes has shown
give the brightest and purest spectrum of argon, the author
thought it reasonable to expect the recognition of the blue and
ultra-violet lines of this substance among some of the weaker
lines in the spectrum of air. A table containing the wave lengths

of 50 or more lines thus observed in the air spectrum is given in

the paper, with the characteristic lines of the blue and the red
spectra of argon in parallel columns for comparison. He con-

siders of little importance the fact that argon gives two spectra
;

the red being apparently the spectrum of the first order or of the

corresponding lower temperature, while the blue is the line spec-

trum at the higher temperature. " It is therefore more likely,"

he concludes, " that argon is one substance and not two. Whether
it is a compound or an element is a question into which the fol-

lowing considerations may enter. There are at present no gase-

ous substances known which can withstand the temperature of

the condensed spark without exhibiting the spectra of one or

other of the elements of which it is composed. If therefore,

argon were N
3

it would disclose the spectrum of nitrogen. As
the spectrum is not that of any known substance it follows that

if a compound, it must be a compound of a new element."

—

Proc. Roy. Soc, March 21, 1895. (From advance sheets received

from the author.) g. f. b.

II. Geology.

1. Reconnoissance of the Bahamas and of the elevated reefs of
Cuba in the Steam Yacht " Wild Duck" January to April,

1893; by Alexander Agassiz. 204 pp. 8vo, with 41 plates.

Bulletin of the Mus. Comp. Zool. of Harvard College, vol. xxvi,
Xo. 1.—The coral reefs of the West India seas may be regarded
as the subject of Prof. Agassiz's Report, although only the
Bahamas and Cuba are mentioned in the title. For, after the
very fuU descriptions relating to the region of more special

study, the report devotes 20 of its 200 pages to the coral reefs

and banks of the Caribbean district, including therein the reefs

of the north shore of South America, the Yucatan Bank and
British Honduras. The origin of coral reefs is the concluding

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XLIX, No. 293.—Mat, 1895.
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subject. A brief review of the author's facts and conclusions

have been given in volume xlv (p. 358) of this Journal, in a

letter from the author. The many plates contain various contour
maps, and views of reef regions, of reolian bluffs and rock, and
illustrations of other subjects. Plate VIII is a colored contour
map of the Caribbean Sea.

Prof. Agassiz, in discussing the origin of coral reef limestones,

states objections to the subsidence theory of Darwin. Without
touching here on the special arguments in its favor, two or

three general facts may be stated.

In geological history, many limestones have been made exceed-

ing 1000 feet in thickness which show by their fossils that they
are not of deep water origin. Whether derived from coral and
shell sediment like coral reef rock, or from shell sediment chiefly

makes no difference ; subsidence was required.

Subsidences of one or two scores of thousands of feet in depth
have taken place in past time, over the region of the Appala-
chians, Alps, and other mountain regions; and in the sinking

trough, sediments were formed successively at the water's level,

or not far below it, to the thickness of the depth of subsidence
;

and some of the sediments were calcareous, making now thick

limestone strata.

After the Cretaceous period, and in the Pliocene Tertiary

chiefly, or the Tertiary and Glacial period, the whole region of

the Rocky Mountains was elevated; the elevation was 16,000

feet in part of Colorado, 10,000 feet at least in the region of

the Sierra Nevada, 10,000 feet in Mexico, and over 17,000 feet

in British America, latitude, 49° to 53° and less to the north.

The region of the Andes, at the same time, was raised to a maxi-
mum amount of 20,000 feet; the Alps, 12,000; the Himalayas,
20,000 feet. Moreover, at the close of the Champlain period there

was another epoch of smaller elevation, introducing the Recent
period. These elevations, affecting a large part of the continental

areas, could not have taken place without a counterpart subsidence
of large areas over the oceanic basin

;
profound oceanic subsi-

dence was hence in progress during the growth of coral reefs.

The subsidence cannot be questioned. j. d. d.

2. Formation of Dolomite.—C. Klement, has a paper on
the formation of dolomite in the "Bulletin de la Societe

Beige de Geologie, Paleontologie et Hydrologie," Volume viii,

Brussels. 1894. In experiments, proceeding on the ground
that the calcium carbonate of corals is in the state of ara-

gonite, he digested in a covered platinum capsule, at a tem-
perature of 90° to 92° C, finely pulverized aragonite, with a

concentrated solution of common salt and magnesium chloride

and sulphate in the proportions occurring in sea-water.

In his several trials he obtained a compound containing,

besides lime and carbonic acid, 15 to 32*5 per cent, of magnesia,
corresponding to 31*5 to 68*3 per cent, of magnesium carbonate.

During the operation, the solution employed was gradually con-
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centrated even to an abundant deposition of common salt. On
account of the minuteness of the crystals, he was not able posi-

tively to prove their rhombohedral character, but believes that

there is little doubt of this. The author deduces from his

experiments, that the massive dolomite limestones have been
oduced in closed lagoons along a sea bottom through the3P

action of the sea-water, concentrated by the sun's heat, on coral-

made sediments, conforming, as he says, to Dana's views on
Dolomization.

It should be here understood that Dana- has never supposed
that the dolomized calcareous sediments were always, or

generally, those of coral reef origin; but that any calcareous

sediments, whether from shells or corals, or any other source,

would undergo the chemical change, under the conditions stated.

It is important, therefore, to note that the shells of most Gastro-
pods and Cephalopods, and the inner pearly layer of many
Lamellibranchs, are aragonite ; and that such shells contribute to

the material of coral reef rocks, as well as to ordinary lime-

stones. J. D. D.

3. On Dolomite-making and dolomitic calcareous organisms.—
Under this title, A. G. Hogbom, of Stockholm, discusses (Jahrb. f.

Miu.,Geol. undPal., 1894, vol. i,p. 272), the question as to the origin

of the magnesia of dolomitic limestones. He finds by analysis

that the common incrusting Nullipores of coral reefs—species of

the genus Lithothamnion—commonly contain a large percentage
of magnesium carbonate. He gives the results of fourteen

analyses— 1 by himself, 9 by X. Sahlbom, 3 by R. Mauzelius,
and 1 by J. Guinchard, and he deduces for the mean of the

whole, 10 parts of magnesium carbonate to 100 of calcium
carbonate.

Mr. Hogbom also cites results from analysis of Bermuda
corals, by G. Forsstrand, in which the amount of magnesium
carbonate and calcium carbonate, was, for a Porites, 0*62 and
95*94; for an Oculina, 0*36 and 96*20; for Millepora alcicor?iis,

0-41 and 95*86; for another Millepora, 0*77 and 94*39; for the

reef rock of the Bermudas, 1*64 and 95*43; for 10 species of

shells of Gastropods and Lamellibranchs from the outer edge
of the reef, 0*19 and 97*32; but for a fine mud of terra cotta

color from the lagoon, 4*04 and 92*93.

The author concludes that the magnesia of dolomite has prob-
ably come from an organic source ; and that consequently the

hypothesis of Dana, which derives it from the sea- water of

evaporating basins, appears to be unnecessary.

We add here some additional facts.

Damour, in 1850, published an analysis (Bull. G. S. de France,
vii, 675) of a specimen from Brehat, on the coast of northwestern
France, which he called a Millepora (M. cervicornis), but also

said it was one of the Algce, and of concretion-like form. It

afforded him 8*61 per cent of magnesium carbonate and 87*32 of
calcium carbonate.
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The common 3Iillepora alcicornis, of the West Indies, afforded

S. P. Sharpies 97*46 p. c. of calcium carbonate with 0*27 of cal-

cium phosphate and 2*54 of water and organic matters. (This

Journal, III, i, 168, 1871). In his analyses of Oculina arbuscula,

Manicina areolata, Siderastrea radians, Madrepora cevvicomis,

and M. palmata, he obtained no magnesia but in each some cal-

cium phosphate. It is to be noted that other analysts have over-

looked apparently the calcium phosphate.
Forchhamrner, analyzing a mixture of corals, found about half

a per cent of magnesium carbonate ; but in the Alcyonarian, Jsis

nobilis 6*36 per cent, and Corallium nobile 2-1 per cent.

4. Bahama Expedition of the State University of Iowa.
Narrative and Preliminary Report ; by Professor C. C. Nutting.
252 pp. 8vo, No. 1 and 2 of Vol. Ill of the Natural History Bulle-

tin of the University.

This volume is an account of a cruise to the Bahama Banks
and the islands in their vicinity, by the members of a class in

Natural History of the Iowa University, with Professors Nutting,
G. L. Houser and H. F. Wickham as the executive committee, in

all a party of twenty-one. It proved to be eminently satisfac-

tory, both personally and as regards accessions to the University
collections.

The Report contains brief notes on some of the species dredged
or otherwise collected, with several figures in illustration; but
the final descriptions are to appear later, specimens having been
placed in the hands of different specialists. The volume has
great value to any who may plan such expeditions on account of

the descriptions of its outfit, the information to be gathered
from the expet, ices of the cruise, and many facts observed
along the way. j. d. d.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. National Academy of Sciences.—At the annual meeting
held at Washington, April 16-19, Dr. Wolcott Gibbs, one of the

original charter members of the Academy, was elected president

for a term of six years, Professor Marsh, president for the last

two terms, having declined to be a candidate. The Academy
voted unanimously " That the thanks of the Academy be tendered
to the retiring president for the zeal and ability with which he
has administered, in succession, the offices of Vice-president and
President of the Academy during a period of seventeen years."

Prof. Alexander Agassiz was elected foreign secretary, and Prof.

Asaph Hall, reelected home secretary.

Three foreign associates, Professor R. Leuckart of Leipzig,

Professor Julius Sachs of Wiirzburg, and Professor Sophus Lie

of Leipzig, were elected ; also four new members.
The Barnard gold medal was awarded by the Academy to Lord

Rayleigh for the discovery of argon, and the Watson gold medal
to Seth C. Chandler for his researches on the variation of latitude,

on variable stars and for his other works in astronomy.
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The president announced the death of Professor James D. Dana,
one of the original members of the Academy, and appointed
Dr. E. S. Dana to prepare the biographical memoir. The presi-

dent also appointed a special committee to represent the Academy
at the funeral.

The following papers were read :

A. Agassiz and W. McM. "Woodworth : On some variations in the genus
Eucope.

A. Agassiz: Notes on the Florida Reef. The progress of the publications on
the expedition of 1891 of the U. S. Fish Commission Steamer " Albatross," Lieut.

Commander Z. L. Tanner, commauding.
M. P. RAVBNEL : On soil bacteria.

A. M. Mayer: A linkage showing the laws of the refraction of light.

M. Carey Lea : On the color relations of atoms, ions and molecules.

R. S. Woodward: Mechanical interpretation of the variations of latitude.

S. C. Chandler: On a new determination of the nutation-constant, and some
allied topics.

L. A. Bauer: On the secular motion of a free magnetic needle.

J. S. Billings: On the composition of expired air, and its effect upon animal

life.

Th. Gill: Systematic catalogue of F]uropean fishes.

E. D. Cope: The extinct Cetacea of North America.

G. Brown Goode : On the application of a percentage method in the study of

the distribution of oceanic fishes; (A.) Definition of eleven faunas and two sub-

faunas of Deep Sea fishes
;

(B.) The relationships and origin of the Carribeo-

Mexican and Mediterranean sub-faunas.

Ira Remsen: On the two isomeric chlorides of ortho-sulpho-benzoic acid. On
some compounds containing two halogen atoms in combination with nitrogen.

B. A. Gould: Biographical memoir of Dr. Lewis M. Rutherfurd.

H. A. Newton: Relation of Jupiter's orbit to the mean plane of four hundred
and one minor planet orbits. Orbit of Miss Mitchell's comet, 1847 VI.

2. Pencils Morphologie der Erdoberflache.*- Professor Pence.
has added in his Morphologie der Erdoberfla' e another notable

number to Ratzel's series of geographical h" abooks. The num-
bers already issued include Ratzel's Anthropogeographie, Hann's
Klimatologie, Boguslawski and Krummel's Ozeanographie, and
Heim's Gletscherkunde ; all standard works on their respective

subjects. Penck's contribution is fully up to the high quality of

its predecessors.

The plan of the present work may be fairly inferred from an
abstract of its table of contents, as follows :—The form and size

of the earth ; area of land and water, mean altitude of lands and
depth of seas, volume of lands and seas ; continents and oceans

and their permanence. Land surfaces ; weathering and denuda-
tion by wind, rivers, and ice ; deformations of the surface. The
forms of the surface

;
plains, hills of accumulation, valleys, basins,

mountains, depressions, caverns. The sea ; its movements, coasts,

and bottom ; islands.

Under most of these subjects, the processes of form production,

and the forms thus produced are separately considered ; the

general accounts of denudation found in geological treatises not

* Morphologie dor Erdoberflache von Dr. Albrecht Penck, Professor der Geo-
graphie an der TJniversitat Wien. Stuttgart, Engelhorn, 1894. 2 vols. 8vo.

471 and 696 pp. Author and subject indexes.
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serving the author's purpose in his special treatment of the land.

Much of the book is therefore Morphogenies rather than Morpho-
logie. Throughout both volumes, the citations of geological and
geographical literature are remarkably numerous, and must serve

an excellent purpose to those who wish to carry their studies to

original sources. w. m. d.

3. Orbit ofMiss Mitchell's Comet, 1847, VI; by H. A. Newton.
—The computation of a definitive orbit for the Comet 1847, VI,
is the subject of a memoir by Miss Margarita Palmer, being her
thesis presented for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy conferred

on her in 1894 by Yale University. Her work is published in the

Transactions of the Yale Observatory. She found that a hyper-
bolic orbit better satisfied all the observations than did a parabola,

though the best parabolic orbit does not do great violence to the

observations. The best hyperbola has an eccentricity of 1 '0001 727.

A cursory examination shows that the position of J upiter for a

few years before 1847 was such as to increase the eccentricity of

the comet's orbit. Herr Thraen has shown [Astronomische Nach-
rischten, No. 3249), that the action of Jupiter and other planets

upon the Comet 1886, II, previous to its period of visibility was
enough to explain a change from a parabolic orbit to the hyper-
bola demanded for, that comet by the observations. It seemed
worth while to compute the like perturbations for the Comet
1847, VI.

1 find that from June, 1843, to November, 1847, the action of

Jupiter and Saturn combined increased the eccentricity by '000151.

The action of Saturn was about one-thirtieth that of Jupiter.

Previous to June, 1843, the action of Jupiter was to diminish the

eccentricity of the orbit. Thus between February, 1838, and
June, 1843, it changed the eccentricity by -000034. During the

whole period of ten years the change, therefore, was '000117.

This explains so large a part of the computed excess of eccen
tricity over unity that it is fair to assume that a parabola to

which these perturbations shall be applied would represent satis-

factorily all the observations of the Comet 1847, VI.

OBITUARY.

Dr. Gideon E. Moore of New York City died on April 13th

at the age of fifty-three. He was a well known chemist, who
had made some valuable contributions to the science, particularly

in the line of mineral analysis.

Prof. James E. Oliver, the distinguished mathematician, who
had been connected with Cornell University since 1871, died

March 27. He was the author of a number of standard mathe-
matical works.
Francesco Sansoni, Professor of Mineralogy at the University

of Pavia and author of many scientific papers, died about a

month since.

It is announced in a recent number of " Nature " that the

reported death of Professor H. Wild of St. Petersburg (see p.

328 of this volume), was happily a mistake, due to a confounding

of similar names.



ILLY FOSTER MINERALS.
Two visits were made during April to the Tilly Foster

Mine, and two entire collections were purchased, besides

many smaller lots from the miners. We thus secured a

marvelously fine series of Chondrodites and Clinochlores,

and as that portion of the mine in which they were found
will very soon be abandoned, it is probable that no more
good specimens of these minerals will be obtained. Our
purchases fill twenty drawers, besides a number of large

specimens, and embrace, 1st. A magnificent collection of

Chondrodites in groups of brilliant and complex crystals,

both large (up to 3 inches) and small ; also a number of

good loose crystals. Prices for fine specimens $1.00 to

S5.00: one extra fine group of large, bright crystals, $20.00. Excellent little

crystals and groups, also large specimens of inferior quality, 10 cents to 50 cents.

2d. A grand collection of groups of Clinochlore in lustrous bluish-green» tabular

crystals inserted edgewise on the matrix, crystals averaging about ^ inch up to 3"

inches or more in diameter and about % incn thick. Price for best quality, 50

cents to $4.00. Also a lot of small groups and single crystals at 10 cents to 50

cents. Xothing to compare with these specimens has ever before been found
elsewhere. 3d. A few good groups of striated dodecahedrons of Magnetite at 25

cents to $3.50. 4th. One very fine large group of Serpentine pseudomorphs after

Chondrodite, $10.00, and a few smaller specimens at $1.00 to $2.50. 5th. A
few interesting Fluorites, Apophyllites, Brucites, Pyroxenes, etc.

This is by far the largest and best series of the rare Tilly Poster minerals ever

brought together, and though some 200 specimens were sold within a few days
after we received them, our stock is still replete in specimens of the very highest

grade. This will very likely be the last opportunity of securing these minerals,

and certainly no such marvelous collection of them is likely to be again offered for

sale.

A GREAT FIND OF RARE QUARTZ CRYSTALS.
Mr. English visited a new localit}' in North Carolina and secured probably the

most interesting pocket of Quartz crystals and groups ever obtained in that great

mineral producing state. The find weighed over 1400 lbs. and one mammoth
group of splendid crystals 15 x 32 x 30 inches and weighing about 200 pounds,
another splendid group 14 x 20 x 8 inches, more than a score of other museum
groups, a splendid lot of medium sized and small groups and a grand collection of

loose crystals. The most interesting feature of the crystals is the exquisite etching

which is sprinkled over some of their faces or bevels off or serrates their edges.

Pare planes, especially low rhombohedrons abound and frequently air bubbles

course through large cavities containing liquid. There are also many crystals with
huge caverns in them, crystals grouped in parallel position, lustrous smoky crys-

tals, beautiful rutilated amethystine groups of crystals, etc., etc. Give us permis-

sion to send you a carefully selected box on approval and you will not regret it.

TWO IMPORTATIONS FROM SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
A large lot of Thulite in fine pink masses at half former prices, 10c. to $1.00.

Xative Lead (with Copper associated); Glaucodot, mammoth crystals ; Kobellite

;

Langbanite; Pyroaurite ; Lavenite; Catapleiite ; Melanocerite ; Melanotekite

;

Ganomalite; Iaesite : Synadelphite ; very large Cobaltite crystals cheap.

FRENCH CREEK PYRITE.
The French Creek Mines are now closed, probably permanently, and we have,

therefore, been buying up all the good specimens we could obtain. Several ship-

ments have been received of the curious and interesting distorted cubes, cubes
with rare modifications, etc. Notwithstanding their impending rarity we are sell-

ing them at lower prices than ever, 10c. to $1.50. No Pyrites of this character
have been found elsewhere.

124 pp. Catalogue, Illustrated by 87 cuts, and describing every mineral, 25c.
in paper: 50c. in cloth.

44 pp. Illustrated Price List, 4c. Circulars Free.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO., Mineralogists.

64 East 12th St., New York City.
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RECENT ADDITIONS TO STOCK. Collected by Dr. Foote in South-
west Missouri.

CALCITE, in...scalenohedrons from one to eighteen inches diameter, con-

taining "phantoms of Marcasite." Some of the larger crystals show tints of ame-
thyst and honey-yellow, divided by the lines of Marcasite. Single crystals and
groups, 25c. to $10.00.

Where particularly clear or finely colored material was found, we sacrificed crys-

tallization and obtained in portions of large crystals, what are considered to be the
most beautiful rhombs of Iceland-spar ever seen. They show perfect transparency
save for the exquisite coloring of yellow and various amethyst shades, and the
linings of brilliant spear-shaped Marcasite crystals. The one inch cleavages at

10c. to 25c. are quite as fine in quality as the larger cabinet specimens and make
a novel addition to the collection of the microscopist.

CALCITE ON GALENA. Clear, honey-yellow scalenohedrons scattered

over groups of brilliant Galena cubes. The few specimens we have of this showy
type are going rapidly. $1.00 to $5.00. Small twins of same color, quite rare,

$2.00 each.

GALENA. The most brilliant cubes .we have ever seen, 50c. to $2.00.

Groups of curiously elongated and distorted cubo-octahedrons with Asphaltum, new
and rare, 25c. to $2.50.

Octahedrons, of large size and sharp angles mounted on immense Sphalerite

crystals, the whole coated with naturally associated Asphaltum. (The latter

is regarded as a most interesting occurrence and has recently been described

as a new discovery from a foreign locality, though noted by Dr. Foote at Oronogo,
Mo., in 1814). Shelf and drawer specimens, $1.50 to $5.00.

CHALCOPYRITE ON RUBY BLENDE. Bright crystals of the

former are arranged over the blende with planes parallel, so that when moved in

the sunlight the specimens exhibit a most beautiful chatoyant effect. Rare, $2.50

to $5.00.

SPHALERITE. Ruby Blende; also very large and symmetrical crystals

of Black Jack, 50c. to $3.00.

For other arrivals see page in recent numbers of this journal.

Minerals sent on Approval.

"Catalogue of Minerals." 128 pp. illus., 10c; bound. 20c.

Rare and Valuable Books.
Send for catalogue mentioning subject in which you are interested.

Annuaire de journal des Mines de Russie, 9 vols., 1835 to '42 inclu-

sive, mor., gilt, very fine set _ $ 7.50-

Baird, Brewer & Riclgway, Land Birds of BF. A. 3 vols 20.00

Boyle, Robt, Works. 5 vols., folio, hcf. 25.00

Buffon, Histoire Naturelle. 52 vols..- . 10.00

Hayden, Bulletins of Survey of Territories. 6 vols., hmor., very fine set-. 20.00

Leenwenhoek, "Works of, containing his microscopical discoveries. 2
* Vols., 20 plates, 4to, bds., 1800 _ 10.00

Lembeye, Aves de la Isla de Cuba. 140 pp., 20 plates (19 col.), hmor.,

gilt, 1850 6.00

Observations made at RadclifTe Observatory, 1858-1875. 17 vols 12.50

Percy, Metallurgy of Gold and Silver. 7 1 pp., 1880 _ 6.00

Richardson & Watts, Chem. of Acids, Alkalies, etc. 3 vols., 1867 10.00

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 26 vols _. 200.00

Trans, of Linnean Society. 14 vols., 4to 45.00

Tryon, Am. Marine Oonchology. 208 pp., 44 col. plates and set of duplicate

plates, hmr., gilt top, very fine copy ; extra rare 20.00

Britten, European Ferns. 240 pp., 30 col. plates, 109 ill., 4to, cloth, full

gilt .- - -- 7.50

Wilson & Bonaparte, American Ornithology. 3 vols, in 1, 1178 pp.,

37 plates 5.00
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Erratum for the June number.

Attention is called to a serious error in the June number,
which escaped notice in reading proofs.

On page 475 in the title of the 3d article, Illinois is twice mis-

used in place of Missouri. It should read Geological Survey of
Missouri, vol. iv, Paleontology of Missouri, etc. Also in the

Index, p. 487, under Geological Reports and Surveys, the third

entry should be Missouri, not Illinois ; and on p. 489, the first

line should read, Keyes, C. R., Paleontology of Missouri, not
Illinois.
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AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE

[THIRD SERIES.]

Art. XXXY.

—

Daily March of the Wind Velocities in the

United States ; by Frank Waldo, Princeton, New Jersey.

[The following matter is extracted from a paper prepared by the writer
for the Weather Bureau of the Agricultural Department, and is published with
the kind permission of the proper authorities.]

Ix the Appendix 'No. ltt to the Chief Signal Officer's Annual
Report for 1890, the average wind movement is given, for a

large number of stations, in miles per hour for each hour of

the day (1 to 24), for each month of the year, and also the
averages for all of the months of the seven years 1883-89.

This presents most valuable data and is certainly the most
unique of the tabular compilations published by the Weather
Bureau. Hitherto we have relied mainly on the papers pub-
lished by Hann and Koppen for collected data concerning the

daily period of wind velocities, and even in these there are

comparatively few places of observation taken into account.

The publication of such data as those which we are considering,

from a large number of stations having a variety of immediate
exposures, and distributed over so large a portion of an entire

continent, furnishes material for a very complete treatment of

the subject of hourly winds. The present paper is mainly
devoted to a view of the conditions of the geographical distri-

bution of some important phases of the daily march of the

wind velocities. The material is sufficiently rich to serve as a

basis for a number of similar and more complete investigations.

The hourly wind velocities as originally published are

arranged according to synchronous hours of the 75th meridian
time. It is inconvenient in that form for many kinds of inves-
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432 F. Waldo— Wind Velocities in the United States.

tigation and so I have arranged the data for the four mid-
seasonal months and for the year, according to the local times

;

and, moreover, have converted the published anemometer miles

(with constant 3*00) into true miles by means of Marvin's
Table published by the Signal Service. I have also grouped
the stations geographically and not alphabetically as given in

the original table of hourly winds. This table cannot be
reproduced here on account of its length, but I may remark
that the relations of the maxima and minima have been inves-

tigated ;
and in the unpublished table are given the amplitudes

or ranges in miles per hour, the excesses and deficiencies in

terms of the average, and the amplitudes in terms of percent-

age of the averages. An account of this will shortly appear

in the American Meteorological Journal.

The curves showing the daily march of the hourly wind
velocities for January, July and the Year, I have also drawn
for individual stations, but these cannot be reproduced here on
account of the expense of drawings. The characteristics of

these curves show marked variations with changes of geo-

graphical position, as we should expect : and while the num-
ber of years of observations which have been employed,

which for the most cases is T, is not sufficient to remove all

irregularities from some of the curves, yet in most cases a suf-

ficiently good idea of the daily march is given. I have how-
ever given the curves for January and July for 20 stations

more or less representative of the various sections of the U. S.

See the curves and explanation of the diagram at the end of

this paper. This material is of such importance that the curves

deserve to be taken up for discussion for individual stations, but

it is only possible, in the present instance, to treat them in

groups. Without further preliminary remarks I will give the

main characteristics of these curves in what seems to me to be a

proper order. In counting the hours, midnight is given as h
.

The wind velocities are given in miles per hour : written

m. p. h. In mentioning the characteristics of these curves, it

will be remembered that a sharp ascent or descent indicates a

rapid change in the wind velocity from hour to hour ; aflat

curve indicates no change ; a sharp crest or trough shows an

extreme maximum or minimum of short duration, while when
well rounded they indicate a period of several hours during

which the conditions at these phases continue to prevail before

the swing to the opposite phase sets in.

Atlantic Coast.—On the exposed Atlantic Coast (Curve 1)

there is in January but a slight variation in the wind velocity

from hour to hour during the whole day, the average wind
being 15 or 16 m. p. h. ; but for July there is a strongly

defined maximum (12 or 13 m. p. h.) at about 16h
,
and a mini-
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mum (9*5 m. p. h.) at 4h on the northern and 6b on the Central

Coast (7*5) and preceded in this last case by a slight secondary

maximum at 3h ; while for the Tear the maximum is well

defined at 16h on the northern (14*5 m. p. h.) and at 15h on the

southern (12*5 m. p. li.) coasts, and the minima occur at
h

and 5h for the former (nearly 13 m. p. h.) and about 22h and 4h

for the latter (10*5 m. p. h.), and in both cases there is a slight

secondary maximum at 3h .

For the ordinary or partially sheltered Atlantic Coast stations

(Curve 2) at which the land influence is strongly felt, there are

in January well defined primary phases of max. (about 12
in. p. h.) and min. (about 9 or 10 m. p. h.), but the secondary
phases are very weak and the curves become quite flat at these

times. The max. phase becomes more marked with the south-

ward progress from the north, not only on account of actual

increase in the absolute height of the curves (which increase

perhaps does not extend to places south of the Carolina Coast)

but also on account of the fact that the crest of the curve
becomes sharper and the rise and fall more abrupt. The daily

curve during the hours of deficiency of wind (below the aver-

age) becomes more flattened out and of greater extent in the

south. For July the upward swell of the curve is very much
broader than for January, throughout the whole coast, but it is

especially so at the south. The extreme maximum is more
pronounced in all cases, but is most so at the north. At this

season there is a remarkable similarity in the length of the

swell of the curves (about 16 hours duration) throughout the

whole coast.

For the depressions of the curves (i. e. periods of least wind)
a greater irregularity is noticeable at the north, where slight

secondary phases are visible.

For the Year, as might be expected, the curves possess char-

acteristics between those for January and July : but they
resemble the latter very much more closely than they do the

former. The crest of the curve is, however, more rounded for

the Year than for July ;
but the amplitude is not quite so great,

nor the period of excess above the nearly level portion of the
curve at the minimum quite so long, the latter for the Year
being about half of the twenty-four hours.

Gulf of Mexico Coast.—The eastern, western, and north-

western coasts are represented (Curves 3 and 4). For January
there is but slight absolute change in the irregular curves for

these three coast sections. The curves for the extreme eastern

and western coasts are somewhat similar as to the times of the
phases, but the early afternoon maximum (at about 15h

) is

much more strongly marked in the west than in the east. In
the northwestern part (Galveston, Texas) the amplitude is not
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so great, and the ill defined erest is several hours earlier than
in the other sections just mentioned.

For JuVy, in the eastern part, a well defined and gradual but
not excessive maximum rises above a fairly level period of

deficiency, there being no strongly marked individual mini-

mum ; but in the northwestern part the maximum and mini-
mum are very sharply marked, in each case the curve comes to

a point, the amplitude is rather large for a coast exposure and
the time of maximum (at 17h

) is considerably retarded as com-
pared with that in the eastern part (at 12h ). In the extreme
western part (at Corpus Christi) a curve of very marked pecu-
liarities presents itself ; it has a single rather sharply defined

minimum of 5 m. p. h. at (5
h
) about the same time as in the

northwestern part, and a very high but round-crested maxi-
mum of nearly 15*5 m. p. h. (at 14h to 18h

) with very steeply

inclined sides which extend to the sharp angle of the mini-

mum with as rapid a slope throughout the whole length as is

ordinarily observed for inland stations at about (or a little

after) the noon hour. It is seen that the whole amplitude of

fluctuation thus becomes enormously great (over 10 m. p. h.).

For the Y~ear, in the eastern and northwestern parts the

maximum is well marked but the crest of the curve is very
much flattened ; and there is in both cases a nearly level mini-

mum for about half of the twenty-four hours, with a rather steep

but slight increase to a nearly level maximum which lasts for

six hours. At the extreme west there is an open and very
well rounded maximum and a well rounded minimum with a

steep ascent, but with a more gradual descent connecting the

two : the amplitude is about the same as that for an ordinary

inland station.

The Great Lakes (Curve 5).—In January the curves are

nearly all irregular, but the amplitudes of the irregularities are

not great. The early afternoon maximum, although slight, is

plainly marked in all cases : it is sometimes rounded and some-
times sharp-crested ; that for the lesser absolute wind velocity

being usually the more rounded, and that for the greater wind,

which indicates a better water exposure, becoming sharper.

The nearly flat minimum portion of the curve is usually some-

what lower for the hours succeeding midnight, than for the

hours just preceding it. Secondary phases are quite plainly

shown in some of the curves.

In July the max. is well rounded and strongly marked on

all of the curves, and this period covers more than half of the

twenty-four hours in most cases. When the minimum portion

follows midnight it is in many cases a little higher than when
preceding it, and is consequently somewhat of a reversal of the

conditions for January. Secondary phases are not present.
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For the Year, as is usually the case, the curves form a sort of

mean between those for January and July. There is a nearly

level min. period and a very well marked max. ; this last with
characteristics very similar to those for July. The period of

the mid-day rise above the level minimum is about half of the

twenty-four hours. Secondary phases are not noticeable.

Some peculiarities which distinguish the Tipper from the

Lower Lake Regions are mentioned farther along in their

proper place among inland stations, and the above remarks are

offered for comparison with those pertaining to the Gulf coast.

Pacific Coast (Curves 6, 7 and 8).—For January, at the

north there is a nearly mid-day principal minimum, with a

slight min. shortly after midnight, and with two nearly equal
maxima from four to six hours before and after midnight ; the

changes are gradual and relatively small. On the Central
coast the rise of the single max. above a somewhat level min.
period is gradually accomplished in about twelve hours, the

slope of the curve being gentle but the actual crest sharp. At
the south a single early afternoon max. rises rapidly from a

nearly level minimum ; the slopes of the sides of the max.
which separate to eight hours apart at the base are steep, and
the actual crest slightly rounded. (On the high bluff at Cape
Mendocino, near the center, the sharp crested max. occurs

shortly after noon, and the sharp pointed trough of the min. at

about midnight ; and while the descent from the max. is steep

and regular, the ascent is at first steep and then from 4h to llh

there is little change, then another steep ascent ; the whole
range being excessive and greater than that for mid-summer.)
For July, at the north there are both primary and secondary

phases of max. and min. ; but the secondary ones are slight,

and the primary occur at nearly a reversal of the times for

January, although the amplitude is slightly greater in July.

On the central coast there is a single max. and min., but with
an enormous amplitude. The crest is slightly rounded, but
with a very steep slope, while the trough is more rounded, and
the slope of descent becomes more gradual as the trough is

approached. At the south there is a high max. with rather
rounded crest, and steep sides, especially for the ascent ; the
curve for the period of minimum wind is quite flat during
seven or eight hours, when the rise for the max. begins abruptly
and finally ends nearly as abruptly. (The curve for the high
bluff at Cape Mendocino, near the center of the coast, is quite
similar in shape to that for the south, but the maximum is not
quite so pronounced.)

For the Year, at the north the reversion of the phases
noticed for January and July is such as to cause practically

almost an erasure of the phases of max. and min., and the curve
nearly becomes merely an irregular line with little variation of
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level. For the central coast the curve is quite similar to that

for July, but the phases are not so great in amplitude and the

slopes of the max. are not so steep. At the south there is a

well rounded max. which rises for half the day above a nearly

level min. period ; the whole curve exhibiting phases about
half way between those for January and July.

At the high station of Cape Mendocino the curve for the

first half of the day resembles that for July, while for the

latter half of the day it is similar to that for January for the

same hours ; but the amplitudes are less than for those months.
Having mentioned the Coast regions, we now pass to the

various Inland sections of the U. S.

Inland: Northeastern U. S. (Curve 9).—For January there

is a well marked maximum rising, for about ten hours of the

day, above an irregular min. period, which has in some cases

faint secondary phases. The crest of the max. is fairly well

rounded, but flattens out (showing less rapid changes) with
progress southward.

For July the maximum period is above the nearly flat min.
period for about fourteen hours ; in most cases the crest is

well rounded but it becomes flatter toward the south.

For the Year the minimum period is usually still more flat-

tened out than in the cases just mentioned, and the maximum
portions of the curves are nearly as pronounced as for July but

do not extend over quite as many hours. The curves for the

Year are unusually similar to those for July, and in each very
little secondary influence is noticeable.

Southeastern TJ. S.—For January the maximum rice is well

marked, but does not cover a period of over eight to ten hours,

and the minimum is rather more regularly level than is usual

in mid-winter. For the relatively high exposure at Atlanta

(Curve 10) there is but slight absolute variation, although there

is a noticeable max. succeeded almost immediately by a rapid

descent to a narrow minimum.
For July the max. covers a wider period than for January,

and is more strongly marked (except at Jacksonville), while the

curve of descent becomes steeper and the max. retarded until a

later hour. The minimum period is hardly as level as for

January. At the high exposure of Atlanta a slight secondary

minimum is present.

For the Year the maximum is well developed and the curve

well rounded, with a gradual ascent and a slightly sharper

descent, and extends for about twelve hours above the smooth^

slightly sloping, minimum period. At the high exposure of

Atlanta the curve resembles that for July but has a more
rounded maximum with slight secondary phases.

Lower Mississippi River Region (Curves 11 and 12).

—

For January the curves are very irregular and suffer but slight
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absolute changes ; usually the max. occurs at 14h to 16h
. The

irregularity is greatest along the Mississippi River, at Vicks-

burg and Memphis, where the maximum is so slightly devel-

oped that the secondary maximum is nearly or quite as great as

the primary ; this is not due to the greater development of the

secondary but the lack of development of the primary. For
Yicksburg, the minimum has about the same absolute value in

both phases, but for Memphis the afternoon minimum (at

about 19h
) is slightly the lower of the two. On the lower

Arkansas River, with a more east-westerly river exposure, the

primary maximum at 13h or 14h is well developed, but the

secondary phases are hardly perceptible, and the principal

minimum is hardly to be distinguished since it is but little

below the long, nearly level, period of minimum wind.

For July, there appears to be but a single well defined maxi-

mum culminating about the middle of the afternoon, at about

16h
, and a minimum is reached just before or about midnight.

The slight traces of secondary phenomena can hardly be
ascribed to other than accidental errors of exposure, etc.

The curves for the Year are very similar to those for July, but
the amplitudes are not quite so great, and the minimum period

is more nearly a uniform level. In all cases the descent from the

culminating maximum is steeper than the ascent to it. The
absolute maximum is at about 15h and the minimum at or just

before midnight.

Ohio River Region (Curve 13).—For January the maxi-
mum, at about 14h , is well defined and with a rounded crest in

some cases, and in others a pointed crest, but the slopes on
either side are symmetrical. There is just a trace of a second-

ary maximum at some of the stations, which becomes best

defined at Knoxville ; while the minimum occurs for some of

the stations before midnight, and for others after midnight, so

that the usual times of both primary and secondary minima are

represented in speaking of the principal minimum, and at

Knoxville minima of about equal magnitudes occur for both
primary and secondary phases.

For July the maxima are well developed, and usually with
rounded, rather symmetrical crests ; and the period of excess

above the somewhat level period of deficiency is about four-

teen or fifteen hours. The time of extreme maximum covers
most of the afternoon hours, extending from 13 h or 14h to 17h

or 18h
. There is but little more than a suspicion of a secondary

maximum phase at about midnight, and although it can be
noticed in some cases, yet it is entirely wanting in others.

The minimum occurs a little before sunrise, and consequently
just precedes the beginning of the ascent to the principal

maximum.
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For the Year, the maximum curves are remarkably sym-
metrical and have an absolute maximum at about 15h

, and
while the amplitude is not quite so great as for July, yet the

period during which the curve is above the very nearly level

minimum is but little less than for July, and what shortening

there is, is due to there being an earlier descent to the mini-

mum level. The time of minimum is still in the early

morning hours. Secondary phases are not noticeable.

Lake Region (Curve 5).—On the Lower Lakes for January,
the curves are generally very irregular, but there is, in every
case, a well defined, though short, principal maximum at about
I4h . The time of the principal minimum is variable ; for

Rochester and Cleveland it occurs only about four or five

hours after the time of maximum, consequently at about 18h
,

and for Buffalo, Detroit and Toledo it occurs shortly after or

at midnight. Slight, secondary maxima occur for Rochester
at about midnight ; for Toledo two hours earlier, and probably
for Cleveland at about 23h

.

For July a fairly well rounded maximum culminates at 14h
,

but the time of minimum is by no means regular, for it occurs

at about 4 hours before midnight in some cases, and 4 hours
after midnight in others. In those cases in which the

maximum is the best developed, the minimum occurs after

midnight, both of which characteristics belong to the stations

having greater land influence.

For the Year, a moderately sized maximum with gentle,

regularly sloping, sides culminates at about I4h
. The minimum

period covers about half the twenty-four hours, and the abso-

lute minimum follows closely the relations just given for July,

but the absolute change is so much smaller than for that

month that the whole minimum period varies but little from
a fixed level.

For the Upper Lakes for January there is a principal

maximum at times varying from 12h to 15 h and the crest is

the more pointed, the better the water exposure. While the

principal minimum occurs in the early morning hours (4
h and

8h) for most of the stations, yet at Duluth a secondary mini-

mum occurs at 17h or 18h
, and this is of the same magnitude

as the primary. The minimum period is very irregular and
broken in all cases, and there are traces of secondary phe-

nomena, which are well marked only in the case of Duluth,
where the maximum nearly equal to the primary occurs

near, or shortly before, midnight, and the minimum as just

mentioned.
For July there is a well marked, rather rounded maximum

at 15h in most cases, but at 14h at Alpena, with minimum at

about 3h for Alpena and Chicago, but with the principal

minimum just before and at midnight at Milwaukee and
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Dulnth. For these last mentioned places a secondary maxi-
mum occurs at 3h or 4h and a second minimum at about 6h

,

while for Duluth there is a slight tertiary maximum at 22h

and minimum at 20h . For the early hours of the descent

from the maximum the slope is steeper than in the ascent.

For the Year, the maxima of the curves are nearly as well

developed as for July, but the amplitude is not quite so great,

and the period that the maximum is above the nearly level

minimum period is only about 12h
, which is less than for July.

In most cases the minimum occurs at about 3h or 4h
, but the

whole minimum period is nearly the same, although for Mil-

waukee it is very irregular, and secondary phases are probably
present.

Upper Mississippi River Valley Region (Curve 14).—For
January there is a rather sharp-crested narrow maximum rising

for about 9h above a somewhat irregular though level mini-

mum period, and having a small amplitude. The minimum
usually occurs at about sunrise, although a near approach to

the absolute minimum occurs at about sunset or a little later.

Traces of secondary phenomena are present about three hours
after midnight for Dubuque, and three hours before midnight
for Keokuk. At the high exposure of St. Louis there is a

low flat-crested maximum during the time from 9h to 15h and
a secondary sharp-crested maximum of nearly the same ampli-

tude at midnight ; the principal minimum is at 18h and
secondary at about 6h . The extreme amplitude is very slight,

during the whole month.
For July there is a well developed maximum at from 14h

to 16h and in most cases a secondary maximum at about mid-
night (sometimes a little before, and sometimes a little later).

The times of minima are variable but usually at 6h and 21h , or

a little later ; in some cases the first is the primary and in

others the secondary. The secondary phases are slight in com-
parison with the primary.

For the Year, there are well developed maxima at about
14h and very slight secondary maxima at St. Louis, at or just

before midnight. The minima occur at or about daybreak,
with very slight secondary minima at St. Louis at 20h

. The
minimum period is quite level. Secondary phases are hardly
noticeable except at St. Louis.

Great Plains (Curves 15 and 16).—For January in the

north, the maximum period culminating at 13h or 14h or 15h
is

short (about 8 h above minimum level), but well marked ; and
the main minimum is at from 5b to 8h

. Most of the stations

show secondary maxima, near midnight, and secondary
minima at about I8h or 19h and of nearly equal level with the

principal minima. In the south the principal maximum
extends over a longer period and is more flattened at the
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crest, which reaches from about noon to four hours after, but
has not a greater amplitude than in the north. Secondary
maxima rather better marked than usual are present, just

before midnight at Abilene and Palestine ; and the secondary
minima for these stations at 18h and 20h are a little lower than
those at about sunrise in the morning, so that the secondary
phase really becomes the primary in these cases.

For July, the maxima culminating at 14h or 15h are large

and well rounded, with the exceptions of Abilene and Pales-

tine which have flat irregular crests; and the curve of the

minimum is a sharply defined trough (at 5h or 6h) in some
cases but rather flattened out in others, no law appearing to

hold good. Secondary phases are present except in the

extreme south, and in Dakota. At Palestine the usual second-

ary minimum is lower than the primary, and so in this case

becomes the primary. Abilene and Palestine have flattened

irregular crests at the principal maxima, and these show a

slight recession at about noon.

For the Year the curves are quite similar to those for July
except that the maximum period (culminating at 14h or 15h

)

is not so long or the amplitude so great. The minimum is at

5h or 6h . Secondary phases are lacking or are barely per-

ceptible, except at Palestine, where the usual secondary mini-

mum is so low as to really become the primary. The crest of

the maximum is much flattened out at the south, showing
little change for several hours about noon and later.

Great Plateau (Curves 17, 18, and 19).—For January at

the south, there is a single abrupt, narrow, steep sided, but
slightly round crested maximum with level or slightly sloping

minimum but no secondary phases
;

near the center there is

still a principal though less marked maximum, varying from
12h to 16h

, and usually secondary or even tertiary phases.

While the minima are about equal, yet the customary sec-

ondary minimum phases (in the early evening) are usually

slightly the lowest and thus become the primary. At the

high station of Winnemucca the curve is irregular and has
three sets of phases; while at the north the curves have
relatively slight amplitudes and are irregular, having at least

two sets of phases, and the usual secondary minimum becomes
the primary in about half the cases.

For July, in the south, the maximum (at 14b or 15h
) becomes

relatively great in Central Arizona, but is not usually large else-

where, while a sharply defined minimum occurs at 6h to 8h
; and

but single phases occur where the amplitude is so excessive,

while for the other stations secondary phases occur, but the

minimum at about sunrise remains the primary minimum with

a single exception, in which case the minimum occurs at mid-
night. Near the center the maximum period (culminating at
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15h to 17h) is of rather long duration but the amplitude is not

excessive, and the principal minimum occurs at about 6h to 8h .

The high station of Winnemucca is the only one with pro-

nounced secondary phases. In the north, the characteristics of

the curves are similar to those near the center, except that at

Ft. Assiniboine and Helena there is a secondary minimum at

21h to 22h and maximum at 24h
.

For the Year, in the south, the maxima (culminating at about
15h

) are about an average between those for January and July,

and a single minimum occurs at 6h or 8h , except for Phoenix
which, as in July, has an absolute minimum in the afternoon :

the minimum period is rather level. Near the center, but a

single moderately sized maximum occurs at about 15h and the

minimum is at 6h to 8h . Winnemucca has two maxima, a

slight secondary one near midnight ; and the morning mini-

mum, although it remains the primary, is not much different

from the secondary. At the north, the maxima are usually fairly

well marked (crest at about 15h
) and cover a long period with

no secondary phases except at Ft. Assiniboine.

The curves (p. 442) showing the daily march of the wind veloc-

ities for January and July for characteristic stations of twenty
regions in the U. S. are numbered from 1 to 20 and the follow-

ing list will identify stations by name :

Daily Wind, miles per hour.

Januaky. July.

Daily Daily
AtO h

. Max. Min. average. At0h
. Max. Min. aver.

1. Block Island, 15-9 16-8 15-5 16-2 10-4 12-7 9-7 10-9

2. New York City, 10-0 11-5 9-7 10-4 66 9-1 5-7 73
3. Key West, 111 11-7 9-9 10-8 8-8 11-1 8-8 10-3

4. Corpus Christi, 10-1 10-4 11-8 9-4 12-6 15-7 11-5 13-7

5. Cleveland, 10-7 12-0 10-2 10-9 7-8 8-4 5-1 90
6. Tatoosh Island, 16-6 17-0 15-3 164 8-8 8-2 59 71
7. San Francisco, 5-2 7-7 5-0 6-2 8-9 17-9 6-7 11-4

8. San Diego, 4-3 8-4 3-5 5-1 2-8 10-7 2-8 5-8

0. Albany, 5-9 8-5 5-3 6-6 4-2 80 3-6 5-6

10. Atlanta, 10-3 11-2 9-4 10-5 6-5 7-8 6-1 6-8

11. Little Rock, 56 6-9 5-3 59 2 4 6-3 23 4-1

12. Ticksburg, 6-8 7-4 6-2 67 4-0 6-2 3-8 47
13. Louisville, 8-4 9-7 8-1 8-9 4-0 84 3-8 57
14. St. Paul, 5-2 7-2 5-1 5-8 39 8-2 3-9 5-6

15. North Platte, 6*9 97 6-4 7-5 8-2 10-6 6-5 8-8

16. Palestine, Texas, 8-7 105 8 3 9-3 6-7 7 9 54 6-8

IT. Ft. Apache, 46 9-2 3-3 5-3 4-4 104 2-9 6-0

16. Salt Lake City, 40 6-0 3-7 4-5 4-5 8-9 2 8 5-7

10. Ft. Custer, 6-4 7-5 64 v 6-7 6-3 93 4-7 69
20. Ptoseburgh, 2-5 4-6 2-5 3-0 1-5 84 1-3 4-0

In the little table are given for January and July the wind
in miles per hour at

h (midnight), at the time of maximum
and minimum wind, and for the average of all the hours of the

day.
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These curves begin and end at Oh (midnight) and are all in

the same scale. At the top of the diagram giving the curves
the two hour spaces are indicated by short lines, but the miles

per hour have been indicated only in general by vertical scales

January. July.

at the sides of the curves because it would make the reproduc-
tion of the diagram less simple to place the scales properly
opposite each curve. The miles per hour of wind at

h
is given

at the beginning of each curve.
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Art. XXXVI.

—

The Preparation of Perchloric Acid and its

Application to the Determination of Potassium ; by D.
Albert Kreider.

[Contributions from the Kent Chemical Laboratory of Yale College.—XXXVIII.]

Various methods for the preparation of perchloric acid

have been developed through the long felt want of a process

in which the elements of time and danger would be reduced to

a minimum and the product increased to quantities commen-
surate with the growing use of the acid in analytical chemistry.

Most of these methods have been found impracticable because

of the incidental formation of the dangerously explosive oxides

of chlorine, or the time required in refining the product from
the impurities introduced with the reagents employed.

Doubtless the best process thus far offered is that of Caspari,*

which, however, is to an objectionable degree exacting of time
and labor. The product has to be treated and retreated for

the removal of potassium and then for the extraction of the

hydro-fluo-silicic-acid and at several stages is for this purpose
to be left standing for from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Under the most favorable circumstances it could not be pre-

pared in less than five or six days, and during a great many
hours of that time it requires close attention.

The great difficulty has always been with the necessity of a

perfect sejDaration of jDotassium from the perchloric acid, which
has been prepared by the ignition of the potassium chlorate.

If, for the manufacture of the perchlorate, the chlorate of

sodium—which, if not upon the shelves of every laboratory, is

nevertheless in the market, almost, if not entirely free of potas-

sium—be used instead of the potassium salt, the complete
removal of the base will be unessential ; since its presence in

the determination of potassium will exert no influence other

than that which is beneficial. It is well known that because

of its deliquescence and the almost equal solubility of sodium
perchlorate with that of the chloride, its separation from the

latter by recrystallization from an aqueous solution, as in the

case of potassium, is impossible. But the insolubility of the
chloride of sodium in strong hydrochloric acid, with the aid of

the acid-proof Gooch crucible, affords a means for the libera-

tion of the perchloric acid and the removal of the greater part

of the sodium in one operation. * Upon this basis, therefore,

the following simple method was elaborated.

A convenient quantity of sodium chlorate, from 100 to 300
grms., is melted in a glass retort or round-bottomed flask and

* Zeitschr. fur Ang. Chem., 1893, p. 68.
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gradually raised to a temperature at which oxygen is freely,

but not too rapidly evolved, and kept at this temperature till

the fused mass thickens throughout, which indicates the com-
plete conversion of the chlorate to the chloride and perchlorate,

and requires between one and one-half to two hours : or the

retort may be connected with a gasometer and the end of the

reaction determined by the volume of oxygen expelled, accord-

ing to the equation

2NaC10
3
=NaCl + NaC10 4 + O g

.

The product thus obtained is washed from the retort to a capa-

cious evaporating dish where it is treated with sufficient hydro-
chloric acid to effect the complete reduction of the residual

chlorate, which, if the ignition has been carefully conducted
with well distributed heat, will be present in but small amount.
It is then evaporated to dryness on the steam bath, or more
quickly over a direct flame, and with but little attention until

a point near to dryness has been reached, when stirring will be
found of great advantage in facilitating the volatilization of

the remaining liquid and in breaking up the mass of salt.

Otherwise the perchlorate seems to solidify with a certain

amount of water, and removal from the dish, without moisten-

ing and reheating, is impossible.

After triturating the residue, easily accomplished in a porce-

lain mortar, an excess of the strongest hydrochloric acid is

added to the dry salt, preferably in a tall beaker where there

is less surface for the escape of hydrochloric acid and from
which the acid can be decanted without disturbing the precipi-

tated chlorid. If the salt has been reduced to a very fine pow-
der, by stirring energetically for a minute, the hydrochloric

acid will set free the perchloric acid and precipitate the sodium
as chloride, which in a few minutes settles, leaving a clear solu-

tion of the perchloric acid with the excess of hydrochloric acid.

The clear supernatant liquid is then decanted upon a Grooch

filter, through which it may be rapidly drawn with the aid of

suction, and the residue retreated with the strongest hydro-

chloric acid, settled, and again decanted, the salt being finally

brought upon the filter where it is washed with a little strong

hydrochloric acid. A large platinum cone will be found more
convenient than the crucible, because of its greater capacity

and filtering surface. When the filter will not hold all the

sodium chloride, the latter after being washed may be removed
by water or by mechanical means, with precautions not to dis-

turb the felt, which is then ready for the remainder. Of
course, if water is used, the felt had better be washed with a

little strong hydrochloric acid before receiving another portion

of the salt. This residue will be found to contain only an
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inconsiderable amount of perchlorate, when tested by first heat-

ing to expel the free acid and then treating the dry and pow-
dered residue with 97 per cent alcohol, which dissolves the

perchlorate of sodium but has little soluble effect on the

chloride.

The filtrate, containing the perchloric acid with the excess

of hydrochloric acid and the small per cent of sodium chloride

which is soluble in the latter, is then evaporated over the steam
bath till all hydrochloric acid is expelled and the heavy white
fames of perchloric acid appear, when it is ready for use in

potassium determinations. Evidently the acid will not be
chemically pare because the sodium chloride is not absolutely

insoluble in hydrochloric acid ; but a portion tested with silver

nitrate will prove that the sodium, together with any other

bases which may have gone through the filter, has been com-
pletely converted into perchlorate, and unless the original

chlorate contained some potassium or on evaporation the acid was
exposed to the fumes of ammonia, the residue of the evapora-

tion of a portion is easily and completely soluble in 97 per cent

alcohol and its presence is therefore unobjectionable. One
cubic centimeter of the acid thus obtained gave on evaporation

a residue of only 0*036 grm., which was completely soluble in

97 per cent alcohol.

Caspari's acid under similar treatment gave a residue in one
case of 0*024 gnus, and in another 0*047 grms. If, however, a

portion of pure acid be required, it may be obtained by distill-

ing this product under diminished pressure and, as Caspari

has shown, without great loss providing the heat is regulated

according to the fumes in the distilling flask.

Some modification of the above treatment will be found
necessary in case the sodium chlorate contains any potassium
as an impurity, or if the latter has been introduced from the

vessel in which the fusion was made. Under these circum-
stances the hydrochloric acid would not suffice for the removal
of potassium, since a trace might also go over with the sodium
and thus on evaporation a residue insoluble in 97 per cent

alcohol be obtained. To avoid this difficulty, the mixture of

sodium perchlorate and chloride, after being treated with hydro-
chloric acid for the reduction of the residual chlorate, being
reduced to a fine powder, was well digested with 97 per cent

alcohol, which dissolves the sodium perchlorate but leaves the
chloride as well as any potassium salt insoluble. By giving the

alcohol time to become saturated, which was facilitated by stir-

ring, it was found on filtering and evaporating that an average
of about 0*2 grm. of sodium perchlorate was obtained for every
cubic centimeter of alcohol and that the product thus obtained
was comparatively free of chlorides, until the perchlorate was
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nearly all removed, when more of the chloride seems to dissolve.

This treatment with alcohol is continued until, on evaporation
of a small portion of the latest filtrate, only a small residue is

found. The alcoholic solution of the perchlorate is then dis-

tilled from a large flask until the perchlorate begins to crystal-

lize, when the heat is removed and the contents quickly
emptied into an evaporating dish, the same liquid being used
to wash out the remaining portions of the salt. When the dis-

tillation is terminated at the point indicated, the distillate will

contain most of the alcohol employed, but in a somewhat
stronger solution, so that it requires only diluting to 97 per
cent to fit it for use in future preparations. The salt is then
evaporated to dryness on the steam bath and subsequently
treated with strong hydrochloric acid for the separation of the
perchloric acid.

One cubic centimeter of the acid prepared in this way, on
evaporation gave a residue in one case of 0-0369 grms., and in

another 0*0307 grm., completely soluble in 97 per cent alcohol,

which was then ignited and the chlorine determined by silver

from which the equivalent of perchloric acid in the form of

salts was calculated as 0*0305 grm. By neutralizing the acid

with sodium carbonate, evaporating, igniting in an atmosphere
of carbon dioxide till decomposition was complete, collecting

the oxygen over caustic potash, allowing it to act on hydriodic

acid by intervention of nitric oxide, according to a process

soon to be published, titrating the iodin liberated, with stand-

ard arsenic and calculating the equivalent of perchloric acid,

after subtracting the amount of acid found in the form of salts,

the amount of free acid per cubic centimeter proved to be
0*9831 grms.

The whole process, even when the separation with alcohol is

necessary, can not well require more than two days and during
the greater part of that time the work proceeds without atten-

tion.

In applying perchloric acid, thus prepared, to the determina-

tion of potassium according to the treatment suggested by
Caspari* very satisfactory results were obtained. Briefly, the

method is as follows : The substance, free from sulphuric acid,

is evaporated to the expulsion of free hydrochloric acid, the

residue stirred with 20 cm 3 of hot water and then treated with

perchloric acid in quantity not less than one and one-half times

that required by the bases present, when it is evaporated with

frequent stirring to a thick, syrup-like consistency, again dis-

solved in hot water and evaporated with continued stirring till

all hydrochloric acid has been expelled and the fumes of per-

* loc. cit.
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chloric acid appear. Further loss of perchloric acid is to be
compensated for by addition of more. The cold mass is then
well stirred with about 20 cm 3 of wash alcohol—97 per cent

alcohol containing 0*2 per cent by weight of pure perchloric

acid—with precautions against reducing the potassium per-

chlorate crystals to too fine a powder. After settling, the

alcohol is decanted on the asbestos filter and the residue simi-

larly treated with about the same amount of wash alcohol, set-

tling and again decanting. The residual salt is then deprived
of alcohol by gently heating, dissolved in 10 cm 3 of hot water
and a little perchloric acid, when it is evaporated once more
with stirring, until fumes of perchloric acid rise. It is then
washed with 1 cm 3 of wash alcohol, transferred to the asbestos,

preferably by a policeman to avoid excessive use of alcohol,

and covered finally with pure alcohol : the whole wash process

requiring about 50 to 70 cm 3 of alcohol. It is then dried at

about 130° C. and weighed.
The substitution of a G-ooch crucible for the truncated

pipette employed by Caspari will be found advantageous ; and
asbestos capable of forming a close, compact felt should be
selected, inasmuch as the perchlorate is in part unavoidably
reduced, during the necessary stirring, to so fine a condition

that it tends to run through the filter when under pressure. A
special felt of an excellent quality of asbestos was prepared
for the determinations given below and seemed to hold the
finer particles of the perchlorate very satisfactorily.

A number of determinations made of potassium unmixed
with other bases or non-volatile acids are recorded in the fol-

lowing table

:

KCl Volume of KC10 4 Error on Error on Error on
taken. filtrate. found. KCIU4. KCl. K20.

grms. cm3
. grms. grms. grms. grms.

o-iooo 54 0-1851 0-0008— 0-0004— 0-0003-

o-iooo 58 0-1854 o-ooo„ — 0*0002— 0*0002-

o-iooo 51 0-1859 o-oooo o-oooo o-oooo

o-iooo 50 0-1854 0-0005— 0-0002— 0-0002-

o-iooo 48 0-1859 o-oooo o-oooo o-oooo
o-iooo 52 0-1854 0-0005— 0-0002— 0-0002-

Considerable difficulty, however, was experienced in obtain-

ing equally satisfactory determinations of potassium associated

with sulphuric and phosphoric acids. As Caspari has pointed
out, the sulphuric acid must be removed by precipitation as

barium sulphate before the treatment with perchloric acid is

attempted, and unless the precipitation is made in a strongly

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XL1X, No. 294.

—

June, 1895.
30
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acid solution, some potassium is carried down with the
barium. Phosphoric acid need not be previously removed

;

but to secure a nearly complete separation of this acid from
the potassium, a considerable excess of perchloric acid should
be left upon the potassium perchlorate before it is treated with
the alcohol. When these conditions are carefully complied
with, fairly good results may justly be expected. Below are

given a number of the results obtained.

Compounds taken,

grms.

KOI = 0-1000 ^
CaC0 3 = 0-13

MgS0 4 = 0-13

Fe 2Cl 6 = 005
A1 2(S0 4 ) 3 = 0-05

Mn0 2 = 0-05

HNa 9P(V12H aO = 0-40

Yol. of KC10 4 Error on Error on Error on
filtrate.

cm3
.

50

82

80

80
92

60

found,

grms.

0-188*7

0-1875

0-1861

0-1843

0-1839

0-1854

KCIO,
grms.

00028 +
0-0016 +
0-0002 +
0-0016-
0-0020-
0-0005-

KC1.
grms.

0-0014 +
0-0008 +
0-0001 +
0-0008-
0-0010-
0-0002-

K20.

grms.

0-0009 + *

0-0005 + *

0-0001 + +

0-0005-f
0-0006—|-

0-0002—
I

In the last three experiments of the above table the amount
of perchloric acid was about three times that required to unite

with the bases present and the phosphoric acid subsequently

found with the potassium was hardly enough to appreciably

affect the weight, although its absolute removal was found
impossible.

The kindly direction and frequent advice of Professor F. A.

Gooch, during the investigation, is gratefully acknowledged.

* The residue showed phosphoric acid plainly when tested,

f Only traces of phosphoric acid found in the residue.
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Art. XXXYII.

—

On the Crystal Form of Bomeol and
Isoborneol; by Wm. H. Hobbs.

In a recent paper by Bertram and Walbaum* on an isomer
of borneol (C 10

H
18
O) which they have called isoborneol, Traube

has described both this substance and borneol from a crystallo-

graphical standpoint. The borneol examined was obtained by
reduction of camphor, had a melting point of 206°-207°, and
was dextro-rotatory. The symmetry of both borneol and isobor-

neol as determined by Traube is hexagonal, the combination
in each case being the basal pinacoid with the pyramid and
prism. The chief differences between the two substances he
finds to be the greater double refraction of isoborneol, and its

positive optical character, borneol being optically negative.

The axial ratio of borneol he determined to be exactly double
that of isoborneol.

Three samples of the alcohol C
10
II

18O were given me for

examination to determine whether they are borneol or isobor-

neol. They were prepared in the School of Pharmacy of the

University of Wisconsin by Mr. Carl Gr. Hunkel, whose study
of them will be published in thePharmaceutisohe Rundschau.
The samples were prepared, one from the oil of black spruce

{Picea nigra) in which the alcohol is contained as acetic ester,

a second from the oil of the fir balsam {Abies balsamia), and
the third from the oil of turpentine in benzine. The crystals

in all these samples are larger and more highly modified than
those described by Traube, and their examination has brought
out new facts concerning their crystallography and physical

properties. The surest basis of comparison with the crystals

described by Traube has been the degree of double refraction.

The crystals obtained from Picea nigra and Abies balsamia
in this respect correspond exactly with the borneol of Traube's
study. The crystals in the sample obtained from turpentine,

on the other hand, correspond with his isoborneol so far as the

degree of double refraction is concerned, but they are always
optically negative, in this respect agreeing with borneol. It is

therefore not certain that this substance is identical with the
isoborneol of Bertram and Walbaum, but it seems best from
all the facts to refer to it for the present as isoborneol. All
the samples examined have rhombohedral symmetry. This is

clearly shown by the partial occurrence of pyramids, and in

the case of the crystals from Picea nigra by the tri-symmetric
character of pittings on the basal pinacoid. Of the nine pyra-

midal forms which have been made out on the two substances

*Ueber Isoborneol, Journ. f. prakt. Chemie, vol. xlix (1894), pp. 1-19.
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no one occurs in both positive and negative dodeeants on the

same crystal. The habit of both substances is broadly tabular

parallel to the basal pinacoid and the plates have generally a

regular hexagonal outline. One variety of isoborneol is, how-
ever, observed whose crystals take the form of rhomboidal
plates owing to the disappearance of all planes from two of the

opposite vertical pairs of dodecants. Although these crystals

are identical with the normal variety in regard to their optical

properties, they nevertheless represent an entirely different

crystal combination. Crystals from all the samples have their

faces more or less rounded and the measurements are as a

result subject to considerable variations, but they are, neverthe-

less sufficiently accurate for a determination of all the forms.

It is very probable that the axial ratios of borneol and isobor-

neol are different, since the substances differ so much in their

double refraction, but they are certainly nearly identical and
the difference is within the limits of error in the reading of

angles on the crystals examined. I have therefore used for

both substances the axial ratio determined on crystals of bor-

neol from Picea nigra.

Borneol from Picea nigra. The crystals of this substance

examined are thin, colorless, hexagonal plates having a diameter
of J-lcm

. and a thickness of 0*5-

I

mm
. The larger plates have a

wide peripheral zone which is occupied by cavities generally filled

with mother liquor. The shape of these cavities is somewhat
irregular, but they are oriented roughly parallel to the bounda-
ries of the plate. Besides the basal pinacoid the prominent forms
are a steep rhombohedron making nearly 83° with the base and a

smaller rhombohedral face of opposite sign which makes nearly
73° with the same form. This latter form is undoubtedly the

pyramid observed on the substance by Traube and it is there-

fore chosen for determining the axial ratio. The average of four

measurements of the angle included between this face and the

base (limits 71° 25
7 and 74° 6') is 72° W and if considered the

fundamental rhombohedron the axial ratio would be c = 2*79

(2*83, Traube). It is, however, more convenient to consider

this form 3R (3031), which makes the axial ratio c_= 0*93.

The observed forms are c, oP (0001) ; *, 3R (3031) ; q, -8R
(8081) ; m, oo P (1010) ; t, fR (2023) ; u, 4R (4041). Figure 1

represents a crystal of borneol. These forms have been deter-

mined by the following measurements :

Measured. Calculated.

C/\S, 72° 46' (limits 71° 25' and 74° 6') 72° 46'

ca?, 82 42 (limits 81 13 and 83 47

)

83 22

c^m, 90 6 90

Cy\U, 77 11 (limits 76 47 and 77 35
)

76 54

C,\t, 34 38 35 37
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The crystals have very perfect cleavage parallel to the base

and the rhombohedron q. They are very flexible and care

must be used in handling them before measurement. Pittings

on the basal pinacoid are trisym metric with the lines of sym-
metry meeting at angles of 120°.

Examined under the polarizing microscope basal sections of

these crystals appear isotropic and afford no interference figure.

Sections parallel to the prism exhibit very weak double refrac-

tion. In sections 2mm . in thickness the double refraction is

faintly perceptible without the use of a quartz plate. In sec-

tions 3mm . in thickness the double refraction is easily determined
with use of the quarter undulation mica place. A consider-

able number of sections were tested and all were found to be
negative. In these sections the interference color only reaches

the yellow of the first order when the corresponding axes of

the crystal and the mica plate are parallel. These characters

therefore agree well with those determined for this substance

by Traube. The borneol prepared from Abies balsamia is

optically identical with this.

Isoborneol from Turpentine. As already stated, the sym-
metry of this substance is the same as that of borneol and the

axial ratio is also so nearly identical that the measurements af-

forded essentially the same results. The determined axial

ratio c = 0*93 of borneol is therefore assumed for this substance.

The observed forms on the normal_type of crystals_are : c, oP
(0001); s,SU (3031); q, -8K (8081); m, <*> P (1010); and e,

—4R (40^1). A crystal of this type is represented in figure 2.

The above forms were determined by the following measure-
ments :

Measured. Average

Ca«, 71° 52'

73 24 72° 38

Ca?, 81 23

81 58 81 41

Cy>% m, 90 32 90 32

Ca6, 75 10 75 10

72
c 46'

82 42

90 08

77 11

The crystals of this substance possessing rhomboidal habit

represent quite a different crystal combination from the nor-

mal type of crystals. The prominent forms on these crystals

(after the base) are the rhombohedron x, fE (5053) and the
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prism m, oo P (1010). Quite frequently the former appears
forming two opposite sides of the rhomboid, the other two sides

being formed by the prism alone (see figure 3). The form x
may be the one from which Traube determined the axial ratio

of this substance. Determined from the writer's measurements
of the position of this plane the axial ratio would be (consider-

ing it the fundamental rhombohedron) c = 1*589, Traube's
value being c = 141. The observed forms comprising _this

combination are : c, oP (0001) ; x, |K (5053) ; m, oo P(1010)

;

t, fK (2023) ; a, 5K- (5051) ; and e, -4R (4041). The forms y,
^R and r, R (or yf-B.) were also observed on one crystal but
their sign was not determined. The above forms were identi-

fied by means of the following measurements

:

Average. Calculated.

89° 59' 90° 0'

Measured.

caw, 89° 58'

89 59

C /\ t)u
}

62 31

60 17

61 26

e^e, 76 44

c~y> 10 30
10 43

c^z, 79 31

c^t, 36 54
c^r, 49 31

61 25

76 44

10 36

79 31

36 54

49 31 (R,

60 49
76 54

10 9

79 27

35 37

47 3

49 32

As regards color, enclosures, and cleavage, isoborneol seems
to differ but little from borneol. The great difference between
the two substances is seen when they are examined in prismatic

sections in parallel polarized light. A section of borneol in

which double refraction is not perceptible, would if prepared
from isoborneol yield yellow of the first order. Sections of

isoborneol 2mm . in thickness yield, when the interference of the

crystal is added to that of the quarter undulation mica plate,

violet of the second order, whereas similar sections of borneol
yield under the same conditions yellow of the first order. The
optical character has been tested on a considerable number of

crystals and found to be always negative. The substance ex-

amined by Traube is reported to be positive.

In conclusion I would express my thanks to Professor

Edward Kremers and Mr. Carl G-. Hunkel of the Department
of Pharmacy, University of Wisconsin, for supplying me with
the material studied.

Mineralogical Petrographical Laboratory, University of Wisconsin.
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Art. XXXVIII.

—

Synopsis of the Mode of Growth and
Development of the Graptolitic Genus Diplograptus y* by
E. KUEDEMANN.

The main results of the observations made upon a large

collection of specimens of the genus Diplograptus found near
Dolgeville, !N". Y., are the following :

(1) Diplograptus pristis Hall (= D. foliaceus Murch. sp.)

and Diplograptus pristiniformis Hall (= D. dentatus Brgt.

sp.), two typical graptolites of the Utica shale, which were
hitherto known to grow only in single stipes, have been found
growing in compound colonial stocks which appear in the

fossil state as stellate groups. The compound fronds of D.
jpristis Hall reach a diameter of four inches and are com-
posed in some specimens of as many as forty stipes, those of

D. pristiniformis Hall are only an inch in diameter and have
about a dozen of stipes.

(2) The virgulse are joined to a central correcting stem, the
" funicle " of Hall, which is mostly extended to a vesicle of

quadrangular shape. The funicle is inclosed in a thick chiti-

nous capsule, which is identical with the " central disc " of the

compound fronds of numerous Monograptidod. The central

disc, too, is drawn out at the four corners where most of the

virgulse leave, so as to appear subquadrangular in the com-
pressed state.

(3) The central disc is surrounded by a verticil of oval cap-

sules, which number from four to eight and probably still

more. The latter appear mostly as oval impressions ; in a few
specimens a thin chitinous film is discernible ; in some fossils,

however, the oval appendage is made up of distinct siculse

which radiate from an axial club-shaped protuberance within

the vesicle, to which they are joined by the filiform prolonga-

tion of their pointed ends. The mature siculse are found near

the base, the younger ones toward the top of the vesicle. The
section of the test of the vesicle appears sometimes as a chitin-

ous ring.

The enclosed siculse give evidence that the vesicles were
organs of reproduction which are to be compared with the
u gonangia " of recent hydrozoa. In some specimens the com-
pound frond is surrounded by a dense crowd of siculae, most
of which are pointing with the broad ends outwards, so as to

make it obvious that they took their origin in the center of the
frond. In this case the gonangia were apparently opened
shortly before the covering of the fossil.

* Abstract of a paper on the genus Diplograptus to be published in the Report
of the State Geologist of New York for the year 1894.
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(4) The majority of the fossils present a large subquadratic
impression which overlaps the gonangia, and sometimes even
the proximal ends of the stipes. Some specimens of D. jpris-

tiniformis Hall, found in a limestone-layer which is interpo-

lated in the shale, reveal the fact that this impression belongs
to an organ which was made up of a large spherical segment
on the upper side and a smaller one on the under side of a

quadrangular plate. The latter has a system of furrows paral-

lel to the margin. The author compares the whole organ with
the air-bladder or pneumatocyst of the Discoidece, a family of

the SvphonophorcB, on account of its size, its being the top-

most organ, and on account of the apparent absence of any
structure—besides the furrowing in the plate which reminds
much of the system of canals in the float of the Discoidece.

We may infer from the preceding observations that the

colonial stock was carried by a large air-bladder, to the under-

side of which was attached the funicle. The latter was
enclosed in the central disc and this was surrounded by a ver-

ticil of vesicles, the "gonangia, which produced the siculas.

Below the verticil of gonangia and suspended from the funicle

was the tuft of stipes.

(5) A close observation of the siculse, which are found so

numerously on the slabs, detected the fact that the siculse, at

the time of developing the first two hydrothecse, possessed a

quadrangular plate, joined by a small node in the center to the

end of the filiform proximal process. On young stipes with
seven hydrothecse on one side and six on the other, can be
already discerned four oval, distinctly furrowed impressions

around the central node.

The first appearing quadrangular plate—or probably vesicle

—develops into the pneumatocyst, the central node into the
funicle and central disc ; and in the small oval impressions we
most probably see the budding gonangia. The sicula, there-

fore, which grows out to the primary stipe develops first the

floating organ and then the central organs.

It deserves to be noted that the new hydrothecaB of the

primary stipe sprout in the direction towards the central organs

while the sicula remains in all stages of development at the

opposite end of the central organs, i. e., at the distal end.

"Whether the primary stipe produces first new siculae, some
of which remain in connection with the center, forming new
stipes and by these the compound frond, or whether other

detached siculse gain connection with the new center of the

first stipe, could not be decided. The fact, however, is that

fronds with one full-grown stipe, the primary one, and several

young ones are a rather common occurrence, further that

fronds have been found to the center of which siculse without
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any hydrotkecae and stipes in all stages of development were
joined.

(6) A most astonishing feature of the compound fronds is

the position of the siculae at the remote end of the stipes, so

that the so-called "proximal" sicula-bearing end of the single

stipes appears in the compound colonial stock as the distal one.

This is accounted for by the observation that the first hydro-
thecae of each stipe sprout at the distal, broad end of the

sicula and that all following hydrothecae make their appearance
more proximally. The stipe, therefore, is growing backward,
towards the center, or like a leaf at the base, and the sicula is

carried to the distal end.

(7) By the possession of a pneumatocyst and the arrange-

ment of the reproductive organs at the bases of the stipes, the

colonial stocks of Diplograptus had a general similarity to

those of certain tiiphonophoroz, while the chitinous structure

of the hydrothecae and gonangia can be only referred to the

Sertularians. It thus becomes evident that the genus Diplo-
graptus, like so many palaeozoic fossils, has the combined prop-
erties of different groups, thus giving valuable hints in regard

to the common ancestors of these groups.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.

Fig. 1.—Diplograptus pristis Hall. Natural sjze.

Fig. 2.—Diplograptus pristiniformis Hall. Natural size.

Fig. 3.—Diplograptus pristiuiformis Hall. Enlarged six times.

the limestone, a. Pneumatocyst. b. Gonangium.
Fig. 4.—Diplograptus pristis Hall. Enlarged four times.

a. Gonangium filled with siculae.

b. Sicula developing into a stipe.

c. Young stipe with distinct sicula at the distal end.

Fig. 5.—Detached sicula of D pristis Hall with pneumatocyst.

Specimen from
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Art. XXXIX.

—

A Newly Discovered Dike at De Witt, near
Syracuse, New York. Geologic notes by N. H. Darton,
U. S. Geological Survey. Petrographic description by
J. F. Kemp, Columbia College.

In November, 1894, 1 received intelligence of an occurrence

of intrusive rock penetrating the Salina formation near Syra-

cuse, and soon after had an opportunity to visit the locality.

The materials obtained were submitted to Prof. J. F. Kemp
for microscopic study, and an analysis of the rock was made in

the laboratory of the U. S. Geological Survey.
The locality is at the new reservoir on the top of an isolated

hill, a half mile south of Dewitt Center (De Sono station on
the West Shore railroad), 3 miles east of Syracuse. Mr. Phil-

lip F. Schneider, a professor in the High School at Syracuse,

was the discoverer of the dike, and to him also we are indebted

for information regarding its relations. The dike was exposed
by the excavations for the reservoir and does not appear to

reach the natural surface. It was buried under a mantle of

glacial drift, and in part, at least, was covered by shales and
limestones of the Salina formation. Unfortunately the reser-

voir was practically completed and filled with water before Mr.
Schneider learned of the dike, so that he was unable to observe

the relations. According to the statements of the contractor,

the rock occurred in masses imbedded in a greenish-yellow

earth which underlaid the entire area of the excavation, which
was about 200 by 250 feet. The masses varied greatly in size.

Some were 20 by 50 feet and afforded an adequate supply of

building stone for the walls of the reservoir. A considerable

amount of the excavated materials now remains on the banks
and it was from that source that I secured specimens. The
greenish-yellow earth in which the rock masses occurred is

undoubtedly a product of the decomposition of the intrusive

rock. The original surfaces of all the rocks are more or less

deeply decomposed to a serpentinous matter, and some of the

smaller rocks are filled with calcite veins and other secondary

products. Whether the mass was really a dike or mainly an
intruded sheet was not determined. No traces of the rock

have been found on the surface or in wells in the vicinity.

The dike at Dewitt is in the upper portion of the Salina for-

mation which consists of shales and limestones. A short dis-

tance south, rise the slopes of the Helderberg escarpment, and
to the north are wide plains of the lower Salina beds. The dip

is a gentle monocline to the southward. The rocks adjoining

the intrusive were thrown out in considerable amount in the
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excavation of the reservoir. They present signs of slight meta-

morphism, consisting of increase in hardness and darkening in

color. Mr. Schneider has called my attention to an exposure

600 yards north of the reservoir, in which there is considerable

flexing in the shales, but this was the only signs of disturbance

noted and may not be due to the intrusion.

The intrusive rock contains many inclusions of various rocks

which will be referred to by Prof. Kemp. They were of

course brought up from below by the dike.

The relations of the Dewitt dike to the Syracuse occurrence

are not known, but as the rocks and relations are so similar it

is probable that they are connected underground. It is very
desirable that a careful search should be made in the region for

other dikes at the surface.

Petrography of the Dewitt Dike.

J. F. Kemp.

The interest of geologists was greatly excited when Dr. Gr.

H. Williams announced, in 1887, the undoubted igneous nature

of the serpentine, which, in 1839 had been recorded by Van-
uxem as occurring in the Salina salt group at Syracuse, E". Y.
The region of undisturbed sedimentary strata of central New
York was generally regarded, with much reason, as one of the

least likely of all localities to contain intrusive rocks ; and
although scattered mention of dikes had been made for at least

two other localities, the microscopic determinations of Dr.
Williams were the first really conclusive evidence of their

igneous character. In but two particulars did this paper leave

anything to be further desired ; first, the specimens, as stated

in the paper, were of weathered material, such that the larger

minerals, with the exception of a few small cores of enstatite

had to be determined from the alteration products and the

ground-mass was represented by a mass of carbonates and ser-

pentine ; and, second, Dr. Williams was unable to obtain, either

from his own collections or those at Hamilton College, the

"granitic" and "syenitic" (or micaceous and hornblenclic)
" accretions," mentioned by Yanuxem.
Somewhat later in further excavations, additional material

was obtained, on which a brief note was presented to the Geo-
logical Society of America, at JSTew York, December, 1889.*

The geological relations proving the intrusive character, are

set forth, and the general statement is made that the minerals
of the rock are not all altered to serpentine, but beyond this,

no further determinations are recorded than were given in the

* Bulletin, vol. i, p. 533.
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earlier paper. Dr. Williams also found abundant inclusions

—

doubtless Vanuxem's "accretions"—even of the acidic crystal-

lines on which the sedimentary series must rest. It is evident,

however, from comparative remarks made upon the peridotite

described by R. N. Brackett,* from Pike Co., Ark., that

abundant and unaltered little augites in the ground-mass were
also noted.

It would appear that in some respects the material collected

by Mr. Darton is in an even fresher and less altered state than
any yet examined, and as it occurs some three miles from the

former locality, a few additional notes are not out of place.

The writer is fortunate in having had for comparison some of

the original specimens collected by Prof. Oren Root, the dis-

coverer of the outcrop, and also a representative set of pieces

from Dr. Williams's collection, given him by the latter in 1889.

Comparisons have also been made with slides of some other

allied rocks, as indicated below.

The Dewitt rock belongs to the porphyritic type of Williams.
While in some specimens much altered, yet in others it contains

olivine, as fresh and unchanged as if it had come from the most
recent of basalts. Almost no traces of serpentinization are

present in some of the slides. In addition to the olivine,

whose crystals vary from l
mm to 8mm in diameter, the only

other large phenocrysts are biotite and one or two crystals of

augite. In the ground-mass are innumerable small augites,

which seem to have made it up in largest amount, shreds of

biotite, magnetite, apatite and perofskite. It is probable that

there was also an original glass, now mostly devitrih'ed by alter-

ation.

The olivine is often idiomorphic, and the elongated, lozenge-

shaped cross-sections are common. It is practically colorless.

The figure given on page 142 of Dr. Williams's paper, would
answer excellently for the new occurrence. The phenocrysts

of biotite are smaller, l
mm being the general diameter. They

are hexagonal, and the outer portions are thickly set with

included grains of magnetite. The color is the usual rich

brown of the biotite in basic rocks, and there is a slight separa-

tion of the optic axes. The augite is a rather rare pbenocryst,

but two or three crystals having been seen in a half dozen slides.

It is, however, well marked, has an extinction ranging from 30°-

40°, and is perfectly fresh.

The little rods of augite in the ground-mass are very small,

•05mm or less in diameter, and perhaps twice as long. They are

faint green, have a high extinction, and are normal in their

properties. The ground-mass is practically like that of the basic

* This Journal, July, 1889, p. 57, second paragraph and top of p. 59.
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dikes called monchiquite, and the resemblance is very close in

this respect to those met by the writer on Lake Champlain.*
The shreds of biotite are irregular and small. It is not certain

that they are not, in large part, secondary. One vein of yel-

lowish-brown biotite was found running across a thoroughly
serpentinized olivine crystal, and hence must have been second-

ary. The occurrence casts a doubt over the shreds in the more
or less decomposed ground-mass, and gives ground for thinking
them likewise secondary. The magnetite and apatite deserve

no special comment, although the analysis indicates that as

regards the former, some cliromite is also present. Dr. Wil-
liams came to the conclusion that the greater part of the black

opaque grains met at S^yracuse were chromite ; but as so little

Cr
2 3

is shown by the analysis of the Dewitt material, and as

the grains are quite abundant, and the rock magnetic, it is prob-

able that most of them are magnetite. They show no altera-

tion to leucoxene. Xot a few of the small grains, on being
highly magnified in a strong light, are seen to be translucent

and brown. They are undoubtedly perofskite, and a close par-

allel to the occurrence at Syracuse. The translucency was not
detected in the hasty examination made b}T the writer prior to

the meeting of the Geological Society of America in Baltimore
last December, and it was then stated verbally, that no perof-

skite had been detected. The minuteness of the grains and their

high refraction led to this erroneous inference from study with
low powers. The web of apparently devitrified glass in which
these small crystals of the ground-mass are caught, is an unsat-

isfactory subject of study. Some clear patches are perfectly

isotropic, while others show irregular spherulitic crosses, and
even colors of the first order. Where the network of small

augites is thick, the interstitial masses are too minute to be sat-

isfactorily studied. Careful search was made for melilite,

because the abundant perofskite and the interesting occur-

rence of this mineral at Manheim, N. Y., described by 0. H.
Smyth, Jr.,f gave some ground for suspecting it, but none
could be detected.

The Dewitt rock might, with perfect propriety, be called a

picrite, as a porphyritic form of peridotite, or a monchiquite as

a dike rock without feldspar and containing olivine, there

being no real need for both these names. It corresponds to

picrite as used by Rosenbusch, except that it has abundant bio-

tite, and therefore is related to the mica-peridotite of J. S.

Diller,^: from the very similar Flanary dike of Crittenden Co.,

Ky., but biotite, as shown by a comparison of slides, is less

* Kemp and Marsters, Bulletin 107, U. S. Geological Survey, p. 33.

\ This Journal, Aug., 1893, p. 104.

\ Ibid, Oct., 1892, p. 289.
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abundant at Dewitt, while augite, even in the ground-mass, is

absent in the Kentucky occurrence. It is practically the same
as the peridotite of Pike Co., Ark., referred to above, and both
Williams in the original papers on the Syracuse occurrence,

and Brackett in the one earlier cited, on the Arkansas expos-

ure, were abundantly justified in placing these rocks with
Lewis' kimberlite* from South Africa. The writer has com-
pared the Dewitt rock with slides of all the American related

dikes, and with others of the dike in the De Beers mine of

South Africa. It is practically the same rock as the last,

except that in the specimens at hand, the latter appears to

have had a glassy ground-mass now devitrified, which lacks

augite. The writer is in thorough sympathy with the growing
opinion, that rocks should be classified on texture, and, broadly^

speaking, into granitoid, porphyritic and glassy groups: that

dikes should be referred to their nearest granitoid or porphy-
ritic relatives, and called by their names. Taking plutonic

rocks as practically the granitoid, and volcanic as the porphy-
ritic, the Dewitt rock is a basaltic dike of the same composi-
tion and texture as limburgite, and should be called limburgite,

even if it is not a surface flow. It would probably simplify

matters in a commendable degree if all the other names of

feldspar-free, olivine-bearing dikes with a glassy ground-mass,

be allowed to drop out of use, and if in this and other similar

cases, large resemblances, rather than small differences, were
brought out in our nomenclature.

At Mr. Darton's request, the following analysis was made of

the Dewitt rock, in the laboratory of the IT. S. Geological

Survey, by Dr. H. Stokes. With it are placed analyses of the

Syracuse serpentine, made by T. S. Huntf in 1858, and of the

mica-peridotite from Crittenden Co., Ky., made by W. F.

Hillebrand for J. S. Diller.J Although an analysis of the badly-

weathered Ithaca dike was made for the writer, and published,

it is here omitted, because it is clearly untrustworthy, the high
A1

2 3
and low MgO, being unlikely.

Mr. Darton collected a coarsely crystalline rock, which
occurred with the fragments of peridotite. In thin sections it

is seen to contain brown, basaltic, quite idiomorphic hornblende,

plagioclase, one large untwinned feldspar with parallel extinc-

tion, apparently orthoclase, and many quite large bits of mag-
netite. This is probably one of the syenitic accretions of Van-
uxem, and an inclusion of wall rock in the peridotite, brought

up from great depth. It may be, it should also be stated, a

drift-boulder, as it was found with the loose, blasted peridotite,

*Geol. Mag., 1887, 22.

f This Journal, Sept., 1858, 237.

\ Ibid., Oct., 1892, 288.
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but the indications were that it came from the excavation. In
studying a series of slides, however, from the material i*eceived

five years ago from Dr. Williams, one slide contained a crystal

of brown hornblende like the above, and another had in the

midst of the porphyritic peridotite, a chance inclusion about 10mm

across which consisted of microperthitic orthoclase, in largest

part, with some plagioclase, brown hornblende and titaniferous

magnetite. It is undoubtedly a fragment of the underlying
Archeean crystallines, picked up by the intrusive peridotite, for

its edges are sharp and all the associations are of this character.

Mr. Darton also gathered specimens with undoubted inclusions

of sedimentary rock. One of these is an argillaceous sandstone
formed of quartz grains and interstitial clay ; and the others

are earthy limestones showing, under the microscope, sections

of small brachiopod shells. So appreciable evidence of contact

metamorphism could be detected.

Dewitt. Syracuse. Kentucky.

Si0 o
36-80 40-67 33*84

Ti0
2

._ 1-26 .._. 3-78

A1
2 3

4*16 5-13 5-88

0roO 3
0-20 0-18

Fe;0
3

..,.. .:.. 7-04

FeO 8-33 8-12 5*16

MnO 0-13 0-16

NiO 0-09 .... 0-10

CoO trace

CaO 8-63 946
BaO._ 0-12 0-06

SrO trace -

MgO 25-98 32-61 22-96

K„0 2-48 2-04

Nao _ 0-17 0-33

H
2
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P
2 5

0-47 0-89

C0
2

295 0-43

CI 0-05

F ._.. .... ?

S0
3

0-06

S.._ 0-95

H
2

below 110° 0-51

HOabovellO 6*93

Less = S

100-22
•47

99-75 99-30 99-86

It is interesting to note the thickness of sedimentary strata

through which this dike must have come from its source in or
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below the old crystallines. F. E. Englehardt* gives as the

result of the State well at Syracuse, 1969 feet from the surface

Salina to and 154 feet into gray Medina sandstone. Forty miles

due west, at Clyde,f a well, begun in the Salina, went 1792 feet

and stopped, being then 92 feet into the Hudson River shales.

A few miles north of Clyde, a well at Walcottf penetrated

from the Niagara on the surface 2700 feet, and stopped 750
feet into, but not through the Trenton. While at Rochester,;):

beginning in the Niagara, a well was put down 3078 feet, end-

ing in white ferruginous quartz, supposed to be Archaean.
Ashburner's generalized section along the meridian of Clyde,

gives 4800 feet from the Helderberg to the Archaean, and the

dike must have come up through some such section as this,

until it stopped in the Salina strata.

Note:—The following igneous intrusions have now been determined microscop-
ically in central New York. At Syracuse, peridotite, G. H. Williams, this Jour-

nal, Aug., 1887, p. 37, Bull. Geol. Soc, Amer., I, 533; at Ithaca, 75 miles south

of Syracuse, presumably peridotite, like preceding, J. P. Kemp, Idem., Nov.,

1891, p. 410. The analysis given in this paper, as regards A1 2 3 and MgO is

undoubtedly untrustworthy. At Manheim, 75 miles east of Syracuse, alnoite,

C. H. Smyth, Jr., Idem. Apr., 1892, 322, Aug., 1893, 104. At De.witt, 3 miles

east of Syracuse, as above. In addition, boulders of a most interesting rock have
been found at Aurora, N. Y., about 25 miles north of Ithaca, which consisted of

great crystals of pyroxene and hornblende in a glassy ground-mass, and with no
certain olivine. (J. F. Kemp, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XI, 126, 1892.) Boulders

of the same rock with attached, fossiliferous Trenton limestone, have been found
by J. M. Clarke, on Canandaigua lake, 30 miles west of Aurora, and have been
described by B. K. Emerson. (12th Ann. Rep., N. Y. State Geologist, 1892, pub-
lished 1893.) We may expect other dikes of these curious basic rocks to be dis-

covered in the New York Palaeozoic series, as time goes by.

* N. Y. Assembly Doc, 1885, No. 32, p. 15. Quoted by Ashburner in Trans.

Amer. Inst. Min. Eng., XVI, 944.

f C. S. Prosser, Amer. Geol, Oct., 1890, 203-204. The same figures are given

by Ashburner, loc. cit.

X H. L. Fairchild, Proa, Rochester Acad. Sci. I, 184, 1891.
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Akt. XL.

—

Note on the amount of Elevation which has taken
place along the Rocky Mountain Range in British America
since the, close of the Cretaceous period; by Dr. G. M.
Dawson. (Reply of March 18 to a letter from J. D. Dana.)

Between latitudes 49° and 52° (or thereabouts) numerous
infolds of Cretaceous rocks occur in the Rocky Mountains
proper, or Eastern range of the Cordillera. (Laramide Range.)
These consist chiefly of earlier Cretaceous (Kootanie) but in

places strata as high up as Lower Laramie (St. Mary River
beds) still remain. The actual elevation of _ these rocks is now
in many places from 6000 to 8000 feet above sea-level. In the

adjacent belt of foothills, to the east, the same Cretaceous
rocks are found, but here still including strata as high as Upper
Laramie. The actual elevation is here often between 5000 and
6000 feet above sea-level.

In the mountains, the Cretaceous rocks have been involved in

all the flexure, faulting and overthrust suffered by the Palaeo-

zoic ; and both in the mountains and foothills these rocks are

found at all angles up to vertical and even overturned.

It is thus difficult to know to what elevations these rocks
may have been thrust up in some places, but a minimum esti-

mate may be arrived at by tracing the continuations of the
beds over the less disturbed anticlinals or by adding their volume
to the elevation of flat-lying ranges of the older rocks. About
latitude 50° it may thus be shown that the hase of the Cretace-

ous must in several places have considerably exceeded 10,000
in altitude, while in Mr. McConnell's section along Bow Pass
(51° 15') to the north of Devil's Lake, the same horizon must
have been about 15,500 feet above sea-level, the beds at this

place being nearly flat.

To ascertain the uplift of the beds which were at sea-level at

the close of the Cretaceous, the volume of the Cretaceous strata

must of course be added to such figures as the above. This was,

in the eastern part of the mountains, at least 17,000 feet and
may well have been 20,000 feet (See G-. S. C. Report, 1885, p.

166 B), giving as a minimum estimate of greatest uplift for the
region say 32,000 to 35,000 feet.

Farther north, Cretaceous infolds in the Rocky Mountains
become less common, so far as known, but the foothills retain

the same general character to Peace River and beyond. Proba-
bly the uplift was somewhat less in these latitudes, as the
Rocky Mountain range proper is less important and narrower.

Still farther north, opposite the Mackenzie delta, Mr.
McConnell describes the range as composed in its highest part

Air. Jour. Scl—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No. 294.—June, 1895.
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of Cretaceous rocks, but there only about 4000 feet above the

sea. Several thousand feet have doubtless been removed by
denudation, but we have no exact knowledge of the thickness

of the Cretaceous in that region.

There are also some evidences of slight or moderate uplift

in the Rocky Mountains proper of Alberta previous to or dur-

ing the Laramie, such as the supply of material from the red
rocks of the Triassic to the middle zone of the Laramie, opposite

that part of the range in which these rocks occur, (see G. S. C.

Report, 1882-84, p. 113 C.) as well as in the materials of the

older Cretaceous conglomerates, although these last may in part

have been derived from elevations west of the Laramide Range.
It is probably impossible to ascertain exactly how long the

main uplifting process continued or to what extent its effect was
counteracted by concurrent denudation, but some facts may be
cited in this connection.—No deposits referable to the Eocene,
as distinct from the Laramie, have been found in the foothills

or over the Great Plains of Western Canada. It is probable
that none such exist, and it may therefore be assumed that free

eastward drainage, without arrest, obtained during this period.

In the Early Miocene (White River) we find evidence that

strong rivers were carrying coarse gravels from the mountains
out over the plains to a depression some 200 miles east of the

present base of the mountains, forming there a deposit of

which outliers, like that of the Cypress Hills, still remain.

These deposits, in their relation to the Laramide Range,
resemble the Upper Siwalik Conglomerates of India, and it is

probable that at this time a range comparable to the Himalayas
in height, bordered the Great Plains of Alberta on the west.

During the Eocene and Miocene, orographic uplift may
have been continuous, but sometime long before the close of

the Pliocene it came to an end. Evidence of this is found in

the following circumstances.—The Oldman, Highwood, Bow
and other rivers flowing from the mountains, occupy notably

wider valleys where they cross the eastern foothill belt. In
these valleys Cretaceous and Laramie rocks, arranged often in

compressed and complicated folds, are cut sharply off on planes

nearly corresponding with the slopes of the present streams

and upon the basset edges of these rocks bowlder-clay and other

glacial deposits are spread. Since the Glacial period, the

streams have cut out narrow new trenches in the floors of these

valleys. The main valleys are therefore not only pre-glacial,

but also involve a long antecedent period of erosion, during

which the conditions changed little if at all. Had orogenic

movements continued in the Pliocene, the flexed Cretaceous

beds of the foothills (intimately connected with the general

folding of the mountains) must have participated in them, and
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no such uniform cutting out of wide valleys would have been
possible. It was no doubt at this time also that much of the

denudation of the Great Plains to the eastward occurred. In

the vicinity of the western end of the Cypress Hills the general

surface of the plain is now about 2200 feet lower than the

Miocene capping of these hills.

Art. XLI.

—

On Three New Analyses of Sodalite, from three

new localities ; by L. Mel. Luquer and G-. J. Yolckening-.

Sodalitefrom Hastings Co., Prov. Ontario, Canada.

The massive sodalite from this locality was collected by
Mr. T. D. Ledyard of Toronto. It was found in the northern

part of Hastings County, Prov. Ontario, about 180 miles N.E.
of Toronto. According to Mr. Ledyard's statement the soda-

lite does not appear to be very plentiful, takes a beautiful

polish and occurs in the Laurentian formation. He also states

that he has secured the mining rights of all the land on which
the mineral is known to occur. The specimen examined has a

very distinct cleavage, vitreous luster, cobalt-blue color, hard-

ness of 5 to 6, and a colorless streak. It loses color, fuses with
intumescence to a colorless glass, giving a strong soda flame,

and is soluble in hydrochloric acid with separation of gelatinous

silica. A thin section in parallel polarized light appeared of a

pale blue color, and showed by a few cloudy patches traces of

decomposition. Between crossed nicols it was perfectly iso-

tropic.

The other known occurrences of sodalite in this country are :

Litchfield, Me. (blue) ; Salem, Mass. (violet-blue) ; Beemer-
ville, N. J. (colorless grains in elseolite syenite)* ; Crazy
Mountains, Mont. ; Brome, Montreal and Belceil, Canadaf

;

and Ice River, a branch of the Beaver Foot Biver, near Kick-
ing Horse Pass in the Bocky Mountains, B. C.

Prof. Harrington of McGill University, Montreal, is at

present preparing a report on Ontario sodalite and other

Canadian minerals.

Sodalite from the Tirol ^fountains, Asia.

The specimen examined from this locality was obtained
from a mineral dealer in Ekatherinburg. It is massive, almost

* J. F. Kemp, Trans N. T. Acad. Sci., vol. xi. p. 60.

|B. J. Harrington, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, Sect. Ill, p. 81, 1886.
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free from impurities ; and its color, physical characters and
blowpipe reactions are the same as in the Canadian sodalite.

A thin section showed the presence of very perfect cleavage,

and the commencement of decomposition, especially along the

cleavage cracks. Microlitic inclusions of hornblende and a

few grains of what appeared to be eleeolite were also noticed.

Between crossed nicols it was perfectly isotropic. Two sides

of the specimen were polished.

Sodalitefrom the Congo State, Africa.

The specimen examined was collected by Brazza, the ex-

plorer, and, so far as is known, is the only noted occurrence of

this mineral in Africa. The cleavage is not very apparent

macroscopically, but its color, physical characters and blowpipe
reactions are the same as in the Canadian sodalite. A decom-
posed iron mineral (chiefly limonite) and a decomposed feld-

spar or clay are associated with the sodalite. A thin section

showed rather a more advanced state of decomposition than in

the Ural specimen, and the presence of only imperfect cleavage.

Little patches of oxide of iron were noticed, and between
crossed nicols the section was completely isotropic. One side

of the specimen was beautifully polished.

The specimens from the Ural Mountains and the Congo
were loaned for examination by Tiffany & Co., through the

courtesy of Mr. G. F. Kunz ; but unfortunately no details

could be obtained as to exact occurrence, associated minerals.,

etc.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On Solution and Pseudo-solution.—Some years ago Linder
and Pictox concluded from their examination of various grades
of arsenous sulphide solution, that there is no defined boundary
line between suspension on the one hand and perfect solution on
the other ; the difference being one of degree of aggregation
only. They have now added another grade of this solution,

having found that on pouring a two per cent arsenous oxide solu-

tion into hydrogen sulphide water, the mixture is not only dif-

fusible but can be filtered through a porous pot. Of the As
2
S

8

solutions already prepared therefore, grade (a) is made up of

aggregates visible under the microscope, (f3) is invisible but not
diffusible, (;') is diffusible but not filterable and (6) is both dif-

fusible and filterable, although it scatters and polarizes a beam
of light. Experiments with the higher grade solutions chiefly (;/)

show that as regards their power of coagulating these solutions,

metallic salts can be divided into well defined groups depending
upon the valency of the metal ; trivalent metals having the high-

est coagulative power, bivalent metals only one tenth of this

power and univalent metals, including hydrogen and ammonium,
less than one five-hundredth. Moreover these differences are

shown by the same metal when its valence varies. And the

authors have observed that silver and thallium (in its thallous

salts) fall in the same group as copper and the bivalent metals,

while mercury and lead belong in the trivalent group with alu-

minum and iron. From a table giving the relative quantities

needed for coagulation it appears that one molecule of aluminum
chloride A1C1

3
possesses the same coagulative power as 16'4

molecules of cadmium chloride or YoO molecules of sulphuric

acid. As to the nature of coagulation it was observed that when
effected by barium chloride the arsenous sulphide contained
barium not removable by water, though exchangeable for another
metal when digested with a cold solution of it, such as calcium
nitrate. Since coagulation is due to the positive constituent of a

salt, the authors were led to inquire whether the coagulative
power of salts of the same metal is proportional to the number of

free positive ions in the solution. And a comparison of the molec-
ular conductivities of the chlorides, bromides, iodides, nitrates

and sulphates of potassium, hydrogen, sodium and ammonium,
which are due to the free ions present, with the coagulative power,
appears to indicate that this power is entirely controlled by the
number of free positive ions present.

—

J. Chem. Soc., lxvii, 63,

February 1895. g. f. b.

2. On the Fluidity of Metals below their Melting Points.—It

has been pointed out by Sprixg that many metals exhibit prop-
erties characteristic of the liquid state, even when at temperatures
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much below their melting points. In his experiments, the metals-

were in the form of cylinders with perfectly plane ends, placed

end to end in an iron holder, and forced together by means of a
screw, while heated in an air bath or in a bath of an indifferent

gas. The metals used were aluminum, bismuth, cadmium, cop-

per, tin, gold, lead, zinc, antimony and platinum. In the earlier

experiments both cylinders were of the same metal, and the tem-
perature was kept at from 200° to 400° for from four to eight

hours. It was then found that, with the exception of the plati-

num and antimony, the cylinders had alloyed so perfectly that

when one end was fixed in a lathe the entire cylinder could be
turned, and when broken in a vise the fracture was not through
the line of separation. When different metals were employed, as

copper or lead with certain others, an alloy of a considerable

thickness was produced, I8mm in the case of zinc and copper and
15mm in that of cadmium and copper. When lead and tin were
used a cavity was made at one end of the cylinder and filled with

mica, in order that contact should take place only at the edge.

The alloy formed had a thickness of 15mm , nine millimeters being
in the tin and six in the lead. With cylinders of copper and
zinc having a central cavity at the ends in contact, the surface of

the copper next to the cavity was colored yellow, resembling the

alloy formed when copper is exposed to zinc vapor. The author

explains these results upon the assumption that the molecules of

solids, like those of fluids, have not all the same velocity.

—

Zeit.

physikal. Chem., xv, 65, September 1894. g. f. b.

3. On the Light emitted during Crystallization.—The emission

of light during the crystallization of certain salts has been exam-
ined by Bandrowsej, who considers it to be in all probability

electrical and to be due to the union of electrified ions. If this

is the case it should be most decided in the sudden crystallization

of strongly dissociated compounds. He suggests the iollowing

experiments in proof of this, which are suitable also for the lec-

ture table. A glass cylinder is half filled with a warm saturated

solution of sodium chloride and into it is poured an equal volume
of hydrochloric acid of specific gravity 1*12, the whole being
mixed by means of a glass rod. A bluish green light fills the

entire cylinder. The experiment may be modified by pouring in

the two liquids separately and carefully and then strongly shak-

ing the cylinder. A flash of light occurs. In place of the acid,

alcohol may be used and the results may be obtained with potas-

sium bromide or chloride in place of the sodium salts. When
potassium chloride was used with alcohol the effect was very
marked, the light being stronger and greener than that given by
sodium chloride.

—

Zeit.physikal. Chem., xv, 323, November, 1894.

G. F. B.

4. On the Two-fold Spectra of Oxygen.—In a paper to the

Royal Society, Baly has sought to account for the two-fold

spectra of oxygen. These spectra are of a different nature ; they

behave differently and there are reasons why in all probability
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they are spectra of different gases. These spectra may be pro-

duced by different vibrations of the oxygen molecule, or they
may be the spectra of two different modifications of oxygen, or

the spectra of two distinct gases resulting from a dissociation of

oxygen. In order to test the last hypothesis, oxygen was sparked
in an apparatus with hollow platinum electrodes, connected with
a Sprengel pump. The distance between the electrodes was 35 mra

and the highest pressure consistent with the production of the

two spectra was initially employed, being 380mm . The fractions

of the gas obtained from the anode and kathode were weighed
and compared with the oxygen before sparking. With long
sparks a lighter fraction was obtained at the kathode and with
short sparks a heavier fraction. With long sparks the density of

the kathode oxygen was 15-78, 15*79, 15-80, 15*79; with short

sparks 16*00, 16*01, 16*02, 16*04, 16*06, 16*05. The density of the

unsparked oxygen was 15*88, 15*87, 15*89, 15*88, 15*88. The
fractions from the anode showed a difference in the same direc-

tion, though not as definite. Further results are promised.

—

Nature, li, 550, April, 1895. g. f. b.

5. Krafte der Chemischen Dynamih ; 3 Vortrage von Dr. Lud-
wig Stettexheiueb. 8vo, pp. 88. Frankfurt-a-M. 1895. (H.

Bechhold.)—These lectures appear to be aimed against the molec-
ular constitution of matter, every substance being regarded as

homogeneous and its atoms interacting mechanically with all

other atoms. The reasoning seems to be loose and the conclusions

altogether hypothetical. g. f. b.

6. Physical Constants of Hydrogen.—Professor Ramsay has
received a letter from Professor Olszewski in which he says :

"I have at last succeeded in determining the critical tempera-
ture and the boiling point of hydrogen. I have found for the

former —233° and for the latter —243°. I have used the dynam-
ical method which I described in the Phil. Mag. A thermal
couple proved of no use and I was obliged to avail myself of a

platinum wire thermometer, measuring the temperatures by the
alteration in resistance of the wire. I have obtained satisfactory

results and intend to publish an account of them in English.

—

Nature, March 21, 1895. j. t.

7. Color Photography.—At a meeting of the Physical Society
in Berlin, Feb. 8, Dr. Neuhaus exhibited a series of color photo-

graph's taken by Lippmann's method with prolonged exposure.

Spectra show, if the exposure is sufficiently long, a greenish band
in the infra red as well as in the ultra violet, in addition to ordi-

nary colors. The colored band was very markedly displaced by
both over and under exposure. The photographs of objects with
mixed colors, such as fruits, flowers, butterflies, etc., were good :

but their production was extremely difficult and only one plate

in twenty-five was, on an average, successful. It was iound easier

to photograph naturally mixed than artificially mixed colors.

Some substance such as eosin or cyanin must be added to the
films to make them more sensitive to red rays and less sensitive
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to blue. The theory of the method is still unsettled.

—

Nature,
March 21, 1895. j. t.

8. Silvering Glass.—To a physicist any method of silvering

glass which will replace the method with Rochelle salts or the
Martin process is of especial interest. M. M. Auguste and Louis
Lumiere describe the following method : To 100 cubic centi-

meters of a 10 per cent solution of silver nitrate ammonia is

added drop by drop until the precipitate formed is redissolved.

Too much ammonia must not be added at first, for this might pre-

vent the formation of the precipitate. The volume of the solu-

tion is increased to a liter by the addition of distilled water.

This is solution A. Solution Bis made by diluting commercial
Formaldehyde of 40 per cent with distilled water so as to form
a 1 per cent solution. Solution B can be kept for some time.

Two volumes of A are rapidly mixed with one volume of B and
the mixture is rapidly poured over the glass to be cooled. In

five or six minutes, at a temperature of 15° to 19°, all the silver

in the solution is deposited in a brilliant layer which can then be
washed with water.

—

Journal de Physique, January, 1895.

J. T.

9. A Form of Sensitive Galvanometer.—In a note to the

French Academy, presented by Prof. Mascart, M. Pierre Weiss
describes a new method of making the suspended magnetic
system of a galvanometer. The system is formed of long
vertical needles, placed parallel to the axis of rotation in such a

manner that they constitute with their opposed poles almost a
closed magnetic circuit. Each one of the two systems of poles

is placed at the center of suitably constructed bobbins. The
almost complete absence of demagnetizing force, allows the

maximum magnetization of the steel : and one can by changing
the distance of the needle change at will the ratio of the mag-
netic moment to the moment of inertia. If the sensibility of a

galvanometer is defined as the number of divisions which it indi-

cates for one micro-ampere divided by the square root of the

resistance, the scale being at a distance from the mirror equal to

2000 divisions and the duration of the oscillation being five

seconds, M. Weiss obtains S = 1500. This sensibility can be
increased by greater care in the mechanical construction of the

instrument. The author states that Mr. Wadsworth, Phil. Mag.,
No. 38, 1894, describes a galvanometer of more difficult construc-

tion which gave S = 1300.— Gomptes Henclus, No. 13, April,

1895. j. t.

10. On the Diselectrification of Air.—Lord Kelvin has con-

tinued his experiments on this subject with the assistance of

Messrs. Magnus Maclean and Alexander Galt. It was found
that positive or negative electricity given to air by an electrified

needle-point can be conveyed through 3 or 4 meters of small

metal tube (l cm diameter) and shown on a quadrant electrometer

by a receiving filter. A filter of 120 wire gauges only reduced
the electrical indication to a little less than half of what it was
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with the 12 gauges which were first tried. In general air

electrified negatively by bubbling through water and caused to

pass through a metallic wire gauge strainer—gives up some, but
not a large proportion of its electricity to the metal.

—

Proceedings

Poyal Society, March 21, 1895 ; Nature, April 11, 1895. j. t.

11. Beitraege zur Kenntniss des Wesens der Saecular Variation
des Erdmagnetismus y by L. A. Bauer. Inaugural Dissertation

University of Berlin. Large 8vo, 56 pp. and 2 plates. 1895.

Abstract prepared by the author.—If we suppose a magnetic
needle so suspended that it is free to move in every possible direc-

tion, it will, under the influence of terrestrial magnetism, assume
at any particular time a definite direction. This direction is a

tano-ent to the o;eoina2metic lines of force. As is well known
these lines are constantly shifting. They are subject to diurnal,

seasonal, annual, 11^-year, etc., variations, also to non-periodic

fluctuations. The most striking one of all the changes, however,
is that due to the so-called secular variation whereby the direc-

tion of the needle suffers in the lapse of time most remarkable
changes. This variation has been known now for over two and a

half centuries; it has been the subject for speculation by some of

the most brilliant minds. The great riddle, however, is still

unsolved.

This phenomenon owing chiefly to the asymmetrical distribu-

tion of geomagnetism is a most complex one. But the method
of treatment heretofore employed, has done its share, also, to

deepen the mystery. Namely, it has been customary to treat

separately the secular variation of the different magnetic elements,

declination, inclination, or intensity, as the case may be, as

though these were different effects of operative forces, instead of

component ones. The consequence has been that not a single

law governing the secular variation as applying to all parts of

the earth could be established.

At the meeting of the A. A. A. S. in Aug., 1892, the writer

presented a preliminary paper " On the Secular Motion of a Free
Magnetic Xeedle." This paper had for its object to investigate

the total change suffered by the needle by drawing the actual

curve described in space by the north end of a free magnetic
needle in the course of centuries. That is, both the declination

and the inclination changes were considered. The intensity

changes are not taken into account as the purpose was to investi-

gate solely the total change in direction of terrestrial magnetic
lines of force. This paper announced some novel conclusions,

chief of which being number one stated below. The present
paper is a continuation and amplification of the A. A. A. S. com-
munication. The writer enjoyed theaise of the Washington and
the Berlin libraries.

Chapter I deals with the secular motion of a free magnetic
needle. The observation data for twenty-four stations distributed
over the earth have been carefully collected and discussed. The
curves described by the north end of the free magnetic needle
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have been constructed and plotted on Plate I. They correspond
to a length of needle of 40 cra (15*8 inches). The main conclu-
sions drawn are

:

I. In consequence of the secular variation of geomagnetism,
the north end of a freely suspended magnetic needle viewedfrom
the center of suspension of the needle moves on the whole earth in

the direction of the hands of a watch.

II. The secular variation period (if there be such) is different

for various portions of the earth or the secular curve is not a
single closed curve, but consists of loops.

No. I has been tested at more than 100 stations scattered over
the face of the earth with the result that the writer believes it

can be considered as a safely established result. It virtually

embraces two laws, first, the clockwise motion, secondly, the uni-

formity of this motion in both magnetic hemispheres. This law
is playing an important role in the differentiation of the operat-

ing causes.

Chapter II is devoted to a comparison of the phenomena of

the secular variation with those due to the actual distribution of

terrestrial magnetism. It was noted in this chapter that the

incomplete secular variation curve at any particular station could

be apparently completed by a consideration of the parts of curves
described at the stations passed in making an easterly circuit of

the earth. This led to the following conclusions

:

III. The north end of a free magnetic needle viewedfrom the

center of suspension of the needle moves clockwise in making an
instantaneous circuit of the earth along a parallel of latitude-, or,

as I have put it later :

The north end of a free magnetic needle whose center of sus-

pension is fixed in space close to the earth?s surface will describe

a curve* as the earth rotates under it which as vieioedfrom the

center of suspension of the needle moves anti-clockwise.

IV. The secular variation and the prevailing distribution of
geomagnetism appear to be closely related, i. e. seem to be subject

to similar laws.

The five subsequent chapters contain preliminary announce-
ments of additional investigations of the secular variation. The
paper will be found fully abstracted, as also the curves given, in

the Physical Review, May, '95, and subsequent number.
L. A. B.

12. A Text Book of the Principles of Physics ; by Alfred
Daniell. Third edition (sixth thousand), 782 pp., 8vo, 1894.

New York and London (Macmillan & Co.)—Daniell's Text Book
of Physics has become so widely known as a work of high scien-

tific grade, carefully developed throughout on a uniform and con-

sistent plan, that it hardly needs now to be commended anew.
The present third edition, a few advance copies of which have

* The curves resulting thus are termed the " instantaneous curves " and have
been laid down on Plate IE for the epochs 1780, 1829 and J 885 and for the paral-

lels of latitude 40° north, equator and 40° south.
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been distributed, has been thoroughly worked over and improved
in minor details, as well as largely added to where the develop-

ment of the science has called for this. The amount of new mat-

ter added will be appreciated from the statement that the work
has been increased one-fifth in size since it was first issued.

II. Geology and Mlnekalogy.

1. Discovery of a dicotyledonous Flora hi the Cheyenne sand-

stone.—In a letter to the editors of the Journal, Mr. Robert T.

Hill of the United States Geological Survey, reports " the dis-

covery of a typical dicotyledonous flora in the Cheyenne sand-

stone at the base of the beds belonging to the Comanche Series

in Comanche and Barber counties of Southern Kansas. This

sandstone has hitherto been referred to the Trinity Division of

Texas by Prof. F. W. Cragin, but the flora as determined by
Prof. F. H. Knowlton of the U. S. Geological Survey consists

entirely of species hitherto supposed to be peculiar to the Dakota
Group, while the flora of the Trinity Division of Texas as has
been reported by Prof. Fontaine is all of the non-dicotyledonous

Potomac type. The Cheyenne sandstones are separated from the

true Dakota sands of Kansas by nearly 200 feet of shale, contain-

ing a molluscan fauna composed of fifteen species characteristic

of the Washita Division of the Comanche Series in Texas, and
about twenty littoral species peculiar to the locality, thus extend-

ing the hitherto known downward range of the Dakota flora

from the Dakota position to the base of the Washita." The
details aud results of Mr. Hill's observations will be published in

an early number of the Journal.

2. On the Geological Aspects of Variation.—An interesting and
suggestive paper on the relation of varietal modification of form
to the geological range of a fossil species is contributed by M.
Gosselet in his memoir on the variation of Spirifer verneuili*

M. Gosselet has accumulated large collections of this common
species of the Upper Devonian formations of northern Europe,
has made exact and minute study of the various elements of their

morphological characters, has classified them into groups on the

basis of their differences and has given a beautiful series of illus-

trations of the varieties and of the most closely allied species.

From his studies he draws the following important generaliza-

tions, viz : (Translated from the French).
"From the comparison of diverse forms of Spirifer verneuili,

either among themselves, or with allied species, the conclusion is

reached that this Spirifer is a very polymorphic species, of which
all the elements vary, except the -character of the plications,

which remain always simple upon the sides while they multiply

by bifurcation or by intercalation on the fold and on the sinus.

There are insensible passages between all the varieties. The

* Etude sur les variations du Spirifer verneuili par J. Gosselet. Mem. Soc.

Geol. du Nord, [France] Tome iv, I, pp. 1-61, Plates I-VII. 1894.
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groups which have been made of them, are altogether artificial.

Not only do they run the one into the other in a gradual manner,
but the same individual passes successively from the one into the

other during the course of its existence. It is also to be noted
that they are not restricted (cantonnees) to any particular geo-

logical horizon. It is necessary to make exception in the case of

the Spirifers with extended wings of Barvaux, which seem to be
peculiar to one facies of the Upper Frasnien. These Spirifers are

not only characterized by great production of the wings, but also

by the imbricated scales which cover their plications, forming
small tubercles on the surface. Nevertheless, although this pecu-
liarity is often associated with the enlargement of the wings, it

does not necessarily accompany it.

I do not believe therefore that there are varieties in the species

called Spirifer verneuili, but rather groups of forms. These
groups are essentially distinguished from zoological varieties

because the same individual is able to pass successively through
several of them before attaining its definitive form.

It is in the upper part of the Frasnien, i. e. in the middle of its

specific duration, that the Spirifer verneuili presents the widest
variations. It is there, where in some sense it is in all its prime,

that the richness of form is added to abundance of numbers. It

peopled the seas, exceeding in numbers all the other fossils,

Atrypa reticulatis excepted. However none of these forms gave
birth to a new species, not even to a constant variety. The more
remarkable forms appeared rather as local varieties; they consti-

tuted a kind of tribe or physiological family having its circle of

habitat, but which did not propagate itself either in time or

space. The lower Famennien is already less rich in^arieties

than the Frasnien. When we rise in the formation, the Spirifer

verneuili presents more and more intermediate characters. It

becomes extinct finally in the upper Famennien without its being
possible to admit that it is transformed into another species.

Is it the ancestor of Spirifer attenuatus and of Spirifers of the

group of Mosquensis f It is possible, for the difference between
the two types is not extreme ; but there is no passage from the

one to the other. From the point when Spirifer attenuatus arises

it assumes immediately its distinctive characters : all the ribs of

the wings are bifurcated. But, never, from the lowest beds to the

schists of Etrceungt [the uppermost Devonian horizon] has

Spirifer verneuili shown an indication of bifurcation of the ribs,

never, spite of its numerous variations, has it presented a tendency
to pass into the attenuatus y if there is filiation here, the trans-

formation has been rapid and complete. It is impossible to say
what relation there is between Spirifer verneuili and Spirifer

Orbelianus and aperturatus. The characters which distinguish

these two species are of slight importance and when they are

attenuated they become almost verneuili. It may be questioned

whether they ought to be considered as species or only simple

varieties, the passage from one to the other is not less real and
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their filiation is an established hypothesis. It is also a curious

fact that these two species or varieties are brusquely produced at

the same time throughout the whole basin, that they are preceded
by no attempt of the species to acquire these new forms, that

they arose when Spirifer vemeuili had not yet reached any
important variation, and possessed all its primitive uniformity,

that they disappear finally very rapidly and brusquely as they
arose, and that their descendants, if they are not lost, returned to

the general type of the species vemeuili.

As to the Spirifer called bifidus, if it possessed some forms
which may be compared with vemeuili, it differs from it by an
essential character which it manifests even in its young age. It

should also be borne " in mind that the forms of passage, of

doubtful determination, were produced only when the true

Spirifer bifidus of the Frasnien limestone was departing from the

geological arena, at least in the Ardenne;" p. 61.

The methods employed in this investigation and the results

obtained will suggest to the thoughtful paleontologist problems
of the deepest interest and promising rich reward to those who
will thoroughly investigate them^YAy^^^^y^ h. s. w.

3. Geological /Survey nf^B&ma^^ vol. iv, Paleontology of
Parts I and II, by Chas. R. Keyes, State Geologist, pp.

1-271, plates xii-xxxii, colored geological map of the state, scale

1 in. to 18 miles, and pp. 1-266, plates xxxiii-lvi. Jefferson City,

Mo. 1894.—This is a valuable contribution to the Paleontological

literature of the Mississippi valley formations, giving as it does a

carefully compiled list of the already described invertebrate

forms of the rocks of Missouri, with descriptions of many, full

references to synonomy in most cases, and illustration of many
already figured forms and of several new species. We regret to

note that there are still numerous species named and described by
Swallow but without figures, which the author of this work still

leaves unfigured. If he, having access to the type collections, is

unable to furnish typical figures, it is time to discard from
synonomy such unidentifyable references.

In the early part of the first volume on the geological forma-
tions the author proposes to substitute another name for the

Osage group which for several years has been in use to indicate

the general formation which locally has been called Burlington
and Keokuk limestone on account of the continuous fauna which
appears to characterize them. The argument, that because there

has been found a more complete section near Augusta, Iowa,
than in the region through which the Osage river flows, the first

name may therefore be discarded, is quite contrary to the general

principle of priority in the application of scientific names. So
long as the meaning is accepted, understood and applicable in

the region from which the name was derived, the Osage group
has the priority. h. s. w.

4. Geological Survey of New Jersey : Ann. JRept. of the State

Geologist for 1894, pp. 1-457 with five maps, plates i-x, figures
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1-28, Trenton, N. J. 1894.—The following papers are included:
Administrative Report by T. C. Smock, State Geologist, pp.
1-32; Part I, Surface Geology, report progress by R. D. Salis-

bury, pp. 33-328 (including Section VI, a chapter on Lake
Passaic,—an extinct glacial lake, by R. D. Salisbury and Henry
B. Ktimmel, pp. 225-328) ; Part II, Cretaceous and Tertiary
Geology, Report of Progress by Wm. B. Clark, pp. 329-356;
Part III, Report on Archaean Geology by J. E. Wolff, pp. 357-
370 ; Part IV, Water Supply and Water Power by C. C. Ver-
meule, pp. 371-386; Part V, Artesian Wells in Southern ISTew

Jersey by Lewis Woolman, pp. 387-422 ; Part VI, Minerals of

New Jersey with notes on mineral localities, pp. 423-444. h. s. w.
5. Geological Survey of Iowa. Vol. III. 2d Ann.. Report,

1893, with accompanying papers. Des Moines, 1895.—In addition

to the ordinary administrative reports this volume contains a

bundle of separate papers by members of the survey staff, viz

:

Work and Scope of the Geological Survey, by C. R. Keyes

;

Cretaceous Deposits of the Sioux Valley, by H. F. Bain ; Certain
Devonian and Carboniferous outliers in Eastern Iowa, by Wm. H.
Norton ; Geological Section along Middle River in Central Iowa,
by J. L. Tilton ; Glacial Scorings in Iowa, by Chas. R. Keyes

;

Thickness of the Paleozoic Strata of Northeastern Iowa, by Wm.
T. Norton ; Composition and Origin of Iowa Chalk, by Samuel
Calvin ; Buried River Channels in Southeastern Iowa, by C. H.
Gordon ; Gypsum Deposits of Iowa, Geology of Lee County, and
Geology of Des Moines County, by Chas. R. Keyes. The volume
is illustrated by 37 plates and 34 smaller figures, many of them
fine reproductions of photographic views, illustrating the charac-

ter of outcrops of particular geological formations, and present-

ing a vivid representation of the geology of the country described.

h. s. w.
6. Ueber devonische Pflanzen aus dem Donetz-Becke7i • J.

Schmalhausen. Mem. Comitegeologique, St. Petersburg, vol. viii,

No. 3, 1894, pp. 1-36, pi. i, ii, (Russian and German.)—The
interesting collection which forms the basis of this brief memoir
by the late Dr. Schmalhausen was obtained from Karakuba in

the Donetz basin, at the horizon of the Productus fallax, Rhyn-
chonella aff. Stepha?ii, R. multicostata, and R. Domgeri, pub-
lished by Tschernyschew in 1885. The Devonian age indicated

by the above named invertebrates is fully demonstrated by the

plants, although, as frequently happens in Devonian rocks, the

flora is rich in individuals but relatively poor in species. Six

species are described, all of which are new. Archazopteris arche-

typus, compared by the author with A. Gaspiensis Dn. and A.
hibemica. (Forbes) Lx., exhibits a great range in the forms of the

pinnules and is especially characterized by the arrangement of

the sporangia in a row on either side of the reduced lower portion

of the lamina of the pinnule, the terminal portion of the pinnule

being fringed out. Each spore case has its distinct pedicel.

Archwopterh fissilis^ compared by the author to Sphenopteris
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petiolata Goepp., is allied to the A. sphenophylloides and A.
macilenta published without illustration by Lesquereux. The
fructification of this species described by Schmalhausen with con-

siderable detail, resembles that of A. minor Lx. and others, but
the sporangia are few. Being unable to find satisfactory family
connections between the genus Archceopteris and any other living

or fossil type of ferns, the author proposes the group Arcbaaop-
teridae. It is not unlikely that the spiral arrangement of the

leaves in the Russian species noted by Schmalhausen is also indi-

cated in our American species of Archceopteris by the alternation

of pinnules with pinnae in the ramification.

The Karakuba flora is remarkable in having more fertile than
sterile species. On certain clavate or bivalvate " capsules

"

strongly resembling the fruit of Sphenopteris Harveyi Lx. or

Zeilleria, the author founds the new genus Dimeripteris. D. grac-

ilis and D. fasciculata are compared by Schmalhausen with
Sphenopteris Hitchcockiana Dn. and S. cojidrusorum Gilk. The
first is very suggestive of the fertile S. Harveyi of the Potts-

ville series in this country, while the other reminds one at first

glance of the fruit of Calymmatotheca bifida (L. and H.) Kidst.

from the Calciferous sandstone series of Scotland. The author
compares his Lepidodendron Karahubense with L. Gaspianum
Dn. and L. nothum Ung. The flora as a whole is considered as

indicating an Upper Devonian age. d. w.
7. Contributions a VEtude des Feldspaths des Roches Vbl-

caniques par F. Fouque. 8vo, pp. 336. Paris (ImprimerieChaix)
1894.—This excellent work is another token of the manner in

which the demands of petrography have in recent years stimu-

lated research in mineralogy along certain lines. Along with the

work of Michel Levy, Federov, and Becke, the petrographer
has now placed at his disposal a variety of means by which the

problem of the determination of the feldspars by optical methods
can be successfully attacked.

The volume under consideration is divided into four parts.

In the first the author points out the methods by which the deter-

mination of the feldspars, especially the plagioclase group in thin

sections, may be resolved. His method is chiefly by the measure-
ment of the angle of extinction with the edge of c(001) on 6(010)
in sections perpendicular to bisectrices ; in the second part are

given the facts obtained from a chemical, optical and crystallo-

graphic study of a large number of species, on which the process

is based. In the third portion is presented the petrographic

study of a large number of volcanic rocks chiefly from the Haute
Auvergne which furnish examples of the author's methods and
contain moreover many facts of petrographic interest.

The last portion contains a general discussion of the nature of

the soda-lime feldspars with respect to their chemical constitution.

The author does not view this group as a case of isomorphism
with all possible mixtures of the albite and anorthite molecules,

but from the frequency of certain extinction-angles and other
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facts believes that a certain number of definite mineral species of

intermediate nature exist between the extremes. They thus
constitute in fact a " morphotropic " series, whose gradation of

properties would lead to the same practical results as the views
now generally held but which would be more in accord with
chemical principles. l. v. p.

8. Analcite-Diabase from San Luis, Obispo Co., Gal. ; by H.
W. Fairbanks. Bull. Dept. Geol. Univ. of Cal., vol. i, No. 9,

pp. 273-300, Pis. 15-16. Berkeley, Cal., 1895.—This is a careful

study both in the field and laboratory of a number of peculiar

basic dike rocks, which are allied to teschenites. They contain

augite with a peculiar parting, a soda-lime feldspar and a con-

siderable proportion of analcite which occurs crystallized and
lining cavities in the rock, filling angular spaces between other
components, replacing feldspar and in hexagons. The occurrence

of the analcite is studied and discussed and the conclusion is

drawn that it is secondary, replacing nephelite which was pri

marily present. l. v. p.

9. Gold in Serpentine ; by H. W. Turner (communicated).
—In an article by the writer in the May number of this Journal,

it is stated that quartz veins are rare in the serpentine areas of

the Sierra Nevada. Mr. W. Lindgren in a valuable paper on
" Characteristic Features of the California Gold-Quartz Veins"*
speaks of the occurrence of quartz veins in serpentine as an ordi-

nary phenomenon, and as Mr. Lindgren and the writer are both
working in the same mountain range, it would appear as if there

were an error in one of the above papers. The writer therefore

desires to state that the occurrence of quartz veins along narrow
serpentine dikes, or cutting small bodies of serpentine, is not
uncommon. Mr. Lindgren has made a careful study of the gold

mines in the neighborhood of Nevada City, Cala., and he has

there found several quartz veins entirely in serpentine, but these

are in comparatively small masses of that rock which moreover
contain lenses of sedimentary material and are therefore of a

more or less complex character. It was the intention of the

writer rather to indicate that quartz-filled fissures formed with

difficulty where the country rock is purely serpentine, and in this

statement Mr. Lindgren concurs. The writer's observations in

the paper in the May number of the Journal moreover refer only

to that portion of the range which he has particularly studied.

1 0. Brief Notices of some recently described Minerals.—Loran-
dite.—This is a mineral of rare interest since it is the second

known native compound of thallium. A preliminary description

has been giving by Krenner. It occurs in tabular or short pris-

matic crystals belonging to the monoclinic system. The color is

cochineal-red to kermes-red color ; it is transparent and is flexible

like gypsum, and has three cleavages parallel to planes in the

orthodome zone. An analysis by Loczka is given below (1) and

*Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., vol. vi, pp. 221-240.
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also the percentage composition (2) calculated from the formula
TIAsS.

S As Tl

1. 19-02 [21-47] 59*51 = 100
2. 18-67 21-87 59-46 = 100

The locality is Allchar in Macedonia where it occurs implanted
upon realgar.

—

Math. Nat. Ber. Ungarn, xii, 1895.

Ktlindrite. A new lead mineral from the Mina Santa Cruz at

Poopo, Bolivia. It occurs in cylindrical forms and in capillary

crystals. The luster is metallic ; color blackish lead-gray

;

hardness 2*5 to 3; specific gravity 5-42. An analysis gave
the results below (1) which are compared (2) with the percentage
composition for the formula Pb

6
Sb

2
Sn

6
S

2
.

S Sn Sb Pb Ag Fe

1. 24-50 26*37 8'73 35-41 0'62 3-00 = 98*63

2. 23-46 24-90 8'36 43'28 = 100.

The description is given by Frenzel in Jahrb. Min., ii, 125, 1893.

Andorite. A new silver ore described by Krenner from
Felsobanya. It occurs in short prismatic crystals belonging to

the orthorhombic system ; luster metallic ; color dark lead-gray

or steel-gray to black. An analysis by Loczka is given below (1)

and also the percentage composite in (2) required by the formula
.gPbSb.S,.

s Sb Pb Ag Cu Fe(Zn, Mn) insol.

1. 23-32 41-91 22-07 11-31 0-69 0-70 0-04 = : 100-04

2. 22-14 41-52 23-88 12-46 = 100-

It is named for Andor von Semsey.

—

Zeitschr. Kryst., xxiii, 497.

Magnetostibian. A supposed new mineral from the Sjogrufva,

Wermland, Sweden. It resembles magnetite in external appear-

ance, and occurs in feebly magnetic grains imbedded in crystal-

line limestone. An analysis was made of material consisting

largely of impurities (68-6 p. c.) ; after deducting these the results

given below were obtained :

Sb 2 5 As 2 5 FeO MnO Fe 2 3

9'83 1-54 17-16 59-11 12-36

Described by Igelstrom in Zeitschr. Kryst., xxiii, 212.

Htdrocalcite. Fine crystalline needles with strong double
refraction, observed in a mountain milk from a cave near Wolms-
dorf, Silesia, have received this name ; the author, K. Kosmann,
assigns to them the composition CaC0

3
+ 2H 2

0.

—

Zeitschr. Kryst.,

xxiv, 196.

Stibiotantalite. A name given by G. A. Goyder to a par-

tially examined substance occurring in the tin-bearing sands of

Greenbush, West Australia, and containing Ta
2 5

51*13, Nb
2
O

7-56, Sb
2 3

40-23.—Ibid, p. 205.

Am. Jour. Sci—Third Series, Vol. XLIX, No 294 —June, 1895.
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Xiphonite. A name given by Dr. Gaetano Platania to a
variety of amphibole occurring with hematite in cavities in a
scoriaceous mass (from Mt. Etna) at Acicatena, Sicily. It is found
in minute prismatic crystals of a honey-yellow color. The occur-

ring planes are those of ordinary amphibole and the angles given
do not vary very widely considering the striated character of

some of the faces ; the angle ac (= (3) was found to be 73° 10'.

No analysis is given, so that the grounds for regarding this as a
distinct variety worthy of a name are not clear. The name is

from Xiphonia, an ancient Greek city in Sicily.

—

Accacl. Sci.

Acireale, vol. v, 1893.

Kauaiite. A basic sulphate of aluminum, potassium and
sodium described by Goldsmith from a specimen collected in

1893 in the island of Kauai by Professors Sharp and Libbey. It

appears as a soft, amorphous chalk-like mass, for which the spe-

cific gravity 2-566 was obtained. An analysis yielded :

Al 3 (S0 4 ) 3 A1 2 3 K 2S0 4 Na 2S0 4 H 2 X
M8 33-40 17'00 4-91 31*57 [5*94]= 100.

X. Carbonaceous impurity by difference.

The paper is accompanied by a plate giving an admirable view,

reproduced from a photograph, of a lava cavern with multitudes
of pendant stalactites. The statements of the author require

revision in several particulars, especially as regards the locality.

This is stated to be the crater of Kilauea (" Kilauii ") ; we learn

from Professor Libbey, however, that the cavern is, on the con-

trary, situated in the lava stream near Hilo, the same spot which
afforded the specimens more fully described in 1889 in this Jour-

nal (vol. xxxvii, 441) where drawings of the stalactites are given.

The method of formation of the stalactites suggested on the

assumption of their occurrence in the Kilauea crater has evidently

no basis in fact.

—

Proc. Acad. Nat. JSci., Philadelphia, p. 105,

1894.

11. Elements of Mineralogy', Crystallography and Blowpipe
Analysis from a practical standpoint by Albert J. Moses and
Charles Lathrop Parsons, 342 pp. 8vo, New York, 1895. (D.

Van Nostrand Company.)—This volume, as stated on the title

page, is written from a practical standpoint and includes " a

description of all common or useful minerals, the tests necessary

for their identification, the recognition and measurement of their

crystals and a concise statement of their uses in the arts." The
work is on the whole well carried out on these lines ; it closes

with a series of determination tables.
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III. Botany.

1. A Students' Text-Booh of Botany ; by Sydney H. Vines,
M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Botany in the University of Oxford.
(London: Swan, Sonnenschein & Co. ; New York: Macmillan &
Co. 1895, pp. 821.)—The first volume of this work has already
been noticed at some length in this Journal. The second volume
is now at hand. It resumes the subject of Classification at

Phanerogarnia, and devotes to this above two hundred pages.

The work closes with a short treatise on the physiology of plants,

and with two indexes to the whole.

It would be but scant praise to speak of Professor Vines's text-

book as a well-written, careful handbook : it is much more than
this : it is also well proportioned throughout and constructed with
constant reference to the pressing needs of modern students. It

is therefore a distinct contribution to our aids in teaching botany.
The arrangement and treatment of Phanerogams appear to be

more convenient for the use of students than any with which the
writer is acquainted. It is suggestive of LeMaout and Decaisne's
French treatise, inverted so that the Composite come last and
are, by implication, made highest in rank.

The physiological portion of the work deserves the warmest
commendation for its lucidity and comprehensiveness. Here and
there a few more details would be acceptable to the average stu-

dent, as for instance, when the matter of water-culture is treated,

the percentages of the prescribed substances might have been
given. There are very few errors to be detected : the principal

one being a misplacement of roots for shoots in the account of

Knight's wheel experiment.
To show how succinctly and clearly difficult and doubtful sub-

jects are presented, a short extract of the account of the relations

of plants to atmospheric nitrogen is herewith given

:

"Although it is generally true that plants cannot assimilate

uncombined nitrogen, nevertheless certain plants (Papilio?ieo3,

such as peas, beans, etc.), will grow and flourish in a soil from
which all traces of nitrogen-compounds have been carefully re-

moved. The nature of the means by which this result is attained

is not yet completely determined, but the principal facts are

briefly as follows : In the first place, the roots of these papiliona-

ceous plants have been found to bear peculiar gall-like outgrowths
termed tubercles, which seem to be more numerous and larger the

smaller the proportion of combined nitrogen contained in the soil.

The tubercles are the result of the attack of a fungus which pene-
trates into the root through the root-hairs. The green plant and
the fungus appear to exist in a state of symbiosis, as in the case

of the mycorhiza already mentioned, with the result that the green
plant is adequately supplied with combined nitrogen although
growing in a soil from which such compounds are originally

absent. In explanation of these facts there can, first, be no doubt
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that the supply of combined nitrogen obtained by the green
plant is ultimately derived from the free nitrogen of the atmos-
phere, and, secondly, that the supply is not obtained from the
atmosphere directly by the leaves, but indirectly by the roots

through the soil. Nor can there be much doubt that the tubercles

are associated with the process of the assimilation of the free

nitrogen : but it is a question whether this process takes place in

the tubercle itself, or whether it is not carried on in the soil by a

Schizomycete, which may either be derived from the tubercles, or

be an independent organism. It seems probable that the latter

suggestion is nearer the truth. It is, in fact, known that a bacte-

rioid organism exists in the soil having the property of forming
nitrogenous compounds from free nitrogen in the presence of non-
nitrogenous organic substance (e. g. glucose). It may be that the

development of this organism is especially favored by the presence
of the tubercular roots of the Papilioneee in the soil, and that the
nitrogenous substances which it produces are absorbed by the

roots after having undergone nitrification.

"The tubercles are structures formed by the hypertrophy of
the cortex of the root, resulting from the attack of the fungus at

various points: their cells are rich in sugar and starch: the
branches of the mycelium penetrate most of the cells, and there

bud off innumerable gemmules (sometimes called bacterioids).

The tubercle eventually becomes disorganized; the gemmules are

then set free into the soil, and are doubtless the means by which
other roots become attacked by the fungus."

The subjects following are remarkably well treated: the trans-

fer of water, and movements. g. l. g.

2. Cellulose. An outline of the Chemistry of the structural

elements of plants, with reference to their Natural History and
Industrial Uses ; by C. F. Cross, E. J. Bevan, and C. Beadle.
8vo., pp. 320. London and New York (Longmans).—For many
years the two chemists whose names are first in the order above
given, have been associated together in the practical investigation

of cellulose. Their contributions to the literature of the subject

have been numerous, but these publications have been widely
scattered and hence partially unavailable to American students.

The present work brings together such of their results as may not
properly be regarded as trade secrets, and it embodies a good
deal of the voluminous literature of the whole subject. Some of

their remarkable discoveries, especially in regard to the cellulose

thiocarbonates, are incorporated into the body of the work with-

out even a reference to the important fact that science owes these

recent acquisitions mainly if not wholly to them. To the botanist

the monograph possesses a high degree of interest, since the

typical cellulose and the three compound celluloses are adequately
discussed from all points of view. The most important phases
presented are the following : (1) the colloidal aspects of cellulose,

(2) the relation of vegetal to animal cellulose, (3) new methods of

acting on the compound celluloses. While the treatise is of value
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in the biological laboratory, its highest practical use will be found
in the technical laboratories which are rapidly revolutionising the

industrial applications of wood pulp. g. l. g.

3. An Interesting Method of Dissemination*—In the last num-
ber of Botaniska Notiser, Dttsen describes a curious peculiarity

detected by him in the Cameroon species of the genus Calymperes.
This genus possesses a calyptra which remains permanently at-

tached to the base of the capsule, instead of separating from it

in either the mitritbrm or cuculiform fashion. The calyptra thus
constitutes a sort of bag fitting the capsule rather loosely, and
therefore permitting enough play for the elevation of the opercu-

lum. When the operculum lifts a little, and the spores escape
into the limited space between the capsule and the calyptra, they
are as closely confined as if they had not been freed from the

capsule itself. Just here comes in the surprising peculiarity

observed by Dusen. The calyptra now becomes slit near its apex,

and when the surroundings are dry, these slender slits are wide
enough to permit the spores to be sprinkled out. On the approach
of moisture the slits close tightly and keep the spores in. More-
over the operculum becomes wedged into the top of the calyptra

and is lifted or shut as may be, with changes in the dryness or

moisture of the whole. The complicated nature of the structure

suggests that the mode of dissemination in mosses should be
again examined in the field. As is well known, many species are

provided with means for dispersion, depending on the condition

of the atmosphere ; it is probable that a reinvestigation may
throw light on many more cases. In connection with this, it is

interesting to observe that recent observations by Goebel have
enlarged the range of function in the elaters of Hepaticee.

G. L. G.

4. Australian Narcotics.—In the presidential address of Mr.
J. H. Maiden, the untiring investigator of the useful plants of

the Australasian colonies, it is said that the " native tobacco,"
Nicotiana suaveolens, although possessing the same physiological

action as ordinary smoking tobacco, appears never to have been
used by the blacks. But, on the other hand, Pituri (JDuboisia

Hopwoodii), the principal narcotic of the aborigines, has the
same physiological action as nicotine. Two other plants are also

used lor smoking, namely, Adriana acerifolia, a Euphorbiaceous
species, and Amorphophallus variabilis. These have not yet
been carefully studied. g. l. g.
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IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The Science of Mechanics, by Dr. Ernst Mach, Professor
of Physics in the University of Prague. Translated from the
second German edition by Thomas J. McCormack, pp. 534, with
250 cuts, 1894, Chicago (The Open Court Publishing Co.).—Every
student and still more every teacher of mechanics or any sub-
ject akin to it needs to regard his work from the standpoint of
this book. The fundamental notions of mechanics are presented
in the form of a history of their development accompanied by a
critical analysis of the reasoning by which each contributor to
the science made his deductions.

The purpose of the author, as stated by himself, is to show
"how the principles of mechanics have been ascertained, from
what sources they take their origin and how far they can be
regarded as permanent acquisitions."

The story of the labors of the pioneers of thought in opening
paths into the unknown is no small part of their legacy to man-
kind. The author tells this story for mechanics, not superficially

but after the manner of the Germans. Of especial interest to

teachers of mechanics is his forcible presentation of the opinion
that the true relation of its principles is the historical one. Many
will find in it a clew to a natural method of teaching, and its

influence ought to be evident in the text-books of elementary
mechanics hereafter published. w. b.

2. Dynamics ; by R. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S., pp. 256, 99 illus-

trations. (The Cambridge Natural Science Manuals.) — This
book presents very attractively the system of teaching followed
by the author in the Cavendish Physical Laboratory, and marks
a great advance on the method still too prevalent of presenting
mechanics as a branch of pure mathematics. A series of care-

fully arranged experiments, many of them new and inexpensive
and suitable for the average student to perform with his own
hands, carry the reader along the line of the historical develop-

ment of the science far enough to prepare his mind to receive

willingly and intelligently its fundamental principles in their

most general form. The theory is thus developed rigorously and
with unusual clearness. w. b.

3. A Few Chapters in Astronomy, by Claudius Kennedy,
M.A., pp. 150, 1895, London (Taylor & Francis).—Several topics,

which most text-books necessarily ignore or dismiss with a few
paragraphs, are here treated very copiously and instructively,

e. g. the deviation of projectiles caused by the rotation of the

earth. w. b.

4. North American Birds, by H. Nehrling; with 36 colored

plates after water-color paintings by Prof. Robert Ridgway,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C, Prof. A. Goering,
Leipzig, and Gustav Muetzel, Berlin. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
(George Boumder). The first volume of this attractive popular
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work has already been issued as well as three parts of the closing

second volume ; Parts xii to xvi will complete it. The aim is to

give a complete history of all the songbirds, flycatchers, hum-
mingbirds, swifts, goatsuckers, woodpeckers, kingfishers, trogons,

cuckoos, and parrots of North America. The text is written in a

clear entertaining style suited to the general reader ; the typo-

graphical work is excellent and the same can be said of the colored

plates.

OBITUARY.

Me. John H. "Redfield, one of the co-editors of the "Pre-
liminary Flora of Mount Desert Island "—a model contribution

to Geographical Botany—died at his home in Philadelphia, on
the 28th of February in his 80th year. He had scarcely received

the congratulations of the friends of the amenable science, before

he quietly passed away under an attack of influenza. For nearly

twenty years previously he had served as Conservator of the

Herbarium of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

to the care of which he gave much of his spare time, except the

three months of each summer devoted to the exploration of

Mount Desert Island. In the department of vascular Crypto-
gams he ranked among the highest authorities. He was the son
of the well known Redfield who discovered the rotatory motion
of tornadoes, and was born at what is now Cromwell, Connecti-

cut. Moving with his parents to New York, he became among
the younger of those who founded the New York Lyceum of

Natural History. Marrying into the family of the Whitneys,
who established the great car wheel works in Philadelphia, he
removed to that city in 1861, and took an active part in all that

tended to the growth of the Academy. The Hookers, Torrey,
Gray, Sargent, and many eminent scientific men were among his

intimate friends, who honored him for his many manly virtues as

for his scientific worth. He was one of the founders of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. His mod-
esty led him to decline many tendered honors, his only ambition
being to leave behind him, in the Herbarium of the Academy,
something that should be useful to others for all time. t. m.

Dr. Lothar von Meyer, Professor of Chemistry at Tubingen,
died on the 12th of April in his sixty-fifth year. He was one of

the most prominent chemists of Germany, at once as investigator,

author and teacher. The discovery of the periodic law is

largely due to him.
Dr. Carl Vogt, the famous German naturalist, died in

Geneva, Switzerland, on the 5th of May in his eighty-second year.
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74.

Birds, North American, H. Nehrliog,
484.

Botanik, Lehrbuch der, Frank, 75;
Griesenhagen, 75; Pax, 75; Stras-

burger and Schimper, 75.

Botany, Gray's, Bailey, 325.

Practical, Bower, 78.

Text-book, Vines, 76, 481.

Botany—
Australian narcotics, 483.

Berberis, movements of the stamens,
Chauveaud, 165.

Blaschka glass models of plants at

Harvard Botanical Museum, 242.

Cellulose, Cross, Bevan and Beadle,

482.

Dissemination, interesting method,
Dusen, 483.

Botany—
Flora, practical, Willis, 77.

Mycetozoa, Lester, 243.

Pflanzen-Teratologie, Pensig, 78.

Plants, Practical Physiology, Darwin
and Acton, 77.

Water, absorption by roots, Lecomte,
167.

Bower, F. 0., Practical Botany, 78.

Brigham, A. P., drift bowlders in cen-
tral New York, 213.

California, gold ores, Turner, 374, 478,
mineralogical report, 242.

Call, R. E., Life of Rafinesque, 247.

Carhait, H. S., Physics for University
Students, 238.

Cayeux, L., pre-Cambrian Radiolarians,
322.

Chalmers, R., glacial Lake St. Lawrence
of Upham, 273.

Chemical Analysis of Inorganic Sub-
stances, 316.

Chemischen Dynamik, Stettenheimer,
469.

Chemistry, Short History, Venable, 230.
Theoretical, Nernt, 315.

Chemistry—
Acetylene, commercial synthesis,

Lewes, 314.

Argon, Rayleigh and Ramsay, 275.

combined with benzene vapor,.

Berthelot, 422.

and helium in uraninite, Ramsay
and Crookes, 421.

lines in the spectrum of atmos-
phere, NewalL 424.

and Prout's hypothesis, Hilh
405.

spark spectrum, Hartley, 425.

Bismuth, atomic mass, Schneider, 313.

Borneol and isoborneol, crystal forms,

Hobbs, 449.

/?-Bromvalerianic-acid, Spenzer, 110.

Caesium, etc., double halides with
thallium, etc., Pratt, 397.

Carbazide and di-urea, Curtius and
Heidenreich, 151.

* This Index contains the general heads, Botany, Chemistry. Geology, Minerals,
Obituary, and under each the titles of Articles referring thereto are mentioned.
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Chemistry—
Carbon chlorides, production, V.

Meyer, 312.

Carbonyl compounds, constants of

refraction, Nasini and Anderlini, 58.

Chloroform, effect of low tempera-

tures, Pictet, 150.

Copper sulphate, electrolysis, in vacuo,

Gannon, 58.

Diammonium, Curtius, 56.

Di-ethyl hydrazine, Harries, 151.

Dihydroxytartaric acid as a reagent

for sodium, 313.

Ethane and propane, Hainlen, 149.

Fusing points, high, Y. Meyer, Rid-

dle and Lamb, 228.

Hydrate of sodium trioxide, Tafel, 148.

Hydrazine, inorganic preparation,

Duden, 311.

Hydrogen peroxide, anhydrous,
Wolffenstein, 229.

phosphide, Retgers, 148.

physical constants, Olzewski, 469.

Metals, fluidity below their melting
points, Spring, 467.

Nickel and cobalt, atomic masses,

Winkler, 312.

Nitrogen group, new element, Bayer,

230.

monoxide, Villard, 57.

trioxide, Lunge and Porschnew,
56.

Oxygen, two-fold spectra, Baly, 468.

Perchloric acid, preparation, etc.,

Kreider, 443.

Solubility, law of, applied to solutions

of salts, Linebarger, 48.

Solution and pseudo-solution, Linder
and Picton, 467.

Stannic sulphide, Schmidt, 149.

Cloud!and, Ley, 168.

Cohen, E., Meteoritenkunde, 324.

Color photography, Newhaus, 469.

relations of atoms, ions and mole-
cules, Lea, 357.

Crawford, J. J., report on Mineralogy
of Calif., 242.

Crystallization, light emitted during.

Bandrowski, 468.

Dana, J. D., notice of Manual of Geology
72, 161; biographical sketch of, 329.

Daniell, A., Principles of Physics, 472.

Darton, N. H., newly discovered dike at

DeWitt, N. Y., 456.

Darwin, F., Practical Physiology of

Plants, 77.

Dawson, Gr. M., elevation of the Rocky
Mt. range in British America since

the Cretaceous, 463.

Day, D. F., Mineral Resources of the
United States, 73.

Derby, 0. A., Canon Diablo meteorite,

101.

Documents, Study of, Frazer, 327.

Dolomite, origin of, Klement, 426
Duane, W., velocity of electric waves,

297.

Dynamics, Glazebrook, 484

E
Echinoderms of Northeastern America,

Yerrill, 127, 199.

Electric waves, double refraction, Mack,
316.

velocity, Trowbridge and Duane,
297.

Electrical measurement, National Acad-
emy of Sciences, 316.

Electricity and Magnetism, Thompson,
153.

Electromagnetic waves in ice, Blondlot,
"59.

Fairbanks, H. W., analcite-diabase, San
Luis. Cal. 478.

Fairchild, H. L., glacial lakes in West-
ern New York, 156.

Florida Reef, Agassiz, 154.

Fouque, F., feldspaths des roches vol-

caniques, 477.

Frank, Lehrbuch der Botanik, 75.

Frazer, P., Study of Documents, 327.

Galvanometer, sensitive, Weiss, 470.

Geikie, J., glacial succession in Europe,
62.

Geological Reports and Surveys—
Alabama, 1894, 72.

Canada, 248.

M»ik, vol. iv, Keyes, 475. \>^\ y$SOW<V
Iowa; vol. hi, 1893, 476.

Minnesota, 1893, 241.

New Jersey, 1894, 4* 5.

Ohio, vol. vii, 240.

Geological Society of America, Balti-

more meeting, 155.

of London, 248.

Geology, bulletin of Univ. of Califor-

nia, Lawson, 72.

Geology as historical Science, Walther,
71.

Geology of Canada, chemical contribu-

tions, Hoffman, 324.

of India, Medlicott and Blanford,

164.

Manual, Dana, notice of, 72, 16 1.

V
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Geology—
Appalachian type of folding, "Walcott,

159, 169.

Cambrian, lower, of Eastern Califor-

nia, Walcott, 141.

Champlain, subsidence and re-eleva-

tion of the St Lawrence Eiver
basin, Upham.

Cheyenne sandstone, dicotyledonous

flora, Hill, 473.

Daimonelix of the Lacustrine Miocene,

239.

Devonian, Bohemian and Eifilian

divisions, 238.

fossils in the Carboniferous, Wil-

liams, 94, 160.

Devonische Pflanzen aus dem Donetz
Becken, Schmalhausen, 476.

Dike at DeWitt, N. T., Darton and
Kemp, 456.

Diplograptus, graptolitic genus, Rue-
demann, 453.

Drift bowlders in Central New York,
Brigham, 213.

Dolomite-making, Hogbom, 427; Ele-

ment, 426.

Feldspaths des roches volcaniques,

Fouque, 477.

Fossil faunas at Springfield, Missouri,

Weller, 185.

Geology of Angel Island, Ransome,
73.

Glacial Lake St. Lawrence of Upham,
Chalmers, 273.

lakes in Western New York,
Fairchild, 156.

land-forms of the margins of the

Alps, Mill, 121.

period, Upham, 305.

phenomena of Newfoundland,
etc. Wright, 86, 156.

phenomena west of Hudson Bay,

Tyrrell, 322.

succession in Europe, Geikie on,

62 - -~~
Great Lakes, changes of level in the

region of, Taylor, 69.

Ice-ages, recurrence, Hughes, 164.

Ice limit, southern, in East Pennsyl-

vania, Williams, 174.

Lake basins, formation by wind, Gil-

bert, 159.

Laurentian, Adams, 159.

New Jersey, surface formations of

southern, Salisbury, 157.

Niagara and the Great Lakes, Taylor,

249.

Paleozoic corallines, Whitfield, 323.

Pithecanthropus erectus, Marsh, 144.

Post glacial origin, faults of, Matthew,
322.

Geology—
Radiolarians, pre-Cambrian, Cayeux,

322.

Rocky Mt. range in British America,
elevation, since the close of the Cre-

taceous, Dawson, 463.

Silurian, lower, limestone, Tennessee,
Shaler, 160.

Terraces of the inner gorge of the
upper Ohio, Hice, 112.

Trinucleus, Beecher, 307
Yariation, geological aspects, Gosse-

let, 473.

West Indian region, change of level,

Stimpson, 321.

Giesenhagen, Lehrbuch der Botanik, 75.

Gilbert, G. K., formation of lake basins

by wind, 159.

Glass, silvering, Lumiere, 470.

Glazebrook, R. T., Dynamics, 484.

Goodale, G. L., botanical abstracts, 75,

165, 242, 325, 481.

Gosselet, geological aspects of variation,

473.

Gravity, direction in the Hawaiian
Islands, Preston, 271.

relation to continental elevation, Men-
denhall, 81.

Gray, A., Field, Forest and Garden
Botany, Bailey, 325.

Groth, P. Physikalisehe Krystallo-

graphie, 74.

Harvard Botanical Museum, 166.

Hice, R. R , inner gorge terraces of the

Upper Ohio, 112.

Hill, E. A., argon, Prout's hypothesis,

405.

Hill, R. T., dicotyledonous flora in the

Cheyenne sandstone, 473.

Hintze, C, Handbuch der Mineralogie,

74.

Hobbs, W. H., crystal form of borneol

and isoborneol, 449.

Hoffman, G. C, chemical contributions

to the Geology of Canada, 324.

Ice, dielectric power, Blondlot, 59.

Jupiter's orbit, plane of, etc., Newton,
420.

Eemp, J. F., petrographic description

at DeWitt, N. Y, 456.

Kennedy, C, Astronomy. 484.
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Keyes, 0. R., Paleontology of j&iuoig, Minerals
475.

Kidwell, E., rock cutter and trimmer,

417.

Kreider, D. A., preparation of per-

chloric acid, etc. 443.

Krystallographie, Physikalische, Groth,

74.

Lathrop, C. L., Elements of Mineralogy,

480.

Lea. M. C, color relations of atoms,

ions and molecules, 357.

Lester, A., Monograph of the Mycet-
ozoa. 243.

Ley. W. C, Cloudland, 168.

Linebarger, C. E., application of law of

solubility to solutions of salts, 48

;

relations between temperature, pres-

sure, etc., 380.

Luquer, L. McL, three new analyses of

sodalite. 465.

M
Mach. E , Science of Mechanics, 484.

Magnetic lines, rotation, Lecher, 61.

permeability, Klemencic, 61, St.

John, 236.

Magnetization of iron and nickel wire,

Klemencic, 61.

Marsh, 0. C, Pithecanthropus erectus,

344.

Matthew, G. T., faults of post-glacial

origin, 322.

Mechanics. Science of, Mach, 484.

Mendenhall, T. C, relation of gravity to

continental elevation, 81.

Mercury vacuum pump, Pupin, 19.

Meteorite, Canon Diablo, Derby, 101.

Plymouth, Ward, 53.

Meteoritenkunde, Cohen, 324.

Microchemical Analysis, Behrens, 74.

Mill, H. R., glacial land-forms of the
Alps, 121.

Mineral collector, 248.

Resources of the U. S., Day, 73.

Mineralogie, Handbuch der, Hintze, 74.

Mineralogy, Crystallography and Blow-
pipe Analysis, Moses and Lathrop.
480.

Minerals—
Analcite in diabase. San Luis, Cal.,

478.

Andorite, 479.

Bauxite, containing a supposed new
element, 230.

Cohenite, Derby, 101.

Crossite, Lawson, 73.

Feldspars, Fouque, 477.

Gold ores of California, Turner, 374.

in serpentine, 478.

Hydrocalcite, Silesia, 479.

Kauaiite, Hawaiian Islands, 480.

Kylindrite, Bolivia, 479.

Lorandite, Macedonia, 479.

Magnetostibian, Sweden, 479.

Sodalite, anal., 465.

Stibiotanfcalite, Australia, 479.

Tsenite, Derby, 101.

Uraninite containing argon, 421.

Xiphonite, Sicily, 480.

Mitchell's comet, 1847, orbit of Miss.,

Xewton, 430.

Moses, A. J., Elements of Mineralogy,

480.

N
Nehrling, N A., Birds, 484.

Nernst, W., Theoretical Chemistry, 315.

Newton, H. A., plane of Jupiter's orbit,

etc., 420 ; orbit of Miss Mitchell's

comet, 1847, 430.

Nutting, C. C. Bahama Expedition of

the State Univ. of Iowa, 428.

Ostwald's Klassiker der exakten Wis-
senchaften, 79.

Owen, Richard, Life of, 247.

Obituary—
Cayley, A., 248.

Dana, James D., 329.

Denza, Father, 80.

Gibbes, L. R., 80.

Haushofer, K. von, 248.

Johnstrup, F., 168.

Meyer, L., von, 485.

Moore, G. E., 430.

Oliver, J. E., 430.

Redfield, J. H., 485.

Rex, G. A., 328.

Sansoni, F., 430.

Saporta, Marquis de, 328.

Thomson, M., 248.

Vogt, C, 485.

White, F. B., 248.

Pax, F., Lehrbuch der Botanik, 75.

Penck's Morphologie der Erdoberflache,

429.

Pensig. O., Pflanzen-Teratologie, 78.

Periodic law discussed, Hill, 405.

Petrographie, Lehrbuch, Zirkel, 323.

Phosphorescence at low temperatures,
Raoul, Pictet and Allschul, 152.

Photographic Spectrum of the Great
Nebula in Orion, Lockyer, 153.
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Physics, new work on, Carhart, 238.

Principles of, Daniell, 472.

Planets, new tables for, Newcomb, 79.

Pratt, J. H., double halides of caesium,

etc., with thallium, etc., 397.

Preston, E. D., direction of gravity in

the Hawaiian Islands, 271.

Prize-question of Schnyder von War-
tensee foundation, 326.

Pupin, M. I., automatic mercury vac-

uum pump, 19.

Rafinesque, Life of, 247.

Ramsay, W., on argon, 275.

Rayleigh, Lord, on argon, 275.

Refractive index for critical tempera-
tures, Chappuis, 57.

Resonance, multiple, Bjerknes, 231.

Rock cutter and trimmer, Kidwell, 417.

Ruedemann, R., graptolitic genus Dip-

lograptus, 453.

s

Salisbury, R. D., surface formations of

Southern New Jersey, 157.

Saussure, R. de, graphical thermody-
namics, 21.

Schmalhausen, devonische Pflanzen aus
dem Donetz-Becken, 476.

Science, 167.

Self-induction, small coefficients of, 152.

in iron wires, Klemencic, 152.

Shaler, N. S., lower Silurian limestone,

Tennessee, 160.

Smithsonian Geographical Tables,

Woodward, 327.

Sorauer, P., Physiology of Plants, 325.

Spectrum analysis of the color of water,

Vogel, 231.

of argon, see Chemistry.
Spenzer, J. G., 8—bromvalerianic Acid,

110.

Soap film figures, Quincke, 62.

Stelzner, A. W., 328.

Stimpson, C. T., change of level in the

West Indian region, 321.

Taylor, F. B., changes of level in the

region of the Great Lakes, 69; Niag-

ara and the Great Lakes, 249.

Telegraphing without wires, 152.

Temperature, pressure, etc., relations

between, Linebarger, 380.

of minimum visibility, Gray, 232.

Thermodynamics, graphical, R. de
Saussure, 21.

Thompson, S. P., Electricity and Mag-
netism, 153.

Trowbridge, J., physical abstracts, 59,

152, 231, 469; velocity of electric

waves, 297.

Turner, H. W., gold ores of California,

374; gold in serpentine, 478.

Tyrrell, J. B., glacial phenomena west
of Hudson Bay, 322.

IT

Upham, W., Champlain subsidence and
re-elevation of the St. Lawrence
River basin

;
glacial period, 305.

Vacuum pump, mercury, Pupin, 1 9.

Yenable, F. P., Short History of Chem-
istry, 230.

Yerrill, A. E., Echinoderms of North-
eastern America, 127, 199.

Vines, S. H., Text-Book of Botany, 76,

481.

Visibility, minimum temperature of
r

Gray, 232.

Volckening, G. J., three new analyses

of sodalite, 465.

w
Walcott, C. P., lower Cambrian rocks

in eastern California, 141 ;
Appalach-

ian type of folding, 159, 169.

Waldo P., wind velocities in the

United States, 431.

Ward, H. A., Plymouth Meteorite, 53.

Weller, S., fossil faunas at Springfield,

Missouri, 185.

Whitfield, R. P., Paleozoic corallines,

323.

Williams. E. H., southern ice limit in

Eastern Pennsylvania, 174.

Williams, H. S., Devonian fossils in the

Carboniferous, 94, 160.

Willis, 0. R.; Practical Flora, 77.

Wind velocities in the U. S., Waldo,
431.

Wright, G. F., glacial phenomena of

Newfoundland, etc., 86, 156.

Zirkel, F., Lehrbuch der Petrographie,

323.
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Figcre 1.— P. Cranium of Pithecanthropus erectus, ^.

Hs. Skull of Hylobates syndactylies, i (After Dubois.)

'".?, *

.)

Figure 3.—P. Left femur of Pithecanthropus erectus, ^.

H. Left femur of man, |. a, front view; b, exterior view. (After

Dubois.)
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a b

Trinucleus concentricus Eaton.

1,2. Cephala of young individuals, x 40.

3. Pygidium of young individual. x 40.

4,5,6. Appendages. 4, x4; 5, G, xll.
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RHENISH MINERAL OFFICE
BONN ON THE RHINE, GERMANY.

Established 1833.

NEW MINERALS.
Andesine, Darapskite, Elpidite, Hintzeite, Hohmannite, Huantayaite, Jod-
chromate, Knopite, Koninckite, Kylindrite, Lautarite, Lorandite, Lossenite,

Neptunite, Kichellite, Soda niter, Sulfoborite, Tarapacaite.

NEW CRYSTAL-MODELS IN WOOD.
PeArographic-crystottographic collection of 100 crystal-models arranged

according to Professor Dr. H. Eosenbusch's " Mikroskopisclie Physiographie
der petrographisch wichtigen Mineralien." Ill edition, Stuttgart, 1893.
Price, $25.00.

Collection of 50 models of distorted and pseudosynimetric forms of crystals,

arranged by Professor Dr. Hirscbwald. Average size, 2 incbes. Price, $11.25.

Tbis collection contains single crystal-models well appropriate for study
and practice. Since tbey show equivalent faces in disproportionate distance

from tbe centre or present a pseudosymmetric cbaracter in tbe relations of

tbe combination, tbe system can be determined only by means of tbe

goniometer.
b instruments will be furnished at the rate of 65c. (5 goniometers,

5); the models having a size of about 2 inches, these instruments will

allow an exactness in measuring of 1°.
v

THIN SECTIONS,
For Microscopical investigation.

A. Rocks. Collection of 50 " Lenne-Porphyres," described by Professor
Dr. litlgge in " Neues Jahrbnoh t'iir Mineralogie, Beilageband VIII," thin

us. Price, $25.00. Coll- ction of 25 Rocks from the Auvergne with
thin sections. Price, $15.00. Collection of 100 Ehenish eruptive rocks and
of the accompanying tuft's with thin sections and an exact description by Dr.

\V. Bruhns. Price, $50.00.

B. Minerals. Collection of 120 properly mounted sections of 59 mineral-
ss, in eleganl etui. Price, $ 15.00.

C. Fossils. I. Collection of 10 specimens of Diatoms and Alga?, $2.50
II. " 10

MI. •• 10
iv. ••

10
v. •• in

VI. " ID

VII. • 10
VIII. " in

IX. " in

X •• II)

XI. "ID
XII. Large general collection of 110 thin sections according

t.. the above arrangement, Price, $82.50.

Single sections will be tarnished at tbe rate of 25c. to 40c, according to

tie- difficulty of manufacture.
.\n preparations will be microscopically examined before sending; the

correctness of the designation is therefore warranted.

New editions of the following lists have just come out: No. I. Minerals

and plates of minerals for exhibiting optical phenomena, 6th edit. No. II.

Lb and General Geology, Bd edit, (illustrated). No. X. Contact-meta-
morphosis (price, 1 2c.) and will be sent on demand.

fossil woods, 3.75

Foraminifera, 3.15
Sponges,
( 'orals,

3.75

3.00
Ivhinoderms, 3.00
Worms, 3.00

Brvozoa, 3.00

Braohiopoda,
Mollusks. .

3.00

3.00

Vertebrates, 3.00

Represented in the United States by Messrs. Eimer & Amend,
205 211 Third Avenue, New York.



SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS.
"With unusual facilities for securing educational materials, it is proposed to take the lead in

furnishing systematic collections for teaching MINERALOGr, GEOLOGY, and ZOOLOGT in
Schools and Colleges. Individual Specimens also furnished. Catalogue sent on receipt of 6 cts.
in postage stamps.

RELIEF MAPS AND MODELS.
Special attention given to Relief Maps. Send for circular describing Grand Canon, Tosem-

ite Valley, Yellowstone National Park, Mt. Shasta, Mt. Vesuvius, Kentucky, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, Etc., Etc. Also model of the whole United States, ivith adjoining ocean bottoms,
modeled on correct curvature. Many of These made especially ior Schools. New Relief Map of
Palestine, modeled for the Palestine Exploration Fund, now ready.

LANTERN SLIDES.
Series of Lantern Slides for class illustration in Geology, Physical Geography, Etc.

METEORITES.
A good price paid for meteorites of all kinds. New and undescribed ones especially desired.

An extra price paid for the entire "find " or "fall." Meteorites also cut, polished and etched.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL COLLECTIONS.
These collections, decided upon after numerous conferences with teachers and experts con-

nected with the U. S, Geological Survey and IT. S. National Museum, have just been introduced
into the schools of Washington, and will be known as the Washington School Collections. It is

safe to say that no collections of equal excellence have ever before been offered in this
country at so low a price ($2 each). Send for circulars.

EDWIN E. HOWELL, 612 17th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

FOURTH REVISED EDITION

DANA'S MANUAL OF GEOLOGY
Treating of the Principles of the Science with special reference to

American Geological History. By James D, Dana, Yale University.

Cloth, 1088 pages, over 1575 figures and two double-page maps.

PRICE, $5.00, POSTPAID.

Entirely rewritten, and reset in new type. Introduces new

principles, new theories," and new facts relating to all depart-

ments of the science. Much additional matter; improved

arrangement; largely increased number of illustrations; all

enhancing the value of the work.

AMEEICAK" BOOK COMPACT,

806 Broadway, New York City.







HEMATITE CRYSTALS FROM NORTH CAROLINA.
Mr. English has been spending most of his time

recently in the Carolinas and we have also had our
own collector at work for two months with a force of
men. As a result we can offer a large number of

new minerals. Among the most interesting are the
Hematites. The specimens vary greatly in habit,

commonly they are groups of quite simple tabular
crystals averaging 1 to 1 and % inches in diameter

;

occasionally highly modified forms are found. Their
luster is equal to the best of the French crystals,

which they also resemble in other respects. The-
find is quite limited. Prices range from 25c. for

loose crystals and small groups to $1.00 to $3.50 for fine large groups.

RUTILATED AMETHYST.
Our collector has thoroughly worked this North Carolina locality during

the past month and we now have a splendid stock. Loose crystals and small
groups as low as 25c. Larger groups 50c. to $3.50. The Amethyst is of

rich color and the Rutile in long brilliant metallic needles, making a most
pleasing combination. Enclosures of Gothite, Hematite, etc., are also fre-

quently found in the same specimens.

RARE NORTH CAROLINA QUARTZ CRYSTALS.
A second visit by Mr. English to the great Lincoln Co. mineral belt and a

great deal of work by our own collector and many purchases made by him,
have yielded us unquestionably the finest collection of rare quartzes ever
shipped from this region. The scores of crystals so rapidly sold when our
first lot reached New York encouraged us to thoroughly work the various
pockets and our latest accessions are the most interesting of all. Crystals
with their terminations rounded off by a multitude of minute but distinct

planes, crystals with their vertical edges replaced by a series of trapezohe-
drons, crystals with most wonderful etching, crystals so distorted as to

puzzle a crystallographer, crystals with bubbles moving an inch or more,
crystals with enclosures of Eutile, Muscovite, Tourmaline, Hematite, Gothite,

etc.; crystals of rich Amethystine and smoky colors combined in the same
specimen, crystals without end !

Boxes sent on approval by us will contain only carefully selected specimens
of real merit, and not the lot of rubbish always put in by local collectors,

who do not know good crystals from bad ones. 50c. to $1.50 is about the
range of prices for really fine specimens, but for 10c. to 25c. we can furnish
many very choice little crystals. A few large museum groups still remain.

HAUERITE ! A GREAT COLLECTION PURCHASED.
For a year and a half we have been negotiating for a large collection of

Sicilian Hauerites and on April 15th we cabled our acceptance of the collec-

tion. The first installment has now arrived and others will reach us by June
1st. The crystals already received include one simple octahedron 2 and %
inches in diameter, one very large cubo-octahedron, five octahedrons, of

about 1 and \£ inches, and a number of very sharp little crystals. Several
new twin crystals and many other rare forms, groups and matrix specimens
are still to arrive. This is the most important collection of Hauerites ever
brought together and, as the mine is closed, it is likely to be the last of them.

TILLY FOSTER MINERALS.
The great run on our magnificent stock of Chondrodites and Clinochlores

still continues, and yet there are still many fine specimens. See last month's
announcement.

OTHER RECENT ADDITIONS.
Virginia, Tscheffkinite

; S. Dakota, Autunite; gorgeous Labradorite; native
Antimony ; splendid Obsidian, Chrysotile, Jade ; 75 Styrian Flos Ferri ; Monte
Poni Anglesites ; Griphite, etc.

124 pp. Catalogue. Illustrated by 87 cuts, and describing every mineral.
25c. in paper ; 50c. in cloth.

44 pp. Illustrated Price-Lists, 4c. Circulars Free.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO., Mineralogists,

New York City.
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